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Editors’ Note

Welcome ISAPA participants!

The Department of Physical Education at UNESP, Rio Claro, would

like to thank you for the opportunity to organize the 16th International

Symposium of Adapted Physical Activity (ISAPA), held in conjunction

with the 7th Brazilian Congress of Adapted Motor Activity. The theme

of the conference is “Adapted Physical Activity and Health for All: A

Political, Cross-Disciplinary, and Lifespan Perspective on Human

Diversity.”

An international symposium presents an opportunity for scholars from

our institution and from many parts of the world to give visibility to

international issues and  to promote cultural diversity. We are eager

to share our knowledge and hospitality with you.

One of the goals of ISAPA is to disseminate and discuss recent

scientific and technological advances in adapted physical activity

and related areas. The Book of Proceedings is the result of extensive

work of by a few volunteers and many contributions from authors all

over the world. Over 40 full articles were submitted. Over 400

abstracts were approved and published. The ISAPA Book of

Proceedings is a supplemental issue of the Brazilian Journal of

Adapted Motor Activity (Sobama Journal).

In the Book of Proceedings you will find information about national

and international scientific activities among professionals and

researchers who are interested in the area of human movement,

physical education and sports, as well as other interdisciplinary areas

related to people with disabilities. To give visibility to worldwide

scientific activities is to give meaning to accessibility and inclusion.

The reader will find many views of the status of the international



scenario, especially from countries whose economies are emerging or

still challenged.

The organization of the ISAPA 2007 event would not be succesfull

without the support of research agencies, the Brazilian Government,

international organizations, the private sector, and the volunteer work

of so many people. We would like to thank you all. We hope to continue

with the IFAPA legacy, and follow the footsteps left by our previous

ISAPA organizors.

UNESP

Instituto de Biociências

Departamento de Educação Física

Ministério do Esporte
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To begin today, let’s give a BIG “thank you” to our Brazilian

conference staff! Their work in preparing this wonderful

gathering has been PASSIONATE, ENTHUSIASTIC, FULL

OF ZEAL AND ARDOR, COMPETENT, AND CARING. We

knew it would be. That’s why we came. So let’s celebrate our

togetherness by visualizing the passion of adapted physical

activity: our profession, our service-based daily work, our

family-like collegiality, and the diverse application of our

ever-growing knowledge base. Let’s each of us create, in

our mind, a visual image of the passionate teacher, the

passionate scholar, the passionate advocate, the passionate

politician, and yes the passionate scientist, forever seeking

knowledge and exuberantly motivating us toward praxis!

Praxis has several meanings. I like best the meaning assigned

by world-renowned Brazilian philosopher and pedagogue,

Paulo Freire (1921-1997): Praxis is more than practice; it is

integrated action and reflection. “Reflection is only real when

it sends us back to the given situation in which we act”

(Freire, 2004, xvi). Praxis means change.

The power of passion

Passion can be any powerful emotion or appetite: intense

feelings that drive inclusion and empowerment practices that

give us energy to keep going. A short dictionary definition

is “boundless enthusiasm.” Recent research equates passion

with exuberance (Jamison, 2004). Passion, or exuberance, is

certainly important to the future of APA. Consider this

description:

Exuberance is an abounding, ebullient, effervescent

emotion. It is kinetic and unrestrained, joyful,

irrepressible . . . Exuberant people take in the world

and act upon it differently than those who are less

lively and less energetically engaged. They hold

The Passion of Science: Research and Creativity

in Adapted Physical Activity

Claudine Sherrill

Texas Woman’s University at Denton, USA

Abstract—Politics are extremely important in the interactions among passion, science, creativity, and research in

(a) adapted physical activity (APA) service delivery science, (b) the International Federation of Adapted Physical

Activity (IFAPA), and (c) the APA crossdisciplinary knowledge base. This knowledge base needs broadening to

include political, legal, and social theories that explain individual differences in freedom, equality, inclusion, and

human rights as well as educate on processes of change. APA’s target is individual differences, defined here as

multidimensional disability in which such factors as poverty, ethnicity, geography, gender, and age cannot be

separated from structure and function of the body. Emphasis is given to IFAPA membership benefits and qualitative

research methods that enhance service delivery, empowerment, and human rights of the world’s 650-850 million

persons with disabilities.

Key Words: adapted physical activity, research, creativity.

their ideas with passion and delight, and they act

upon them with dispatch. Their love of life and

adventure is palpable. Exuberance is a peculiarly

pleasurable state, and in that pleasure is power.

(Jamison, pp. 5, 7)

Passion, or exuberance, drives science, creativity, and

research (key words in my title). To me, these are interacting

processes in achieving one’s personal best and then using

it to make our profession and knowledge base be the best

they can be.

Purpose of paper

My purpose today is to raise consciousness of the

importance of the interactions among passion, science,

creativity, and research in (a) APA service delivery science,

(b) the International Federation of Adapted Physical Activity

(IFAPA) and its regional affiliates, and (c) the broadening of

our APA crossdisciplinary knowledge base.  Raising

consciousness is generally the first step in acquiring social

justice (Freire, 1970; hooks, 1994). I also wish to support the

overall theme of this conference: Adapted Physical Activity

and Health for All: A Political, Crossdisciplinary, and

Lifespan Perspective on Human Diversity. This theme is so

timely, so absolutely excellent.

I particularly like the inclusion of politics among the key

words. Politics, however, means many things. Some of our

IFAPA members initially were not comfortable with the word

because, to them, it  conjured up argument and

unpleasantness. Often really good politicians tell me that

they never engage in politics. My own earliest memories of

politics, while growing up in Midwestern United States of

the 1940s was that “ladies” should never discuss politics,

religion, or sex at social gatherings. These topics just were
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not for “nice women;” they should be left to the men. This

may not have been true for all women in my small town, but

it was the truth that I was taught.  Always the rebel, I used to

creep into the room occupied by the men and listen to them

argue passionately about government politics, and I longed

for the stimulation of such dialogue.

It took me many years to realize that politics does not

have to concern the battles between Democrats and

Republicans. Politics also means the interactions among

human beings in relation to inclusion and exclusion on the

basis of skin color, gender, religion, language, socioeconomic

status, and the power elite’s decision making in relation to

the distribution of resources, goods, and emotional support.

Meanings of politics

Today, I believe that politics should be a required part of

professional preparation in APA and a priority area for

research. So what do experts tell us about the meaning of

politics? Most emphasize the dynamics of power relations

and conflict resolution in equalizing unequal power relations

(Marshall & Gerstl-Pepin, 2005). This definition is valuable

to us because, historically, the people APA serves and strives

to empower have less power and fewer resources than others.

Empowerment is about politics, helping people without

power to gain power in the roles and places that power

matters. Politics are also about human rights and the specific

power relations in achieving fairness, equity, and equality

for all (Farmer, 2005; Human Rights Watch, 2006). Needs in

regard to acquiring rights are, of course, specific to each

country, but the Human Rights Watch (2006) and other

international agencies have identified serious human rights

violations in every country.

Consider these facts. Somewhere between 650 and 850

million persons in the world have disabilities (Charlton, 1998;

United Nations General Assembly, 2006). No doubt, many

persons of all ages remain uncounted, particularly the very

young and very old. Definitions of disability differ around

the world as do methods of counting. Overall, we know that

the percentage of persons with disabilities varies by age

group: from birth through adolescence, about 10%; from ages

21-65, about 30%; age 66 and over, about 50%. Eighty percent

of these persons live in developing countries.

Developing countries is the United Nation’s preferred

term. The United Nations identifies 196 nations as

developing and only 38 as developed. The Economist Pocket

Book in Figures (2007) provides specifics by ranking

countries according to gross domestic product (GDP).

Countries with the highest GDPs per head have average

annual salaries of $29,000 through $39,680. The countries

with the lowest GDPs per head, all located in Africa and

Asia, average $680 or less. The average, for the world, as a

whole, is $8,920.  Brazil’s GDP is $8,200. Later, I will talk

about how IFAPA is adjusting its membership fees to help

counteract these inequalities.

Obesity, diabetes 2, heart disease, and cancer (all of

concern to APA) remain at epidemic level in developed

countries. Face it, persons with these disorders cannot and

will not engage in active physical activity without many

adaptations. One of every 150 children has autism. Mental

illnesses, especially depression, affect 1 in 5. Environmental

pollution increases the seriousness of asthma and almost all

health impairments. APA, properly planned and executed, is

needed in every country. IFAPA exists as the only

international organization with a knowledge base that

encompasses all these conditions and focuses on adaptation

as a major change strategy and evidence-based practice.

We all know the problems, so let’s focus on what we can

make the future. The Promise of Politics, first written in

German in the 1950s by political philosopher Hannah Arendt,

gives us hope with regard to the future:

The meaning of politics is that men in their freedom

can interact with one another without compulsion,

force, or rule over each other, as equals among

equals. Man exists—or is realized—in politics only

in the equal rights that those who are most different

guarantee for each other. Politics . . . has been, and

perhaps can be again, the never-ending endeavor of

the great plurality of human beings to live together

and share the earth in mutually guaranteed freedom.

That is the promise of politics.

APA shares with Arendt a common passion for human

plurality and the “coexistence and association of different

human beings” (p. 93). APA leaders sometimes focus on

differences only as unique needs in relation to body structure

and function, movement capabilities, and participation

accessibility. Perhaps we need to focus more on context. Is

it not time that we broaden our knowledge base to include

political, legal, and social theories that explain individual

differences in freedom, equality, inclusion, exclusion, and

human rights and educate us on processes of change? APA’s

focus should be on the political and social environmental

factors that interact with the self to cause differences (Farmer,

2005; World Health Organization, WHO, 2001), rather than

perpetuating the flawed notion that difference is something

that is wrong with a person or a society.

Many of us in APA have long emphasized that our

emerging knowledge base should be about individual

differences, not the narrower topic of disability (Hutzler &

Sherrill, 2007; Reid, 2003; Sherrill, 1993, 2004). Indeed, the

definition of APA in our IFAPA By-Laws emphasizes

individual differences rather than disability per se:

APA is defined as a crossdisciplinary body of

knowledge directed toward the identification and

solution of individual differences in physical

activity [note this encompasses both performance

and participation]. It is a service delivery profession

and an academic field of study that supports an

attitude of acceptance of individual differences,

advocates access to active lifestyles and promotes

innovation and cooperative service delivery

programs and empowerment systems. APA includes,
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but is not limited to, physical education, sport,

recreation, dance and creative arts, nutrition,

medicine, and rehabilitation. (www.IFAPA.biz)

Intrinsic to this definition is the belief that disability is

multidimensional and should not be separated from poverty,

geography, ethnicity, age, gender, and many other individual

differences that affect quality of life. Our crossdisciplinary

knowledge base and research should include all of these

topics (Hodge, Kozub, Robinson, & Hersman, 2007).

Practitioners of APA science are deeply involved in

politics, whether or not they know it. This is particularly

true in the struggle between various segments of society as

to who gets the resources to fund employment of APA

specialists, who meets eligibility criteria to receive APA

services, what transportation is accessible, and who has

voice (power) in public speaking and decision-making about

APA concerns. Applying a sociological perspective, the

reality is that every societal institution is maintained by

unequal power relationships.

Among the terms used to distinguish the power elite

from the powerless are “oppressor and oppressed,

advantaged and disadvantaged, dominant and subordinate,

agent and target, privileged and marginalized, dominator and

dominated, majority and minority” (Goodman, 2001, p. 6). I

like power elite because the word power is firmly associated,

in my mind, with money and the denial of human rights. In

North American literature the power elite are identified as

White, male, English-speaking, middle or upper class,

university-educated, married, healthy, able-bodied, with a

body and mind that do not yet show aging (Adams, Bell, &

Griffin, 1997; Goodman, 2001). These descriptors describe

the privileges that create unequal power relations. Did you

know that most of us in the room are privileged in all of

these dimensions except perhaps for one or two? We take

these privileges for granted until we come to know persons

without such privileges.

Marshall and Gerstl-Pepin (2005) propose that politics,

as taught in universities, should be specific to the academic

field for which students are being prepared. Hence, future

teachers would be taught “the politics of education, a

discipline that is unique to the field of education . . .” (p. xi).

The politics of education should “leap across disciplines to

use sociocultural and critical lenses to identify theories and

methodologies that uncover cultural dominance, oppression,

and silencing” (p. xi). Do we agree with these experts? When

shall we act? How?

Politics encompasses freedom, equality, equity, diversity,

individual differences, resource distribution, justice, fairness,

inclusion, compassion, caring, and passion. APA

professionals particularly need passion because we are so

often asked to pursue the impossible dream with persons

who not only have disabilities but also are disadvantaged

and oppressed. We seek to improve the quality of their health

and physical activity (indeed, their overall lives) despite the

barriers of unequal and inadequate resources, opportunities,

and power. In addition to everyday demands made on us, we

must be involved in politics (often called advocacy in APA)

18 hr a day, 7 days a week. Advocacy in APA is defined as

“action aimed at promoting, maintaining, or defending human

rights” and is considered an integral part of service delivery

and empowerment (Sherrill, 2004, p. 758). Today I call, not

just for advocacy, but for passionate politics.

Passionate politics in professional

preparation and practice

PASSIONATE POLITICS is more committed and more

intensive than advocacy. Yet, few APA university courses

explicitly teach advocacy or politics. We must change this!

Experts have broken down advocacy into five areas, each

painstakingly named so that the behavior starts with L, a

memory device. Consider the following Five Ls and how we

might teach and reinforce these concepts.

1. Look At Us.  Advocacy begins with getting the general

public to look at us, to see us setting good examples in

inclusive service delivery, empowerment initiatives, and

personal life; praising examples of others; inviting families

and the power-elite to see our services and programs;

building their passion for healthy lifestyle and correcting

injustices. Organizations give awards, for instance, not only

to honor persons but to give visibility to their organization’s

mission.  We also need to get the general population to

“look at us” as an organization that gives voice to persons

with disability: voice as keynote speakers and as board

members. If about 13% of the population has disabilities, it

makes sense ethically (to us as individuals) that 13% of our

personal friends have disabilities. The outside world should

also see us attending or participating in the sports events in

which people with disabilities engage.

2. Leverage. Magnifying the “power of one” as in using

a lever to open a can or move a heavy object. In advocacy,

leverage is the joining with others in passionately promoting

a cause like participating in protest gatherings, actively

working with organizations that can yield more power with

large memberships than small, and signing position papers

and petitions. Leverage is also the practice of buying goods

only from stores that employ persons with disabilities, make

contributions to disability events, and encourage others to

do so also. Did you know that the United Nations, in 2006,

officially recognized sport as a human right of persons with

disabilities? This was achieved through leverage (i.e., many

organizations working together). Talk to Eli Wolff about this.

3. Literature. Engaging in all forms of writing (including

emails and blogs) that will change the way others feel, think,

and act; making your work and the physical activity

achievements of persons with disabilities maximally visible

by writing that appears in newspapers and websites, on

bulletin boards, and in all kinds of magazines, journals, and

books. APA services need desperately to become more

visible.

4. Legislation/Law/International Policy.  Getting

involved in government politics (local, state, national,
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international) in all of the ways possible to get laws that

support disability and physical activity passed and funded.

Initiate small group neighborhood meetings to get others

involved (remember leverage); interview and make public

the views of the power elite. Conduct research on their views

and how they affect APA.

5. Litigation.  Using legal protocol (legal counsel,

attorneys, judges) to force compliance when the power elite

(and others) are not following the law; teaching others about

litigation and supporting them through filing the complaint,

negotiations, law suits, court cases, etc.)

Advocacy, visualized within a lens of passionate politics,

is hard to learn and harder to practice. Would it help it our

IFAPA website featured some online courses that focus on

equality and inequality, social and distributive justice, and

politics of the organizations and communities in which our

students will most likely work. There could also be online

courses to guide workshops for persons with disabilities,

families, and significant others about these things.

It takes PASSION to choose an APA career and to endure

on a playing field that is not equal. Moreover, the passion

has to be grounded in HOPE, a deep-seated belief that we

shall overcome the barriers to equality. An APA career also

demands CREATIVITY (imagination, inventiveness, fluency,

mental flexibility, originality, resilience) in order every

morning to activate the passion we need in ourselves and

others to empower change.

Passion in IFAPA and regional affiliates

Active membership in professional organizations is

essential to empowering change. As explained in the 5Ls

practice theory, organizations can provide more leverage for

change than individuals. When leaders from French-speaking

Canada and Belgium founded IFAPA in 1973, the primary

benefit to members was increasing the ease with which

professionals in different countries could share information

and research.

Since 1977, IFAPA has held international seminars of

several days duration during odd-numbered years on every

continent except Africa. Regional IFAPA organizations began

to form in 1986 (Asia was first), and we have saved even-

numbered years  for regional conferences and such

international events as Paralympics, Special Olympics, and

Deaflympics. Like almost 200 other organizations, we have

affiliated with the International Council for Sport Science

and Physical Education (ICSSPE) so IFAPA members can

have all of their benefits and also assure that disability is

represented.

In addition to seminars and conferences, professional

organizations typically provide such concrete member

benefits as journals and newsletters; websites; directories

of resources; discounts on professional books, media, and

travel; credit card privileges; official position statements to

guide policy and practices; and a steady flow of information

providing help with employment, ethical concerns, program

and course construction, choice of universities, development

of grants, and collaboration on research projects.

International organizations also provide the structure for

travel with built-in hospitality and customized tours with

people of similar interests. For many of us, the most

meaningful benefit is making new friends with different

perspectives and the opportunity for collaborative critical

thinking and research.

The provision of benefits to IFAPA members, however,

traditionally has been born by relatively few persons: the

officers, board of directors, the biennial symposium directors

and staff, and a few chairs of action committees who are not

Board members. Did you know that the IFAPA Board meets

2 full days every year to plan, organize, and oversee benefits?

The 20 members comprising your Board pay all of their own

travel, food, and housing expenses to IFAPA meetings and

to events of related organizations where IFAPA

representation is expected or advocacy for disability rights

and individual differences is needed. Many of your officers

over the years have donated money for scholarships, awards,

and other activities. For a long time, volunteers even

assumed the tremendous work of collecting membership dues

and keeping track of money in diverse denominations from

about 40 nations.

By the early 1990s, IFAPA’s membership had grown so

large that we contracted with an international business firm,

Human Kinetics (headquartered in Champaign, Illinois), to

manage collection of membership fees and certain legal

services. Inasmuch as IFAPA lacked resources to publish a

research journal, we also contracted with Human Kinetics

(HK) to mail our members, at a discount price, its quarterly

journal, Adapted Physical Activity Quarterly, which had

been founded in 1984, was well-established, and already had

many of our IFAPA members on its editorial board. IFAPA’s

Constitution and By-Laws emphasize the importance of

research in creating and maintaining a knowledge base for

our new profession. Without a creditable knowledge base,

APA would have nothing to teach in university-based

preparation of future professionals, no qualified personnel

in the field, and no direct service delivery and empowerment

activities for persons with disabilities.

Moreover, widespread agreement exists that members of

a profession (particularly administrative decision-makers in

the field and the university professors who transmit the

knowledge to future practitioners) should share a common

knowledge base by reading, critiquing, and adding to

research accessible to all. Sharing this common (or universal)

knowledge base, of course, is in addition to the regional and

national knowledge that is routinely generated and

disseminated at the regional level. The Adapted Physical

Activity Quarterly (APAQ) functions to help our profession

improve the breadth and depth of its research-based body

of knowledge. APAQ is honored to be included every year

in the prestigious Journal of Citation Reports (JCR), which

publishes the impact factor rankings made by the Institute

for Scientific Information (Porretta & Sherrill, 2005). The

impact factor is a number calculated by formula that
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estimates the value of a journal based on the number of

times that each article is cited in other sources (i.e., how

much the new knowledge is actually used and thus is capable

of making an impact). APAQ has consistently achieved high

rankings that, in many countries, contribute to such author

benefits as university tenure, promotions, and offers of new

and better jobs.  Our IFAPA website enables translation into

about 10 languages, thanks to our President-Elect Shayke

Hutzler. A new member benefit is APAQ abstracts on the IFAPA

website so that members can absorb newly created

knowledge in their own languages.

One reason I am giving you this background information

is that our IFAPA board has negotiated an expanded contract

for more member benefits with Human Kinetics, and we want

your input. Part of this negotiation required a change from a

2-year to a 1-year membership structure. Our contract is only

for the year 2007. We hope that all IFAPA members at this

Seminar will attend the IFAPA’s General Assembly (i.e.,

Business Meeting) on Friday morning to dialogue about the

benefits that members want for 2008 and subsequent years.

IFAPA needs your participation in business affairs in order

to function as a democracy.  In addition to international

business being conducted, regional meetings are held at the

General Assembly to elect regional members to the Board

and to officially approve regional input that requires IFAPA

collaboration. PLEASE REMEMBER FRIDAY MORNING, 8:30

to 10 a.m. SOME REGIONAL GROUPS MAY WISH TO COME

EARLY, AND WE WILL HAVE COFFEE AND BREAKFAST

SNACKS.

I think you will be excited about 2007’s member benefits.

Among these are electronic mailing of APAQ and monthly

IFAPA newsletter; free immediate electronic access to issues

of APAQ over the past 5 years and, in time, all the issues

since 1984; electronic access to IFAPA Seminar Abstracts

and perhaps some full proceedings; and planning for on-

line APA courses and materials  and other endeavors. Of

course, any member who prefers hard copies over electronic

can have hard copies, although international members have

an additional $10 annual postage cost.

Of course, nothing is ever free. IFAPA pays for these

and other benefits with your membership dues. HK offers

membership management and other services only to

organizations that subscribe to one of its 20 journals, and

many organizations throughout the world opt for HK’s

management services. Among other benefits that HK is

providing IFAPA this year are reduced fees for university

students and for all 196 developing nations recognized by

the United Nations. This enables IFAPA to make fees for

students everywhere and for citizens of developing nations

almost 50% less than traditional professional fees for

electronic subscription, definitely the best option. Come to

the General Assembly Friday morning to learn more about

all this and to offer your ideas.

IFAPA is at a crossroads, at a crisis time in fact, faced

with many decisions. Our membership number dropped to

an all time low in 2006. Without large membership, IFAPA

cannot offer desired benefits and will not have the leverage

to achieve its mission and goals. We need your PASSION to

enable APA and IFAPA to be the best it can be.

Passion in research and creativity

This is the last topic to be addressed as stated in my

purpose. We all understand its importance, so let’s focus on

one specific: increased involvement in the many new forms

of qualitative research designed to create knowledge that is

particularly meaningful to practitioners (Brantlinger, Jimenez,

Klingner, Pugach, & Richardson, 2005; Richardson, 2000;

Sparkes, 2000). The best qualitative research, indeed,

represents cooperative data collection and analysis by

practitioners in the field with university personnel. The

reference list provides three exceptional sources for better

understanding of qualitative research, but the best way to

start is feeling passionate about some “wrong” or weakness

in the field and then reading articles in APAQ for an

introduction to methodology.  Find Donna Goodwin, Samuel

Hodge, and Michelle Grenier at this Seminar and attend

their sessions; talk to them. Write to authors of APAQ

articles; their email addresses are always provided. Get

personal help from people who are passionate about what

they are doing. An important benefit of IFAPA membership

is access to experts and their usual willingness to help fellow

members. Qualitative research generates findings in words

rather than statistics and usually concerns individuals or

small groups instead of the large samples required in

traditional science (e.g., Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007, utilize the

qualitative method as one approach). There are many correct

ways to do qualitative research. There are entire books on a

specific method. So, discover your subtype of qualitative

research, become passionate about it, and give us new

knowledge.

To close, much of my thinking about PASSION over the

last few years has come from Paulo Freire and other sources

in Latin America. Perhaps the time was right, for many of us

in the USA have felt oppressed by President Bush’s politics

and tactics. Of Freire’s many books, I relate most to

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, first published in 1970, and

Pedagogy of Indignation, assembled after his death. Freire

gives us hope, as well as the passion for fighting inequalities,

and the praxis for transforming our beliefs and practices.

Here is a good place to say, “Thank you, Brazil, for giving us

Paulo Freire” and for your passion in giving us this wonderful

Seminar.
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Introduction

Over the past four decades many changes have occurred in

societies around the world, including those related to

equality and participation of persons with a disability. These

developments have had a clear impact in the area of adapted

physical activity and sport for persons with a disability.

This area is steadily growing on all continents, however,

not always at the same pace. It includes rehabilitation/

therapy, education, recreation and leisure as well as high

performance sport. Currently, many initiatives aim at offering

equal access and participation in physical education and

sport and in most countries, trends can be identified that

focus rather on inclusive settings than on segregated

settings. In this context it is important to note that the Sport

for All movement is increasingly including persons with a

disability into their activities and campaigns. With regard

to high performance sport, there is growing public and media

interest. This is in particularly true for the Paralympic Games,

Special Olympics and Deaflympics. Enormous changes have

taken place over the past fifteen years as far as professional

training for teachers and coaches is concerned. At the

European level, and more recently at world level, educational

programmes exist in Adapted Physical Activity and so-called

Thematic Networks have been implemented. The continental

and international cooperation of experts in science, research

and practice have led to greater awareness and acceptance

of this multi- and cross-disciplinary field.

Terminology and definitions

Despite the fact that in the early 1950’s the term Adapted

Physical Education was used in the United States of America,

the term Adapted Physical Activity, covering a broader

spectrum of physical activity and sport in a variety of

settings, is increasingly preferred. Sherrill (1996, p389)

provided the following definition, which is still relevant:

“Adapted Physical Activity is cross-disciplinary

theory and practice related to lifespan activity of

individuals whose uniqueness of function, structure,

or appearance requires expertise in (a) assessing

and adapting ecosystems and (b) facilitating

changes necessary for

- equal access

- integration/inclusion

- lifespan wellness

- movement success

- empowerment/self-actualization”

The discipline is also recognised as a specialisation area

of sport science (cf. Massengale/Swanson 1997, ICSSPE

2003).

Current developments in physical

education and sport

Although children and youth with a disability are

educated in special schools in some countries, there is a

growing trend towards inclusive education. These

developments are closely linked to new educational

approaches and concepts and they are based on modified

educational laws. World-wide efforts are being made to

improve the situation and status of physical education with

a strong focus on inclusive physical education. This new

perspective is reflected in the documents of the 1st World

Summit on Physical Education (Doll-Tepper/Scoretz, 2001)

in which the aspects of quality (“quality physical education”)

and of inclusion (“inclusive physical education”) are

emphasised.

The Sport for All movement has also given more attention

to persons with a disability. A similar development can be

found in so-called trend sports, such as inline-skating and

adventure sports, including as mountain-climbing and diving.

Parallel to these more recent developments are the use of

physical activity and sport as an essential part of therapy

and rehabilitation (cf. Guttman, 1976; Kosel/Froböse, 1999;

Ohlert/Beckmann, 2002).

World-wide there is a remarkable trend towards offering a

career in high performance sport to athletes with a disability.

Paralympic sport is not only attracting a broader public but

it is also being given more attention by scientists and

researchers (cf. Doll-Tepper/Kröner/Sonnenschein, 2001).

Until the end of the 1980’s competitive sport for athletes

with different disabilities received little attention by the

public and the media.  This has changed enormously since

the 1988 Paralympic Summer Games of Seoul, Korea and the

founding of the International Paralympic Committee in 1989.

A growing number of nations and athletes are participating

in international competitions, such as the Paralympic Summer

and Winter Games.
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Table 1. Paralympic Summer Games.

Year Venue      Number of NPC’s Number of Participants

1960 Rome, Italy   23   400

1964 Tokyo, Japan   22   390

1968 Tel Aviv, Israel   29 1100

1972 Heidelberg, Germany   44 1400

1976 Toronto, Canada   42 2700

1980 Arnhem, The Netherlands   42 2550

1984 New York, USA   45 2500

Aylesbury, Great Britain   41 1430

1988 Seoul, South Korea   65 4300

1992 Barcelona, Spain   94 4000

1996 Atlanta, USA 103 3200

2000 Sydney, Australia 123 3824

2004 Athens, Greece 130 4000

NPC = National Paralympic Committee

Table 2. Paralympic Winter Games.

Year Venue      Number of NPC’s  Number of Participants

1976 Örnskoldsvik, Sweden   15   250

1980 Geilo, Norway   18   350

1984 Innsbruck, Austria   22   500

1988 Innsbruck, Austria   22   700

1992 Tignes-Albertville, France   24   600

1994 Lillehammer, Norway   31   950

1998 Nagano, Japan   32 1000

2002 Salt Lake City, USA   40 1100

2006 Torino, Italy   39   477

NPC = National Paralympic Comittee

Table 3. Special Olympics Summer Games.

Year Venue            Country Number of Participants

1968 Chicago, Soldiers Field               USA 1000

1970 Chicago, Illinois               USA 2000

1972 Los Angeles, California               USA 2500

1974 Mt. Pleasant, Michigan               USA 3200

1979 New York               USA 3500

1983 Baton Rouge, Louisiana               USA 4000

1987 South Bend, Indiana               USA 4700

1991 Minneapolis, Minnesota               USA 6000

1995 New Haven, Connecticut               USA 7000

1999 Raleigh, Durham, North Carolina               USA 7000

2003 Dublin             Ireland 6500

Table 4. Special Olympics Winter Games.

Year Venue              Country Number of Participants

1977 Steamboat Springs, Colorado               USA    500

1981 Smugglers’ Notch, Vermont               USA    600

1985 Park City, Utah               USA No information

1989 Reno, Nevada               USA 1000

1993 Salzburg             Austria 1600

1997 Toronto, Ontario             Canada 2000

2001 Anchorage, Alaska               USA 1900
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The Paralympic movement

Over recent decades, Paralympic Games have received

greater recognition. The level of performance has increased

within all sports.

Research topics linked to this development of Paralympic

Sport include:

- classification

- integration/inclusion (intellectually disabled, deaf, able-

bodied)

- applicability of existing principles underlying

performance

- enhancing sport performance

- barriers to sport participation

- attitudes

- empowerment through sport

- retirement from sport

- spectatorship

- media

- equity issues (gender, ethnicity, etc.)

- measurement of performance

- process of educating and disseminating information

- sport injury (etioloy, prevention, treatment)

- youth sport

- performance enhancement/doping

Table 5. Deaflympics Summer Games.

Year Venue Participating countries Number of Participants

1924 Paris, France 10    159

1928 Amsterdam, The Netherlands 10    210

1931 Nürnberg, Germany 14    316

1935 London, Great Britain 12    293

1939 Stockholm, Sweden 13    264

1949 Copenhagen, Denmark 14    405

1953 Brussels, Belgium 16    524

1957 Milan, Italy 25    625

1961 Helsinki, Finland 24    595

1965 Washington DC, USA 27    697

1969 Belgrad, Yugoslavia 33 1183

1973 Malmö, Sweden 32 1061

1977 Bukarest, Rumania 32 1118

1981 Cologne, Germany 32 1213

1985 Los Angeles, USA 29 1053

1989 Christchurch, New Zealand 30    959

1993 Sofia, Bulgaria 51 1705

1997 Copenhagen, Denmark 62 2068

2001 Rome, Italy 71 2405

2005 Melbourne, Australia 75 2300

- initial and continuing participation (motivation,

adherence)

International congresses (such as the Paralympic

Congresses and the VISTA Conferences) have offered an

opportunity for the exchange of research findings and

practical applications.

Special Olympics

Since 1968, international competitions have been

conducted by Special Olympics, an organisation focussing

on persons with an intellectual disability. Increasingly,

programmes are being offered that bring together athletes

with and without intellectual disabilities.

Since 1999, Special Olympics has given more attention

to the training of instructors and coaches, culminating in

the Special Olympics University Programme.

Deaflympics

Sport for deaf athletes has a very long tradition. The

Comité International des Sports des Sourds (CISS) was

founded in 1924. Deaflympics receive growing interest from

the public and the media.
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Table 6. Deaflympics Winter Games.

Year Venue Participating countries Number of Participants

1949 Seefeld, Austria   5      33

1953 Oslo, Norway   6      53

1955 Oberammergau, Germany   7       61

1959 Montana, Switzerland   8      42

1963 Åre, Sweden   8      58

1967 Berchtesgaden, Germany 12      86

1971 Adelboden, Switzerland 13      92

1975 Lake Placid, USA 15    268

1979 Meribel, France 14    180

1983 Madonna di Campiglio, Italy 16     191

1987 Oslo, Norway 15    136

1991 Banff, Canada 16    294

1995 Ylläs, Finland 19    267

1999 Davos, Switzerland 18    273

2003 Sundsvall, Sweden 22    253

Physical Activity, coordinated by the University of Nanterre,

Paris X, France, was initiated.

Thematic networks

At the European level—supported by the European

Commission—the first Thematic Network Educational and

Social Integration of Persons with a Disability Through

Adapted Physical Activity (THENAPA I) was established in

2001 (cf. Van Coppenolle et al., 2004; DePotter et al., 2004).

It is coordinated by the KU Leuven, Belgium. Information

and teaching materials have been jointly developed and were

Current developments in the

training of professionals

Since 1991 the European Master’s Degree in Adapted

Physical Activity (EMDAPA) has been offered.  It is

coordinated by the KU Leuven (Belgium) and provides

students with an opportunity to participate in specialised

training (cf. Van Coppenolle et al., 1993; Van Coppenolle et

al., 2004).

Since 2005 this programme has been open to students

from all around the world and it is now called the ERASMUS

MUNDUS programme.

In 1997 the European University Diploma in Adapted
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published as printed documents and CD Roms. Initially, all

material was produced in English language only, but it is

now available in a variety of languages.

At the end of 2004, another project began, called the

Thematic Network on Adapted Physical Activity, Disability

and Aging (THENAPA II). This new network addresses

issues of the aging population with a disability, and is highly

relevant in the context of demographic changes in many

countries. This area still needs more attention, more

opportunities for participation and intensified research

efforts.

International cooperation

and networks

In 1973 the international umbrella organisation for

adapted physical activity, the International Federation of

Adapted Physical Activity (IFAPA) was founded. With

regard to organisational structures in the area of sport for

persons with a disability, many changes have occurred.

Currently there is an umbrella organisation for Paralympic

sport, the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) which

includes the International Blind Sport Association (IBSA),

Cerebral Palsy—International Sport and Recreation

Association (CP-ISRA), the International Wheelchair and

Amputee Sports Federation (IWAS) and the International

Association for Sport for Persons with an Intellectual

Disability (INAS-FID), which is currently suspended from

participation in Paralympic Games due to unresolved

classification problems. In addition, Special Olympics

coordinates the Special Olympics Summer and Winter Games,

and Deaflympics (formerly called: World Games for the Deaf)

are organised by the International Committee of Sports for

the Deaf (formerly called CISS).

All of these organisations are members of the

International Council of Sport Science and Physical

Education (ICSSPE) in which more than 300 national and

international organisations and institutions of sport, sport

science and physical education collaborate.

ICSSPE offers a cross-disciplinary forum of international

exchange for research and practical applications. It serves

as an advisor to UNESCO where it holds status of “formal

associate relations”. In addition, it is a recognised

organisation of the IOC and cooperates closely with the

WHO. In 2004, it provided input to WHO’s activities by

producing technical papers, one of which addressed “Young

People with Disability in Physical Education, Physical

Activity, Sport in and out of Schools”, by C. Sherrill.

2005 was proclaimed by the UN General Assembly to be The

International Year of Sport and Physical Education and

ICSSPE was part of several international initiatives and

conferences celebrating this. In October 2005, ICSSPE

hosted a conference on Rehabilitation through Adapted

Physical Activity and Sport for Children and Youth Affected

by the Tsunami in Southeast Asia in Bangkok, Thailand, an

initiative which continues to be developed as a special

programme for experts with a variety of professional

backgrounds. Plans are underway to establish special

training programmes for experts to work in areas affected by

natural disasters, the first edition of which is planned for

late 2007.

During the 1
st

 World Summit on Physical Education in

Berlin in 1999, data were presented on the state and status

of physical education world-wide and the Berlin Agenda for

Action for government ministers was proclaimed. In 2005,

Magglingen, Switzerland, hosted the 2
nd

 World Summit on

Physical Education providing updated information on the

situation of physical education in different countries around

the world. Quality physical education and inclusive physical

education were given special attention. The Magglingen

Commitment called for intensified efforts towards improved

training of professionals in physical education and sport,

including adapted physical education and sport.

An important part of current developments is related to

new initiatives of the Sport for All movement. International

Organisations of this particular movement, e.g. TAFISA and

ISCA, are increasingly including persons with a disability

into their activities.

The outlook

Past decades can be characterised by increased efforts

towards greater inclusion and acceptance of persons with a

disability into physical education and sport. Important

networks on international, national and local levels exist,

and while public and media awareness is improving, it can

still be further increased. ICSSPE in partnership with IFAPA,

IPC, Special Olympics and Deaflympics, are challenged to

identify research needs and research priorities, to link

research to practice and to extend their initiatives to other

areas of society, such as health, culture, education and

science to governments and non-governmental

organisations.
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Special Olympics Unified Sports
®
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Transition to Mainstream Sports
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Abstract—Special Olympics offers sports competition and training to over 2 million athletes with intellectual

disability in 150 countries. Through 28 team and individual sports, programs are provided that allow individuals of

all levels of intellectual disability to participate in sports. One program, Unified Sportsâ, provides Special Olympics

athletes the opportunity to compete with non-disabled peers in an inclusive sport or recreation environment.

Unified Sportsâ focuses on athletes with higher functional levels, especially those who can benefit from social

interaction with peers. Special Olympics Unified Sportsâ combines approximately equal numbers of Special Olympics

athletes and athletes without intellectual disabilities (partners) on sports teams for training and competition.

Research and program evaluation has shown that Unified Sportsâ can promote attitude change among unified

partners and the general public, cultivate attitude change in young volunteers, and facilitate community involvement

of Special Olympics athletes. Unified Sportsâ increases sports opportunities, promotes sports skills development,

and enhances self-esteem in Special Olympics athletes.

Key Words: Special Olympics Unified Sports®, Mainstream Sports.

Special Olympics is an international program of sports

training and competition for individuals with intellectual

disabilities.  According to the World Health Organization,

approximately 3 percent of the world’s population has an

intellectual disability (World Health Organization, 2001). That

translates into 190 million people in the world, making it the

largest disability population.  Providing year-round training

and athletic competition for 2.25 million athletes in over 150

countries, Special Olympics offers competition in 28 Olympic-

type sports through the efforts of 700,000 volunteers

involved in nearly 25,000 athletic competitions around the

world each year.

     Special Olympics was founded on the belief that people

with intellectual disabilities can learn, enjoy and benefit from

participation in sports. Through inclusive sport activities,

people with and without intellectual disabilities can come

together and dispel long-standing myths, change negative

attitudes, and embrace new opportunities. Together,

communities can be transformed by inspiring people

throughout the world to open their minds and accept and

include people with intellectual disabilities into society where

they can become accepted, respected, and given a chance

to become productive citizens.

     As the largest sports program for people with intellectual

disabilities, Special Olympics has several unique aspects

that differentiate it from other sports organizations. (1) Sport

opportunities are provided for athletes of all ability levels

with participation including the full range of severe to mild

intellectual disabilities. (2) To assure fair and equitable

competition, athletes compete in divisions with other

athletes of similar ability. The program is designed to

challenge each athlete to do his or her best while providing

a meaningful and enjoyable experience. (3) Awards are

provided to each athlete who puts forth the effort to

complete. (4) No fees are charged to athletes to participate

in Special Olympics.  (Roswal, Damentko, & Smith, 2006).

Overview of Unified Sports
®

Special Olympics Unified Sports is a new initiative,

designed to help transition athletes to mainstream

community sports. Unified Sports
®
 combines approximately

equal numbers of Special Olympics athletes and athletes

without intellectual disability on sports teams for training

and competition. Unified Sports
®
 focuses on athletes with

higher functional levels, especially those who can benefit

from social interaction with their peers. Unified Sports
®
 team

members with intellectual disabilities are referred to as

“athletes” and teammates without disabilities as “partners.”

Teams are constructed in such a way as to provide training

and competition opportunities that meaningfully challenge

and involve all athletes. These opportunities often lead to

improved sports skills, higher self-esteem, equal status

among peers, and new friendships. Research indicates that

Unified Sports
®
 can have a positive impact on both athlete

and partner participants, promote understanding of people

with intellectual disability with the general public and

facilitate inclusion of Special Olympics athletes into

community sports (Castagno, 2001; Dykens & Cohen, 1996;

Ozer, Baran, Nalbant, Aktop, Ozdor, Ozer, & Astar, 2005;

Rosegard, Pegg, & Compton, 2001; Siperstein & Hardman,

2001).

     The philosophy of Unified Sports
®
 is described by eight

principles.

1. Sport-Specific Skill Development: Under the direction
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of qualified coaches, Unified Sports
®
 participants have the

opportunity to develop and improve sport-specific skills.

2. Competition Experience: Athletes who participate in

a Unified Sports
®
 experience new physical and mental

challenges and become better prepared to compete on a

school or community sports team beyond Special Olympics.

3. Community-Based Participation:  Unified Sports
®

programs can be integrated into existing parks and recreation

departments, schools, youth and adult organizations, and

many other community sports organizations. These

partnerships offer people with intellectual disabilities another

opportunity to be a part of community life.

4. Public Education: Unified Sports
®
 increase public

awareness of the spirit, skills, and abilities of individuals

with intellectual disabilities.

5. Family Involvement: Families of Special Olympics

athletes are provided a valuable opportunity to participate

as partners or coaches. In some sports, such as golf, tennis,

and bowling, being on a team with a parent is quite

appropriate and facilitates community inclusion.In other

sports, such as basketball and volleyball, matching athletes

with same age peers is more appropriate.

6. Personal Development: Team members may improve

their self-esteem, develop friendships, and gain an unders-

tanding of each other’s capabilities through a spirit of

equality and team unity.

7. Transition and Choice: Through Unified Sports
®
,

Special Olympics athletes are given opportunities to join in

the mainstream of sports and community activities. Unified

Sports
® programs help schools meet transition and inclusion

mandates and provide alternative choices for new Special

Olympics athletes.

8. Meaningful Inclusion: Unified Sports
® teams are

organized to provide meaningful inclusion for all

participants. Every teammate should play a role and have

the opportunity to contribute to the team. Meaningful

inclusion also refers to the quality of interaction and

competition within a Unified Sports
®
 team. Achieving

meaningful inclusion by all participants on the team ensures

a positive and rewarding experience for everyone.  Indicators

of meaningful involvement include the following.

(a) Teammates compete without causing undue risk

      of injury to themselves or others.

(b) Teammates participate according to the rules of

      competition.

(c) Teammates contribute to the performance of

       the team.

(d) Teammates understand how to blend their skills

     with those of other athletes resulting in impro-

      ved performance by athletes with lesser ability.

Conversely, meaningful involvement is not achieved

when certain team members (usually partners) demonstrate

the following behaviors.

(a) Have superior sports skills in comparison to

      fellow team members.

(b) Serve predominantly as on-field coaches, rather

      than as teammates.

(c) Control most aspects of the competition during

      critical periods of the game.

(d) Do not train or practice regularly, but only show

      up on the day of competition.

     In Unified Sports
®
, rules of the appropriate sport national

governing body are followed, with four notable exceptions.

1. The team roster consists of equal numbers of Special

Olympics athletes and partners.  On teams with odd number

of active players (such as basketball or football), there is

one more athlete than partner in the game at all times.

2. Teams are divisioned for competition based primarily

on ability. Divisioning refers to the Special Olympics practice

of matching athletes by age, gender, and playing ability.

3. All individuals on the team receive Special Olympics

awards.

4. Team sports must have an adult, non-playing coach.

Player coaches are not allowed in Unified Sports
®
.

    The key to the successful development of a Unified

Sports
®
 team is the proper selection of team members (a

proportionate number of athletes and partners). The primary

considerations are as follows.

Athletes: Unified Sports
® athletes are higher functioning

athletes who are capable of playing in community based

programs.

Ability Grouping:  Unified Sports
®
 teams work best when

all team members have similar sports skills. Partners with

abilities that are far superior to other teammates will either

control competition or accommodate others by not competing

to their potential.  In both situations, the goals of interaction

and teamwork are diminished and a true competitive

experience is not achieved. Special Olympics sports skills

assessments are very helpful in determining the ability levels

of all participants, especially for newly formed teams.

However skill assessments need to be used in conjunction

with evaluating players in competition settings.

Age Grouping:  All team members should be closely

matched in age within three to five years for participants 21

years of age and under and within ten to fifteen years for

athletes 22 years of age and over based on the risk within

the sport. For example, in the sport of basketball an 8-year-

old athlete should not be competing against a 30-year-old

athlete. However in an individual sport such as golf a greater

age disparity may be acceptable.

Readiness: All teammates should possess the requisite

skills to compete in the sport. Not every athlete is ready to

participate in Special Olympics Unified Sports
®
. Participation

in team sports requires an understanding of teamwork, team

strategy, and rules as well as the requisite skills to compete

successfully in that sport. If an athlete is not ready for Unified
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Sports
®
, Special Olympics offers a variety of alternative

choices that provide functional sports skills training and

meaningful competition experiences.

Outreach: Participants can be new or existing Special

Olympics athletes. Unified Sports
®
 is a particularly appealing

program for schools and service agencies that stress

inclusion. Additionally, Unified Sports
®
 is a program suited

for higher ability athletes.

     Unified Sports
®
 is played in team sports, such as

basketball, floor hockey, football (soccer), softball, team

handball, and volleyball. Unified Sports
®
 is also played in

individual sports, including aquatics, athletics, badminton,

bowling, cross country skiing, cycling, equestrian, figure

skating, golf, roller skating, sailing, speed skating, snow

shoeing, table tennis, and tennis.

Conclusion and future trends

     The Special Olympics mission is to provide sports and

training opportunities for all athletes with intellectual

disabilities. Unified Sports
®
 is a program to help fulfill that

Special Olympics mission, where higher functioning athletes

are provided the opportunity to train and compete with non-

disabled peers.Community involvement with Special

Olympics is facilitated, which increases program choices for

athletes and provides more competition experiences.

Additionally, the program helps promote attitude change

among unified partners and the general public. Young people

participating as partners are often cultivated as life long

Special Olympics volunteers and supporters. For further

information on Special Olympics Unified Sports
®
, visit the

Special Olympics website (www.specialolympics.org), select

Coach, then Sports, Sports Offered, and Unified Sports. A

Unified Sports
®
 Guide CD contains a further information

and video describing the Unified Sports
®
 program.
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Abstract—In this study the impact of country-specific socio-economic variables on absolute sports success is

analyzed, and a comparison is made between Athens 2004 Olympic and Paralympic success. Olympic and Paralympic

success was calculated as the summation of the following: gold medal = 3 points, silver medal = 2 points, and

bronze medal = 1 point. As independent variables, population, GDP per capita, and country size were included.

Through forward stepwise regression analysis (SAS), regressions were estimated and regression equations were

compiled with Olympic and Paralympic success as dependent variables. Total explained variance for Olympic

success was 56%. Socio-economic variables determine Paralympic success in the same way as Olympic success,

but the magnitude of impact is different. Twenty-nine percent (29%) of Paralympic success can be attributed to

country size, whereas GDP per capita and population increase the total explained variance to 39% and 48%

consecutively. It was concluded that countries’ size, welfare and population are important predictors of Paralympic

success. However, other macro determinants such as religion, attitude towards disability and passed involvement

in war should be included in the model. Furthermore, the model should be extended to the meso and micro level to

explain the total variance of Paralympic success.

Key Words: Paralympic, socio-economic variables.

The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is one of the

largest sports organizations in the world representing a

majority of athletes with a disability, and promoting and

providing sports opportunities from developmental to elite

level. IPC represents more than 160 countries and 4

International Sports Organizations for the Disabled (ISOD’s),

i.e. wheelchair and amputee sports, blind, cerebral palsy and

intellectual disability sports.

To be able to offer good services and provide

opportunities for sports world wide, it is crucial for the IPC

1) to provide numeric insight in the population of persons

with a disability per country (defined according to the model

of the WHO on impairments, activity limitations and

participation restrictions (ICF, 2001), and 2) to estimate the

impact of socio-economic variables such as country size,

population, national index of growth, income per capita, and,

especially, number of people with a specific disability per

country on participation and success in the Paralympic

Games. This kind of research, quite common in able bodied

sport for the above mentioned obvious reasons, has, by the

authors’ knowledge, never been performed in disability sport.

To predict Olympic success from country-specific socio-

economic characteristics, Bernard & Busse (2000, 2004), Bian

(2005), Grimes, Kelly & Rubin (1974), Hoffmann, Ging &

Ramasamy (2002) and Johnson & Ali (2000, 2002) concluded

that population size and GDP per capita are the most

significant determinants (table 1). In a study on the Sydney

2000 data, De Bosscher, De Knop and Heyndels (2003) found

that country size explained 41% of the variance in predicting

athletes’ success, whereas GDP per capita and population

increased the total explained variance to 50% and 54%

respectively.

In the above mentioned studies, success is expressed in

absolute terms, the number of medals indicating overall

absolute success in sports (De Bosscher et al, 2003).

According to De Knop, De Bosscher & Leblicq (2004),

factors determining elite sports success can be classified

into three levels: 1) the micro level including athletes’ genetic

qualities and their close environment, 2) the meso level with

the influence of sports policies and politics, and 3) the macro

level which consists of the social and cultural context

athletes live in. In this study the impact of country-specific

socio-economic variables on absolute sports success is

analyzed on a macro level, and a comparison is made between

Athens 2004 Olympic and Paralympic success. The zero

hypothesis states that the socio-economic determinants of

Olympic and Paralympic success are equal in nature and

size.

Methods

For all participating countries in the Athens 2004 Olympic

and Paralympic Games (n=201 and n=136 respectively) the
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following data were collected: population, gross domestic

product (GDP) per capita, country size and the number of

medals won (gold, silver and bronze). Primary source for

population data was the World Bank (www.worldbank.org).

Country size was retrieved through the Central Intelligence

Agency (www.cia.gov, The World Fact book), and GDP per

capita through Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org). The

Athens2004 Olympic (www.olympic.org) and Paralympic

(www.paralympic.org) website were consulted for the

countries’ medal tally. Data for population and GDP per

capita date from 2004, the year of the Athens Olympic and

Paralympic Games. As country size doesn’t change

significantly over time, the actual 2006 size was taken.

Olympic and Paralympic success (dependent variables)

was calculated as the summation of the following: gold medal

= 3 points, silver medal = 2 points, and bronze medal = 1

point. As independent variables, population, GDP per capita,

and country size were included. In all studies mentioned

earlier, population and GDP per capita were always

significant determinants of success; country size was only

significant in De Bosscher et al. (2003) study, but explaining

41% of the variation.

Statistics

Pearson product correlation was calculated for Olympics

and Paralympics between population, GDP per capita,

country size and Olympic and Paralympic success

respectively. Through forward stepwise regression analysis

(SAS), regressions were estimated and regression equations

Table 1. Review of literature predicting Olympic success through socio-economic determinants (MED = medals, POP = population size, GDP

= GDP per capita, POL = political, PAST PERF = past performance, URB = urbanisation, REL = religion, CLIM = climatological condition,

NEIG = neighbour country, S = significant, NS = not significant, / not mentioned or not taken into consideration.

Article Olympic   Data   Total POP    GDP Country   Host Other

  Games   Year variance PerCapita     size country

Bernard & Busse

 (2000, 2004) 2000 MED 1996    ?    S    S    /     S POL = NS

POP 1998 plus 1,8% PAST PERF = S

 GDP 1998

Bian (2005) / MED 2000    ?    S    S    /     S POL = S

POP 2000

 GDP 2000

De Bosscher 2000 ? 54,30%    S    S S 41%     / POL = NS

et al. (2003) URB = NS

 REL = NS

Grimes 1972 MED 1972 70%    S    S    /     / POL  = S

et al. (1974) POP 1969

Hoffmann / MED 2000    ?    S    S    /    S POL = S

et al. (2002) POP 2000 CLIM = S

GDP 2000

Johnson, Ali, 2000 MED 1996    ?    S    S    /   NS POL = NS

(2000) POP 1999 NEIG = NS

 GDP 1999

Johnson, Ali, / POP 1996    ?    S    S    /   NS NEIG = NS

 (2002)

were compiled with Olympic and Paralympic success as

dependent variables. T-test analysis was performed and

Pearson product correlation calculated to compare predicted

success with absolute success.

Results

Means and standard deviations for the dependent

(absolute success) and independent variables (population,

GDP per capita, country size) are given in Table 2. Medals

won per country during the Paralympic Games are about

three times the medals won during the Olympic Games

(respectively 11.5 versus 4.6 medals per country).

Correlations between variables for Olympic and

Paralympic data are comparable, absolute success being

strongly related with country size (Table 3).

A stepwise regression analysis was used to explore

associations between dependent and independent variables.

Table 4 shows that 48% of the variation in absolute Olympic

success can be attributed to the differences in country size.

GDP per capita and country size together explain 54%.

Population size is a third significant indicator, increasing

the total explained variance for Olympic success to 56%.

Socio-economic variables determine Paralympic success

in the same way as Olympic success, but the magnitude of

impact is different. Twenty-nine percent (29%) of Paralympic

success can be attributed to country size, whereas GDP per

capita and population increase the total explained variance

to 39% and 48% consecutively.
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Table 2. Descriptive data of dependent (medals, number of points) and independent (population, GDP per capita, country size) with respect to

the Athens 2004 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

           Olympic Games     Paralympic Games t-test

        (countries: n = 201)    (countries: n = 136)

     X      SD     X     SD     t

Population (million)   31.6   122.8   44.1   147.7 -0.84

GDP per capita (1000 USD)     9.0     13.0   10.2     13.4 -0.82

Country size (1000 km²) 661.4 1887.9 885.6 2247.6 -0.99

Medals     4.6     13.0   11.5     23.3 -3.48*

Gold medals     1.5       4.6     3.8      8.4 -3.23*

Silver medals     1.5       4.3     3.8      7.9 -3.44*

Bronze medals     1.6       4.4     3.9      7.9 -3.42*

Number of points     9.1     26.1    22.9    47.3 -3.44*

* : p < .05

Table 3. Pearson Correlation (r) between dependent and independent variables. Results are separated for the Paralympic (top right) and

Olympic (bottom left) Games.

Population GDP/capita Country size Absolute success

Population r = -.08 r = .45 * r = .48 *

(paralympics) (paralympics) (paralympics)

GDP/capita r = -.05 r = .03 r = .34 *

(olympics) (paralympics) (paralympics)

Country size r = .47 * r = .03 r = .54 *

(olympics) (olympics) (paralympics)

Absolute success r = .43 * r = .28 * r = .69 *

(olympics) (olympics) (olympics)

* : p < .05

Table 4. Summary of the results of the forward stepwise regression analysis on the Olympic (top) and Paralympic (bottom) data with country

size, GDP per capita and population as independent variables.

Stepwise Step R² adjusted R² change β B

forward

regression

Olympic Games Country size 1 0.48 0.48 0.608 0.0001

(n = 201) GDP/capita 2 0.54 0.07 0.266 0.0005

Population 3 0.56 0.02 0.158 0.0001

Intercept: -2.31; F(3.197) = 83.55** : p < .001

Paralympic Games Country size 1 0.29 0.29 0.382 0.0001

 (n = 136) GDP/capita 2 0.39 0.10 0.357 0.0013

Population 3 0.48 0.09 0.331 0.0001

Intercept: -1.67; F(3.132) = 41.72* * : p < .001

Table 5. Mean (X) and Standard Deviation (SD) of absolute and estimated success for the Athens 2004 Olympic and Paralympic Games. T-

test and Pearson Correlation values are given.

Absolute success Estimated success t-test Pearson

  X   SD   X   SD t r

Olympic Games (n=201)   9.1 26.1 12.2 27.7 -2.20* .73

Paralympic Games (n=136) 22.9 47.1 24.4 35.7 -0.50 .70

* : p < .05
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The estimation equation for Athens 2004 Olympic (OS)

and Paralympic (PS) success is:

OS =  -2.31 + 0.00001 CS + 0.00053 GDP/CAP + 0.0000001

POP

PS =  -1.67 + 0.00001 CS + 0.00126 GDP/CAP + 0.0000001 POP

with country size (CS), gross domestic product per capita

(GDP/CAP) and population size (POP) as independent

variables. On average, these regression equations give a

fairly accurate prediction of estimated Paralympic success,

whereas Olympic success is significantly overestimated

(Table 5).

In Figure 1, absolute versus estimated Paralympic

Figure 1. Difference between absolute and estimated success, quantified through points per medal. Positive values are an underestimation

of success whereas negative values are an overestimation of success. Official country abbreviations are used.

success is demonstrated per country. A positive number

indicates an underestimation of Paralympic success whereas

a negative number indicates an overestimation. If, for example,

China and India, two countries with a high population figure,

are compared, China clearly performs better than predicted,

whereas the performance of India is clearly overestimated.

Discussion

In this study the impact of country-specific socio-

economic variables on absolute sports success is analyzed
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on a macro level, and a comparison is made between Athens

2004 Olympic and Paralympic success. Whereas sport for

able bodied is as old as two millenniums, the Paralympic

Movement originated only about 60 years ago. In 1948, Sir

Ludwig Guttmann organized a sports competition involving

World War II veterans with a spinal cord injury in Stoke

Mandeville, England. Four years later, competitors from the

Netherlands joined the games and an international movement

was born. Olympic style games for athletes with a disability

were organized for the first time in Rome in 1960, now called

Paralympics. In Toronto in 1976, other disability groups were

added and the idea of merging together different disability

groups for international sport competitions was born. Today,

the Paralympics are elite sports events for athletes from six

different disability groups. They emphasize, however, the

participants’ athletic achievements rather than their

disability. The movement has grown dramatically since its

first days. The number of athletes participating in Summer

Paralympic Games has increased from 400 athletes from 23

countries in Rome in 1960 to 3806 athletes from 136 countries

in Athens in 2004.

The Olympic and Paralympic Games have grown towards

one another, especially since the 1988 Games in Seoul, where

the Olympic and Paralympic Games, after being separated

for many years, were organized in the same city and at the

same venues. Also the standard of Paralympic competition

increased significantly since 1988 with a reduction in medals

per country from 28.5 in Seoul to 11.5 in Athens. This,

however, is still triple the number of Olympic medals per

country to win (4.6 per country in Athens 2004; Table 2).

This phenomenon is easy to understand, given the

impairment related differences in functional potential of the

Paralympic athletes and the need for a rather complex

classification system to organize a fair competition

(Vanlandewijck & Chappel, 1996).

Except for the number of medals to win per country, no

significant differences were found in the average country

size, population size and welfare state of the countries

participating in the Athens Olympic versus Paralympic

Games (Table 2). Therefore, a comparison between socio-

economic determinants of sport success based on these

factors seems justifiable.

Socio-economic variables determine Paralympic success

in the same way as Olympic success, but the magnitude of

impact is different. Country size is the principal determinant

(Paralympics 29% versus Olympics 48%), whereas GDP per

capita (Paralympics 10% versus Olympics 7%) and

population (Paralympics 9% versus Olympics 2%) increase

the total explained variance to 48% and 56% for Paralympics

and Olympics respectively. These results on the Athens 2004

Olympic data confirm the results of De Bosscher et al. (2003)

on the Sydney 2000 Olympic data, with country size (42%),

GDP per capita (8%) and population (4%) explaining a total

variance of 54%.

Larger countries in size appear to be more successful. De

Bosscher et al. (2003) hypothesize that the country size could

be a proxy for the climatologic heterogeneity of the country

and therefore offer more possibilities for winter sports and

Figure 2. Number of medals won by the host country of the Paralympic Games while hosting the Games (PG) and during the three

previous (pre 1-3) and following (post 1-3) Games. The results are averaged in absolute (red) and relative values (blue; with the medals

won while hosting the Games set at 100%).
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outdoor activities. On the other hand, the authors also

mention the negative impact of increased travel distances.

Especially the latter argument could explain the difference

in impact of country size on Paralympic versus Olympic

success. First, mobility is one of the more important concerns

of the majority of athletes participating in the Paralympic

Games. Amputation at the lower limbs, cerebral palsy, as

well as wheelchair use have an impact on mobility. Second,

country size could have a more negative impact on team

sports, where the composition of a team highly depends on

player availability per region. In Canada for example, the

wheelchair basketball competition is an open competition,

allowing able bodied athletes to participate. In this way,

regional under representation of athletes with a disability is

compensated. In many countries, however, this form of

reverse integration on a competitive level is not allowed

(Brasile, 1992). This is probably a good example on how

national sports policy will highly influence the predictability

of sports success. In the same way, these differences in

national approach (meso level) will have negative impact on

the relationship between macro level factors and sports

success.

Gross domestic product (GDP) is a measure of the value

of economic production of a particular territory in financial

capital terms during a specified period. It is one of the

measures of national income and output. It is often seen as

an indicator of the standard of living in a country. In general,

athletes with a disability need adaptations in transport,

equipment, and infrastructure. Furthermore, qualified staff

to assess performance in a sport-specific way and to develop

individual training programs should be available. Finally,

some of the athletes need qualified assistance and special

care. In a Belgian study on the financial cost of disability

sport compared to able-bodied sport, some of the disability

sports were 30 to 50% more expensive compared to the same

sport for able-bodied (Vanlandewijck & Van de Vliet 2006).

The addition of GDP per capita improves the ability to

predict Paralympic success, although not dramatically (10%).

The expression:”Big and rich countries should be more

successful than little and poor nations just because they

are big and rich”, doesn’t hold completely. Also the attitude

towards disability sport plays a significant role. For example,

the financial support for a UK Paralympic athlete is about

thirty times the support a Belgian Paralympic athlete will

receive (Thesis EMDAPA). In some countries, the excellence

of disability sport is not yet accepted, initiated for example

by the medal success ratio at Paralympic Games compared

to the Olympic Games (see above). The crucial issue,

however, is lack of information to the layman and therefore

lack of understanding.

Population (size) should play a role in determining

country medal totals. Larger countries have a deeper pool of

talented athletes and thus a greater chance at fielding medal

winners (Bernard & Busse, 2000). Population size, however,

contributes only for 9% to the total explained variance of

Paralympic success. This low predictive power could be

explained by a non-linear relationship between total

population and percentage of that population having a

disability. If the number of people with a disability, eligible

for Paralympic competition, could be estimated per country,

it could be hypothesized that ‘population with a disability’

would be a much better predictor for Paralympic success

than population size. Some examples are given to illustrate

differences in type of impairments and number of people

with a disability between countries: 1) geographically,

countries might have a high prevalence of people with spinal

cord injuries due to alpinism, alpine skiing and traffic in the

mountains; 2) religiously, some countries don’t allow

vaccination against poliomyelitis; 3) in some religions

disability is a punishment from God and therefore no systems

of support are available; 4) many countries were recently

involved in war and have many war veterans (Artsen Zonder

Grenzen, Handicap International, Unicef, Wikipedia); 5) poor

health care systems and increase in motorized traffic in

developing countries (Global Road Safety). It should be clear,

however, that an increase in number of people with a

disability doesn’t implicate a linear increase in Paralympic

success. Furthermore, the development of a comprehensive

database about the population with a disability would be

difficult, not only because of lack of reliable sources, but

foremost because of inconsistency in terminology (ICF,

2001).

While country size, GDP per capita and population are a

major part of the story, it is not the whole story. If absolute

Paralympic success is plotted versus estimated Paralympic

success per country (Figure 1), the limitations of a narrow

macro approach on factors determining sports success

become visible. Also factors on meso- and micro-level will

have significant impact on sports success. An example is

given on the meso level, looking at the impact of hosting the

games. In Figure 2, the number of medals of the host

countries is portrayed. As the games’ assignment happens

seven years prior to the games, and the preparation of the

bid also takes a few years, the medals won in seven

consecutive games are portrayed for all Paralympic Games’

hosts, starting three games before hosting the games. It can

be seen that on average, hosting the games doubles the

number of medals won compared to the previous games,

and this diminishes slowly in the games following the “home

games”.

It can be concluded that, on a macro level, the socio-

economic factors determining success at the Athens 2004

Paralympic and Olympic Games are comparable. Countries’

size, welfare and population are important predictors of

Paralympic success. However, other macro determinants such

as religion, attitude towards disability and passed

involvement in war should be included in the model.

Furthermore, the model should be extended to the meso and

micro level to explain the total variance of Paralympic success.
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Abstract—This study aimed to analyze the effects of a single session (acute effect) and of a training program

(long-lasting effect) of stretching exercises over a number of gait parameters in elderly participants in an attempt to

determine whether these exercises can influence the risk of fall. Two sets of participants volunteered to participate

in the study and were assigned to two experiments (transient and chronic). A kinematic gait analysis was performed

immediately before and after a single session of static stretching exercises applied on hip flexor/extensor muscles

and after the end of a training period of 12 sessions performed 3 times per week, during four weeks. Results showed

significant influence of stretching exercises on a number of gait parameters, which have been proposed as fall

predictors. Participants showed increased gait velocity, greater step length and reduced double support time

during stance after performing stretching exercises, irrespective of the nature of the training stimulus (acute or

chronic). These variables showed an improved gait stability and mobility in response to stretching. Changes in

around the pelvis (increased anterior-posterior tilt and rotation range of motion) imposed by the stretching exercises

were suggested to influence the gait parameters (velocity, step length and double support time). Therefore, stretching

exercises were shown to be a promising strategy to reverse some age-related effects that are related to the risk of

fall. The results indicated that stretching exercises must be performed on a regular (daily) basis. In general, the

long time allowed between sessions of a training program may dissipate the benefits and obscure results of

stretching exercises intended to improve physical and functional performance. Other studies to determine whether

regular stretching routines are an effective strategy to reduce the risk of fall are required.

Key Words: Older women, stretching exercises, gait, kinematic.

Trauma resulting from falls is one of the major public health

problems of modern society and is related to high financial

costs (Campbell et al., 1989), impaired mobility, and reduced

functional ability after recovery (Cameron & Quine, 2004),

which may result in social isolation, loss of independence,

permanent care assistance and, ultimately, in death (Blake et

al., 1988; Cameron & Quine, 2004; Campbell et al., 1989).

Although less than 2% of falls among elderly result in a hip

fracture, more than 90% of hip fractures occur as a

consequence of a fall.

The large number of falls that occurs during locomotion

has indicated that extrinsic and intrinsic factors are involved.

Extrinsic factors are associated with obstacles, slippery

surfaces, and environmental risk elements. Intrinsic factors

such as physiological problems, medical problems, and

medication and alcohol abuse have been described as the

best fall predictors (Honeycutt & Ramsey, 2002). Physical

conditioning also has been reported as an important intrinsic

determinant. In fact, muscle weakness has been considered

as a major cause of falls as a result of the natural aging

process that decreases muscle mass (Cummings et al., 1990).

Other factors that relate to mobility impairment and falls also

have been reported. For instance, reduced range of motion,

as a consequence of the muscle-tendon unit stiffness that

occurs with aging, has been proposed to assume an inverse

relationship to fall incidence (Guimarães & Farinatti, 2005).

Other investigations have indicated that reduced range of

motion, specifically around the hip and ankle joints,

constitute one of the main causes of fall due to the influence

that hip contracture has over the lower limb dynamics during

walking (Rose & Gamble, 2006). Kerrigan et al. (2001)

proposed that reduction in hip joint mobility is one of the

most important age-related factors influencing walking

pattern. It has been shown that peak hip extension during

walking is consistently lower in both older non-fallers and

fallers than in young adults, irrespective of the walking

speed. As peak hip extension is influenced by the tightness

of the antagonistic muscles, specific hip flexor stretching

exercises are an attractive possibility to improve walking

performance in older individuals and reduce the risk of falls

(Kerrigan et al., 2001). Stretching exercises are also a popular

exercise among older participants engaged in physical

activity programs, although the effect of these exercises on

gait parameters is still in need of further investigation.

Kerrigan et al. (2001) showed that fallers are characterized

by exaggerated hip tightness, which is a natural consequence
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of soft tissue disuse caused by a muscle-tendon unit

shortening. To analyze whether older individuals could

benefit from a flexibility program, Kerrigan et al. (2003)

conducted a flexibility training program for the hip flexor

muscles, in which increased (non-significant) peak hip

extension during gait performance was found in response to

10 weeks of unsupervised exercises performed daily (twice a

day). The lack of supervision during the training program

may have influenced gait outcomes. In fact, King et al. (2002)

have shown that supervised exercises are more effective

than when practiced at home (i.e., in an unsupervised way).

Probably, problems relating to the adherence and control of

the exercise practice may have influenced Kerrigan’s

outcomes.

If one considers that the outcome of long-term exercises

is a cumulative response to successive training sessions,

analyzing the transient effect produced by a single session

may constitute an interesting alternative to understand the

long-lasting effects of stretching training programs. This

possibility is also an attractive solution to reduce most

problems in the control of a number of intervenient variables

that occur along the training sessions (e.g., exercising

adherence). Studying the effects of a single session may be

a promising way to understand acute changes, although the

effects of a supervised and controlled program are still

necessary. Therefore, the present study presents the

immediate and long-term effects of a session and a program

of stretching exercises, respectively, over a number of gait

parameters that have been related to the risk of fall in older

people.

Methods

Two separate experiments involving stretching exercises

were performed. The first analyzed the transient (i.e., acute)

effects of stretching imposed in a single session, while the

second analyzed the long-lasting (i.e., chronic) effects of

stretching exercises obtained in a supervised training

program. The methods applied in both experiments were

similar, although different sets of participants were involved

in each study. The characteristics of each study will be

described below with respect to their differences and

similarities.

Participants

Fifteen healthy women (64.5±3.2 years, 1.59±0.09 m, and

77.3±8.2 kg) living in the local community volunteered to

participated in the transient effect study, while another

group of twenty healthy women (65.4±4.2 years old, 1.62±0.09

m in height, and weighing 70.1±6.3 kg) participated in the

chronic effect study. The group that participated in the

chronic effect study was assigned to two groups

(experimental, n=12 and control, n=8). All participants gave

their written informed consent, which was approved by the

local ethics committee. Participants with problems that could

affect their ability to walk (e.g., lower limb surgery, low back

pain, previous fractures, arthritis, etc.) were not included in

the study. Male participants were also not included. In

general, participants were able to perform their regular daily

activities with no assistance but were not involved in

systematic physical activities programs during the last six

months that preceded the present study.

Transient stretching experiment

Participants performed one experimental session in which

a cinematic gait analysis was conducted before (PRE) and

immediately after (POS) the performance of one series of a

specific exercise to stretch the hip flexor muscle group

applied over both lower limbs. The experimenter sustained a

position in which participants reported the first symptoms

of muscle discomfort (characteristic of stretching sessions)

for a period of 60s, then the same procedures were applied

on the counter lateral segment. Static exercises were applied

because they have been proved to provide satisfactory

results in groups of older participants (Ferber et al., 2002;

Feland et al., 2001).

Chronic stretching experiment

The chronic stretching protocol was analyzed before and

after 12 sessions (three sessions through 4 weeks, regularly

distributed), in which exercises similar to those used in the

transient experiment were applied by a qualified instructor.

Gait analysis

In both studies, participants were requested to walk in

the laboratory area while their gaits were filmed. Gait data

collection for participants in the transient experiment was

initiated less than thirty seconds after the end of their

stretching exercises, while participants involved in the

chronic stretching experiment were analyzed twenty hours

after completion of their last training session.

Walking was performed barefoot at the participant’s

natural speed in the plane and filmed by at least 3 camcorders

(JVC GR-AX 25; two placed on the right side and one on the

left side of the participants) sampling with a frequency of

60Hz. Images were recorded on a VHS tape and transferred

to a personal computer using an analog-to-digital converter

cable (Pinnacle, LINX). Transforming the analog signal to

digital reduced the sampling frequency to 30Hz. Recorded

images were processed and digitized using specific software

(SIMI MOTION, 6.1). A common LED was set in the field of

view of all cameras and allowing them to synchronize. Figure

2 shows the setup of the data collection area.

In order to collect the kinematic data, a number of markers

(25mm in diameter) were placed over the skin and clothes on

the right side of the body to represent: (1) anterior superior

iliac crest (ASIC), (2) the most prominent protuberance of
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the greater trochanter (TROC), (3) lateral femoral epicondyle

(KNEE), (4) lateral malleolus (MALE) and (5) the fifth

metatarsal joint (META). The connection between these

points defined four rigid body segments, which were used

to perform a three-dimensional analysis of the pelvis and

the parameters of the lower segment. Ten gait cycles were

filmed in both experimental conditions (PRE and POS), from

which the first three trials’ participants walked in a straight

line and the gait cycle occurred within the calibrated area

were selected for further analysis. The gait cycle was

considered as the period between two consecutive heel

contacts of the right foot, which were normalized to 100% of

the gait cycle. These three cycles were normalized with

respect to the gait cycle (first heel contact corresponded to

0%, and the second heel contact corresponded to 100%)

and averaged (ensemble average) to represent each

participant’s experimental condition.

Statistical treatment

For the study analyzing the transient effects of

stretching, data normality were confirmed using the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and allowed a number of “t” tests

for dependent gait variables to determine whether there were

significant differences between the two experimental

conditions (PRE and POS). The training study was analyzed

by means of a repeated-measures ANOVA (PRE vs POS and

Experimental vs Control). Statistical tests were performed

using the Statistica® software package, Version 5.5, and the

significance level was set at p<0.05. Bonferroni´s correction

was performed to adjust the significance coefficient level.

Results

The findings of each experiment are presented bellow.

To provide clarity, results are presented separately for each

experiment. Only a number of relevant variables will be

presented for the sake of brevity, although a comprehensive

number of variables were analyzed. The reader should note

that some variables analyzed in one study were not always

analyzed in other.

Chronic stretching experiment

Figure 1. Angular variation of the pelvis in the sagittal plane before

(PRE) and after (POS) training in the experimental and control

groups.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pre-swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0,05). Positive values indicate anterior inclination,

while negative values posterior inclination. Ciclo da Marcha = Gait

Cycle; Deslocamento Angular = angular displacement . Graus = degrees.

Changes in range of motion and functional

tests in response to stretching

The stretching protocols applied in both experiments were

able to produce changes in the range of motion around the

joints they control. In the chronic effects of stretching

experiment, gains were 28% in the sit-and-reach test. A more

Table 1. Mean (sd) of spatial variables before (PRE) and after (POS) the stretching exercise program for the experimental and control groups.

Variable Unit             PRE           POS Difference (%)

SL experimental m 1.16 ± 0.08  1.26 ± 0.07   8.6*

SL control m 1.12 ± 0.05 1.12 ± 0.06   0.0

SP experimental m/s 1.07 ± 0.17 1.22 ± 0.13 13.9*

SP control m/s 1.06 ± 0.07 1.06 ± 0.09   0.1

HSC experimental m/s 0.83 ± 0.23 0.81 ± 0.12   3.5

HSC control m/s 0.88 ± 0.18 0.90 ± 0.26   2.3

MH experimental cm  1.55 ± 0.59 1.97 ± 0.59 27.1

MH control cm  1.53 ± 0.60 1.48 ± 0.37   3.4

SW experimental cm  8.77 ± 4.00 6.72 ± 3.64 23.4

SW control cm  7.50 ± 2.56 7.25 ± 1.82   3.3

CAD experimental step/min 114.6 ± 9.8 115.8 ± 8.6   0.8

CAD control step/min 114.6 ± 8.4 115.4 ± 8.8   0.7

NOTE: Stride length (SL); body displacement speed (SP); heel contact speed (HSC); Metatarsal minimum height (MH); step width (SW); Cadence

(CAD). * differences (p<0,05) between groups (experimental and control).
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detailed analysis revealed that uni- and bi-articular muscles

allowed improved results in specific functional tests (e.g.,

Thomas’ test). On average, improvements ranged from 25%

to 66.1%, indicating a pronounced effect of these exercises

at the end of the training period in which chronic adaptations

were well-defined.

Figure 2. Pelvic rotation angular variation before (PRE) and after

(POS) stretching training for the experimental and control groups.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pre-swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0,05). Ciclo da Marcha = Gait Cycle; Deslocamento

Angular = angular displacement . Graus = degrees.

Figure 3. Hip angular variation before (PRE) and after (POS) the

stretching exercise program for the experimental and control groups.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pre-swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0,05). Ciclo da Marcha = Gait Cycle; Deslocamento

Angular = angular displacement. Graus = degrees; flexão = flexion;

Extension = extensão.

Figure 4. Knee joint angular variation before (PRE) and after (POS)

the stretching exercise program for the experimental and control

groups.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pré swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. Ciclo da

Marcha = Gait Cycle; Deslocamento Angular = angular displacement.

Graus = degrees; flexão = flexion.

Figure 5. Ankle joint angular variation before (PRE) and after (POS)

the stretching exercise program for the experimental and control

groups.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pré swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0,05). Ciclo da Marcha = Gait Cycle; Deslocamento

Angular = angular displacement . Graus = degrees; dorsiflexão =

dorsiflexion; Plantiflexão = plantiflexion.

A pilot study revealed that the acute exercises used in

the present study were also able to produce similar

pronounced changes. Changes during the experiments were

not possible due to the need to keep the interval between

the end of the stretching exercises and the gait data collection

initiation to a minimum.
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Table 2. Mean (sd) of spatial variables before (PRE) and after (POS) a single session of stretching exercises.

Variable Unit PRE POS Difference (%)

SL m 0.51±0.07 0.54±0.06 -0.6

SP m/s 0.96±0.16 1.02±0.15 +6.6(*)

M H cm 1.4±1.0 1.7±1.0 +16.2

DST s 0.18±0.01 0.17±0.005 -5.6(*)

RPV deg 5.0±1.5 6.5±1.7 +28.4(*)

NOTE: Stride length (SL); body displacement speed (SP); heel contact speed (HSC); Metatarsal minimum height (MH); step width (SW); Cadence

(CAD); Double Stance time (DST); Pelvic Rotation (RPV). * differences (p<0.05) between PRE and POS measurements.

Figure 6. Hip joint angular variation before (PRE) and after (POS)

a single session of stretching exercises.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pré swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0.05). Thin lines represent one standard deviation.

Graus = degrees; flexão = flexion; extensáo = extension.

Figure 7. Knee joint angular variation before (PRE) and after (POS)

a single session of stretching exercises.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pré swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0.05). Thin lines represent one standard deviation.

. Graus = degrees; flexão = flexion; extensão = extension.

Figure 8. Ankle joint angular variation before (PRE) and after (POS)

a single session of stretching exercises.

NOTE: CC – heel contact; MA – half stance phase; AF – final stance

phase; PFO – pre swing phase; MO – middle swing phase. * significant

differences (p < 0.05). Thin lines represent one standard deviation.

Graus = degrees; dorsiflexão = dorsiflexion; Plantiflexão =

plantiflexion.

Changes in range of motion and functional

tests in response to stretching

The stretching protocols applied in both experiments were

able to produce changes in the range of motion around the

joints they control. In the chronic effects of stretching

experiment, gains were 28% in the sit-and-reach test. A more

detailed analysis revealed that uni- and bi-articular muscles

allowed improved results in specific functional tests (e.g.,

Thomas’ test). On average, improvements ranged from 25%

to 66.1%, indicating a pronounced effect of these exercises

at the end of the training period in which chronic adaptations

were well-defined.

A pilot study revealed that the acute exercises used in

the present study were also able to produce similar

pronounced changes. Changes during the experiments were

not possible due to the need to keep the interval between

the end of the stretching exercises and the gait data collection

initiation to a minimum.

Discussion

The main finding of the present study was that both

stretching protocols were able to promote changes in the

musculoskeletal system that changed a number of gait

parameters. Although the discussion refers to changes in

the muscles, such changes occurred in a number of

surrounding structures (i.e., ligaments, joint capsule,

aponeurosis, tendon, intramuscular connective tissue, and

skin). Thus, the reader should keep in mind that muscle-

tendon includes changes that occurred in muscles and soft

tissues. It was hypothesized that the transient effect of a

single session and a program of stretching exercises would
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affect muscle-tendon characteristics and change gait pattern,

which is expected to reduce the risk of falls in older

individuals (Evans et al., 2003; Kerrigan et al., 1998, 2001,

and 2003).

It is important to highlight that the results found prior to

the stretching protocols for all participants presented

dynamic temporal and spatial gait features similar to those

reported in other studies (Kerrigan et al., 1998; Mills & Barret,

2001; Murray et al., 1969; Prince et al., 1997; Winter, 1991).

These data support the idea that the sample used in the

present study was representative of the general population.

The stretching protocol used in both experiments was

similar to others, which have shown significant gains (Bandy

et al., 1997; Feland et al., 2001a, b; Taylor, Zakas et al., 2005a,

b). Quantifying the acute changes derived from stretching

exercises is difficult due to the manipulation of the muscle-

tendon unit that occurs during its assessment. Thus,

assessing the gains imposed by a single series of exercises

could influence results, as measurements would stretch the

muscles as if an additional exercise series was applied. A

pilot study performed with some participants revealed that

the stretching exercises produced an effect similar to that

imposed at the end of the training program. In fact, Spernoga

et al. (2001) analyzed the muscle-tendon elastic properties

over a much longer period and detected significant effects

were still present six minutes after stretching. Therefore, it

was assumed that the effects of the stretching exercises were

still present at the beginning of the gait assessment, which

was initiated immediately after stretching exercises (< 30 s).

On the other hand, improvements observed at the end of the

training period denote that four weeks of stretching exercises

are sufficient to promote important changes over the muscle-

tendon units. These findings are in agreement with Chan et

al. (2001) that also observed significant changes after the

same training period.

Irrespective of the nature of these changes (chronic or

transient), some mechanisms can be forwarded to explain

the augmented range of motion obtained at the end of both

experimental protocols. A reduced visco-elastic tension of

the tissues (Taylor et al., 1990; Magnusson et al., 1998; Chan

et al., 2001) may have diminished the passive resistance and

allowed a greater range of motion (ACSM, 1998). Changes

in the discomfort (Halbertsma et al., 1996; ACSM, 1998;

Wiemann & Hahn, 1997; Magnusson et al., 1996, 1998, and

2000) may have also influenced the positive outcomes of

the stretching protocol applied once and when systema-

tically repeated during the training period. It is not the aim

of this study to discuss in detail the mechanisms responsible

for the changes observed as a result of these exercises.

Gait changes

A single session of stretching exercises was effective

for analyzing the acute effects of exercises during gait. The

training period was not less effective. Changes in the body

displacement velocity were detected in both experiments,

which can be viewed as an important change induced by

these exercises that is intimately related to the risk of fall

(see Tables 1 and 2). In fact, gait speed has been described

as the best independent fall-related predictor (Dargent-

Molina et al., 1996). Indeed, the decline in body displacement

velocity has been associated to age-related changes (Winter,

2001) and described as a feature in participants prone to fall.

Fallers tend to present slower gait velocity in comparison to

non-fallers (Woo et al, 1985; Guimarães & Isaac, 1980). Thus,

the greater walking speed found after stretching suggests

that these exercises were successful in reversing important

functional impairment effects of aging and resulted in

improved mobility. Thus, stretching exercises represent an

important strategy to restore some adverse functional aging

effects that may reduce the risk of fall.

The greater walking speed found in the present study

cannot be explained by changes in cadence, which remained

unaltered (see Table 2). On the other hand, changes in step

length may have influenced walking speed as a result of

increased pelvic rotation and tilting range of motion. The

greater range of motion around the pelvis (see Figures 1 and

2) may have allowed the heel of the swinging leg to strike

further away on the ground (Rose & Gamble, 2006), impro-

ving step length and walking speed (see Tables 1 and 2).

A number of factors may explain the changes that

occurred around the pelvis. The smaller passive resistance

(as a result of the stretching stimulus) exerted by the

antagonistic muscles that oppose the backward tilt of the

pelvis (e.g., iliopsoas, rectus femoris: Kerrigan, et al., 1998)

may have allowed greater movement amplitude, which

increased pelvic range of motion. Increased pelvic rotation

does not have an important effect only on gait speed, but

also over other variables related to dynamic stability, such

as flattening the summit of the center of mass path and

producing a smoother displacement of the body (Rose &

gamble, 2006). Smoother variation in the center of mass

allows older individuals to attenuate the impact forces with

the ground, which reduces the ground reaction forces,

providing a facilitated stabilization and fewer disturbances

over the vestibular apparatus that controls balance.

Increased double support time in older people is another

well-known predictor of falls (Kemoun et al., 2002). A small

double support time obtained after stretching (see Table 2)

may indicate better stability during gait, which represents a

measure of mobility. This reinforces the idea that stretching

exercises can be an effective way to improve gait

performance in older individuals.

Anterior-posterior heel contact velocity and toe clearance

have been related to the risk of fall (Winter, 1991). The

anterior-posterior heel contact velocity was similar to that

described in other studies (1.15 m/s-1: Mills & Barret, 2001).

The stable pattern found in segmental angular velocities

(see Figures 3-8) can explain these similarities.

A reduction in the number of accidents due to fall is the

main argument to justify studies relating gait and physical

activities as a strategy to maintain functional capacity in

older individuals. The mobility improvements evidenced in
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the present study suggest that stretching exercises must be

performed not only systematically, but also on a regular daily

basis. The permanent benefits of stretching occur only after

a relatively long exercising period (Kubo et al., 2002; Chan

et al., 2001) in which the acute changes imposed in each

session become chronic. In the present study, changes after

a training protocol were similar to those observed with an

acute stimulus. In general, programs designed for older

groups are performed twice a week and may lack in terms of

stimulus frequency (i.e., sessions are too far apart) to obtain

expressive gains in terms of gait functional improvements.

Other studies designed to determine the duration of the

benefits imposed in one session are required as well are

studies that analyze the effects of training programs of longer

periods.

Conclusion

Changes in gait characteristics indicated that stretching

exercises are able to provide important modifications that

allowed older individuals to reverse some functional age-

related effects, which may reduce the risk of fall. Participants

benefited from stretching exercises by presenting a gait

pattern closer to that observed in healthy adults, which was

a clear response of the neuromuscular system and an

adaptation to a specific stimulus. These results suggest that

these exercises constitute a promising strategy to reverse

some degenerative effects of aging on the functional

characteristics of gait and decrease the risk of fall. Studies

analyzing the long-term effects of stretching exercises

performed under supervision are required to observe

whether the transient effects shown in the present study

occur as a result of a systematic training program. In addition,

longitudinal studies related to stretching and the risk of fall

are necessary to experimentally confirm these suppositions.
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Motor Behaviour and Adapted Physical Activity:

What Do We Know and Where Should We Go?
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Abstract—Do you move as I do? The way we move often defines us as a person. We are slow or bustling, we are

graceful or clumsy, or we stride out with certainty confident that as a mover our movements are both efficient and

effective. Whether our movements are the same or different, we all live to move and move to live. Movement is life.

For decades researchers have investigated the motor behaviour of individuals who have a range of impairments or

disabilities that affect their ability to perform motor skills across a variety of physical activities in all types of

environments. These investigations have provided physical educators with information which have enabled them

to design, implement and assess physical activity programs. But have educators focussed too much on the deficits

and difficulties demonstrated as these individuals take part in the research paradigms of the motor behaviouralists?

There are numerous specially designed programs and interventions that are promoted by adapted physical educators.

These fashionably come and go. In all, it would seem that they leave individuals with motor behaviour difficulties

with an incomplete physical education experience. It is asserted that this can reduce the quality of the experience

and, therefore, diminishes the ability of the individual to continue physical activity after the intervention or

specially devised program has finished. This presentation will attempt to match our motor behaviour knowledge of

various groups of players with disabilities and impairments to a complete quality physical education experience.

Examples from the author’s practice and experience will be used to illustrate the points being made.

Key Words: Adapted physical activity, motor behavior, research paradigm.

Introduction

Movement is an essential aspect of every day life. The basic

movement abilities that enable us to perform many every

day tasks such as walking, climbing stairs, washing dishes

and dressing oneself, as well as throwing and catching, bike

riding and manipulating pens, pencils and scissors, differ

across and between individuals at all ages. Some children

and adults find the efficient and effective performance of

these movements difficult and require an orientation to

programming that can build their confidence and abilities,

as well as provide enjoyment.

For individuals who have difficulties with basic

movements due to a disability or impairment, life can be

stressful and full of embarrassing moments. Broadly, there

are four groups of individuals who have a range of

impairments that impact on their ability to develop effective

and efficient movement, thus undermining the development

of their motor skills.

1. Persons with a physical impairment that affects their

limbs and other anatomical body functions. These may be

due to birth trauma or acquired from an injury. Individuals

may have partial use of some limbs but lack movement in

others, or movement may be distorted due to neurological

damage. Others will have limbs or part of limbs missing.

2. Persons with sensory impairments have limitations in

their ability to gain information from their environment. The

main types of impairment in this group are vision and hearing;

others may be described as tactile defensive or lacking in a

response to their environment.

3. Persons with cognitive impairments form the largest

group of individuals who show impairments in the attainment

and quality of motor skills. The cognitive impairment may be

due to a range of causes, many of which are unknown.

However, it is known that some are genetic, chromosomal;

others birth trauma and/or from injury. These individuals

have a reduced intellectual ability to learn at the same pace

as others across a variety of tasks, be they motor, social

and/or academic. These persons have difficulties in planning,

initiating actions and problem-solving.

4. Persons described as clumsy, or as having

developmental coordination disorder (DCD), are a large

group of diverse individuals whose difficulties in developing

coordinated movement have no known cause. Boys may

comprise a large proportion of this group.

It should be noted that persons diagnosed with an

autistic spectrum disorder can show a range of

impairments in motor environments that are across

the groups mentioned above.

Each of the above labelled disability groupings have been

the focus of a considerable number of adapted physical

education text books with orientations from Corrective

Physical Education (Rathbone, 1959) to Special Physical

Education: Adapted, Corrective, Developmental (Fait, 1972)

to Adapted Physical Activity:  A Multi-disciplinary

Approach (Sherrill, 1981). These texts, as well as others,

tend to devote specific chapters to the motor skill

characteristics of groups of individuals with disabilities
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outlining possible attainments and suggesting activities.

Over time a range of authors in these type of texts have

adopted a multi/cross-disciplinary approach to the material

presented (Sherrill, 2004). In this professional field with the

scientific styled research guidelines that have been

advocated (Sherrill & O’Connor, 1999), Hutzler and Sherrill

(2007) have stated that major differences have emerged

between the program and the science of Adapted Physical

Education (APE) and/or Adapted Physical Activity (APA).

The emergence of these differences is concerning for the

profession, as a science alone cannot tested or progress

without an application in a program, be it APA or APE.  From

this analysis they presented a series of reflections to describe

APA and considered that APA will probably thrive as a

profession and that:

APA is a field of study with unique theories and a

growing research evidence base relying on a variety

of biological, psychosocial and ecological bodies of

practical and scientific knowledge. The synthesis

and application of knowledge from the full range of

disability and physical activity/movement sources

lead to the construction of a unique theoretical base.

(Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007, p. 17)

It is the view of this presenter that the differences

highlighted in Hutzler and Sherrill (2007) have, in part, been

generated by the increasing influence of motor behaviour

research on the professional authors in the field. Over the

last three decades, in texts and journals, it can be seen that

the developing field of motor behaviour research has had a

dominant influence on the content provided, and this

orientation of the profession has diminished the APE focus

of teaching and learning for those with disabilities.

Motor behaviour

Briefly, motor behaviour is an applied science with two

components—motor control investigates the inherent

qualities of movement with coordination being a key aspect

and motor learning examines how individuals learn tasks

and the effect of the learning (Magill, 2004). The motor

behaviour researchers have investigated and examined both

the features of motor control and motor learning in

individuals with the above disabilities and, at times, have

compared these features to those of their typically

developing peers. With their research data they have been

able to clarify, explain and describe movements as well as

provide information on how it might be prudent to assist an

individual or a group of individuals to improve their ability

to move.

Due to these orientations there has been consistent work

on the “within” individual aspects of motor control and motor

learning of persons with disabilities. A special issue of

Adapted Physical Activity Quarterly (11(2), 1994) highlights

this and Hoare (1994) expands the individualistic approach

to search for subtypes of children with DCD. Frequently, a

particular aspect of task performance such as response speed,

movement time, and/or the sensori-motor aspects in task

performance (vision) are investigated under controlled

laboratory conditions with specifically designed tasks

(Deconinck et al., 2006; LeClair & Elliott, 1995; Pedersen,

Surburg, Heath, & Koceja, 2004; Przysucha & Taylor, 2004).

At times, however, motor behaviour does not provide the

complete picture as individuals are too complex. For example,

to assess timing and coordination consistency with a group

of individuals with DS, Ringenbach and Balp-Riera (2006)

used a drumming task with spatial-temporal measures. They

reported that problems, beyond the timing and the

coordination, that seemed to be associated with language

(the meaning of the words) and modelling (its role in their

performance) were experienced in completing the task. Also,

working with a heterogenous group of children with DCD,

Cairney, Hay, Faught, Corna, and Flouris (2006) explored the

influence of age on participation in free play and organised

activities. They highlighted the difficulties of making

predictions from small samples as “the standard errors are

simply too large” (p. 271). These researchers suggested that

longitudinal studies are required, but such studies are rare

in motor behaviour research.

While some of this information can be valuable to

programming PE for those with a disability, it tends to lead

to a plethora of individually based programs with specific

interventions designed to improve motor skill performance.

Generally, APA research seems to search for a person or

disability label by treatment interaction via time series

designs. This application of the science has indeed

constructed a unique theoretical base that tends to place it

outside the teaching and learning practices in physical

education as its orientation via science is liable to

compromise the very essence of physical activity. The

essence of  discovering what they enjoy most and what

they can do best – the ‘hobbies and the happiness’ of leisure

time activities.  For many children with disabilities, this fun

and joy of being involved in a lifetime of moving is being

replaced by the necessity to engage in an endless repetition

of an array of specific activities, often taken from a checklist

developed from motor behaviour data. Early examples can

be seen in the work of Cratty (1974, 1975); Frostig (1970),

Wessel (1976) and, more recently, Soerensen (1996) and

Winders (1997).

History, too, has shown that for the APE professional

much of these data are focused on the disability rather than

on the teaching and learning of PE.  PE is often portrayed as

a negative experience which needs fixing up. Across a range

of time periods, in a number of historical reviews (see e.g.,

Porreta & Sherrill, 2005; Reid & Standish, 2003; Zhang,

deLisle, & Chen, 2006) it can be seen that the types of motor

behaviour studies undertaken have a disability by task

orientation. In the most recent, Zhang et al. used a scholarly

base of adapted physical activity abstracts from AAHPERD

1968 to 2004 and found that the research in these abstracts

showed a disability or impairment orientation with a focus

on treatments. Thus, over the years, the teaching and
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learning undertaken by APE professionals in schools

continues to be described as sensori-motor or health-related

fitness interventions for remedial, special, modified and/or

adapted purposes in self-contained settings (Chandler &

Greene, 1995). The collection of recipes grows! More

recently in inclusive settings, Kodish, Kulinna, Martin,

Pangrazi and Darset (2006) have supported a curriculum

model called Dynamic Physical Education (DPE) (Pangrazi,

2004) as a framework for including students with disabilities

in PE classes. Here again is another recipe that offers

“comprehensive and vibrant lesson plans of physical activity

developed with students in mind” (Kodish et al., p. 393) to

fix up the PE experience. Such statements are baffling as

surely in all curricula and for all teachers they would seek to

meet these criteria.

Perhaps the controversies and directions for APE

continue to be discussed, and terms and definitions continue

to be developed, in order to clarify the role confusion that

has become evident across a range of professionals who

work with individuals with disabilities. Shapiro and Sayers

(2003) outlined this role confusion between four professions

and concluded that the APE professionals provided the

direct service to individuals with disabilities with

occupational therapists, physical therapists and therapeutic

recreation professionals augmenting their service in the role

of consultants. The focus of the APE professional’s role

was the teaching and learning of fundamental motor skills

and fitness. Not only is there role confusion, but also there

is considerable debate, even amongst those who see APE as

a program, about the value of various teaching and learning

strategies. Should the program adopt traditional strategies,

such as direct instruction that are used in interventions with

a structural focus on disability, to remedy identified

difficulties? Or is an ecological approach more effective with

task components of the movement or action? Should the

task demands (e.g., the speed, weight control and flow

required in the movement) and the context (e.g., the

environment or space in which the action takes place) be at

the forefront of the teaching and learning, as outlined in

Gentile’s taxonomy (Gentile, 2000)?

The nature of activity environments such as those

examined for children with intellectual disabilities by Titus

and Watkinson (1987), and the task demands of an activity

in context with the variables of the language and modelling

involved in direct instruction have received little attention.

However, this type of study moves the researcher out of the

laboratory into the complex, and at time unpredictable world

of activity settings.

Nevertheless, the recent attention to certain aspects of

the cognitive and psycho-social domains of physical activity

has provided researchers with an opportunity to intersect

an individual’s characteristics with various activity

environments.  Causegrove-Dunn and Dunn (2006), Reid,

Harvey, Lloyd, and Bouffard (2002), Kodish et al. (2006) with

Wall, McClements, Bouffard, Findlay, and Taylor (1985) and

Wall (1990, 2000) have continued to argue for a more

knowledge-based approach of teaching and learning in APE.

Knowledge should be provided to the students about

various types of actions, about movement interactions with

others in games and sports, and about themselves, their

feelings of confidence and competence as well as thinking

about moving. This has lead to a broader examination of

these aspects in the motor learning literature, but still the

focus is based on disability characteristics.

This is NOT physical education

When examining PE teachers in their classrooms and sport

related texts and, also, as an illustration of this orientation,

Tripp and Rizzo (2006) and Hardin and Hardin (2004) have

shown that there is a need to seriously reconsider the

teaching and learning practices of APE professionals and

how they may be affecting the PE experience. Tripp and Rizzo

reported that the “disability” label affects the approach to

teaching with PE teachers reporting less favourable

intentions towards teaching a student with cerebral palsy

than a typical student. They suggested that there was a

need for student groupings to be more diverse with an

“infusion model” being used. PE should have a lifetime of

ability focus with more PE and less disability. Hardin and

Hardin stated that physical education textbooks show that

“sport” is a domain of the able-bodied. They contend that

images of disability in physical education textbooks in the

US reinforce the disability stereotype. The person with a

disability is portrayed as more different than similar to non-

disabled peers and as one who requires special activities,

segregated settings, and specialist assessments.

If this is the outcome of motor behaviour

research (an applied science), what outcome

could physical education research (pedagogy)

provide for those with disabilities?

There have been radical changes in the teaching and

learning of physical education and an explosion of knowledge

and interest across the traditional aspects of PE—sports,

dance, health, recreation and fitness. These various aspects

of PE have become independent areas with recreation being

a multi-dimensional enterprise and dance a multi-faceted

discipline (Siedentop, 2001). This has consequences for

motor behaviour research and APA which is beyond the

scope of this presentation.

Nevertheless, researchers in PE pedagogy such as Kirk

(1997), Laker (2002), Ryan and Rossi (in press) and Tinning,

Macdonald, Wright, and Hickey (2001) have posed a range

of challenges emanating from social and cultural contexts in

which students, including those with disabilities, and their

teachers find themselves. They have explored the kinds of

activities and the forms of pedagogy to be employed,

reporting that there has been a shift in emphasis from forms

of physical practice (e.g., the direct instruction of motor skills)

towards practices engaging students in physical activities
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that are related to popular culture and society and to

developing more reflective and self-directed learners (Wright,

2004). This shift seems to be critical to lifelong physical

activity. In PE, the learners are encouraged to become

reflective about what they are learning and how they are

learning as well as how to transfer their learning to new

situations in which they may find themselves. Students

examine the impact of their actions on themselves, others

and the environment.

Textbooks written on instructional models for physical

education (e.g., Metzler, 2000; Siedentop & Tannehill, 2000;

Tinning et al., 2001) provide frameworks and scenarios to

complement this approach to teaching and learning in PE.

Metzler presented seven models of instructional practice

and included a discussion of their usefulness for students

with motor difficulties. For example, with the sport education

model, he cited Hastie (1996) who considered that there are

three features of the model that would benefit students who

are “marginalised.” These were small teams with everyone

contributing to success affiliation; the promotion of

cohesion and belonging; and more monitored regular practice

that allows lower skilled students to improve. In this model

peer teaching is reciprocal—”I teach you” “you teach me”—

so the student with the disability can be both the “helped”

and the “helper.”

Another approach to PE programming for those with

disabilities has been Movement Education. This particular

pedagogical approach to PE was popular in the 1960s and

1970s (Fowler, 1981; Laban & Ulmann, 1971; Morison, 1969).

Morison stated that as children grow up obese and

physically inept with little confidence in their movement

ability “they join the ranks of the physically ‘illiterate’” (p.

2). Recently, some writers have promoted this approach to

PE for students with disabilities as it enables students to

solve movement problems in activity situations (Jobling,

1993; Jobling & Virji-Babul, 2005). Students can learn the

language of movement and develop body and space

awareness as they explore movements in action (Jenner,

1976).

When movement and language interact symbols

become alive, concepts can be formed more readily,

bringing children to a fuller appreciation of the

world in which they play, live, work and share with

others (Jenner, p. 48).

As Whitehead (2001) outlined, students require this

degree of physical literacy to participate in movement

environments. Students need to be both physically active

and cognitively challenged in order to become physically

literate. They require an environment in which there is an

active teacher-learner partnership that shares the decision-

making roles in their PE lessons (see e.g., Kirk & Macdonald,

1998; Kirk & McPhail, 2002; Mawer, 1995; Siedentop, 1983,

1991, 1994, 2000).

How can the remediation, correction and interventions

from motor behaviour research be a part of this pedagogy?

So where could we go?

With this brief overview of the two major fields of

knowledge that can influence APE, it can be seen that there

is now a wealth of information available to assist in the

formulation of frameworks for APE programs. The question

to be debated is which framework do we apply?

An applied science framework of intervention and

remediation or the pedagogical framework for development

of a physically literate person?

In this paper, I will suggest that educators and program

planners do both and in doing so develop a knowledge-

based and balanced approach to teaching and learning in

PE.

Motor behaviour research contains a wealth of valuable

information that can be used to inform teachers about

students in their programs, while PE pedagogical models

provide contextual frameworks within which to balance the

teaching and learning of ALL students. For the APE

professional it may be time to redress the balance between

the applied science of the motor behaviour research and PE

pedagogical research in order to enable individuals with

disabilities to develop physical literacy. The embracing of

the philosophy of inclusion has given the physical educator

an opportunity to incorporate this balance into their

programming. It is contended that labels for individuals and

specific program descriptors for APE act as limiters to the

PE experience. As Werner, Thorpe and Bunker (1996) and

Siedentop and Tannehill (2000) asserted, the emphasis

should be on how the teacher goes about their work rather

than on what they teach. In 1990, Stewart reported that he

found it untenable for a physical educator to withdraw

children who are clumsy or inept from one form of physical

activity to take part in another remedial form of physical

activity.

How could the teacher go about their work?

Individuals with motor difficulties or a disability require

a program framework that is balanced and encourages

lifelong participation in physical activity. Flexibility is vital

as the teacher adapts to the unique needs of individual

learners and the context in which the activity is taking place.

Both body and mind need to be engaged in this process.

Remediation may need to take place in part, but it is the

pedagogy that should drive the educational process.

The work of the APE teacher could be said to incorporate

five program framework elements (Jobling, 1994; Jobling &

Carlson, 1997). These were elements first articulated by

Graham (1992), who considered them essential for the

development of a physically educated person. More recently

the term physical literate has emerged (Rossi & Ryan, 2006;

Whitehead, 2001) with Whitehead arguing the physical

literacy needs to encompasses more than physical movement
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and include “the ability to ‘read’ the environment and to

respond effectively” (p. 131).

For individuals with disabilities, it is suggested here that

five interrelated questions need to be asked in order for APE

teachers to go about their work:

1. Have the children and adults learnt the skills necessary

to perform a variety of physical activities ?

2. Are the children and adults individually physically

fit?

3. Do the children and adults have opportunities to

participate regularly in physical activity?

4. Do the children and adults know and understand their

movements and the contexts of their involvement?

5. Have the children and adults learnt to value physical

activity and its benefits for a healthy lifestyle?

It is not intended that these questions be translated into

content specifics such as fitness lessons, nor should they

become isolated elements such as a sequence of activities

to remedy a movement or skill within a program framework.

They need to be interwoven throughout the program

framework of the APE.

Learning skills

Skills are any physical movement that is required to

accomplish a goal or a task. In textbooks these are frequently

classified into either gross or fine motor skills. However, for

the purpose of this paper, it is felt that this classification

does not capture the actual complexity of an action (e.g.,

hitting a ball or handwriting) and it is suggested that a two-

dimensional taxonomy of the action (environment and

function) as outlined by Gentile (2000) may be more useful

for educators. Some skills are called fundamental motor skills

or patterns (see e.g., Wickstrom, 1983). These skills are

usually attained in childhood and it has been observed that

they have a particular developmental pattern of movement.

They are the building blocks for more complex skills.

Children with disabilities often experience a range of

difficulties when trying to accomplish some motor skills and

may even require longer to attain levels of proficiency.

Motor behaviour research has provided educators with a

great deal of information about the motor control

characteristics of these difficulties. Although confusing at

times, sensori-motor research such as visual input theory,

can be a valuable resource for the work of teachers, for

example, in children with DS “… improvements in

performance are not limited to the sensory condition under

which practice occurs” (Hanson et al., 2005, p. 250). Research

has extended our knowledge and understanding of the

context or climate in which skills are taught and learnt

(Causgrove-Dunn & Dunn, 2006; Roberts & Treasure, 1992;

Titus & Watkinson, 1987) and how the language of

instruction aids task progress and effort. For example,

Ringenbach and Lantero (2005) stated that “… the intention

to perform in a certain way was too challenging for adults

with DS” (p. 95) due to the complexity of the instructions.

Educators need to be continually made aware of such

information as they go about their work.

In teaching motor skills, the psycho-social literature

surrounding disability often discusses the notion of  “age

appropriateness” with regard to the teaching and learning

of these skills. However, it is considered that it is not the

skill itself that is not age appropriate, but the activities in

which the individual is engaged to learn the skill that is the

important consideration. In a physical activity situation the

notion of a novice learner who has to learn the basics is not

uncommon and there are a range of ALL age teaching and

learning strategies that can be used to assist skill

development (golf and dance are good examples).

For an educator, physical skill development will always

have an interface or interaction with intervention, therapy,

remediation and learning. This is essential. There are times

when specific short-term remediation may be required. For

example, in a bike riding program reported by Klein, McHugh,

Harrington, Davis, and Lieberman (2005) the skill

development was accomplished through alternative

equipment rather than through alternative teaching

strategies. Being able to master the skill of riding a bicycle is

considered a societal norm and a rite of passage that has

lifelong recreational value.

… people can learn or improve a skill provided

that they are in an environment that allows them to

be successful as they master more challenging skills.

(Klein et al., p. 52).

This cycling program looked at an interaction between

the task, the environment and the individual and did not

specifically focus on the characteristics of the individual.

Those with disabilities, such as Down syndrome, cerebral

palsy, and DCD, are generally able to maintain and generalise

the riding of a bicycle with some configured modifications.

Although the educator knows and understands the

deficits and difficulties that each child or adult may have

with a skill, there is a need to focus on the competencies, as

movement confidence is a consequence of movement skill

just as skills are a mediator of movement (Griffin & Keogh,

1982). APE teachers need to promote confidence in a

student’s ability, not disability, as they go about their work

developing a wider range of motor skills while maintaining a

watchful eye on remediation and optimal movement quality.

Becoming fit

Being fit is important for those with disabilities. The

research field of exercise physiology with motor behaviour

has now provided educators with a considerable range of

empirically based studies that can inform programs. Most

studies support the importance of fitness, but before infusing

the research information into a program framework,

evaluations need to take place as some programs are

repetitive and boring, and health barriers and facility may

impede adherence (Shifflett, Cator, & Megginson, 1994).
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Activity choices, such as walking on a treadmill, walking in

a park, fitness gym routine, cycling or dancing, need to be

considered for their fitness as well as for their desirability

and adherence benefits (Corbin & Lindsey, 1984; Jobling,

Virji-Babul, & Nichols, 2006).

There are two prerequisites for an individual to become

fit. First, the individual needs to have a range of fundamental

motor skills and, second, they require the ability to sustain

a certain level of activity. Some individuals with disabilities

may have difficulty with both these prerequisites, so how

one teaches is important. Nevertheless, information is

available on how to make the teaching and learning of fitness

self-motivating for the individual. As part of a literacy

program (Moni & Jobling, 2000), a Fit for Action program

was designed (Jobling & Virji-Babul, 2005), in which

students developed knowledge of and took some personal

responsibility for their participation.

Gym Junkies

by Jolleen

At the gym I do hard work, my trainer is Elizabeth.

I wear shirt and pants and joggers and socks.

I work out on rowing, riding the bike.

I like basketball and soccer.

(unpublished poem, Fit for Action participant)

The promotion of walking programs can also be effective

(Carmeli, Barchad, Masharawi, & Coleman, 2004; Kunda &

Rimmer, 2000; Tsimaras & Fotiadou, 2004). Interestingly,

Tsimaras and Fotiadou showed that there was also

significant improvement in structured balance and strength

during their fitness program. These benefits would support

motor skill proficiency as well as fitness, demonstrating the

interrelationship between fitness and skills.

Participating in opportunities

To effectively and efficiently engage in physical activity

there is a need for practice. Regular practice is essential.

From motor behaviour research work on children with DS,

Latash (2006) has suggested that they may not be inherently

clumsy as they show vast potential for improvement of their

motor performance and require “smartly designed” practice

(p. 48) not just repetitions or massed block practice. Polastri

and Barela (2005) have also discussed practice in relationship

to Thelen’s work with infants with DS. More experience and

practice was needed to acquire and refine motor skills—

”the fuel of development is the dynamic interplay between

sensory information and motor action” (p. 53). Another

aspect of practice, namely, imagery practice was investigated

by Surburg, Porretta and Sutlive (1995). They found that the

techniques held promise “as a means of physical and motor

skill enrichment” (p. 225), but suggested further research

was required in more ecologically and pedagogically

appropriate situations. Thus how the teacher goes about

designing the practice is important. Pedagogically, in PE,

Siedentop (1991) provided some smart design “how to’s”

for practice. He suggested some key words for designing

practice. Practice needs to be pertinent, purposeful,

progressive, paced, participatory and pleasurable. Practice

should also be variable; either the same skill in differing

situations or the same situation using differing skills. Motor

behaviour researchers have also shown that acquisition of

motor skills in children with autism was more effective with

task variation than a constant task condition (Weber &

Thorpe, 1992).

The variation in choices here will be dependent on the

goal of the practice for each individual. Too much structure

chosen by others, as in remedial interventions, may not meet

the practice key words. For some with disabilities it may be

necessary to provide a range of activities as well as choice

between the levels of involvement (Fitzgerald & Jobling,

2004). Again, the balancing of research from both motor

behaviour and pedagogical fields can provide APE educators

with information for how they go about their work.

Knowing and understanding

For some time Wall and his colleagues (1985, 1990, 2000)

have been consistently advocating the adoption of a

knowledge-based approach to motor skill teaching and

learning in APE. They have suggested that there are five

types of knowledge that could assist the development of

motor skills in children with developmental delays (Wall,

1990). Knowing what to move (body awareness), where to

move (space awareness) and how to move (the speed, the

flow and the weight of the movement) aids the acquisition

of skills and the development of proficiency. Knowing about

the subjective feelings of self-confidence and competence

in activity situations and thinking, observing and solving

movement problems all need to be included in a program’s

framework. Vision, hearing and kinesthesis, too, have roles

to play in helping an individual to develop an understanding

about their body movement in actions.

The language of movement is a particularly important

aspect of this development and can support the child’s

understanding of their own moving and the moving of others

(Jobling, 1993; Jobling & Virji-Babul, 2005).

In a graceful flowing way, I am a skater gliding on

the ice; or a snake weaving to the snake charmer’s

flute … a willow tree rippling in the wind. (Jobling

& Virji-Babul, p. 97)

Movement sequences and actions can be labelled,

described and enjoyed as promoted by Jobling et al. (2006).

In challenging movement situations, the importance of

language is supported by Ringenbach and Lantero (2005).

These researchers reported a situation where, with added

instructions to perform a movement in a particular way, a

learning situation was created where the intention to perform

was too challenging for adults with DS. Lloyd, Reid and

Bouffard (2006) have also highlighted the importance of

verbal rehearsal (think alouds) along with the teaching of
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cognitive planning strategies, but take an interventional

approach to the teaching and learning of this knowledge for

boys with DCD. This proposal highlights the interventional

applied science approach that pervades the APE field and

so, in the opinion of this author, denies those with motor

difficulties a balanced experience.

In physical education there are several pedagogical

models of instruction that could assist in the development

of knowledge and understanding. Both the tactical games

and sport education models provide a wealth of

opportunities to develop knowledge across a range of sports

and games. The tactical games approach provides a

framework for teaching of sport-related skills. In this model,

practice is representative of the game and not a static and

repetitively boring series of drills (see e.g., Griffin, Mitchell,

& Oslin, 1997). Metzler (2000) considered teachers could

tailor this approach to their work in inclusive classrooms

and playing fields.

Alternatively, the sport education approach has three

basic goals: (a) to increase competence; (b) to help students

become literate PE participants as players, as fans and as

consumers; and (c) to enhance sport culture by enabling

enthusiastic participation. All children are active participants

with the less able students being supported by more

opportunities for practice, social assistance in the form of

membership with peers and smaller teams (McPhail, 2002).

In PE class activities such as dance (Jobling et al., 2006) or

gymnastics (Morison, 1969) a movement education using

Laban’s movement analysis framework could be used

effectively to develop knowledge and understanding of the

language and feeling of movements in actions.

Valuing

In 1978 Nettleton expressed the view that perhaps the

most important outcome for physical education programs

had to do with the expressions of attitudes, feelings and

beliefs (cited in Jobling & Carlson, 1997). This affective

domain of becoming physically educated or physically

literate is essential for lifelong involvement in activity and

is a neglected element in the motor behaviour literature.

Fitzgerald and Jobling (2004) explored this affective domain

through a series of student-centred PE projects. They

concluded that for these students, who had a range of

disabilities, it was pertinent to their physical education

experience that they became active social agents and gained

a voice in addressing a range of issues. Critical reflection,

opinion and choice of activities and the ranges of

participation options were important elements within their

PE. These, they considered, helped them to build value into

their physical education experience and ultimately into their

lifestyle. For those with brain injury, Driver (2006) reported

the importance of “… creating environments that enhanced

beliefs in ability, social support and positive affect feelings”

(p. 159).

Valuing in PE is not only about the self/activity

interaction, it is also about valuing everyone’s contribution.

All learners have something to contribute in the teacher/

learner and peer interactions. In the teacher/learner

interaction the learner is the expert in their own life, while in

any peer interaction (or tutoring), there needs to be reciprocal

roles and social learning attributes need to be included. The

learner must accept the tutor’s instruction and comments

while the tutor must pay close attention to the learner, the

task presentation and structure. As students alternate

between these two roles in PE (being the helped and the

helper) they begin “to develop a reciprocal relationship

based on a shared level of responsibility …” (Metzler, 2000,

p. 288). This form of peer tutoring has had limited use in PE

where students with disabilities are included (Ward &

Ayvazo, 2006). However, as stated by Metzler, this model of

instruction can accommodate a wide range of student ability

levels and emphasises an “I teach you, you teach me” model

providing valuable learning opportunities for peers. This

value-added approach can be found within the sport

education approach to teaching and learning in PE.

Valuing is also about fair play—learning to understand

winning and losing in the context of the play. If an activity is

worth doing, it is worth doing well and giving it your best

performance, whether you win, lose or draw. A constant cycle

of medals, indiscriminate praise and other rewards do not

enable those with disabilities to develop an understanding

of the value of physical activity. It is rather about accepting

the challenge and risking yourself and this does not always

require a medal.

In sports and games it is this challenge of oneself

balanced with one’s ability that is what’s GOOD about sports

and physical activity—Csikszentmihalyi, in Auckland, in

1974 certainly thought so too!

Conclusion

This paper has presented information about individuals

with disabilities from two fields of research—the applied

science of motor behaviour and the pedagogical approach

of physical education. It has been argued that PE for

individuals with disabilities, difficulties or impairments

should be based firmly on pedagogical research first, and

that motor behaviour as an applied science should be used

as a resource. This is in contrast to the present traditional

and categorical approaches to APE that are directive,

teacher-oriented and based on the assumption that there is

only one best movement form (Baln & Davis, 1993). Programs

based on motor behaviour focus on the personal

characteristics of the performer and, therefore, are

interventionalist,  denying those with disabilities

opportunities in physical activities to develop meaning

through their body and mind to become physically literate

(for research pattern over time, see Zhang et al., 2006).

The growth of all aspects of PE knowledge and the

establishment of a range of interconnected but distinct areas

of physical activity (dance, recreation and sports) poses a
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problem for motor behaviour researchers whose work needs

to be applied in schools, recreation centres and dance

studios. It also raises a number of issues with regard to the

training of APE professionals in university programs.

Perhaps consultancies as outlined by Block and Conaster

(1999) and Block, Brodeur, and Brady (2001) can provide an

avenue through which the vast knowledge base in motor

behaviour research about various aspects of a disability or

disabilities can be used to assist physical educators,

recreation professionals and dance teachers as to “how they

go about their work.” This is especially so in the US and

Canada where parental expectations through legislation such

as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

and the provision of an Individual Education Program (IEP)

legalise the teaching and learning environment for children

with disabilities. The use of the consultant could help to

overcome some of the problems that exist in these countries

where the general PE specialist seems to lack training about

specific groups of children with disabilities (Huettig & Roth,

2002). In the UK, Europe and Australia legislation is not so

prescriptive, although there is a role for IEP’s, and there are

only a limited number of specialist APE training courses.

This is not necessarily a tragic situation as lifespan

participation and freedom of choice are maintained with

inclusive strategies through sport rather than disability

(Australia) or by alternative terms (sports for disabled people

in the UK). These alternative positions and others should

be respected (Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007).

Aside from these debates, it is considered that there is

an urgent need for the PE teacher and the APE consultant or

specialist to work together on equal terms, to create physical

activities and educational opportunities beyond the

individual interventions developing an isolated repertoire

of skills, to an orientation that considers the five questions

discussed in this paper. Then as both teachers “go about

their work” and respond to these questions, a framework of

programming can be developed. A framework using the

synthesis of knowledge from the science of motor behaviour

to support the cultural, social and communicative interaction

between the teaching and learning situation of pedagogy

and the individual with a disability as they become

physically literate.
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Abstract—The acquisition of motor skills involves the infant’s exploration of many possible body segment

configurations in its environment and, then, the selection of those that are the most useful. This view of development

implies that sensory information, the result of an action performed, is used to achieve or maintain the subsequent

performance. When this flow of sensory information is changed, motor skill acquisition is limited, and the course

of motor development is disrupted. Given that infants and children with disabilities show delays in motor milestone

acquisition, it could be suggested that such delays are related to perception-action changes. Therefore, adapted

physical activity would be important in minimizing such deficits by presenting special opportunities in which

perception-action cycles are promoted and reinforced.

Key Words: Development, motor development, Down syndrome.

Motor development in infants and children is characterized

by two aspects, order and regularity. These two features

were crucial in providing the pioneers of this field with a

means of suggesting that motor development had to be

determined by intrinsic factors: that is, maturation (Gesell,

1933). In this view, acquisition and improvement in motor

skills were due to genetic processes present in all humans.

No doubt that these early efforts were important to the

start and definition of many studies conducted during the

last century. Indeed, the pioneer workers did their jobs so

well that for quite some time motor development studies

were oriented by such principles; and even today many still

are.

As a consequence, the motor development field

underwent a moribund period (Clark & Whitall, 1989), in

which it seemed that everything had been uncovered.

Maturation was the explanation for most motor development

questions and queries.

However, this approach began to come under scrutiny

when Bernstein (1967) and Gibson (1979) questioned many

of the maturation principles, leading to other views of motor

development. The early work done by Thelen (Thelen, 1986,

1989b) was crucial in providing a better, more organized

understanding of motor development—one that was based

upon dynamical principles (Thelen, 1995, 2000; Thelen &

Smith, 1994).

Motor development: a dynamical view

Motor development is characterized by changes that

evolve over the lifespan. Despite showing regularity and

order, these changes, might be understood as a dynamical

process. In this case, developmental changes need to be

understood as successive stable and unstable states and

phase shifts that move the system from one attractive state

to another (Thelen, 1989a, 1989b).

Although such a dynamical view of motor development

is provocative, it needs to explain two main questions that

have been present since the early work in the field: a) where

does movement come from?; and b) what produces change

in development? I would like to argue that the answers to

these questions might be sought through a dynamical view

of motor development. However, we need to dispose of many

of our previous concepts and be willing to accept a rather

radical way of looking at these phenomena.

Birthday kit

Due to the evolutionary process, nature provides us at

birth with a basic motor repertoire which allows us to initiate

our behaviors. Actually, even before being born, babies can

already perform several movements, despite all of the

constraints related to the environment in which they are

located, the womb. After being born, motor manifestations

are intensified and many other motor actions become

possible. However, these movements have been

characterized as involuntary, spontaneous, and reflexive

(Clark, 1994), and many have not paid much attention to

their importance.

I would like to suggest that these movements are the

foundations for our motor repertoire, which will be built over

the lifespan. These early motor actions are quite different

from reflexes and can be modulated quickly after their first

occurrences. These spontaneous, or reflexive, movements

might be initiated by environmental stimuli; however, the

responses are not stereotypical, and, in many cases, infants

control them voluntarily.

The primary function of these early motor manifestations

is related to survival of the infant (Clark, 1994). A good

example of this function is the sucking reflex that makes it
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possible for infants to suck just after being born. However,

after the first sucking experiences, infants are able to control

this action quite well, changing the strength and frequency

of the movement.

Besides this initial survival role, these reflexive

movements also have another important function in the

infant’s early development: they provide the possibility for

infants to start a dialog with the environment (Clark, 1994).

Reflexive and spontaneous movements lead the infants to

produce their first motor manifestations and to acquire the

sensory consequences due to these movements. Therefore,

infants are able to start to learn what they can perform in

this new world, and also what the sensory consequences of

their actions are. In doing so, they start to map the

relationship between action and perception and start to learn

not only about what they can do, but what they can do

within this new environment and its many constraints such

as gravitational force, contact with surfaces, object

properties, etc. Based upon these sensory consequences,

some performed actions are repeated, while others are

avoided and new ones are discovered. As a consequence of

this dialog between the infant and her or his surrounding

environment—one that is based upon repetitive cycles of

action and perception—the motor repertoire of each infant

starts to be built.

Assuming that reflexive and spontaneous movements

are changed and modified based upon sensory and motor

experiences, the answer to one of the basic questions in

motor development might be that the motor repertoire

originates from the basic motor patterns that we are born

with. That is, the central nervous system provides a set of

possible motor patterns, a “birthday kit,” which is mastered

along with the environmental conditions surrounding infants

after they are born. Therefore, our motor repertoire is built in

such a way that it is delimited by the organism as well by

environmental constraints, and, therefore, adapts to local

conditions. Further motor acquisitions would follow the same

principles along the lifespan.

Development: multi-causal and

exploration-selection principle

One assumption of the dynamical view of motor

development is that motor behavior and, specifically,

developmental changes are due to several factors (Thelen,

1986), denominated constraints (Newell, 1986). This multi-

causal view of motor development is based upon the idea

that humans are complex systems, composed of and

influenced by many factors (Barela, 2001; Thelen, 1986):

relating to the organism (emotional, psychological,

motivational, etc.), to the environment, and to the task.

This explanation can then provide an answer to the other

basic question regarding motor development: that is, what

does promote changes? The answer is: changes in the

constraints that come from the organism, from the

environment, or from the task (Clark, 1994)? Therefore,

genetic hereditary—specifically, the gene—is not the

predictor for the acquisition of new motor skills, as the

maturational view suggests. Maturation of the nervous

system, in this case, is viewed as one factor (constraint), a

very important one. However, it is not the only one in the

acquisition of motor skills for our repertoire.

When applying this multi-causal view of motor development,

we still need to understand how the many elements of the

system integrate and contribute, each to the other, so that

new motor skills emerge. Thelen (1995) suggested that two

principles underlie this process: exploration and selection.

The principle of exploration involves the discovery of

both the how and the what a specific motor task requires in

order to be performed. In this case, the configuration of the

body segments in their environmental context needs to be

identified. For instance, during the acquisition of

independent walking, an infant needs to figure out the body

orientation necessary to maintain its trunk vertically aligned

and balanced over an unstable basis of support. The problem

that the infant must solve is how to perform something that

it has never performed before. In this case, the infant will

explore many possibilities of muscle activation and body

positioning, and then select one (or ones) that best satisfy

the requirements for maintaining an upright position while

stepping. Therefore, this is a problem to explore: How does

the organism in the environment (the infant) select the best

task solution to achieve its behavioral goal (independent

walking)?

In the case of acquisition of independent walking, the

infant’s first attempts are characterized by many difficulties,

inconsistencies, falls, and the absence of the refined control

of movements. However, after just a few frustrated trials—

but crucial ones, infants master the coordination and control

of their many body segments, and start to perform the task

of walking. Additionally, with the practice of this new skill, it

becomes consistent, stable, and can be performed with

proficiency. Therefore, the acquisition of a new motor skill

might be understood as a two-stage process: the acquisition

of the new body configuration required by the task, and the

refinement of the movements of the newly-acquired actions

(Thelen, 1995).

A very important aspect that involves these exploration

and selection principles, and, therefore, the acquisition and

refinement of the newly-acquired motor skills, is that they

are based upon repetitions of the task, which will provide

correspondent cycles of perception-action. The infant

explores a specific configuration of muscle activation and

the result of this tentative effort will then be acquired through

the sensory consequences of the action. The knowledge of

whether or not the goal was achieved—the efficiency of the

action, is available to the infant through his or her perception:

through the relationship between action and the sensory

consequences of this action. Figure 1 depicts a represen-

tation of interaction between the organism, the environment,

and the task constraints while a motor skill is performed,

and their relationship to perception-action.
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Motor development epigenetic

If, indeed, several factors contribute to the course and rate

of development, and if this process occurs as the result of

infants’ and children’s explorations of the environment in

which they are inserted, then this implies that all of the

movements in our repertoire are learned. Of course, the

exceptions are those movements that we are born with and

constitute our “birthday kit.” Therefore, it seems, we need

to re-classify the phylogenic and ontogenetic motor skills.

In this case, I would classify as phylogenic those belonging

to our “birthday kit,” and all the others as ontogenetic,

because they are acquired by infants and children through

their interactions with the environment.

A second implication of such a view of motor

development is that motor skills in the repertoire are learned

by active persons (infant, child, adult, and older adult). In

other words, the individual is the one that governs the course

and the rate of his or her development. Again, the acquisition

and refinement of a motor skill involve exploration and

selection of a specific body configuration out of many other

possibilities. Therefore, changes depend on how the person

is willing to progress on his or her own course. As previously

mentioned, motivation is the propulsion, and the task is the

reason for changes toward the acquisition and refinement

of motor skills (Thelen, 1995; 2000). Let us picture an infant

standing upright and holding onto a coffee table. She is not

yet walking independently, but is willing to cross the dining

room to get a toy. The motivation to get the toy is what

makes this infant to want to perform his or her first steps in

order to cross the dining room. The task of crossing the

dinning room, which involves a specific organization of body

segments and many other controlling requirements—walking

independently, is the reason that these new body configura-

tions and controlling mechanisms are acquired.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the three sources of constraints that are involved in the emergence of a motor action (adapted from

Newell, 1986) and the perception-action cycle, the result of relationships and interactions among all constraints.

With regard to this intricate relationship between the

developing infant (as with any other person) and the

environment in which she or he is surrounded, coherent and

useful sensory information constitutes the fuel that pushes

developmental changes as infants learn how to use their

bodies in this physical and social world in which they belong

(Thelen, 1995; 2000). Therefore, the dynamic process of

exploration and selection is based upon the ability of the

developing infant to promote behaviors that will provide

her or him with a wide variety of perceptual and motor

experiences. Thus, this infant will acquire those actions that

will lead her or him to build up her or his motor repertoire in

order to show functional behavior within the environment

(Barela, 2001).

Motor development: dynamic view

in special populations

Remarkably, infants and children with disabilities show a

delayed acquisition of motor skills when compared to their

neurologically normal (NN) peers, even though usually the

same developmental sequence is observed. For example,

Down syndrome (DS) infants master independent sitting

around the ninth month, whereas NN peers sit independently

around the seventh month of age. Regarding independent

walking, DS children acquire it around the seventeenth

month, and NN peers around the twelfth month of age

(Schwartzman, 1999). Yet, in children with cerebral palsy,

depending on the commitment of the child, the acquisition

of independent walking occurs only around the twenty-

fourth month of age (Sherrill, 1998).

According to the maturational view of motor develop-

ment, such delays in the acquisition of motor milestones

should be attributed to changes in the nervous system,

prohibiting the production and controlling of appropriate
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muscle activity necessary for movement execution. Although

one can not deny the important role that the nervous system

plays in the developmental course and its consequences

when the nervous system is changed due to a trauma,

paralysis, or anomaly, it is necessary to better understand

how such insult to the central nervous system affects the

developmental process regarding special populations.

In this case, I would like to suggest that the principles

underlying the development of infants and children with

special needs are the same as those that underlie the

development of NN infants and children. Recently, using a

program based upon motorized treadmill, Ulrich, Ulrich,

Angulo-Kinzler, and Yun (2001) showed that appropriate

intervention anticipates independent walking acquisition in

DS children. Specifically, those children enrolled in the

motorized treadmill training started to walk independently

three-and-a-half months before those children who were not

enrolled in such an intervention. Based upon these results,

the supremacy of any component such as nervous system

maturation and, also, the role of experience (intervention) in

the developmental course of infants and children with special

needs must be reviewed.

Infants and children with special needs definitely have

different organismic constraints that lead to a different

relationship among all other constraints (environmental and

task) in order for a specific movement to be produced. As a

result, the perception-action cycle is also compromised and,

therefore, the developing infant would experience differences

in the process of exploring her or his potential for motor

action in the environment, and would have different sensory

information. Actually, this lack of “dialogue” with the

environment is compromised when any system in the infant

is insulted (nervous, motor, perceptive, etc.), and the impact

of this insult in the developmental course and rate depends

on the degree of such an insult.

Infants with some insults also might start out with a

different basic-level “birthday kit” than NN infants.

Therefore, the resources that they have available from the

beginning might be different. Again, in this case, the dialogue

between the infant and the environment, crucial to learning

about what she or he can do and the consequences of these

actions, would be compromised. Finally, the dynamical view

implies active participation by the developing infant

(motivation, experiencing different situations, etc.) and,

consequently, mental retardation would compromise even

more an already reduced ability for the exploration of the

surrounding world.

Considering that infants and children with disabilities

might have difficulties interacting with the environment, the

role of adapted physical activity is critical in promoting and

expanding their possibilities and varieties of motor and

sensory experiences. Therefore, adapted physical activity

must promote conditions for infants and children with

disabilities so that they may develop and demonstrate

functional behaviors relative to their environments. In this

case, adapted physical activity could have, among other

roles, that of promoting opportunities for infants with

disabilities to produce motor actions and gain the sensorial

consequences that they would not have by themselves.

Perception-action in DS children

We have used the moving room paradigm to examine how

sensory information is related to motor action in DS children

(Polastri, 2002; Polastri & Barela, 2002; 2005). In this

situation, the walls and the ceiling of a room are moved back

and forward, which produces corresponding body

oscillations (Lee & Lishman, 1975). As with NN infants

(Barela, Godoi, Freitas Junior, & Polastri, 2000), DS children

with different sitting experience (novice and experienced)

coupled to the visual information provided by movement of

the room, and displayed corresponding trunk sway when

seated inside of the room.

Although visual manipulation induced trunk sway in all

DS infants, the strength of sensory and motor coupling was

experience-dependent. Infants that had more sitting

experience coupled more strongly to the visual information

than did the less experienced ones (Polastri & Barela, 2005).

Therefore, experience in performing a specific motor skill

involves different coupling strengths between sensory

information and motor activity in DS infants.

Polastri and Barela (2005) observed that, in general,  DS

infants not only can couple to sensory information, but also

that this coupling was similar to that which was observed in

a NN population (Barela, Godoi, Freitas Junior, & Polastri,

2000). However, the coupling between sensory information

and body sway in DS infants is dependent to the degree

that these infants have experienced performing a specific

task. Therefore, practice seems to be a determinant factor

for the acquisition and refinement of a coherent and stable

relationship between sensory information and motor action

in DS individuals.

We also examined the effects of systematic and specific

experience in the motor sensory coupling in infants with DS.

The DS infants were brought to the laboratory for seven

consecutive days and were submitted, each day, to a 10-

minute session of the moving room. The results indicated

that even after their prolonged exposure to the moving room,

the movement of the room continued to induce trunk sway.

Similar results were observed for NN seven-month-old

infants who were exposed to the same experimental protocol

(Barela, Júnior, Godoi, & Polastri, 2001). More important,

however, was that the practice effects were also experience-

dependent for sensory motor coupling in DS infants. The

coupling between visual information and trunk sway

decreased for DS infants with more experience in sitting,

whereas it increased for less experienced infants. The results

observed for the more experienced DS infants were similar

to those observed for NN seven-month-old infants (Barela,

Júnior, Godoi, & Polastri, 2001), whose experience in sitting

was a duration of about one-and-a-half months.

The decrease in strength of the coupling between visual

information and trunk sway after a period of exposure to
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this situation might be due to the fact that the moving room

produces an illusory situation, which conflicts with the

information that comes from other systems (vestibular and

somatosensory) that the infants seem to be able to resolve.

The visual information provided erroneous information about

body sway that, with prolonged exposure, experienced DS

sitters were capable of resolving, decreasing the visual

information’s influence on trunk sway. This was possible

because coherent mapping between sensory information and

body sway had already occurred in these infants.

On the other hand, novice DS sitters still explored their

actions in the newly acquired position and had a less stable

relationship between visual information and trunk sway.

When exposed to the moving room even after some time,

these infants were not capable of resolving the conflicting

sensory cues and properly discriminating between the details

of the situation. Yet, because the coupling between visual

information and body sway was weak, exposure to the

moving room produced a strengthening of this coupling.

Taking these combined results into consideration, two

aspects are notable. First, experience plays an important role

in developing the coupling between sensory information and

motor activity in individuals with DS. Moreover, experience,

especially that provided by adapted physical activity,

constitutes a unique opportunity to promote sensory-motor

mapping through the identification of coherent coupling

between relevant sensory information and motor activity,

and, consequently, the acquisition of new motor skills.

Second, experience is also crucial for the refining of already

acquired motor skills. In this case, experience strengthens

the sensory-motor coupling, making it more stable.

If the coupling between sensory information and motor

action in DS infants and children is similar to that of NN

youngsters, what, then, is the cause of their developmental

delays? One possible reason could be that infants and

children with DS have difficulties in exploring their motor

capabilities, and, therefore, they acquire fewer sensory

consequences that are related to their movements. In such a

case, infants and children with DS would require a longer

time to map the sensory-motor relationships.

In general, individuals in special populations have

reduced motor repertoires that can be characterized as

stereotypical and with rigidity of movements (Schwartzman,

1999; Sherrill, 1998). These characteristics can prevent infants

and children from fully interacting with the environment,

and, therefore, they might explore less and learn less about

their motor and sensorial possibilities. Their opportunities

for experiencing repetitive cycles of perception-action could

be, depending on the case, severely compromised.

Moreover, remember that the developmental course is a

result of active interaction between the infant with its

environment, and, in this case, if the infant is less active, the

development would also be delayed.

With this view, intervention assumes a decisive role in

promoting new motor and sensory experiences, and becomes

a crucial instrument in order to minimize and compensate for

such difficulties. Intervention would fill the gap due to the

absence of the infant’s own explorations of her or his

movements. Intervention would aim to promote opportu-

nities for the practice of movements and skills that should

be incorporated into the infant’s motor and sensory

repertoire, through repetitive cycles of perception-action.

Infants and children with special needs have to be exposed

to a rich environment, with opportunities for motor and

sensory activities in which they can explore new motor and

sensory possibilities through a variety of different tasks.

However, because they have difficulties in exploring this

environment, the role that parents, teachers, instructors, and

other professionals have, in addition to providing them with

such an environment, is also to help them explore and

interact with it as much as possible. This can be done by

encouraging, motivating, and showing them the importance

of doing some activity.

Also, another important role is providing resources that

will change and minimize some of the environmental and

task constraints that prevent infants and children with

disabilities from performing and acquiring specific skills. Our

main role is to help them move and discern what information

from this movement is most useful for the next performance.

In other words, our task is to let them figure out for themselves

how to achieve coherent and stable coupling between

sensory information and motor activity.
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Abstract—The purpose of this article is to analyze adapted physical activity (APA) using a strategic planning

methodology called SWOT, and to outline selected issues that could affect the future development of APA as a

field of study, professional engagement and service delivery system. While APA is represented in the fields of

education, recreation, elite sports and rehabilitation the focus of this article is on rehabilitation. The strengths,

weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of APA are discussed and strategic actions recommended.
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The evolution of adapted physical activity (APA) is

attributed among others to the Swedish fencer Per Henrik

Ling, who established in the 19
th

 century a system of medical

gymnastics in Sweden which were later transferred to

universities in the USA (Reid, 2003; Sherrill, 2004). The term

adapted physical activity was chosen in 1973 by scholars

in Canada as the preferred term to describe the body of

knowledge formally known in the United States as adapted

physical education, and in Germany and some other parts

of the world as psychomotor education (Kiphard, 1983), and

disability sports (Guttmann, 1976; Lorenzen, 1961). While

Guttmann’s textbook of sports for the disabled emphasized

on competitive and rehabilitation sports, Lorenzen (1961) of

Germany authored an excellent physical education, exercise

and recreation textbook, that outlined the differences

between what he called disability sports (DS; free translation

of the German term Versehrtensport) and physical therapy

(PT) for individuals with disabilities. The major differences

proposed by this author are mostly still evident at the

present time, including (a) medical orientation in PT,

compared to pedagogical in DS; (b) main participants

attribute referring impairment in PT compared to the whole

person in DS; (c) activity is prescribed in PT, compared to

self-motivation in DS; (d) participant is passive and active

in PT but only active, mostly in group settings, in DS; (e)

the goal in PT is mostly restricted to specific biological

changes, while in DS the goal is promoting quality of life

through carefully planned physical training and

empowerment practices; and (f) the intervention is mostly

identified as treatment in PT, compared to self-determined

action in DS.

The German perspective was further developed into a

well established organization and field of study related to

health and rehabilitation sports (Schüle and Huber, 2004),

having similar contents and perspectives to APA (Rieder,

1996; Doll-Tepper, 1996). During the same period, the practice

and study of APA in North America changed a great deal,

starting from corrective gymnastics in the 1950’s emphasizing

the need to treat and rehabilitate impairments, to the

perspective of empowerment and self-determination in the

1990s and 2000s emphasizing participant’s independence in

making choices and decisions (Reid, 2003).  In 1977 the first

International Symposium on Adapted Physical Activity was

conducted in Quebec, Canada, four years after the establish-

ment of the International Federation of Adapted Physical

Activity (IFAPA).

By now, APA is a body of knowledge encompassing

physical activities performed by individuals with disabilities,

service delivery systems developed for ensuring participa-

tion of these individuals, professional responsibilities of

practitioners and an academic field of study (Hutzler &

Sherrill, 2007; Reid, 2003; Sherrill, 2004). APA is now practiced

in most continents. Many countries have professional

associations of APA, some of them with scholarly journals

or newsletters (e.g., Brazil, Israel, Japan, Korea, New

Zealand). As this body of knowledge gradually matures it

continues to be confronted with difficulties mostly related

to implementation of practices in schools (Dinold & Válková,

2003), organizational sport structures (Boursier, & Kahrs,

2003; Sorensen & Kahrs, 2006) and the lack of an evidence

base (Hutzler, 2007). Using a comprehensive literature study

and a survey among IFAPA board members, Hutzler and

Sherrill (2007) tried to establish definitions of APA from an

international perspective. This effort resulted in a variety of

aspects included in the definitions suggested by IFAPA

board members related to the practice of APA as a range of

services, a profession and a scholarly field of study.

The 16
th

 International symposium of IFAPA organized in

July, 2007 in Rio Claro, Brazil is the first in South America,

and the first in a continent where no regional APA

organizations yet exist, which would symbolize the trend

toward globalization and international acceptance of APA.

As 30 years have already passed since IFAPA was

established and about 50 years from the penetration of APA

into education and sport systems, this is a good opportunity

to look backward as well as forward in order to enhance the

future development of APA.

Based on Hutzler and Sherrill (2007) and Reid (2003), it
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may be suggested that APA be categorized under the three

focal areas that follow: (a) physical activity services for

individuals with disabilities, (b) a profession providing these

services, and (c) a scholarly field of study supporting this

profession. Another classification concerns the application

domains of physical activity: elite sports, physical education,

recreation and rehabilitation have been recommended as the

main categories (Doll-Tepper, 1996; Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007).

In the analysis that follows, the rehabilitation perspective

of APA will be studied under all three focal areas based on a

strategic planning methodology. The term rehabilitation

comes from the Latin “habilitas,” and means “to make able.”

Rehabilitation does not reverse or undo the damage caused

by a disease or trauma, but rather helps the individual achieve

the highest level of independence and quality of life possible

(DeLisa, 2004). The inclusion of physical activity and sports

into rehabilitation services is associated with the legacy of

the medical rehabilitation specialist Sir Ludwig Guttmann

(1976) who was also known as the founder of the

International Stoke Mandeville Games Federation. Later

models of Rimmer (1999) and Schüle and Huber (2004)

suggest adapted physical activity programs within a health

promotion delivery system of rehabilitation from hospital

into the community (Figure 1).

Strategic planning

In order to discuss strategies for enhancing implemen-

tation of APA in all of its central domains (services,

profession and field of study), it may be useful to use

appropriate tools derived from management theory, and

particularly from strategic planning. Simply put, strategic

planning is a management tool that helps determining where

an organization or a field of activity is headed over the next

period of time. Typically, the process starts with an

Figure 1. Health promotion model of APA in rehabilitation. Adapted from Rimmer (1999) and Schüle and Huber (2004). Boxes depict

examples for training goals.

organizational analysis, i.e., a disciplined effort to produce

fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide

what an organization is, what it does, and why it does it,

from which strategies to follow in the future are derived

(Bryson, 1995). One of the most well established and widely

practiced tools for strategic planning is the SWOT analysis.

SWOT is the acronym of strengths ,  weaknesses ,

opportunities and threats, and suggests a simple and easy

technique, widely used in formulating strategies and policies

for administrators. Based on an ecological perspective of an

organization within a given social and economic

environment, SWOT examines the organization’s internal

strengths and weaknesses, and the opportunities and threats

of its environment (Bartol & Martin, 1991; Johnson, Scholes,

& Sexty, 1989).  Strengths identify internal assets (e.g.,

expertise, motivation, technology, financial resources etc.);

weaknesses identify internal deficiencies (i.e., lack of internal

assets); opportunities classify environmental demands that

might be met through strengths and could increase future

effectiveness and output; and threats classify the

environmental demands that would challenge future

development due to internal weaknesses.

The SWOT analysis starts with listing internal and

external factors relevant to the problem. Next, internal factors

are coded into strengths and weaknesses, and external

factors into opportunities and threats. The last step is

developing a strategy to increase opportunities and reduce

threats through maximizing strengths and minimizing

weaknesses (Johnson et al., 1989).

SWOT analysis

A general frame of the SWOT analysis is depicted in

Table 1. A discussion of the specific issues follows.
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Strengths

Generic terminology. APA is a generic term that links

physical activity with adaptation of various environmental,

social and individual systems. Thus it may be viewed as a

practical application of the Darwinistic concept of adaptive

strategies, i.e., a mode of coping with competition or

environmental conditions on an evolutionary time scale

(Darwin, 1859). Adaptive strategies and adaptive systems

are strongly anchored in contemporary information theory,

mathematics and biology, referring to systems that have the

capacity to change and learn from experience (Bar-Yam, 1997).

Adaptation theory (Sherrill, 1995; 2004) suggests a

philosophy, concepts, models and strategies applicable not

only to physical activity adaptations required for performing

under disability conditions, but also to age- and gender-

related adaptation principles. In fact, some of the principles

being developed, such as the systematic ecological

adaptation approach (previously labeled systematic

ecological modification approach, see Hutzler, 2007) are

applicable not only in physical activity scenarios, but also

in general education as well as health allied professional

scenarios. The focus on adaptation and its study as a unique

individual phenomenon is a strength, which might gain

particular interest and increase opportunities due to our aging

society and increased need of low cost care for individuals

with disability (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2006-2007).

Multi-task and training knowledge bases. Some sources

indicate the terms movement, play and sport (Rieder, Werle,

& Huber, 1996), as well as physical education, sport,

recreation, dance and creative arts (IFAPA Bylaws, 2004), as

constituting the activities incorporated in APA. Most skills

associated with sports, recreation and dance can be defined

as multi-task type activities. Running while passing a ball to

a teammate is an example for a relatively low demanding, yet

multi-task sport activity. The scholarly study of multi-task

activities from an APA perspective benefits from its variability

in application domains.  Training programs for rehabilitation

clients such as individuals with post stroke, brain injury,

and other neurological disorders are examples where multi-

Table 1. A SWOT analysis of APA from a rehabilitation perspective.

         External Internal

. Generic terminology     . ICF and social approach in rehabilitation study and practice

. Multi-task and training     . Inactivity epidemic

Strengths    knowledge bases Opportunities    . Aging society

. Motivational factors    . Increased need of low wage professionals in health services

    . Fitness and personal training fashion

    . Technological advances

. Intangibility of

Weaknesses    descriptors Threats    . Other health related professions

. Lack of substantial

  evidence base

task and dual-task training are increasingly encouraged (e.g.,

Haggard, Cockburn, Cock, Fordham, & Wade, 2000; Harley,

Boyd, Cockburn, Coll et al., 2006). Clearly, the study of

training in elite sports provides a perspective with highly

sensitive criteria for intervention volume, modulation and

intensity. These have also been found valuable for

demanding activities such as aviation training (Bar-Eli, Lidor,

Yaaron, Donsky et al., 1988) and could also be of benefit in

rehabilitation planning.

Motivational factors. Physical activity has very tangible

outcomes. When mastery and success are accomplished

through learning a new motor skill such as swimming, riding,

cycling, batting, etc., or through increasing the strength

needed to push the body away from the floor, thus initiating

different modes of locomotion, individuals of all ages and

abilities gain confidence in their body and consequently

their life. This phenomenon is well known and has been

linked to APA with regard to self-determination (Reid, 2000;

2003) and empowerment (Hutzler; 2003, 2004; Hutzler & Bar-

Eli, 1993). As proposed by Lorenzen (1961), APA is mostly

accomplished in group settings, thus further providing a

social motivational factor. However, evidence for this

motivational factor in APA contexts is still missing. Based

on the Health Belief Model (Becker, Kirsch, Hafner,

Drachman, & Taylor, 1979), Salutogenesis (Antonovsky,

1979), Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1997); Theory of

Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991); and Locus of Control Theory

(Rotter, 1966), the theoretical  motivational effects of APA in

a health and rehabilitation context have been summarized

(Rieder, 1996) and linked not only to initiating a desired

exercise behavior, but mainly for maintaining it, thus

increasing the probability of life-long adherence (Dishman,

1988). Based on responses to a questionnaire administered

to a sample of 180 participants in community based

rehabilitation settings providing physical activity services

in groups, Huber (1999) determined five factors explaining

62% of total variance. The factors were (a) perceived self-

efficacy and control, (b) increased performance in activities

of daily living (ADL), (c) social support, (d) improved body-

image and control, and (e) endured health competence.
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Weaknesses

Intangibility of descriptors.  Service tangibility, i.e. its

degree of being perceivable by touch (Editors of the

American heritage dictionaries, 2000) or having a realistic

view of it to an audience, has been recognized as a major

marketing issue (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2000). Intangibility of a

service means failing to assure a clear picture of the provided

service, and this may increase the customer’s suspicion and

demands toward the anticipated service (Bebko, 2000).

Unfortunately, APA and its related concepts have gone

through multiple changes in terminology and

conceptualization in English (Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007; Reid,

2003) as well as in German (Lorenzen, 1961) and Spanish

(Rios Hernandéz, 2005). In other languages such as Japanese,

Italian and Hebrew the term APA makes very little sense to

the layman or even to the generalist physical activity

professional (Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007). Even the definition

of APA appearing in Article 4 of the Bylaws of IFAPA (2004)

is difficult to comprehend to an insider. The definition is as

follows:

“A crossdisciplinary body of knowledge directed

toward the identification and solution of individual

differences in physical activity. It is a service

delivery profession and an academic field of study

that supports an attitude of acceptance of individual

differences, advocates access to active lifestyles and

sport, and promotes innovation and cooperative

service delivery programs and empowerment

systems.”

Hutzler and Sherrill (2007) have acknowledged the

diversity in perspectives on defining APA as a service, a

profession and a field of study. For example, while Serrill

and De-Pauw (1997) view APA as an emerging scientific

discipline, Reid & Stanish (2003) prefer to consider it a

crossdisciplinary field of study, and Winnick (2005) a

subdiscipline of physical education. These contrasting

perspectives are reflected in university curricula and practice

guidelines. This ambiguity is disadvantegous for developing

a professional identity that would be recognized and

appreciated among peer professionals and the service

consumers.

Unless APA will be defined by means of a core identity

with clear cut-off lines between this and other fields of study,

services and occupations such as physical therapy,

occupational therapy, recreational therapy, etc. we will find

it very difficult to increase the professional membership and

public interest related to it.

Lack of a substantial evidence base. In contrast to the

well established benefits and program protocols of health

related physical activity for the general population (see

Bourchard, Shephard, & Stephens, 1994; Cavill, Kahlmeier,

& Rocioppi, 2006), only scarce evidence for health benefits

in populations with disabilities has been established (e.g.

CDC, 1996;), most of it with respect to cardiorespiratory,

mental and musculoskeletal disability conditions. Psycho-

social benefits of PA have also been acknowledged, for

example, in physical disabilities (e.g., Hutzler & Sherrill, 1999).

While physical activity benefits in participants with

disabilities are increasingly studied and documented, they

do not always refer to APA. Strength training in participants

with cerebral palsy (CP) is such an example. While 20 years

ago professionals in physical therapy rejected strength

training in participants with CP, APA professionals

conducted the first studies supporting the use of specific

strength training in this population and published them in

physical activity journals (e.g., Healy, 1958; McCubbin and

Shasby, 1985). Since then, almost no further evidence has

been reported by APA scholars to support this intervention.

Today strength exercise regimens are increasingly

recommended by physical therapy and medical authorities

for this population (see Allen, Dodd, Taylor, McBourney, &

Larkin, 2004; Dodd, Taylor, & Damiano, 2002; Dodd, Taylor,

& Graham, 2003; McBurney, Taylor, Dodd, & Graham, 2003;

Morris, Dodd, & Morris, 2004). The risk is that the authority

on the strength training in participants with CP will remain

among physical therapists.

In a comprehensive literature analysis Hutzler (2006)

compared evidence-based research appearing in Adapted

Physical Activity Quarterly (APAQ), the official journal of

the International Federation of APA (IFAPA), and in Physical

Therapy (PT), the official journal of the American Association

of Physical Therapy. Several differences appeared: (a) the

percentage of evidence based intervention research in APAQ

was smaller than in PT (16.5% out of 261 and 22.8 % out of

323 articles in both journals over the periods analyzed

respectively), (b) the level of evidence was different with a

concentration on non controlled and controlled group

designs in APAQ and randomized group designs and case

studies in PT (Table 2), (c) over 50% of the population

involved in intervention research in APAQ had intellectual

disability (ID). In PT the populations had mostly orthopedic

(35.1%) and neurological (44.6%) disorders and no

intervention with ID was reported, and (d) outcome measures

of the interventions reported were more equally distributed

in APAQ between functions, activities and participation

outcomes, while in PT 53.5% represented physiological

functions of the body system. Although APA interventions

are reported in a variety of exercise and rehabilitation journals

perhaps with other representations of populations, APAQ

was found as the most well represented resource for research

articles in this field of study (O’Connor, French, Sherrill, &

Babcock, 2001; Porretta & Sherrill, 2005).

Table 2. Intervention studies by level of evidence and journal in

percentages.

 Journal         Case          Group          Controlled         Randomized 

  APAQ         11.63          44.19    34.88               9.30

  PT         46.5            14.1    12.7             26.8
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Evidence based research is essential for conscientious,

explicit and judicious decision making
 

decisions about the

professional service provided to participants in APA

programs, as it is in other types of health and education

related interventions (Sackett, Rosenberg, Muir Gray, Haynes

et al., 1996). Lack of evidence for program designs, protocols,

types of adaptations and outcomes measures aimed to assess

and enhance performance is a major deficit and warrants a

comprehensive response.

Opportunities

ICF and the social approach to rehabilitation. Due to

the shortcoming of the previous medical model of health

and disability called ICIDH-1 (Ústún 2003), the World Health

Organization (WHO) decided to include social-environmental

factors and multidirectional causality relationships into the

classification of disability, resulting in a new classification

and frame of reference called International Classification of

Health and Disability (ICF; WHO, 2001).The ICF has become

a central model for classifying diagnostic criteria (e.g., Lollar

& Simensson, 2005), outcome measures (McBourney et

al.,2003; van der Woude, Janssen, & Veeger, 2005; van

Velzen, van Bennekom, Polomski, Slootman et al., 2006),

assessment tools (Simensson, Leonardi, Dollar, Bjork-

Akesson, et al., 2003), and intervention modalities (Dodd et

al., 2002). It includes the following components: (a) The health

condition, disorder or disease causing a threat to the regular

interaction between an individual and the environment. An

above knee leg amputation is an example for such a condition,

(b) Impairment of the affected body structures (e.g., lungs,

joints, limbs, brain) and functions (e.g., respiration, range of

movement, muscular strength, motor control, decision-

making). For example, reduced support, inertia, effective

moment, and strength are among the functional limitations

associated with an amputated leg. (c) The limitation in

activities required for daily living, vocational engagement

and leisure time. The changes in locomotor patterns such as

asymmetric gait or hop-skip running are examples for such

limitations. (d) The restriction of participation in socially

appropriate activities (e.g., playing in the schoolyard during

recess, accessing recreation facilities). (e) The individual’s

pre-dispositions (e.g., genetics, personality, self-efficacy and

attitude). (f) The physical and social environmental factors

(e.g., material assets, accessibility, social attitudes, social

support). Components b, c, and d are typically perceived as

outcome measures of the interaction between a person with

a disorder and the environment, e and f can be perceived as

facilitators (enablers) or barriers (limiters) to these outcomes.

In recent publications, the ICF model has been proposed as

a framework for conceptualizing physical activity behavior

(van der Ploeg, van der Beek, van der Woude, & van

Mechelen, 2004) and adaptation modalities (Hutzler &

Sherrill, 2007). While further research is warranted, the ICF

appears to be a useful common platform for designing,

studying and discussing APA interventions together with

other rehabilitation professionals using a common language

and concepts, thus gaining tangibility and visibility of APA.

Inactivity epidemic. In the “Western” world, physical

activity is continuously declining, causing serious health

problems and increasing costs for health agencies (CDC,

1996; Cavill et al., 2006). Inactivity and its detrimental

outcomes are even more common in individuals with

disability (Brown, Yore, Ham, & Macera, 2005; Rimmer, 1999;

2005; Rimmer, Braddock, & Pitetti, 1996). Recent data of

Brown et al. (2005) based on a survey of 74,900 adults 50

years of age and older, depict a considerable decrease of

respondents with disability being active at the recommended

level (28.8 and 43.4%, respectively) and an increase in

inactive respondents with disability (35.5 and 17.5 %,

respectively), compared to peers without disability. Post-

rehabilitation community programs are a promising area for

APA professional engagement study and research. Models

and programs have been suggested, focusing on a service

delivery from acute through rehabilitation to post-

rehabilitation community-based programs. While in the acute

programs medical supervision dominates, the community-

based program warrants psycho-social interaction and

education processes contributing to life long physical

activity (Rimmer, 1999; Schüle, 2001). Community based

educational programs require the pedagogical expertise of

APA practitioners and thus provide a promising field for

innovative design and implementation of health programs.

Aging Society. The median age of the world’s population

is increasing, due to a decline in fertility and a 20-year

increase in life expectancy during the second half of the

20th century (United Nations, 2002). From 2000-2030, the

worldwide population aged >65 years is projected to increase

from approximately 550 million to 973 million, increasing from

6.9% to 12.0% worldwide, from 15.5% to 24.3% in Europe,

from 12.6% to 20.3% in North America, from 6.0% to 12.0% in

Asia, and from 5.5% to 11.6% in Latin America and the

Caribbean (Kinsella & Velkoff, 2001). The increased number

of persons aged >65 years is anticipated to enlarge health

care costs. The health-care cost per capita for persons aged

>65 years in the developed countries is three to five times

greater than the cost for persons aged <65 years, and the

rapid growth in the number of older persons, coupled with

continued advances in medical technology, is expected to

create upward pressure on health- and long-term-care

spending (Jacobzone & Oxley, 2002). In the United States,

public financing of nursing home and home health-care

expenditures doubled during 1990-2001, and is expected to

continue increasing by about 20%-21% during 2000-2020

(Jacobzone, 2000). One way to reduce public health costs is

to decrease the extent of disability among older persons,

helping them to live independently. The buffering effects of

physical activity and exercise on performance in aging have

been widely acknowledged (e.g., Shephard, 1987). Therefore,

physical activity aimed at reducing the extent of disability in

aging persons is increasingly recommended and provides a

new field of programming service provision, research and

professional expertise. Aging and APA experts are expected
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to collaborate in developing this expanding field of study.

The Thematic European Network on Adapted Physical

Activity: Aging and Disability (THENAPA II: http://

www.thenapa2.org/) is one example of combining the

expertise in both fields of study for developing professional

and curricular guidelines.

Increased need for low wage health and educational

professionals. Due to the expected increase in public

expenses for health and disability, it is realistic to foresee a

shift in the policies for hiring professionals in this developing

market focusing on low wage personnel. Indeed, the U.S.

Occupational Outlook Handbook (US Department of Labor,

2006-07) presents data suggesting that among the fastest

growing occupations are: home health aids (#1), physical

therapy assistants (#6) and personal and home care aids

(#10). One way of reducing treatment costs is to introduce

home care aids, physiotherapy aids, school teacher

assistants and volunteers to APA, including them in program

implementation. One outcome of the Thematic European

Network on Adapted Physical Activity was the initiation of

a gradual vocational training approach in APA that included

volunteers and instructors along with coaches and academic

professionals at various levels of APA service provision (De-

Potter, 2003). It is recommended that this list be extended to

further categories of low wage service providers and contact

health agencies, to assure their fundamental training in APA

as a front line measure for health maintenance.

Fitness and personal training fashion. While at the low-

end of income competence some individuals with disability

would prefer exercising with their home aids or assistants,

those who are at the higher ranks of income competence

may benefit from the fast developing personal training

fashion within the health and fitness industry.  As

acknowledged in a newspaper article (Ellin, 2006), health and

fitness clubs are among the last public facilities to undergo

legislation in the US (and similar in other countries) enforcing

them to accommodate facilities for individuals with

disabilities. It is anticipated that this increased accessibility,

together with the fashion of personal training that is gaining

popularity among exercise consumers of all fitness and age

levels; will increase knowledge bases usable for training

participants with disabilities. An increase in personal trainers’

interest may become a focus for short-term professional

continuous education courses and for marketing efforts in

APA.

Technological advances (e.g., Telerehabilitation,

Virtual Reality). Two of the major barriers reported by

individuals with physical disability to participation in

exercise and recreation activities are transportation and lack

of energy / interest / motivation (Rimmer, Riley, Wang,

Rauworth, & Jurkowski, 2004). Technological advances are

able to cope with some of these problems, mainly through

internet communication and virtual reality (VR) systems. The

option of delivering exercise and therapy instruction to

individuals in remote locations via the internet is increasingly

recognized as an alternative to sending practitioners to

participants’ homes. In the sport industry this feature is

already effective, particularly for cyclists seeking peer

comparison while training at home and simulating their

negotiation with different tracks (e.g., with TACX Fortius

available at http://www.tacx.com/; VCycling http://

www.vcycling.com/ or Reebok Cyberrider

www.reebokcyberrider.com ). Telecommunication is starting

to access the rehabilitation industry through VR platforms.

VR is a simulated task coupled with the participant’s own

image captured by video or another electronic device. The

participant is asked to complete the simulated task while his

or her performance is monitored via the computer and

subjected to real-time feedback. VR advantages for

rehabilitation include ecological validity, stimulus control

and consistency, real-time performance feedback,

independent practice, stimulus and response modifications

that are contingent on a user’s physical abilities, a safe testing

and training environment, the opportunity for graduated

exposure to stimuli, the ability to distract or augment the

performer’s attention, and perhaps most important to

therapeutic intervention, motivation for the performer

(Fitzgerald, Cooper, Thorman, Cooper, et al., 2004; Rizzo,

Schultheis, Kerns, & Mateer, 2004; Weiss, Rand, Katz, &

Kizony, 2004). One interesting point is that current VR

technologies, such as VIVID IREX © or Sony Playstation II

Eyetoy©, rely mostly on sporting type scenes such as

catching balls at the goalie’s position, or skiing on a

snowboard. One may suggest that most of the motivational

force of VR intervention appears in part due to the associative

impact of the original simulated sport event. Thus, VR

appears a high-tech solution to performance, which could

also be motivating and conducted under actual ‘low-tech’

sport activity conditions. Therefore, it is recommended that

APA professionals unite with VR specialists to develop a

continuous program of life-long physical activity following

initiation by through VR technology.

Threats

Other health related professions using APA. As indicated

in a previous section, there are physical activity domains

being extensively investigated and practiced among other

health related professions such as physical and occupational

therapy. The shift in focus on strength training that was

documented earlier is one example of other professions

practicing an APA content area. The development of dual-

task interventions is another area where non-APA

professionals are gaining visibility (Haggard et al., 2006;

Harley et al., 2006; Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2006). From

a service delivery perspective it should be acknowledged

that non APA professionals may be lacking the longstanding

knowledge and skills for developing multiple motor tasks

incorporated in practices advanced in physical education

and sports across ages, since their use as warrior’s practices

in the ancient times.
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Developing a strategy

Typically, strategic planning should consider building

up strengths to increase opportunities and reducing

weaknesses to fight threats. In the following,

recommendations are summarized and posed for further

discussion.

APA as service in rehabilitation

1. It is strongly recommended that intervention research

be enhanced to establish evidence based practice. All levels

of evidence, but particularly those with randomized

recruitment of participants and multi-site samples, are

warranted.

2. The motivational aspects incorporated in physical

activity, such as task mastery and group modeling, should

be increasingly tested for their effectiveness and provided

as a low-cost service relative to other health services.

3. Professional coupling with emerging technological

devices such as VR and tele-rehabilitation is warranted in

order to provide for linking utilization of competencies

achieved at an early level of rehabilitation to later stages in

a community setting.

APA as a profession

1. It is recommended that a gradual education system be

developed that allows for teaching knowledge bases of APA

to a variety of other professionals, particularly those at the

lower end of the wage structure such as home personal aids,

teacher assistants, etc.

2. Counseling and marketing competencies should be

incorporated in the professional profile of the APA specialist,

since he or she is expected to interact with a variety of

professionals and compete in providing their services with

other similarly efficient professions.

3. Professional identity of APA specialists is to be

enhanced by means of consensus statements and clear

tangible guidelines of practice. The theory and criteria of

adaptation appear promising as a unique body of knowledge

that can provide some aspects of this goal.

4. A common language with other rehabilitation

professions should be guaranteed by spreading the use of

the ICF terminology, thus increasing visibility and

comprehensibility of APA among other professionals.

5. Service providers in the wellness and health industry

need to be encouraged to increase their application of APA

services and approaches to a growing client population that

may benefit from utilizing these services.

APA as a field of study/discipline

1. It is recommended to enhance the range of populations

attracting research in APA. Aging individuals with disability

is one area that still lacks research. Also, the effectiveness

of exercise and training regimens adapted for specific

individual needs are by far understudied.

2. The effectiveness of adaptations used while providing

APA should increasingly be identified and become a research

priority, thus enhancing both EBP and professional identity.
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Abstract—There is paucity of literature, both in international journals and the World Wide Web, on the status and

practice of Adapted Physical Activity (APA) in the different African countries. Despite the promises, in the

constitutions of various African governments, to guarantee equality of rights and opportunities to all their citizens,

people with disabilities have been largely neglected and ostracized. In this paper, efforts were made to review

issues affecting the development of APA on the African continent. Challenges facing a number of African countries

were identified and discussed. To address the pertinent issues, relevant literature was reviewed and analyzed. The

content analysis method was used to identify and discuss the issues. Issues were identified under: a) Governments

of various African nations, b) Parents and Guardians of children with disabilities, c) Establishment of separate

Ministry for Sport, d) APA professionals and e) Colonization and language barriers. To strengthen the field of APA,

formation of strong professional bodies and collaboration among allied professionals on the African continent

were recommended, among others.
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There is severe scarcity of information, in international

journals and the World Wide Web, on the status and practice

of adapted physical activity in the various African countries.

This state of affair has made it difficult for foreign scholars

to adequately keep abreast of the happenings in the field of

adapted physical activity on the continent. Despite this

paucity of literature, it should be made known that Africa

has very rich history and tradition of culture, sport and social

institutions. These are demonstrated in the traditions of

various tribes throughout the African continent (Amusa &

Toriola, 2007). According to Amusa and Toriola, physical

activities in Africa were carried out for the purposes of

socialization, initiation (into various age-groups), and

recreation. Various ethnic groups in Africa, such as the

Massais of East Africa, the Zulus of South Africa, the

Yorubas of West Africa and the Tuaregs of North Africa,

had very rich traditional games, played (daylight and

moonlight) games, performed traditional dances and

produced traditional art works that have stood the test of

time (Amusa, 1999).

Unlike for able-bodied individuals of the African society,

the population of people with disabilities in Africa benefited

little or nothing whatsoever from this rich tradition (Suarau,

1999). Most African persons with disabilities were ostracized,

neglected, forgotten, maltreated and considered useless to

their communities even when it pertains to sporting activities.

Supporting this view, and as noted in other parts of the

world, Matson (2007) stated that people with disabilities have

been traditionally excluded from mainstream sports and that

their playing has been viewed as rehabilitation or

socialization rather than athletic competition. According to

Onyewadume and Dhaliwal (in press – b), the National

Constitutions of most African countries contain articles and

or clauses that guarantee equality of rights and opportunities

(at least on paper) to all their citizens. These constitutions

state that no citizen shall be discriminated against on the

grounds of disability; among others. However, this does

not seem to be the reality on ground as most African leaders

have not seriously found it necessary to plan for their citizens

with disabilities. This is a very unfortunate situation because

as has long been observed by various researchers (Fernhall,

1992; Frey, McCubbin, Hannigan-Downs, Kasser, & Skaggs,

1999; Horvat, Croce, Stadler, & Pitetti, 1996; Pitetti, Rimmer,

& Fernhall, 1993; Rimmer, Braddock, & Fujiura, 1992, 1993;

Stadler & Pitetti, 1996), people with disabilities constitute

the endangered specie in terms of their lack of, and need for,

the various components of physical fitness.

A glimmer of hope appeared on the horizon when, in 1998,

some efforts were made by few heads of governments in

Southern Africa to address this problem. At a meeting of the

countries of the Southern African Development Community

(SADC), a SADC protocol was activated to mandate all

member countries to financially and materially handle some

sporting competitions for individuals with disabilities in their

domains. This was the first time persons with disabilities

were accorded some reasonable degree of attention at the

regional level (Onyewadume, 2003).

According to Onyewadume (in press – a), the infusion

of the field of adapted physical activity into the curriculum

of the broader physical education in some higher institutions

in Africa came in the early 1980s. Prior to that time,

professionals in the field of physical education and

recreation were trained to teach physical education and

coach the various sport skills to only individuals without

disabilities. At that time, people with disabilities were not in

the focus at all. They were largely meant to remain at home.
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In fact, adapted physical education, as it was called when it

was introduced, was taught in the departments of physical

education of few universities across Africa, as one of the

courses needed for obtaining the required credits for

graduation. In most African countries, the course was offered

only in very few higher institutions other than universities.

For want of trained professionals in the area, at that time,

the course was even, in some cases, relegated to the status

of an elective or an optional course. Even now, most African

higher institutions of learning are unable to offer specialist

adapted physical activity degree courses due to acute

scarcity of adapted physical activity professionals in these

higher institutions of learning. The implication of this

scarcity is the inability to produce enough graduates who

would eventually teach and or coach in various schools

across the continent as adapted physical activity

professionals.

When scenarios in adapted physical activity from

advanced countries of the world are compared with the state

of affair in most African countries, one can categorically say

that a lot needs to be done in Africa to enhance the status of

the content and practice of adapted physical activity

(Onyewadume, 1999). It was therefore pertinent to find out

from available literature, the factors that constitute the

identifiable drawbacks for the progress of adapted physical

activity on the African continent. Also, it was a step in the

right direction to find out how the drawbacks can be reversed

to promote and sustain the development of adapted physical

activity in Africa.

To this end, available literature on the issues affecting

the development of adapted physical activity on the African

continent was therefore reviewed. The current challenges

facing a number of African countries were identified and

discussed. Recommendations were then put forward to

promote and sustain the development of adapted physical

activity on the African continent.

Problems facing adapted

physical activity in Africa

There are series of problems associated with the status

and practice of adapted physical activity in Africa. These

problems would be discussed under the following sub-heads:

a) Governments of various African states

Some governments still pay lip-service to the education

of individuals with disabilities (Onyewadume, 1999). They

have printed in their national education policy guidelines

various ways they are expected to educate their people with

disabilities; but these never get implemented. Some

governments have not yet conceptualized adapted physical

activity as a discipline. They are still oblivious of its existence.

As such, not much is said about training people with

disabilities with special techniques that are utilized in adapted

physical activity programs world wide. Most countries in

Africa lack adequate statistics on the population of their

people with disabilities. As a result, planning for them

becomes almost impossible or inadequate.

b) Parents and guardians of children with

disabilities

Most parents and guardians of children with disabilities

hide their wards due to the negative stigma still associated

with disabilities in Africa. This makes it impossible for willing

governments, through population census, to get the

adequate number of their citizens with the various categories

of disabilities (Onyewadume, 1999). Many children and

youth with disabilities still do not have access to education

due to poverty or neglect on the part of parents who do not

see the necessity for it (Suarau, 1999).

c) Separate ministry for sport

Some countries in Africa still do not have a separate

Ministry or Department to identify, and effectively plan and

execute programs for, people with disabilities.  Hence, most

African countries do not have the child-find program in place;

a program that enables the identification of all educationally

challenged individuals from birth to age twenty-one

(Onyewadume, 1999). With a Ministry or Department of this

nature, its employees should be able to:

1. formulate the processes for referring, evaluating,

developing individual education plans and placement of

educationally challenged individuals,

2. ensure that proper evaluation of an identified child is

done in compliance with laid down government regulations,

3. ensure that any child diagnosed, by a properly

constituted professional diagnostic body, is entitled to free

educational opportunity to any level,

4. formulate and enforce a policy of confidentiality,

5. have the powers to hire new, and fire old, personnel in

accordance with the needs of the program;

6. recommend its personnel for further in-service training

as the need arises,

7. provide parents of educationally challenged children

with information about their rights and responsibilities,

8. establish equipment / teaching aids production centers

that would cater for the educational (including adapted

physical education) needs of these children (Onyewadume,

1999).

It is disheartening to note that little attention is paid to

the disability levels of these individuals (Van-Der-Guyten,

1997); especially in most African countries. For various

reasons, according to Jones (1985), the exceptional child is

often deprived of experiences that other children take for

granted; when in fact, the opposite should apply. Such

children need more opportunities, not fewer; and the physical
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activity program should provide for those extra experiences

which may assist the child to overcome a disability (Jones,

1985).

d) Adapted physical activity professionals

Many countries in Africa still lack professionally-trained

adapted physical activity personnel that could plan /design,

and execute adapted physical activity programs

(Onyewadume, 1999). Such professionals could even develop

(through improvisation) and utilize modified facilities and

equipment. This has also affected/hampered sports

participation by athletes with disabilities. For according to

Sherrill and Williams (1996), barriers to sports participation

among people with disabilities include, not only insufficient

time, lack of equipment and facilities, lack of personal

knowledge and lack of transportation but also, not having

any one to train or work with individuals with disabilities.

Adapted physical activity professionals, particularly of

African origin, should be aggressively trained to reverse

the current trend. Unfortunately, not many colleges and

universities agreed to enlarge their curricula to embrace the

training of adapted physical activity professionals. This is

not unconnected with the stigma attached to people with

disabilities. Such a stigma is automatically extended to an

individual if they decide to train as a professional that could

work with people with disabilities for life. In their demand

for more program diversification in the physical education

curricular of most African States, Amusa and Toriola (2003)

noted that the current trend of training in human movement

studies as practiced in countries like the United States of

America, Australia, Britain, Canada, South Africa and others

gives room for program diversification and specialization

for the professionals.

Currently, there are no strong professional bodies to run

the adapted physical activity discipline in the different

African countries. In fact, efforts are underway to encourage

the few professionals in each country to rally together and

form viable associations. It is hoped that this would enable

them have a strong voice when dealing with their

governments on issues pertaining to adapted physical

activity in their countries.

e) Colonization and language issues

Having been colonized by countries like Britain, France,

Germany, Portugal, Spain etc., professionals in various

African countries now find it difficult to cooperate and

collaborate with professionals in other African countries that

were not colonized by the same colonial masters as theirs.

Paramount among the factors that militate against this

cooperation is the difficulty they encounter as a result of

differences in language. Supporting this view, Amusa and

Toriola (2006) noted that the variation between Anglophone,

Francophone, Portuguese and Arab African States make

issues more complex. This has made some African countries

to establish international and regional sports associations

along the language divide. One recent example is the

establishment, in 1994, of Sport for Future of Persons with

Disabilities (Jeux de l’Avenir des Personnes handicapés

d’Afrique – JAPHAF) by French-speaking African countries

(JAPHAF, 2007).

Future directions: Way forward for adapted

physical activity on the African continent

When scenes in adapted physical activity from advanced

countries of the world are compared with the state of affairs

in most African countries, one can categorically say that a

lot needs to be done in Africa to enhance the status of the

content and practice of adapted physical activity. African

countries would need to emulate some practices in

developed countries; though this should be in the context

of the realities of the various African cultures. In the light of

growing awareness of the needs of individuals with

disabilities in our societies and to achieve greatness in the

field of adapted physical activity therefore, the following

suggestions are made to guide future directions in the field

of adapted physical activity on the African Continent:

a) The various governments in Africa should update their

commitments to the cause of individuals with disability in

their communities. This is because, at the moment, most

governments in Africa pay lip service to the issue of

enhancing the plight of persons with disabilities. Most

National Policies on Education in Africa contain beautiful

proposals/policy guidelines on how to cater for the

education of persons with disabilities; but unfortunately,

most of these proposals are not translated into reality in

most of these countries.

b) All governments in Africa should be able to set up

special Ministries to cater for the needs of persons with

disabilities. This will bring about a more focused and

coordinated effort towards solving the multifaceted problems

confronting persons with disabilities.

c) Since most countries lack adequate statistics on

individuals with disabilities in Africa, governments should

put machinery in place (like the child-find program practiced

in most advanced countries) to obtain a reliable statistic for

individuals with disabilities. This will enhance their planning.

For a start, governments should enlighten their citizens, in

particular the parents/guardians of these persons, about

what they stand to benefit from government if their children

are brought forward to be counted during national census.

To this end, governments should offer a very fat package

for the education of these children to enable their parents

come forward.

d) Various African governments should pay higher wages

to adapted physical activity professionals to attract people

to the profession. This strategy worked well with mass

production of science teachers in most African countries

that needed some technological boost.

e) To corroborate the point above, various levels of
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teacher training (teacher training colleges, colleges of

education and universities) for adapted physical activity

should be established to produce lots of professionals to

manage the various schools for people with disabilities.  For

instance, the Nigerian Government established the Federal

College of Education (Special) at Oyo in 1977 with a

Department of Physical Education. In this college, students

are specifically trained on how to teach physical education

in Special schools after graduation. This college is the only

one of its type in West Africa and students are admitted

from various countries in the region (Suarau, 1999). In fact,

it is probably the only one of its kind in Africa. Therefore,

more of this kind of institution of higher learning should be

established.

f) African professionals in adapted physical activity

should encourage cross-disciplinary approaches to planning

resource materials for teaching and learning in schools for

persons with disabilities.

g) Cross-fertilization of ideas should also be brought to

bear on researches in this area of study.

h) Adapted facilities and equipment should be

abundantly produced for these persons with disabilities to

break down the barrier that exists between them and the

able-bodied even when talent and commitment are equal in

both of them.

i) There should be an increased use of computer hard-

wares and soft-wares in future to enhance their learning

opportunities.

j) Multidisciplinary screenings should be done to enable

the best placement for children with disabilities for optimal

benefits.

k) All efforts must be put in place, by professionals, to

make sure that at the end of their interaction with people

with disabilities, they should be independent

l) Again, new techniques of integrating persons with

disabilities into their communities should be explored and

practiced.

m) Professionals in Africa should come up with an African

database that will be all-encompassing pertaining to persons

with disabilities.

n) The future should also hold out an increasing number

of international athletes with disabilities nurtured from a well-

planned and executed intramural and recreational sports

program for persons with disabilities. Each country in the

various African regions should establish an annual sports

festival where athletes with disabilities of all categories will

meet, compete and socialize. The issue of coaching should

also be taken seriously.  The continent should then organize

sports competition for persons with disabilities biennially

where athletes will represent their countries (Suarau, 1999).

o) The cross-disciplinary interaction between various

professionals should wax stronger in this millennium for the

maximum benefit of individuals with disabilities. For instance,

Onyewadume (2007) urged adapted physical activity

professionals to consider doubling their efforts in working

collaboratively with professionals across the various sub-

disciplines and other allied professions to produce numerous

African elite athletes with disabilities in the 21
st

 century. The

professionals were further advised not to ‘re-invent the

wheel’ but to tap into the enormous strengths in the various

sub-disciplines for a faster attainment of their goals. This

was an earlier view of other professionals like DePauw (1988)

and Doll-Tepper and Depauw (1996).

p) There remains a paucity of literature on the activity

patterns and physiological responses to exercise in persons

with disabilities (Rimmer, Braddock & Pitetti, 1996). It is

therefore recommended that exercise scientists should be

encouraged to carry out series of researches using various

disability groups as subjects.

q) Arnheim and Sinclair (1985), citing the work of Julien

Stein of 1982, project that technology will continue to

contribute increasingly to progress and opportunities for

individuals with disabilities. Computers, biomechanics,

cinematography, satellite communications, biochemistry and

sports medicine are just a few of the exciting areas with

virtually unlimited potentials for enabling persons with

disabilities to help themselves and gain greater degree of

personal independence.

r) For the future, DePauw (1988) identifies five areas on

which researches in adapted physical activity should be

focused: movement efficiency, sports initiation, effects of

sports, sports performance and influence of disability upon

individuals with disabilities. Quality research in these and

other areas are therefore needed. This quality could be

achieved, according to Lavay and Lasko-McCarthy (1992)

by:

1. utilizing alternative research designs like single-subject

designs or case studies and

2. acquiring adequate research training through offering

graduate students (including at Ph.D level) a strong

background in both qualitative  and quantitative research

designs; including the use of computer programs in the

analyses of data.

s) It is also proposed that new techniques for integrating

people with disability with those without be exposed and

developed. This, it is hoped, will lead to a deeper commitment

to, as well as a keener insight into, the plight of individuals

with disabilities with regards to the attitudinal and

architectural barriers that are still so prevalent in our society

today (Brasile, 1990).

t). On the aspect of access to information in the future,

Doll-Tepper and DePauw (1996) document that there is an

improved access and exchange of information in the area of

adapted physical activity and sport through cooperation of

an international network of scientists, athletes, coaches,

sport medicine personnel and sport administrators. This is a

desirable trend and should be improved upon in the future.

They noted that a Paralympic sports database was being

developed and this would include technical and scientific

information on:

1. the history of the International Paralympic Committee.

2. impairments (neuro-muscular, sensory, learning or

developmental),

3. Paralympic sports classification systems,
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4. sports science terminologies,

5. annotated bibliography of scientific works relevant to

disability sport (sport history, pedagogy, coaching,

administration, sport nutrition, sport biomechanics, sport

physiology, sport psychology, sport sociology),

6. sport contacts (names, addresses), organizational

details,  equipment, rules, world records and other

performance details (Doll-Tepper & DePauw, 1996). This

database would surely enhance the rate of development of

the field of adapted physical activity. It is hoped that Africa

would feature prominently in this database.

u) There is need for extensive screening as a prerequisite

to mainstreaming. This will enable students with disabilities

to be placed carefully in educational settings that will

maximize their potentials (Arnheim & Sinclair, 1985) in the

future.

Summary

Africa has come a long way with its rich history and

tradition of culture, sport and social institutions. However,

people with disabilities have not been accorded their rightful

place in the area of adapted physical activity by governments

and people of Africa. Having identified the problems faced

by adapted physical activity in Africa, it is hoped that the

suggestions put forward in this paper would chart the future

direction for the profession. Persons and athletes with

disabilities should then immensely benefit from the future

direction.
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Adapted Physical Activity in Brazil:

History, Theoretical Foundations,

and Professional Action

Eliane Mauerberg-deCastro

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro, Brazil

Abstract—This paper introduces the status of adapted physical activity (APA) in Brazil, historical events important

to the development of the area, and concepts and practices behind professional preparation and curricular

development at universities. In Brazil today, the first generation of scholars in the field of APA is doing research

and mentoring others in the work of rehabilitation, education, and sports. Although the medical model still influences

the preparation of Brazilian professionals as well as their curricula, many educators now believe that educational

and rehabilitation programs must apply a hybrid format that incorporates an inter-disciplinary approach to APA

curricula. It is argued here that such a format will be decisive in the success or failure of programs in APA,

especially those in inclusive settings.

Key Words: Adapted physical activity, Brazil, curriculum development.

Challenging the medical model’s influence,

while merging modern theoretical foundations

to help develop better educators

Here in Brazil, adapted physical activity (APA) and sports

for the disabled are witnessing the emergence of the first

generation of scholars, professionals, and advocates. We

have only just begun to share information and ideas

worldwide through international academic conferences and

exchange programs, and people with disabilities are

becoming increasingly visible in the public mind, in

television programs, films, and other popular media.

As with many economically developing countries,

cohesive governmental concerns about the issues of

disability are new, and they, too, only now are emerging.

Our history in APA corresponds with our history of

education: each has been subservient to the influence of

the medical model. While it remains mostly untold, APA’s

history is gradually surfacing through oral reports and extra-

curricular courses, and APA is developing through

governmental legislation that mandates educational reforms.

Brazilian school history and its relationship to

physical education centered on the

medical model

The beginning of education in Brazil—from the mid-

1500s to the 1750s—reflects 200 years of religious education

(Catholic indoctrination), and is based on early European

educational models. Shortly after the “discovery” of Brazil

by Europeans in 1500, Catholic priests began to provide the

only source of formal education. But, in 1759, the Marquee

of Pombal expelled all missionaries from Brazil, and sent them

back to Portugal. This act was motivated by an attempt by

rulers to enslave indigenous peoples, and their acculturation

marked this era.

In the 1820s, during the Royal Family of Portugal’s

residence in Brazil, the Emperor signed the Additional Act

to the First Constitution (1824). This act included provisions

for free elementary education to all. Although it was a formal

initiative, this constitutional act led to no real changes in

the status of school during those years. And, even by the

Republic era (1889-1929), between 85-65% of Brazilians

remained illiterate. Figure 1 illustrates illiteracy in Brazil over

the years.

Today, although the rate of illiteracy has dropped to less

than 15 percent, the quality of education contributes to a

picture that is much more complex than these statistics reflect.

According to NovaEscola (2006), for each 100 students

enrolled in first grade, only 47 complete the eighth grade at

their correct age; only 14 finish high school; and only 11 go

Figure 1. Brazilian rate of illiteracy and population growth

over the years.
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on to a university. However, this number does not express

what the educational situation really is in Brazil. Regardless

of the number of students who reach higher grade levels,

statistics show that more than 50 percent of all Brazilian

students are considered functionally illiterate. In the fourth

grade, 60 percent of students do not know how to interpret

a simple text; 65 percent do not master the four arithmetic

operations.

Today, 97 percent of Brazilian children from ages 7 to

14 are enrolled in school. However, the remaining 3 percent

Table 1. Theoretical and methodological approaches, concepts, emphasis, influence, and appearance on the Brazilian educational

system.

    Approach        Concept          Emphasis Authors or influence       Appearance

Montessorian Love, order, individual   The method is aimed toward Maria Montessori Beginning of the 20th

work, self-discipline,   cognitive development; Century; popularized

silence, respect to   Montessori believed that a in 1912; brought The

individuality, spontaneity,   child learned better through Montessori Method to

and independence;   movement. USA.

a child is capable of

learning naturally.

Modern School This approach offers a   Influenced by Marxist perspectives, Célestin Freinet This French educator

natural education that,   the Modern School sees men’s was the founder of the

according to Mantoan   nature as centered in social and Modern School move-

(1989), offers educational   technical development. Based on ment, in 1920. He

techniques such as   experimental trial, it supports sought education as a

experimental trial. A child   learning in a natural way. strategy of social class

spontaneously seeks   This approach is centered on movement and social

knowledge through succes-   social questions. (Piaget, for protest.

sive attempts in search of   instance, emphasized logical

adaptation to the   questions in cognitive

challenging environment.   development.)

Constructivism Children are active, cons-   Operational or general cognitive Jean Piaget In 1926 with the

tructive. Piaget’s premise   development of the child; publication of The

was that people are curious,   through logic and development, language and thought

active, and inventive throu-   particularly math logic. of the child, and in 1954

ghout the lifespan. He with The construction

believed that knowledge is of reality in the child.

the result of individuals’

adaptation to their

environment.

Historic Social Development of thought   Emphasizes historic and social Lev Semenovich Began his work in

and language emerge from   influences on the pupil. Vygostky 1924. First publication

action; from “outside to   Pedagogical practices such as (after his death) was in

inside.”   success in teaching and how 1934. Soon after this,

  to read and write depend on the his work became

  meaning and the use within an unknown to the public

  actual social context. until 1956.

Critical- Learning emerges from Groups that were oppressed Paulo Freire First publications in

Overcoming political consciousness and literally marginalized from 1963.

and from the dialogue in a education (e.g., illiterate, poor)

democratic context. are rescued and redirected to

Education emerges from their capabilities for learning.

the understanding of social

justice (based on Marxism).

represent 1.5 million children. Our government invests only

US $842 per year for each child in school; the United States

invests more than US$ 8,000 (NovaEscola, 2006).

A look at the medical model tradition, represented during

the Hygienist era, might help explain the lack of evolution in

the Brazilian school system. From 1850 until 1920, physicians

were responsible for overseeing Brazil’s education curricula.

The Constitution of 1934 (the Second) claimed that education

was a right. But even the New School paradigm that was

initiated in the ‘60s still was influenced by the Hygienist
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concept, the result of the dictatorship era. (Brazil’s military

dictatorship ended in the early 1980s).

Although some notable attempts were made by educators

to insert more scientific and modern pedagogical methods

into our schools, these attempts lasted only briefly. For

example, Paulo Freire used political and social justice topics

as a strategy to teach adults to read during the 1960s. Freire

inspired a national program for the teaching of reading, which

was aborted in 1964. Such creative and successful events

didn´t last. Freire was sent into exile because of his political

and educational activities, and schools went back to a State

controlled environment in order to ensure the obedience of

students who had been “alienated” by such methods.

Not until the 1980s, with the popularization of social-

critical theories, was the school system’s efficacy again

challenged. Freire emerged from exile and—with his recent

impact on and popularity with the international community—

he was able to influence a profound transformation of

educational viewpoints in virtually every so-called Brazilian

educator. Table 1 summarizes theoretical and methodological

influences on the Brazilian educational system.

Physical education and its ride on

the medical model

Physical education (PE) followed the same evolutionary

pattern as did education in general. Throughout most of its

existence in schools, physical education was a means of

control, and sport was a luxury. Early physical education

was entirely supervised by physicians. The Hygienist period

(from the early part of the 20
th

 century until the end of the

1930s) had as its agenda the creation and management of

well behaved young students who were subservient to adults

and to the State.

Until the ‘40s, physical education was primarily

administered through callisthenic, military-type exercises.

The association of health with “good behavior” was the

ultimate goal of the physical education curriculum. Being

healthy meant to be strong, clean of diseases, and neat

looking.

Because sports had little presence in schools, in 1941

sports dissociated formally from physical education. The

creation of the National Counsel of Sports, Division of the

Minister of Education and Health, marked this dualism for

Brazilian youngsters.

For many years, physical education and sports in Brazil

continued to be obscure subjects for both the government

and for professionals. In 1975 the office of the Secretary of

Sport and Physical Education (SEED-MEC) was created. In

1976, the acclaimed international program, “Sports for All”—

inspired by the Norwegian movement of 1967—was

implemented in Brazil. However, the government only

recognized elite athletes’ performances in the international

arena as a measure of success in this initiative.

In 1985, with the end of the military dictatorship, a new

structure was created for sports. Reconciliation between

physical education and sports brought together the concepts

of educational value, social meaning, and competitive

characteristic (sport education; sport participation; and sport

performance).

At the end of ‘80s, we saw the development of a physical

education area that revered a dialectic body, using the

French psychomotor approach. We also saw the launch of

sport sciences (sports medicine, sport psychology, motor

behavior, and related legislation). The 1990s marked the

discussion: “Is physical education a science?”

When the notion of sport as a luxury

disappeared and the concept of diversity

“knocked on the door” of the (still) exclusive

field of physical education

The psychomotor approach represented by many French

child development specialists (Pierre Vayer, Jean LeBoulch,

etc.) became a hot topic in an area that had no theory to

sustain its methods. While questions about psychomotor

development had been directed mostly toward pre-school

children, emotions were at the core of a dialectic

understanding of a body “that speaks.” The era of learning

through movement had arrived.

Psychomotor concepts included the unconscious psyche

and sensibility. On one side was the psychoanalytical

influence of Schilder from the ‘30s, who coined the concept

of body image; on the other, was the neuro-physiological

influence of Head—from the ‘20s, who defined body schema

(Ajuriaguerra, 1983). Then, many more authors became

familiar to Brazilian PE educators—those that emphasized

the communicative, affective aspects of the body, such as

Henri Wallon (Werebe & Nadel-Brulfert, 1986), and provided

a social view of body language, as advocated by Vayer and

Toulouse (1985).

Lapierre and Aucouturier (1984, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c,

Figure 2. Exercising body concepts during APA class. (Photo D.F.

Campbell)
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1986), while concerned with the cognitive development of

the child, introduced the so-called education-by-experience,

and connected body movements with the abstract side of

the brain. For them, language and emotions were represented

through the body, and this idea became the basis of a

therapeutic approach for children with emotional

disturbances.

Guillarme (1983), in his book Psychomotor Education

and Re-education ,  made a distinction between the

psychomotor therapeutic field and the psychomotor

education field. The core of the psychomotricity definition,

he claimed, resides on the relational, affective or attitudinal

basis of the developing human being. Therefore, he

observed that both in therapy and in education the imaginary

and spontaneous aspects of human behavior could be used

as tools to educate or re-educate.

The psychomotor area evolved from work in the fields of

neuro-psychology and neurology, and in Brazil owes a debt

to scholars such as LeBoulch (1986), Aimard (1986),

Ajuriaguerra (1983), Ajuriaguerra and Marcelli (1986), and

Barbizet and Duizabo (1985), among others. Their work was

translated into Portuguese and was variously published in

several editions in Brazil, and for many years it was the only

literature available in Portuguese for Brazilian physical

education professionals. Many PE educators currently use

the psychomotor approach.

The psychomotor discipline presented possibilities for

movement education for special students. Although games

and play were used as instruments for the education of all

students, whatever their levels of development, we cannot

deny the medical community’s influence on special students

through their classifications of those with “psychomotor

problems.”

Psychomotor problems had been a concern of

professionals who worked with students in segregated

environments. Following the medical model, students with

special needs received educational and therapeutic services

to enable them to adjust to society’s demands. So, specialists

in APA started to be trained in the mid-‘80s to fit the needs

of institutions with a view toward segregated rehabilitation

and education. Inclusive settings would not be utilized in

Brazil until the mid-‘90s. This training approach followed

the strict orientation of the medical model. It was believed

that in order for the APA professional to be respected among

health professionals who dealt with disabilities, medical and

biological foundations were crucial to his or her background.

It should be no surprise, then, that many of the translated

textbooks and APA graduate and undergraduate courses were

divided into classes of disabilities that included extensive

clinical terminology. The disciplines of movement pedagogy

and kinesiology were not included in APA textbooks in a

contextual setting that involved students with a range of

disabilities and across the lifespan. Therefore, the

development of specific APA curricula, including sports for

the disabled, was not always addressed on the basis of

scientific knowledge from those disciplines.

Perhaps because the notion of diversity was not an

important component in our professional preparation, many

of us had no idea about what content should be a part of our

training. As a result, we integrated our fellow professionals’

training into our own curricula. The incorporation of “big

words” from the medical field into our vocabularies seemed

to give us the sense of professional competence before we

actually had had a chance to test the usefulness of this

practice. The problem with this clinical association was the

inevitable long term relationship that it spawned with the

medical model.

Theoretical bases that had earlier justified medical

intervention began to change in the early ‘80s; yet even

presently the balance between practice and theory still

poses a problem. As the field of physical education started

to incorporate science into its content, conceptions about

physical activity remained technical and were directed only

to “able-bodied” students, excluding those who presented

learning challenges to teachers. However, eventually people

started to question the technical-biological view of physical

education, and a more social-critical perspective was adopted

(Cruz, 1997).

Resende and Soares (1995) observed in the mid-‘90s that

physical education professionals still believed that the role

of physical activity was to prevent diseases and maintain

health. These authors claimed that this exclusive conception

limited the concept of health itself and simply reinforced an

old, traditional view of physical education, making it

reductionist, biologicist, and technicist. Today, the concept

of health relative to physical education raises the social

question embedded in its practice: that it offers to promote

knowledge and skills. Knowledge and skills transcend the

physical dimension and encompass the territory of social

relationships, attitudes, and critical consciousness; they are

part of a culture of the body.

The question here is how to reconcile a technical-

biological view with social-critical pedagogical action in

APA. How can we incorporate a balance between theories

and practice—that includes students with diverse

potentials—in our curriculum development?

APA curricula, services, and

theoretical background

In Brazil, content requirements for the undergraduate

curriculum in adapted physical activity (APA) have always

posed a big challenge to college professors. Physical

education courses once had a reputation for shallow

theoretical background and improvisation during the delivery

of services. The late ‘80s, however, represent a turning point

in the revolutionizing of physical education’s reputation in

the Brazilian educational system. Research in curricula re-

structuring and changes in attitudes about research took

place in many federal and state universities at this time,

especially within the state of São Paulo. In many of these

public schools, almost all faculty members now have PhDs,

and many have training experiences at prestigious
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universities outside of the country, especially in North

America and European countries.

In 1994, during a state-sponsored conference at the

University of São Paulo (USP), a group of scholars and early

pioneers of APA founded the Brazilian Society for Adapted

Motor Activity (Sobama), marking the beginning of an

aggressive period of development for APA in Brazil (see

Figure 3). Sobama’s mission was to promote and disseminate

research in APA and sports for the disabled, as well as to

develop practical applications in all related fields of

professional intervention and education. The society

launched its first Brazilian congress in 1995 and, in 1996,

published its first issue of the Brazilian Journal of Sobama

(Revista da Sobama).

Although developments in APA in Brazil may have come

relatively much later than in some other countries, by

November 2005, Brazil’s APA proponents began to

consolidate their efforts with those in other parts of the

world. At this time Sobama hosted the Sixth Brazilian

Conference on Adapted Physical Activity, sharing research

and ideas with more than 400 national and global participants.

The conference marked an important place in the history of

APA in Brazil, with some of the area’s most known and

honored scholars in attendance. Participants laid the

groundwork for a larger conference, to be held in 2007 in

collaboration with the International Federation of Adapted

Physical Activity (IFAPA), and the 16th International

Symposium of Adapted Physical Activity, ISAPA. (For

information, visit www.rc.unesp.br/ib/efisica/isapa/

welcome.htm).

A significant outcome of this conference was that it

attracted an unprecedented interest by Brazilian

governmental officials. In fact, it was the first time national

governmental representatives publicly recognized the area

of APA and its “movers and shakers,” clearly demonstrating

that the issue of disability has finally reached the status of

having “political currency” in the Brazilian political arena.

As a result of its many efforts and successes in the

promotion of awareness about disability as well as APA, the

founding of Sobama is now credited by those in the discipline

as one of the most important events in the area’s

development. (Of course, another major milestone in the

history of APA area was the appearance of Brazilian athletes

in the 1972 Paralympics, in Germany.)

Today, Sobama’s challenge is to standardize the content

in introductory APA courses, heavily influenced in the past

by the medical model as an educational approach. As a result

of this influence, many professionals and students are

uncomfortable with the discipline of APA due to their limited

background with the prevalent medical terminology. In fact,

many schools hired individuals with medical backgrounds

to develop such courses. Therefore, medical terminology as

well as its technical approach influences the way in which

APA curricula are organized.

In fact, following the medical model tradition, in 1994

Sobama made public recommendations that introductory APE

courses should cover four areas of disabilities. (These

courses typically awarded four credit hours per semester.)

The areas were: mental retardation, physical disability,

sensorial impairment, and emotional disorders. For each area

students were required to memorize medical classifications,

etiologies, clinical characteristics of disorders and

disabilities, and much of the biological/medical field

information and terminology. Later, many of Sobama’s

members concluded that this structure was inadequate and,

in 2003 Sobama organized a committee of APA experts to

study alternatives for developing APA curricula in

undergraduate programs. The study is currently ongoing.

Figure 3. Composite photo of the founding members of the

Brazilian Society of Adapted Motor Activity (Sobama), December

9, 1994. (Photo M. Nabeiro)

Figure 4. Adapted Physical Activity textbook (Mauerberg-

deCastro, 2005) – Cover photo, D.F. Campbell
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Table 2. Curricular content for APA courses.

Introduction, concepts and principles in adapted physical activity

The history of adapted physical activity and sports

Prejudice and discrimination

Attitudes and self-esteem

The role of media

Visual and multimedia communication (media literacy, violence, identity formation)

Human Rights

Poverty and empowerment

Throughout the lifespan

Being born with a disability

Early stimulation

Risks for development

Motor behavior and motor skills

Posture, mobility and manipulation

Perceptual skills for acting

Psychomotor development

Movement and intelligence

The classical psychological disorders

Classic mental disorders

The new (high-tech society) epidemic of mental disorders

Aging and mental deterioration

Autistic: Just different minds

Behavior management

Physical capacities, exercise physiology and biomechanics

Orthopedic disorders

Spinal cord injuries and exercise physiology

Adapted physical activity in inclusive schools

Programs (developmental activities, aquatics, sports, dance, recreation, fitness and health)

Inclusion and peer tutoring

Pedagogical trends (from Maria Montessori, constructivism, psychodrama, history of critics, others)

Play, toys, games and adapted devices

Activities in nature and leisure

Extreme sports

Sports for competition and participation

Special Olympics

Paralympics

Integrated sports

Health, education, attitudes and sexuality

Alternative therapeutic programs, healing

Assessment and evaluation

Diagnosis and placement

Today it  is still  common to encounter not only

introductory courses, but also entire graduate courses, that

are organized and divided exclusively according to the above

four areas. Contrary to this approach to curricular

organization, Mauerberg-deCastro (2005) wrote a textbook

with a different, more holistic perspective (Figure 4). Her

approach reflects an educational model, inspired by Sherrill’s

Individual Differences or Social Minority Model (Sherrill,

1998). However, Brazilian cultural characteristics required

Mauerberg-deCastro to construct her model with respect to

cultural differences. The curricular content she proposed

for students in APA courses is listed in Table 2.

With regard to content in the APA curriculum, some

educators think that it should be distributed throughout

other disciplines (e.g., courses in nutrition should deal with

food and the health conditions of the disabled; exercise

physiology courses should include adaptations of exercises,

and so forth). Some of us believe that the historic medical

orientation of Brazilian APA courses is one of the biggest

challenges to educators and practitioners today throughout

all of the health disciplines.

While the problem of curriculum organization and content
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is far from being resolved in Brazil, we are making progress.

About three years ago a group of Sobama scholars began

to discuss the status of APA in higher education. Their

concern was not only to identify the appropriate content in

mandatory undergraduate courses, but also to develop

realistic strategies for professional preparation and a

pedagogical action philosophy. The results of this effort

will soon be announced.

It appears that good education and intervention rely on

an intricate formula: some of the ingredients can be extracted

from different disciplines; others are derived from more

interdisciplinary sources. If we adhere only to the context

of technical content, then any APA program (or any other

program) will be dammed to improvisation. The greatest

challenge to the Brazilian educator and to his or her student

is to learn how to become active in the inter-active process

of education. This is the process that inspires pedagogical

action.

Pedagogical action in APA programs transcends the

formality of curricular organization with reference to those

technical and theoretical aspects that often are prepared

prior to practical content. That is, pedagogical action

emerges from the relationship between individuals within

the learning environment. Pedagogical action interacts with

the histories, cultures, and politics of its actors. If teachers

and the multidisciplinary professional team don’t exchange

information about the efficacy of pedagogical methods, then

pedagogical action ultimately becomes simply improvisation,

compromising success in learning.

Currently, pedagogical action in APA is influenced the

same way in which other school disciplines are influenced

by social and psychological theories. In the United States,

several theories support APA professional action (Sherrill,

1998). We can divide these theories, observed Sherrill, into

two groups. The first, derived from psychology, is grounded

in behavioral conditioning models that emphasize learning

and development in the cognitive, affective, and

psychomotor domains. A second group of theories relies on

social theories, particularly those that focus on attitude

changes. Among them are contact theory, persuasive

communication theory, social-cognitive theories (i.e.,

ecological theory, theory of group dynamics, interpersonal

relationship theory, and cognitive dissonance theory, among

others), attitude theory, and theory of behavior modification.

Recently, educators started to look for more complete,

holistic approaches to explain learning and developmental

phenomena, and how these approaches could also

incorporate social and cultural aspects (Slay, 2002). In much

the same way, researchers in motor behavior (control;

learning and development) have embarked on a search for

new explanations about the emergence and diversity of

behaviors, and about adaptive strategies exhibited by

complex systems (e.g., behaviors of people with disability).

Dynamic systems theory
1

 is such a theory, and it began to

be incorporated in studies of motor development primarily

in the ’70s (Mauerberg-deCastro, 2001).

While the goal of adapted physical activity often is to

promote development as well as learning and the acquisition

of motor skills (i.e., fundamental motor skills, postural control,

and specialized motor skills), nothing can guarantee that

the rate and quality of learning can be uniform or even

predictable. When a student is in the teaching-learning

context, he or she is a subsystem, exchanging energy

(information) with other sources of constraints (i.e., teacher,

task, and environment). This process of exchanging

information or energy within a task context, the student, the

class, and the teacher form a dynamic system (Figure 5).

Gibson (1966) offered this ecological view to explain direct

perception by the visual system. Today we use the same

concepts in the field of APA, integrating them with dynamic

systems concepts. Figure 5 is not meant to be illustrative of

a hierarchy; instead, it represents a dynamic system—with

relatively integrated components, or subsystems, sharing

information in an open and self-organizing fashion.

The course of changes in this triad traces the system’s

history (from the student’s point of view). Therefore, success

and failure are part of this history and have an adaptive

value. The history of behavior development can be traced

through formal observation and test procedures. But

individuals’ histories, along with their cultural and social

relationships, shape students’ identities—even the most

severely affected, developmentally speaking, and become

the major challenge to educators.

It is undeniable that each student’s personal and cultural

history interferes with his or her inclusion process within

the group. If a student refuses to interact with another

student with a disability, for example, this becomes a critical

factor in the whole class dynamic. Although ostensibly

undesirable, such an incident can provide a site for group

bonding and promote a discussion of human values and

ethics. Students must learn appropriate social behaviors

(e.g., how to interact with each other, to obey and to lead,

and to share and to take turns). Through these activities,

they create a subculture with the teacher and with their

1 
According to Mauerberg-deCastro (2001), dynamic systems

theory is interested in the ways in which dynamic organizations

are affected by the presence of information that demands specific

behavioral patterns. The term dynamics, used in this context, does

not implicate kinematic or thermodynamic analysis, but, rather, it

is used to describe spatial, temporal and functional patterns. In

human movement studies, it encompasses applications of formal

analytical tools ranging from non-linear dynamics to movement

coordination. Applying dynamic systems theory to the study of

motor control and coordination, Ingvaldsen and Whitting (1997)

noted three particular influences. First, was the concept of direct

perception, proposed by Gibson (1966), which focuses on the

action-perception cycle. Second, was Haken’s (1983) concept of

synergy, in which—via self-organization—spontaneous pattern

or structure formation evolves from systems behaving beyond

their thermo-dynamic equilibrium point. And third, was Bernstein’s

(1967) solution to the degree-of-freedom problem. The common

point amongst all of these conceptual influences is, “How do the

parts relate to the whole?”
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school. This subculture is the result of cooperative efforts

that transcend individual values and expand into group

responsibilities, helping them form new opinions. This

subculture is a dynamic system.

Each member in this dynamic field of relationships shares

opinions and makes compromises in order to accommodate

the social needs of the group. If education is honest and

centered in equal rights, the truth ultimately prevails in spite

of different opinions, as with John Stuart Mill’s “marketplace

of ideas” (Mill, 1860; Holmes, Jr., 1919), and everyone usually

learns to enjoy it.

When individuals return to their routines outside of the

school setting, unfortunately, many ambivalent habits may

return. There is no guarantee that the newly acquired values

will endure in environments that are hostile to notions of

diversity. But, new organizations in thinking can foreshadow

developments in moral values. The hope, of course, is that

some day they will become stable, and, even in the presence

of old hostile contexts, they will rest in a new state: one of

tolerance.

Challenges to the development

of APA in Brazil

Although we have seen great scientific and professional

advances in APA in only a few short years, the discipline

still faces practical and theoretical problems that include:

1. Therapeutic and pedagogical improvisation.

2. Territorial disputes among professionals from related

areas.

3. Overemphasis on the medical model.

4. Overemphasis on professional duties at the expense

of the individual’s real needs.

5. The mystification of alternative programs inside of

Figure 5. Sources of constraints, i.e., organism, task and environment, in the teaching and learning context.
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universities and institutions, making availability to all

difficult.

6. Theoretical and empirical knowledge are often

disconnected from one another.

7. Motor development/learning understanding is

centered only on the “normal,” typically-developing

individual.

8. Those with disabilities have suffered historic absences

of visibility and political capital.

9. This has resulted in a lack of technology and services

appropriated to individuals with disabilities.

10. Inappropriate attitudes towards disabilities in many

social contexts, including academia.

Conclusion

Over the years, Brazilian scholars have explored

methodologies and strategies in many physical education

settings (e.g., peer tutoring, adapting materials and

instructions, and combining different age groups and even

different species such as in canine therapy). With these

unique efforts, university programs are giving students the

confidence to work professionally and to become advocates

for diversity in its true meaning. They are providing

individuals with the experiences often needed in order to

break stereotypes. Those involved with APA in Brazil have

learned—or are beginning to learn—about empowerment,

about friendship, and about honoring and respecting

difference as a positive human trait. APA increasingly

provides opportunities for the disabled to be fit, healthy,

and included in social contexts. It also provides non-

disabled people with opportunities to be part of a context

that emphasizes humans as diverse and unique beings.

While Brazil remains a land of sharp contrasts, it is home

to outstanding scholars, unique pedagogical methods, and

countless occasions to apply creative solutions to social

and individual conditions (e.g., poverty, violence, disability

conditions, risk to development, and health impairment).

There is much work to be done and many ideas and projects

to implement, but the important historical foundations have

been laid, and the tools of theoretical and professional

development, as well as the experiences of our colleagues

throughout the world, are close at hand.
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Participation of People With Disabilities in

Adapted Physical Activity Research
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Abstract—Research in adapted physical activity has been carried out thus far almost exclusively by non disabled

researchers; people with disabilities have been involved in the research itself only to a very limited extent. This

article discusses the possibilities for, the challenges to, and the potential benefits of people with disabilities’

involvement in research in adapted physical activity not only as objects for research, but as participants and

formulators of research topics, and as researchers themselves. What reasons could there be for the lack of

involvement of people with disabilities in research in adapted physical activity? In related areas, such as disability

studies, the issue of involving people with disability in research has been emphasized and discussed for more than

a decade. The benefits of involving people with disabilities relate to the relevance of research topics, inspiration to

current established researchers, and also emphasize that participants in research should be treated with dignity.

The involvement of people with disabilities in research can also serve as an important statement, acknowledging

their potential contributions to research.

Key Words: People with disability, adapted physical activity, research, participation.

Background

I have been involved in research and adapted physical

activity (APA) since 1994, through studies and through my

work as a clinical psychologist. As a participant in research

conferences in APA, I have been surprised by how few of

the researchers and students who attended the conferences

have disabilities themselves. In spite of the fact that the

topics being researched have often been very relevant for

people with disabilities, I would estimate that less than five

percent of the participants have a disability themselves. By

“participants” I mean researchers and students who actually

make presentations and take part in the discussions at the

conferences. People with disabilities typically have had the

chance to show themselves at the conferences only when

they “entertained the guests” by showing their skills in

practical sport, dance or music. The fact that they contribute

in this way is positive, as it reminds conference participants

of central issues and helps to set a frame for the presentations

and discussions. People with disabilities, however, need not

only to be seen or heard but, also, to a greater extent, to be

listened to in the research of APA, to be involved in it. By

“involvement” I mean to participate in conducting the

research, and, just as importantly, to provide inspiration by

revealing relevant and interesting research topics.

I find it problematic that there is a lack of involvement by

people who themselves live with a disability and who

participate in APA and sport. This is not a problem only for

people with disabilities, but also for the field of APA itself.

This has made me, with my background in my profession,

as an athlete, and as a person with a disability, even more

determined to continue contributing to research in APA and

sport. It also has inspired me to my current research project,

a qualitative study which has as its aim to gain more

knowledge about the experienced meaning of participation

in physical activity and sport by people with disabilities.

The relevance of the research

APA is a relatively new field of research. It  is

multidisciplinary, and like other (young) fields it continuously

constructs itself.  This means that the choices that

researchers make, the conferences they hold, and the journals

that publish their findings play an important part in this

construction (Loland 1992). To better the involvement of

people with disabilities, however, requires choices and

encouragement by people already involved in research. My

claim is that a greater involvement of people with disabilities

would contribute to both the internal and external validity in

research in APA.

Already, good and interesting research—that is, research

where the aim is clear, is carried out in the field of APA. In

other research, however, the aim seems less clear. For

instance, when I did my final thesis as a clinical

psychologist, I studied the developmental consequences of

growing up with a visual impairment. I investigated the ways

in which physical activity and sport could help minimize

problems caused by the disability, and could help individuals

develop to their fullest potential. During my search for earlier

research in this area, I became very intrigued when I found

an article titled, “The effect of regular exercise programmes

for visually impaired and sighted schoolchildren.”
1

 The 60

youngsters in the study (half of them with visual impairment)

1 
D.L. Blessing, et. al. (1993) Journal of visual impairment &

blindess 87, pp 50-52.
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completed a physical test, then subsequently a 16-week

training program, and finally were retested. The results were

hardly surprising; the students who had trained became fitter,

whether they were visually impaired or not.

It might not seem fair to single out this particular project,

as it is not unique in kind; nor am I criticizing the way in

which this particular study was carried out. However, it made

me wonder what the assumptions behind the study were.

What were the researchers actually trying to examine or test,

as it has already been demonstrated numerous times that

physical training makes people fitter?

It is not the design of the study that I question, as the

same study could have been interesting if it had been carried

out with a different group of participants: people with

multiple sclerosis or muscular dystrophy, for instance. These

diagnoses affect people in a way that would make it

interesting to investigate whether or not participants would

benefit from a particular form of physical training, or perhaps

whether it actually had an opposite effect. Even with my

limited understanding of physiology, I do not find any

justification for a hypothesis that training would not affect

muscle strength and oxygen uptake simply due to a lack of

vision.

I think, that as researchers, we have an obligation to

ensure that the projects we carry out are likely to be

meaningful to the participants; and, also, that the resources

we use and the efforts we ask of participants are worth it

with regard to the possible outcome of such projects.

Treating participants with dignity

Although I question the meaning or aim of a study like

the one mentioned above, it is not likely to have been harmful

to its participants. I find, however, that in order not to do

“harm,” it is important for researchers to consider not only

the risk of physical injuries to their subjects, but to also

make sure that the participants in the study are treated with

dignity. By “dignity” I mean treating participants with respect

and not making them participate in anything pointless or

humiliating. Although in most cases the treatment of

participants in research appears to be taken seriously, at

APA conferences I have seen projects in which this is

questionable. I have listened to presentations of research

projects in which I found participants were not treated with

dignity. Frankly, this research could have been done just as

well on rats. It is not the use of rats in certain types of

research that I question, but I do find it questionable when

human participants in research are treated and “used” in a

similar way. One example is a study that was presented at an

international APA conference. The project was entitled “The

exercises adaptation for the improvement of reaction time,

as it concerns people with Down Syndrome.”
2

 The aim of

the project was to test whether people with Down syndrome

could improve their reaction time. To test this, participants

were asked to press a button repeatedly over a three-week

period, and their reaction times and improvements were

2 

Tranda, V. et. al, University of Trace, Komotini, presented at

The 3rd European Conference in APA, Thessalonica Greece,

October 1998

measured. The study concluded that it demonstrated that

the participants had improved their reaction time. When I

asked about the purpose of the study, the presenter did not

understand my question, and repeated that it was to test if

people with Down syndrome could improve their reaction

time. I then asked about what meaning it could have for the

participants—if findings with improved reaction time showed

that they could learn other things too: how to use tools,

learn to bike, or any other practical skill, for example. The

presenter still did not understand my question. Yet, this

research project had just shown that, by pressing a button

for three weeks, persons with Down syndrome could

improve their reaction time by several milliseconds. This

would not, according to the presenter, make any difference

in the participants’ everyday lives. The project, as such,

could perhaps have been interesting if it had been carried

out with a different target group. If, for instance, the study

had concerned elite-level fencers, it is possible that some

milliseconds could have made a difference in their

performances. As I see it, the problem is that the necessary

questions had not been asked in order to justify the project.

I consider a project such as the one described above to

be ethically questionable, not only because of the way in

which the project was constructed, but also because I don’t

think it was justified to ask these participants to press a

button for three weeks. The ethics of this study seen even

more questionable, since the involved participants (here  with

Down syndrome) might not fully understand what their

participation implied or the meaning of “informed consent,”

which also includes the right to withdraw from a project one

does not wish to participate in (Ervik, 1998).

This project might not have been directly harmful to its

participants, yet for both the participants themselves and

for the purpose of accumulating knowledge for society, I

would say that the results had a very limited use. Some might

suspect that a project such as this is more concerned with

providing its author an opportunity to produce and present

a paper at an international conference than it is with ethical

issues and the treatment of its participants.

When I relate my experiences of witnessing such

questionable projects to my colleagues in Norway, they find

it hard to believe. Their surprise and doubt are supported

by the fact that an ethical committee in Norway would not

approve such projects. When Loland (1992) writes about

sport sciences being a young field that consists of very

different approaches—from biomechanics to phenome-

nology, this applies to APA, as well. In fact, one could say

that APA is an even younger field.

Perhaps the fact that APA is a young field has meant that

the emphasis has been put on its establishment and

legitimization as a science, with more focus on the natural
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sciences and the technicalities of research rather than on

giving attention to, and limited debate on, ethics in research.

The risk of the researcher

“going native”

When a researcher researches topics she or he has

personal experience with, it is always relevant to consider

the risk of “going native”: that is, losing one’s professional

distance as a researcher (Kvale, 1996). This is a consideration

for me as a researcher with a disability who researches issues

related to living with a disability. For example, I currently am

involved in a project in which I interview people with

disabilities about their experiences with physical activities.

Having a disability myself clearly is one of my biases. So,

too, is the fact that I have experience as a participant in

physical activity, just like it would be a bias in a different

way not to have a disability or not to be an athlete.

In some research traditions biases are seen as a problem

because they can affect the possibility of being “objective,”

that is, being neutral and “free from bias” (Kvale, 1996). In

scientific traditions such as phenomenology, this is viewed

differently: when doing research it is not a matter of being

biased or not, but a question of being aware of which biases

one has, taking them into account, and being able to put

them aside as much as is possible. This process is described

as “bracketing” by Edmund Husserl (Spinelli, 2005). He

believes that researchers are not and cannot be objective or

neutral, and, therefore, that “objectivity” can’t be seen as a

prerequisite for doing good research.

I am a professional and a researcher who works with

topics that have my genuine interest. This interest, I would

say, is an important prerequisite for my doing good research.

For all researchers, with our varying biases, carrying out

good research requires that we are on the guard and check

our findings. In my current research project, for instance, it

is important that I not only think I understand what my

participants are saying, but, also, I must constantly check

that I understand what they mean (Giorgi, 1975). To be

researcher (with a disability), it is important to be aware that

my personal experiences might differ greatly from the

experiences of the participants in my research. These are

challenges, however, that I share with all other researchers,

with or without disabilities, and no matter what we research.

To be biased and to be in

a unique position

Being a researcher who has the ongoing experience of

living with a disability and of also being an athlete might be

viewed by some as having complicating biases. However,

other might view me as being in a unique position: that I

might better understand participants’ situations and

statements.

Tregaskis (2005) emphasizes in her work that being a

researcher with a disability holds challenges, but it also can

be of help in the phase of both collecting and analyzing

research data. So far, I have had only positive responses

from the participants in the projects with which I have been

involved. Participants have expressed that they found it

easier to share experiences with and accept challenging

questions from somebody that might better understand their

situation.

Today, however, research in APA is carried out almost

exclusively by able-bodied researchers. Of course the fact

that a person does not him- or herself have a disability does

not mean that he or she cannot do good and valuable

research, just as being a researcher with a disability does

not automatically make him- or herself “go native.”

I think, however, that it is a pity that the field of APA

does not make fuller use of contributions from colleagues

who both have the professional background and personal

experience with disability. There are parallels in this

discussion to arguments raised by early feminist researchers

(e.g., Bjerrum Nielsen, 1995) and later, also, in the disability

rights movement and in disability studies (Johnstone, 2001).

Both approaches challenge traditional research and question

whether research about women should rather be carried out

by women, and that research concerning people with

disabilities should be carried out by people who themselves

have disabilities.

The discussion risks the assumption that research by

someone who is in a “unique position” is better, and that it

can only (or at least best) be carried out by someone who is

in a similar situation to the person(s) the research concerns.

Of course, this might not always be practical, logical, or

even possible, especially if the research deals with children,

people with learning difficulties, or with dementia.

I do not think that it is necessary for researchers to have

a disability in order to do good and relevant research

concerning disability. At the same time, however, I think that

researchers who themselves live with a disability (just like

living a life as a woman or a man) tend to gain insights into

the challenges a disability can create. This could include,

for example, experiences of being visibly different from

others, or that in certain situations one needs help, or of

experiences of not being treated with dignity. Experiences

like these can be of value not only when, as a researcher,

one interacts with participants in a project, during the

analyzing of data, but also during the process of finding

relevant issues/problems to research.

I have been presented with research projects where it

was not clear to me what problems they tried to solve or

illuminate: projects such as “Blood flow in the upper arm

muscles of one-armed, elite crawl swimmers.” When I mention

projects like this, it is not meant as an example to demonstrate

that non-qualitative research is not meaningful or important.

For instance, at the same conference at which this project

was presented, I met a wheelchair basketball player who

presented the problem: “We use normal height basketball

hoops when we play wheelchair basketball. The hoops are

made to fit two meter tall men, who are able to jump. When
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we sit in a wheelchair and are not able to jump, the height of

the hoops excludes many players with more severe injuries

from the play.”

He raised the question: What hoop height is optimal for

including the most players without losing the

characteristics of the game? Unfortunately the conference

scientific committee turned down his paper, and he had to

settle for a poster presentation. The issue he raised, however,

was a question that researchers could look into from a

biomechanical perspective in order to find answers that could

make a difference by helping to solve a problem raised by an

athlete who had experienced a practical challenge in his

sport.

The “equal rights movement,” at is has been described

in Disability Studies (Swain, 1992; Hales, 1996), strongly

advocates the involvement of researchers with disabilities,

yet it does not seem to have influenced research in APA to

any great extent. If we look to other fields today, there is a

much greater awareness of the importance of involvement

of the groups the research concerns. Research concerning

women is done by both men and women, as well as research

concerned with ethnic minorities tends not to be carried out

solely by researchers belonging to the ethnic majorities.

Although the involved researchers might be both

qualified and eager to do good research, if nobody from the

group under investigation is involved, however, it seems

appropriate to ask, “Why not?”

Why should this be any different in APA research than

other areas, and how can we actively change this? In order

to advocate inclusion, the field of APA research could, to a

much greater extent than what occurs today, make use of the

unique knowledge and insight provided by those who live

with a disability and who participate in physical activity.

To what extent can those of us in the field of APA today

say, that we, for instance, encourage gifted students with

disabilities to go into research, that we select students with

disabilities to attend conferences, and that we make an effort

to give the floor equally to researchers with disabilities?

Attracting more people with disabilities to become

involved in APA research does not occur only through

resolutions on equal rights passed by the World Health

Organization or the United Nations; it occurs mainly through

the daily choices that each of us make locally. Attitudes are

not the most important thing here; it is actions that make a

difference. If researchers in APA truly want to advocate

inclusion, they must support this resolution by including

people with disabilities in the field. This will show both

people with disabilities and society at large that people with

disabilities’ opinions and contributions are valued and

should be taken seriously.

Disabling barriers

The fact that few people with disabilities are involved in

research has to do not only with prejudices or a lack of

qualifications, but also with practical hindrances in society.

Hindrances for participation have been extensively explored

and described by, amongst others, Swain (1992) and Hales

(1996) in the area of disability studies. To be a researcher

with a disability, you must not only overcome disabling

barriers, but you must constantly fight them. This is a fact

whenever applying for a job, getting physical access to a

university, getting the necessary technical and practical

support, and also getting access to whatever knowledge is

necessary in order to do the job. I began my career as a staff

member at a university while working on a doctorate by

having to wait ten months for my adapted computer to arrive

so I could start to work. My sighted colleague waited for a

week for his non-adapted one. During the process of writing

this article, I learned that downloading and saving the

necessary scientific articles to be read aloud by my speech

program is illegal, but for my sighted colleague it is legal to

make a paper print. Both of us have the same intention: to

read and keep a relevant article. Quite paradoxically, even to

obtain of a copy of, “Protection of Human Subjects with

Disability: Guidelines for Research,”
3

 in an electronic

(meaning to me: readable) format was impossible, or at least,

illegal
4

.

For the time being, I will leave this discussion.

Experiences like these, however, have, in addition to a great

deal of frustration, provided me with important knowledge,

and it has made me even more determined to fight my way

into the world of research in APA.

Matters can improve, however. An encouraging recent

example is when I met the disabling barrier on IFAPA’s
5

 own

homepage, which was non-accessible to blind people. It was

frustrating that as a full-paying member of the organization,

I was not able to obtain knowledge that I knew was relevant

for my job. When this was pointed out to the board, however,

it became clear that nobody was aware of this problem, and

the board made a unanimous decision to make the homepage

accessible. This is an example of a barrier that wasn’t put

there to make life difficult or to deliberately exclude people

with sight problems, but was simply a lack of awareness.

This is also an example of how collaboration can help improve

matters.

The future of APA

In this article I have questioned the lack of involvement

of people with disabilities in APA research, the fact that few

researchers in the field themselves have a disability, and

discussed some of the benefits that research in APA could

gain from a greater involvement of people with disabilities.

APA is a young and interdisciplinary field. As a result,

3 

Stineman, M.G.; Musick, D.W. (2001), In: Archives of physical

medicine and rehabilitation nr. 82 Philadelphia. p. S9-S14

4

 According to the library at the Norwegian School of Sport

Sciences, after contacting the publisher and consulting lawyers.
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researchers, organizations, journals, and conferences

continually construct the field. Just as the extent of a

disability is affected by society’s willingness to allow for

the participation of people with disabilities, this goes, too,

for APA. So far, none of the ISAPA conferences have

managed to give me, a participating researcher, a program in

a format readable to me,
6

 in spite of the fact that I have

brought the issue to organizers’ attention years ahead of

each of the many conferences I have attended over the last

ten years.

I participated in the APA World Congress in Italy in 2005.

There, I approached the organizers of the following

conference (in 2007), as I had done before. Yet, this time the

outcome was very different: Not only did they listen to my

suggestions with regard to how to make the next conference

accessible, but they also invited me to be a keynote speaker

at the APA Brazilian congress that took place a few months

later. To me, personally, this was an honor; but for many of

the 500 participants it turned out also to be a new experience

to meet a “professor”
7

 who has a disability, who is an athlete,

and who has contributed to research in APA. In their studies,

they had focused more on how to be of help to people with

disabilities and less on how to be taught by them. To actually

give the floor to researchers with disabilities at conferences

can be a way to change perceptions and build bridges

between professionals, athletes, and researchers with and

without disabilities.

Not only am I a researcher with a disability, but also one

who is involved in qualitative research from

phenomenological and philosophical perspectives. The

conferences in APA have traditionally been dominated more

by medical, physiological, and, to some extent, sociological

approaches. Presenting projects based on qualitative

methods gives the participants (at least potentially) a chance

to raise their voices. However, I am also aware that it is not

the method, but just as equally the topics chosen, that could

benefit from the participation of researchers with disabilities.

I know that this does not guarantee better research or a

greater amount of research with and not only on people

with disabilities, but I think that it increases the chances.

When I look to the future of research in APA, I am

optimistic. I do not see the lack of involvement as an active,

deliberate exclusion of people with disabilities by those

without, but more as a malpractice based on old habits. This

might be seen as an academic difference, as it results in the

same practice: Very few people with disabilities are involved

in research in APA. I do not see current researchers actively

refusing the involvement of people with disabilities in

research, but, on the other hand, I do not see many making

an extra effort to involve people with disabilities. I believe

that those of us who do research on any minority group

have the obligation to make an extra effort, both in order to

make a statement, and to benefit the research itself.

I have no doubt that the existence and visibility of the

Paralympics have inspired new athletes to participate in

physical activity. Why? Because it shows that it is possible

for people with disabilities to participate and to achieve.

Better representation of people with disabilities in

research will demonstrate that disability is not a hindrance

to contributions in research. Such contributions can be

varied, as it is with participation in physical activity and

sport. Not everybody has the capacity, the talent, the will,

or the wish to become a Paralympian, nor to win a gold medal.

Similarly, not everyone, disabled or not, has the capacity,

talent, will, or wish to become a researcher. Those that do,

however, ought to be encouraged and welcomed. The

involvement of people with or without disabilities in research

in APA is not a matter of an “either or,” but of how to develop

a better “both and.” We need to work toward a greater

collaboration and join together the efforts of researchers

with a variety of interests and experiences, which also

includes having disabilities.

I think that a greater involvement of people with

disabilities could help raise the issue of participants in

research being treated with dignity. This assumption is,

amongst others, supported by my experiences in attending

gatherings with other people with disabilities. Even at the

highly competitive Paralympics, I have often experienced

participants being attentive to each others’ needs. I have

met Russian athletes with amputations who helped a French

blind athlete who was lost, and an American wheelchair user

who was stuck, being pushed by a Chinese visually-impaired

person.

I think, also, that a greater involvement of people with

disabilities in research might enhance the possibility of

research looking into more important and relevant issues.

As the example of the wheelchair basketball player illustrates,

there are many problems out there in the world just waiting

to be explored and researched, from a variety of approaches,

jointly.
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Abstract—A phenomenology of the body has particular importance for Adapted Physical Activity (APA) as it

provides perspectives on relation between the body as an object and the body as a subject. Thus it challenges

existential dimensions in the field of APA. By emphasizing the existential nature of human bodily experiences one

simultaneously questions the tendency to objectify the body. This includes that the body is also personal,

psychological and cultural experiences which can be understood by examining bodily being-in-the world. This

article questions possible objectification of people engaged in sport and APA. I try to outline possible conditions

needed to avoid such objectification of participants engaged in APA.

Key Words: Adapted physical activity, phenomenology, body, culture based skills.

The danger of viewing the body as a singular and detached

entity is that we may lose perspectives on the body as never

being isolated in its activity, but always situated in

particularized contexts engaged with the world.

The concept of embodiment is central in phenomenology

and is influenced by Merleau-Ponty in his main work

Phenomenologie de la Perception [Phenomenology of

Perception]  (1962/2002). Embodiment emphasizes the body

as a psychological, cultural and historical phenomenon as

well as a biological and material one.

When you use a wheelchair and someone  pushes the

chair so  you can move from one place to another, who, then,

is moving your body? Are you moving your body yourself

or is the person who pushes the wheelchair moving it? Are

you not moving your body but moving your wheelchair?

Hence, is your body absent during this movement?

Could the wheelchair, like the white cane is for the blind

person that Merleau-Ponty described in Phenomenology of

Perception (Merleau-Ponty, 1962), be experienced as an

extension of the body? Or, must you push the chair yourself

in order for the experience to be similar?

If you push the wheelchair you are sitting in (for instance,

by pushing the wheels with your arms and hands), is it then

you who is moving your body? Or, are you just moving your

wheelchair?

Is the body absent in both of these cases of movement?

Such experiences for people with disabilities, raise some

philosophical questions that I will explore in this article . My

main question is, how can a body phenomenological

approach  provide an  understanding of adapted physical

activity? What is the connection between the “I” and the

body, and what connection can we find between the “body”

and the “tools” that  people with disabilities may use in their

daily life situations?

I will address the above questions by examining body

phenomenology as Merleau-Ponty explored it  in

Phenomenology of Perception (1962), and as Drew Leder

explicated in his book, The Absent Body (1990). I will discuss

these theoretical approaches with reference to a body

cultural model (Eichberg, 1988), and to Arnold’s (1991) three

modes of movement. Using Merleau-Ponty’s work, I will

outline three aspects of the lived body; and, utilizing Leder’s

work, I will concentrate on his elaboration of three body

dimensions of the present and the absent body.

Both in the body cultural model and in Arnold’s modes

of movement there are three dimensions that I will use as

operational background for the definition of sport and to

discuss the concept as it relates to disability.

Body phenomenology

Body phenomenological way of thinking emphasizes that

our body is situated as a subject of concrete experience.

When trying to explain the body, it is useful to paraphrase

Ludwig Wittgenstein when he queried, “Can we explain a

Beethoven sonata?” (1989). Similarly, we can ask, “Can we

explain a body?” Explaining a body implies reducing its

ambiguity. Yet, here, language seems to become inadequate.

When we speak about the body, it is the spoken-about body

we refer to, and not the body itself. Language produces

metaphors about the body. Our language is, in itself, part of

the body: a physical elongation out into the world. But it is

only a part of the body. When we analyze the body, there is

always something left that defies analysis (Duesund, 1995).

Having a physical disability
1

 that is visible to others—

1 

I refer to a person who uses a wheelchair due to spinal cord

injuries, and is paralyzed in both legs. Spinal cord injuries were

the first classification of disability for participants in the

Paralympics in 1960 (DePauw & Gavron, 1995).
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using a wheelchair, for example—means that you are more

or less constantly reminded of your body. This reminding

comes both from the body itself (when it gets in the way as

you are trying to approach different tasks with certain

movements), or from the looks of others. During these

processes the body is given object status. This object status

is part of our culture; it becomes evident when we refer to

the body as something to be investigated, trained, or slimmed

in order to serve other purposes. The goal here might

encompass aesthetics, or it might be a matter of achieving

efficiency and productivity. In this latter perspective, the

body is considered to be objectified. The objectified body

can be described as a radical exercise in Cartesian body/

thought dualism: the emphasis on mind and body as separate

entities (Descartes, 1641/1970). We can describe this as an

instrumentalization of the body.

Could sport/APA be a way to deinstrumentalize the body?

Could sport be a tool through which the body can be a

subject, engaged in the world? If so, what kind of

characterization would sport, as such, contain?

Three different accounts of the body

Merleau-Ponty provides us with an understanding of the

role of the lived body in our moving (acting). Based on his

book, Phenomenology of Perception (1962), we can

distinguish three different accounts of the body.  The first

account of embodiment refers to the actual shape and innate

capacities of the human body: it has arms and legs, a certain

size, and the ability to move in certain ways and not others.

Mountains are high, and where they are passable for us and

where they are not is not up to us, but is a function of our

climbing abilities. Merleau-Ponty noted: “In so far as I have

hands, feet, a body, I sustain around me intentions which

are not dependent upon my decisions and which affect my

surroundings in a way which I do not choose” (Merleau-

Ponty, 1962, p. 440).

J. Gibson (1979), who was influenced by Merleau-Ponty,

saw that characteristics of the world (i.e., what affords

walking on, squeezing through, reaching, etc.) are correlative

with our bodily shape and capacities. He also had a sense of

how the body acquires new skills and, so, new affordances.

This is explicit for a person who has become disabled. The

changes of the body also change how you perceive the world.

If, for instance, you have been paralyzed in both legs, the

surroundings may seem inaccessible until you have learned

to walk again or learned a skill that enables you to move to

the same places as before you were paralyzed. This causes

you to experience new affordances.

The second account of the lived body in Phenomenology

of Perception is an impersonal power that organizes a stable

perceptual world. Merleau-Ponty concentrated on how the

body schema, especially the perceptual system, produces

perceptual constants such as brightness constancy, color

constancy, size constancy, motion constancy, etc.

The third bodily aspect in Phenomenology of Perception

describes the body as a personal power for acting. Merleau-

Ponty called this “I can.” As we develop our skills for coping

with things, we encounter increasingly differentiated

incentives to act, so that in the process of acting we refine

our skills.

In summary, according to Merleau–Ponty, there are three

ways in which our body assesses the world:

1. The body schema (i.e., our general capacity for

organizing a stable perceptual world).

2. The impersonal capacities we share with other animals

for moving around and coping with things.

3. The specific cultural skills: The skills we learn as we

are socialized into our human world (i.e., daily activities like

putting letters in a mailbox, making a phone call, etc.).

These three roles of the body can be illustrated through

the simple task of sitting. To Western humans, a chair affords

sitting.  First, our body schema account for the way in which

we are able to recognize a chair as having a constant size

and shape. Second, because we have the sort of bodies that

get tired and whose knees bend backwards, chairs afford for

us (but not for flamingos, for example) a place to sit. And,

thirdly, chairs will afford sitting for us only if we have learned

how to sit. So, it is only because we Western Europeans

have been brought up in a culture where one sits on chairs

that chairs solicit us to sit on them. Chairs would not solicit

sitting in traditional Japan, for instance. And, while Merleau-

Ponty focused mainly on perception and action, he

elucidated three ways in which a body opens up worlds:

The body is our general medium for having a world.

Sometimes it is restricted to the actions necessary

for the conservation of life, and accordingly it

posits around us a biological world; at other times,

elaborating upon these primary actions and moving

from their literal to a figurative meaning, it manifests

through them a core of new significance: this is true

of motor skills such as dancing. Sometimes, finally,

the meaning aimed at cannot be achieved by the

body’s natural means; it must then build itself an

instrument, and it projects thereby around itself a

cultural world. (p. 153)

The body inhabits space and time

The body is always a social body. The world we live in

influences our bodily existence. At the same time the body

is also an object of attention from its surroundings. My body

and the world are never two, complete, separate things. My

world exists only through my body. The world appears for

us as a perceptual field. The world is the world we live in,

perceive, and sense. “We must avoid saying that my body

is in space, or in time. It inhabits space and time,” observed

Merleau-Ponty (1962, p. 139).

Merleau-Ponty argued that our motor intentionality is a

kind of intentionality without conceptual content, and is
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the basic way human beings are embedded in the world. To

Merleau-Ponty, to be a subject means to be in the world as

body. Both Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty thematized the

alternation between having a body and being bodily. We

both are our body and have a body. The body is our primary

instrument for understanding the world. Experience precedes

the analysis of the experience. The un-reflected comes prior

to the reflection. Experiences are created in a bodily encounter

and in the reflections about this bodily encounter. The

expressing and creating body is the very “site” for the

development of our skills.

The body in movements

As our body is experiencing, acting and seeking meaning,

it is a phenomenal body. The body is not a mechanical object

responding to the stimuli in its environment. It is in lively

interaction and in an ongoing dialogue with the world. The

body in movement is not an objective thing-body, but an

experiencing and experienced unity, connected to activity.

The body intentionally seeks out into the world; it is always

existential. This way of thinking makes any movement,

whether it is within the context of sport or in our everyday

lives—moving back and forth while doing our things—also

an existential movement. When we move we are also working

with our existence in life. Thus, it is important to pay

attention to which way (what kind of activities) we move in,

and in which context movements take place (in inclusive or

exclusive atmospheres, among friends or strangers,

organized or not organized, outdoors or indoors, etc.) in

order to understand the movement’s impact on the body

(i.e., our existence). For the same reason, it is also important

to pay attention to the skills these movements demand in

order to complete the tasks required to succeed.

Merleau-Ponty maintains that the body does not contain

an “either/or,” but a “both/and.” He calls this an “irreducible

ambiguity.” The body is both subject and object, with a

simultaneous and mutual relationship between these levels.

We see and are seen. The body is both subject and object

not only in relation to others, but also in relation to itself.

The alternating direction is what, in the tradition of Merleau-

Ponty, is called circularity. This circular alternation occurs

between the body and the life-world, but also between the

subject-body and the object-body (Madison, 1981).

To exemplify this, Merleau-Ponty explained that if I take

hold of my left hand with my right hand, my right hand will

be the subjective, that which takes hold; and the left hand

will be taken hold of. But, when I feel that my left hand is

taken hold of, this hand becomes the subjective, which

experiences the right hand as an object. I take hold of and

am taken hold of.

With reference to Merleau-Ponty, there are two situations

that damage the existential relation to the life-world and

inhibit “the intentional arc” (Dreyfus, 2005). One is the case

of illness. The other is when one gives strictly rational

attention to the body. If you live with a disability and use a

wheelchair, for instance, you often have to move around in

a context while trying to achieve tasks that are too demanding

because the surroundings have not been adapted to your

capabilities. This means that you have to learn different skills/

movements in order to manage daily life activities or sport.

When one has a visible disability, one also must challenge

the ordinary norms of movement and behavior. This may

lead to looks from others in surroundings in which the

majority of people are not disabled or are moving more or

less differently than the disabled person. The body thus

becomes objectified, and thus it is felt as an obstacle to

taking part in the world in a subjective way. This may,

according to Merleau-Ponty’s thinking, stiffen the experience

of the body as an object.

According to Merleau-Ponty, movement is experienced

as a steady flow of skillful activity in response to one’s

sense of the situation. The outcome of such an experience

also is based on whether or not coping is going “well.” When

one senses a deviation from an optimal body-environment

gestalt, one’s activity tends to take one closer to an optimal

body-environment relationship that relieves the “tension”

(Dreyfus, 2005). Our body is not an object of “I think,” but

rather, it is a grouping of lived-through meanings that moves

towards its equilibrium (Merleau-Ponty, 1962).

Since we can be objects to ourselves, we can also reflect

upon ourselves. The fact that the body is the point of

departure for our perception does not mean, therefore, that

we cannot surpass it. The body’s circularity is not a closed

circle: it continuously surpasses the body. According to

Merleau-Ponty, the body is a unit, seeking meaning and

surpassing. This takes place through both reflection and

action. These are not separate, but neither do they merge

into an absolute entity. It is in movement that one comes

nearest to a merging. When we are moving, in swimming for

instance, we may experience an integration of the subjective

and the objective.

Sport

In order to make a movement, a minimum of skill is

demanded, said P.J. Arnold (1979). I will outline certain

characteristics of sport by referring to the work of Arnold

(1979a, b; 1988; 1991), and by presenting the body-culture

models of Henning Eichberg (1988) and Claudine Sherrill

(1998). The latter emphasized sport as described within the

field of adapted physical activity.

A Body Culture model

Usually when we talk about sport, we refer to activity

that takes place within the context of competition

(Achievement model). Likewise, within sport and disability,

the sport concept often is associated with competition as

we find it in organized activities within a game to promote a

winner. But sport is more than physical activities arranged
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within a competitive framework. It has also to do with

activities where the goals are to enhance health (Health

model) and promote social integration among the

participants. And, sport also includes activities in which

people engage in order to enjoy the activities themselves

(Body Experience model). The goal in the latter is located

within the activity. The German cultural sociologist, Henning

Eichberg (1988), analytically described these three forms of

sport in a model he called the “Body Culture Model (BC-

Model).” This is, foremost, a theoretical approach, and in

the real world we will not find the three forms as described,

with a clear distinction between each of them, as suggested

within the BC-Model. But it gives us an idea about the

diversity within the concept of sport.

Achievement Model

Eichberg’s  BC-Model contains three different

approaches to sport. The activities within his Achievement

Model are organized in order to produce a winner, as we

know them in the Olympics and Paralympics. They

differentiate achievement amongst participants, ranging from

winning to losing. The goal is located outside of the activity

itself: It is to win. In order to differentiate participants as

winners, second- and third-place, etc., advanced technology

is employed. Records and competitions are important

elements within the dynamics of the activities. The

competitions also have an unpredictable side: you cannot

foresee the results. This fact is often described as the core

attraction for the audience. Not being able to predict the

outcome makes such games exciting both for spectators and

participants. Since the goal of these activities is outside of

the activities themselves, and the value of the participants

(the prizes they gain both in terms of medals and economic

outcomes) are based on their performances, the activities

are considered to be instrumental. As Loland observed, there

is “The sense that sport is considered to have no particular

value by itself, but is attributed value from interests on the

outside” (Loland, 2004, p. 111).  In this case, one can simply

say that sport is an instrument for reaching external goals.

Hence, the body is also viewed as an instrument. Or, using

Merleau-Ponty’s terms, the body as an object is emphasized

within this domain.

Sport and disability

When it comes to sport and disability, of course, the

same norms and characteristics exist. But, although sports

for persons with disability may have the same external goals

as for those without disability, their performances may also

lead to changes in perception both by people with disabilities

and those without of what is possible for them to achieve.

Disability and sport also challenge the norms of how it is

possible to move the body; this has been an area of research

for more than twenty years. Additionally, people with

disability are less inclined to participate in physical activities

than those without disabilities (Brown & Gordon, 1987;

Schmidt-Gotz, Doll-Tepper & Lienert, 1994; Williams, 1994)

and typically are the last to have access to the sport world

(DePauw & Gavron, 1995).

For a person who uses a wheelchair, skiing downhill in a

sit-ski can be a surpassing experience. When training, he or

she uses the same slopes as do downhill skiers, and his or

her performance can appear to spectators and participants

to be as spectacular as the performances of non-disabled

skiers. The activity itself differs greatly from ordinary

downhill skiing and, thus, one may say these skiers are

different in an attractive or interesting way. The obstacles

individuals experience when using a wheelchair do not exist

on the downhill slope while they ski in a sit-ski. I will later

discuss these phenomena from a body phenomenological

viewpoint, using Drew Leder’s (1990) theory of the absent

body.

Health Model

In this model activities are organized with participation

as the purpose. The slogan “sport for all” was developed

within this context. Here, it is not important to be a winner,

but to participate in sport in order to enhance health.

Individuals take part in sport due to medical and pedagogical

sensibility. The goals of the activities are outside of the

activities themselves. They could be either to enhance

health, to provide a venue for social integration, to help

participants learn fair play, ethics, esthetics (i.e., what makes

a dance a dance?), etc. To compare the results, crucial within

the Achievement Model, is not important here, but rather it

is the function of the movements that is important. With

respect to this model and the case of disability, the many

rehabilitation programs provide a good example that, within

this context, the body can be viewed as an instrument.

Body Experience Model

In this model activities are organized in order to help

participants explore the body experience. The activity itself

is the goal of participation. People do not engage in sport

only for the sake of winning or to enhance their health, but

also for the pleasure and joy they experience when moving.

Focus is on the individual’s experience of the activity. In

this sense, it is both irrelevant and impossible to compare

individuals’ participation or what each gains from it. The

body, in this context, is viewed as a subjective, experiencing

body, engaged in activity (i.e., the world).

I use swimming to illustrate the differences between the

three approaches. You swim in a competition on order to win

a gold medal and, hopefully, to break a record. You swim a

certain distance on a regular basis in order to promote your

health. Finally, you swim in the sea to enjoy the water and to

feel it surround your body—to experience your body. But
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there are, of course, links between all of the three approaches

(i.e., you may enjoy the activity itself while you are winning

a competition and, simultaneously, enhancing your health).

Movement

P.J. Arnold (1979) defined physical education as teaching

in movement, and he gave the field three dimensions, which

can be compared to the three approaches in the BC-Model:

a) Education about movement

b) Education through movement

c) Education in movement

These approaches overlap, but we can say that their

characteristics are as follows:

About movement

Education about movement is teaching that emphasizes

theoretical knowledge. This may be similar to the scientific

field within the Achievement Model (i.e., movements are

studied to find the effects they have on the living organism,

how growth is related to human control, how humans learn

to move in different ways, which human factors determine

our abilities to gain results while performing movements, in

which ways movement or lack of movement influence our

personal development, etc.). These questions all are related

to subjects such as anatomy, psychology, physics,

sociology, and philosophy. Movement is put into a broad

field that,  according to Arnold, encourages cross-

disciplinary research.

In addition to studying movement mostly as a theoretical

field, one may explore the field at a practical and concrete

level. This means that one applies movements to practical

situations. In this way, movement is studied both for its

intrinsic value and for its instrumental value. The movement

itself can have a value on its own, and there is also a goal

outside of the activity. Embodiment unites the inner and

external aspects of the movement: Bodily attention is at the

same time directed toward the surroundings (the world) as

well as toward the movement.

Through movement

Arnold (1979) described this approach as the application

of movement in order to reach a goal outside of the movement

itself. Why do we need rules in games, for example?

Questions like these actualize themes like esthetics, freedom,

equality, and fair play, etc. What occurs as we play is not

necessarily neutral. Through this connection Arnold

introduces the concept of the reflective practitioner, a

person who combines reflection and practice and is open to

improvisation in teaching situations. According to the Skill

Model (Dreyfus, 2004, p. 179), this can describe a teacher

who is at “Level 4: Proficiency.” Dreyfus explained, “The

proficient performer, after spontaneously seeing the point

and the important aspects of the current situation, must still

decide what to do. And to decide, he or she must fall back

on detached rule and maxim following.” (Here, Dreyfus gave

some examples from actual, practical situations in driving

and chess playing, in which a proficient person was

engaged).

In movement

What characterizes the activities within this dimension

is that the activities are a goal in themselves. That is, the

goal is not an external goal, but it exists within the experience

itself, like the third approach in the BC-Model (i.e., the Body

Experience). This is the approach that emphasizes the

subjective body.

Adapted physical activity

Claudine Sherrill (1998) defined adapted physical activity

(APA) as an integration of special educational science with

physical education. The central principle is the adaptation

of the various activities to the performer and not the other

way ‘round, as we can find, for example, in traditional

physical activity as described above. APA is physical activity

elaborated on, or modified, for people with disabilities, and

exists within the entire context of sport as described above.

The body phenomenological approach

to sport and disability

Drew Leder is a physician and philosopher. In his book,

The Absent Body, he questioned how we can experience our

bodies as absent or present (1990). In order to make his

points explicit, he defined three body dimensions:

- The Ecstatic Body

- The Recessive Body

- The Dys-appearing Body

Briefly, we experience from the body to the world (i.e., to

something outside of the body). We project from here to

near, and far away, and from now to the past, and to the

future. It is this bodily-dynamic force that makes us

participate in the world so that we act, experience, observe,

communicate, and develop. These transfers make it possible

for us to be involved in what our attention is directed toward.

In this sense, we can become “beside ourselves,” or ecs-

static. The Ecstatic Body forgets its own body because it is

preoccupied with something else. This forgetting is decisive

if we are to be able to live fully in the world. The body is

present in an absent way. It is positively absent from our
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attention (Duesund 1995, p. 41). Through our senses, our

body reaches out to the world and vice versa.

Leder, also, wrote about another form of absence. With

the concept of the “Recessive Body,” he suggested that we

also have an embodiment, which is not easily accessible to

us, in the form of inner organs and their physiology and

functions. Our lungs breathe without our asking them to do

so. The intestines relieve themselves without being reminded

of it. The organs do so “of their own accord.”

These different forms of withdrawal can be helpful to our

cultural understanding of the body. They can help us to

explain the ignoring of the body, as in our numerous and

common reflections on the mind without considering the

body. The healthy body is alienated in the sense that one

does not notice it. Attention, then, can be directed at the

world. The disabled body, however, is to a higher degree

intentionally directed against itself. For the asthmatic, for

example, normal breathing is not a matter of course. We give

little thought to the fact that we can walk, but we think a

great deal about it when we have a fractured foot. This is

what Leder defines as the “Dys-appearing Body” (1990). It

is painfully present as the Ecstatic Body’s ability for self-

forgetfulness becomes inhibited.

It is wrong to link all types of bodily thematizing and

“dys-appearance.” There are, of course, many forms of

appearance that are not dys-appearance. We can spruce

ourselves up and be happy about the effect. During

meditation we carefully observe our breathing. This does

not necessarily mean that our awareness is a problem. These

thematizations are voluntary. But the transition from

voluntary to involuntary is fluid. The concept of dys-

appearance is greatly relevant to our culture’s preoccupation

with aesthetics, health, and fitness. When we speak of body

focusing, it has mostly to do with how interest turns into

problematic dissatisfaction. When focusing on the body and

its exterior, it is the flaw and the defect that catch one’s

attention (Duesund & Skårderud, 2003).

Dys-appearance is a highly relevant concept in

connection to the person who is dependent on a wheelchair

to move. Strong dissatisfaction with the body is often the

departure point for symptomatic behavior, which at times

deteriorates into contempt for one’s own embodiment.

Using Leder’s concepts, one could ask if sport or adapted

physical activities help the dys-appearing body of the person

with a visible physical disability experience his or her body

as less dys-appearing. That is, could participation in sport

help them surpass the body?

Merleau-Ponty (1962, p.146) told us, “Our body is not an

object for an ‘I think’; it is a grouping of lived-through

meanings which moves towards its equilibrium.”

From what we have explored in this article about sport

and the body, we could say that surpassing the body

obviously has something to do with skills. While performing

well, athletes experience what is called “flow.” As Merleau-

Ponty (1962, p. 139) put it, “A movement is learned when the

body has understood it, that is, when it has incorporated it

into its ‘world,’ and to move one’s body is to aim at things

through it; it is to allow oneself to respond to their call which

is made upon it independently of any representation.” Once

one has a skill, one is solicited to act without needing to

have in mind a goal at all. Thus, Merleau-Ponty is in line

with Eichberg’s third approach (i.e., sport as body

experience), and Arnold’s “in movement” dimension. For

Merleau-Ponty, what leads a person to act is based on what

skills one has, and to constantly refine them is our tendency

to move toward obtaining a maximal grip on our

circumstances. Merleau-Ponty would like basketball player

Larry Bird’s description of the experience of passing the ball

in the midst of a game: “[A lot of the] things I do on the court

are just reactions to situations ... A lot of times I’ve passed

the basketball and not realized I’ve passed it until a moment

or so later” (Levine, 1988).

Expressive movements

Shaun Gallagher (2005a,b) takes movement to a social

level when he speaks of “expressive movements.” These are

movements exposed to others and, thus, different from

instrumental and locomotive movements. Expressive

movement is present from the very beginning of our action

and perception as they relate to others. For example, you are

more exposed to others when moving than when talking.

You can talk, be heard by, and still communicate with others

without being seen. But to communicate through movement,

you must be visible to others. As long as others are around

you, they will always see you move.

You are also more vulnerable when moving. The

experience of being watched and feeling vulnerable is

amongst others illustrated by Bredahl (2006). One of the

participants from her study described the experience of

moving in a setting with other people with disabilities.

…The best thing about being here is that I can relax

and walk as strangely as I do. I do not need to pull

myself together to walk neatly. Everybody here

has got something wrong, so nobody notices how I

walk. Here it is normal to walk strangely, have

problems with catching a ball or take a while to

change clothes after training (Bredahl, 2006).

When one is disabled, people tend to look at the disability

rather than at the person (Candace Ashton-Shaeffer et.al.,

2001). The disability gets in the way of communication with

others and disturbs how individuals want to be perceived.

Candace Ashton-Shaeffer et al. (2001, p. 104) did a study of

a disability sport camp experience that involved adults with

disability together with adults without disability. Pat, a 26-

year-old man with spina bifida, spoke of how his use of a

wheelchair typically defined his interactions with people he

came in contact with, and explained how his encounter with

people at the sport camp differed from those he normally

experienced: “…they didn’t look at the chair, they looked

right here… right in (my) eyes and cared for me for who I

was, or who I am… They cared about me as a human being,
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not just as physically challenged individual.”

Perhaps sitting and discussing a book with another

individual could have resulted in the same outcome for Pat,

but the major difference is that when you are sitting and

talking about how you understand a book, you do not differ

much from others who also are sitting. But moving one’s

body in a wheelchair is quite different than sitting in a chair.

And this is what makes the difference for Pat (i.e., being able

to experience the dys-appearing body without himself having

to change how he looks or the way in which he moves).

Bedini (2000) suggested that society’s perceptions of

people with disabilities are more influential in explaining why

they do not participate in recreational activities in the public

than are their actual disabilities.

Who is moving my body?

I started this article by asking the question, “When I am

using a wheelchair and someone else is pushing me, who is

moving my body: me or the other person who is pushing

me?”

Samuel Todes (2001) said that during movement we

usually know what we are doing because we, ourselves, make

it happen. But is this also the case when others push us in a

wheelchair? Todes explained that sometimes we do not know

what we are doing, that these are the times when our

movement is uncoordinated and unskilled, when we are

clumsy, for example. He differentiated between motion and

movement. Motion, he said, always means externally

produced transportation. Thus, stars and stones can be in

motion, and animals and other live organisms are in motion

when they are pushed. But only living organisms can move.

Concluding comments

Body phenomenology, as I have explored it by using

Merleau-Ponty and Drew Leder, helps provide an

understanding of the existential dimension of movement in

general, and by using examples from sport and disability

this may become even more obvious. Merleau-Ponty’s

phenomenology can provide us with an understanding of

the body’s tendency to move in order to gain a maximum

grip and to acquire skills that change the way in which the

world appears. Samuel Todes has argued in Body and World

(2001) that it is important for us to see that our form of life is

organized through and through by and for beings with

bodies like ours, bodies that have insides and outsides, that

have to balance in a gravitational field, that move forward

more easily than backwards, that have to approach objects

by traversing the intervening space, while overcoming

obstacles as they proceed. The specific structure of our

embodied capacities so pervades our world that we don’t

even notice the ways in which our body fits into it. We only

notice how the structure of our body fits the structure of

our world by experiencing our disorientation, for instance,

as Drew Leder described it as a “dys-appearing body,” or

the body that we become constantly aware of because it

gets in our way when trying to move: the body that is present

in a negative way. Persons with disability are likely to have

this bodily experience unless they develop skills that allow

them to move in such a way that they do not constantly

notice their bodies. Hence, through adapted physical activity

one is able to forget about one’s body by using it.

A person with a physical disability as I have described it

often is dependent on others and, hence, likely to experience

his or her body as an object more than as a subject that is

actively engaged in the world. During involvement in sport,

therefore, it could be important to avoid reinforcement of

this objectification through activities that are organized

mostly as described in the Achievement and Health Models

(Eichberg 1988), or, as Arnold described, through movement.

In these cases, life could be experienced as a continuous

training camp.

On the other hand, sport for people with a disability could

have the capacity to provide a dialectic of milieu and action—

a location for acquiring competencies through direct body

responses, helpful also to solicitations from daily activities

in the world.
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Keleman´s Emotional Anatomy
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Abstract—As we read Stanley Keleman (1985), make methodological experiments, and begin to understand and

bring his concept of Emotional Anatomy into our lives and practices, we start to root ourselves in the deep sense

that we are part of a bigger embodying process, and not to think of the self as a separate entity, a reality by itself.

His work, concrete and visible, allows us to feel as well that we share with all other living organisms in the

evolutionary process—even primitive cells with their pulses and membranes, always anatomically configuring

here and now who and how we are, and who is being incubated next and will emerge—in relationship to inner and

outer events, including our maturational destiny, bonds, and social forces. This vision and somatic experience of

the process helps, as we deepen gradually into it, to enlarge our possibilities and skills for self-recognition as

living, evolutionary anatomies; and, this, as a guarantee, consequently will ground one’s self-management and

continuity in this reality of life in constant formation. The concept of Emotional Anatomy, as we will see, is a

precious instrument for us, both personally and professionally, for navigating at the speed of the contemporary

global reality, and with the specific problems this presents to the self during its formative journey.

Key Words: Stanley Keleman, emotional anatomy, biodiversity.

Concepts and practices are part

of a cultural history

I believe that bodily knowledge and practices, as we

conceive them today, are rooted in Europe, in the mid-19th

century, as a byproduct of the industrial society. The change

from craftwork production to industrial production

completely remodeled cultural and artistic traditions,

conceptions about shape and language, values, and the

appearances of streets, houses and their interiors,

demanding from people a new use of their bodies in order to

produce and incorporate all of these realities. Pressure

coming from the increase in excitement and problems and

benefits produced by the industrial society suddenly shook

the uses of the body as they were previously known.

At the same time, among other philosophical and

scientific transformations, Darwin, with his Evolutionary

Theory, which promoted the biggest revolution in man’s self

image since the beginning of his history, removed the Creator

once and for all from the scene and presented men to their

animality and adaptive capacity, allowing each person to

see in their bodies the continuity of the bodies of their animal

relatives. It is very important to consider Darwin’s presence

in Freud’s elaborations.

With Darwin, the body for the first time became real and

its behavior accessible, the bud of a new conception of the

body in a physical, social, and relational reality that started

to be seen: functioning as shape, solidified behavior as

species, individual and historical-social molding, body as

presence, a concept that fully blossoms under the pressure

of our global days.

This is where I intend to get a clear map, historically

situated, scientifically based, politically extended and
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methodologically workable, out of Stanley Keleman’s

formative views.

With all of these transformations—powers, semiotics,

technologies, speed, and new modes of production and

money distribution, new notions and practices concerning

self-regulation and autonomy of bodies were ready to appear,

and even urged to be formulated, as an antidote to the first

signs of stress in modern life.

How industrial capitalism and modern

body knowledge grew together

Capital and its power initially had the visible

configuration of family fortunes, boosted by new industries.

But this was just the beginning. As the 21st century

advances, we will see the potential of this capitalist power

becoming more and more impersonal and invisible, more and

more accelerated, producing uncontrollable movements of

the market and the economy, and generating a continuous

and fast change in social landscapes, bodies, and existential

territories.

The same speed has been witnessed with the

multiplication of body techniques that actually aren’t only

techniques, but methods that reflect the different

perspectives of the body in need of regulating itself.

By breaking the limits of academic and medical

environments—the traditional places of knowledge, research

and experiments conducted by individuals or small

independent groups in Europe were fundamental in the

development of the body theories and practices that molded

this new culture from the Twenties to the Second World

War.

Escaping racial and political persecution and, attracted

by the promise of democracy in America, these new European

humanists, creators, and practitioners of these new body

conceptions, entered an environment where this new culture

would find a total home in the philosophical tradition of

American Early Pragmatism. Its values of the body and

natural living were celebrated by American literature and

poetry, in the value of enlightenment and discipline of the

American religious experience, and mainly in America’s huge

prosperity and post-war optimism.

From this “good encounter,” as Spinosa would say,

blossomed in the United States in the mid-1950s the culture

that we consider ourselves belonging to. And we cannot

forget that, as we got to the ‘50s, the dominant American

post-war culture had a specific function that tended to

expand throughout the West.

Fordism and the serial modeling of bodies

Phillip Cushman (1995) explained the ever-expanding

function:

For the USA, one of the tasks in the 1950s was to

convert its powerful international war machine into

a viable international peacetime economy. This was

not an easy task and at the time the country

floundered in recessions, with the specter of the

Great Depression never far from consciousness. But

in the decades immediately following the World War

II the USA economy learned one of the economic

lessons of the war: in order to stay out of a

depression, 20th century capitalism had to base its

economy in the continual production and

consumption of goods and services. Therefore, big

business had to develop ways of selling goods that

were not essential or well-made. In others words,

the country was now dependent on producing and

selling non-essential and quickly obsolete products,

services and experiences that consumers could not

save enough to afford. So banks had to develop

new forms of easy credit. Purchasing rather than

saving, indulging rather than sacrificing became the

predominant style. People learned about new post-

war conveniences from radio, magazines and

newspapers ads, so did the increasingly powerful

print and electronic media teaching people how to

handle their lives and finances. Continuous new

households were needed to stay scientific, modern

and healthy. So a new configuration of the self had

to be constructed. (pp. 77-79)

This modeling force as perceived in Brazil

Nicolau Sevcenko (1998) observed how this new

configuration affected Brazilian perceptions:

With the First World-War, the European movie

industry collapsed and the USA inherited

everything, building a virtual monopoly of

production, distribution and exhibition worldwide.

With the rise of talked movies and the enormously

increasing costs of productions, the small studios

went bankrupt and only the big Hollywood

corporations survived. The system of studios was

then developed, rationalizing, optimizing and

considerably reducing costs and its promotional

counterpart was created: the star system.

The Hollywood movies created and spread, as a

dogma, the beauty pattern of the movie stars, which
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became the big promotional lever of new habits of

consumption and lifestyles identified with the

American Way of Life.

Vinicius de Moraes, Brazilian poet and diplomat,

has a poem from this decade called “Passionate

History, Hollywood, California,” in which he puts

himself in the position where all his life is

reinterpreted as a succession of Hollywood clichés:

the way of sitting, driving a car, staring at the girl

next to you, dating at sunset, holding a glass, flirting,

flirting and being looked down at, eating fast-food,

addressing the waiter, the clothes she wears,

bowling, the sarcastic half-smile , the sudden mood

change , the trick of lighting a cigarette with just

one flip of the lighter.

All that comes from the movie screen.

The poet feels that his life doesn’t come from his

interaction with people around him, but instead

from a team of unknown technicians on the other

side of the continent. It is not an exaggeration.

Movies are a complex art, a sum of revolutionary

techniques of visual communication, such as close-

ups, emotional effects of the editing resources, beat,

rhythm, light, sound, music, facial and bodily

expression, the glamour of youth, the athletic

choreography, the make-up, hairdos, wardrobe,

scenarios, and most of all the smashing power of

sex-appeal, all that amplified on a colossal screen,

radiating its hypnotic silver shine in the darkness

of a theater.

What Hollywood has taken to the ultimate

consequences was the discovery, in great part taken

from surrealists and expressionists who had escaped

from Europe in the ‘30s and would find work in

California, that movies are an art for the eyes and

the subconscious body and not for the intellect or

the verbal discourse. (pp. 598-600)

When the children of

Father Knows Best grew up...

We can see, then, how post-war America in the ‘50s gained

its international glamorous version, firstly, by self-modeling,

and highly coveted by all. Yet, finally, in the ‘60s, the

subjective modeling of the youth appears: the rebel that

doesn’t want his parents’ lives for himself, the previous

model that was rigidly shaped by the values and behaviors

of the consumption society.

From Modern Art, Modern Dance, the Actor’s Studio

acting style, Beat literature to Rock Culture, the Hippie

Movement, the Psychedelic Movement, the ‘68 student

rebellions, the Counter-Culture, the Feminist Movement, and

the Alternative Culture, it was a hop. Among young people,

other ways of conceiving the body and new practices of the

self started to be designed.

In the wave of these movements, the fast growing body

practices brought by the European humanists to America

had a big role in the deconstruction of the uses of the self,

deeply devalued by this generation, and the invention of

new uses of the body and its modes of relating, working,

living, having sex, conceiving the family, and of gender,

money, education, race, madness, politics, and power.

How the new paradigm got back to Europe

Propelled by the same faith in change, in adventuring,

and in challenging oneself to the bottom of oneself, this

new body culture then featured in the USA, re-exported itself

to Europe. There, it met the seeds left by Reich, which already

were bearing fruits,  since the various educational,

therapeutic, and psycho-therapeutic tendencies were wide

open, even eager, to mix with the American model. The new

culture proliferated quickly in the form of new groups and

new personal growth centers.

In the ’70s, both in Europe and the USA, practices and

methods, whether exercises, group activities, or body

manipulation, underwent an astonishing multiplication.

People craved for change by changing their bodies. They

joined groups, sought therapy, and wanted to become

therapists. There was an ideal of creating a world apart, the

so-called Alternative, that could influence the “system” from

outside of it.

Meanwhile, below the Equator... Regina was

surfing the wave and, many times,

almost getting drowned

In Brazil, since the late ’60s, the artistic, musical, and

political Tropicalist Movement expressed the urge for us to

dust off the authoritarian traditions—agrarian, positivistic,

Catholic, military, to embody the new industrial growth,

reshape our bodies, and absorb the new world reality.

And, with the suffocating atmosphere of Latin-American

dictatorships, Brazilians moved abroad, became politically

exiled or existentially exiled. Among the latter, I include

myself.
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In the early ’70s, then, like few others, I merged with that

blossoming body-therapeutic culture, mostly in England,

which was, due in part to the Swinging London Times,

becoming the soil for the growing of the new patterns of

contemporary behaviors.

In 1975, already back in São Paulo, I helped to give start

to a course in body psychotherapy at Sedes Sapientiae, the

open-minded educational institute of psychotherapies.

In the ‘80s, several groups could be seen organizing

professional education in body psychotherapy around a few

international leaders.

In the late ’80s, many people had already organized

themselves as institutionally dependent on international

body-therapeutic schools that had become, unfortunately,

companies with a new capitalistic slant: the transmission of

the so-called Reichian and neo-Reichian knowledge.

Theories and lives in Brazil:

specific conditions

But, in the beginning, these ideas and practices made

sense in Brazil in a very peculiar way, differently from what

happened in Europe and in the USA. In the first moment,

they joined the forces that culturally combated the

destructive effects of dictatorship in people’s lives.

It is well known how psychoanalysis, a certain militant type

of psychoanalysis that was highly developed both in Brazil

and in Argentina, played an important role as ally in this

political resistance.

Therefore, it was only natural that certain generous

couches in Brazil would embrace the cause and gestate the

newborn, so-called Reichian Movement. Thus, it is also

evident that, due to this affinity, the Reichism that resonated

with most with us was the one of Character Analysis. It was

considered at this time, a political advance in relationships

to Freud’s ideas.

Therefore, the first big assimilative effort in the body-

therapeutic Brazilian field in the ’70s was the construction

of a psychoanalytical basis for its practice, and finding a

place for notions such as id ,  ego  and super-ego ,

unconscious, and transference.

However, the body, in all of its force and marvel, remained

untouched theoretically, to my dissatisfaction.

I understood at that moment in my search that there was

a methodological and theoretical response to industrial

capitalism and its effects on embodied subjectivity, and

another to world integrated capitalism, a term coined by

the French militant philosopher, Felix Guattari, whom I met

in the late ’70s.

It dawned on me that the visions of Character Analysis

and the Function of Orgasm, venerated by the Brazilian

Reichian environment, met the needs of the subjective

formations produced by capitalism during its state of

industrialization, and that the repression of sexual energy

and its subsequent re-investment in work activities was the

business of the industrial patriarchal family and its

development-based model. In this sense, the Reichian orgasm

convulsion, basis of the health paradigm, would identify

itself with revolution, a working class-based model.

I then realized that this era was over. Modernity was

giving place to Post-Modernity, Fordism to Post-Fordism.

How Toni Negri distinguishes

Post-Modern from Modern

In his article, “Towards an Ontological Definition of

Multitude” (2002), Toni Negri differentiates the two concepts:

a. people is a modern idea and multitude, a post-

modern idea

b. multitude is a whole of singularities (“…we

cannot accept ...that singularities be viewed already

imprisoned in individuals or persons in opposition

to abysmal indifferentiation… singularities are

anonymous and nomad, impersonal, pre-

individual…” (Gilles Deleuze, in Logique du Sens,

1969) [quoted by Regina Favre]

c. the thought of modernity operates in a two-fold

way: on the one hand, it abstracts the multiplicity

of singularities and unifies it in the concept of the

people; on the other hand, it dissolves the whole of

the singularities that constitute the multitude into

a mass of individuals

d. the multitude is always productive and always

in motion and constitutes productive society,

general social cooperation for production

e. the concept of multitude must be regarded as

different from the concept of working class

f. the concept of working class limits the view of

production since it essentially includes industrial

workers

g. in the multitude concept,  the notion of

exploitation will be defined as exploitation (and

boycott) of cooperation between singularities, not

of individuals, exploitation of the networks that

will compose the whole

h. the multitude is a concept of power (potenza)

that produces by cooperation

i. this power not only wants to expand, but, above

all, it wants to take on a body (that means, to shape

itself always in new ways of functioning in actual

connections) (my comments: Favre, 2007)
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j. the freedom and joy, as well as crisis and fatigue,

in this shift, comprises within itself both continuity

and discontinuity, systoles and diastoles, pulses of

descomposition and recomposition of singularities

k. the multitude is an active social agent, a

multiplicity that acts, is not a unity like people

that we see it as something organized, it is, in fact,

an active agent of self-organisation

l. cooperating living labour—a real ontological,

productive and bio-political revolution—has turned

all the parameters of “good government” upside

down and destroyed the modern idea of a

community that would function for capitalist

accumulation (“but now, only processual

interconnections for creative actions towards

realities that still do not exist”  (Favre, 2007)

m. the devices for the production of subjectivity

that finds in the multitude a common figure, presents

itself as collective praxis, as always renewed

activity and constitutive of being, against the

concept of people

n. the origins of the discourse on the multitude are

found in a subversive interpretation of Spinoza’s

thought. We could never insist enough on the

importance of the Spinozist presupposition when

dealing with this theme. First of all, an entirely

Spinozist theme is that of the body, and particularly

of the powerful body. ‘You cannot know how much

a body is capable of.’ Then, multitude is the name

of a multitude of bodies. We dealt with this

determination when we insisted on the multitude

as power (potenza). Therefore, the body comes

first both in the genealogy and in the tendency,

both in the phases and in the result of the process

of constitution of the multitude

o. we must reconsider all the hitherto discussion

from the point of view of the body

p. once we define the name of the multitude against

the concept of the people, bearing in mind that the

multitude is a whole of singularities, we must

translate that name in the perspective of the body

and clarify the device of a multitude of bodies. When

we consider bodies, we not only perceive that we

are faced with a multitude of bodies, but we also

understand that each body is also a multitude.

Intersecting the multitude, crossing multitude with

multitude, bodies become blended, mongrel, hybrid,

transformed; they are like sea waves, in perennial

movement and reciprocal transformation

q. the metaphysics of individuality (and/or of

personhood) constitute a dreadful mystification of

the multitude of bodies. There is no possibility for

a body to be alone. It could not even be imagined.

When man is defined as individual, when he is

considered as autonomous source of rights and

property, he is made alone. But one’s own does not

exist outside of the relation with another

r. metaphysics of individuality, when confronted

with the body, negate the multitude that constitutes

the body in order to negate the multitude of bodies

s. from the standpoint of the body there is only

relation and process

t. the body is living labour, therefore, expression

and cooperation, therefore, material construction

of the world and of history

u. we talked of the multitude as the name of a power

(potenza), and as genealogy and tendency, crisis

and transformation, therefore this discussion leads

to the metamorphosis of bodies

v. the multitude is a multitude of bodies; it expresses

power not only as a whole but also as singularity

x. each period of the history of human development

(of labour, power, needs and will to change) entails

singular metamorphosis of bodies

z. it a Darwinian view, in the good sense of the

word: as the product of a Heraclitean clash and an

aleatory teleology from below; because the causes

of the metamorphosis that invests the multitude as

a whole and singularities as a multitude are nothing

but struggles, movements and desires of

transformation (Negri, 2002).

New body theories and practices are needed

after the Post-Modern shift

Industrial Capitalism, after ’68, finally broke its national

frontiers and began to operate according to the model of

Multinational Capitalism. The familiar narrative as the

background of our lives, then, became just a tiny little part

of a world historical narrative and, in this sense, its social

and cultural history gained great importance in the

hermeneutics of subjectivity.

And, with this new conjunction of the market interests

of big corporations—now internationally fused—lack

played the main role. Capitalist power strategy was not

repressive anymore, but instead, started acting through

another strategy: the capture of desire and the stimulation

of the perpetual lack of “something” that would fulfill us

and complete us as somebody. In this new form of capitalism,

we started to crave to be who we aren’t, not to want what we

don’t have, as before in Industrial Capitalism. In this sense,

images and media play the central role.

So, in the early ‘80s with the help of the Philosophy of

Immanence developed by Deleuze and Guattari (later

deepened by Toni Negri, as we saw above), which was very

active politically and theoretically in Brazil at that time, I

managed to see, for the first time, the dynamics of

subjectivity production.
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At the speed of Contemporary Capitalism, with the help

of these views, I could figure out how the bodies and their

worlds formed and reformed themselves continuously,

following very precise collective rules. These philosophers

referred to this as the “social production of subjectivation

modes,” that, in fact, are market-developed and selected

ways of taking form generated by the interplay of powers,

values, and commercial interests.

But I kept feeling, more than ever and with great

frustration, the need for a concept of body as a biological

process and a practice that is connected to the process of

body making as part of the act of living our lives in the

world.

A new scene in Brazil: less State,

more civil responsibility

With the first presidential elections in 1985, after the 21-

year-long dictatorship, it became necessary to contribute to

our professional field with a notion of citizenship that would

help to put oneself in the middle of the new events. It became

necessary to take positions and to act with regard to our

environments: physical and human, worldwide, and

particularly in this country, where these issues presented

themselves in a painful landscape of inequalities and social

injustices.

At the same time, the theme of ecology began to impose

itself onto global society. Guattari wrote, The Three

Ecologies (1980) and Caosmosis (1992), where this eminent

responsibility and power became evident.

From 1985 to 1992 a new

standpoint is set for me

After reading the newly published Emotional Anatomy

(1985), I discovered Stanley Keleman and his theory of the

Formative Process. Its reading worked for me as a satori.

With him I could at last see a visual concept the body as a

process that extended itself from the beginnings of the

biosphere on this planet as a producer and something

produced in the physical and social processes, channeling

and secreting itself as a protoplasmic liquid force

continuously, throughout genetic evolutionary forces in each

particular life, generating and sustaining environments,

physical and social, as a response to its built-in, connective

and formative need. I could see there a total consonance

with Spinosa’s concept of immanence, central to Deleuze,

Guattari, and, later, to Toni Negri’s philosophical devices.

No matter how much it contributed to the understanding of

this new post-individual conception, Post Modern

Philosophy continued to use tools of Continental

philosophy, almost entirely ignoring Darwinian heritage,

which in the late 20th century gave birth to molecular biology,

contemporary neurosciences, and a new notion of

Evolutionary Anatomy. From here, the terrible problem of

body-mind in Western philosophy could be finally solved,

also giving scientific evidence for the impossibility of

subjective enclosure into individuality.

All of my movement toward Keleman—a true Darwinian,

contemplative, Occidental thinker, came from the

dissatisfaction with the above-described Reichian modern

view of the body. But, mostly, it came from my deep

disappointment with the idealization of the practicability of

ideas like Deleuze’s “the body without organs,” and its

literary recall of Castaneda’s egg and “ennaction” concept

from Varella, that had led him to get lost in Tibetan Buddhist

conceptions. This was an unforgivable wrong turn for a

scientist of his innovativeness.

Deleuze and Guattari said in What is philosophy? (1992)

that the English are exactly nomads, that they treat the plane

of immanence as a motile and moving ground, a field of

radical experience, a world in archipel, where they feel happy

to camp, from island to island into the ocean… yes, Darwin!

I was very lucky in my choice of Keleman. Immediately and

passionately, I started translating his books, writing to him,

and finally, in1992, I began to attend his workshops in

Berkeley.

At that very moment, I dreamt about the loss of a child in

the multitude and the conception of an old body’s fetus,

personified as the butoh performer Kazuo Ono, laying down

in fetal position in a bathtub filled with clay. The infantile

illusion of individuality was going away, giving place to a

newly concepted body made of multiplicities of selves in

the becoming.

Finally, I could identify myself with a model of working,

researching, and teaching, as well as with a philosophy of

the body that allowed me to think and act ethically as part.

Keleman’s formative conceptions

and methodology

Very similarly to Immanentist philosophers, in the

tradition of American philosophy, Keleman says in his

scientific contemplative language that we all live inside an

organic ocean, a living mantle called the biosphere. And as

living systems we do the same than biosphere as a whole –

we extend, we gather back and we form sub-organizations.
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This is the way we grow connections into the world and

form also inner connections of sub-systems in the self. As

the biosphere and all living systems, we, as bodies, are motile

and pulsatory.

But Evolution endowed us with a cortical voluntary

system whose effort mobilizes the body’s pulse pattern to

grow synaptic connections. So, not only in real situations

that require us to learn no matter what, we can exercise this

capacity as a practice for life and work.

Keleman says that if we use voluntary effort, we

necessarily will create a behavioral chain, what means that

the accumulation of a critical mass of axons makes an

anatomic memory and this is experienced of what  he calls

“subjectivity” and I, in consonance to the all previous

considerations, prefer to call “sense of self,” keeping the

word “subjectivity” to mean a social production not a natural

event. With this practice, he teaches, we learn to differentiate

and mature our inherited embodiment by strengthening and

forming synaptic connections. This intensifies and vivifies,

he says, our experience of “being at home in ourselves”—a

very Heiddeggerian idea.

Repeated voluntary actions, as anatomical pieces of

behaviour, produce excitatory spikes that are the initial phase

of forming new neural connections.

This is what I consider the natural power we have to the

enhancing of subjective biodiversity. It is in this sense that

I consider Keleman´s theory and practice useful politically,

no matter his discordance. This power is based in the ability

to form internal somatic connections strengthening a

feedback continuum of intra-organismic contact with

different intensities and amplitudes. This is the primary

source for organizing an experience into a somatic shape.

He states that voluntary cortical-muscular effort

stimulates the growth of axons and these axons will form a

connecting structure, the synapses. They connect the body

wall with the cortex. This is how brain and muscles work

together so making the differentiations on the particular

shapes. As we hold a shape, or an expression, we make a

distinct muscular frame, a thickening or thinning of the body

wall, with an unique excitatory pulse and consequently a

unique expression, a unique connection to the environment

and a unique experience, that means we morph (as he says)

as subjective biodiversity (as I say).

And this is his difference from any other author that is in

this king of quest, he presents a very factible practice: the

Formative Method.

His work in his seminars and books is to theorize and

help, though exercises and clinical work, readers and

participants to gather and give stability to the pulses of

excitement and to cultivate a personal world, a growing

personal soma with its own values and meanings that

sustains and matures an adult life.

His Formative Method consists in a practice protocol of

five steps:

1. Recognize a somatic pattern and make a muscular model

of it

2. Intensify the muscular pattern in distinct increments,

pausing between shapes

3. Disassemble the muscular pattern pausing at each shift

4. Give an edge of rigidity to form a boundary to contain

the pulse

5. Make the distinct shapes into a continuum of behavior

for social and personal activities.

As one uses cortical-muscular voluntary effort to

make distinctions in his somatic shape, one

reorganizes the structure by making more inner

layers and inner connections. When motile patterns

are given stability and duration the organism

experiences something new taking shape within

itself. (Keleman, 1985)

For Keleman, to be bodily present is the soma’s most

urgent task. We feel an urge to transcend our inherited form.

I would say that we face all the time formative problems that

have to find a solution, that is to organize a personal

embodiment, the one that is functionally unique of our own.

And it takes volitional effort.

He thinks we must engage ourselves with the dilemma of

learning from the inherited part of ourselves: the mix of the

unlearned and the learned form a personal shape. Through

volition, the cortex learns how to influence the intensity of

an excitement, of an urge.

He states that the formula for bodily presence is shape-

intensity-duration. To form is to give duration to responses

that we produce by chance, in a given lived situation, as it

happens in Evolution, I would say.

Keleman calls it to be in charge of our life. We must

cultivate a formative method to volitionally alter body shape.

I would call that to cultivate singularities,

The cortex influences the body’s responses. By this

process, the body and the brain form a subject-object, you

and I relationship. The cortex and the body knit a personal

bodied self from the inherited body , one which has not

existed before. The consequences are immense since it makes

the body and its behavior as a personal entity.

He uses the well-known neuroscientist Gerald Edelman´s

idea of neural reentry, who describes this process as one in

which the brain makes map of the body’s action and then,

neural copies of these maps. Then maps talk to each other
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and share information. This is the way, for him, the brain

stabilizes muscular actions.

And Keleman, enlarging is own idea, says that when there

is new behavior, new action patterns, the brain has to make

lots of new neural maps. So, the bodying practice uses this

innate reentry neural process to stabilize new behavior.

Reentry can be is volitional as we intend to repeat a non-

volitional action since the process occurs on the neural level.

Volitional reentry then stimulates neural muscular

organization and creates a structure.

This is the basis of the practice: volitional activity, by

making micro-movements, intensifying reentry.

This way can participate in forming a second somatic

self.

This is creation. This is power, “potenza,” as would say

Toni Negri with Spinosa, connective “potenza.”

Keleman describes it as it follows, edited from the notes

I keep from his workshops:

…when we observe another person’s muscular

patterns, our brain quickly organizes similar motor

neural patterns in our own body. He considers this

mirroring as a direct somatic knowing of another

person’s intention to act. I would add that the body,

as a reflex, contracts and expands instantaneously

facing any object, situation, quality, whatever,

imitating it  to know in itself what is this

about…this is perception and, at the same time, a

kind of fagocitation of forms. Then by repeating

motor patterns this response becomes our own.

(Keleman, personal communication, n.d.)

This way, I think we can extend his vision about inherited

shapes and expressions, to any socially molded behavior.

This is my theoretical and practical point.

Keleman teaches that through the cortex, the body makes

frames of its acts, reenters or repeats them with variations,

and forms distinct action patterns over time.

The cortical ability to alter shape is possible

through its functions of delay, variation, and

localization. This is a wonderful discovery that

gives all the basis to its practicability.

A frame is an inhibition of an action and a lessening

of that inhibition. This is performed by the stiffening

and un-stiffening of the body. The stiffening

organizes a neuromuscular membrane that creates a

particular inside and an outside for the body.

A frame is a cellular, emotional, and cognitive field

of action. The frame is a somatic site, a certain

amount of somatic memories of what has happened.

They gather organismic excitement and then let it

swell. A frame incubates and intensifies excitement

by altering and stabilizing structure. In this way,

the cortex plays with its body and forms a personal

bodily presence.

Postures and gestures are motile anatomical

organizations that inhibit or facilitate excitatory

intensities all the time. Cortical volition transforms

automatic behavior into learned and regulated

behavior.

The five steps of the Method can be further

differentiated by using micro-movements. The

micro-movements of the body over itself, not a

movement, repeat a pattern and create stability by

organizing small frames. These frames are small

packages of contractions that compartmentalize

excitement. They do not mute excitement but

redistribute it. It takes time to organize frames and

to assemble and disassemble them in the body and

in the cortex. The method of repeating small muscle

contractions gives a frame duration and distinction.

I consider this as a continuous craftwork over any

behavior that allows us to grow always subjective

biodiversity and different possibilities of webbing,

be it physically to the physical environment, be it

emotionally, be it cognitively. (Keleman, personal

communication, n.d.)

In the Practice, he instructs the student or client to tell

himself how he is bodily present in a given situation.

To make a pose or posture. Then tell it as a story.

To use gestures, postures, and find a theme of

action. To tell it as if you were telling yourself how

you acted. Tell about those moments when you

formed a posture, tell how your body changed, talk

about what your body went through to be present.

(Keleman, personal communication, n.d.: edited

from a collection, a mix, of Keleman´s ideas from

many workshops, personal email conversations,

personal works, books and unpublished papers from

his seminars) (Favre, 2007)

How Formative concepts help us understand

the how of capitalistic capture in this

global culture of images, and how to deal

with this through the Formative Method

Throughout these years, I learned deeply in myself

through Keleman that there is a protoplasmatic formative

ocean, a molecular multitude, channeled by series of bodies
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from which individuals would form themselves in the making

of a particular temporary membrane of themselves out of

universal formative biological rules. I thought immediately

that this vision of an oceanic reality can be extended, as it

becomes more visible today, to the contemporary reality that

can be considered as a common planetary field of bodies

and modes of shaping them in their connections with other

bodies and social processes. Each body as a multitude is

always changing in relationship to other bodies. The idea of

singularities was there.

But Keleman’s vision, so similar and so different at the

same time: from immanent conception it is still personological,

the result of his Heiddegerian and democratic American roots.

It is philosophically and scientifically Post-Modern, but

politically modern. So close and so far.

The startle reflex: between the excessive

and what can be assimilated

Time, slow and natural until not more than 150 years

ago—prior to the invention of the railroads, photography

and the movies, before the intensification of commerce and

communication which today are global and in real time—

used to give people the feeling of identitary stability,

maximized by the industry of images in the ‘50s.

Today, to the anguish of most people, we don’t perceive

ourselves anymore as an ego among other stable egos.

Biology, also, with the increase in possibilities for

observation, theorization, and publishing, started to allow

us to see our pre-individual reality as highly connectible,

both molecularly and synaptically.

The speed of social and behavioral changes, experienced

constantly and learned from the mass media, also creates in

us a very unstable self image, one of being nothing more

than changeable clusters of behaviors, socially produced.

The vertiginous speed of these social changes permeates

everything and triggers in the bodies, collectively, the startle

reflex, as described by Keleman in his article, “The Startle

Reflex,” published on his own site, www.centerpress.com:

The startle reflex is an organismic response to deal

with emergency situations—danger, threat or

challenge from outside the person of from within

the person. It is a complicated process that begins

with simple spontaneous responses to insults and

involves a predisposition toward more complex

shapes depending upon the timing, intensity and

duration of the unknown.

This response is meant to be temporary; when the

danger passes the organism returns to normal.

However, this same response can become a habitual

state, so that its organization remains as we move

from event to event. It becomes a continuous somatic

pattern. Many people are always in a state of

moderate brace against a danger that they cannot

fully articulate. The word stress describes this

ongoing state and startle the temporary state.

The startle reflex begins with an investigative

response, followed by assertion, annoyance, anger,

or avoidance, and finally, submission and collapse.

Each stage of intensification is based upon the

ability of the organism to halt pulsation, create

segmentation and recruit more and more layers of

itself into its response. It involves:

• change in the musculature and posture

• change in the diaphragm’s shape

• thickening or thinning of the body wall

• increase in the separations between the pouches

• change in the body’s relationship to the earths

   gravitational line

• alteration of feelings, emotions, and thinking.

The startle response is usually progressive and

moves along a continuum: however, it is not

mechanistic nor does it continue in an invariable or

sequential order. Each person has a unique pattern

of startle and stress that is characterized by the

number, timing, duration source and severity of the

threat posed either physically or emotionally to

the organism. In some instances the person may

skip several stages and jump immediately to a more

extreme response.

These somatic patterns are processes of deep self-

perception and ways of feeling and knowing the

world. They affect all tissues, muscles, organ, and

cells as well as thoughts and feelings. They are more

than mechanical. They are a form of intelligence, a

continuum of self-regulation. These patterns are

layered and tubal phenomena that affect the entire

organism. They are intrinsic and involve muscular

states from the tip of the head to the toes. Muscles

and organs are not just contracted. They are

organized into a configuration. These organizations

become the way we recognize the world as well as

ourselves and, in turn, they become the way the

world recognizes us (Keleman, 2007).

Towards a Radical Formative view:

Using Keleman beyond Keleman

Keleman’s Formative views present us a model of the

soma as a place, a living place, an evolutionary living
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architecture, in the biosphere and “in society,” as he still

says, as if society was a monolithc reality, with the

possibility, much richer than any other living being, of

continual self-construction with the molecular elements of

what is exchanged with the environments, be it substances,

feelings, behaviors, or images.

From alert to terror, it spread globally in an unforeseen

way, as a virus, throughout the communication network,

mostly of images, be it news or behavior models,  that now

involves us all.

But as we learn from Keleman, in order to stabilize

experience as a body, what has been lived has to be able to

be assimilated. This is the way the human soma generates

its future, with the tissues, shapes, layers and behaviors of

connection to the present events.

Each layer of the soma requires a formative time and

reliable environments to form itself in its becoming, and to

operate in the creation of differentiations that connect us

functionally with the environments of the global network, of

which we are part both locally and generally.

Fast forms: The impoverishment

of subjective biodiversity

The embriogenetic shapes, the constitutional shapes, the

developmental shapes, the shapes of self-protection, of

assault, of emotions, the matrixes of the gestures and

actions, all that emerges from the depths of the formative

ocean and triggers at the right time, out of the ancestral

wisdom of the soma.

These shapes, however, already emerge in this post-

modern capitalist global world, regulated by the interplay of

powers and values which capture them and channel them

into networks of meanings, immediately shaping and molding

them.

Each new biological shape that emerges at every moment,

in the continuity of each human body, is immediately

threatened by exclusionary forces, and already finds at its

disposal prefab forms, tested by market selection,

manipulated by opinion polls and supported by technologies

created by the brightest minds.

These shapes are all around us, filling all the space of

our perception, offering themselves to produce in us the

illusion of inclusion in this world.

They are the fast forms: elements to be used in the

construction of new ways of existing that we are forced to

assemble facing the sudden and continuous disorganization

of ways of being and existing. This is produced by the

fragmentation effect of the startle reflex as a biological

response to permanent excessive speed and threat of

exclusion, generated by Global Capitalism.

These threats are intensified by the images continuously

broadcast by the mass communications industry: images of

inclusion, prestige, safety and happiness, side-by-side with

images of exclusion, deprivation, violence, loss of property,

and social existence, not to mention loss of life, which

constantly terrorizes us.

Instant time in the Global World gives us no time to form

personal lives, and catapults us towards the fast solution

offered by the fast forms. They are all for sale and are objects

and services of all kinds that, in fact, are subjective

boundaries: ways of housing, dressing, relating, thinking,

imagining, loving, craving, functioning, producing, and

generating life stories.

These models of existence have the characteristic of

being easily assimilated; like fast food they are fast forms.

They spare us, apparently, the effort, the time, and the

anguish to compose our own menus of being and living in

the world, away from the required digestion of events.

Fast forms come with a powerful marketing operation that

makes us believe that devouring them and identifying

ourselves with them is essential for us in order to reconfigure

our territory that continuously unweaves in the speed of

information and new events. This is the only way to belong

to the planetary network and avoid the risk of physical or

social death due to disconnection with the processes of

continuity of life. And we, also, are goods: our lives are

exclusively translated into economic value, whether we want

it or not, and we are simultaneously producers, spectators,

and consumers in this reality.

The high level of attention, mobilized by the techniques

of communication, feeds the potential of identification with

fast forms, which, in turn, feeds the functioning of this

modeling machine of meanings and bodies that has become

one of the main forces of Contemporary Capitalism.

These fast forms, however, have the characteristic of

feeding back our lack of self-reference and our helplessness,

turning us dependents of its consumption, in search of relief

of this existential anguish.

Unless we revert the situation.

Recalling and reapplying the matrix

of Formative thinking

But in order to produce a truly individualizing operation,

we need first of all to apply the Kelemanian concept of body

and how the body-making process happens, so that we can

contemplate through which interplay of biological and social
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forces a body models its own formative process.

More than ten years ago, Keleman wrote me a personal

note, which I now edit:

The living process has a total investment in the

continuation of embodying itself. For this reason it

is in constant dialogue with itself. And this dialogue

is always about what to do in respect to its

immediate situation. The body speaks through

sensations, feelings, motilities; therefore, it needs

to talk back to itself in such a way that it can

influence its behavior. Thus, the body has the

power to influence itself, molding itself in actions,

inhibiting itself or acting in relationship to itself. It

does that through an elegant system of feedback

that we call the brain. The body organizes itself to

talk to itself, secreting for itself an organ which is

capable to receive back its patterns of action and

talk with itself about them. That means, there is

always an ongoing relationship of the body with

itself, mediated by the brain. This relationship

occurs as the mode by which the body regulates its

own metabolism, its movements and motilities, the

mode by which it alters and regulates the shapes of

its expressions. This reveals that the main business

of the body is not only to survive but survive

through a relationship to itself (Keleman, 1996,

personal email communication).

Evidently, life and evolution did not give us this

wonderful heritage because we are special individually, but

because this heritage allows us to strengthen the power and

diversity in us from this same heritage and in the pool of life.

However, we already know that contemporary capitalism,

and the violence integral to its functioning, acts against it

by trying constantly to capture this power of life and turn it

into consumers of images of fast forms, perversely exerting

its threat of exclusion—with its concentrationist dynamics,

leading to the elimination of differences, conducting to

homogenization, and, consequently, to the weakening of the

pool of subjectivities.

The Cartographic Method and

Bodying Methodology

To cartograph these changing social landscapes that

we are part of—both global and local, according to Guattari’s

teachings, means to describe them in detail. We can follow

their mutations and the speed of the flows that cross them

in order to recognize the bodying genealogies in each

ecology— social, affective and semiotic, and the fast form

species that, like viruses, infect these environments, then

find out possibilities and strategies of appropriation, and

work over them.

By applying the Five Step Methodology in the

Kelemanian logic of formativeness, the big secret of

evolution hidden inside of us that protects life against the

theft of what allows it to keep on forming diversity, will then

reveal itself.

With the help of this method, we can identify the fast

forms that captured us, recognize their anatomy, their

boundaries, their forces and tendencies, and then intensify

and de-intensify them.

This way, we can access the startle reflex that gave space

to them to install themselves.

Through the already mentioned voluntary micro-

movements of their surfaces, we will be able to redefine these

shapes, to invent other shapes with fragments and re-

combinations of the fast forms, stabilize the differentiations,

and test their functionality in the new landscapes of

meanings and connections.

A clinic or education that deals with somatic subjectivity

today must be understood as micropolitics. Micropolitics is

a way of sustaining territories of creation; it is the action of

small groups that resist the acceleration and demands of the

society of the spectacle, but, on the contrary, constitute

themselves in zones of lentification in the social fabric. They

are modes of influencing in the social domain, not by

imposing alternative forms of functioning, but through the

slow and continuous influence of a formative way of

operating and producing realities. Less is more.

Through the assimilation of

Keleman’s model

Since the very first moment, I have been careful to absorb

Formative thinking in an active manner and not as a dogma

or a product for fast resale.

After several experiences in the configuration of the

transmission, successes, failures and restarts, I refined the

idea that Emotional Anatomy, by Stanley Keleman (1985),

needed to be understood simultaneously as a philosophy, a

biology, a pedagogy, an ethics, a clinic, an aesthetic, and a

possible ally of the micropolitics of resistance against the

capture of the industry of behaviors.

This multidimensional understanding led me to conceive

a method of transmission, both transversal and multidimen-

sional.

Since the beginning of my clinical practice as a body-

psychotherapist in the mid-´70s, I have felt that the written
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language of books and articles was not enough for us to

reflect on and transmit the notion of the body as shape,

action, emotion, feeling, intelligence, and bonding. There is

an orality and a performaticity that is inherent to the body.

Thus, as soon as the first video cameras—the big Panasonic

ones—arrived in Brazil, I decided to buy one and started to

make recording experiments.

It took years for me to quit the documentary format and

get to the interactive and inclusive use of the camera in a

group situation. As a participant in Keleman’s environment

of video recording and editing, and having been chosen a

few times as the “star” of his videos, has been fundamental

to this slow change.

The more I understood the capitalist capture action

through images, the more it became clear to me that this

educational and clinical work that centralizes its action on

the shape of bodies should also elaborate ways that are, in

fact, a micropolitic for working with images: fragmenting them,

multiplying them, creating new combinatory possibilities of

interacting with them and embodying them. Only by

promoting this kind of collective practice of appropriation

and de-sacralization of the images, could we face the post-

personal power of fast forms.

Full dedication to the transmission of the

Emotional Anatomy paradigm

Since 2002, Emotional Anatomy (EA) has been the center

of my teaching and research.

This happened at the same time that I moved my clinical

and teaching activities to a new space. No partners or

colleagues are with me; only co-workers, researchers and

students.

This transmission, developed by myself and, presently,

some co-workers, is configured today as a lived reading,

which happens weekly, with different groups, for 4 or 5

semesters.

I, as the teacher, act as a reader, a commentator, an

interpreter, a director, a slow climber of the book lines with

the group, in a atmosphere of continual rehearsal.

The groups are composed of people who already have

their own experience in their lives and professions: body

therapists of different traditions, doctors, psychologists,

dancers, actors, physiotherapists, artists, social workers,

consultants, journalists, teachers.

The formative transmission constitutes itself in an event.

It is an embodied experience, in a tightly intertwined

production in layers of bodies and bonding, formative

somatic and conceptual knowledge, narrative lines, video

recording all the time, video watching all of the time,

linguistic exercises of the formative language, the posturings

of oneself, the experience of the 5-Step, drawing somagrams,

cartographies of concepts in the lived situation,

conversations about social history, politics, biology, modes

of subjectivation, stories and descriptions of people

functioning in their lives and worlds.

Maurizio Lazzarato (2005) observed:

The construction of the device is not simply a

technological precondition of the project. New

methods of production of the image require us to

see new aspects of visible reality, and new aspects

of visible reality cannot be perceived and enter our

horizon of sense if there are no new means to

establish them. The two things are strictly linked

to each other.

In our society, technical devices are conceived and

commercialized as means of communication. The

Timescapes Platform( the experiment he describes

in his article, Favre, R) was not conceived and

fabricated as a simple instrument for the

transmission of information, images and sounds,

between situation A and situation B. The relations

(social, aesthetic and political) between different

situations or individuals are not given in advance,

fixed and immutable, but are in formation, in a

continual process of change and becoming. The

relations are not transmitted, but are constructed

and created in and through the technical device. (“To

See and Be Seen: A Micropolitics of the Image,”

Maurizio Lazzarato, available at www.16beav

ergroup.org).

The environment for AE transmission, especially built

for this aim, is like a small machine. It is made of the

interconnection of heterogeneous elements: the Emotional

Anatomy book; a TV set where recordings of the previous

class are always running as layers of memory; the remote

control for making available at anytime stills, slows,

backwards, frame-by-frames, the recording of these new

images inside of images; a professional cameraman always

there as a part of the group; a big screen; an overhead

projector with its light that creates expressionist ambiences;

the magnified projection of transparencies of images from

Emotional Anatomy, of molecular biology and neuroscience,

giving us the experience of our smallness inside of these big

processes; the bodying up of them; the huge whiteboard

for cartographies and somagrams; collapsable chairs; the

clear floor boards and the yellow walls where all of the action

becomes minimalistically visible; a big window that reflects
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inside of the room and at the same time frames the world

outside that we are part of continuously appearing in the

recordings; the space where people exercise themselves in

the embodying of the readings of the conversations, of the

imitation of one’s own shapes and others’, of the different

forms of bonding while doing simple things; and, a wall

covered with pictures of the groups’ moments and actions.

Doing, recording, watching, stopping, recording new

experiments over an image or a sequence of images, an

expression, growing new lines of doing, recording, talking,

a hand, a behavior, an atmosphere, an episode of a formative

intervention made by me… and so on… and so on…

More and more, I realize how this device reproduces—

and at the same time deconstructs—the ocean of images we

are merged in, while at the same time offers the instruments

for each bodying up (incorporation), a word in Keleman´s

vocabulary, of him- or herself, in real time and with constant

feedback and layering. I’m happy with its functionality and

beauty.

Each group has its reporter, always an older student who

is there in a different role: to summarize each class,

elaborating on the scripts that accompany the video archives

of each group. Group members have access to their own

tapes for studying and including their influence on their

own specific practices in order to multiply immediate effects.

Following the agricultural metaphors that Keleman is so

fond of: It is a different environment, where varieties of

Keleman’s seeds are selected, hybridated, and grown,

responding to different conditions and different formative

problems.
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Abstract—In December 2004, the proposal for a joint Master’s in Adapted Physical Activity (APA) was selected

under the call of Erasmus Mundus Master’s Programs. With these Erasmus Mundus Programs, the European

Commission aims to enhance the quality of higher education in Europe by improving the collaboration between

European Universities and providing a joint diploma for European and non-EU students. The Erasmus Mundus

Master’s in Adapted Physical Activity (EMMAPA) originated from the European Master’s Degree in Adapted

Physical Activity which has existed for over 14 years. The Erasmus Mundus framework allows us to extend this

program beyond the borders of Europe by providing substantial scholarships for both students and scholars from

outside Europe to either attend or teach the course. The master’s course has duration of 1 year, consists of 60 ECTS

and involves a study period in at least 2 of the 4 consortium universities. In the first academic year of the Erasmus

Mundus Master’s in Adapted Physical Activity, 39 students from 25 different countries were selected. In the

second year 2006-2007 43 students were selected. All the students study the first semester in the K.U.Leuven and

are completing the master’s course in a second consortium university. Upon completion of the course, the students

should have sufficient knowledge on the nature of indications and limitations of physical activities for persons

with disabilities, the current initiatives in APA and the state of the art in research and research methodology in

APA. The unique aspect of this master’s course is the international (worldwide) character. Under action 3 of the

Erasmus Mundus framework, this international aspect was extended by establishing partnerships with three non-

EU universities: Queensland University, the University of Stellenbosch and the University of Virginia. EU-students

have the chance to apply for a three month scholarship to study in one of our partner-universities. Scholars from

the consortium can also teach and work in these universities. This dynamic exchange of knowledge, experience

and ideas of the EMMAPA course will make a substantial contribution to the establishment of an international

worldwide cooperation in teaching and research in APA.

Key Words: Adapted physical activity, Erasmus Mundus, master’s programs.

Basic Concepts

During previous ISAPA Conferences in Seoul and Verona

we explained already the basic objectives of the Erasmus

Mundus Master’s in Adapted Physical Activity.

Namely try to realize an excellent quality program by

bringing together in one worldwide master’s program in APA,

the best students (24) of non European countries and 26

students selected from European countries, as well as the

best APA professors of the four European consortium

universities and of three non-European partner universities.

Also three or six excellent APA professors coming from

outside Europe are invited to work in teaching and research

in this unique program for a period of 1-3 months.

In this way it is the only worldwide program in Adapted

Physical Activity bringing together the best students of

many different countries of the world by offering them the

best available professors coming from many European

universities as well from many universities outside Europe.

This master’s program which is selected for a period of five

years was realized for the first time in 2005-2006 and for the

second time in 2006-2007. After 2010 it could be extended as

a two year master’s programs.

Organization

The program is offered by a consortium of four European
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universities:

Leuven in Belgium, Limerick in Ireland, Olomouc in Czech

Republic and Oslo in Norway.

The first semester is organized for all students together

in Leuven (Belgium) who follow a basic preparation program

in APA .

In the second semester the students work on their

master’s thesis and follow practical training in one of the

four consortium universities.

European students can work as well on their master’s

thesis and follow a practical training in one of the three

partner universities: the University of Virginia (VS), the

University of Stellenbosch (South Africa) or the University

of Queensland in Brisbane (Australia).

The 26 selected students of non European universities

receive a grant of 21.000 EURO and 15 European students

receive a grant of 3.100 EURO for studying three months in

one of the three partner universities.

Unique professional and cultural experience of

globalization in APA training

The professors and the students involved in this program

during the 2 last years experienced this Erasmus Mundus

Master’s program as a unique professional and cultural

experience of globalization in APA training over the world.

They enjoyed the expertise in teaching and research

brought together in one program of which four European

universities (Leuven, Limerick, Olomouc and Oslo) form one

global organizing consortium and work closely together with

the APA experts of the universities of Brisbane (Dr. Sean

Tweedy), Stellenbosch (Dr. Liz Bressan and Dr. Corne

Rossouw) and Virginia (Dr. Luke Kelly and Dr. Martin Block).

The incoming scholars coming from famous universities of

outside Europe enjoyed their teaching and research work

with the students: (Dr. Dale Ulrich, University of Michigan,

VS, Dr. Luke Kelly (University of Virginia (VS), Dr. Liz

Bressan, University of Stellenbosch (South Africa), Dr. Lu

Yan from the Sports University of Beijing (China), Dr. Shayke

Hutzler and Dr. Yael Netz from  the University of Wingate

(Israel), Dr. Glenn Roswal , Jacksonville State University (VS),

Dr. E. Mauerberg-deCastro, Sao Paulo State University

(Brazil), Dr. Franzis Kozub, Indiana University (VS).

Also, professors from the consortium universities visited

the students and their colleagues in the partner universities.

Dr. L. Desuend of the University of Oslo, Dr. H. Van

Coppenolle and Dr. J. Simons of the University of Leuven,

Dr. Janaka and Dr. H. Valkova of the University of Olomouc

and Dr. Teresa Leahy of the University of Limerick, visited

one or more partner universities, starting up in this way a

more structured cooperation in teaching and research.

Of  course the major benefits of sharing this worldwide

expertise in APA is directed to the students who are studying

in at least in two European universities and the European

students studying in addition in a third university outside

Europe.

It is obvious that in this way the dream of a worldwide

global APA Master’s program is realized, offering to the

students at the same time a unique cultural experience.

This pioneering program which of course is only possible

through the important funding by the European Union will

become also in the future a milestone for cooperation

between many universities over the world in teaching and

research in Adapted Physical Activity.

It will continue in this way to offer the students from all

countries a global university training which could be

extended from 2009 on, to the PhD level.

Please find all information on our Erasmus Mundus

website http://www.erasmusmundus.be/

Author´s note

Address:

Dr. Herman van Coppenolle

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Tervuursevest, 101

3001 - Leuven - Belgium

0032 16329126

E-mail: herman.vancoppenolle@faber.kuleuven.be
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The Profile of APA and Sports for People

With Disability in Asia: Chinese

Culture and Disabilities

Shihui Chen

Hong Kong Institute of Education, Hong Kong

Abstract—The aim of this presentation was to describe the current profile of APA and sports for people with

disability in Asia (mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan) and the development of APA and sports within

the different regions. The factors that influence the profile will be identified through different source data. This

presentation will provide up-to-date figures on the patterns of APA and sports participations under multi-culture

contexts, and the influences of different social systems and administrative policies that affect the participations of

individuals with disabilities will be analyzed. The presentation will also provide information related to education of

individuals with disabilities, sports participation (Paralympics and Special Olympics), and barriers of APA and

sports participation related to various demographic factors. The presentation will provide information for people

from different countries to understand the profile of APA and sports for people with disability in a Chinese-culture

context.

E-mail: shchen@ied.edu.hk

Adapted Motor Activity and Quality of Life.

Is One Possible Without the Other?

David Rodrigues

Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract—Activity, participation and body functions became a central issue on the evaluation of the degree of

disability that can be found in a person after the WHO ICF classification (2002).  Before, this Classification was

published, the level of mental deficiency was defined by the AAMR on a more ecological perspective, adopting the

concept of Adaptative Behaviour.  One and the other of these concepts highlight the importance of the interaction

of the person with his/her environment more than the mere functional evaluation centred on intra-individual

variables. Adaptation of motor activities can be seen as the process to identify and modify the different variables

of each activity in order to make them more complex or more simple and this way make them possible and motivating

for each individual.  Among the possible variables to  (performance, task, environment), a growing importance is

assigned to the adaptation of the environment. On the other hand Quality of Life (QL) is a construct that has similar

basement.  Like Adapted Motor Activity (AMA) is highly associated with the kind of interaction that each person

establishes with the environment.  The WHOQOL, a scale developed by the WHO, points 6 domains in QL:

physical, psychological, independence, social relations, environment an personal beliefs. Both on its objective

and subjective dimensions, QL is related with the satisfaction that each individual gets from different levels of his/

her social, emotional, motor, professional and intellectual activities. Participation in Motor Activities with leisure,

educational or performance aims, is recognised as important experiences leading to a better level of self esteem,

social participation and a overall feeling of wellness. We must aoind, nevertheless some “taken for granted” ideas

about persons with disabilities.  In fact, the research about their perception about their own quality of life doesn’t

lead to the conclusion that disability is a determinant factor that diminishes their QL. Body and movement experiences

in people with disabilities must be regarded not as a therapeutic that is needed due to disability but as an opportunity

of participation and pleasure. In this communication we will stress the importance of the environment variables and

methodologies that can contribute to make AMA an important contribution to QL. Inclusion/Exclusion, competition,

pleasure, group dynamic, etc. are decisive features in order to make AMA a indispensable experience for a good

QL.  As it is well known, motor experiences are not positive themselves but need to be used in the framework of the

needs, projects and values of each person. AMA and QL: one without the other?  We don’t think so. References:

Rodrigues, D. (Edt.) (2006) “Actividade Motora Adaptada: a alegria do Corpo” (“Adapted Motor Activity: the Joy

of the Body”), S. Paulo,  Artes Médicas.

E-mail: drodrigues@fmh.utl.pt
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Evolution of Training in APA: Scope, Objectives,

and Trends for Future Challenges

Claire Boursier

 University of Paris X, France

Abstract—Looking at the evolution of the scope of adapted physical activity (APA) over the past decades, it can

be seen that new populations have emerged. Many contries understood the benefits of sport and physical activity

in order to improve quality of life, and implemented advertising campaigns aimed at promoting active lives throughout

the lifespan. This has caused the targeting of APA programs to new groups (old people, persons with health

disorders, etc.), linked to new needs expressed in the world. These programs in APA are as varied as their locations

and objectives. However, the instructors in charge of providing these programs must have specific knowledge and

competencies. Many organizations worldwide provide training in APA (universities, private organizations, ONG,

etc.) at different levels and in various areas (i.e., education, rehabilitation, recreation, and sport). In many countries,

academic training in APA started in the beginning of the 1980s. The history of inter-universities and enterprises
1

-

universities co-operations will be presented and analyzed, with a special emphasis on the implementation of

networks whose aims are to increase communication and to develop research programs and curricula in APA. In

this presentation we will focus part of our analysis on the evolution of programs in APA, and their prospects. We

will present the evolution of training in APA, underlining the impact of co-operation between associations and

institutions on the levels, content, quality, and development of this training. We will show that the need to develop

APA programs throughout the world in increasingly varied areas and places is accompanied by the necessary

development of new training and curricula, exempted, in particular, online.

E-mail: claire.boursier@u-paris10.fr

1

 This includes all organizations, institutions, and NGOs where APA programs are developed.
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ISAPA G. Lawrence Rarick Memorial Lecture

G. Lawrence Rarick

Most would agree that G. Lawrence Rarick was the most prominent

APA researcher ever.

His early education in the sciences underpinned a continuing belief in

maturation theory to explain age, gender, and disability characteristics

of motor performance of children across the age range of school

years.

Professor Rarick completed a series of research studies, so large and

ambitious as to scare most of us, their scale and complexity was most

impressive. Those studies have provided the field with classic baseline

data across performance levels, gender, and ability structures. With

participants who had Down syndrome, or learning disabilities, or mild

or moderate intellectual disability, his work shed light on typical and

atypical performance expectations and had significant programmatic

implications. The information gained has helped shape US Federal and

State Laws and Regulations, as well as our thinking and practice. APA

lost an outstanding scholar with his passing in 1995.

Previous Rarick Memorial Lecturers

Dr. Roy Shephard 1999

Dr. Sheila Henderson 2001

Dr. A.E. (Ted) Wall 2003

Dr. Alain Varray 2005

This section contains the full paper submitted by the

2007 Rarick Award recipient, Dr. Carlos E. Negrão.
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Rarick Award Recipient

Metabolic Syndrome: Effects of

Exercise and Hypocaloric Diet

Carlos E. Negrão

Ivani C. Trombetta

University of São Paulo, Brazil

Abstract—Accumulated evidences show that obesity has substantially increased in the last decades, and it is

associated with metabolic and hemodynamic disorders. Despite a significant genetic basis, obesity develops

mainly from environmental conditions such as an excess of caloric intake and a sedentary lifestyle. Metabolic

Syndrome is a clustering of alterations caused by the association of abdominal obesity with other cardiovascular

risk factors such as elevated TG, low HDL-cholesterol, high blood pressure, and elevated plasma glucose. These

altered metabolic conditions are strongly associated with cardiovascular diseases. Hyperinsulinemia, as well as

arterial baroreflex dysfunction and sleep obstructive apnea, cause an increase in sympathetic nerve activity in

obese individuals. The hemodynamic consequence of this autonomic alteration is the increase in vascular resistance,

which provokes a reduction in peripheral blood flow and elevation in blood pressure levels. Recent studies have

shown that a regimen based on regular exercise and a hypocaloric diet is an important strategy for the treatment of

human obesity. The association of exercise and hypocaloric diet not only preserves lean body mass, but also

causes significant reduction in abdominal circumference and improvement in insulin resistance. Body weight loss

by hypocaloric diet or hypocaloric diet associated with exercise training significantly reduces sympathetic nerve

activity. However, the impact of hypocaloric diet associated with exercise training in the vascular function is much

greater than that achieved by hypocaloric diet alone. This restoration in vascular function may be explained by an

improvement in endothelial function. In summary, regular exercise associated with hypocaloric diet emerges as an

important non-pharmacological strategy for the treatment of human obesity. The success of this non-

pharmacological paradigm may depend on a multi professional team, including medical doctors, physical educators,

nutritionists, physical therapists, and psychologists.

Key Words: Hypocaloric diet, exercise training, metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular diseases.

Accumulated evidences show that obesity has substantially

increased in the last decades. In addition, it is associated

with metabolic and hemodynamic disorders.
1, 2

 The National

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) cohort,

administered between 1988 and 1994, showed that 30% of

men and 46% of women were abdominally obese. These

statistics rose to 36% and 52%, respectively, in 1999-2000.
3,4

In European Population, in the WHO Monica Study, the

average waist circumference increased by 1 cm between 1989-

90 and 1994-95. Together, these findings point to the fact

that obesity is one of the major health problems today.

Moreover, it seems unlikely that this phenomenon will

plateau in the next few decades.

There is a consensus that obesity is directly related to

environmental conditions. Despite a significant genetic

basis, obesity only develops in the presence of a positive

energy balance.
5, 6

 The consumption of industrialized food

containing saturated fat and an excess of calories explains,

in great part, obesity in Western populations. In addition,

industrialization predisposes human beings to a more

sedentary lifestyle. In the United States, 54% to 60% of the

adults are insufficiently active, and 25% are sedentary.
7, 8

 In

Brazil, data from Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística

(IBGE) show that 80.8% of Brazilians are insufficiently active.

The physical activity during working time decreased, and

leisure time changed from an active to an inactive style. Time

spent in front of a television, computer, and other sedentary

activities increased considerably with the detriment of

activities involving greater caloric expenditures. These

statistical data clearly show that human beings have become

much more sedentary than in the past. The consequence of

such exposure is “body weight gain,” which contributes—

in great proportion—to human obesity.

What are the clinical implications of human obesity?

Abdominal obesity, independent of body weight index, has

been directly linked to cardiovascular disease. Obesity is

associated with elevated TG, low HDL-cholesterol, high blood

pressure, and elevated plasma glucose.
4

 According to the

National Cholesterol Education Program-Adult Treatment

Panel III (NCET-ATP III – Table 1), patients who meet three

of the five criteria are diagnosed as having Metabolic

Syndrome. All of these metabolic and hemodynamic

alterations are linked to cardiovascular disease. Elevated

plasma glucose levels cause hyperinsulinemia, which, in turn,

stimulates central sympathetic outflow (Figure 1). The

hemodynamic consequence of this autonomic alteration is
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Table 1. Clinical Identification of Metabolic Syndrome.

   Central Obesity

   1) Waist Circumference: men >102 cm; women >88 cm.

   Aterogenic Dyslipidemia

   2) TG: >150 mg/dL

   3) HDL: men <40 mg/dL; women <50 mg/dL

   Increased Blood Pressure

   4) PA: >130/>85 mmHg

   Insulin resistance

   5) Glucose: >110 mg/dL

   Adapted from National Cholesterol Education Program’s Adult

  Panel III (NCEP - ATP III)
4.

Figure 1. Baseline measurements of muscle sympathetic nerve

activity (MSNA) in 15 obese women (BMI > 30 kg/m
2
) and 12

age-matched lean women (BMI < 25 kg/m
2
). Note that muscle

sympathetic nerve activity was significantly increased in obese

women when compared with lean women. * P<0.05.

Figure 2. Abdominal circumference (AC) measurements in obese

women submitted to hypocaloric diet (D) or hypocaloric diet

associated with exercise training (DET). Note that the decrease in

AC was significantly greater in the hypocaloric diet associated

with exercise training group than in the hypocaloric diet group.

* P<0.05.

Figure 3. Homeostasis Model Assessment Index (HOMA score)

in obese women submitted to hypocaloric diet (D) or hypocaloric

diet associated with exercise training (DET). Note that D and

DET significantly decreased insulin resistance estimated by

HOMA score in obese women *P<0.05 vs. pre.

the increase of vascular resistance, which provokes

reduction in peripheral blood flow and elevation of blood

pressure levels.9 Hyperinsulinemia does not seem to be the

only explanation for the augmented sympathetic outflow in

obese individuals. Some investigators suggest that the

increased sympathetic nerve activity in obese individuals is

due to arterial baroreflex dysfunction.10 And, more recently,

the exaggerated sympathetic nerve activity in humans with

obesity has been linked to sleep obstructive apnea.11

Another important marker of obesity is alterations in the

plasma lipid profile. Obese individuals have greater plasma

total-cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol and TG levels than do lean

individuals. In contrast, they have lower plasma HDL-

cholesterol levels when compared with lean individuals. It

has been well characterized that these plasma alterations

are strongly associated with cardiovascular diseases.
12

What are the non-pharmacological strategies to treat patients

with metabolic syndrome? Recent studies have shown that

a regimen based on regular exercise and hypocaloric diet is

an important strategy for the treatment of human obesity.

Thus, in the next part of this report, I will present the results

of recent studies that describe the effects of exercise and

hypocaloric diet on metabolic and hemodynamic functioning

in humans with obesity.

Effects of regular exercise

and hypocaloric diet

Exercise training associated with a hypocaloric diet has

been the first choice for non-pharmacological therapy in the

treatment of metabolic syndrome. This therapeutic strategy

has shown to reduce body weight in humans.
13

 The

administration of hypocaloric diet alone, despite

significantly reducing body weight, has the inconvenience

of provoking loss in lean body mass. In a recent study in

which body weight loss by hypocaloric diet was compared

to hypocaloric diet with regular exercise, we found that the

body weight loss was similar between groups. However, the

individuals submitted to hypocaloric diet alone lost both fat

body mass and lean body mass, while the individuals

submitted to hypocaloric diet and exercise lost only fat body

mass.
13

 Moreover, exercise training also causes a significant
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reduction in abdominal circumference (Figure 2), which is

considered one of the major risk factors for cardiovascular

disease.
14

 Therefore, these findings have clinical relevance.

Additionally, they clearly demonstrated that non-

pharmacological therapy for the treatment of human obesity

should include both hypocaloric diet and exercise training.

Body weight loss causes improvement in insulin

resistance.
15

 We and other investigators have observed that

obese individuals submitted to hypocaloric diet and exercise

training significantly decreased their HOMA (Figure 3) score

and increased the total area below the curve for glucose and

insulin during an oral glucose tolerance test.
13, 15, 16

 However,

the effects of exercise training and hypocaloric diet are much

greater than are the effects of hypocaloric diet alone.
13, 15-17

Exercise training substantially increases insulin

sensitivity in humans with obesity.

The reduction in body weight also causes changes in

the plasma lipids profile. Exercise training and a hypocaloric

diet decreases total-cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol and

triglycerol levels. In contrast, this non-pharmacological

strategy significantly increases HDL-cholesterol levels. The

clinical consequence of these changes is a reduction in the

risk of cardiovascular disease.

Recent observations have demonstrated that body weight

loss by both exercise training and hypocaloric diet in obese

individuals significantly reduces sympathetic nerve

activity.
13

 Obese individuals submitted to hypocaloric diet

alone have a similar reduction in muscle sympathetic nerve

activity when compared to obese individuals submitted to

both hypocaloric diet and exercise training. These findings

suggest that there are no additive effects of exercise training

and hypocaloric diet on sympathetic nerve activation. The

actual mechanisms involved in the sympathetic inhibition

are still a matter of discussion. According to some

investigators, it may be attributed to the improvement in

arterial baroreceptors that reflexively control sympathetic

nerve activity.
18

 To other investigators, the reduction in

sympathetic nerve activity is due to a decrease in plasma

insulin levels as a consequence of the enhancement of insulin

sensitivity.
19

 And more recently, some have claimed that the

attenuation in sympathetic outflow is a consequence of

amelioration in sleep apnea. The relationship between

sympathetic overactivity and obstructive sleep apnea in

obese individuals is under intense investigation.

We have observed that the impact of exercise training

associated with hypocaloric diet in vascular function is much

greater than that achieved by hypocaloric diet alone. Muscle

vasodilatory responses to physiological maneuvers, which

are significantly attenuated in obese individuals, are

substantially improved after body weight loss by exercise

training associated with hypocaloric diet. In contrast, body

weight loss by hypocaloric diet alone does not show a change

in muscle vasodilatory responses in obese individuals.
13

Similar findings were observed in obese children. We have

recently found that body weight loss by exercise training

associated with hypocaloric diet, in contrast to hypocaloric

diet alone, restores the vasodilatory responses during mental

challenge and exercise in obese children.
20

 This restoration

in vascular function after body weight loss may be explained

by an improvement in endothelial function. There are

accumulated evidences that muscle blood flow depends on

the equilibrium of vasoconstrictor forces and vasodilatory

forces. During exercise and mental challenge, sympathetic

nerve activity represents the major vasoconstrictor force,

while endothelial-mediated nitric oxide production represents

the major vasodilator force.
21-23

 Since hypocaloric diet alone

and hypocaloric diet associated with exercise training cause

a similar reduction in muscle sympathetic nerve activity, it is

reasonable to explain the restoration in vascular function

after body weight loss by an improvement in endothelial

function. In fact, the beneficial effects of exercise training

on the endothelial function have been consistently

demonstrated, not only in healthy individuals,
24

 but in

hypertensive
25

 and heart failure patients.
26

Another advantage of including exercise training in the

treatment of metabolic syndrome in humans is the

improvement in functional capacity. Exercise training

associated with hypocaloric diet significantly increases peak

oxygen consumption in individuals with metabolic syndrome.

In contrast, hypocaloric diet alone, despite reducing body

weight, has little effect on peak oxygen consumption in obese

individuals.
13

 The improvement of functional capacity in

obese individuals is crucial for the continuation of body

weight loss or maintenance of body weight after a body

weight regimen.

Exercise training and hypocaloric

diet strategy for treatment

of metabolic syndrome

The success of a non-pharmacological treatment in

humans with metabolic syndrome depends, to a great degree,

on therapeutic strategies. Accumulated evidences at the

Heart Institute, Medical School and School of Physical

Education and Sport, University of São Paulo, show that the

best results are achieved by a professional team, which

includes medical doctors, physical educators, nutritionists,

physical therapists, and psychologists. To take part in the

Prevention or Cardiac Rehabilitation Program, the individual

is submitted to a clinical examination, which is conducted

by a medical doctor. Thereafter, he/she undergoes a

cardiopulmonary exercise test, which provides information

regarding possible clinical limitations and exercise capacity.

This evaluation is very important to the individual’s exercise

prescription. The next step includes a nutritional evaluation,

which is conducted by a nutritionist. This professional is in

charged of the caloric diet prescription. In case of any

skeletal-muscular limitations, the physical therapist

prescribes the adequate therapy to the individual. Finally,

the emotional and psychological status are evaluated by

the psychologist.

Exercise training. Exercise training consists of three 60-

minute exercise sessions. Each exercise session consists of
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30 to 40 minutes of aerobic cycling exercise, and 20 minutes

of exercise resistance and flexibility. The exercise intensity

is established by heart rate levels that correspond to an

anaerobic threshold of up to 10% below the respiratory

compensation point obtained in a progressive

cardiopulmonary exercise test. The anaerobic threshold is

determined to occur at the point where there is a loss of

linearity between oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide

production, or at the point where the ventilatory equivalent

for oxygen or end-tidal oxygen partial pressure curves reach

their respective minimum values and began to rise during

the progressive exercise test. The respiratory compensation

point is determined as the point where the ventilatory

equivalent for carbon dioxide is lowest before a systematic

increase or where end-tidal carbon dioxide partial pressure

has reached a maximum value and begins to decrease. The

peak oxygen uptake is considered to occur at the end of the

bicycle cardiopulmonary exercise test (ramp protocol with

10W to 15W increments every minute up to exhaustion),

when the subject can no longer maintain the bicycle velocity

at 60 rpm.

Hypocaloric diet. The basal energy requirements are

estimated using the FAO/WHO/UNU
27

 equation multiplied

by a factor of 1.3. Energy intake is reduced 600 Kcal/day.

The hypocaloric diet consists of 50-70% carbohydrates, 10-

15% protein, and 15-30% fat. On alternate weeks every

patient visits the clinical nutritionist for a regular check-up.

On each visit, the subjects are weighed and encouraged to

record their intake to ensure adherence to the dietary

protocol. The expected weight loss is about 5-10% of the

initial weight after 4 months.

Final remarks

In summary, obesity is one of the major health problems

worldwide. It is associated with a tremendous risk for

diseases and death, especially those related to the

cardiovascular system. Regular exercise associated with

hypocaloric diet emerges as an important non-

pharmacological strategy for the treatment of human obesity.

The success of this non-pharmacological paradigm may

depend on a multi professional team, including medical

doctors, physical educators, nutritionists,  physical

therapists, and psychologists.
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Usefulness of Qualitative Longitudinal

Assessment of One-Leg Balance in

Developmental Coordination

Disorder and Asperger’s Disorder

Motohide Miyahara

Kate Heveldt
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Abstract—This study conducted a qualitative assessment of one-leg balance task in addition to the measures of

time duration. We examined the variability of the qualitative and quantitative assessments and longitudinal changes

through no-intervention and intervention period in two children with developmental coordination disorder (DCD)

(seven and 11 year olds) and one child with Asperger’s disorder (10 year old).  Intervention included the instructions

to use the mature forms of balancing strategies for the one-leg balance task and strength training for core stability.

The seven year old child with DCD did not improve his balance strategies and time throughout the intervention.

The eleven year old child with DCD improved his time during the intervention, with the stable use of mature

strategies and decreasing use of elementary strategies. The ten year old child with Asperger’s disorder decreased

the use of initial strategies during the intervention, while his balance time was improving.  The study demonstrated

the usefulness of qualitative and longitudinal assessment of one-leg balance along with quantitative assessment.

Key Words: One-leg balance, developmental coordination disorder, Asperger’s disorder.

One-leg balance test has been widely used as an indicator

of static balance ability. The tester usually measures the

time duration after the non-supporting foot is taken off the

floor until the foot touches back down to the floor.  While

measuring the time with a stopwatch, the tester either looks

at the test taker’s lifting foot or the stopwatch, thus failing

to observe how the test taker is balancing the whole body.

To teach people how to balance, however, it would be useful

to know the strategies that students employ to balance

themselves.

Developmental changes in the kinematic characteristics

of one-leg balance have been proposed by Gallahue and

Ozmun for a quarter of a century since the first edition of

their textbook, Understanding Motor Development: Infants,

Children, Adolescents, Adults first published in 1982.

Regardless of their long publication of the hypothesized

stages, it was not until Tu Toit and Pienaar (2001) had

assessed 514 children ranging in age from three to six years

that the developmental stages of one-leg balance was, at

least partially, verified with a significant correlation between

qualitative (i.e, observation of movements) and quantitative

(i.e., time duration) assessment. The researchers also found

that 44% of three year olds had been above their age level,

and approximately a quarter of the six year olds had scored

below the five year old level.  Although the validity of the

age standards of the qualitative assessment needs further

examination, the importance of the use of qualitative

assessment was emphasized.

The purpose of this study was to examine the usefulness

of the qualitative assessment of one-leg balance by

repeatedly assessing three children who had balance

problems. We conducted balance intervention with the

children, and examined if the developmental stages of the

qualitative assessment would progress along with the

expected increasing time of the lifting leg off the floor.

Method

Participants

Two boys with developmental coordination disorder

(DCD) (seven and 11 year olds) and one boy with Asperger’s

disorder (10 year old) participated in this study.  The

diagnoses were recorded by medical professionals on the

referral forms to the Movement Development Clinic.  The

participants came to the clinic to improve their physical

abilities, and agreed to participate in this balance study.  They

were taught by senior undergraduate university student

teachers majored in physical education.

Measurements

The Fundamental Movement Pattern Assessment

Instrument (FMPAI) (Gallahue and Ozmun, 2006) was

employed as a qualitative assessment of one-leg balance

skill in addition to the time duration of one-leg balance test.

The developmental stages of the one-leg balance consist of

three stages: the initial stage, the elementary stage, and the
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mature stage.  Of the six characteristics of the initial stage,

the item of inconsistent leg preference was not used because

there was no specific procedure to determine the preferred

leg, and we always examined both legs.  Of the elementary

and mature stages, we did not use the item of balancing with

close eyes because this task was too difficult, fear-

provoking, and even dangerous for our participants.

Procedures

The participants first had an eight week baseline period

of generic intervention for their physical skills except for

specific balance skill.  During the following nine week period

of break, the participants did not come to the clinic for either

their schools’ or university’s winter vacation. After the

vacation, we conducted a specific balance intervention

program, included the instructions to use the mature forms

of balancing strategies for the one-leg balance task and

strength training for core stability, for eight weeks. During

the baseline and the balance intervention period, both

qualitative and quantitative balance assessment was

conducted at every session. The percentage of strategies

that each participant used from each stage was plotted over

time. Time duration in seconds for the right and left legs

were also plotted on separate graphs.  Visual inspection of

the plotted time-series data examined the mean, variability

and trend in each period.

Results

Seven year old boy with DCD

As shown in Figure 1, he used the elementary strategies,

the mature strategies, and the initial strategies in that order

of dominance. His balance time (Figure 2) and balancing

strategies were stable, and did not improve throughout the

balance intervention period.

Eleven year old boy with DCD

He used predominantly the mature strategies, some

elementary strategies, and no initial strategies (Figure 3).

His balance time became longer during the balance

intervention period (Figure 4), with the stable use of mature

strategies and decreasing use of elementary strategies.

Ten year old child with Asperger’s disorder

He used the mature strategies, elementary strategies, and

initial strategies in that order.  His use of initial strategies

decreased during the intervention (Figure 5), while his

balance time was improving (Figure 6).

Figure 3. Percentages of strategies from each stage that an eleven

year old boy with developmental coordination disorder used over

the baseline, break, and balance intervention period.

Figure 2. One-leg balance time of a seven year old boy with

developmental coordination disorder.

Figure 4. One-leg balance time of an eleven year old boy with

developmental coordination disorder.

Figure 1. Percentages of strategies from each stage that a seven

year old boy with developmental coordination disorder used over

the baseline, break, and balance intervention period.
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Discussion

Three children’s use of balancing strategies was

demonstrated with the longitudinal qualitative assessment

of one-leg balance.  Variabilities of both qualitative and

quantitative assessment were considerably high.

Conventional quantitative assessment of one-leg balance,

in particular, showed fluctuating times over the assessment

periods in all three participants.  Although similarly varied

widely, the qualitative assessment provided an extra

dimension for the dominant use of balancing strategies,

which accounted for the underlying mechanisms of balance

performance.  In conclusion, the study demonstrated the

usefulness of qualitative and longitudinal assessment of

one-leg balance along with quantitative assessment.
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Abstract—A respiratory standard change, from nasal to oral, due to superior airways obstructive diseases such as

allergic rhinitis and enlarged adenoids, is very common in school-aged children. This simple change in the way in

which air is captured causes serious developmental problems for these children (i.e., facial and corporal alterations),

and degrades their quality of life. This research evaluates mouth-breathing students in their first year of junior

secondary school to investigate whether there is any relationship between such variables as body postural problems

and learning difficulties and the degree of their relationship. Twelve students with upper air obstruction diseases

and mouth-breathing symptoms and 24 mouth-breathing students, already assessed in 2003, were selected. The

control group consisted of 18 nose-breathing students in their first year of junior secondary school. Pedagogical

assessments, consisting of copying text, coupled with the solving of arithmetic problems, were distributed, and

body posture was evaluated by observing deviations of positions of the neck, shoulders, thorax, body trunk,

spine, and abdomen. Since there is no linear correlation between body postural problems and learning difficulties,

it is possible that performance in school by mouth-breathing students can not be estimated through body postural

deviations. The results showed that the number of deviant segments is higher in the mouth-breathing group than

in the nose-breathing one. Similarly, deviation in the neck segment (head forward) was more frequent in the

experimental group than in the control group. Similarities in the performances of both mouth- and nose-breathing

students in their pedagogical assessments also were recorded. Nevertheless, results for both groups were not

satisfactory, since mean mistakes in the 193-word copying text task by both the mouth-breathing students (27.44

mistakes) and the nose-breathing students (36.88 mistakes) were high relative to their grade levels. Similar problems

occurred with their arithmetic answers: both groups made mistakes in over 40% of the mathematical problems and

operations. Current research corroborates medical literature that indicates that body postural deviations and

learning difficulties are problems common in mouth-breathing children.

Key Words: Mouth breathing, body postural problems, learning difficulties, special education.

Introduction

Obstruction of the upper airways damages nasal respiration

and makes the child inhale the atmospheric air through the

mouth. This obstruction is caused, mainly, by hypertrophy

of the pharynx tonsils (or adenoids), by the hypertrophy of

the palatal tonsils, by allergic rhinitis, and by deviation of

the nasal septum (Motonaga; Berti; Anselmo-Lima, 2000;

Oliveira, 2004; Weckx & Weckx, 1995).

The first consequences of oral respiration due to nasal

obstruction are alterations in the development of the child’s

face (Ganança et al, 2000). The always-open mouth favors

displacement of the jawbone downward and backward, and

inclination of the head. As a result, all of the muscles of the

face must adapt themselves, which brings changes to the

dental arcade and to the position of the teeth, as well as the

lips, the tongue, the palate and the jawbone (Motonaga;

Berti; Anselmo-Lima, 2000).

Problems in posture development are also common in

the person who respires through the mouth. Between the

ages of 7 to 12 years, there is acceleration in body develop-

ment, and new postures are assumed in its attempt to adapt

to the proportion of the segments. These improper postures

during this phase may cause unbalance in the muscles,

resulting in body alterations that will follow the individual

throughout his or her adult life (Penha et al., 2005).

Mouth breathing is a factor that can compromise ideal

posture. The permanence of the always-opened mouth

promotes the retro positioning of the jawbone. This structural

alteration promotes the post-positioning of the head’s

gravity center, making the individual who respires through

the mouth set his or her head forward in order to keep the

body’s static equilibrium. The alteration of the head posture

enlarges the oral-nasal-pharynx space to favor respiration

through the mouth, but creates cervical lordosis and dorsal

kyphosis (Carvalho, 2003).

Besides these troubles, those who breathe through the

mouth can also present asymmetric scapulas and shoulders,

forward rotation of the shoulders, rotation of the pelvis, and

outward knees (Krakauer, 1997; Breda & Moreira, 2003; Yi et
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al., 2003).

Breathing in a short and rapid way brings about a

reduction in the volume of inspired air, and this can become

a hypoxia that resounds throughout the child’s entire

organism, even affecting his or her capacity to concentrate

(Breuer, 1989). This lack of attention can impair scholarly

achievement by the mouth-breathing individual (Di

Francesco, 2003).

The characterization of learning difficulties in mouth-

breathing students came to be the object of a study by a

research team in the post-graduate program at Maringá State

University (UEM). For some years researchers have observed

lack of attention in mouth-breathing students, especially

while copying text and while performing arithmetic exercises

(Godoy, 2003; Leal, 2004; Silva, 2005).

Among characteristics of mouth-breathing students, the

problems of body posture and learning difficulties are much

quoted in the medical literature (Aragão, 1988; Carvalho,

2003; Sá Filho, 1994; Weckx & Weckx, 1995).

Due to mouth breathing, one is forced to push the head

forward, bringing alterations to body posture, to sleep and

to the attention process. This damages the individual’s

quality of life, and because of this, their scholarly

development (Aragão, 1988; Carvalho, 2003).

Knowledge about the educational difficulties and

postural problems typical in mouth breathers are fundamental

for designing programs of assistance in schools. Special

requirements for these children must be continually

investigated by professionals in the educational field, and

this is becoming an object of study by professionals in

physical education as well.

Method

In studies by Leal (2004) and Silva (2005), respectively,

surveys were taken of 30 students with hypertrophy of the

pharynx tonsils, and another 30 with allergic rhinitis. These

mouth-breathers were selected, in 2003, from patients of an

odontologic school clinic in Maringá.

From this total of 60 participants, only 24 students were

from the fifth grade, because a great number had changed

addresses or schools. To create the control group, we

selected 30 classmates of mouth-breathers who, according

to their teachers, did not present with any hardships in

learning.

The trial instrument, Nasal Obstruction Symptoms,

developed by Godoy (2003), was applied to family members

in order to identify children with a history of obstructive

diseases of the upper airways (including the length of time

the child had the disease, treatment(s), and treatment results)

and in order to identify symptoms of mouth-breathing.

Among the 30 children, 12 presented characteristics of mouth

breathing that were linked to a history of upper airways

obstructive disease, and so, they were included in the

experimental group.

Excluding these 12 children, the control group was formed

with 18 mouth-breathing students from the fifth grade of

junior secondary school; the group of nasal-breathers was

composed of 36 children.

The research was first approved by the Ethics Committee

Involving Human Beings of the Maringá State University.

Only children whose parents agreed to sign a document,

“Terms of knowledge and free and clear agreement,” were

included.

The assessment of skill development was made through

copying texts and solving math and arithmetic tests, authored

by Godoy (2003). Students in the experimental group and in

the control group were evaluated at school in two sessions,

during a class period. In the first session, the body posture

exam and the test for solving arithmetic operations were

administered.

In the second session, the children solved arithmetic

problems and copying text.

For the evaluation of side body postures of the students

in the experimental group and for the control group we used

a simetograph (Adams et al., 1985), and an instrument for

evaluation called the New York Method (Johnson; Nelson,

1974).

For statistical analysis, two types of computer software,

Statistica (2004) and BioEstat (Ayres et al., 2003), were used.

Results

The statistical technique of linear correlation was used

to measure the intensity of the relation in the groups “mouth-

breathing” and “nasal-breathing,” between the variables

“posture problems,” “difficulty in copying text,” “difficulties

in solving arithmetic operations,” and “difficulties in solving

arithmetic problems.”

Pedagogical assessment was determined by adding the

numbers of mistakes each child committed while copying

text, and in arithmetic operations and arithmetic problems.

For the copying text assignment, each student could make a

maximum of 193 mistakes in spelling, 193 word omissions, 64

punctuation signs, 28 writing accents, and 12 paragraph

divisions within two or more assignments. In the arithmetic

operations assessment, the student could commit a maximum

of 17 mistakes. In the arithmetic problem assessment, each

student was allowed eight mistakes. In the evaluation of

side postures for each child, the total number of altered

segments was computed.

Analysis of correlation in the group of mouth-

breathers

The parametric analysis using linear Pearson’s

correlations was applied to identify relationships between

the variables. The following coefficients were obtained: r =

0.000 (posture problems and difficulties in solving

arithmetical operations), and r = - 0.143 (posture problems

and difficulties in solving arithmetical problems). Therefore,
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both results revealed a weak relationship among the

variables.

The statistical results of the t-test indicated that there

was not a significant linear correlation between the variables

“posture problems,” “difficulties in solving arithmetical

operations” (t = 0.002; p = 0.998), and between “posture

problem” and “difficulties in solving arithmetical problems”

(t  =  - 0.844; p = 0.404).

For the analysis of correlation between “posture

problems” and “difficulties in copying text,” a non-parametric

test of linear correlation by Spearman was used, since the

variable “difficulty in copying text” did not show a normal

distribution (Test of Shapiro-Wilk, p = 0.000). The linear

correlation coefficient by Spearman (r
s

) was + 0.069, and

indicates a weak relationship between the variables.

The statistical results of the t-test indicated that there was

no sufficient evidence to conclude that there is a linear

correlation between “posture problems and difficulties in

copying text” (t = 0.405; p = 0.687).

Analysis of correlation in the group of nasal-

breathers

The coefficients of correlation here were: r
s

 = - 0.109

(“posture problems” and “difficulties in solving arithmetic

operations”), r
s

 = - 0.065 (“posture problems” and “difficulties

in copying text”) and r
s

 = - 0.144 (“posture problems” and

“difficulties in solving arithmetical problems”). There was,

therefore, a relatively weak correlation between 1. “posture

problems” and “difficulties in solving arithmetic operations;”

2. “posture problem”  and “difficulties in copying text” and

3. “posture problem” and “difficulties in solving arithmetical

problems.”

So, as seen in the group of mouth-breathers, there is no

significant linear correlation in the group of nasal-breathers

between “posture problems” and “difficulties in copying

text” (t = - 0.263 and p = 0.795); “posture problem” and

“difficulties in solving arithmetical operations” (t = 0.440;

p= 0.665) and “posture problem” and “difficulties in solving

arithmetical problems” (t = - 0.583;  p = 0.567)

The absence of a significant linear correlation between

the variables “posture problem” and “learning difficulties”

makes it hard to estimate the performance of the mouth-

breathers for copying text and in solving the arithmetical

operations and problems, based on posture problems. The

conclusion that there is not a significant linear correlation

doesn’t mean that “posture problems” and “learning

difficulties” are not associated in some way, since there can

be a non-linear relationship.

Comparison of the results for mouth-breathers

and nasal breathers in the posture evaluation

Posture was evaluated recording the total number altered

segments in each child. The non-parametrical Mann-Whitney

Test revealed a significant difference among the groups (Sum

of posts in the group of mouth-breathers = 1118.000; Sum of

posts for the nasal-breathing group = 367.000; U = 196.000;

Z = 2.348; p = 0.018). The total number of altered body

segments in the group of mouth-breathers was greater than

for those observed in the nasal-breathing group.

The frequency of deviation for each body segment,

presented by both groups, was compared by the X
2

 test for

two independent samples, which allowed us to evaluate the

significance of the inter-group differences (Siegel, 1977).

Since the analysis of the students’ body segments included

two categories (“normal segment” and “deviated segment”),

the value of the X
2

 was submitted to the correction of

continuity, or correction of Yates (Aires et al., 2003).

The results of the X
2

 test did not indicate any significant

differences among the groups for the following segments:

shoulder (correction of Iates = 0.68; p = 0.101),  trunk

(correction of Yates = 0.38; p = 0.535), thorax column

(correction of Yates = 3.35; p = 0.067) abdomen  (correction

of Yates = 0.01; p = 0.922), lumbar column (correction of

Yates = 0.23;  p = 0.629). There was an inter-group difference

for the neck segment (correction of Yates = 4.90;  p = 0.026),

with the most frequent deviation in the mouth-breathing

individuals. This deviation, which promotes the forward

inclination of the head, was observed in 64% of the group.

Performance in the pedagogical assessment

To compare the performance of the mouth-breathing

children with the nasal-breathing children for copying text,

the total amount of mistakes for each child was computed.

The U test of Mann-Whitney demonstrated that there was a

no significant difference between the performance of the

mouth-breathing and nasal-breathing samples (sum of posts

of the mouth breathing ones = 927.500; sum of posts of the

nasal breathing ones = 557.500; U = 261.500; Z = 1.146;  p =

0,251).

The analysis of the inter-group results in the arithmetic

operation assessment was made by a parametric test, the t-

test for independent samples. Results of the test indicated

that in neither group was there a significant difference in the

task of solving arithmetic operations (t = - 0.093; p = 0.925).

But, since this assessment was composed of 17 operations,

the average number of mistakes made by members of each

group (mouth breathing = 7.583; nasal breathing = 7.666)

was not satisfactory.

So, as also observed in the assessment of copying text

and the solving of arithmetic operations, there was not any

difference between the performances of the mouth- and

nasal-breathing groups in the resolution of arithmetic

problems (t-test for independent samples, t = - 0.374; p =

0.709). Too, as observed in the solving of arithmetic

operations, the groups presented very high mistake averages

(mouth-breathing = 3.833; nasal-breathing = 4.055).
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Discussion

A consequence of the mouth-breathing observed in the

experimental group of 36 children who were evaluated in

this study was an alteration in the neck segment, as seen in

64% (23) of the children. The forward inclination of the head

occurs due to the backward position of the jaw bone, and

adapts with the organism, since the enlargement of the oral-

nasal-pharynx space favors breathing through the mouth.

This modifying of the posture of the head is responsible for

other body alterations that occur in mouth-breathing

individuals once the onward inclination of the head

unbalances the body, forcing the muscles connected to the

neck and to the back to adjust themselves in the new posture

(Carvalho, 2003).

The deviation of the head posture was also observed in

two other studies. Krakauer (1997) verified that the

forwarding of the head occurred more frequently in mouth-

breathing children between 5 and 8 years old, and between 8

years and one month and 10 years old, than in the nasal-

breathing children of the same ages. In a study by Breda

and Moreira (2003), the alteration of posture of the head

was one of the characteristic observed in a group of 15

mouth-breathing individuals from 5 to 10 years old.

Besides organic alterations, the experimental group of

mouth-breathing individuals presented low scholarly

performance. But it is not possible to estimate the learning

difficulties of the mouth-breathing individuals that begin

with problems in their body posture because there was no

significant linear correlation between these variables.

The mouth-breathing children presented a similar level

of development to their nasal-breathing peers. But the results

for both groups were not always similar.  Taking into account

that the text the students copied consisted of 193 words

spread over 20 lines, the average number of mistakes for the

mouth-breathing individuals (27.44) and for the nasal-

breathing individuals (36.88) were high for fifth-grade

students. Similar problems were observed in the arithmetic

assessments: the mouth-breathing group made mistakes in

48% of the problems and 44% of the operations, and the

nasal breathing group made mistakes in 51% of the problems

and 45% of the operations.

The fact that there were no inter-group differences in the

pedagogical assessments does not mean that the mouth-

and nasal-breathing participants did not present group-

specific characteristics. For instance, the mouth breathing

individuals committed more mistakes in problem resolution

that were related to attention than did the nasal-breathing

individuals.

Attention problems in the mouth-breathing individuals

were also recorded by Godoy (2003). A neural-psychological

evaluation showed that mouth-breathing individuals

presented difficulties in selective, sustained, and willing

attention. In copying text, the problems of selective and

sustained attention favored the exchanges and omissions

of punctuation symbols, spelling mistakes, and the omission

of phrases and accent marks; and the arithmetic assessment

required the students to change operational signals and they

made more mistakes when re-grouping.

Difficulties in selective and sustained attention also were

evident in students with hypertrophy of pharynx tonsils

(Leal, 2004) and those who had allergic rhinitis (Silva, 2005),

who committed mistakes in spelling and omissions of

symbols for words while copying text. These students also

committed arithmetic mistakes in multiplication. This type

of mistake, as seen in their resolution of problems and

operations, was very frequent, despite the fact that they

had copies of a multiplication table for reference. Leal (2004)

hypothesized that the children did not know how to use the

multiplication table, or couldn’t use it adequately because a

lack of attention prejudiced their selection of the appropriate

numerals for the operations displayed in lines on the table.

A lack of knowledge on the part of teachers about problems

caused by nasal obstruction, and, as a consequence, by

mouth-breathing during childhood development, is one of

the obstacles teachers need to overcome in order to improve

their quality of teaching.

This study has demonstrated that mouth-breathing

children up to 11 years of age present posture problems

that, if not treated in this phase of life, can worsen during

adulthood. Severe dental occlusion, eating difficulties, poor

physical resistance, sleeping difficulties, and inattention are

some organic alterations seen in mouth-breathing individuals

who need specialized treatment. Medical treatment in

advance of obstructive diseases of the upper airways can

help avoid the occurrence of these problems and the

compromising of the quality of life for these children.  Preci-

sely because of this, the role of the teacher is fundamental

to the identification of students with possible symptoms of

obstructive diseases.

Mouth respiration is a problem that demands inter-

disciplinary intervention. Otorhinolaryngologists or

immunologists must be searched out by the family, because

they can remove the mechanical causes or help with the

medical control of the nasal obstruction. Once the causal

factor has been treated, it necessary for the family to seek

out the help of professionals who can provide assistance

with regard to the child’s postural condition, dental health,

nutrition, psychological health, and other issues that might

have resulted from mouth-breathing.

A clogged nose, the incidence of frequent colds, a mouth

that is always open, severe dental occlusion, deep shadows

around the eyes, lack of attention, low physical resistance,

and tired breathing soon after little physical effort, forwarding

of the head, dorsal kyphosis, lumbar lordosis, and an

advanced abdomen, all are problems for which the physical

education teacher must be on guard, because they can be

an indication that the student breathes through the mouth.

So, the PE professional can play an important role in the

precocious identification of and in the directing of a child

with possible symptoms of obstructive diseases of the upper

airways, and of mouth-breathing, to a specialist.

Investigations of postural problems related to mouth-

breathing in developing children have only recently begun.
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Additional studies must be undertaken by educators, and,

mainly, by professionals in the area of physical education,

who, rarely have been aware of this problem.
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Abstract—The Special Olympics University Program is an expansion of Special Olympics through an innovative

partnership between Special Olympics, IFAPA, and ICSSPE to include sports for athletes with intellectual disability

in university physical education programs in Europe, Eurasia, and Asia. The project was designed to assist university

professors teach a course in Special Olympics as a part of the physical education curriculum or include a unit on

Special Olympics in adapted physical education coursework. Specifically, the project attempted to:  (a) introduce

ideas about sport for people with disability, (b) discuss principles of Special Olympics sports training and competition,

(c) present resources to launch Special Olympics practical programs with university students, and (d) provide

incentives for universities to become involved in the Special Olympics movement. To accomplish these goals, a

Special Olympics curriculum was designed to facilitate the inclusion of Special Olympics in the university physical

education program. The curriculum consists of classroom instruction discussing philosophy and practices of

Special Olympics training and competition, as well as strategies to include a Special Olympics coaching and/or

sports management training experience. The Special Olympics University initiative has been incorporated into

physical education programs in over 80 universities in Europe, Eurasia, and China.

Key Words: Special Olympics, university program, physical education curriculum, sports training.

Special Olympics is an international program of sports

training and competition for individuals with intellectual

disabilities. Founded in 1968 by Eunice Kennedy Shriver,

Special Olympics provides year-round training and athletic

competition for 2.25 million athletes in over 150 countries.

Special Olympics offers competition in 28 Olympic-type

sports through the efforts of over 700,000 volunteers

involved in 25,000 athletic competitions around the world

each year. Despite this success, there are still over 190 million

people with intellectual disabilitities worldwide that deserve

the chance to experience an improved quality of life. To

facilitate the growth and global expansion of Special

Olympics, a project between Special Olympics national

programs and higher education was initiated. The program

was designed to assist professors at universities, physical

education institutes, and physical education academies in

Asia, Eurasia, and Europe introduce sport for individuals

with intellectual disabilities into their physical education
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curricula. Sports management curricular materials (a)

introduce ideas about sport for persons with intellectual

disabilities, (b) discuss principles of Special Olympics sports

training and competition, (c) present resources to launch

Special Olympics practical programs with university

students, and (d) provide incentives for universities to

become involved in the Special Olympics movement.

     The University Project began in 1999 with a series of

seminars designed for professors from physical education

programs in Eastern Europe and Eurasia who were teaching

or were preparing to teach a course in adapted physical

education or sports for persons with disabilities. A series of

sport seminars were conducted in Poland, The Netherlands,

Kazakhstan, Latvia and Ukraine for professors from

universities in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria,

Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic,

Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia, Tadjikistan, Ukraine and

Uzbekistan. In 2002, seminars were conducted with

university professors in Portugal and Italy. In 2003, a seminar

with the rectors, vice-rectors, directors and deans from 13

universities in Armenia, Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,

Lithuania, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan was

held in conjunction with the 2003 Special Olympics World

Summer Games in Dublin, Ireland. Also in 2003, a seminar

was conducted in Slovenia with faculty from universities in

countries of the former Yugoslavia. Faculty from universities

in Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Serbia- Montenegro, and

Slovenia came together to discuss ways to include Special

Olympics in their physical education programs. In 2004,

seminars were conducted in Romania and Bulgaria with

faculty from 14 universities across Romania. In 2005,

introductory seminars were conducted in Israel, Turkey, and

Russia.

     In spring 2003, a seminar was conducted in Shanghai,

China with professors from universities in Beijing, Shanghai,

Tianjin, Wu Han, and Nanjing. The Special Olympics

university project is supported by leaders from higher

education in China and the China Ministry of Education and

is an integral component of the development plan in China

to reach 500,000 new mentally disabled athletes by 2008.

The next Special Olympics World Summer Games will be in

Shanghai in 2007.

Special Olympics at Slippery

Rock University (USA)

The Adapted Physical Activity Program (APA) at

Slippery Rock University (SRU) is an undergraduate minor

with 120 students enrolled, serving more than 270 children

and adults with disabilities with physical activities seven

days each week. The APA minor is a 27-credit program that

is the only one of its kind in Pennsylvania and one of the

largest in the United States. The Center on Disability and

Health is housed within the APA program and is responsible

for coordinating and conducting campus and community-

based physical activity and nutrition education programs

for children and adults with disabilities. Examples of practical

activities include programs for children with visual

impairments, autism spectrum disorders, and adults with

severe and profound disabilities.

Undergraduate students enrolled in the APA program

participate in the Special Olympics University Curriculum

during the “Sport and Disability” class that has been offered

within the APA minor since 2004. Students progress through

Module 0-General Orientation, Module 1-Skills Course,

Module 2-Principles of Coaching, and Module 2A-Coaching

Special Olympics Athletes.  Slippery Rock University works

closely with Butler County, Pennsylvania Special Olympics

to provide opportunities for students to receive the necessary

hours of experience with the athletes. The students have

been involved with coaching Special Olympics soccer,

bowling, volleyball, long distance run/walk, power lifting,

swimming, floor hockey, gymnastics, equestrian, basketball,

athletics (track and field) and bowling. These volunteer

opportunities enable students to become certified Special

Olympics coaches in a wide variety of sports. At the

conclusion of the spring semester of 2007, there will have

been 145 students who have become certified Special

Olympics coaches at SRU since its inception. The students

and staff at SRU have put in over 1500 hours of volunteer

time with Butler County Special Olympics in the coaching

certification program.

      The APA rogram has joined with Special Olympics to

offer four additional teams on campus. Students in the Special

Olympics University Curriculum and Sport and Disability

class have organized and coached soccer, swimming,

gymnastics and equestrian teams. In addition, a $2,500 USD

grant was received to support the new gymnastics team.

      In addition to the coaching/training program, SRU has

been hosting a fall sectional competition for 16 years. Each

sectional offers six sports, with up to 275 athletes, 125

coaches and 500 student volunteers. In addition there is a

management team of 32 SRU students plan the event. This

results in a total of over 4,050 volunteer hours for this event.

SRU and Special Olympics also offered a games management

training workshop in February 2006. Forty students and

faculty took advantage of this opportunity to learn about

Special Olympics games management techniques.

Camp Shriver, an early initiative of Eunice Kennedy

Shriver in 1962, has been revitalized at Slippery Rock

University and in the summer of 2007 will develop and

disseminate the unified Camp Shriver assessment and

curriculum model. Camp Shriver is a program where sport

skill training is coupled with relationship building between

athletes with and without disabilities followed by a mentoring

model carried out beyond the duration of a two-week summer

camping experience.

SRU works closely with all levels of Special Olympics.

The local Special Olympics is very appreciative of SRU

students and the university has been excited by the

cooperative relationship. The Special Olympics sports

director works closely with the state training director to help

provide all the necessary workbooks, sports manuals and
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other related paperwork. SRU students gain valuable

experience with this new initiative and many more athletes

are benefiting. The program has given SRU the opportunity

to increase awareness of Special Olympics and increase the

number of coaches and athletes. SRU is looking forward to

continuing to work with Special Olympics athletes in the

community and continuing to promote the Special Olympics

University Curriculum.

Special Olympics at the National

Sports Academy (Bulgaria)

The development of the Special Olympics University

project began with the organization of the first National

Seminar in October 2004, where 58 lecturers from different

universities were trained. The National Sports Academy

(NSA), as the only specialized higher education institution

in Bulgaria for coaching sciences and physical education,

was selected as a host university for the project. Since then,

the further development of the Special Olympics University

project is among the priorities of Special Olympics Bulgaria.

For the academic year 2003-2004, the subject of Special

Olympics was included in the curriculum of the Master

Program in Sport with a specialization in Adapted Physical

Activity with a 2-hour lecture and 3 hours of practical

training. The lecture was a summary of the Special Olympics

University Curriculum and provided a general overview about

the history, aims and objectives, eligibility criteria, and types

of competitions.

For the academic year 2005-2006, a complete theoretical

module, “Special Olympics Movement,” was included in the

curriculum of the students following the Master Program in

Adapted Physical Activity and Sport. The module is

designed for 30 academic hours and one ECTS. According

to the study plan, the students are required to perform 120

hours of practical training, from which 20 hours are Special

Olympics related practice. For this practical training, a few

alternatives are offered: volunteering in Special Olympics

national games, coaching practice in special schools, or

participation at a summer camp for adapted water sports.

The study plan of this module is based on the original nine

lessons of the Special Olympics University Curriculum, where

the lesson related to training is extended and another two

lessons are added: adaptations in inclusive school

environment and small Special Olympics projects

development. An analysis of the results of the evaluation of

the module found that the students requested additional

practical experience. As a result, the hours for practical

training were increased by 20 hours. Another modification

was the option for weekly practice in a school for children

with intellectual disabilities.

On the bachelor level, all students from the three faculties

(sport, physical education and kinesiotherapy) have included

in their curriculum a required course in APA in which four

hours from the total of 30 hours are an introduction to the

principles, philosophy and practices of Special Olympics.

Through participation in mobility programs such as Erasmus

or CEEPUS, some students from the NSA have the

opportunity to follow specialized courses in Special Olympics

in other European universities. A general overview lecture

about Special Olympics is included in the curriculum of the

physical education students in three other universities in

Bulgaria: Plovdiv, Blagoevgrad and Veliko Tarnovo.

The governing body and the Rector of the NSA support

Special Olympics events. In 2006, a collaboration between

NSA, Special Olympics Bulgaria, the State Agency for

Disabled Persons and the State Agency for Youth and Sport

was formed to support the development of the Special

Olympics University project in Bulgaria. This cooperation is

reinforced by the current tendency for total inclusive

education in primary and secondary schools in Bulgaria. In

order to respond to the demands of inclusive physical

education, NSA is working towards extension of the Special

Olympics University project in the system of the Life Long

Learning educational framework of the European commission.

Special Olympics in the Erasmus Mundus

Master in Adapted Physical Activity (Europe)

The Erasmus Mundus Master in Adapted Physical

Activity is a postgraduate university program providing

state–of-the-art research and teaching methodology in

adapted physical activity, as well as the social, pedagogical

and technical aspects of physical activity, adapted to the

needs of persons with disabilities. The objective of the

Erasmus Mundus Master in Adapted Physical Activity

program is to combine the competencies of a number of

European universities in order to offer students

comprehensive training and knowledge in the many aspects

of APA. The program is organised within the following

universities of the Erasmus Mundus Master Consortium:

Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium), University of

Limerick (Ireland), Palacky University (Czech Republic) and

the Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education

(Norway). The master course has a duration of one year and

consists of 60 ECTS credits. In the first year, 39 students

from 25 different countries participated and in the second

year 41 students from 23 countries were involved in the

program.

The subject of Special Olympics is addressed in several

courses, which form different modules of the program. Since

this is a master program, there is no specific use of the Special

Olympics University Curriculum, but the Special Olympics

movement is considered of major importance to be introduced

to students. In the beginning of the academic year, the

students are introduced to the concept of Special Olympics

and its organization. This is done during a series of lectures

in the subject of international perspectives (10 teaching

hours); a course which aims to provide information about

different sport and sports science organizations, their tasks

and involvement in APA and sport for persons with

disabilities. The subject of Special Olympics is also
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discussed during classes in the pedagogical approach in

APA. The students are introduced to the philosophy and

the mission of Special Olympics, to the Special Olympics

athletes, and Special Olympics sports and programs. Special

attention is given as well to Special Olympics research and

research policy.

Students who are part of the module offered by Palacky

University have the unique opportunity to take a separate

course entitled “Special Olympics Instructor Course” for 30

study hours. The structure of the course allows students to

be included as volunteers in Special Olympics events and to

have the opportunity to obtain the international certificate

of Special Olympics instructor. This opportunity for practical

experience is highly appreciated by the studnets in the

program.

Special Olympics at the

University of Coimbra (Portugal)

The Special Olympics University Program at the

University of Coimbra in Portugal is a 15-hour module offered

to undergraduate students as part of the adapted sports

and physical education course. The module teaches students

about different issues related to sport for athletes with

intellectual disabilities and uses new information provided

through the Special Olympics University Program (CD-Rom,

powerpoint presentations, DVD videos, on-line information

about rules and training courses). The module includes a

4.5-hour theoretical framework presentation, including an

analysis of issues such as philosophy and history of the

movement, mission and principles, aims and values,

organization, classification and eligibility, rules and major

sport activities. The Special Olympics University Curriculum

also provides further opportunities to discuss exercise

versus sport participation, as well as training and competition

opportunities for people with intellectual disabilities.

Instruction also involves a critical analysis between Special

Olympics principles and philosophy and INAS-FID activity

within the Paralympic movement.

The module includes practical sessions and workshops

where students may experience and reinforce the concepts

of Special Olympics, as well as organize their own sport

events involving children and adolescents with intellectual

disabilities in a Special Olympics competition.  Four and a

half hours of instruction are offered with the purpose of

planning practical activities and developing basic coaching

skills, including task simulation activities and games using

partners without intellectual disabilities. These coaching

activities are video recorded, analysed and discussed in the

classroom. Students have the opportunity to assess their

individual coaching performances and to understand the

usefulness and adequacy of the decisions taken during these

simulations. The final part of the module includes an

additional 6 hours of practical interaction with athletes with

intellectual disabilities during the organization of a local

recreational sport event. This sport event is organized by

students and teachers.  The recent event involved 70

participants with intellectual disabilities and 15 members of

the staff from five different institutions in Coimbra, Figueira

da Foz, Estarreja and Tocha (Centre of Portugal). The event

has become an important opportunity for additional social

interaction and recreational activities among university

students, people with intellectual disabilities and the local

community.

From the student’s point of view, the module and the

event itself are a useful opportunity to develop specific skills

to interact with athletes and participants with disabilities

and a unique opportunity to perceive themselves as future

professionals, playing an important role in individual growth

and empowerment.

Special Olympics at the Lithuanian

Academy of Physical Education (Lithuania)

The Lithuanian Academy of Physical Education (LAPE)

is an important center of sports science and a fosterer of

physical education and sports values and traditions in

Lithuania. Since its foundation, the institution has trained

nearly 9,000 teachers of physical education, highly skilled

coaches in various sports, physiotherapists, and tourism

and sport managers. LAPE is one of the schools of higher

education in the country that participated in the project for

incorporation of Special Olympics into their curriculum.

The Special Olympics University Curriculum project was

the overture for creating a program within the LAPE physical

education teacher training curricula with a Special Olympics

component. All prospective LAPE physical education

teachers and coaches have a short course (2 credits) on

APE, which includes an introduction (6 hours) about sport

for people with intellectual disabilities, philosophy of Special

Olympics and principles of Special Olympics sports training

and competition.

The Bachelor degree 4-year study program of APA

specialization was implemented in the Lithuanian Academy

of Physical Education consequently to the specific TEMPUS

Joint European Project. The curriculum on APA includes

instruction in the fields of special pedagogy and

psychology, sociology for disabled and social rehabilitation,

functional classification, theory, methodology and

organization of adapted physical education and sport for

disabled. The curricula includes four compulsory programs:

(1) APE for students with intellectual disabilities for 2 credits,

(2) practice in APE and physical rehabilitation for 8 credits

during the third year of the studies, (3) theory and

methodology of disability sport, including sport activities

and Special Olympics for 4 credits, and (4) practice in

disability sport and recreation for 8 credits during the fourth

year of study. Such coursework and practice not only

presents students with information and knowledge about

sports for athletes with intellectual disabilities, physical

education, recreation and sport management programs, but

also provides further opportunities after they graduate.
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The Theory and Methodology of Disability Sport course

(4 credits) includes the history of Special Olympics, Inc. and

Special Olympics Lithuania, the Special Olympics mission,

philosophy and principles, Special Olympics sport

management, assessment of Special Olympics athletes,

Special Olympics Lithuania training programs, general

principles of coaching athletes with intellectual disabilities,

and sport skills and tactics of the most popular sports in

Lithuania (basketball, football, swimming). During the

course, students are introduced to sport medicine and safety.

The theoretical course and practice in disability sport and

recreation leads students to involvement in Special Olympics

programs with athletes at local, regional and national levels.

Students provide assessment help to coaches and adapted

physical education teachers in special schools and local

sport clubs.  During the course, students help in a swimming

program for children with intellectual disabilities at the

Kaunas Special Olympics club.  Students also teach sports

for individuals with intellectual disabilities at the Kaunas

special school and volunteer at Special Olympics Lithuania

competition and championships. The students volunteer

during European football and basketball week in Lithuania

and at the Special Olympics Healthy Athletes program at the

national level.  Students may also be involved in the Special

Olympics Family Support Network, which helps involve

families and friends of athletes with intellectual disabilities

by organizing sport events for whole family. Recently, the

students have been involved in launching the Special

Olympics So Get Into It program with the Special Olympics

Lithuania staff.

The partnership between the Lithuanian Academy of

Physical Education and Special Olympics Lithuania has

generated several research projects investigating physical

fitness (cardiovascular endurance, muscle strength and

endurance, flexibility, balance, percentage body fat),

motivation for participation in sport, psychological benefits

of participation in Special Olympics and attitudes toward

sport for persons with intellectual disabilities.

The Special Olympics University Curriculum has helped

train coaches and provides field experience opportunities

for students. The joint partnership between LAPE and

Special Olympics Lithuania maximizes human and material

resources stimulating growth, interest and understanding

of Special Olympics and coaching, as well as sport

management in general.

Conclusion

Participants involved in the university seminars continue

to use their experiences to develop Special Olympics

programs in their institutes and universities. They also

continue to collaborate with national and local Special

Olympics programs in recruiting and training volunteers and

providing sport facilities for Special Olympics events.  There

are now over 80 universities participating in the project.
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Abstract—APA is today used mainly for treatment purposes in rehabilitation settings (Hutzler & Sherrill, 2007). In

this article we try to demonstrate the relevance of abilities-based, adapted physical activity within holistic

rehabilitation practice. Two important goals of holistic rehabilitation are independence and participation in society.

Adapted physical activity in rehabilitation should therefore emphasize self-determined learning of activities that

enables the participants to take part in the physical culture of their local community. This requires that we understand

the meeting between APA-professionals and participants in rehabilitation as a learning situation, rather than a

treatment situation. This view has certain consequences of pedagogical nature, some of which will be outlined

here.

Key Words: Adapted physical activity, rehabilitation, sports pedagogy.

Physical activities have been used for rehabilitation

purposes in Scandinavia at least since the time of P.H. Ling,

who is thought of as the father of adapted physical activity

(Sherrill & DePauw, 1997). Over the last decades there has

been a trend in Scandinavia towards using physical activities

from a pedagogical and socio-cultural perspective, in

rehabilitation settings (Kissow & Therkildsen, 2006). What

we intend to present here is of course not the Scandinavian

perspective on APA and rehabilitation, nor do we claim that

what we present here is a perspective unique to Scandinavia.

If we consider literature on APA, rehabilitation is still

thought of as a medical domain, where physical activity is

used in services for treatment purposes (Hutzler & Sherrill,

2007). We will argue that this understanding of rehabilitation

is too restricted, thus limiting the scope of contribution from

APA. Our focus here is how APA can be provided in

rehabilitation in order to enable people to become more

independent, empowered and involved in the physical

culture of society.

Rehabilitation and APA:

Towards a holistic understanding

We will first look at the concept holistic rehabilitation

that takes rehabilitation to be more than a medical endeavor

(Normann, Sandvin, & Thommesen, 2004). Next we look at

how rehabilitation usually is represented in the APA

literature. We end the section by pointing out that there are

several connections between the basic philosophies of APA

and holistic rehabilitation that are not noticed in the current

APA literature, and therefore not widely recognized by APA

professionals.

Holistic rehabilitation

Traditionally, rehabilitation has been associated with a

form of reparation, where the person with a disability is

trained and treated in order to restore lost functions. This

has had either medical or vocational purposes. In this

perspective, rehabilitation is a task mainly for the medical

disciplines and the health care sector (Normann et al., 2004).

More than 20 years ago, Wright (1980) stated that

rehabilitation should be understood as a broader process

that also must take into account “physical, mental, economic,

familial, social, environmental, personal and vocational goals

in life as part of the comprehensive process of rehabilitation”

(p. 5). Gradually, this view on rehabilitation has been taken

into account by governments and policy makers.

In Norway, rehabilitation is now defined as: “time-limited,

planned processes with well-defined goals and means, in

which various actors cooperate to assist users in their own

efforts to achieve the greatest possible functioning and

coping capacities, independence and participation in

society” (Normann et al., 2004, p. 28, italics added). Other

Scandinavian countries are defining rehabilitation in similar

terms. Reflected in this definition is the development within

disability studies that has argued that disability is not a

medical or health issue only (Grue, 2004). Disability is also a
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result of barriers and limitations imposed on people with

disabilities by an unaccommodating society. In order to

achieve independence and participation, the goals of

rehabilitation must extend beyond the scope of medicine

and health. Thus, other professional groups must be

involved.

A similar way of thinking is also found within the World

Health Organization (WHO). The classification system ICF

(International classification of functioning, disability and

health) was presented by the WHO in 2001. In comparison

to its precursor, ICF takes, to a larger degree, contextual

factors into account in the understanding of the process of

disablement. It should, however, be noted that despite this

development, the ICF is still criticized by people with

disabilities for being yet another way of counting and

measuring the ways that people with disabilities are different

from the statistical norm, thus enforcing the view that

disability is a deviation from normality (Grue, 2004).

The ICF is of particular interest to provision of APA,

because of its emphasis on the “activity” and “participation”

categories (WHO, 2001). Despite the critique mentioned

above, ICF might give us a better language for commu-

nication.

Rehabilitation in the APA literature

The roots of the discipline adapted physical activity are

found in medical, corrective settings (Sherrill & DePauw,

1997). One of the developments of APA over the past decades

has been a movement away from the medical model of

disability. But, how is rehabilitation described in some of

the APA literature today? Has our understanding of the role

of APA in rehabilitation changed according to the adoption

of a focus on disability as socially constructed?

Sherrill (2004) stated in her influential textbook that

“rehabilitation typically occurs in hospitals and centers that

provide services for persons temporarily disabled (…).

Therefore rehabilitation follows a medical model” (p. 360).

In a recent study of defining adapted physical activity,

Hutzler & Sherrill (2007) used the ICF-system to categorize

different examples of APA practices. According to their

study, rehabilitation is found in two of the ICF-categories,

namely in “body structures,” where examples of goals are

“reduce weight; align posture; increase bone density” (p.

12) and in “body functions,” where examples of goals are

“restore range of motion; increase power; lose weight” (p.

12). There is no doubt that physical activities adapted to

specific groups of patients may have these benefits. This,

however, is not the full story of adapted physical activity in

rehabilitation.

A broader understanding of physical activity in

rehabilitation is found in Legg’s (2003) chapter in the

Canadian textbook on adapted physical activity (Steadward,

Wheeler, & Watkinson, 2003). By defining rehabilitation he

uses much of the same descriptions that we have presented

above, explaining the development of rehabilitation from

“restoring what was lost because of the disability…[to]

accentuating what remained” (p. 177).

Legg also states that parallel to this development, the

status of physical activity in rehabilitation has increased.

Yet, when Legg discusses the benefits of physical activity

in rehabilitation, he does so in relation to the “restoration

view,” where it is the extrinsic benefits of physical activity

to “disability specific issues” (p. 182) that are highlighted.

Also, Legg does not address the role APA professionals

may play in rehabilitation, because they “are not recognized

by an official governing body” (p.177). Surely, this is different

from country to country, but in many countries there seem

to be a formal legal base and satisfying governmental

guidelines for providing APA services within rehabilitation.

However, it looks like the formal medical and vocational

rehabilitation systems do not have the ability to change their

practices. This is a well known fact in all countries; it’s a

long way from theory to real action because of slowness of

changes in governmental structures.

APA professionals are highly qualified to provide

physical activities as part of holistic rehabilitation. It is

therefore imperative that leaders in APA try to increase the

prevalence and quality of APA in rehabilitation. In addition,

giving examples of good practices are of utmost importance.

Such examples should demonstrate the usefulness of our

discipline in the field of rehabilitation.

Connections between APA and holistic

rehabilitation

The terms APA and rehabilitation naturally take on

different meanings depending on the cultures in which they

are used. Still, we would like to point out some general

connections between APA and holistic rehabilitation.

Actually, there are more alignment between the underlying

values and philosophies of holistic rehabilitation and APA,

than between the medical perspective of rehabilitation and

APA.

(1) Beyond the medical model of disability: Holistic

rehabilitation is pointing towards an understanding of

disability that does not rest solely on a medical model. First,

it is acknowledged that social barriers are creating disability.

In addition, medical treatment of impairment and associated

problems is not the only, or even the most important, focus

of rehabilitation. Along the same vein; APA does no longer

regard disability as the most essential characteristic of the

participant, and APA acknowledges social barriers as

restrictive for the participation in physical activity.

(2) Involvement of the participant in decision-making:

Involving the participants in decision-making regarding their

rehabilitation process is essential to holistic rehabilitation

(Normann et al., 2004). Rehabilitation has evolved from being

based on paternalism to becoming—at least to some extent

—person centered (Cott, 2004). Person centered means that

the perspectives of the participants must be integrated in

the cooperative planning and implementation of rehabi-
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litation practices. There is a similar development in adapted

physical activity, where it has been argued that service

delivery should be based on co-operation instead of a model

where the APA professional is regarded as the only expert

(Reid, 2003).

(3) Focus on participation in local communities: The most

important goal for rehabilitation is to help bringing the

participant out of rehabilitation, and into the mainstream of

life. This is also a focus in APA, where one goal is to “support

access to sport and active lifestyle, and develop co-operative

home school-community service delivery” (DePauw & Doll-

Tepper, 2000, p. 136). APA used to be institutionalized; taking

place in rehabilitation facilities or special schools, but the

ideology of inclusion has lead to a stronger emphasis on

participation in the physical culture of the community. This

is a development shared with holistic rehabilitation.

Enabling participation

in physical culture

How can adapted physical activities contribute to achieve

one of the main goals of holistic rehabilitation, namely

enabling participation in society? In answering this question

we will focus mainly on issues connected to learning and

empowerment. The question of relevance to APA then

becomes; participation in what?

Physical activity implies more than development of motor

skills and bodily competence. It also offers a possibility to

participate in social arenas and a cultural community. It is an

opportunity to challenge oneself and develop as a human

being.

Physical activity in rehabilitation may open a passage

for participation in social communities of life. The life

situations of relevance to physical activity are captured by

the term physical culture, understood as “the variety of play,

sport, adventure, dance and other leisure physical activities

that help define the social fabric of local and national

communities” (Evans, 2004, p. 105). Some activities, for

instance soccer, are part of the global physical culture. Other

activities are locally determined. Clearly, there are differences

between the Scandinavian and Brazilian physical culture.

Emes and co-workers (Emes, Longmuir, & Downs, 2002)

pointed out that the medical approach to APA leads to a

practice where “physical activity options and adaptations

for an individual can be generalized based on the disability

and the associated implications” (p. 404). Instead of this

categorical approach to service delivery, which focuses on

the remediation of disability, one should see that “each

person has a unique constellation of functional abilities on

which service delivery should be focused” (p. 406).

According to Emes et al., an abilities-based approach to APA

is person-centred, leading to a focus on the person in a

“learning situation” (p. 403), rather than a treatment situation.

This abilities-based approach can be taken as a descriptor

of APA in a holistic rehabilitation practice. Beitostølen

Healthsports Centre has since 1970 represented one of the

most prominent examples of using APA as an integrated part

of rehabilitation. Healthsports is synonymous to APA and

considered by the national governmental authorities an

important part of a comprehensive rehabilitation program.

The centre has a high number of APA specialists, working

together with medical personnel. Intensive learning of APA

is the central means for achieving the main purpose of the

centre; helping people with disabilities to gain full

participation in the physical culture of the local community

(www.bhss.no).

In order to work abilities-based - in the sense of focusing

on the participant’s potential for self-determined involvement

in physical activities—one must be very clear about the

distinction between a treatment situation and a learning

situation.

The distinction between learning and treatment

P.J. Arnold is an influential thinker in European physical

education theory. In the context of physical education,

Arnold  makes the distinction between education and

schooling (1988, p. 103ff). The mark of education is that

activities are pursued for intrinsic reasons, whereas

schooling is marked by the pursuit of activities for extrinsic

reasons.

If an activity is performed in order to improve one’s health,

Arnold calls it schooling, because health promotion is

something done for reasons external to the activity (e.g. that

it is good for the health of the participant). On the other

hand, if the reason for participation in an activity is that it is

inherently joyful or a part of the valued culture heritage, it is

termed educational. Education therefore implies “the

transmission of something worthwhile for its own sake” (p.

103), and Arnold also states that “education is not worthy

of the name if it is reduced to a means that serves ends and

purposes outside itself” (Arnold, 1991, p. 67).

Using the term education in this context might seem

strange from an APA perspective, where education for the

most part is connected to the school setting (i.e. adapted

physical education). However, as pointed out by Arnold

(1988) not everything that takes place in schools can be

termed educational. In order to be educational, the activities

need to have intrinsic value. Also, education is a process

that can take place outside of schools. As Morisbak (1988)

argued, adapted physical education can be broadly

conceived as organized physical activity not only in schools,

but also in “sports competitions, recreational activities and

[rehabilitation]” (p. 73). Thus, education may have a meaning

beyond the school context.

Even though the work of Arnold is directed to schools,

his ideas are also useful to a rehabilitation context: If physical

activities in rehabilitation are pursued for extrinsic reason,

e.g. because they increase bone density, restore range of

motion or increase power, the participant takes part in a

treatment situation. If, on the other hand, activities are

pursued for intrinsic reasons and they enable the participant
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to become a part of the physical culture, we can say that

activities have an educational value. The participant is then

involved in a learning situation.

Empowerment through learning APA in

rehabilitation

Empowerment is defined as the “process of increasing

personal, interpersonal and political powers so that

individuals can take action to improve their lives” (Gutierrez,

1990, as cited by Pensgaard & Sorensen, 2002, p. 48). The

background for the empowerment movement lies in the

ideology of social action and self-help from the 1960s and -

70s (cf. Freire, 1974). It is based on belief in the power of

people to be masters of their own fate. The ideology of

empowerment can be realized in all areas where adapted

physical activity is practiced: in rehabilitation, in education,

in leisure time sport and in competitive sport.

To lead an independent life and be able to take part in the

physical culture, the person must possess qualities like a

certain amount of self-efficacy and have the power to carry

out his actions. In addition to acquisition of certain skills,

these qualities must be supported and developed during

the rehabilitation process. Therefore it makes sense to

include empowerment and enhanced self-efficacy as goals

for any rehabilitation process.

Empowerment is a question of engaging in learning

processes where the participants get access to their

resources and develops new competences. To apply the

ideology of empowerment in rehabilitation, will imply

strategies in which the person gets control over resources

inside and outside himself in order to get access to

competences that are usually limited by disability.

Hutzler introduced a model of empowerment based on

participation in rehabilitative sports (Hutzler, 1990). The

model connects empowerment with self-efficacy, which refers

to a feeling of ‘I-can’ (Bandura, 1997). If you trust that you

are able to realize a certain task, you will mobilize more effort

and endurance than you otherwise will. The model suggests

that participation in sports in the rehabilitation context leads

to more functional independence and an increase in self

efficacy. Elevated self confidence is posited to lead to higher

degrees of personal and social competencies.

Empowerment and didactic planning

According to Hutzler, “empowerment seeks learning

situations in which persons get access to resources and

develop new competencies” (p. 44). If we consider the goal

of rehabilitation as an educational goal, then learning of

bodily, personal and social competencies are essential.

Hutzler further suggests that these learning processes

should be based on collaboration between the teacher and

the participant, rather than on teacher controlled

instructions. This position has certain consequences for how

physical activities are planned and implemented.

Didactics is a term used for educational reflections in

relation to planning of teaching. The German educational

researcher W. Klafki (1997) is the originator of the Critical-

Constructive didactic and has had a great influence on

didactic thinking in Scandinavia. Education means, according

to Klafki, that people achieve the ability to rational self-

determination within the frame of society and culture. The

educational process takes place in a community, but can

only be acquired by the individual. Education comes into

existence when the person meets reality, opens up and gets

insight and experience with reality. Therefore it is important

that the APA professional carefully considers which aspects

of reality the participants are going to be occupied with.

Important questions will then be: Which kind of activities

are we, as APA professionals, going to offer in rehabilitation?

What are the participants supposed to learn from the

activities? What is the meaning content of the activities?

Education is expected to enable the individual to

participate in the cultural community, being of benefit for

oneself as well as for the community. We must therefore

consider how the participants may enter the activities and

activity settings in order to learn how to participate. To what

extent are the participants able to take charge of the activities

and how? How can the participants prepare themselves to

be actors in society?

Planning of physical activities in the rehabilitation

context can be regarded as a hermeneutical process, in which

the APA-professional all the time compares what is

happening in activities with the intentions and purposes of

the activities. If there is a lack of accordance between the

requirements posed by the activity/activity setting, and the

abilities of the participant, the requirements must be adjusted

to suite the needs and desires of the participant. The

participant is decisive when it comes to deciding which

activities are chosen and how they are carried out. It is

therefore crucial that the participant is actively involved in

the educational process, including planning of content and

working methods.

The APA professional is thus faced with a twofold

hermeneutical challenge: First to use the professional

background to interpret the interests, desires and challenges

of the participant in order to plan and implement teaching.

Secondly, the APA professional must continually interpret

and adjust the learning situation according to the wishes,

needs and experiences of the participant.

Closing

Our main interest in writing this paper has been to

demonstrate the relevance of abilities-based adapted

physical activity within a holistic rehabilitation practice. APA

can contribute considerably to the fundamental goal of

enabling the participant to be involved in meaningful

activities.

Oftentimes we have wondered why participation in
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adapted physical activity within rehabilitation needs to be

legitimized by extrinsic reasons, e.g. that it is good for health,

development of basic motor skills or even a healthy identity.

These are all good reasons, but if we think about ourselves

and our own involvement in physical activity, we find that

we participate, not because it is some kind of medicine, but

because it is inherently joyful. It is a rewarding way of feeling

good about oneself and being together with friends. The

extrinsic reasons (health, motor skills and so on) are just

positive side effects or results of our joyful participation.

We should accordingly consider the meaning content of the

activities that we provide within rehabilitation.
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Abstract—The Functional Classification System is based on the movements that wheelchair athletes can make

when playing wheelchair basketball. However, when these athletes have upper-limb polio, it makes this system

difficult to use, because this disease no longer exists in all but a few countries. However, in Brazil, more than 50%

of wheelchair athletes had polio, and it is difficult to classify them using the existing system. The objective of this

research is to improve the Functional Classification System and to test its efficacy. This research used comparisons

of metabolic and physical evaluations (medicine ball throw test, hand grip strength test, and 20-meter speed test)

of wheelchair basketball players with spinal cord injury and players with upper-limb polio, and relates these results

to the Functional Classification System. This was a transversal study, with a sample of 18 athletes. Group 1 was

comprised of seven athletes with upper limb polio. Group 2 was comprised of eleven athletes with spinal cord

injuries. Data from the athletes with upper limb polio were collected in Recife, at the State University of Pernambuco.

Data from the athletes with spinal cord injury were collected in São Paulo, at the Federal University. All subjects

were compared using the following variables: Ergoespirometry with adapted treadmill to measure pulmonary gas

exchange during exercise (VO
2

, VCO
2

 and FC), medicine ball throw test, hand grip strength test, and 20-meter speed

test. For the statistical analysis, we used the Mann-Whitney test (p < 0.05). The results for Group 1 and 2 are as

follows: Group 1, medicine ball throw = 294.19 cm; 20-meter speed = 6.28 s; hand grip strength right and left hands

= 34.11 Kg/f and 42.11 Kg/f, respectively; and Group 2, medicine ball throw = 395.78 cm; 20-meter speed = 5.52 s;

hand grip strength right and left hands = 58.64 Kg/f and 56.41 Kg/f, respectively. For the test of adapted treadmill,

greater gas exchanges (VO
2

, VCO
2

, FC) were observed in Group 2 as compared with Group 1. These results

demonstrate that the Functional Classification System that was applied to these athletes must be reconsidered,

since it does not agree with the metabolic and physical data from these groups.

Key Words: Wheelchair basketball, Functional Classification System, polio.

Introduction

Wheelchair basketball is a sport that began during the

Second World War, at Stoke Mandeville Hospital, England,

with Dr. Guttman, and in the USA with Dr. Lipton, when the

governments of these countries tried to improve the

rehabilitation of soldiers wounded in the war (Strohkendl,

1996).

The exercise of wheelchair basketball was impressive,

because it permitted the rehabilitation of people relative to

bio-psycho-social aspects. The game began to be organized

into clubs and played widely. The growth of the sport has

been rapid and spontaneous, with the creation of new teams,

including state championships and national and interna-

tional games, as well as the Paralympics (IWBF, 2002).

The result of a dispute between teams, it was necessary

to create the system of Functional Classification, in 1999.

After many experiments to find an ideal system, the

International Wheelchair Basketball Federation (IWBF)

created one system with five class players (1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,

4.5), in which each team of five athletes would accumulate a

maximum of fourteen points. This was good for the game,

giving a dynamic aspect to its athletes and making it possible

for people with different kinds of physical disabilities to

play with equality (IWBF, 2002).

Much research has been performed relative to the process

of functional classification and the physical variables of

athletes. Bednarczyk & Sanderson (1993), completed a study

that compared the Medical Classification, the first model of

classification, with the actual classification (i.e., Functional

Classification System). They concluded that the Functional

Classification is better than the others because it does not

affect the objectives of game.

In another study, Malone, Gervais, and Steardward (2002),

analyzed the factors that have influence on the three-meter-

throw for different functional wheelchair basketball class

players. The results demonstrated that the functional class

players 1.0 and 2.0 have more difficulty than the other classes
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(3.0, 4.0 e 4.5), because the athletes in class players 1.0 and

2.0 did not have lower trunk muscle control.

In countries that created the system of Functional

Classification (Australia, Canada, and the USA), polio was

eradicated at the end of ‘70s, so the classifier system was

created based on spinal cord injury and for amputee athletes,

and adapted for athletes with polio (Labanowich, 1997;

Strohkendl, 1996; Quadros, 1997).

However, in Brazil, according to Ferreira (1999), more than

50% of wheelchair athletes had polio, including polio that

affected the upper limbs, making it more difficult to establish

functional classifications (Ferreira, 1999),

which are essential to international championships.

This research used comparisons of metabolic and

physical evaluations (medicine ball throw test, hand grip

strength test, and 20-meter speed test) of wheelchair

basketball players with spinal cord injury and with upper

limb polio, and relates these results to the Functional

Classification System.  The general objective was to analyze

the physical variables (power, force, and speed) and

metabolic variables (VO
2

 max, VCO
2

 max and FC max) for

these athletes.

Hutzler (1993) analyzed the physical variables of nine

athletes from the National Israel Team using the arm cranking

and field test (428 meters circuit). Four of these athletes had

polio that affected the lower limbs.

Rotstein et al. (1994) performed a study of the aerobic

and anaerobic capacities of eight athletes using arm cranking,

and one of them had polio that affected the lower limbs.

In 1999, Vanlandewijck, Daly, and Theisen assessed

aerobic and anaerobic capacities using field tests (25 meters

circuit test and 20 meters circuit test) in 46 athletes. Four of

them had polio.

In 2001, Knechtle used an adapted treadmill to study

eleven wheelchair basketball athletes, two of whom had polio.

In all of these studies, the number of athletes with polio

was small, and all had polio that affected the lower limbs.

Thus, the current research was undertaken for its relevance

to Brazilian athletes.

Method

This was a transversal study. The sample included 18

male athletes: seven in Group 1 had polio that affected the

upper limbs; 11 in Group 2 were athletes with spinal cord

injuries. Their ages ranged from 18 to 49 years, and their

functional classifications ranged from 1.0 to 3.5.

Data from the athletes with upper limb polio were

collected in Recife, at the State University of Pernambuco.

Data from the athletes with spinal cord injury were collected

in São Paulo, at the Federal University.

All subjects were compared relative to the following

variables: ergoespirometry with adapted treadmill, mensure

pulmonary gas exchange during exercise (VO
2

, VCO
2

 and Fc

max), medicine ball throw test, hand grip strength test, and

20-meter speed test.

For the ergoespirometry the athletes started the test at a

velocity of 2 km/h, during two minutes for training. Then,

the velocity increased at the rate of 1km/h each minute until

it was over. Before starting the test the athletes were told

that they would have to give their maximum efforts.

This kind of protocol was chosen because most

researchers prefer to work with the protocol that increases

velocity rather than inclination, because the latter may be

dangerous for athletes who may slip (Mello, 2002).

For the medicine ball throw, one medicine ball 5kg was

used, with tape measure and tape fixed to the floor. The

athletes sat on the floor with their backs near the wall. The

researcher measured the distance of the throw between the

wall and the first contact of the medicine ball with the floor.

The athletes made three throws and afterwards the

measurement was made (in centimeters).

For the  hand grip strength test, the athlete sat in his

own wheelchair, with his arm extended behind his body. Two

trials were performed, reversing the right and left hands after

the measurement was taken (measure unit in Kg/f).

A tape measure with three positions, 0, 10, and 20 meters,

was used to measure the speed at 20 meters. At each position

a person with a special clock marked the time. The athlete

started at position 0, and when the researcher said “Now,”

he began to run as fast as possible.

This research was approved by the Ethics Research

Committee of the University of Brasília (UnB), and athletes

signed a document of consent.

Results

For the statistical analysis, we used the Mann-Whitney

test (p < 0.05).

Table 1 illustrates that the mean age of the two groups

was similar, 30 years old. The athletes with polio had lower

weights and heights than the athletes with spinal cord

injuries.

For Group 1 (athletes with polio), the comparative results

of the other variables were: medicine ball throw = 294.19cm;

20-meter speed test = 6.28 seconds; ergoespirometry =

maximum speed = 9.43 minutes; VO
2

 max = 2.36 l/min, VCO
2

max = 3.20 l/min; Fc max = 185.57 bpm, with a total time of

08:58 minutes; handle pm, right = 34.11 Kg/f, left = 42.11 Kg/

f).

The results for Group 2 (athletes with spinal cord injuries)

were: (medicine ball throw = 395.78cm; 20 meters speed test

= 5.52 seconds; ergoespirometry = maximum speed = 11.91

minutes; VO2 max = 2;20l/min, VCO2 max = 3;03l/min, Fc max

= 181.82bpm, with a total time of 11:20 minutes; hand grip

strength test, right = 58.64 Kg/f, left = 56.41 Kg/f.

 These results demonstrated that the functional

classification of these athletes must again be evaluated,

because the mean for the functional classes was greater in

the polio group (Group 1) than in the spinal cord injuries,

and this is not in agreement with these results.
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Table 1. Variables of athletes with polio and spinal cord injury.

Group Tests Variable Mean Standard Minimun Maximum

deviation

Polio, Group 1 (N=7)

 Age 29.14 5.49 20 36

Weight 62.40 11.02 49 80.30

Height 167.43 6.70 158 178

Functional Class 2.14 1.02 1.0 3.50

Hand Grip Right 34.11 22.61 1.0 50

Strength Left 42.11 14.03 23.5 64

Medicine Ball Medicine ball 294.19 52.45 215 385.33

Throw

Speed 10 meters 3.44 0.4 3.04 4.27

20 meters 6.28 0.85 5.07 7.64

Ergoespirometry Max. Heart Rate 185.57 10.64 168 199

VO
2
 Max 2.36 0.56 1.8 3.1

Time 1 6:43 1:49 4:3 10:01

Speed 1 7.29 1.98 5 11

CO
2
 Max.Volume 3.2 0.76 2 4.5

Time 2 6:40 1:5 4:5 10:06

Speed 2 7.14 2.04 5 11

Test Duration 8:58 1:46 6:34 11:4

Speed 9.43 1.72 7 12

Spinal Cord Injuries, Group 2 (N = 11)

 Age 30. 9.21 18 49

Weight 66.87 10.59 45 80.3

Height 173.36 5.9 158 180

Functional Class 2.04 0.87 1.0 3.5

Hand Grip Right 58.64 8.88 37 68.25

Strength Left 56.41 8.79 36.5 70.75

Medicine Ball Medicine ball 395.78 33.56 351.66 459

Throw

Speed 10 meters 3.27 0.38 3.01 3.99

20 meters 5.52 0.71 4.58 6.52

Ergoespirometry Max. Heart Rate 181.82 10.63 162 194

VO
2
 Max 2.2 0.41 1.6 2.9

Time 1 10:03 3:15 5:2 14:49

Speed 1 10.55 3.21 6 15

CO
2
 Max.Volume 3.03 0.74 1.8 4

Time 2 10:32 3:01 6:01 14:49

Speed 2 11.09 3.02 7 15

Test Duration 11:2 2:44 7:43 15:49

Speed 11.91 2.63 8 16

Table 2. Test of Mann-Whitney for right hand grip strength.

Mann-Whitney test

Hand Grip Strength, Right Hand

Statistic 33

Normal Distribution (Z) -2.9949

One-tailed Test (Pr<Z) 0.0014

Two-tailed Test (Pr>lZl) 0.0027

Table 3. Test of Mann-Whitney for left  hand grip strength.

Mann-Whitney test

Hand Grip Strength, Left Hand

Statistic 42

Normal Distribution (Z) -2.1736

One-tailed Test (Pr<Z) 0.0149

Two-tailed Test (Pr>lZl) 0.0297
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Table 4. Test of Mann-Whitney for medicine ball throw.

Mann-Whitney test

Medicine Ball Throw

Statistic 34

Normal Distribution (Z) -2.8996

One-tailed Test (Pr<Z) 0.0019

Two-tailed Test (Pr>lZl) 0.0037

Table 5. Test of Mann-Whitney for 20-meter speed test.

Mann-Whitney test

20-meter speed test

Statistic 90

Normal Distribution (Z) 2.0841

One-tailed Test (Pr<Z) 0.0186

Two-tailed Test (Pr>lZl) 0.0372

Discussion

The problem that motivated this study began at the World

Championship Junior Subdivision 23, held in the city of

Blumenau, SC, Brazil, August 21st, when international

functional classifiers assigned Brazilian athletes to the class

players 1.0 and 3.0 after making only visual inspections, and

without any tests. This fact was unfavorable for positioning

the athletes in the game and to all team members. It affected

the athletes negatively, both psychologically and physically.

After this event, Brazilian classifiers began to look for

new information, but were unable to find new scientific

articles about athletes with polio. The explanation for this

was simple: other countries did not have these types of

athletes. So, it became necessary for the Brazilian team to

develop its own research.

In order for athletes to play wheelchair basketball, they

must generate force, speed, and power. Therefore, this

research atempted to determine the differences between these

key variables in athletes with upper limb polio, and athletes

with spinal cord injuries. The athletes with polio scored a

greater classification value, and this disagrees with the

physical and metabolical values of the research.

Cooper (1992) studied eleven spinal cord injury athletes

with the hand grip strength test to obtain antropometric

values. The values were 55Kg/f for the right hand, and 54

Kg/f for the left hand. No statistical difference was found

between them.

In 2004, Gorla et al. measured the force of upper limbs in

wheelchair basketball athletes and in [non-disabled] non-

athletes. One of the tests was the hand grip strength test.

The values demonstrated that the wheelchair athletes were

stronger than the non-athletes.

Gorgatti and Bohme (2000) studied 20 persons: 10

wheelchair basketball athletes and 10 non-athletes, with the

objective of analyzing their upper limb power. The analysis

employed the medicine ball throw. The mean values were

520 cm for the athletes and 380 cm for the non-athletes.

Hutzler et al. (1998) used the Wingate test to assess upper

limb power in three different kinds of athletes: those with

spinal cord injury, polio, and amputees. The results

demonstrated that lower back injury paraplegic athletes and

those with polio showed smaller values than the amputee

athletes and those with polio with legs affected.

Barros, Costa, and Ramos (2004) used the Wingate test

for 30 seconds with two groups, one with spinal cord injuries

and another with polio affecting the upper limbs, and found

that in the group with polio the mean was 368.08 watts. In

the other, the mean was 500.56 watts. So, the polio group

had more difficulty in the test and showed less power.

Brasile (1986a, b) validated the test of speed at 20 meters

for wheelchair basketball, an adaptation of the speed at 50

meters test, created by Johnson and Nelson in 1979, with

the objective of analyzing the speed of these athletes.

Vanlandewijck, Daly, and Theisen (2000), used the 20-

meter test with the objective of testing specific abilities by

wheelchair basketball athletes. Forty-six athletes participated

in this study, including 13 with spinal cord injuries, 4 with

polio, 12 amputees, 10 “other type of injury,” and 7 without

physical disabilities. The scores presented by these athletes

were 5.92 seconds for a first trial, and 6.22 seconds for a

second trial.

Doyle et al. (2004) used the speed at 20-meter test to

analyze 46 athletes. Their objective was to compare the

results with functional classifications. The mean of 4.6

seconds was scored by both class players 2.0 and 3.0.

In 1998, Schimid et al. investigated 30 female wheelchair

basketball athletes and 10 non-athletes, using an adapted

treadmill. The results demonstrated that the group of athletes

had a higher respiratory capacity (VO
2

 = 6.2l) than the group

of non-athletes (VO
2

 = 4.7l).

Knecthle & Koppfli (2001) compared two protocols, one

with growing inclination, and the other with growing speed

on an adapted treadmill. Eleven wheelchair basketball

athletes were the subjects of the study. The results did not

demonstrate a significant statistical difference between the

two protocols.

Vanlandewijck, Spaepen, and Lysens, in 1994, analyzed

metabolic variables and propulsion in 40 wheelchair

basketball athletes, using an adapted treadmill. They

compared the results with functional classifications. The

results in the metabolic variables showed a significant

statistical difference for the different class players, but no

statistical difference was found for the propulsion variable.

As we know, the Functional classification System relies

directly on movement performance of athletes with physical

disabilities, however, it also seems to have a relationship

with the general physical performance.

In this study, the measured metabolic and physical

variables were greater in athletes with spinal cord injury

than in athletes with polio, although their functional

classifications scores did not agree with these results.
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Conclusion

These results demonstrate that the Functional

Classification System must be reconsidered, since it does

not agree with the metabolic and physical data from all kinds

of physical disabilities, particularly the group with upper

limb polio.
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Abstract—Female wheelchair basketball players seem to be a neglected population by the research in sport

psychology. So far, the majority of studies in the field of wheelchair basketball is addressed especially towards

male players. In terms of optimizing (peak) performance by coaching adequately or conducting mental skills training

programs, there is a necessity of getting more empirical data concerning psychological phenomena in female

athletes. In this study, we wanted to find out more about self-efficacy and pre-competition anxiety in female

players, especially in relation to physical impairment and player’s classification, respectively. Forty-five German

female elite players completed a German scale measuring self-efficacy with regard to basketball (11 items; one

dimension) and a German adaptation of the Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS; Smith, Smoll & Schutz, 1990; 3 dimensions).

Both questionnaires have good psychometric properties. The participants were recruited from the 2006 two-day

long Female German Wheelchair Basketball Championship (n = 40) and the 2006 Final Four Cup Final (n = 5). We

found consistent results concerning self-efficacy and several levels of impairment. All comparisons showed

significantly higher scores for less, hardly, or not impaired players in contrast to their more handicapped colleagues.

Guided by the functional 4-category classification system, we calculated One-way ANOVAs and found, for example,

higher scores for  3.0- to 4.5-class players vs. 1.0- to 2.5-class players (F(
1,42

) = 5.86; p = .02, eta
2 

= .122) as well as

higher scores for 4.5-class players vs. 1.0- to 4.0-class players (F(
1,42

) = 9.78; p = .003; eta
2 

 = .189). In terms of pre-

competition anxiety, we could demonstrate a significantly lower score for 4.5-class players vs. others in the

dimension of somatic anxiety just for n = 40, but not for N = 45. Consistent results were found for item No. 13, which

questioned perceived positive vs. negative influence of somatic anxiety on personal performance. Less or not

handicapped athletes considered somatic anxiety more positive than did those with stronger impairments. The

results will be discussed at ISAPA 2007, supported with additional empirical data to be gathered over the next

several months.

Key Words: Anxiety, wheelchair basketball, self-efficacy.

Introduction

There is a great body of empirical evidence and theoretical

frameworks that the concepts of competitive trait anxiety

and sport-specific self-efficacy are closely related to peak

performance and performance slumps, respectively (Bandura,

1997; Feltz, 1988; Hagemann, Tietjens & Strauss, 2007;

Vealey, 2001; Williams & Krane, 2001). The current literature

describes competitive anxiety as a multidimensional

construct in different ways. Competitive trait anxiety is a

predisposition (relatively stable personality feature) in which

environmental situations are perceived as threatening and

respond to with increased state anxiety. Competitive state

anxiety reflects acute emotional reactions like apprehension,

fear, tension, and increased physiological arousal

(Spielberger, 1971). Furthermore, trait/state anxiety is

comprised of a cognitive and somatic dimension (see

Martens, Vealey & Burton, 1990: Multidimensional Anxiety

Theory). The research in sport psychology revealed a direct

link between trait and state anxiety with Pearson’s

correlations of .50 to .60 (Weinberg & Genuchi, 1980). Thus,

getting detailed information about the athlete’s trait anxiety

is an important prerequisite for coaches and sport

psychologists in order for them to understand and predict

actual state anxiety prior to competitions and to optimize

the performance (for a comprehensive review of several

theories explaining the arousal/somatic state anxiety-

performance relation see Cox, 2002, pp. 201-228).

Moreover, peak performance strongly depends on the

capacity of sport-specific self-efficacy. Bandura (1997)

defined self-efficacy as the subjective beliefs of persons

(athletes) to perform a specific task successfully. He stressed

the cognitive appraising process when faced with demands

instead of their actual capabilities to cope with them. High

values in self-efficacy have a positive influence on

motivational and volitional components in competitions and

are supposed to be negatively related to competitive anxiety/

pre-competition anxiety as well (see the dimension self-

confidence of the  Competitive State Anxiety Inventory

(CSAI) (Martens, Burton, Vealey, Bump & Smith, 1990).

To prepare top-level women wheelchair basketball athletes

thoroughly for important competitions, a need for in-depth

knowledge of the nature and relations concerning the two

mentioned concepts of competitive trait anxiety and sport-
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specific self-efficacy is necessary. Unfortunately, this

population seems to be neglected by the sport psychological

research. Very few studies have investigated them, excluding

top-level wheelchair basketball athletes (male US-

Paralympians 1988: Henschen, Horvat & Roswal, 1992), and

none (which we know of) have focused especially on women.

Therefore, this study especially addressed women wheelchair

basketball players. With respect to the following questions,

we intended to get more detailed knowledge:

(1) How do the dimensions of competitive trait anxiety

as well as self-efficacy intercorrelate? According to the

research literature (Bandura, 1997; Brand & Koch, 2004;

Martens, Vealey & Burton, 1990), there should be positive

correlations between the dimensions of sport anxiety and

negative ones between self-efficacy and sport anxiety.

(2) Does the time an athlete has lived with an

impairment influence competitive trait anxiety and self-

efficacy? We suppose that the (long-lasting) socialization

of disabled athletes has impacts on self-efficacy (see results

from studies in special pedagogy, e.g., Bergeest, 2006).

(3) Does sport coaches often informally labeled, “low

pointers” (1.0- to 2.5-class players) differ from so-called “high

pointers” (3.0- to 4.5-class players) in dimensions of

competitive trait anxiety and self-efficacy, respectively?

(4) Are handicapped athletes different from non-

impaired players in the selected psychological variables?

The results revealed by special pedagogy (see Bergeest,

2006) and, above all, special learning experiences should

bring up differences.

(5) Are the measured psychological phenomena

sensitive to different grades of impairments? In wheelchair

basketball, players with a wide range of physical challenges

are allowed to play on one team (amputee; spinal cord

injured; cerebral palsy; able-bodied player). So, the

development of different psychological variable is herein

presumed.

(6) Is experience as a basketball player relevant with

regard to differences in competitive trait anxiety and self-

efficacy? According to the self-efficacy theory (Bandura,

1997), the perception of mastering challenging demands has

a strong influence for building up situations, specifically

(here: sport-specific) self-efficacy. Hence, at least experienced

players should show higher values in this construct, because

of having coped with many demands during their careers.

How do the results of wheelchair athletes compare to a

normative sample of able-bodied athletes? On the whole,

there should emerge similar findings with just a few (but

maybe important) differences (Campbell & Jones, 1997;

Henschen, Horvat & Roswal, 1992).

Method

Procedure

During two major wheelchair basketball events (the two-

day 2006 German Championship for Women and the two-

day 2006 Final-Four Cup), 45 female participants (M = 26.89;

SD = 6.80) took part in our questionnaire study (n1 = 40:

German Championship for women; n2 = 5: Final-Four Cup).

The players were advised to complete the questionnaire

between the first and second days of competition with

sufficient time to recover from their game(s). (They completed

it in the hotel.) So, we wanted to prevent the results from

acute emotional reactions like anger, pride, joy, etc.

Measures

The athletes filled out one questionnaire comprised of

several parts: (a) A personal data sheet including, for

example, questions like age, classification status (functional

classification system in conjunction with the International

Wheelchair Basketball Federation, IWBF), causes of the

disability, amount of years of having played competitive

basketball, former sport success in wheelchair basketball,

and success during the current tournament (win-lose ratio).

(b) Furthermore, they completed a German version (Brand &

Koch, 2004) of the Sport Anxiety Scale by Smith, Smoll, and

Schutz (1990), which measures sport specific competitive

anxiety as a multidimensional trait construct, comprised of

somatic anxiety (4 items, e.g., “My heart races”), worry (4

items, e.g., “I’m concerned about choking under pressure”),

and concentration disruption (4 items, e.g., “During

competition, I find myself thinking about unrelated things”).

The participants had to answer the items in terms of how

intensive these physiological and cognitive reactions

usually occur prior to a basketball game (1 =”not at all”; 4

=”very”). Additionally, they were asked to estimate the

amount of somatic and cognitive arousal as facilitative or

debilitative in regard to competitive performance. The

psychometric properties of the German version are

comparable to the English original (in our sample: somatic

anxiety á = .77; worry á = .87; concentration disruption á

= .68). The German version is to be seen as a reliable and

valid questionnaire. (c) Self-Efficacy was measured via a one-

dimensional, sport-specific scale (11 items) with just minor

adaptations/modifications of Schwarzer and Jerusalem’s

(1995, 1999) General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE) to the sportive

context of basketball (Gerlach, 2004). Schwarzer ’s

questionnaire has been translated into many different

languages (the original version was in German), and

demonstrates a high internal consistency (Cronbach’s á

mainly in the high .80s). The self-efficacy scale was designed

to measure optimistic self-beliefs to cope with difficult and

somewhat challenging demands/stressors in a basketball

game (e.g., “If I work hard in the game, I will also reach a

good performance even against a good opponent”; response

format: 1 = “not at all true”; 4 = “xactly true”).

Data analysis

The resulting data were analyzed with the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences Program (SPSS, version 13.0).

We used descriptive statistical measures (means; standard
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deviation), one-way ANOVAs, and Pearson’s correlation

coefficient. The assumptions for processing the ANOVAs

(homogenous variances) were tested by Levene-test.

Significant ANOVA results were, when necessary, followed

by post-hoc Bonferroni-test.

Results

Pearson’s correlations: We calculated correlations

between all measured dependent variables and found the

expected intercorrelations. All three anxiety subscales are

intercorrelated and have a linear positive trend, with the

highest value for worry and somatic anxiety (r = .60; p <

.01). Other correlations concerning competitive anxiety are:

worry and concentration disruption (r = .37; p < .05), and

concentration and somatic anxiety (r = .26; n.s.). The

correlations between self-efficacy and the three dimensions

of competitive anxiety are the following: self-efficacy and

somatic anxiety (r = - .27; n.s.), self-efficacy and worry (r = -

.22; n.s.), and self-efficacy and concentration disruption (r

= .00; n.s.).

ANOVA: Congenitally impaired athletes vs. athletes

having an acquired impairment vs. able-bodied athletes:

We found one significant result for self-efficacy (F
2,41

 = 3.57;

p = .037; eta
2 

= .148), with results—because of a significant

higher value for able-bodied athletes—comparable to their

congenitally impaired colleagues. With regard to competitive

anxiety, there was no significant difference revealed.

ANOVA: Strongly impaired athletes (1.0- to 2.5-class

players) vs. less impaired players (3.0- to 4.5-class players):

One significant difference was revealed for self-efficacy (F
1,42

= 5.86; p = .020; eta
2 

= .122), with higher values for the less

handicapped athletes. Additionally, the item focusing on the

facilitative versus debilitative nature of somatic anxiety/

arousal was rated higher by the stronger impaired athletes

in contrast to their less handicapped counterparts (F
1,43

 =

5.01; p = .03; eta
2 

= .104). Hence, the first group perceived

arousal as more harmful in respect to performance than did

the latter. However, the dimensions of competitive trait

anxiety showed no further significant results.

ANOVA: Impaired athletes (1.0- to 4.0-class players)

vs. scarcely impaired athletes (4.5-class players): Referring

to the whole sample size (N = 45; German Championship &

Final Four German Cup), the results are analogous to those

mentioned above. The hardly handicapped players had

higher values in the scale self-efficacy (F
1,42

 = 9.78; p = .003;

Eta
2 

= .189), and they perceived somatic anxiety/arousal in a

more facilitative way as well (F
1,43

 = 4.33; p = .043; Eta
2 

=

.092). Moreover, when referring just to the sample of players

participating in the German Championships Tournament (n

= 40), a further significant difference is seen: Stronger

impaired athletes show higher scores in somatic anxiety than

do their scarcely handicapped colleagues.

ANOVA: Heavily impaired athletes (1.0- to 1.5-class

players) vs. handicapped athletes (2.0- to 3.5-class players)

Table 1.  Descriptive statistics.

Independent variables     Dependent Variables

    (1)     (2)    (3)    (4)    (5)

Congenitally impaired athletes M =  9.90 M =  2.30 M =  9.50 M =  5.50 M =  43.3

SD = 314 SD =   .67 SD = 2.80 SD = 2.17 SD =   5.17

Acquired impaired athletes M =  832 M =  1.80 M =  7.84 M =  5.64 M =  46.20

SD = 8.25 SD = 1.04 SD = 2.97 SD = 1.82 SD =   4.63

Able-bodied athletes M =  7.40 M =  1.80 M =  8.20 M =  6.40 M =  52.44

SD = 3.31 SD =   .92 SD = 3.52 SD = 2.17 SD = 14.34

1.0 class – 2.5 class players M =  8.80 M =  2.25 M =  8.80 M =  5.70 M = 43.75

SD = 2.91 SD = 1.07 SD = 3.22 SD = 2.03 SD =  5.05

3.0 class – 4.5 class players M =  8.20 M =  1.64 M =  7.88 M =  5.84 M = 49.38

SD = 2.70 SD =   .76 SD = 2.93 SD = 1.95 SD =  9.30

1.0 – 1.5 class players M =  8.25 M =  2.38 M = 8.13 M =  5.25 M = 43.63

SD = 3.54 SD = 1.19 SD = 3.57 SD = 1.58 SD =  5.58

2.0 –  3.5 class players M =  9.19 M =  2.13 M = 8.94 M =  5.75 M = 44.19

SD = 2.76 SD =   .96 SD = 3.00 SD = 2.11 SD =  4.45

3.0 – 4.5 class players M =  8.00 M =  1.57 M = 7.86 M =  6.00 M = 50.20

SD = 2.51 SD =   .76 SD = 3.07 SD = 2.02 SD =  9.96

1.0 – 4.0 class players M =  9.00 M =  2.15 M =  8.46 M =  5.73 M =  43.92

SD = 2.91 SD = 1.01 SD = 3.04 SD = 2.05 SD =   4.55

4.5 class players M =  7.74 M =  1.58 M =  8.05 M =  5.84 M =  51.00

SD = 2.49 SD =   .77 SD = 3.17 SD = 1.89 SD = 10.20

Notes: (1): Somatic Anxiety; (2) Somatic Anxiety/Arousal: Debilitative Nature; (3) Worry; (4) Concentration Disruption; (5) Self-Efficacy.
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vs. hardly impaired players (4.0- to 4.5-class players): We

detected one significant difference for self-efficacy (F
2,41

 =

3.60; p = .036; Eta
2 

= .149). The post-hoc test reveals a

significant (p = .072) higher value for “handicapped athletes”

versus “hardlyimpaired players,” accounting for this result.

Furthermore, a small, not significant, difference exists for

the item concerning the facilitative/debilitative nature of

somatic anxiety/arousal (p = .064).

ANOVA: Newcomer (up to 5 years of playing competitive

basketball) vs. experienced (more than 5 years of playing

basketball) players: This comparison brought no significant

differences.

Descriptive comparisons: Results for competitive trait

anxiety with regard to a German normative population:

The descriptive results were compared with a normative

German population (research group of the University of

Stuttgart, Institute of Sport Sciences) of able-bodied women

athletes (individual sport & team sport; N = 1025-1034). In

all three dimensions of the Sport Anxiety Scale, the

wheelchair basketball players scored very similar to their

able-bodied counterparts. In detail, their mean-values were

always somewhat lower than those of not handicapped

athletes (Somatic Anxiety: able-body athletes: M = 9.16; SD

= 2.75 – wheelchair athletes: M = 8.47; SD = 2.78; worry:

able-body athletes: M = 9.06; SD = 2.70 – wheelchair athletes:

M = 8.29; SD = 3.06; concentration disruption: able-bodied

athletes: M = 6.39; SD = 2.32 wheelchair athletes: M = 5.78;

SD = 1.96).

Conclusions

The intention of the presented study was to get a better

understanding of competitive trait anxiety and sport-specific

self-efficacy especially for the population of female

wheelchair basketball players. This population seems to be

neglected by the psychological research, which mainly

addresses male athletes (Campbell & Jones, 2002; Henschen

et al., 1992; Perreault & Marisi, 1997).

With regard to competitive trait anxiety, we rarely found

differences between athletes of several classifying

categories. Focusing only on the population participating

at the German Championship Tournament (n = 40), without

including the five top-level players of the Final-Four-Cup,

we found a significantly higher score (somatic anxiety) for

the handicapped players (1.0- to 4.0-class) when compared

to hardly/not handicapped athletes (4.5-class). It is likely

that a larger sample size would lead to different results,

especially because of more homogeneous classes of players

in terms of skill level. Nevertheless, a striking result was the

consistent evaluation of somatic anxiety/arousal as being

more debilitative (harmful for performance) for the more

handicapped players in contrast to their less physically

challenged counterparts. Hence, more attention should be

paid by sport psychology consultants to optimize individual

optimal arousal levels for this group of athletes (taking into

account their altered physiological reactions as a

consequence of spinal cord injuries; see Schmid et al., 1998).

However, the intensity in somatic anxiety is comparable to a

German sport-specific normative population (N > 1000) of

able-bodied athletes. Conversely, Campbell and Jones (1997)

reported a strikingly higher degree of somatic anxiety 30

minutes prior to a game (trait anxiety) in contrast to able-

bodied athletes in different kind of sports.

Another consistent finding was the higher level of self-

efficacy for less handicapped/not impaired athletes compared

with those who were more physically challenged. Guided by

Bandura’s (1997) assumptions, the latter players may

perceive they haven’t been sufficiently exposed to game or

practice situations, although they were successful. Campbell

and Jones (1997) revealed a decrease of self-confidence 30

minutes prior to a game for handicapped wheelchair athletes.

These findings may allow the conclusion that (more severely)

disabled athletes in training sessions systematically confront

with stressful and challenging situations and that could be

helpful for them to enhance self-efficacy. They should be

able to perceive success and competence on mastering

special tasks. Furthermore, we detected lower levels of self-

efficacy for players who were impaired from birth compared

to those that acquired disabilities. This may result from a

special type of socialization in which the congenitally

impaired athletes didn’t get (e.g., in their family or in special

schools for the disabled) enough opportunities to practice

somewhat difficult daily-life tasks and cope with them.

Instead, parents, teachers, and therapists determined and

restricted their daily activities. In special education, this is

labeled as non-autonomous behavior (Bergeest, 2006).
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Abstract—The practice of wheelchair basketball is increasing little by little in Rio Grande do Sul. This study aimed

to identify the motives that influenced people who have physical disabilities, from a community in the countryside

of Rio Grande do Sul, to start the practice of wheelchair basketball. The sample was composed of 11 males who

have physical disabilities, aged 29 to 46 years old, and who have played wheelchair basketball for about a year.

This is the only physical activity that members of this group participated in. To evaluate their motives for starting

to play the game, a system of open-answered questions were administered, allowing each participant to express

himself with relative freedom in discussing up to three motives. This system was adapted from that used by

Samulski with Paraolympic athletes in 2000. The questions asked the individuals to discuss the motives that made

them begin to practice wheelchair basketball, and all of the participants described three motives. Later, the answers

were categorized, and the results showed that the motives that made these individuals practice wheelchair basketball

were: to make new friendships (21.2%); to go out from home (18.2%); to practice a sport (15.1%); living with other

people (9.1%); a result of the coach’s motivation (9.1%); to increase my sense of value (9.1%); to recover from an

injury (6.1%); happiness others pass on (6.1%); to recover from depression (3%); and to learn new things (3%). It

was concluded that the basketball is a means of integration into a group, a way in which the individual can rescue

and reintegrate himself in society and with himself.

Key Words: Sport initiation, wheelchair basketball.

Introduction

Interest in disability sports is increasing worldwide. The

institutions and associations connected to sport for people

with disabilities are growing and becoming more organized

with time.

The state of Rio Grande do Sul has been keeping track of

this growth in the area of wheelchair basketball. Therefore,

the purpose of this study is to identify the different motives

that have influenced people with disabilities from a

community in the countryside of Rio Grande do Sul to

practice wheelchair basketball.

In order to clarify some questions related to this study, it

is necessary to first describe specific aspects of physical

disability with regard to motor, social, and psychological

questions. Later, the benefits and influences of the sport on

the individual as a whole will be discussed. Then, peculiarities

about wheelchair basketball will be discussed, and, finally,

concepts about motivation will be introduced.

Physical disability

A physical disability is any alteration in the human body,

congenital or acquired, the result of an orthopedic,

neurological, or other type of development, which causes

the individual to have a limitation or difficulty while

performing a motor task (Costa, 1992).

A physical disability can manifest itself in different forms,

and the social and psychological effects that follow some

people with disabilities may create bigger problems than the

disability itself (Mauerberg-deCastro, 2005).

Often, the psychological needs of people with disabilities

are associated with high level performance. Therefore, the

faster their individual physical competencies result in social

recognition, the faster their feelings of inferiority diminish

(Adams, 1985).

Sedentary conditions do not offer many possibilities or

opportunities for intensive experience with one’s own body.

Due to the difficulties involved in participating in groups

outside of the family, a person with disabilities often ends

up doing only passive, not active, rehabilitation.

Besides the activities related to health, sport is often the

main element of integration and reintegration into society

for people with disabilities. It is also one of the biggest

examples of the human’s capacity to overcome difficulties

and obstacles (Adams, 1985).

Sport and the people with disabilities

The benefits of the practice of sports to people with

disabilities go beyond the questions related to health, and

extend to psychological and social questions.

With regard to sports, Mauerberg-deCastro (2005) and

others (Barbanti, 1997; Sherril, 1998; Saba, 2003; Winnick,
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2004), observed that psycho-emotional aspects (self-esteem,

attitudes, and values) are important components of health;

but they can be overlooked in the routine of a sport training

program. Interestingly, they are the bases for individuals’

adhesion to training programs, as well as to their adoption

and maintenance of a healthy lifestyle.

According to Costa (1992), through the practice of sports

the individual learns to regain the use of his own body, has

the opportunity to test his possibilities, can prevent

secondary disabilities, and can promote total integration with

himself and with other groups. The author also points out

the benefits in developing self-esteem, improvement of the

self-image, motivation of independence, and intensive

experiences with the body (tiredness, relaxation, tension,

physical fitness, etc).

Adams (1985) believes that through physical responses

to individuals it is possible for people with disabilities to

gain their own personal recognition so that they may create

or recover self-esteem and self-confidence. Among the

benefits of sport (psycho-social aspects), we can highlight

great improvement in self-esteem, evolution in the self-

concept, better acceptance of the disability, better integration

with others, gain in self-confidence, and independence

(Gorgatti & Gorgatti, 2005).

Nieman (1993) and Mauerberg-deCastro (2005), point out

that self-esteem is a psychological variable which has great

potential to improve once an individual starts the practice

of exercise, especially individuals who have low self-esteem.

Mauerberg-deCastro (2005) explained that self-esteem refers

to the degree of positive thoughts the individual has towards

himself. She added that exercise has a positive impact on

the psycho-emotional and social behavior of participants.

A number of studies (Berger & McInman, 1993; Samulski,

2002) have determined that physical exercise reduces levels

of anxiety, depression, and anger, which are considered

stress symptoms.

Mauerberg-deCastro (2005) said that when sports are

used in therapeutic settings, like other physical activities

for people with disabilities, their objectives must meet the

needs for the development of aspects such as self-esteem,

improvement of self-image, motivation of independence,

interaction with other groups of people who have physical

disabilities or not, successful experiences, improvement of

self-confidence, personal valuing, improvement in physical

conditioning, and the improvement of general physical

capacities for the prevention of secondary disabilities.

Adams (1985) claimed that participation in sports gives

the individual the opportunity to develop his physical

conditioning, to dedicate to time to leisure activities, to

become more active, to learn how to use his free time, and to

obtain positive experiences in a group and in the social world.

Adams (1985) explained that sports make a contribution

in the formation of a new kind of person, of society, which

makes it possible for a group of people who don’t have

disabilities to recognize and accept people with disabilities

in a realistic way and as real participants. In this way, people

can accept the responsibility of being fully human and of

promoting the development of others, through study, dialog,

changes, leaving behind prejudice, willingness to learn

continuously, and permanent effort to achieve what we

believe to be the best for the formation of a complete

individual.

Adams’ ideas (1985) support Brazuna (2002) and

Mauerberg-deCastro (2005), who pointed out that the

spectacle given by sport may provide individuals the

opportunity to act as role models. This can help people who

believe in and spread wrong and prejudiced ideas about

people with disabilities due to a lack of information overcome

their attitude problems.

Mauerberg-deCastro (2005) said that participation in a

sport, sometimes the result of rehabilitative efforts, can

provide the opportunity for people to become socially

involved with others who are in similar situations.

Wheelchair basketball

Wheelchair basketball is one of the most popular sports

for people who have spinal cord injury, amputation, and

polio. The rules are those of the International Federation of

Amateur Basketball, with adaptations related to the use of

wheelchairs. These include moving the hips off of the chair,

touching the rim of propulsion three or more times without

dribbling the ball at least once. Classifications are based on

a system that awards points to athletes in classes that vary

from 1 to 4.5 points. On the court, five athletes play for a

maximum total of 14 points (Gorgatti & Gorgatti, 2005).

Wheelchair basketball demands good handling of the

wheelchair from the participant, and it helps to develop better

balance, higher velocity, and fast and safe spins. One of its

aims is the development and improvement of the abilities

needed for using a wheelchair (Winnick, 2004).

Wheelchair basketball also can help develop the

perceptive-motor abilities of people with disabilities

(knowledge about space, time perception, movement

perception, direction perception, physical scheme, and other

functions) (Mauerberg-deCastro, 2005). A person who

presents a new motor condition due to an accident and joins

a wheelchair basketball team, has the necessity of having

new body awareness with regard to her motor abilities.

Adams (1985) claimed that when a person with disabilities

works in a group and makes important contributions to the

group’s well-being, the others start to believe more in their

own abilities. Also, when such a person receives recognition

and approval from his or her colleagues, this can satisfy her

own curiosity about her ability to succeed. The result is a

fulfilled individual, who recognizes her place in the group,

because she uses her potential, despite her disability. The

sense of belonging to a group gives intense personal

satisfaction to almost everyone, including those with

disabilities. Everyone needs to face the challenges that can

take them to a greater sense of self satisfaction.
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Motivation

Samulski (2002) defined motivation as an active,

intentional process directed to a goal that depends on the

integration of personal factors (intrinsic) and from the

environment (extrinsic). The author suggested that

motivation presents a specific factor of direction which

represents a person’s intentions or goals. These intensions

and goals can be internal or external.

According to Zimbargo and Gerrig (1999), the mechanics

of the behavior and expectation in motivation was first

analyzed as a theory of social learning. For example, the fact

that a student studies for a test instead of having fun is

determined by the expectations he has before he reaches his

objective.

Maslow´s theory provides a model which can offer many

illustrations about sport. Maslow´s model established a

hierarchy of needs in a pyramidal shape. The base represents

physiological necessities, and the vertex is self-realization.

This model implies that it is necessary for people to satisfy

four basic necessities (physiology, safety, touch, and

esteem), before “higher” needs such as self-realization can

be achieved (Fadiman & Frager, 1986).

Definition: motive

According to Keller (1981), a motive is a personal

willingness, that is, a relatively constant tendency of

behavior, independent of the situation. Each motive allows

the determination of content, such as the motive of

advantage, the motive of aggression, etc.

Steinbach (1990) suggested that movements are

stimulated by situations. They influence the motivation that

conducts the behavior of a person.

Maslow´s classification considers that necessities are

motives, independent of the situation. He suggested that

motivation is the result of a stimulus that has not been taken

care of (Maslow, 1991).

The difference between motive and motivation

Steinbach (1990) discussed the difference between the

concepts of motive and motivation. A motive  is an

imposition: the will of a person that is imposed on a situation.

Motivation, to the contrary, is dependent on an external

situation, is current and brief. Motivation makes people

continue their behaviors until they reach their goals.

Motivation is also dependent on a short term situation.

Motivation plays an important role in the initiation,

maintenance, and intensity of the behavior of individuals as

related to the practice of sport (Maggil, 1984). An ongoing

search for explanations for the behaviors of people who

practice sport and their conduct toward the sport makes

investigators aim their attention toward the theme of

motivation within different contexts (Biddle & Mutrie, 1991).

Methodology

This study is a quantitative and descriptive analysis.

We analyzed motives that influenced people with disabilities

from a community in the countryside of Rio Grande do Sul to

start practicing wheelchair basketball.

The sample was composed of 11 males who have physical

disabilities, aged 29 to 46 years old, and who have played

wheelchair basketball for about a year. This is the only

physical activity that members of this group participated in.

To evaluate their motives for starting to play the game, a

system of open-answered questions were administered,

allowing each participant to express himself with relative

freedom in discussing up to three motives. This system was

adapted from that used by Samulski with Paraolympic athletes

in 2000. The questions asked the individuals to discuss the

motives that made them begin to practice wheelchair

basketball, and all of the participants described three

motives. We used these 33 motives as a basis for the

descriptive analysis. Later, the answers were categorized.

Data was collected in such a way that the participants

remained anonymous, as did their answers in order to avoid

bias. The team coach applied the questionnaire during

practice and then put the completed forms in an envelope

without reviewing the answers. Participants were not asked

to identify themselves.

All of the participants signed a consent form, and were

assured that their individual and group identities would be

preserved. Participants were advised that they were free to

withdraw from the study at any time.

Results

Our results were computed using standard deviation

(Thomas & Nelson, 2002). In this descriptive analysis of the

group, the motive, “making new friends” (21.2%), ranked

highest of all other motives for participation in wheelchair

basketball. These individuals lived with their families and

had restrictive lifestyles (Gorgatti & Gorgatti, 2005; Costa,

1992; Adams, 1985).

The motive, “to go out from home” (18.2%), was the

motive described with the next highest frequency. Besides

acceptance by a wider social group, architectural barriers

and a lack of adapted transportation interfere directly with

these individuals’ abilities to move around with autonomy

(Adams, 1985). According to a review of the literature

(Mauerberg-deCastro 2005; Gorgatti & Gorgatti, 2005;

Adams, 1985), gains to psychological and social wellbeing

are made when people with disabilities have a sense of

autonomy.

The motive, “practicing a sport” (15.1%), was the third

most common motive for the basketball players. In general,

rehabilitation of passive, not active, forms is offered to people

with disabilities. Sport offers possibilities for intensive

experiences with their own bodies and opportunities to

discover new motor abilities.
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Barbanti (1997), Sherril (1998), Saba (2003), Winnick

(2004), and Mauerberg-deCastro (2005) highlight the psycho-

emotional aspects as important components related to sports

and health promotion, pointing out that they are the bases

for entrance into training programs as well as for the

maintenance of a healthy lifestyle.

The three motives, “living with other people,” (9.1%), “a

result of the coach’s motivation (9.1%),” and “to increase

my sense of value” (9.1%), were the motives described with

the fourth highest frequency. Several researchers (Gorgatti

& Gorgatti, 2005; Adams, 1985) have observed that people

with disabilities start to practice a sport mainly through the

rehabilitation process and for the opportunity for social

involvement with people who have the same conditions.

Too, Adams (1985) claimed that the more frequent people’s

physical responses attract personal recognition, the faster

their feelings of inferiority will diminish.

The motives, “to recover from an injury” (6.1%) and

“happiness others pass on” (6.1%), were the fifth most

frequently named motives. Many people end up looking for

sport as a way of active rehabilitation and to prevent

secondary disabilities (Mauerberg-deCastro, 2005).

This author claimed that, regardless of the main objective

for participating in sport, it also has recreational value, too.

These recreational activities promote emotional well-being

for participants, and, consequently, they feel pleasure while

practicing them.

“Overcoming depression” (3.0%) and “learning new

things” (3.0%), both were the sixth most frequently chosen

motives. Samulski (2002) and Berger and McInman (1993)

observed that physical exercise reduces levels of anxiety,

depression, and anger, which are considered to be symptoms

of stress. The interest in knowing new things may involve

issues related to knowing about one’s own body, learning

about its limitations, and how to overcome personal and

physical problems and difficulties.

Conclusion

We concluded that wheelchair basketball can be a way

for wheelchair basketball players to feel integration with their

fellow players. It is also a way for the individual to rescue

himself and to feel reintegrated with society and with himself.

The benefits of this sport extend to people’s daily routines

and activities through the development of abilities and

talents that compensate for lost abilities, that test people’s

potentials, and improve their physiological and motor

conditions.

We can observe that individuals differ in their

motivations, depending on their life experiences and the

contexts into which they are inserted. The motives mentioned

by the participants of this study represent the context in

which they have been inserted and the peculiarities of living

with an upper body disability.

Motivation plays an important role in the initiation,

maintenance, and intensity of the behavior of individuals

toward sport. Knowing what motivates wheelchair basketball

players can help individual players, the coaches, and the

teams define their goals and know how to develop them

within the context of the group.
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Abstract—This study assessed the effect of a disability label on measures of the Theory of Planned Behavior

(TpB) (Ajzen, 2002) in a culturally diverse sample of preservice teachers (PTs). Also, this study assessed the

influence of a label on PTs from different countries. The TpB included behavioral (A
b

), normative (SN
b

), and control

beliefs (PBC
b

), attitude (ATB), subjective norm (SN), perceived behavioral control (PBC), and intention (I) toward

teaching a student labeled ADHD. Participants were 434 (M age=23.4, SD=3.56) PTs (170 females, M age=23.29,

SD=4.15 and 264 males, M age=23.63, SD=2.47), purposely selected from universities in Korea (n=246), China

(n=112), and the United States (n=76). Participants were randomly assigned into two groups. Group I (n=213) read

a vignette about 9-year-old student labeled ADHD in a general physical education class. Group II (n=221) read the

same vignette without the label. Each group completed Physical Educators’ Intention Toward Teaching Individuals

with Disabilities II Preservice Survey (PEITID-II-PS), written in English and translated into Korean and Chinese.

The PEITID-II-PS had 35 items and used a 7-point Likert scale that ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly

agree). The PEITID-II-PS  has good reliability and validity estimates (So, Tripp & Rizzo, in preparation). Tests for

group homogeneity that used t-tests, univariate ANOVAs, and MANOVAs, revealed no differences on age between

groups, prior coursework, and teaching in APE and special education (Box’s M = 34.90, P > .05). Results from

oneway ANOVAs (groups on measures of the TpB) found group differences on A
b 
[F

(1,431)=
11.61, p< .001], ATB

[F
(1,431)=

5.75, p< .05], SN [F(
1,431)=

3.80, p<.05], and I [F
(1,431)=

3.63, p< .05]. In other words, the group assigned a label

had less favorable A
b
, ATB, SN and I toward teaching a student labeled ADHD. Disability label had an adverse

affect on the overall group. Further, results indicated that Korean PTs had less favorable A
b
, and SN beliefs, and

ATB. Moreover, they believed their SN would not expect them to teach a student labeled ADHD in general physical

education classes. Somewhat similarly, Chinese PTs held less favorable A
b
 and SN beliefs about teaching a student

with the disability label. Finally, the U.S. PTs had less favorable I about teaching a student labeled ADHD. Taken

collectively, a disability label was not a badge of distinction for a student in general physical education classes.

Key Words: Theory of planned behavior, attitudes, physical activity.

The need for research on attitudes of future professionals

physical educators toward teaching individuals with

disabilities in general physical education classes (GPE) is

clear. Future professionals need preparation about providing

successful learning experiences for their students, including

those with disabilities. In many parts of the world, GPE

teachers now teach students that, a decade or two ago, were

taught primarily in separate adapted physical education

classes. Some refer to this movement as inclusion and others

still refer to it as mainstreaming. Whatever label is attached

to this social-education movement, the importance of

assessing factors (i.e., beliefs, attitudes, normative and

contextual influences) that influence intentions of future

teachers toward teaching students with disabilities in GPE

classes is axiomatic.

Future teachers have expressed mixed feelings about

teaching individuals with disabilities. Stewart (1991) reported

that future teachers held favorable attitudes toward students

with disabilities. However, Downs and Williams (1994) and

DePauw and Goc Karp (1990) found that future physical

educators expressed negative attitudes about teaching

students with disabilities. Aufsesser (1982) compared

attitudes of future physical educators to recreators and

special educators and found no differences among groups.
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Coursework, experience, perceived competence, age, and

gender also affect attitudes and we assume intentions. Future

professionals with coursework in adapted physical activity

or special education and who had experience teaching

students with disabilities reported more favorable attitudes

toward teaching students with disabilities (Folsom-Meek,

Groteluschen, & Nearing, 1996; Hodge, 1998; Hodge &

Jansma, 1999; Kowalski & Rizzo, 1996; Patrick, 1987; Rizzo &

Vispoel, 1992; Roswal, 1988; Rowe & Stutts, 1987).

However, the best predictor remains is perceived

competence.  For example, physical educators who had

higher perceived competence, relevant coursework [adapted

physical education (APE) and special education (SPED)],

and positive experiences teaching physical activity (PA) to

students with disabilities reported positive beliefs and

attitudes toward students with disabilities (Block & Rizzo,

1995; Hodge, Davis, Woodard, & Sherrill, 2002; Hodge &

Jansma, 1999; Kowalski & Rizzo, 1996; Kozub & Porretta,

1998; Rizzo & Kirkendall, 1995; Theodorakis, Bagiatis, &

Goudas, 1995). Future teachers with low perceived

competence also demonstrated negative attitudes toward

teaching students with disabilities (Downs & Williams, 1994).

Older students (seniors) expressed more negative attitudes

than did their younger colleagues (DePauw & Goc Karp,

1990).

The purpose of the study was to assess the relationship

between attributes [i.e., age, experiences of APE and SPED

coursework, experience teaching students with disabilities

and perceive competence] in a diverse sample of preservice

teachers (PTs) on measures of the Theory of Planned

Behavior (TpB) (Ajzen, 2002). Another purpose of this study

was to assess the influence of a label on PTs from different

countries.

Method

Participants

A total of 434 preservice teachers (170 females and 264

males; M age = 23.4, SD = 3.56) from Korea (n=246; 186 males

and 60 females), China (n=112; 50 males and 62 females), and

the United States (n=76; 28 males and 43 females) served as

participants in this study. Participants were purposely

selected from a comprehensive university located in a

metropolitan area in each country and randomly assigned

into two groups. Not all of them completed all of the

demographic questions (i.e., gender, age, number of APE

and SPED course work, and experience in teaching indivi-

duals with disabilities) on the instrument. Thus, the total

number of participants varies for different aspects of the

study.

Procedures

First, participants were randomly assigned into two

groups.  Group I (n=213; M age = 23.5, SD = 3.19) read a

vignette about 9-year-old student labeled ADHD in a general

physical education class. Group II (n=221; M age = 23.5, SD

= 3.28) read the same vignette without the label.  A

questionnaire package including the Physical Educators’

Intention Toward Teaching Individuals with Disabilities II

Preservice Survey (PEITID-II-PS), and demographic

experiential survey was administered in regular physical

education classes in Korea, China, and the United States

between July and October 2006.  Standardized instructions

in participants’ native language were given to all participants

in relation to the form and character of the questionnaire,

how to respond honestly and without reservation, and how

all responses would be kept in complete confidence.

Measures

Prior to data collection, the questionnaire was translated

into Korean and Chinese and back translation procedure

also was conducted. The 35-item PEITID-II-PS contains

seven variables that include intention (I), attitude toward

the behavior (ATB), subjective norm (SN), perceived

behavior control (PBC), behavioral beliefs (A
b

), normative

beliefs (SN
b

), and control beliefs (PBC
b

). Nine reverse coding

items were also included to examine reliability of the

responses. The PEITID-II-PS  has good reliability and

validity estimates (So, Tripp & Rizzo, 2007).  The constructs

and related measurements of the survey are discussed in

Tripp and Rizzo (2006).

Data analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the means

and standard deviation of each item on the demographic

items. To examine group homogeneity, the Box M test and

oneway ANOVAs for gender differences on measures of the

TpB were used. Univariate ANOVAs were used to reveal

group differences (i.e., label/no-label) on measures of the

TpB.

Results

Group differences on demographic variables

The assumption of homogeneity of covariance was

examined using the Box M test.  The result revealed that the

assumption was met (Box’s M = 34.90, p > .05), which reveals

no differences on age, prior coursework, and teaching in

APE and special education between two groups (i.e., label/

no-label groups). In regard to gender, one-way ANOVAs

revealed males (n=264, M = 23.63 ± 2.47) were older than

females (n = 163, M = 22.79 ± 4.37), F
(2, 429)

 = 13.3, p < .001;

females (M = 6.02 courses) took more special education

classes than that of males (M = 2.35), F
(2, 429)

 = 13.3, p <

.001, and females (M = .50 ± 1.37 year) had more experiences

in teaching individuals with disabilities than males (M = .25

± .94), F
(2, 427)

 = 17.2, p < .001.
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Group differences on the TpB measures

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of

all measures of the TpB for label and no-label group. Results

from oneway ANOVAs (groups on measures of the TpB)

found group differences on A
b 

[F
(1,431)

=11.61, p< .001], ATB

[F
(1,431)

=5.75, p< .05], SN [F
(1,431)

=3.80, p<.05], and I

[F
(1,431)

=3.63, p< .05]. The group assigned a label had less

favorable A
b

, SN and I toward teaching a student labeled

ADHD. Interestingly, the label group showed a higher mean

on ATB than the non-label group. However, disability label

had an overall adverse affect on the overall group.

Cultural differences of the effects

on the TpB measures

To assess the effect of a disability label on measures of

the TpB in a culturally diverse sample of preservice teachers,

group differences were first examined using univariate

ANOVAs.Table 2 presents the means and standard

deviations of all measures of the TpB for label and no-label

group in three countries.

The nation by group [Wilk’s Lambda, .944, F
(5, 427)

 = 1.54,

p = .78] interaction was nonsignificant.  However, univariate

ANOVAs follow-up yield significant nation and group main

effects. Results indicated that Korean label group showed

less score on all TpB measures, except ATB, compared to

Chinese and American preservice teachers.

Table 1.  Means and Standard Deviations of all Measures of the TpB for groups.

Measures of the TpB            Label Group (n = 213)       Non-Label Group (n = 221)

     Intention 11.87 ± 2.45 12.31 ± 2.24

     PBC 19.23 ± 4.22 19.84 ± 4.09

     SN 11.06 ± 2.78 11.56 ± 2.42

     ATB 12.34 ± 3.88 11.46 ± 3.66

     PBC
b

19.31 ± 8.91 19.65 ± 9.87

     SN
b

23.85 ± 9.73 24.11 ± 9.20

     A
b

17.10 ± 6.26 19.43 ± 7.63

Table 2.  Means and Standard Deviations of all Measures of the TpB for groups in three countries.

          Label Group (n = 213) Non-Label Group (n = 221)

Korea (n=111) China (n=60) America (n=42)              Korea (n=135) China (n=51)       America (n=35)

Intention 11.11±2.69 12.43±1.88 13.07±1.79 11.72±2.43 12.88±1.82 13.73±.66

PBC 18.54±4.31 18.98±3.71 21.40±4.06 19.46±3.47 18.96±4.70 22.73±4.28

SN 10.27±2.78 11.35±2.60 12.73±2.18 11.05±2.51 12.23±1.89 12.50±2.31

ATB 10.73±1.49 10.73±1.49 10.66±2.16 19.61±9.87 10.25±1.79 18.70±2.83

PBC
b

14.68±5.29 24.17±9.18 24.60±9.67 16.36±7.76 23.84±9.97 26.15±11.67

SN
b

19.40±7.78 30.35±9.75 26.35±8.29 21.51±8.65 28.54±8.77 27.76±8.32

A
b

16.29±4.04 17.68±8.13 18.42±7.73 17.89±4.66 21.38±10.18 22.40±10.80

Discussion

One purpose of this study was to determine the effect of

a label attached to a description of a child’s motor ability on

the constructs of the Theory of Planned Behavior (TpB).

The results of this study did indicate that future

professional’s responses to the survey items were affected

simply by a label (i.e., ADHD) in the vignette describing the

hypothetical student named “Hannah.” Future professionals

reported less favorable beliefs, subjective normative beliefs,

perceived behavioral control, and intentions toward teaching

this student in the general physical education classes than

those teachers who did not receive the label ADHD we used

to describe Hannah. This result indicates that when future

professionals were informed that a student has a disability

with the use of a label, regardless of the student’s actual

described motor ability, all of the assessed constructs on

the TpB were less favorable than if the student did not have

a disability label—except for attitudes toward the behavior.

Another purpose of this study was to assess the efficacy

of the TpB on both groups (label and no-label) by using a

survey designed according to the tenets of the model. The

TpB essentially states that intention may be influenced by

attitudes, social norm, perceived behavior control and related

beliefs. Therefore the theory of TpB postulates that to ensure

the prediction of intention we must assess the influence of

these constructs on intention. The results from the present

study provide only partial support for the TpB model. In

this study, there were inconsistent results with the constructs
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of the theory.  The obvious explanation for this result is due

to the socially desirable responses, but that requires further

study.

Finally, results from this study indicate that future

professionals from Korea reported the least favorable

responses to survey items when the hypothetical student

was assigned the label ADHD when compared to students

from China and the United States. However, in the nonlabeled

group future professionals from Korea had the most favorable

responses to the survey items when compared to their

American and Korean counterparts. This result only

suggests that future professionals from Korea responded in

a more favorable manner about teaching the nonlabled

student described in the vignette survey.

This is one of the first studies on this topic in adapted

physical activity. Indeed this line of inquiry necessitates

much further development before we can make definitive

conclusions about labels and future professionals. The

findings do raise important questions about teacher

preparation and students with disabilities. Perhaps teacher

preparation programs need to infuse (Rizzo, Broadhead, &

Kowalski, 1997) information about disabling conditions

throughout the curriculum to dispel stereotypes about

disability.  Additionally, teacher preparation programs should

prepare future professionals to teach a diverse group of

learners in their physical education classes. The results of

this study would predict that future professionals overall

perspective would improve if they were prepared to focus

on the student’s abilities and individual needs rather than

“label” attached to a student with a disability.

Limitations

Generalizations from the results of this study must be

made with caution because of at least several limitations of

the present study. First, the present study included a

purposive sample (Kerlinger, 1986) of participants from

selected campuses from universities in China, Korea and

the United States, not a random sample of future

professionals from each country. As such, it is likely that

the differences on PEITID-II-PS toward teaching a student

with a disability label could vary by geographic context and

cultural values.  Future studies in this area should include a

larger and more diverse and representative sample of future

professionals in other countries to more accurately assess

the effect of a label.

Another limitation is the expressed preference of physical

educators intention toward teaching a student with the

specific label of ADHD based on exposure to a written

stimulus. Whether future professional would respond in a

similar fashion to other disability labels (i.e., autism, spina

bifida, mental retardation, etc.) presented in other formats

such as a videotape of motor behavior, or an actual physical

encounter remains purely as conjecture. While we expect

labels to have deleterious affects on future professionals,

until further research occurs on this issue we can only

speculate about intentions and behaviors.

A third limitation is that this is only one study and

generalizations beyond what is presented here are premature.

The last limitation was that measures on the PEITID-II-PS

were self-reported and the possibility of sociably desirable

responses is recognized. These limitations necessitate

judicious interpretation of the results presented.

Implications

The practical implication of this finding would suggest

that when a future professional is presented with a labeled

disabling condition to describe a student it triggers

stereotypes about teaching that student physical activities

in general classes. What led to these responses by future

professionals? Why would future professionals feel this way

about teaching a student labeled ADHD? We could speculate

on the obvious—while the described motor ability seemed

typical of any child this age there was an apparent

assumption about the labeled students’ behavior. What

comes to mind when you think about ADHD?  Most people

may think about a behavioral concern given a short attention

span.  Yet, not all students with ADHD have a short attention

span that manifests itself in inappropriate behavior. We

believe that future professionals ‘envisioned’ characteristics

in Hannah that did not appear in the vignette. Evidently the

future professionals in this study held stereotypes about

the label that were manifested in lees favorable responses

on the survey. Would these responses translate into inappro-

priate teaching behaviors remains an empirical question.

A second implication is that pedagogical professional

preparation programs should employ an infusion-based

approach to teacher preparation. This curricular model is an

effective, efficient and efficacious approach to preparing

future professionals to effectively teach students with a

wide-range of motor ability in their general physical education

classes. A curriculum that supplements a required adapted

physical education course with opportunities to explore and

experiment with effective teaching behaviors during fieldwork

experiences with individuals with a wide-range of abilities is

a strategy that will positively benefit students and our

profession.

Rather than adding more specialized course work,

universities must consider restructuring their pedagogical

concentration and infuse information about teaching

students with disabilities.  Teacher preparation courses must

require extensive field-experiences in public schools where

preservice teachers learn effective teaching behaviors about

disabilities in inclusive settings. Learning effective teaching

behaviors appropriate for less skilled performers and

students with disabilities will enhance the educational

outcomes of physical education programs in public schools.

Conclusions

Though the literature in special education has reported

the mostly negative affects of labeling students on teachers,
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this research is one of first to measure the deleterious affect

of labels on the intentions of future professionals. As one

of the first of its kind, this research should provide motivation

to examine this issue with other labels and in different

contexts.  If a consistent pattern of results eventually appears

in the literature, a call should come from the profession to

restructure professional preparation curricula. However,

because this is only the beginning of this line of inquiry

only a plea for further research is justifiable. The findings

from this study accentuate that the need to continue research

in examining the relationship between theoretical constructs

and labels is evident.
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Abstract—This study examined the relationship between attributes [i.e., age, APE and special education (SPED)

coursework, experience teaching students with disabilities and perceive competence] in a diverse sample of

preservice teachers (PTs) on measures of the Theory of Planned Behavior (TpB) (Ajzen, 2000). PTs (N=213)

purposely selected from universities in China, Korea, and United States read a vignette that described a 9-year-old

student labeled Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and responded to 35 items that used a 7-point

Likert in the Physical Educators’ Intention Toward Teaching Individuals with Disabilities II Preservice Survey

(PEITID-II-PS). The PEITID-II-PS has good reliability and validity estimates (So, Tripp, & Rizzo, in preparation).

Forced entry multiple regression analyses were applied to the data to assess attributes and theoretical relationships.

Results indicated that intention was predicted by experience teaching students with disabilities (b=.17, p=.028)

and perceived competence (b=.16, p=.03).  SPED coursework had an adverse affect on PTs intentions and subjective

norms had little influence.  PTs that had APE coursework with experience teaching students with disabilities had

higher perceived competence, and that translated into more favorable intentions toward teaching students with

disabilities in physical education classes.

Key Words: Perceive competence, preservice teachers, Theory of Planned Behavior, adapted physical activity.

Social-educational policy and, in some countries, public law

encourages or mandates that students with disabilities

receive instruction in general physical education (GPE), with

support as needed, whenever possible. It is the intention of

policy and law that the instruction received by students

with disabilities will, to the maximum extent appropriate, take

place in an educational setting along with their peers.

Consequently, because of the inclusion of students with

disabilities in the GPE setting the role of the general physical

educator in providing direct service to students with

disabilities has changed (DePauw & Goc Karp, 1994a).

Despite the world-wide trend to educate students with

disabilities in GPE, university teacher education programs

have been slow to modify their curricula in order to address

the changing role of the general physical educator (DePauw

& Goc Karp, 1994a, 1994b). In some countries (i.e., the United

States) many of the university undergraduate teacher

preparation programs require a course in adapted physical

education. In other countries, (i.e., Korea & China) a course

in adapted physical education is an elective course. With

more students with disabilities attending GPE every year, it

is essential that all general physical educators are prepared

to teach students with disabilities using methods that will

promote quality learning and lead to a healthy active lifestyle.

Many factors contribute to quality inclusive GPE settings,

however, what is prerequisite to all student learning in GPE

are teachers’ beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and attributes

associated with teaching students with disabilities (Stewart,

1988; Tripp & Sherrill, 1991). The aforementioned factors

associated with teacher attributes are only a mere “starting

point” and yet they can be considered essential to a very

complex system that when operating properly will lead to

the desired final outcome, learning for all students in a high

quality inclusive GPE setting (Heikinaro-Johansson &

Sherrill, 1994; Sherrill, 2004).

University programs must include rich educational

experiences that include diverse and numerous strategies in

order to prepare PTs to be successful teachers in inclusive

GPE (Jansma, 1988; Patrick, 1987; Roswal, 1988; Rowe &

Stutts, 1987; Sherrill, 1988, 2004); Tripp & Sherrill, 1991).

Some physical education professionals have called for a

change in the culture of physical education (Tripp, Rizzo, &

Webbert, 2007) moving away from simply making activity

modifications to making philosophical program changes in

the physical education instructional processes and goals.

Specifically related to attitude toward teaching students

with disabilities in GPE, a number of studies have examined

the relationships between various attributes of teachers
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associated with a variety of student- and teacher-related

variables. While it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions

from this body of research because of differences in research

designs, individuals sampled, and assessment instruments

employed, several student- and teacher-related variables

have been significantly associated with attitudes and/or

intention in most studies that have been examined.

A varied and rich body of literature is developing on

attributes and related psychological constructs associated

with teaching students with disabilities in GPE. The literature

can be divided into four research areas. The first research

area concerns variables related to students with disabilities.

Secondly, psychological constructs like beliefs and attitudes

and attributes of teachers is considered. A third research

area examines the similar and dissimilar variables of future

professionals and, finally, the fourth area deals with research

on the process of changing attitudes.

The students (with disabilities)-related variables that

affect attitudes of teachers are grade level and disabling

conditions. Students in lower grade levels that have

disabilities are viewed more favorably than those in higher

grade levels (Minner & Knutson, 1982; Rizzo, 1984). Students

with mild disabilities are viewed more favorably than

students with more severe disabilities (Aloia, Knutson,

Minner, & Von Seggern, 1980; Rizzo, 1984; Rizzo & Wright,

1987; Rizzo & Vispoel, 1991; Tripp, 1988).

Teacher-related variables that affect attitudes toward

teaching students with disabilities include perceived

competence, experience teaching students with disabilities,

and academic preparation in SPED or APE. Attitudes of

physical educators are more likely to be favorable in teachers

who have higher perceived teaching competence (Rizzo &

Wright, 1988; Rizzo & Vispoel, 1991), more academic

preparation in APE (Rizzo, 1985) and experience with

students with disabilities (Marston & Leslie, 1983; Rizzo &

Vispoel, 1991).

Other characteristics of physical educators such as

gender and age have shown less consistent relationships

with attitudes. Aloia et al. (1980) found that women have

more favorable attitudes toward teaching students with

disabilities than men, but other studies (Patrick, 1987; Rowe

& Stutts, 1987; Rizzo & Wright, 1988; Rizzo & Vispoel, 1991)

revealed no significant gender differences. Significant

negative correlations were found between age and attitude

by Rizzo (1985), Rizzo and Wright (1988) and Rizzo and

Vispoel (1991). These results indicate that older physical

educators possess less favorable attitudes than do their

younger counterparts.

No doubt, PTs have many educational and experiential

differences than those of teachers already in the field. That

notwithstanding, investigators have consistently and

successfully employed similar student- and teacher-related

variables (discussed above) to explain attitudes of PTs.

Furthermore, there are unique student-related variables that

need to be considered such as age, grade level, and type of

disability. Outcomes of current research indicate that PTs

have expressed mixed emotions about teaching students with

disabilities in GPE. Stewart (1991) reported that PTs held

favorable attitudes toward teaching students with

disabilities, while Downs and Williams (1994), and DePauw

and Goc Karp (1990) reported that PTs expressed negative

attitudes. Finally, Aufsesser (1982) compared attitudes of

PTs to recreation professionals and special educators and

found no differences. In contrast, DePauw and Goc Karp

(1990) reported that special educators demonstrated less

favorable attitudes than their counterparts in APE.

Attitudes can be changed directly through the use of

educational and experiential programs. Research indicates

that attitudes of physical educators toward teaching

students with disabilities can be positively changed (Jansma

& Shultz, 1982; Patrick, 1987; Rizzo & Vispoel, 1992; Stewart,

1988; 1991). While the interventions, statistical designs, and

assessment procedures varied across the reported research,

consistent significant improvements in attitudes were

reported in all studies. According to a recent review of

attitudinal research by Shaver, Curtis, Jesunathadas, and

Strong (1987), attitudes toward students with disabilities

can be improved through at least four strategies (a)

information, (b) direct contact with people with disabilities,

(c) persuasion, and (d) vicarious experience. Some of these

strategies were applied successfully in the previously cited

studies. For example, information strategies were used in

the studies by Jansma and Shultz (1982), Patrick (1987), Rizzo

and Vispoel (1992), and Rowe and Stutts (1987). Direct

contact strategies were used in the studies by Patrick (1987),

Rowe and Stutts (1987), Rizzo and Vispoel (1992), and Stewart

(1988, 1991).

It  is important to emphasize that many of the

aforementioned variables, such as student disabling

condition, and teacher age and gender, are not effected by

nor are they under the control of colleges and universities.

While it is important to understand the relationships between

these variables and attitudes, the variables of greater interest

to professionals involved in teacher training are those that

educational institutions and programs of instruction can

influence. In this regard, findings from the previously cited

studies involving factors that can be influenced suggest

that favorable attitudes can be cultivated within University

teacher training programs by providing PTs with the correct

coursework and experience.

Although progress has been made in our understanding

of attitudes and/or intentions and some outcomes are known

to be significant, there continues to be limited data, coupled

with differences in attitude instruments, the participants,

and the research designs that make it difficult to draw

absolute conclusions about how to influence the attitudes

of PTs. Issues of concern include use of surveys that are

atheoretical (Sherrill, 2004), or use of surveys that address

only a portion of a theory (Kozub & Linnert 2003).

The purpose of this research was to identify attributes

of PTs that are associated with favorable intentions toward

the inclusion of students with disabilities in GPE. In addition,

to assess the efficacy of the TpB (Ajzen, 1991) on both label

and no-label groups by designing a survey that conformed
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to the theoretical model. This research project used the

Physical Educators’ Intention Toward Teaching Individuals

with Disabilities II Preservice Survey (PEITID-II-PS) that

is a revision of the PEATID-III survey.

Method

Participants

This research project involved 213 PTs (96 females and

117 males, M age = 23.5, SD = 3.19) purposely selected from

comprehensive universities in metropolitan settings in China

(n=60, M age = 24.8, SD = 2.03), Korea (n=111, M age = 22.4,

SD = 2.59), and United States (n=42, M age = 24.6, SD =

4.61).  Some of the participants did not complete

demographic questions (i.e., gender, age, number of APE

and SPED course work, quality of experience teaching

students with disabilities, years teaching students with

disabilities, and competency teaching students with

disabilities) on the instrument. Therefore, the total number

of participants varies for different aspects of the study.

Procedures

Participants read a vignette about 9-year-old student

labeled ADHD in GPE. A questionnaire package including

the PEITID-II-PS, and a demographic experiential survey was

administered in GPE in Korea, China, and United States

between July and October 2006. Standardized instructions

in native languages were provided, as well as how to respond

honestly without reservation, and confidentiality

information.

Measures

The PEITID-II-PS had 35 items on a 7-point Likert-type

scale with anchors of strongly agree (7) to strongly disagree

(1)  including intention (I, 2-items) attitude toward the

behavior (ATB, 3-items), subjective norm (SN, 2-items),

perceived behavior control (PBC, 4-items). Furthermore,

based on Ajzen’s (2002) premise that “beliefs play a central

role in the theory of planned behavior,” behavioral beliefs

(A
b
, 6 items; 3 behavioral belief strength and 3 outcome

evaluation items), normative beliefs (SN
b,

 10 items; 5

normative belief strength and 5 motivation to comply items),

and control beliefs (PBC
b,

 6 items; 3 control belief strength

and 3 control belief power items) were included. According

to the TpB behavioral beliefs determine attitude toward the

direct measure of attitude (ATB), normative beliefs determine

subjective norm (SN), and control beliefs determine perceived

behavioral control (PBC). The measurements of behavioral

beliefs (A
b

, SN
b

, and PBC
b

) were scored by multiplying PTs

belief strength by outcome evaluation, motivation to comply,

and control belief power.

Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the means

and standard deviation of each item on the demographic

items and the TpB measures. Prior to regression analyses,

one-way ANOVAs were conducted to examine gender

differences. Forced entry multiple regression analyses were

conducted to assess relationships between attributes and

the theoretical model of TpB.

Results

Descriptive statistics of participants on

demographic measures

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of

all measures for males and females. ANOVA indicated females

had a significant effect on the number of years teaching

students with disabilities, F
(1, 211)

 = 4.56, p < .05, in that

females had more years than males. No differences were

found between males and females on age, coursework in

APE and SPED, and self-reported competency teaching

students with disabilities.

Differences on demographic measures among

participants from Korea, China, and United States

Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations of

all measures for participants from Korea, China, and United

States. ANOVAs revealed statistically significant differences

among the countries on age, years teaching students with

disabilities, and self-reported competency teaching students

with disabilities. Chinese and United States PTs were older

than Korean PTs. United States PTs had more experience

(i.e., years teaching students with disabilities) and a higher

level of self-reported competency than did Chinese and

Korean PTs. Further analysis indicated that teaching

competency was positively correlated with the experience

of teaching students with disabilities (γ = .35, p < .001).

Relationships among demographic variables and

TpB measures

To examine relationships among demographic variables

and TpB measures, multiple regression analyses were

conducted. Table 3 presents the results of regression

analysis. Each demographic attribute predicted the measures

of the TpB. Results indicated that both intention and

perceived behavioral control were predicted by teaching

experience and perceived teaching competency. Attitude

toward behavior was predicted by prior teaching experience,

SPED coursework, and age. Control beliefs were predicted

by SPED coursework and age. Age and self-reported

teaching competency were predictors for behavioral beliefs.
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Table 1. Results of descriptive statistics and ANOVAs on demographic measures.

Measures Males (n = 117) Females (n = 96)   F  p

Age    23.64 ± 2.85     23.32±3.56   .52 .47

APE coursework    7.44 ± 23.58     10.11±29.71   .53 .47

Special education coursework    4.00 ± 14.07     6.60 ± 20.42 1.18 .28

Year in teaching    0.29 ± .93     0.68 ± 1.69 4.56 .03

Teaching competency    1.94 ± .87     1.80 ± .82 1.39 .23

Table 2. Results of descriptive statistics and ANOVAs on demographic measures among the nations.

Measures Nations M ± SD   F   p

Age (n = 213) Korea (n = 111) 22.37 ± 2.59

China (n = 60) 24.82 ± 2.02 16.75 .000

America (n = 42) 24.60 ± 4.61

APE coursework Korea (n = 111) .13 ± .38

(n = 210) China (n=57) .53 ± .01 1.24 .782

America (n=42) 1.33 ± .24

Special education Korea (n = 111) .06 ± .24

coursework (n = 209) China (n =56) .84 ± .18 .53 .891

America (n=42) .31 ± .78

Year in teaching Korea (n = 111) .16 ± .08

(n = 213) China (n = 60) .27 ± 1.16 20.69 .000

America (n = 42) 1.56 ± 1.93

Teaching competency Korea (n = 111) 1.77 ± .92

(n=213) China (n = 60) 1.82 ± .77 5.66 .004

America (n = 42) 2.26 ± .67

Table 3. Results of multiple regression on the predication of the TpB measures.

TpB Measures Attributes  B  â   t   p

I Teaching experience .98 .17 2.21 .028

Teaching competency .45 .16 2.19 .030

PBC Teaching competency 1.64 .33 4.84 .000

Prior teaching experience 1.04 .21 2.21 .049

ATB Prior teaching experience 3.51 .39 5.70 .000

Special education course -1.51 -.18 -2.87 .005

Age .18 .17 2.46 .015

SN N/A   -   -    -    -

PBC
b

Special education course 4.58 .23 3.48 .001

Age .55 .22 2.95 .004

A
b

Age .32 .18 2.34 .021

Teaching competency 1.10 .15 2.08 .039

SN
b

Special education course 6.84 .32 4.67 .000

Finally, normative beliefs were predicted by SPED

coursework. Subjective norm was not predicated by any

demographic variable. SPED coursework had an adverse

affect on PT attitude toward teaching students with

disabilities.

Discussion

This study was designed to identify PT’s attributes

associated with favorable intentions toward the inclusion

of a student with ADHD in GPE. PT’s from China, Korea, and
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United States were surveyed using the PEITID-II-PS to

assess the independent and collective contributions between

and among attributes associated with favorable intentions.

The first major finding was that no significant differences

exist among participants between gender on age and number

of courses in APE and SPED. Closer inspection reveals that

age, years of teaching experience, and self-reported

competence did make a difference between participants in

the three countries on various constructs within the TpB.

Specifically, Korean students were the youngest, United

States students had the most experiences, and Chinese

students were the oldest.

Age of the participants notwithstanding, the most

important outcome related to this investigation was that

previous experience teaching students with disabilities and

its corollary perceived competence had a significant effect

on intentions and perceived behavioral control. PT’s with

more experience teaching students with disabilities rated

themselves as feeling more competent to teach students with

disabilities in GPE.  Furthermore, those PTs with more

experience reported that they felt more cognizant of factors

under their control that affect their ability to teach students

with disabilities in GPE. The results of this research provide

support for the earlier work of Downs and Williams (1994)

who reported that when perceived competence was lower,

attitudes toward teaching students with disabilities in

general classes were less favorable, as well as others

specifically examining GPE who also reported that

coursework and experience related to favorable attitudes

(Block & Rizzo, 1995; Hodge & Jansma, 1999; Hodge, Davis,

Woodard, & Sherrill, 2002; Kowalski & Rizzo, 1996; Kozub

& Porretta, 1998; Rizzo & Kirkendall, 1995). Overall, when

one reviews the current body of research, one finds that

physical education teachers’ attitudes and beliefs associated

with teaching students with disabilities in GPE are reported

to be mostly favorable (Hodge, Ammah, Casebolt, Lamaster,

O’Sullivan, 2004).

The implications of these results for teacher preparation

programs are compelling and obvious. Teacher preparation

programs should offer as many rich and varied field

experiences as possible to PTs throughout their academic

preparation programs. Data from this study show that as

practical field experiences increase, PTs had more favorable

intentions toward teaching students with disabilities and

report feeling more skilled at managing the day to day issues

that can influence their teaching ability. Interestingly, despite

no known evidence that experience working with students

with disabilities in professional preparation has been

increasing, current research indicates that PTs report higher

levels of perceived competence related to teaching students

with disabilities in GPE, or have they just been sensitized to

the socially expected responses?

The findings of this research are consistent with past

research (Center & Ward, 1987; Downs & Williams, 1994;

Kowalski & Rizzo, 1996; Rizzo, 1985, Rizzo & Vispoel, 1991;

Rizzo & Wright, 1988; Tripp & Rizzo, 2006) indicating that

higher perceived competence and its associated variable

(experience) will result in more favorable intentions, and

perceived behavioral control (their ability to manipulate

environmental variables associated with teaching students

with disabilities in general classes). In this study, students

from United States had more experiences than their

counterparts in China and Korea and this attribute seemed

to make a difference in perceived competence. That is to

say, PTs that have more opportunities for favorable

experiences will develop higher perception of competence

in teaching students with disabilities. Consequently, these

PTs will feel more capable of adapting instruction to meet

the individual needs of students with disabilities in GPE.

Experience does make a difference.

The most important result of this research project with

this group of participants is the question “Why do more

field experiences build higher levels of perceived

competence?” Results from past research show that

perceived competence is the most compelling attribute

associated with improving intentions and attitudes. At this

point it remains an empirical question “When does perceived

competence overcome the need for field experiences in pre-

professional preparation programs?” In other words, how

much field experience is needed before it no longer has a

major influence on intentions? Or, how much is enough?

The second most important result is that behavioral

beliefs are predicted by prior teaching experience, age, and

SPED coursework. These factors clearly influence the

attitudinal beliefs of PTs. As students advance through their

academic program, most likely they will have more field

experiences and take more coursework in related fields like

SPED. The results of this study are not consistent with

DePauw and Goc Karp (1990) who found that as age of PTs

increased, attitudes became less favorable, and women held

more favorable attitudes toward teaching students with

disabilities. However, the findings from this study are similar

to a number of other reported research outcomes(Center &

Ward, 1987; Kowalski & Rizzo, 1996; Rizzo, 1985, Rizzo &

Vispoel, 1991; Rizzo & Wright, 1988; Tripp & Rizzo, 2006)

that indicate coursework and experience are essential in

developing the building blocks (behavioral beliefs) of

favorable intentions.

The third interesting finding from this study is that

behavioral beliefs can be predicted by age (as age increases

beliefs become more favorable) and perceived competence

(which is mediated by experience). Although attitudes

toward the behaviors associated with teaching students with

disabilities were not significantly related to any of the

attributes, factors that influence the building blocks of

attitudes (behavioral beliefs) were apparent. Also, the social

normative component was not related to any of the

attributes. Evidently, PTs in this study were not influenced

by a social component. Reasons for this would only be

speculative, therefore do not warrant comment at this time.

Taken collectively, the results of this research indicated

that PTs engaged in service learning types of fieldwork

programs as part of their professional preparation who were

obtaining varied experiences teaching students with
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disabilities had more favorable intentions about teaching

students with disabilities in GPE. Also, PTs who had more

practical experiences felt more ‘in control’ of other variables

that affect their ability to teach students with disabilities.

These findings provide additional evidence that supports a

change in the culture (Tripp, Rizzo, & Webber, 2007) of

physical education teacher preparation programs at colleges

and universities.
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Abstract—Several challenges face both adapted and general physical education professionals in the conduct and

reporting of research with culturally, ethnically, and linguistically diverse groups (Hodge, Kozub, Robinson, &

Hersman, 2007). Researchers often ignore such issues as (a) proper identification, description, and selection of

diverse samples; (b) heterogeneity existing within diverse groups; (c) cultural and language barriers; and (d)

instruments and measurements used with culturally, ethnically, and linguistically diverse groups (Padilla & Lindholm,

1995). Instead much of our physical education research is situated in a dominant epistemological tradition (Hodge

et al., 2007). While, culturally diverse groups, particularly persons of color are often neglected, misrepresented, or

marginalized (Bruening, 2005). To expand our knowledge base, critical scholarship that examines hegemonic

assumptions and the social construction and intersection of such variables as gender, race, ethnicity, and

socioeconomic status (SES) is required. Hence, we sought to determine what trends over time exist in the

identification and description of participants used in data based studies published in Adapted Physical Activity

Quarterly (APAQ) and the Journal of Teaching in Physical Education (JTPE). Using documentary analysis

procedures (Bordens & Abbott, 1999), the researchers selected and analyzed data-based studies reporting original

data involving human participants from each volume of each journal totaling 786 studies (APAQ = 419 and JTPE =

367) from the start of the journals (i.e., JTPE was first published in 1981 and APAQ in 1984) across the past two and

one-half decades to 2005. Data were analyzed using frequency counts for journals and time periods with chi-square

tests. For both journals, results show time span trends representative of the dominant epistemological tradition.

Trend data also reveal that even today most data-based studies in these journals fail to report race, ethnicity, and

SES. Findings are discussed with guiding principles for future research.

Key Words: Research practice, adapted physical activity.

Introduction: Defining social construction

Social constructionist theory emanates from critical theory,

literary theory and feminism, drawing its longstanding

critique to positivism. Using this framework, it becomes

possible to consider the construction of difference as a

cultural predisposition towards certain actions; in other

words, history acts as a form of scaffolding, influencing our

understanding of difference such that certain actions create

culturally-defined expectations of normalcy. Social

constructionism is particularly relevant to the groups whose

voices have been silenced by what some consider authorities

on truth (Gergen, 1994). As a result, epistemological

questions emerge which address fundamental questions of

voice, power relations, and the actions that emanate from

dominant ideologies.

Constructionist inquiry is particularly relevant to the area

of adapted physical activity because it has the potential to

empower groups whose efforts at social justice and

opportunities for equality are paralyzed by positivist

hegemony. Thus, employing social constructionism as a

theoretical framework brings into focus knowledge

generation and the on-going process that coordinates these

actions.

Knowledge construction in

physical education

Much of the knowledge in most, if not all societies is

constructed through the interchange between theory,

research, and practice. Historically, however scholars have

been unaware, overlooked, or simply ignored issues as to

(a) proper identification, description, and selection of diverse

samples; (b) heterogeneity existing within diverse groups;

(c) cultural and language barriers; and (d) instruments and

measurements used with diverse groups (Padilla & Lindholm,

1995). Recently, Hodge, Kozub, Robinson, and Hersman

(2007) asserted that such oversights or shortcomings typify

the conduct and reporting of research in physical education

with culturally, ethnically, and linguistically diverse groups.

In constructing knowledge for a better understanding of

an increasingly larger and diverse global demography,

properly conducting and reporting research with individuals
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who are not members of the dominant culture is essential

(DeSensi, 1995; Hodge et al., 2007; Padilla & Lindholm, 1995).

Usually, the dominant culture refers to the hegemony of

White male domination within a Eurocentric paradigm

(Gordon, 1995). In previous years, most research was situated

in this dominant epistemological tradition and “[t]he

hegemony of the dominant paradigm makes it more than just

another way to view the world—it claims to be the only

legitimate way to view the world” (Ladson-Billings, 2000, p.

258). Owing to this, “[t]he majority of instruments and

research procedures used in educational research have been

developed by White male researchers from a monocultural

perspective using White and generally middle-class students

as the normative population” (Padilla & Lindholm, 1995, p.

98). In this paradigm, ethnically, culturally, and linguistically

diverse groups, including women and persons of color are

often neglected, misrepresented, or marginalized (Bruening,

2005).

Of particular relevancy to this paper, Hodge et al. (2007)

argued that in physical education more “critical scholarship

that examines hegemonic assumptions and the intersection

of such variables as gender, race, ethnicity, and

socioeconomic status (SES) is needed” (p. 25). They

conducted a documentary analysis of two premier journals,

Adapted Physical Activity Quarterly (APAQ) and Journal

of Teaching in Physical Education (JTPE) on those

variables. The purpose of their study was to determine what

trends over time exist in the identification and description of

participants used in data based studies published in APAQ

and JTPE. They analyzed data-based studies reporting data

on participants from each volume of each journal totaling

786 studies (APAQ = 419 and JTPE = 367) from the inception

of the journals (i.e., early 1980s) to 2005.

Hodge et al. found that in both APAQ  and JTPE

contributors explicitly stated gender in 85% of the 786 studies

analyzed. But, the tendency was to identify participants who

were mostly White from a male-oriented approach. Usually

men and boys were identified first in order and women and

girls second, this exemplifies a male-dominant paradigm

(Gordon, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 2000). Typical of a male-

dominant culture is the prioritizing of the male as first, as

head, as the lead. Hodge et al. stated that such a prioritizing

is evident in both APAQ and JTPE and has occurred despite

scholarship leading to a greater awareness and

understanding of issues associated with gender equality in

sport and physical activity contexts.

Further, Hodge et al.’s documentary analysis provides

evidence of problematized trends in data-based studies

published in APAQ and JTPE as most articles neglected to

provide data on participants’ race and/or ethnicity.

Specifically, trend data on race and ethnicity indicate that

non-identification occurred in nearly 80% of the 786 studies

they analyzed. Over the years, a small increase in reporting

race or ethnicity has occurred across both journals. Still

most (71%) studies from the two journals from 2000 through

2005 neglect to report race or ethnicity. In those studies

where race and/or ethnicity were identified, Whites were

usually identified first in order all other racial or ethnic

groups. Moreover, authors often mix or confuse race with

ethnic status identifiers. Such as, they would identify

participants as Caucasian (i.e., race identifier) as opposed

to, say Italian American (i.e., ethnic identifier). Contributors

also mostly referred to ‘other’ participants by ethnic status

rather than race identifiers (e.g., African American). Often,

contributors reported ‘predominantly White,’ and

‘predominantly Caucasian,’ while not identifying ‘other’

ethnic groups in the sample. Further, although Hispanic

participants may be of any race and of various ethnicities,

contributors to both journals rarely clarified their use of the

term Hispanic. These commonalities also typify a White male,

monocultural, dominant and normative paradigm (Messner,

1992). To make claims of generalizability or transferability of

findings with such flaws is speculative at best and reflective

of a Eurocentric or Euro-American paradigm (Ladson-

Billings, 2000).

In APAQ, Sutlive and Ulrich (1998), and Sherrill and

O’Connor (1999) stressed the importance of fully describing

participants for both generalization and replication

purposes. Hodge et al. argued that as the intersection of

race, gender, disability, and social class does matter, scholars

must pay attention to these and other variables such as

SES, geographical location, and social positioning (e.g.,

dominant or marginalized). They also argued that scholars

“must no longer neglect to include and properly represent

the voices, wisdoms, and experiences of persons from

culturally diverse groups in our epistemologies, polices, and

professional preparation programs” (p. 31).

An unawareness, oversight, or neglect to properly and

fully identify participants’ race and/or ethnicity is also

problematized from the standpoint of perpetuating the

hegemonic assumption of a ‘White standard reference

group’ (Hodge et al., 2007). This perpetuates the assumption

that the White and typically middle-class male is the

normative standard against which other groups are to be

compared (Gordon, 1995). Historically, White researchers

from a monocultural perspective have used White and

typically middle-class males as the normative population in

much of their research (Padilla & Lindholm, 1995). Hodge et

al.’s findings illustrate this hegemonic paradigm in physical

education research, which lends itself to a narrow database

that results in biased conclusions on substantive educational

outcomes that are problematic even for White samples that

differ (e.g., persons with disabilities) from the normative

group. The problem is exacerbated if instruments and

procedures used are not suited to groups who do not share

all the demographics of the “normative” group (Hodge et

al., 2007; Padilla & Lindholm, 1995).

Further, Hodge et al. (2007) reported that typically

contributors to APAQ and JTPE failed to report SES data. To

simply identify participants as those from urban, suburban,

or rural contexts is insufficient on the question of SES.

Alternatively, SES variables should be defined by individual

family incomes and social context, not merely resident

location (Desimone, 2001). Desimone (2001) asserted that,
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“it is widely acknowledged that generalization to an

‘average’ student can be misleading, generalization to an

‘average’ Black, Hispanic, or low-income student can be

equally misleading” (p. 25).

To extend our knowledge base with a heightened degree

of cultural sensitivity and relevancy, properly identifying

and describing participants’ gender, race or ethnicity, and

SES should become common practice. In those studies where

variables believed to be associated with some biological

dimensions of maleness and/or femaleness are deemed

relevant to the inquiry the use of the term sex to distinguish

participants is acceptable. But, gender is a more commonly

used term in today’s discourse. Contemporarily, gender is a

preferred term to sex to refer to a socially constructed pattern

of behavior recognized as feminine or masculine (Kirk, 2003).

Use of the term gender implies a recognizing of a person’s

social, cultural, ethnical, and bodied identities (Gorely,

Holroyd, & Kirk, 2003; Kirk, 2003). From a critical perspective,

Hodge et al. asserted that race and ethnic identity is always

relevant to the proper identification, description, and

representation of participants. In that regard, it is necessity

to discern between race and ethnicity; as these represent

two different constructs, yet so often are reported as one

and the same. To help avoid White male hegemony with

White males as the normative group, researchers should

either use race and ethnicity identifiers in alphabetical order

or order from the largest to smallest group or vice verse. The

point is to avoid always identifying White participants as

first in order. Further, we would submit that SES indicators

are relevant to the proper identification, description, and

representation of a diversity of participants and should

commonly be reported (Hodge et al., 2007).

Positioned as critical scholars, we agree that “no picture

can be considered final when the perspectives and narratives

of so many are missing or distorted to serve dominant

majority interests” (Lincoln & Denzin, 2000, p. 1057). We are

encouraged that progress has occurred over the years, but

far less progress has been made than is desirable. It is

important that researchers adhere to the guidelines

articulated by Hodge et al. (2007) as well as those by Sutlive

and Ulrich’s (1998), and Sherrill and O’Connor’s (1999) in

the construction of knowledge in physical education.
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Abstract—In the field of general physical education, postmodern theories attempt to address issues of difference

and diversity and the social-historical traditions that have given shape to interpretations of the body and mind

(Azzarito & Solmon, 2006).  However, important questions persist about the construction of learning and the

significance of context as each affects the way students with disabilities are positioned in the classroom. As a

theory that informs educational practice, social constructionism has potential for revealing the relational acts

through which meaning arises in the emergent flow of interactions between teachers and students within the larger

context of the school (Gergen, 2000; McNamee & Gergen, 1999). Using this framework, it becomes possible to

consider questions of behavior, expectations and the actions that emerge from collective views. The purpose of

this research was to examine administrator and teacher perceptions of students with disabilities and to align them

with observations of an inclusive physical education classroom. The research utilized a qualitative case study

design (Merriam, 1998). Administrators and teachers, including paraprofessionals were interviewed both formally

and informally over a 16 week period (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Field notes consisted of observations in two

inclusive physical education classrooms that included students with significant disabilities (Schatzman & Strauss,

1973). Documents were also collected for review. Boyzaitis’s (1998) five-step process was utilized in the analysis.

Administrators and teachers’ perspective of disability intersected with deficit and functional models of disability.

Administrators’ commitment to inclusive practice emanated from years of experience that spanned the education of

students from segregated to inclusive settings. Teacher perceptions informed three emerging streams including

the social/emotional stream of belonging, the physical stream of the environmental, and the academic constraints

of the learning task. The physical education teacher crossed these streams through a sensitivity to difference and

an ecological acuity that encouraged meaningful participation for all students. Within the framework of social

constructionism learning in an inclusive school was created and sustained between, and not within, each person.

Key Words: Social constructionism, medical model, inclusion, adapted physical activity.

Postmodernists have challenged traditional claims made by

scientists of a steadfast knowledge of the world that reveals

the nature of nature and the knowledge of physical laws

(Butler, 2002). As a legitimized doctrine, science’s

authoritative stance is premised on a purposeful and neutral

method of control as researchers construct knowledge of

objects within the materials and values of a culture. Rational

thoughts are embedded in value orientations aligned with

power allegiances that maintain an ordered social hierarchy

of all that is considered real and good (Gergen, 2000). These

positivist forms of observation deny the dialectical between

self and others and the social structures that constitute one’s

world view (Lather, 1991).

As we begin to think about the social practices associated

with modernist epistemology, Bourdieu (1977) provides

insight into the methods that enable positivism to maintain

the status of neutrality and objectivity:

Objectivism constitutes the social world as a

spectacle presented to an observer who takes up a

“point of view” on the action, who stands back so

as to observe it and, transferring into the objective

principles of his relation to the object, conceives of

it as a totality intended for cognition alone…This

point of view is one afforded by high positions in

the social structure, from which the social world

appears as representation…and practices are no

more than “executions”…or the implementing of

plans. (pp. 96-97)

Within positivistic traditions, objectivity becomes the

defining characteristic that upholds truth as an

uncontaminated entity, while the subjective is assumed to

be personal, wrought with human fallibility and emotion,

ultimately distorting the truth. This hierarchical construction

of objective and untainted knowledge endows some

individuals with the right to be “truth tellers,” responsible

for prescribing social norms (Gergen, 2000). In effect, a moral

code of standards for acceptable behavior is created through

an “ideological ruse” (Lather, 1991, p. 90).

Foucault (1979) describes disciplinary regimes, as the

domination of groups who claim to be in possession of the

truth, and the “coordinated…cluster of relations” that ensue

(p. 184). He argues that conceptions of the modernist body

reproduced social relations of domination and subordination.

A Cartesian belief of the separate, efficient body as machine

has been promoted by medical,  pedagogical,  and

architectural practices (Thompson, 1997). This view
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produced a “new law of modern society” and a “principle of

coercion” used to measure and classify bodies (Foucault,

1979, p. 184).

Postmodernists have been successful in adapting

Foucault’s arguments to illustrate the ways in which

discourses of power have been used to marginalize

subordinate groups in various contexts (Butler, 2002). For

persons with disabilities whose physical and psychological

dispositions fall outside established codes, differences

translate into handicaps or deficits (Davis, 1997). These

handicaps act as social, physical, and intellectual barriers

that hinder the person’s ability to lead a productive life within

his or her local community.

Postmodernists approach science and scientists with

caution, treating their truths as one among many stories

that compete to regulate social interaction. The central

question about science, then, is not so much its vehement

claim to truth, but the political and ethical implications of a

doctrine that marginalizes selected groups of the population.

Discourses of power shape views of the individual and

the nature of their subjective identity. Sampson (1993) depicts

two conceptual dilemmas of modernist epistemologies. The

first involves a distancing of the subject from the knower,

grounded in the pretense of the uncontaminated view. The

second involves the failure of the knower to attend to the

activities of the subjects of study. This lack of connection

separates one from the other—the knower from the subject.

Within each, a serviceable other emerges as the object of

construction for the dominant groups who give priority to

their own experience and their places in the world (Sampson,

1993, p. 4).

In the domain of special education, the serviceable other

emerges within the power differentials of the child with

disabilities and the professionals assigned to rehabilitate or

remediate the child. Identified students become the observed

specimens of the arbitrator, their disabilities defined through

a series of norms and standards that reduce their identity to

the manifestations of their disability. While the biological

facts of a person’s disability can’t be ignored, the reductio-

nist tendencies of modernist discourse discourage the

contextual complexity of handicapping conditions (Asch &

Fine, 1988). The disability is essentialized as traits, enhanced

through social structures that promote categorical superiority

of intellectual and physical functioning (Jones, 1996).

Inclusive education

The legal preference for inclusive placements in the

general education classroom coupled with a strong and

persuasive disability rights movement have resulted in

positive gains for students with disabilities (Sherrill, 2004).

As an educational philosophy, inclusion is a comprehensive,

school-wide effort that encourages teachers to provide high

outcomes for all students and to insure flexible groupings in

the development of appropriate curricula (Villa & Thousand,

2000). Inclusion challenges teachers to value and accept

diversity, to collaborate with colleagues in all aspects of

teaching, and to use instructional practices that have proven

efficacy in heterogeneous classrooms (Lilly, 1998; Sapon-

Shevin, 1990; Villa & Thousand, 2000).

The perspective offered by social constructionism

articulates patterns of action and the ways in which

relationships figure into the social landscape of the inclusive

classroom (Gergen, 2000). For the social constructionist,

reality is created between individuals, places, and things

with an emphasis on language and interactions in the

construction of meaning. Social constructionism informs the

literature on inclusion by reducing the tendency to

essentialize the student’s disability as a fixed entity devoid

of social context and cultural expectations (Malloy & Vasil,

2002).

Practices within education are typically grounded in

assumptions on the nature of human activity and the

relationships they share with others. Clearly then, the

different constructions of what we perceive as knowledge

and how it is played out will lend itself to differing educational

processes. As a theory that informs educational practice,

social constructionism has potential for revealing the

relational acts through which meaning arises in the emergent

flow of interactions between administrators, teachers and

students within the larger context of the inclusive school

(Gergen, 2000; McNamee & Gergen, 1999). Using this

framework, it becomes possible to consider questions of

behavior, expectations and the actions that emerge from

collective views.

The inclusive classroom as socially constructed, treats

teaching and learning as relational acts that potentially shape

perceptions of disability instrumental to learning (Grenier,

2004).

Methods

The purpose of this analysis was to examine administrator

and teacher perceptions of disabilities and to align them

within the objectives of an inclusive school. The research

utilized a qualitative case study design (Merriam, 1998).

Administrators and teachers, including paraprofessionals,

were interviewed both formally and informally over a 16 week

period (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992). Field notes consisted of

observations in two inclusive physical education classrooms

which included students with significant disabilities

(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). Field notes were critical for

establishing a connection between inclusive physical

education and social constructionism in describing the

nature of group relations (McNamee and Gergen, 1999). The

field notes described teacher and student interactions as

well as student to student interactions indicative of group

relations. Interviews consisted of semi-structured questions

eliciting self-reports on individuals’ beliefs and practices

and the relation of these beliefs to inclusive education. For

instance, administrators were not asked questions regarding

classroom activity. Interviews were conducted and
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audiotaped with the physical education teacher, the building

principal, the special education director, the classroom

teachers, and the paraprofessionals. Documents collected

for review included lesson plans, Individual Education Plans

(IEP’s) of the students with disabilities and curricular units

in physical education.

Boyzaitis’s (1998) five-step process was utilized in the

data analysis. Raw information collected from the data

sources were reduced into manageable samples. Themes

were identified within these samples and compared across

sub-samples in which operational codes were created. In

the final phase, raw data was revisited to support theme

development closely related to daily realities of the

classroom. These methodological procedures were

compatible with the theory of social constructionism as

analytical tools for theory expansion (Strauss & Corbin,

1990). The process of theory building continued with revising

and rebuilding as data was repeatedly reviewed.

Results

At the upper echelon of administration, the director of

special education was committed to inclusive practices that

emanated from years of experience. As a veteran of education,

she articulated constructions of disability informed by legal

mandates and the influence of policy on the lives of

students with disabilities:

I think the term disability has really evolved in

terms of its meaning for me. I’ve been in this

business since 1978 where there was a real

stigmatism to that word disability. It was generally

used for kids who generally had significant learning

difficulties. Those kids were housed in separate

schools with substantially separate programs. I

think that you look at the legislation. The people

who really support this. They want their kids to

access the general education curriculum within their

home school with supports. And I think that’s again

where disability is.  That term has changed

dramatically. (Kate)

The principal worked in concert with the director of

special education in promoting a philosophy of inclusion

yet struggled with the logistics of managing cost with

educational ideals. Special education taxed budgets and

forced a reconciliation between cost and what educators

felt was important for all students to achieve.

I guess I look at it in two different ways. In terms

of the state here are clear definitions from the federal

government. If I’m looking as a human being I’m

looking at issues that are obstacles people may have

and sometimes I see those obstacles as disabilities.

In some way, disabling is to fit in and do something

that people say is typical. (Paul)

Paul’s discourse of disability was constructed by the

imposed mandate that placed an economic burden on schools

through unfulfilled promises.  Sampson’s (1993) analysis of

the serviceable other mirrors his concerns and provides an

understanding of self in relation to others and the power

differentials that separate persons. As a marginalized group,

students with disabilities were defined by their differences

and these differences kept them on the margins of what was

considered normal. Sampson describes two characteristics

that emerge during the encounter with difference. The first

is the tendency to avoid as articulated by Paul and evidenced

in the way students were brought back and placed “in the

back of the room” (Paul). Their arrival in the schools was

marked with confusion and commotion over where they

should be placed and how they should be educated. Defined

as “special,” they were pressed to the perimeter of the

classroom and educational priorities. The second of

Sampson’s analysis involves a simplification of the other.

The other in this case, referred to the students with

disabilities, who, prior to the PL94-142, were an unknown

entity.  Defined primarily through the law, they were

measured and understood by their disability. Placed in the

back of the classroom with minimal academic support from

the school, the students faced the double bind of being

viewed as a nuisance and a burden.

Teachers. Depending on their experience, teachers tended

to operationalize their behaviors in ways that addressed

three streams: the social/emotional stream of belonging, the

physical stream of the environmental, or the academic stream

of learning. They discussed views of disability that crossed

between the deficit discourse of disablement and a social

model of integration in their attempts to create an

environment suitable for students with disabilities. For

example, one classroom teacher described disability in this

way:

[Disability is] I think unable to perform in a normal

way. Needing help in order to do the everyday things

that most of the children in the classroom can do.

(Terry)

This teacher displayed what Stanovich and Jordan (1998)

described as a reluctance to intervene and be involved,

treating her students as the serviceable other (Sampson,

1990). She continued:

Having a one-on-one aide pretty much takes care of

Jack. I’m not the primary role with him. As far as

communication at home, Cory does most of the

communication. That is probably the biggest one

[issue for having a student with disabilities]. (Terry)

Perhaps it was this “disconnect” from the student that

prompted her view of disability and as a result, influenced

her views of education.  She referred to his placement as

mainstreaming, a dated term that implied the existence of

two separate systems for educating students with

disabilities.
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Jack was my only multi-disabled student that I’ve

had. I’ve had learning disabilities in the past, but

things have changed over the years from when I

was in school. Change more in the classroom. Being

able to be mainstreamed back into the classroom is

probably the biggest change. (Terry)

This example illustrates how the medical model populated

her thoughts and mediated her preferences, as well as

dispositions, towards her student with disabilities. Rapley

(2004) reinforces this notion by pointing to the standard

discourses embedded within language structures that

become part of a larger vocabulary of established practices

and strategies. Thus, the discourse is both constructed as

social interaction and constructive in directing social

interactions.

Paraprofessionals. In many cases, paraprofessionals

were more intimate in their relations with students with

disabilities because they were so involved in the day to day

events that shaped the lives of their students and make them

a part of the school community. As one paraprofessional

states:

My definition of a disability hasn’t changed but

my definition of what can be accomplished has

changed. Disability, um, how can I put this? If you

have a disability doesn’t mean you can’t accomplish

what the other children are accomplishing. I guess I

can put it that way (Margaret)

Intimately aware of her student, this paraprofessional’s

efforts were aimed at establishing an educational

environment that nurtured the students’ abilities to fit into

the classroom.  She created an emotional connection with

her student, believing that no obstacle was too great for

him. The fundamental requirement was an attention to his

learning needs.

Just by watching them and being with them. It never

ceases to amaze me what can be accomplished. It’s

just takes more time and more perseverance but it

is surprising what can be accomplished. (Margaret)

Overall, the paraprofessionals articulated beliefs founded

on their experiences with their students. This intimacy

shaped their process of constructing disability and what

they felt was best for their students.  Clear evidence of this

influence occurred when one of the paraprofessionals

departed halfway through the semester for another teaching

position. From that time to the end of school, her student

was assigned two less experienced paraprofessionals. As a

result, his behavior declined rapidly, and, on several

occasions he was temporarily removed from physical

education.

The Physical Education Teacher.  It was however, the

physical education teacher whose experience intersected the

multiple constructions of disability. For her, effective

inclusion was dependent on meaningful and reciprocal

relationships between children. She demonstrated a

sensitivity to difference and an ecological acuity that drove

her actions within the classroom and informed her curricular

and instructional approaches. She used cooperative learning

to encourage students to learn physical skills and work

together in small groups. The physical education teacher

believed that true equality for all children came through active

engagement with instructional content between peers

(Stainback & Stainback, 1990).

And to me especially since I’ve gone into the more

inclusionary part of it, to me the social is so

important and just the acceptance of others and

their differences and everything. (Sue)

Driven by a desire to make learning in her gymnasium

accessible to all, she challenged herself and her students to

be accountable for their behavior through cooperative

learning. Although the groups were not always successful,

working through the tasks enabled the students to develop

what she considered to be important social skills. Principally

through their interactions with each other, students with

and without disabilities negotiated their lives in ways that

habitually supported each other while affording learning

experiences with peers and provided expression for who they

were as third grade students.

While she recognized his disability as a potential barrier

to performance, she also took the time to consider ways to

minimize the challenges he faced by affording him and other

students with disabilities opportunities to learn within their

environment (Goodwin & Watkinson, 2000):

First I look at who they are and what they need.

Sometimes it’s the disability that gets in the way of

what I want them to do or what they want to do

and we figure out how we are going to minimize

whatever disability they have or utilize whatever

ability they have in order to be successful in class.

I don’t think of a kid who comes in as here comes

my CP kid. It’s more, Jack’s coming.

She saw herself as a facilitator within the classroom and

felt comfortable turning to students for help. Learning

emerged through the social interactions between teacher

and student. Her desire for change required sensitivity to

difference and an ecological acuity that enabled her to see

and respond to the on-going classroom interactions (Grenier,

2004). While her sensitivity to difference served as a catalyst

for her inclusive practices, her ecological acuity enabled her

to be an effective teacher in ways that promoted a supportive

environment directed at accommodating students’ abilities.

Her experience and content-knowledge guided her planning

practices in ways that coordinated actions between students

with and without disabilities.

Discussion and conclusion

These explorations of constructions of disability in the

school community underscore the shared meanings within
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the inclusive school and the challenges administrators and

teachers face in developing pedagogical strategies that meet

the needs of a wide range of skills and abilities. Each of

these individuals, whether an administrator, paraprofessional

or teacher, constructed and acted upon their understanding

of disability notions enhanced by the supplementary actions

of others (Gergen, 2001).

As proposed in these arguments, a social constructionist

analysis argues for a view of knowledge that dramatically

differs from the tradition of knowledge as the possession of

the individual mind. To reiterate our prevailing theme is to

call for an understanding of the meaning of relationship as

an on-going process of coordinated action between and

among people that generates a particular way of seeing the

world.  What we find is that there is no single, uniform voice.

Rather, there is a rich array of traditions which privilege

certain relationships and that it is in our best interest to

make a place for all such traditions.

In order to consider the implications of a social

constructionist approach to inclusion for students with

disabilities, it is important to return to the definition of an

inclusive school as a place where administrators value

diversity and teachers have high expectations for all

students and work towards developing appropriate

programming to meet the needs of their students (Stainback

& Stainback, 1990; Villa & Thousand, 2000). Placement

conditions should take into account the class population

and teacher’s ability to create an environment of acceptance

while developing tasks in ways that enhance learning

through positive social interactions for students with

disabilities.

Within the domain of higher education, the value of this

research is relevant for Physical Education Teacher

Education (PETE) programs to consider the ways in which

the subject of disability is introduced into the curriculum

(DePauw & Goc Karp, 1994; Hodge, Ammah,  Casebolt, &

O’Sullivan, 2004; LaMaster, Gall, Kinchin, & Siedentop, 1998).

When identifying movement skill competencies and skill

development for students without disabilities, teacher

educators must also stress the learning needs of students

with disabilities.
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Abstract—Based on the intention to promote inclusion and attitudinal change about pupils with a disability in the

context of school education/physical education, a survey about the relevance of non-discriminating terminology

for developing positive attitudes was carried out in 2005 in Vienna. The investigation was conceived as part of a

comparative study on that topic, launched by Anna Bianco from Italy. The national study followed the intended

questions, but when completed in 2006, the results and conclusions did not allow many comparisons with the

Italian data. The theoretical background relates to the assumptions of contact theory, in which four specific

conditions must be present in order to promote inclusion (Sherrill, 2004). The specific focus of this part of the

study draws a picture of the opinions and attitudes of persons with direct, indirect, or no contact with inclusive

settings when asked about preferable terms for people with a disability and about their considered influence of this

terminology on inclusion. The study aimed to find out whether personal contact (in school, sport, family, public

life) acts as a change agent on usage and the perception of correctness of the two terms: disabled and person with

special needs (German: behindert und Person mit speziellen Bedürfnissen). Questionnaires with seven items were

distributed among a selected sample (n= 315) of pupils, teachers, students, parents, and randomly acquired persons

who were (more or less directly) involved in inclusive settings. The questions asked if, which, and how certain

terms were used; what kind of term would be considered appropriate or alternatively proposed; if a change of

terminology influenced attitudes towards inclusion; and if inclusion was a useful means for a change of attitudes

towards inclusion. The subjects had to rank the proposed terms or descriptions. Descriptive statistics (t-test and

ANOVA) were used for analyzing the data. Looking at the overall results, nearly all differences (some of them

significant, some not) displayed the desired quality. Persons who do have frequent personal contact with a person

with a disability used the term disabled less frequently and perceived it as less correct than did their control group.

Consistently, people with personal contact also favored the use of the term person with special needs and perceived

it to be more correct. Although some further ambivalent results occurred, it was evident that sensitization had

occurred in integrative school settings and that there is a relation between the use of sensitive language and a

change of attitudes towards inclusion.

Key Words: Contact theory, sensitive terminology, inclusion, adapted physical education.

Introduction

Based on the intention to promote inclusion and attitudinal

change about pupils with a disability in the context of school

education/physical education, a survey about the relevance

of non-discriminating terminology for developing positive

attitudes was carried out in 2005 in Vienna. The investigation

was conceived as part of a comparative study on that topic,

launched by Anna Bianco from Italy. The national study

followed the intended questions, but when completed in

2006, the results and conclusions did not allow many

comparisons with the Italian data. The theoretical

background is based on two main approaches.

Contact theory

The first approach relates to the assumptions of contact

theory, which can be used to promote inclusion. According

to Allport (1954, quoted in Sherrill, 2004, p.141) four specific

conditions must be present in contact situations for the

development of favorable attitudes towards inclusion: “(a)

parties involved must share equal status; (b) the community

must support and sanction inclusion; (c) individuals must

be in pursuit of common objectives; and (d) the association

must be deep, genuine, and intimate.”

Considering that one of the main objectives and reasons

for conducting this study was to ascertain what role

(politically) correct language plays in connection with

attitudes towards people with a disability and inclusion, a

second source was found in John Dattilo’s (1990, 2002) work

on sensitive terminology towards people with disabilities.

Sensitive terminology

Dattilo (2002) stated that language and words are

probably the most severe handicaps facing people with
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disabilities. He thus suggested a few basic recommendations

that help to avoid words that mediate fear, lack of sensibility,

and discrimination (Dattilo, 2002, p. 92ff):

(1) Focus on people’s similarities – It is crucial to avoid

labeling persons with disabilities, especially regarding their

whole personality, since this may have the implication that

their disability limits all that they do.

(2) Consider the person first – It is a mistake to define

people via their membership in a group. It has to be first and

foremost that one emphasizes that the term given to any

disability is not the essence of any individual who has the

disability. People-first language describes what a person has,

not what a person is. Individuals are people first.

(3) Stress individual abilities – It is important to

emphasize individuals’ abilities instead of focusing on their

deficiencies. The classical misuse describes person confined

to a wheelchair instead of person who uses a wheelchair.

(4) Communicate respect – It is also important not to

categorize people according to their mental age, because

the label tells about the particular pattern of the person’s

cognitive strengths or weaknesses. Expressions such as

childlike can be experienced as disrespectful.

(5) Consistent use of relevant terms – The terms

impairment, disability, and handicap are three different

words denoting three different meanings; thus, it is crucial

to use them consistently in the right context.

(6) Refer to people without a disability – It is significant

not to use the word normal when referring to people without

a disability. This may seem unproblematic at first sight; it

can, however, be demeaning to persons with a disability.

(7) Act as change agent – Language has proven to be a

powerful instrument for accomplishing changes in social

attitudes. Hence, it is of utmost importance to be aware that

the preferred terminology is a continuously evolving

process, and to use language that conveys maximal respect.

Research question

The specific focus of the study intended to draw a picture

of the opinions and attitudes of persons with direct, indirect

or no contact with inclusive settings. They were asked about

preferable terms for people with a disability and about this

terminology’s perceived influence on inclusion. The inquiry

aimed to find out whether personal contact (in school, sport,

family, public life) acts as a change agent on usage and

perception of correctness of the two terms: disabled

(German: behindert) and person with special needs (German:

Person mit speziellen Bedürfnissen).

Method

Questionnaires with seven items were distributed among

a selected sample (n= 315) of pupils (aged 6-10: 8.3%, aged

11-14: 9.5%, aged 15-19: 24.4%), students, teachers, parents,

and randomly acquired persons who were (more or less

directly) involved in inclusive settings (item 5). The gender

breakdown was nearly equal: female: 51.4%, male: 48.6%.

The questions asked if, which, and how certain terms

were used (items 1-3); what kind of term would be considered

appropriate or alternatively proposed (item 4); if a change of

terminology influenced attitudes towards inclusion (item 6);

and if inclusion was a useful means for a change of attitudes

towards inclusion (item 7). The subjects had to rank the

proposed terms or descriptions. Descriptive statistics (t-test

and ANOVA) were used for analyzing the data.

Results

Looking at the overall results, nearly all differences (some

of them significant, some not) displayed the desired quality.

Persons who do have frequent personal contact with a person

with a disability used the term disabled less frequently and

perceived it as less correct than did their control group

(without frequent contact). Consistently, people with

personal contact also favored the use of the term person

with special needs and perceive it to be more correct. Only

one out of the 20 contact contexts analyzed indicates a

negative influence on the above listed choice of terms. The

results of the significance tests (t-tests) confirm the

tendencies that have already been observed in the earlier

descriptive analysis.

It is worth mentioning that, relating to the mean values

of the usage of the two terms, contact in the school context

does not influence the results in any positive way. Rather,

to the contrary, it aligns itself to the other values concerning

the term disabled; whereas it even falls behind the contexts

family, work and politics regarding person with special

needs. The students actually demonstrated the lowest

consent to person with special needs  regarding its

correctness. They, however, rather strongly dismissed

disabled as incorrect. The results for family contact display

the most correct values in all four categories. This underlines

the basic assumption that the term disabled indeed should

be considered problematic. In summary, one can say that

the contact hypothesis has been confirmed in this part of

the study.

Discussion

Scope of persons asked to complete

questionnaires and additional explanation

In order to have a great variety in age, gender, education

level, and social context within the group of persons

(subjects) asked to complete the questionnaires,

questionnaires were presented to children in primary school

as well as to older persons. Therefore, the level of

comprehension had to be addressed and the terminology

described (or, in addition, orally explained) to the younger

participants. However, the researchers agreed that the
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professionally used expressions in the questionnaire (e.g.,

“psycho-motor abilities”) should be adhered to.

Influence of context and tendencies

Apart from the context study (see results), sub-groups

of people were compared in order to determine the influences

of various types of contacts. The groups consisted of pupils/

students, university students, teachers, parents of children

with/without a disability, personal friends of people with a

disability, persons with/without a disability, and groups

divided by age or gender.

After comparing the groups individually, overall rankings

were established to be able to get a view of the entire results.

This approach allowed the confirmation of tendencies that

already had been suggested by the individual comparisons.

Looking at the rankings, it became apparent that, in all four

categories, the parents of children with disabilities showed

the most desirable results. (This, again, validates the above-

mentioned assumption about the problematic nature of the

term disabled.) But, it wasn’t only this group that supported

this approach, since persons with disabilities as well as their

personal friends also agreed with this evaluation. Also worth

mentioning is the difference between male and female test

participants. In all four categories female test participants

had more desirable scores; only with the use of the term

disabled was the difference not significant.

Problems with translation and

semantic meanings

The language of the originally conceived questionnaire

was Italian, and terms had been translated into English and

then into German. In order to cross-check the terms, we asked

a native Italian speaker to translate them back into Italian.

An evaluation of the semantic meanings of this direct

translation often revealed differences in meaning. Example:

Italian “handicappato” and “disabili” had to be described

in correspondence to the context. Then, the German

“behindert” and “benachteiligt,” could be expressed in

English as “disabled” and “disadvantaged.” The difference

between the two expressions was not as evident as expected

for all subjects.

Considering the different legal frameworks and

ambivalent attitudes towards political correctness and

terminology in the two example countries, one has to be

aware that such comparisons are dependent in large part on

cultural backgrounds and contexts.

Remarks on country differences

A sample of the inquiry in Austria showed a high rate

(56%) of persons who had a “disabled” person as a family

member; whereas, the percentage in Italy was only 25%. The

Italian research group explained that many parents of

disabled children and many people who worked with them

had refused to answer the inquiry. This fact suggests

excessive attention and high sensitivity towards the issue.

Moreover, they stressed that laws for people with disabilities

in Italy protect their confidentiality. But in some cases, the

privilege of access was granted when confidentiality did

not appear to be relevant: in certain rehabilitation programs,

for example (i.e., when people with Down syndrome had

severe disabilities in all domains). So, there is disagreement

between school programs that consider these individuals

good subjects for educational research, and some laws.

In Italy, integration laws seem to have enabled the

development of good terminological sensitivity and

precision. In Question 4, “Which terms are the most

appropriated?”, we can see a difference in our national

situations. In Austria the most commonly used term,

“behindert,” is considered to be the most appropriate one,

too. In Italy, there are some different tendencies in these

answers, related to the term “handicapped.” In the 16-20

year age group, the approval rating was about 41%, but in

higher ages it lowered to 25%. This may suggest that school

integration promotes good terminological sensitivity, but this

is not always the case in actuality. People who were asked

to reflect on the words they use changed the terms in a good

percentage of cases.

Conclusion

Although this study has shown the potential of

integrative settings for the successful inclusion of people

with disabilities into society, there is yet a long way to go.

In the end, success will depend on a large-scale commitment

by the media and policy makers who have the means to reach

broad levels of the population. Events and organizations in

the context of sports and physical activity, such as the

Special Olympics or Paralympics, do have the potential to

trigger sensitization of the population on the terminological

field.

Yet, it is not enough to provide ways of acknowledgement

through public competitive sports only. This must become a

common goal to ensure that a person with a disability can

lead a perfectly normal and inclusive life in society.

Ultimately, there will not be an alternative to the enhancement

of integration in schools, where sustainable influences can

be exerted from early ages on.

Despite ambivalent results, this study shows that

sensitization occurred in integrative school settings. This is

emphasized by the strong dismissal of the term disabled

(“benachteiligt”). Based on the theory of reasoned action

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), following a long-term approach to

the permanent transference of attitudes into practical

behaviors, it seems that is it necessary to strengthen the

positive consequences for the correct use of terminology

and cultivate a sense of professional competence.

According the proposals of Dattilo (2002), attitudes
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toward people with disabilities is crucial to the professional

preparation of teachers. He recommends, specifically, to:

. attend presentations and discussions (information

about people with disabilities),

.  develop awareness of personal attitudes (self-

awareness),

. participate in simulations (of disabilities), and

. make direct contact (p.55).

The professional competence of teachers has—in most

cases— sustainable influence on students, and this might

be a key requirement for a future inclusive society.
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Abstract—It has been reported that inactivity in persons with mental retardation is associated with behavioral

risks and unhealthy lifestyles. The prevalence of obesity in the population with mental retardation has been shown

to be more common than in the general population. Although these risks include a higher prevalence for these

individuals of cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, etc., obesity has been reported as a major preventable

health risk for the general population. The aim of this project was to investigate the factors affecting physical

activity behavior and to promote physical activity behaviors among children with mental retardation (MR). A total

of one hundred and forty-eight children with mental retardation were selected for this study (N=148, mean age:

14.36± 3.69 years [range: 3-22 years], 106 boys and 42 girls). Socio-demographic characteristics and information

about their adaptive skills, social skills, and hearing, speech, vision, and behavioral problems, as well as participation

in sport activities, were collected. Of the group, 31.1 % (N=46) participated in sport activities (swimming, basketball,

running, table tennis), and 16.9 % had taken part in swimming. The logistic regression analysis indicated that the

fathers’ education levels, ages of the children with MR, and their hyperactivity were  the independent factors for

the children’s participation in sport activities (OR: 0.65, p=0.030; OR:1.2, p=0.002; OR: 2.95, p=0.031 ). We concluded

that participation in sports activities should be encouraged by health promotion programs. We believe that our

project, which aims to promote participation in physical activities and sports, may provide a good opportunity for

this purpose.

Key Words: Children with mental retardation, physical activity, health promotion.

Introduction

The Health Promotion concept offered a vision and focus

for health promotion into the twenty-first century, when it

was recognized by health professionals that “health is a

basic human right and essential for social and economic

development”; access to education and information is

essential in achieving effective participation and the

empowerment of people and communities (Blenkinsoop et

al., 2000; WHO, 2000). Preventive health for people with

mental retardation (MR) has received increased attention in

last five years by several publications such as Healthy People

2010 (WHO, 2000; Special Olympics, Inc. 2001; Nehring, 2002;

Frey et al., 2006). Although Special Olympics is not a health

organization, it exerts leadership in the area of health for

persons with MR. It’s publication, which promotes health

for individuals with mental retardation, concluded that while

the prevalence of many chronic diseases and conditions may

be similar to that of the general population, the adverse

impacts can be greater, and symptoms can be more frequent

and more severe, and occur at an earlier age, as in Down

syndrome. Therefore, studies on health promotion and

disease prevention can contribute to them having better

health and longer lives (Nehring, 2002). In addition, providing

health promotional activities to people with mental

retardation is a major challenge to meeting the objectives of

independent living (Lin et al., 2005). Several reports related

to health promotion in people with mental retardation

especially identified issues such as diet, exercise, alcohol,

drug use, etc. (Nehring, 2002). Health promotion in people

with MR is a relatively new concept (Van Schrojenstein

Lantman-De Valk,  2005; Stanish, 2006), and its importance

has increased due to studies that report that health-related

behaviors could decrease the risk of secondary disabilities

among people with MR.

The prevalence of obesity in the population with MR has

been shown to be more common than in the general

population (Horwitz et al., 2000; Harris et al. 2002; Verel et

al., 2004; Hove, 2004; Krahn et al., 2006; Shea, 2006; Todd et

al., 2006 ). It is well documented that people with MR

experience high rates of morbidity and mortality associated

with hypoactive diseases. Sedentary lifestyles are
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commonplace for individuals with intellectual disabilities,

and fitness levels for this population have been found to be

lower than for the general population (Todd et al., 2006).

Although these risks include a higher prevalence in these

individuals of cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, etc.,

obesity has been reported as a major preventable health risk

for the general population. Obesity has been linked to a

wide variety of health problems, including cancer, cardio-

vascular diseases, diabetes mellitus (Dezenberg et al., 1999;

Draheim et al. 1999; Stouffer et al., 1999; Veiga et al. 2000;

Draheim et al. 2002; Aarnio, 2003). Also, various studies

indicate that the high prevalence of obesity in children and

adults is a result of lifestyles that promote fat gain with age

(Fernhall, 1993; Calle, 1999; Hortwitz et al., 2000). Thus, the

increasing prevalence of overweight children and adolescents

with mental retardation is associated with reduced physical

activity levels.  Exercises and physical fitness are important

for health and well-being. Therefore, health-related physical

fitness is considered a significant component of a healthy

status (Aarnio, 2003).

As far as we know, there are no data in the literature

regarding health promotion in physical activity for Turkish

children having MR. Thus, the aim of this project was to

investigate the factors affecting their physical activity

behavior and to promote the physical activity behaviors

among children with MR.

Methods

The study was conducted as part of the program, “The

Promotion of Physical Activity for Children with Mental

Retardation,” approved and funded by the Research

Committee of Marmara University.  Included were 148

children (boys: 106, girls: 42) with MR, and their teachers

(N=29; males, 5; females, 24; mean age: 31. 55±8.84 years;

age range: 18- 58 years). The mean age of the children with

MR was 14.36± 3.69 years (age range: 3-22 years). Socio-

demographic characteristics and information about their

adaptive skills, social security, social skills, and hearing,

speech, vision, and behavioral problems, as well as

participation in sport activities, were collected.

Data regarding socio- demographic characteristics

including age, gender, marital status, education level, social

security, regular participation in leisure time activities and

physical activities of teachers were collected through the

questionnaire.

The socio-demographic characteristics of the teachers

were coded as follows: gender (female = 1; male = 2); marital

status (1 = never married, divorced, widow/widower; 2 =

married); level of education (1 = high school, 2 = college/

university 3 = other); type of social security. Teachers’

physical activity habits were assessed in terms of frequency

(sessions per week) and duration (minutes per session), and

type of physical activity (walking, jogging, swimming,

callisthenic exercises, etc.). The leisure time activities ques-

tionnaire was composed of five factors: social activities (goes

to movie, visits friends, etc.); visual-spatial activities (arts

and crafts activities, etc.); visual strategy activities

(computer games, electronic games, etc.); musical activities

(plays an instrument, listens to music, etc.); and physical

activities (walking, gardening, etc.).

The frequency of leisure time activities was categorized

as “ always,” “frequently,” “sometimes,” “rarely,” or “never.”

Participants who “frequently” took part in leisure-time

activities were recorded as having regular leisure-time

activities.

Data analysis

The collected data were analyzed using the SPSS 11.5

software package. Logistic regression analysis models were

constructed to find the factors affecting sports activity in

the children with MR. A p-value equal to or less than 0.05

was accepted as significant.

Results

As seen in Table 1, 51.7 % of the teachers took part in

physical activities (walking, jogging, swimming, etc.). The

frequency of physical activity was irregular among more than

half (51.7 %), whilst the vast majority of the teachers had at

least one leisure time activity.

The prevalence of sport habits (swimming, basketball,

running, table tennis) in the children with MR was 31.1 % ( n

= 46) for both genders. Of these, 16.9 % had taken part in

swimming. Two percent had physical problems, 27.7 % had

vision problems, and 70.3% had some speaking problems

(Table 2).

Table 1. The frequency of the habits physical activity and/or sport

and leisure time activity of teachers.

  Variables    n (%)

  Regular physical Yes 15 (51.7 )

  activity/ sport No 14 (48.3)

  Duration of Less than 6 (20.7)

  physical activity 20 min/session

20- 30 min/session 4 (13.8)

30-60 min/session 5 (17.2)

  Frequency of Irregular 15 (51.7)

  physical activity 1-2 times/week 12 (41.4)

3 times and 2 (6.9)

above/week

  The number of Irregular 21 (13.8)

  leisure time activity     1 4 (13.8)

    2 4 (13.8)

    3 1 (3.4)

    4 1 (3.4)

According to the results, 25.0 % of the children with MR

had eating problems, and 57.4 % of the children with MR

were hyperactive (Table 3).
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Table 2. The frequency of sport activity, physical, vision,

hearing, speech problems in children with MR.

  Variables    n (%)

  Participation in sports Yes 46 (31.1)

No 102 (68.9 )

  Physical problems Yes 3 (2.0)

No 145 (98.0)

  Vision problems Yes 41 (27.7)

No 107 (72.3)

  Hearing problems Yes 17 (21.5)

No 131 (88.5)

  Speech problems Yes 104 (70.3)

No 44 (29.7)

Table 3. The frequency of behavioral problems of the children with

MR.

  Variables     n (%)

  Eating problems Yes   37 (25.0)

No 111 (75.0 )

  Shy/bashful Yes   46 (31.1)

No 122 (68.9)

  Hyperactive Yes   85 (57.4)

No   63 (42.6)

  Obstinate Yes   57 (38.5)

No   91 (61.5)

  Irritable Yes   83 (56.1)

No   65 (43.9)

  Leader Yes   25 (16.9)

No 123 (83.1)

  Following instructions Yes 105 (70.9)

No   43 (29.1)

Factors affecting participation in sports activities by

children with MR were evaluated using logistic regression

analysis. The logistic regression analysis indicated that the

fathers’ education levels, ages of the children with MR, and

their hyperactivity were  the independent factors for the

children’s participation in sport activities (or: 0.65, p = 0.030;

or:1.2, p = 0.002; or: 2.95, p = 0.031) (See Table 4).

Discussion and conclusions

One of the most important findings of the study is the

significant relationship for fathers’ education level, age of

the children with MR, being hyperactive, and  participating

in sport activities (or: 0.65, p = 0.030; or:1.2, p = 0.002; or:

2.95, p = 0.031). The prevalence for participation in sport

activities was 31.1 % for whole group. The vast majority of

the children with MR were overweight or obese. Twenty-

five percent of them had eating problems. Children, youth,

and adults with MR are at increased risk of obesity and poor

fitness. In some cases, there is a direct relationship with

underlying medical disorders, such as Prader-willi and Bardet-

Bredi syndromes. In most cases, it is because of lack of

opportunity for exercise, too much passive recreation, and

poor eating habits (Shea, 2006). Thus, physical activity is

an important part of a healthy lifestyle for all people (Todd

et al., 2006, Subasi et al., 2006). The standard recommendation

is that accruing 30 minutes of moderate-intensity physical

activity on most, or preferably, all days of the week serves

as a preventative health measure. Moderate-intensity

physical activity corresponds to 3.5-7.0 kcal/min, or 3.0-6.0

metabolic equivalents (MET), which are multiples of resting

energy expenditure. This shift toward moderate-intensity

physical activity as a public health message is potentially

more realistic than for previous recommendations that

focused on vigorous exercise (Stanish, 2006).  However,

participation in sport and/or physical activity is often a

challenge for people with MR because of poor motor

functioning and low motivation, and difficulty in self-

monitoring. Therefore, promoting physical activity is likely

to be problematic (Van Schrojenstein Lantman-De Valk, 2005).

The successful application of behavior–modification

techniques in homes, classrooms, and institutional settings

has stimulated interest in the experimental analysis of

procedures that might be used to teach parents, teachers,

and others to apply those techniques themselves. A question

implicit in the work of many researchers is how can we use

behavioral technology to teach behavior-modification

techniques. (Gladstone et al., 1977). It is important to

encourage all families to take a shared family approach to

healthy, active living. Therefore, we have begun a health

education program for the parents of the study group to

encourage them to promote physical/sport activities among

their children with MR.

Table 4. Predictors of  participation in sport activity among children with MR.

Independent variables    B S.E.    p Odds ratio (% 95 CI)

Fathers’ education level * -0.41 0.19 0.030 0.65  (0.45-0.96)

Being shy 0.86 0.47 0.069 2.37  (0.93-6.04)

Being hyperactive 1.08 0.50 0.031 2.95  (1.10-7.89)

Age of the children with MR 0.23 0.07 0.002 1.2    (1.09-1.46)

Constant -3.29 1.16 0.005 0.037
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Although 51.7 % of the teachers in our study took part in

physical activities (walking, jogging, swimming, etc.),  the

frequency of their physical activity was irregular among more

than half (51.7%). The vast majority of the teachers had at

least one leisure time activity. Therefore, we suggested that

teachers of children with MR may be an important factor in

the promotion of physical activity level and participation in

sport activities. Therefore, the teachers have been included

in our health education and promotion program. The program

will hopefully contribute the knowledge base about physical

activity and/or sport activity concerns in the teachers. We

believe that these teachers may provide much better

counseling with regard to sport and/or physical activities

among the children with MR.

We conclude that physical activity habits and

participating in sports activities should be encouraged by

health promotion strategies that include the education of

parents and teachers and by an increase in sports activities.

We believe that our project, which aims to promote regular

participation in physical activity and/or sports activities,

may provide a good opportunity for this purpose.
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Abstract—This study aims to understand the attitudes of Turkish people working in disabled sports, and to

observe their vocational proficiencies in this area. A total of 54 people (only 4 females) who worked in disabled

sports, with a mean age of 36.97±8.52 (24-55 years), in different organizations in Istanbul were interviewed through

a simple random sampling technique. The questionnaire consisted of 46 questions that aimed to focus on their

knowledge and proficiency in their work environments, and their communication skills. Thus, the questionnaire

was structured to evaluate their ability to utilize management functions in disabled sports, such as planning,

organization, management, coordination, and control. According to the results of the statistical analysis, there are

limitations in the level of knowledge and vocational qualifications of the Turkish managers-clerks-trainers (p <

0.05) in disabled sports. Those who have vocational training in disabled sports believe that communication between

disabled sports federations and sports clubs (X² = 16.164, sd = 8, p < 0.05) and between the sport clubs (X² = 13.571,

sd = 8, p < 0.05) are inefficient. However, as the education level of the people working in disabled sports increases,

they seem to have developed an attitude which demands more knowledge in this area (X² = 16.196, sd = 8, p < 0.05).

In conclusion, as level of knowledge of people working in disabled sports decreases and the limitations in

communication between the organizations and the people working in this area increases, athletes with disabilities

have less of a chance of taking part in national and international competitions and of joining adapted physical

activity programs.

Key Words: Disabled sports, managers, level of knowledge, vocational qualifications.

Introduction

Sports allow physical, emotional, and social development of

physically challenged people and facilitate their integration

into society (Paciorek & Jones 1994; Eichsteadt & Lavay,

1995; Dunn, 1997; Gür, 2001; Roswal, 2001). For this reason,

sports must be considered as a tool used to serve this

purpose and to speed up this process and to contribute to

physically challenged individuals’ socialization process

(Loovis, 2000; Ozer, 2001; Atar & Karabacakoglu, 2003;

Krebs, 2005). Moreover, widespread use of sports conducted

by the physically challenged and training of elite sportsman

must be considered an obligatory duty. However, without a

doubt, adequacy of occupational specifications and the level

of knowledge and skills of those who work in this field carry

an utmost importance when the importance of sports in a

physically challenged person’s life is taken into

consideration.

With this viewpoint in mind, this study is conducted

with the intention of understanding the profile of

occupational adequacy of those who work in this field in

our country.

Methods

In this study, a random quota survey was carried out

amongst sports directors, coaches, school headmasters and

assistant headmasters, physical education and special

education teachers between the ages of 36.97±8.52 (24-55

years old) who work in disabled sports organizations and

establishments in Istanbul, with a mean age of 1.77 ± 0.52

years. The survey was carried out amongst a total of 54

subjects (only 4 of them were female) and consisted of 46

questions (Table 1).

In statistical analysis, using random sampling, the

arithmetic averages and standard deviations of data were

collected and their frequency and chi-square analysis were

conducted. In light of the data gathered, a profile of directors

who work in the field of disabled sports in Istanbul was

determined.

Results

A total of 23 directors from organizations and
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establishments for disabled sports were interviewed. Three

of those were from the General Directorate of Youth and

Sports (GDYS), five were from the Disabled Sports

Federation, and 15 were from other various sports clubs.

Nine coaches, three headmasters and seven assistant

headmasters, four physical education teachers, and seven

special education teachers from primary schools for the

mentally impaired, hearing impaired and visually impaired

took part in the survey. Seventy percent of the subjects

were university graduates, 11.1% had post-graduate degrees,

11.1% had secondary degrees, 5.6% had high school

degrees, and 1.9% had primary school education. 42.6% of

the subjects were holders of disabled sports specialization

certificates, and certificate holders had been working in the

field for approximately 3.93 ± 0.39 years (Table 2-3).

In light of the chi-analysis results regarding the attitudes

of sports directors, coaches, school headmasters, assistant

headmasters, physical education teachers, and special

education teachers towards disabled sports, a significant

relationship between the level of education of the individuals

and  the attitudes of those who hold disabled sports

specialization certificate were determined (p < 0.05) (Tables

4-5). With the exception of school headmasters and assistant

headmasters, subjects considered disabled sports to be an

important issue in our country (Table 6).

Discussion

This study was conducted in order to determine and

understand the attitudes of individuals who work in the

Directorate of Youth and Sports, Federation for the Disabled,

schools and sport clubs set up for disabled sports as

directors, physical education teachers, special education

teachers and  coaches. In light of the survey findings, it was

determined that those who have a higher level of education

believe that sports enable easier integration of physically

challenged individuals into society (p < 0.05). However, as

the level of education increases, it’s further believed that

they do not posses the necessary background needed to

communicate with people with disabilities (p < 0.05). The

reason for this may be the fact that those who have a higher

level of education are better informed and self-reliant and

thus believe that they need further training and experience

in order to offer a better service to people with physical,

mental, psychological disabilities. The results of a survey

Table 1. Demographic specifications of the participants.

No.      Age Years worked

     x±sd        x±sd

Sports Directors 23 39.69 ± 9.11 1.84 ± 0.82

Coaches 9 43.80 ± 12.55 2.33 ± 0.57

Headmaster/Asst. 11 37.58 ± 8.47 1.69 ± 0.75

Headmasters

Physical Education 4 27.50 ± 3.53 2.00 ± 0.50

Teachers

Special  Education 7 36.29 ± 8.94 1.00 ± 0.00

Teachers

Total 54 36.97±8.52 1.77 ± 0.52

Table 2. Dispersion of participants according to their jobs.

GDYS Federation  Club School  Total   %

Sports     3        5   15     -    23 42.59

Directors

Coaches     -        -    9     -     9 16.66

Headmaster/     -        -    -    11   11 20.48

Asst.

Headmasters

Physical     -        -    -     4    4 7.407

Education

eachers

Special     -        -    -     7    7 12.96

Education

Teachers

Total             3      53 24   22   54 100

Table 3. Educational status and experience of the participants in

disabled sports.

Disabled sports Years of experience

specialization     with certificate

  certificate        X±Sd

Sports Directors         3 3.75 ± 0.75

Coaches         7 4.00 ± 0.00

Headmaster/         4 4.28 ± 0.48

Asst. Headmasters

Physical Education         2 4.00± 0.00

Teachers

Special  Education         7 3.62 ± 0.74

Teachers

Total       23 3.93 ± 0.39

Table 4. The relationship between the level of education, training and the attitudes of the participants.

Statements used during the interview Chi-square value Sd      P

Physically challenged people are capable of fitting in the society they live in        20.550 8 p < 0.05

I have the necessary background that would enable me to communicate        16.196 8 p < 0.05

with the physically challenged

There is a lack of communication between clubs and the federation        16.164 8 p < 0.05

for the physically challenged

There are difficulties in communication between clubs for disabled sports         13.571 8 p < 0.05
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conducted to explore the awareness and the level of

discrimination towards the people with disabilities amongst

the workers of public and private sports centers in London,

demonstrate that 77% of the workers consider themselves

adequate enough to serve the needs of the people with

disabilities who attend their sports centers. However, the

interesting point to note is the fact that 95% of them had

actually received at least one training program on disabled

sports offered by the centers they work for or received similar

training offered by other organizations (Skivington, Christie

& Young, 2003). Unfortunately, in our study, only 42.6% of

the participants had training in disabled sports and were

holders of a certificate. This result suggests that the level of

knowledge and the awareness of the people working in

adapted physical education and activity should be increased.

According to the report of THENAPA (2003), 23 European

countries have developed a common program over the last

three years in APA and Sports to be included in the higher

education courses of the undergraduate and postgraduate

studies in physical education, rehabilitation, recreation and

sport performance (http://www.kuleuve.ac.be/thenapa/

publications/index.htm). Similar studies are being considered

by the National Higher Education Council and the

universities in Turkey, a topic that is covered by one of the

articles published in this issue.

In our present study, we have established that 43.4% of

the workers who took part in the study believe that they are

capable of communicating on an adequate level with people

with disabilities, and 42.6% of them have received training

in disability sports. This outcome points out that education

and level of knowledge of the personnel are important issues

in planning processes in management, and in planning

disabled sports management (Tosun, 1992; DePauw &

Gawron, 1995; Winnick, 2005; Blak & Porter, 2000; Artar &

Karabacak, 2003; Kocel, 2003).

Eren (1996) and Blak & Porter (2000) stated that the

positive relationship between personnel as well as with

customers affects the success of directors. Furthermore, in

a broader perspective, the communication of the

establishment with its environment on national and

international levels also brings success to the directors.

According to the results of our survey, workers who have

received a higher level of education predominantly believe

that there is a lack of communication between the federation

and sports clubs and amongst sports clubs (p < 0.05). This

indicates a deficiency in the field of disabled sports from the

management point of view. In fact, the scarcity of

participation by the international organizations (22.2%) (of

course, proficiency in a foreign language is needed in order

to allow communication during the planning process)

compared to national and local ones (56.6%)  is also an

indication of this inadequacy. On the other hand, as this

study covers organizations based in a metropolis such as

Istanbul, the level of participation in national competitions

(70.4%) was expected to be much higher. We believe that

future studies, which comprehensively investigate the

reasons behind this, will be beneficial for the widespread

improvement of sports for people in the country with

disabilities.

With the exception of school headmasters and assistant

headmasters, other professionals such as sports directors

of clubs, coaches, and physical education and special

education teachers believe that sports for individuals with

disabilities are given a lesser importance than they should

have been in Turkey (p < 0.05). A study conducted on the

attitudes of teachers towards students with disabilities and

chronic diseases while planning their annual teaching

program supports this outcome. It was established that only

25% of the teachers and 31% of the physical education

teachers took the special condition of their students into

consideration (Kayapýnar & Inal, 2002). Herewith again, the

importance of dissemination of knowledge on disability

sports among people is the focus of attention.

Conclusion

The results of this survey demonstrate the deficiencies

in the level of knowledge and lack of communication amongst

people working in the field of disabled sports and their

negative effects on the management and organizations of

national and international competitions in disabled sports.

As a result, these attitudes decrease the level of the

participation of athletes in disabled sports activities and

also reduce the opportunities for individuals with disabilities

to take part in adapted physical activity programs. Thus,

developing a network system amongst professionals and

organizations working in disabled sports, as well as athletes

and individuals with disabilities that would improve

communication may be a significant step in increasing their

awareness. Therefore, it is necessary to pay particular

attention to in-house training and training between

organizations in order to fulfill the needs of individuals

working in disability sports in the public domain.
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Abstract—Since 2000, all physical education and sports teaching departments of physical education schools in

the universities, numbering around fifty, have had a course on adapted physical education, with two academic

credits. In addition, some of the universities offer graduate and undergraduate courses and/or programs on adapted

physical education and/or activity. The undergraduate courses are offered to the students of departments of

physical education, coaching, and sport management in selective programs (9-27 credits). The graduate courses

given in the universities aim to prepare educators, coaches, and sports managers with concepts of adapted physical

education and activity, and to urge them toward research studies by increasing their knowledge on how to adapt

and modify their gained knowledge according to the needs of individuals with disabilities.

Key Words: Education, adapted physical education/activity, disability sports, university, graduate programs.

Introduction

Adapted physical education and activity and overall

disability sports are rather new in the world when compared

with regular sports. Since the beginning of the 20th century,

special attention has been given to increasing sports

opportunities for people with disabilities (DePauw & Gawron,

1995; Annual Global Move, WHO, 2003; Paciorek, 2005;

Winnick, 2005). It is well known that, besides the accessibility

of the sports facilities for different types of disabilities,

education for teachers and sports trainers in this area are

also important for the promotion of sports among people

with disabilities. That is why, in the last two decades, in

Turkey, there has been a special interest to make sports

popular among the people with disabilities, as well as to

increase the number of qualified people working in disability

sports. However, there are still inefficiencies in accessibility

to public places, like sport centers, and in public

transportation, which limit the mobility of the people to join

to sports activities. On the other hand, we believe that

education of individuals who work with people with

disabilities should be a part of the contemporary education

system for universities. Thus, in this study, we present an

overview of the adapted physical education and activity

programs offered to physical education teaching, coaching,

and sports management students in Turkey.

The outcomes of a study on the attitudes of teachers

towards students with disabilities and chronic diseases may

give an indication of how necessary this education is.

According to the results of the study, only 25% of the

classroom teachers and 31% of the physical education and

sports teachers take into consideration and focus on the

disabilities and chronicle diseases of students while

planning their yearly course programs. Unfortunately, 66.4%

of the physical education and sports teachers, and 76.85%

of classroom teachers, left these questions unanswered

(Kayapýnar & Inal, 2002). This means that they do not have

any idea of what should be done in these circumstances.

Thus, especially in the new millennium, it should be a focus

of the educational system in physical education and sports

schools to provide students and graduates with the

necessary special skills and knowledge to enable them to

cope with individuals with different disabilities, in any age

group, while teaching and in sports training.

Legal rights in education

Students with medical problems such as orthopedic,

neurological, psychological conditions or chronic diseases

(diabetes, asthma, cardiovascular disorders, hemophilia,

etc.), have rights for sports education according to the TR

Constitution Art. 27, which states that “...every individual

has the right to learn, to teach, to explain and to publish the

science and the art freely and to conduct research of all

kinds on these topics,” and, Article 42, which expresses that

“any individual can not be deprived of the right to have

education” (Batum & Yüzbaþýoðlu, 2000). In another words,

it gives the right of freedom to have an education,  and

states that this can not be limited due to disabilities and

diseases. However, individuals with disabilities or medical

problems have a right to sports training not only on an

educational basis, but also for fun and enjoyment, which is

one of the main objectives of sports (Martens, 2004; Title

VII, Physical Education for Progress Act).
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Although it is not supported by the authorities, when

the students with disabilities are allocated to separate

schools, of course, they have a right to have well donated,

high quality adapted physical education from their physical

education (PE) teachers (DePauw & Gawron,1995; Paciorek,

2005; Craft & Lieberman, 2006). Thus, the teachers assigned,

for example, to special education schools (Krebs, 2005),

blind, or hearing deficiency schools (Craft & Lieberman 2000)

should be professionally prepared for the different types of

requirements by their students during adapted physical

education and sports classes.

Integration via sports

While students with different problems may have various

medical needs, they deserve to have the same attention and

teaching facilities as others. They should have a chance to

be involved with the class actively and feel themselves as a

part of the class as well. Overall, they would rather feel

integrated than abandoned in the class or in the school

environment (DePauw & Gavron, 1995; Winnick, 2005). The

impact of integration can be seen in children with disabilities

as increased self-confidence, self-esteem, and increased

motivation. This will eventually help them to feel physically

fit, more comfortable, and secure among others.

As they  become more active in PE classes and in their

daily lives,  no matter what activity level, we could eventually

expect some increase in their health and skill related to

physical fitness due to improvement in their cardio-

respiratory endurance, muscular strength and endurance,

flexibility, and body composition (Young, 1997; Bezner, 2005;

Stout, 2006). On the other hand, children without any

disabilities could have the chance to understand that,

although some children are physically, mentally, or

sensorially different than them, they still enjoy the same

things. They also have courage to overcome similar obstacles

that they face during childhood; each laughs or gets excited

in the same situations. Thus, as they know and become

familiar with each other, love and acceptance rather than

segregation will eventually occur. The consequences of the-

se learned behaviors during childhood might be the initial

seeds of the integration for people with disabilities in society

(Winnick, 2005). Hence, sport as a very effective tool for

combining people, ideas, and souls can unite individuals of

any age and gender, with or without disabilities.

Adapted physical education and/or

activity in Turkey

Physical education and sports departments/schools in

the universities are responsible for the professional

preparation of physical education (PE) teachers, sports

trainers, coaches, and sports managers in adapted physical

education. In 2000, the curriculum of the more than fifty (50)

Physical Education and Sports Schools (SPES) in different

universities were rearranged to provide a unique teaching

system throughout the Turkish Higher Education Council.

A course titled Adapted Physical Education, with two credit

hours, which aimed to give general information to students

about adapted physical education, was introduced to the

programs of the PE departments.  However, since this

informative course was not efficient for the students who

are interested in working professionally in this area after

graduation, as a pioneer, Marmara University, School of

Physical Education and Sports (SPES), initiated two selective

programs in 2002. These are the Adapted Physical Education

Program for students of the Department of Physical

Education Teaching (Table 1), and the Physical Education

Activity Program for students of the Department of Trainer

Education and Sports Management (Table 2).

Among the third year students, the ones who are

“successful” and have at least an average of 65 out of 100

for the first two years are eligible to select these programs.

Although these are two separate programs, as an overview

of the courses we can conclude that they aim to give brief

information on medical and psychosocial conditions of

people with disabilities of different ages, and teaching/

training methods in addition to games and play for students

with disabilities. This includes types, rules and regulations

of disability sports,  classification systems, sports

organizations, and recreational activities. The students

receive training in athletics, wheelchair basketball, wheelchair

and standing table tennis, swimming, canoeing, and goalball.

There are two apprenticeships in the last two semesters

Table 1.  Adapted Physical Activity Elective Program for the Department Physical Education Teaching of Marmara University School of

Physical Education and Sports.

Year   Semester              Courses Theoretical Practical   Total

Third 5 Sports for Physical Disabilities 2  2  3

Sports for Mental Disabilities 2  2  3

6 Special Education  3

Sports for Visually /Auditory Disabilities 2  2  3

Fourth 7 Apprenticeship I 1  6  2

8 Apprenticeship II 1  6  3

Total 8 18 17
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in which students have a chance to practice their gained

skills and knowledge in a three-week rotation at sports clubs

as well as in integrated and special education schools. In

this apprenticeship, students have a special chance to

practice with wheelchair basketball and goalball teams, and

work with children who have physical and mental challenges

and visual problems, all under the supervision of their PE

teachers.

Similarly, Istanbul University SPES initiated a program

for the students of the Department of Trainer Education and

Sports Management in 2005 (Table 3). The program awards a

total of 21 credits (16 ECTS). Sports training is mainly in

athletics, wheelchair basketball, wheelchair and standing

table tennis, and goalball. This program has apprenticeships

on a rotation basis for one semester, similar to that of the

Marmara University SPES program. The students also have

a chance to work in a project, sponsored by the University

Research Fund under the title, “Health Promotion of Children

with Mental Challenges through Sports” (No. 512), in their

third year during some of their practicum hours.

Although, Marmara and Istanbul Universities are the

pioneers in Turkey with regard to training in adapted physical

education and disability sports, many universities in the

country are also working in this area. Mediterranean Univer-

Table 2.  Adapted Physical Activity Elective Program for the Departments Trainer Education and Sports Management of Marmara University

School of Physical Education and Sports.

Year   Semester Courses Theoretical Practical   Total

Third 5 Sports for Physical Disabilities  2  2  3

Sports for Mental Disabilities  2  2  3

6 Wheelchair Sports  2  2  3

Sports for Visually /Auditory Disabilities  2  2  3

Special Education  2  0  2

 Fourth 7 Health Problem and Rehabilitation in  2  0  2

Disabled Sports

Health Problems and Rehabilitation  2  0  2

of Disabled Athletes

Apprenticeship I  1  4  4

 8 Recreation in Disability  2  2  3

Apprenticeship II  1  4  4

Total 18 18 27

Table 3. Sports for Disability Elective Program for the Department of Trainer Education and Sports Management of Ýstanbul University

School of Physical Education and Sports.

Year   Semester Courses Theoretical Practical  Total

Third 5 Introduction to Sports for Disability          2  2  3

Disability and Health Matters          2  2  3

6 Team Sports in  Disability          2  2  3

Individual Sports in Disability          2  2  3

Fourth 7 Sports for Elderly          2  0  2

Recreation in Disability          2  0  2

8 Apprenticeship          1       4       4

Total 13 12 21

sity SPES offers adapted physical education and sport as a

secondary area, for a total of 9 credits (12 ECTS), and graduate

courses (Table 4). A research center was structured under

the title, “Application and Movement Center for Mental and

Physical Disabilities,” where in-service courses are offered

for undergraduates interested in adapted physical education

and activity. In this center, special training is given to

mentally challenged children in swimming, athletics,

gymnastics, and individual and team sports as after school

activity. The best among them have been trained as athletes

to participate actively in the sports organizations of the

Turkish Special Olympics and Sports Federation for Mental

Disabilities.

The Recreation Departments of Physical Education and

Sports Schools of Kocaeli and Sakarya Universities, in the

Marmara Region of Turkey, also have undergraduate courses

for sport and disability (Table 5).

Graduate courses given in the universities aim to prepare

educators, coaches, and sports managers in the concepts of

adapted physical education and activity regarding the

modification, adaptation, and administration of sports

movements, the organization of sports activities, and to

increase the knowledge and awareness of the society in this

area (Table 6). The increasing number of post-graduate theses
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Table 4.  Mediterranean University School of Physical Education and Sports Adapted Physical Education I – II Elective Program.

Year   Semester       Courses Theoretical Practical   Total    ECTS

Third 5 Sport and Disability           3 0 3  4

6 Aging and Sports           3 0 2  4

Fourth 7 Women and Sport           3 0 2  4

Total 9 0 9 12

Table 5. Graduate courses of adapted physical education and disability sports in different universities in Turkey.

University    Graduate programs         Course T P C ECTS

Ege University and the others Department of Physical Adapted Physical 2 0 2    -

Education and Sports Education and Sports

Kocaeli University Department of  Recreation Sports for People 2 1 2.5    -

with Disabilities

Sakarya  University Department of  Recreation Sports for People 1 2 2    -

with Disabilities

Table 6. Post-graduate courses of adapted physical education and disability sports in different universities in Turkey.

University Post-graduate programs                Course T P C ECTS

Marmara University                M Sc - - - - -

               PhD Sports for Physical Disabilities 2 0 2 -

Sports for Mental Disabilities 2 0 2 -

Ýstanbul University                M Sc Training in Disability Sports 2 2 3 -

Mediterranean University                M Sc Physical Education and sports 2 0 2 12

for Children with Mental  Disabilities

               Ph D Principles and Methods of Adapted 2 0 2 12

Physical Education and Sports

in disabled sports and adapted physical education and

activity in different universities  are very promising for the

future of these areas in Turkey, not only for the effects of

the outcomes of these scientific studies, but also for their

recognition and dissemination of adapted physical

education and activity among people with and without

disabilities.

Conclusion

There has been important progress in the educational

system in adapted physical education and/or activity in

Turkey. Graduate and post-graduate university education

as well as research studies conducted in these areas are

very promising for the future of sports opportunities for

individuals with disabilities. We believe that this is a notable

step toward the promotion of the integration of people with

and without disability.
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Adapted Physical Education in Italian

Regular Schools: University Teacher

Training in APA for Integration and

Inclusion of Students with Disabilities

 Stefania Cazzoli
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Abstract—Integration and inclusion in Italian schools began in 1970. They were implemented through four phases:

1. a general pedagogy proposal ensured the dignity of the different ones (1900); 2. special schools were closed by

legislation (1970); 3. special pedagogy provided special teachers training (1980); 4. integration in regular PE

teacher curricula of APA training (Cazzoli, 2005). This research is based on the laws, statistic data, training curriculum,

strategy, didactics praxis used in Italian integration and inclusion processes, so that disabled student can be

placed in normal schools and normal PE class. We present the Italian experience about inclusion of APA and

training in normal PE teacher settings. The experience was carrying out in the University of Torino, SIS (School

Interfaculty of secondary PE teacher’s school training). We used questionnaires and systemic observations in the

normal PE classes focusing on integration and inclusions of disabled students. The research data (2004-2007)

confirmed the trend that about 100% of: a) integration and inclusion of disabled students (with all kinds of

disabilities) in PE normal classes of secondary school b) the PE teachers in-service asked for more training in APA

c) the PE teachers in pre-service are more satisfied after university teacher training in APA. The data confirmed that

more quality of integration and inclusion of disability students in the regular PE class requires APA teacher

training for all PE teachers. The Italian school integration and inclusion laws will materialize only if empiric PE

adaptation is supported by scientific knowledge in APA training at universities. The in-service e pre-service PE

teachers working together can improve faster the diffusion of APA knowledge in the regular school and for long

life. The scientific university APA Knowledge can improve from the best didactics practice like a circle loop. The

positive school integration and inclusion experiences are first steps for carrying out positive experience of

integration and inclusion in the entire field. The daily integration and inclusion experiences in school carry out a

future society more open and dynamic accepting differences, kind, and status of ability levels.

Key Words: Integration, inclusion, school, teacher training, adapted physical activity.

Physical education and teacher training in italy

In Italy, physical education (PE) teaching is compulsory from

primary through secondary schools (students aged 3-19

years).

The evolution of PE in Italy, laws, programs and

teacher training

PE became a compulsory subject in Italian schools in

1860. The training of PE teachers started in 1861, with the

first “Corso Magistrale Statale di Ginnastica educativa” in

Turin. Initially, PE courses followed a military model and

later were integrated by medical and natural methods. During

Fascism, the regime dedicated a lot of attention and

resources to PE, no longer under the Ministry of Education.

PE teachers were trained in academies connected to

universities. The school program was based on the

achievement of a “strong and healthy body” and

nationalistic principles and ideologies. At the end of World

War II, PE was again included under the responsibility of

the Ministry of Education (MPI).

PE is a compulsory subject from primary school to high

school. At primary school, PE is taught by a generic teacher,

while from secondary school on, PE is taught by specialists

trained—until 1999—by the Physical Education Institute

(ISEF).

The PE programs in the fifties and sixties consisted of

physical activity to also form the personality; moral and

ethical principles were also taught. (Ulmann, 1973; Bernabeo,

1983). At the end of the sixties, an agreement between the

MPI and the Italian Olympic Committee (CONI) introduced

sports in school, organizing the Giochi della Gioventù (youth

games, open to all students of  Italian schools) (Vico, 1991,

p. 2).

In the seventies and eighties, PE programs were based on a

balanced development of the student with set objectives

(body language development, motor capacity, perception of

one’s own body, coordination within time and space)

introduction to sports (Botturi & Mantovani, 1992).

PE specialists are trained by ISEF and, after the diploma;

they acquire their teaching certificate through State

selections held by MPI. Generic teachers of primary schools
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are trained by Scuole Magistrali (high school), and become

teachers after passing MPI State selections.

Between 2003 and 2006, PE programs are conceived to

teach students knowledge, skills, and competencies in

physical activities, sports, health education, and safety

(Cazzoli, 2006).

University training for PE teachers

Since 2000, all teachers have been trained in universities.

ISEF offers university courses in “sports and motor science,”

and the teaching certificate (for PE specialist teachers in

secondary schools) is acquired by attending the courses of

SIS, which is part of the university. The generic teachers of

elementary school are trained in the university at the Faculty

of Science in Primary Education. They attend a compulsory

course in physical education.

The pre-service training of specialist PE teachers in

secondary school and generic teachers in primary schools

(Bonetta, Luzzato, Nichelini & Pieri, 2002) include three

topics:

1) indirect (pedagogy, didactics…)

2) subject (epistemology, planning-evaluation in specific

subjects)

3) training (Jori & Migliore, 2001)

Indirect and training topics are common for all teaching

subjects. The second is specific to the subject (PE, math,

language, history…).

During training, pre-service teachers have 300/500 hours

of tutoring by in-service teachers in specific subject classes.

It helps to convey new knowledge, from university to school,

and in-service teachers give pre-service teachers knowledge

on didactics  (Cazzoli, 2006, p. 8). There is an exchange

between the science of physical education in the university

and the subjects taught in schools.

The secondary school teacher is an expert on the subject,

and his/her expertise drives the development of the subject

(Tessaro, 2002, p. 6). In secondary school, the university

approach (aimed at investigating theories and finding models

capable of describing, explaining, and anticipating events)

must be translated into practical teaching (Schwab, 1971, p.

9). Furthermore, in order to develop the subject, universities

cannot rely just on theoretical research, but also on everyday

practical experience of secondary school teachers (Damiano,

1994, p. 10), thus generating a feedback loop (Cazzoli, 2006,

p. 13).

The teaching-learning process cannot be recreated

artificially in a laboratory, and, in order to be studied, all of

its elements must involve teachers and students, the school

program, and the ways of implementing it, as well as human

relations. Role-playing must not be a fictitious recreation of

what happens between teacher and students. Fictitious

situations, where adults become 14 year-old students, are

not correct. Through role-playing, pre-service teachers can

focus on all the steps of the teaching process, becoming

aware of all of the problems that may arise and all of the

variables of the practical activity.

In-service teachers help pre-service teachers to find all

viable options and choose the best solution (Cazzoli, 2006,

p. 13). Pre-service teachers are not told what to do, but are

asked to decide—after considering all of the positive and

negative aspects, what the best course of action is for a

specific situation in a school context (Laneve, 1998, p. 11).

This teaching approach is based on reflection about the

individual’s choices and actions, and on awareness and

experience, rather than on following procedures and

instructions. Thanks to this mentality, the teacher will

constantly develop and improve his/her skills, adapting to a

fast-moving society (Fischer, 2001, p. 12).

Initially, pre-service teachers are disoriented by this new

approach, due to the fact that, until 2000, they always

followed an epistemic approach, and were entirely focused

on the objective to be achieved and on the procedures and

instructions to be followed. Much time was spent on

isolating each element of the PE teaching/learning process

(Cazzoli, 2006, p. 11). In particular, motor skills, individual

and team sports,  body language and non-verbal

communication, sport and fitness training, anti-doping,

prevention of injuries, and, recently, the road code. The pre-

service teachers training (observation and active teaching)

carried out in school is then discussed and analyzed with

in-service teachers.

There are two kinds of in-service teachers:

1) the tutors (T), who assist pre-service teachers during

their training in schools

2) the supervisors (SVT), who make pre-service teachers

reflect on their experience. SVTs work at universities

SVTs are the link between university research and practical

teaching.

Also, the Tutors in school benefit from this system, as

they can learn new practices and innovation from the pre-

service teachers they are assisting. While tutoring, in-

service teachers follow guidelines and have to fill in

questionnaires.

The 300/500 hours of the training program are subdivided

into 100-hour modules. A report must be presented at the

end of each module. These reports are not only made to

check the work done, but also to create a bank of information

that may be used for future reference and in other schools

or contexts to assist the teachers in the decision-making

process. This is quite an innovative approach in Italy.

Practical training is not just for motor science but it is

required for all subjects taught in school .The training is

common for all the subjects (aims and purpose, objectives,

process and procedure), and the contents are specific to all

subjects.

The training is articulated in:

a) face-to-face lesson on teaching and learning (T&L)

system with supervisor teachers in university

b) simulation and laboratory, working with supervisor

teacher in the university

c) pre-service teachers working with in-service teachers

(tutor and supervisor) in the secondary school
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In this way, the knowledge can be created at the university,

conveyed to secondary school, and subsequent experience

can be shared with the university.

During training, pre-service teachers have 300/500 hours

of tutoring by in-service teachers in specific subject classes.

The in-service teachers give pre-service teachers knowledge

on best practices (Cazzoli 2006, p. 11).

Integration and inclusion of disabled

students in regular

Schools

In Italy, the theoretical model of reference for the process

of integration and inclusion of disabled students in the

regular school is based on “a change and reciprocal

adaptation, an open process connected to the recognition

and acquisition of identity and knowledge” (Canevaro, 1991,

p. 15). Integration and inclusion in the regular school means

to include all of the individual skills and differences of each

person as a resource and source of enrichment for all the

actors in the process of teaching-learning (teachers,

students, scholastic executives, scholastic staff, social staff,

sanitary staff, and family) (Ianes et al., 2001, p. 16).

Italian theoretical model of integration and inclusion derives

from the following phases:

1) Pedagogy and didactic studies affirmed the dignity of

difference: students with disabilities are subjects of

education and not subjects of rehabilitation in the regular

school (history of Italian pedagogy and didactics from the

early 1900s);

2) Legislation: Law number 118, in 1971, obliged the

integration and inclusion of pupils with disabilities in the

regular primary and secondary school.” Law number 104, in

1992, fixed the modality and levels of assistance, social

integration, and all the rights of the people with disabilities;”

3) The special pedagogy and didactic developed

knowledge and specific competences for the training of

“insegnanti di sostegno,” which translates to “support

teachers.” These special teachers were trained to prepare

individual programs, strategies of adaptation, and facilitation

within the learning and teaching processes.

4) APA training for all PE teachers of secondary school

and generic primary school, as declared in the European

Charter of Sport for All: Persons with Disabilities (Article 4)

(1987 Strasburg, Council of Ministers of Europe).

University teacher training in physical

education and APA

In the following two years, basic APA training was

included for all teachers training in the university: PE

specialists in the secondary school, as well as general

teachers of primary school and “support” teachers.

The APA teacher training program is based on:

a) definition of the different disability categories;

b) definition of disabled students’ potential skills in order

to define goals;

c) definition of possible physical activities (PA),

objectives…

d) knowledge of research in the technical and scientific

field of  (PA) suitable for disabled students;

e) definition of the relationship capability in order to

understand the needs of disabled students as declared in

the European Charter of Sport for All: Persons with

Disabilities (Article 4 ) (1987 Strasburg, Council of Ministers

of Europe).

The program should then be integrated with the laws

and the pedagogical principle of the Italian school context:

a) definition of theoretical models of domestic inclusion

and integration

b) strategies for the implementation of the integration,

individualization, task analysis, prompts, simplification,

adaptation in the didactic praxis

c) integrated didactic (definition of point of contact

between the PE classroom goals and the disabled students’

goals, starting with potentials skills)

d) definition of contents of Adapted Physical Education

(APE): senso-perception, development movement skills, and

technical sport skills, autonomy, respect of role, self-esteem,

development of attitude to active life style and  health

education).

Purpose of the study

The research is aimed to investigate the current situation

and real integration and inclusion status of disabled students

after 25 years from the promulgation of Italian integration

laws in regular schools, with specific reference to the didactic

praxis of PE in the Italian secondary school. The study tries

to pinpoint ways and strategies to improve the quality of

integration of PE in compulsory school curricula.

Method

Data collection tools

The data were collected by interviews. The interviews

were based on a questionnaire. The questionnaire included

29 multiple-choice items. The content validity of the

instrument was established through revision of

questionnaire from three in-service PE teachers and three

in-service “support” (special education) teachers. The

revisions concerned text formatting and item sequencing

(Trichero, 2004).

The investigated arguments were: schools (1st or 2nd

grade of secondary school, typology); students (number of

students with/without disabilities, age); frequency (at

school, at PE lesson); lesson (PE in the compulsory curricula

or scholastic sport team); teachers (PE, support); means of

integration and inclusion; PE syllabus for students with/

without disabilities; PE evaluation of students with/without
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disabilities; PE adaptation; teachers training (in PE and APA).

The period of investigation included the years 2004-2005-

2006.

Participants and data collection procedure

The survey shows the reported investigation of in-

service PE teachers in the Italian school. The data are

collected from 116 interviews of:

1) PE teachers, in-service, in the secondary school of 1
st

degree, students aged 11-14 years (n1 = 50).

2) PE teachers, in-service, in secondary school of 2
nd

degree, students aged 14-19 years (n2 = 66).

Every PE teacher involved in the research wrote their

answers for the interviews on their questionnaire form. We

consider valid the questionnaires that were completed

according to our criteria.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was descriptive, with particular

attention given to the percentages. The percentages were

used for comparison between the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 grades of the

secondary school.

The descriptive statistics were used to report each of

the questionnaire items. We summarized the more represen-

tative items in Table 1.

Results

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of selected items of the questionnaire.

Description 1° Grade Secondary School 2° Grade Secondary School

Interview N1= 50 N2= 66

Data collect N1= 1450 N2= 1914

Students’ sample taken in examination N1=10929 N2=15936

Students with disabilities integrated in regular school N1=297 N2=395

Students with disabilities in regular PE regular class 92.30% 89.90%

Students with disabilities attending physical education 65.38% yes 72.20 yes

26.92% partially 16.70 partially

7% no 11.10% no

Presence of PE laboratories and/or scholastic sporting 88.61% 55.60%

team  (more than compulsory PE)

Presence of integrated scholastic sporting team 53.84% 22.20%

integration of students with disabilities

PE teachers attending at specific formation in APA 57.69% 66.70 %

PE teachers needs 92.30%  asked for more formation/ 94.40% asked for more forma-

training in APA modality? tion/training in APA modality?

practical workshop Practical workshop

Discussion

The investigation demonstrates that in the secondary

school, 92.30% in the 1° grade (n1 = 297), and 89.90% in the

2° grade (n2 = 395) of the students with disabilities are

integrated and included in the regular schools.

The data collected confirm that the law (n.118/1971; n.

517/1977) is being applied with regard to integration and

inclusion in the regular PE class. The data presented in this

investigation of the status of PE integration and inclusion

in 2006 confirm the data for the same investigation for the

year 1995 (Bianco, 1995, p. 16).

The data of integration and inclusion of students with

disabilities in sports teams (more than compulsory PE) in

the 1
st

 grade of the secondary school students (aged 11-14

years) is 53.84% (n1), and 2
nd

 grade students (aged 14-19

years) is 22.20% (n2).

The differences between n1 and n2 are evidence of

differences in the development of cognitive skill and motor

skill after puberty, especially with serious cognitive and

motor disabilities. The decrease of percentages for

integration and inclusion from compulsory PE and sports

teams demonstrates that the culture of inclusion, born in

the school, has grown throughout all society.

In the schools, all students (ages 3 to 18 years) are

involved, so they live with positive integration and inclusion

experiences with disabled students. They will be citizens of

a society with more and more prospects for integration and

inclusion. The school, not like society, is a source of

development for everybody’s rights. Students with disabi-

lities when in integrated school can develop motor skills,

self-esteem, unload tensions, recover autonomy, self-control,

and social skills, like a bridge toward the future.

PE teachers asked for more information and training in

APA to increase the quality of integration and inclusion for

all students with disabilities and with specials needs. The
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integration and inclusion of all the special needs subjects

will be realized with a multi-factorial and multi-modal

approach: teacher training, student training, and special

needs subject training in education and in physical

education, physical activity and sport, as declared by the

European Council of Lisbona (2000).
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Abstract—This study was performed with teachers at state elementary and high schools in five cities in the High

Solimões area. Its objectives were to show teachers’ knowledge about the inclusion of students with disabilities in

physical education (PE) classes; to identify the number of students with disabilities in the schools; and to identify

in the area of PE practice the attitudes of professionals toward inclusion. In the teachers who were interviewed, the

results included the following characteristics: about 17% were between the ages of 20 and 30 years old; 17% were

from 31 to 40 years old; 22% were from 41 to 50 years old; and 44% were above 50 years old. Fifty-nine percent were

male and 41% female. Fifteen percent of the teachers had physical education training, and 85% had other educational

backgrounds. It was noted that the physical education professionals had better attitudes toward people with

disabilities with regard to inclusion. Similarly, women presented more favorable attitudes when compared to men.

The data showed that [there was a positive correlation between career and attitudes]: that is, the longer the career,

the more favorable was the attitude toward inclusion. Also, the data revealed that the younger teachers had more

favorable attitudes than the older teachers. Twenty-three students in 20 schools were identified as having disabilities.

Twelve students (52%) had a physical disability, five (22%) had visual disabilities, three students (13%) had

hearing disabilities, two (9%) had mental disabilities, and one (4%) had learning difficulties. Twenty percent of the

students were female, and 80% male. Eight students (36%) were from 9 to 11 years old, seven (32%) were from 12 to

14 years old, four (18%) were from 15 to 17 years old, and three (14%) were older than 18 years. Most of the

students with disabilities (n=20, or 83%) were in elementary school; only four (17%) were high school students.

We observed that five schools (25%) had indoor courts; five schools (25%) had outdoor courts; three schools

(15%) had no court, only a cemented area; two schools (10%) had a muddy area for activities; four schools (20%)

had a grassy area; and one school had no space for physical education activities. The research showed us that, in

general, PE is not developed at schools by qualified professionals, and even when they have a PE teacher, the class

often is taught by other professionals. Considering that other professionals presented less favorable attitudes

toward inclusion than those trained in PE, it is unlikely that inclusion will occur under the current situation. In the

same way in which teacher preparation does not contribute to inclusion, neither does the absence of adequate

space for the practice of physical education.

Key Words: Inclusion, adapted physical education, school.

The process of inclusion in schools has been occurring for

some years, but some obstacles are still present in

educational institutions. Here, we face unexpected situations

day-to-day, and teachers often feel it is difficult to look for

solutions, especially when there are flaws in the educational

system.

According to Block (1998), inclusion is the practice of

education for all—that is, enrolling students with disabilities

in regular classes. Inclusion does not mean “leaving out”

students with difficulties and with no appropriate support.

Inclusion means giving all students the appropriate

educational programs needed in order to improve their

abilities, and it necessarily calls for support and assistance,

important to the success of the learning process.

The creation of appropriate programs in order to help

with these difficulties faced by teachers in their day-to-day

classes includes giving support, creating courses, indicating

specific literature, and even visits by specially-trained

professionals to the schools.

The traditionalist schools believe that a student, when
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facing something he needs to learn, has only to assimilate it,

with no care about the meaning that it has. This approach

disregards where or when the student will use this

knowledge, if this knowledge will endure, and so on, and

sometimes this concept of teaching-learning requires a static

posture by the student in the classroom.

Although there is a recommendation by the Brazilian

Minister of Education and Culture (Ministerio da Educacão

e Cultura) (MEC) in all teacher formation courses to include

disciplines about basic knowledge in special education, one

cannot affirm that these actions are enough to guarantee

adequate training, especially in very remote areas like the

ones in this study. In addition, we cannot forget that many

of the teachers teaching in state and city schools did not

have access to these relatively new subjects during their

training.

The area of physical education has not escaped general

global educational trends. In spite of constant growth in

sports for people with disabilities and the appeal of the media,

courses in physical education generally offer only one or

two disciplines that focus on inclusion for people with

disabilities. This is still not enough to give new teachers

adequate training.

Therefore, in order to guarantee students the right of

inclusion in the process of global education, it is first

necessary to guarantee the adequate training of the

professionals who will work in contact with these

populations. One way of filling this gap and meeting this

need is to offer educationally inclusive programs

systematically.

But, even when we understand that it is necessary to

invest public resources in order to generate new policies,

we must first check the real need in order to properly plan.

This is done through research and action.

Therefore, one of the goals of this study was to

investigate the real situation in the cities of Atalaia do Norte,

Fonte Boa, Jutaí, Santo Antônio de Sá, and São Paulo de

Olivença, in the area of the High Solimões. This was done in

reference to teachers’ ability to promote the inclusion of

students with disabilities in regular physical education

classes.

This research, in essence, became a reality through a

partnership between Universidade Federal do Amazonas

(UFAM) and the Secretaria Estadual de Ensino do Estado

do Amazonas (SEDUC). The study provided SEDUC with

data that they did not formerly have. The result is that the

agency now has realistic information that it can use to start

a policy that reflects reality. The research also provided proof

that some professionals are working outside of their areas,

making it impossible for students to receive an adequate

education. UFAM and SEDUC were responsible for all phases

of this project, and UFAM is responsible for providing the

details of this report.

This study investigated all elementary schools and high

school teachers at state schools in the area of High Solimões,

and concentrated specifically on:

1. Teachers’ knowledge about, and attitudes toward, the

inclusion of students with disabilities in regular physical

education classes.

2. Identifying the number of students with disabilities—

including age, gender, and kind of deficiency—at state

schools in the five cities in the area of High Solimões.

3. Identifying space available at the schools and/or their

surroundings in which to perform physical education

activities.

Method

In order to show teachers’ knowledge and attitudes with

regard to the inclusion of students with disabilities in regular

physical education classes, a questionnaire—with 84

questions, including demographic data about the teachers—

was applied.

In order to identify the space available at each school

and/or its surroundings for physical education activities, a

table was developed, and the pertinent criteria were identified

through observation.

In order to identify the number of students with

disabilities, teachers were asked to complete forms about

their students, which included age, gender, kind of disability,

and grade level.

With regard to teachers’ attitudes, we assessed all of the

alternatives from the questionnaires for the total population.

The category variables were academic life, gender, level of

work, time of work, and age, and the classification of the

scores was obtained from summing of all of the alternatives

for each answer. The average score for the total population

was 184.87 points.

Visits were made to five cities according to the initial

project plan (the city of Benjamin Constant was later added

to the list): Atalaia do Norte, Jutaí, Fonte Boa, São Paulo de

Olivença, and Santo Antonio do Iça.

Visits were made to all of the schools in these cities, and

the professionals that worked in physical education—most

of whom were not physical education teachers—were

interviewed.

Also during these visits, the presence of students with

disabilities was identified through data given by principals

and teachers.

Available space for physical education activities was

identified by physical observation at each school.

Results

The first objective was to show teachers’ knowledge

about, and attitudes toward, the inclusion of students with

disabilities in regular physical education classes, so we tried

to identify some demographic data.

Forty-one teachers who worked at state schools in the

High Solimões area were interviewed. The data collected

included gender, age, educational background, and length

of time of work. The results of the inspection of these data

led to the creation of subcategories that showed the
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following characteristics: about 17% were between the ages

of 20 and 30 years old; 17% were from 31 to 40 years old;

22% were from 41 to 50 years old; and 44% were above 50

years old (see Figure 1). Fifty-nine percent were male and

41% female (see Figure 2).

For the factor, academic life, two categories were created:

physical education (15%) and other (85%), as illustrated in

Figure 3.

Figure 1. Percentage of interviewed by age.

Figure 2. Percentage of interviewed by gender.

Figure 3. Percentage of interviewed by type of educational

background.

The distribution of percentages for data regarding length

of time of work caused us to create the following

classifications (see Figure 4): between 1 and 5 years of

teaching, 78%; more than 6 years, 22%.

Figure 4. Percentage of interviewed by time in profession.

Regarding teachers’ attitudes, we obtained the results

by summing all of the alternatives on the questionnaire for

the total population. The average of the scores was 184.87

points, as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Average and other scores.

N = 41

Score

Average 184.87

Detour standard       .804

Minimum 108

Maximum 295

For the variable categories, academic history, gender,

level of work, time of work, and age, the classification of

scores was distributed from the sum of all of the alternatives

for each answer.

Those participants of the study who taught physical

education had graduated in pedagogy, standard college,

agricultural science, science, geography, history, physical

education, or had taken non-degree teaching courses or had

no academic history. After the inspection of this data, we

created two categories, “physical education professional”

and “other educational background.”

Figure 5 shows that the average score for teachers with

a physical education background was 221, and for those

with other educational backgrounds was 178.69. This led us

to infer that, from the perspective of inclusive physical

education, the most favorable attitudes toward people with

disabilities come from physical education professionals.

For the gender variable, the average score was 196.71 for

females and 176.5 for males (Figure 6), which led us to infer

that women present more favorable attitudes than do men.
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Figure 5. Average score by profession.

Figure 6. Average score by gender.

The score for length of time of work was 181.6 for

teachers that have worked for at least five years in the

physical education discipline, and 196.7 for those with more

than six years of teaching experience (Figure 7), indicating

that the longer one has worked, the more likely it is that he

or she will have a favorable attitude toward the inclusion of

students with disabilities.

Figure 7. Average score by time in profession.

Figure 8 shows the average score for age: 20 to 30 years

– 203.2 points; 31 to 40 years – 180.35 points; 41 to 50 years

- 178.4 points, and more than 50 years, 180.8 points, leading

us to conclude that the younger people had more favorable

attitudes toward the inclusion of people with disabilities.

Figure 8. Average score by age.

The second objective was to identify the number of

students with disabilities in the state schools of five cities

in the area of the High Solimões, identified by age, gender,

type of disability. We obtained the following data:

Twenty-three students in 20 schools were identified as

having disabilities. Twelve students (52%) had a physical

disability, five (22%) had visual disabilities, three students

(13%) had hearing disabilities, two (9%) had mental

disabilities, and one (4%) had learning difficulties.

Figure 9. Students by type of disability.

Twenty percent of the students were female, and 80%

male. Eight students (36%) were from 9 to 11 years old, seven

(32%) were from 12 to 14 years old, four (18%) were from 15

to 17 years old, and three (14%) were older than 18 years.

With regard to level of education (see Figure 12), most of

the students with disabilities, 20, or 83%, were enrolled in

elementary schools. Only 4 students (17%) were enrolled in

high schools.

Our third objective was to identify the space available
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(Figure 13) at the schools and/or surroundings areas for the

performance of physical education activities. We observed

that five schools (25%) had indoor courts; five schools (25%)

had outdoor courts; three schools (15%) had no court, only

a cemented area; two schools (10%) had a muddy area for

activities; four schools (20%) had a grassy area; and one

school had no space for physical education activities.

Figure 10. Gender of students with disabilities.

Figure 11. Students with disabilities by age.

Figure 12. Level of education.

In the cities of Atalaia do Norte and Benjamin Constant,

five schools were visited. We also visited three schools in

Atalaia do Norte, and two in Benjamin Constant. In none of

these schools did we find space for the practice of physical

education. An indoor court was found in one city, but it is

city-owned and not available for use by local schools. No

materials for the practice of the discipline were available at

these schools.

Figure 13. Area for physical education.

In the city of Jutaí, state schools were in poor condition.

The structures were weak and without paint, bathrooms were

broken, water often was unavailable, classrooms were

without desks, and chairs were broken. Buildings had no

roofs, air conditioners in the teachers’ rooms and libraries

were broken, and classrooms were without air conditioning.

During our visit to the Irmã Bruna State School, we observed

that there was no adequate space for the practice of physical

activities. Classes were held in a grassy area, without cover.

In some cases, teachers used alternative materials that they

had purchased themselves and constructed into cover, with

the help of students.

During our visit to Pe. João Vam Den Dungen School, we

found that there was no adequate space for the practice of

the discipline. Classes formerly had been held in a cemented

area, but the area recently had been appropriated for the

storage of hardware material.

Monsenhor Evangelista School, which is considered

locally to have a high standard, had no space for the practice

of physical education. Classes were taught in a grassy field.

Profa. Nilce Rocha Coelho State School had no adequate

area for the practice of physical education, and children

attended classes held in a cemented area.

Nossa Senhora de Assunção State School is located in a

building rented by the city’s Catholic Church. Next to the

main building, there is an indoor court, built by the city and

where physical education is taught. Teachers complained

that the space is not adequate and that they do not have

material available to teach physical education. In Santo

Antonio do Iça, there are no school courts or facilities.

The schools we visited in Fonte Boa did not have

adequate space for physical education classes. Most of these

students practiced physical education in other place, outside

of school. No materials were available to work in the

discipline.
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Discussion

The new national law for educational standards (Lei de

Diretrizes e Bases de Educacão, LDB) defends the idea of

the proper use of space for teaching and learning in the

same way that it defends the notion of respecting and valuing

differences, including those of individuals with disabilities.

It guarantees the right to an adequate education.

The research also showed us that physical education has

not been developed by qualified professionals. Even when

physical education teachers have been available, the subject

was often taught by other professionals. In order to justify

this, school administrators claimed that they needed to

complete teachers’ schedules, so they gave them physical

education classes, even though they were not necessarily

qualified. Considering that “other” professionals that have

taught physical education classes have less favorable

attitudes toward inclusion than do PE teachers, it is unlikely

that inclusion in physical education classes will happen

soon. In the same way, the preparation of teachers does not

favor inclusion. Additionally, many schools have no

adequate space for physical education, which is some ways

is harmful to all of the students and not only to the ones

with disabilities.

We believe that the results of this study indicate that it

is necessary for the government to make a commitment to

make the necessary investments, and to create new policies

that guarantee results and make inclusion possible. Teachers

must teach classes inside of their educational backgrounds

and be prepared with courses, lectures, and study groups

so that both teachers and professionals can have continuous

learning and improve the quality of education.
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Abstract—In Brazil, physical education as a school subject, and in accordance with the National Curriculum

Parameters (1997), must provide discussions about ethics, citizenship, respect for differences, and cooperation. In

this sense, teachers have the obligation to work with issues beyond motor abilities, that is, to discuss individual

differences in all aspects: social, economic, religious, and cultural. With regard to this notion, this research aimed

to analyze the inclusion status of students with physical disabilities, participants of physical education classes in

regular schools in Maceio, capital of the state of Alagoas, Brazil. This study is the result of qualitative research

applied to 18 regular school students with physical disabilities who were chosen intentionally while they attended

a special institution to receive rehabilitative or medical services. Their ages ranged from 13 to 33 years. A semi-

structured interview was used, which was conducted by one of the researchers who questioned the participants

while another researcher took notes. The results showed that the majority of the students with physical disabilities

(60%) indicated that their rights to proper education were not fully respected because, for different reasons, they

could not attend physical education classes. The students reported that the teacher considered that they were not

able to perform the prescribed exercises, or that it was dangerous for them to participate, and that it would be better

for them to attend “special activities,” not regular classes. This attitude discouraged them from trying to participate

in physical activities at their school. Therefore, they felt that these teachers didn’t know how to deal with their

differences. Also, the physical education classes occurred at the same time that the rehabilitation treatment was

scheduled. Just a few of them said that they did not attend the classes because they had no time or woke up late;

another small number said that they did not attend physical education classes because they weren’t available in

their school. In spite of these situations, all of them acknowledged the importance of this subject in their lives and

showed the desire to be part of regular physical education classes. The findings reveal the existence of a large gap

between mandatory legislation about inclusive school activities and what really happens in the school routine,

especially in physical education classes. Teachers from regular schools need updates in their formal training so

that inclusion can be a reality.

Key Words: Students with disabilities, inclusion, adapted physical activity.

Education for all is a guaranteed right in different national

documents. Here, we emphasize The Federal Constitution of

1988, which says that the right applies in all schools to all

students, regardless of specific conditions such as ethnicity,

religion, ability. This mandate has caused huge modifications

to the educational models that previously existed, mainly in

relation to students with disabilities. This is true because,

throughout history, these pupils have been largely excluded

from school or have been educated in special schools that

formed a parallel system of education.

Since the moment inclusion became policy in Brazilian

public politics with regard to the education of people with

disabilities, there has been a constant increase in the

registered number of students with disabilities in the

country’s regular schools. According to the Brazilian Special

Education Secretary, data show a gain of 640% in the

registered number of students with special needs in regular

classes between 1998 and 2006. This was an increase from

43,923 registered students in 1998, to 325,316 in 2006.

However, it seems relevant to say that when we talk about

inclusion we are not referring to just access to school (a

challenge that Brazil is close to winning). It is also necessary

to think about the quality of education. Mantoan explained

that the democratic principle of education for all

…shows itself in educational systems which are

specialized in all students, not just in some of them,

disabled students. Inclusion, as a consequence of

quality teaching to all students, provokes and

demands of Brazilian schools new standings and is

one more motive for teaching to renew itself and

for teachers to improve their practices. It’s an inno-

vation that implies in efforts the actualization and

re-building of current conditions on the most part

in our primary schools (Mantoan, 2007, p. 02).

The author emphasized that scholarly success is only

obtained when schools assume that difficulties shown by

some students cannot be attributed only to them. Also, there

is the necessity of considering other aspects related to

teaching and learning.
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Physical education (PE) takes on part of this process

and, as Rodrigues (2000) said, it is judged by the important

area of inclusion, which allows great participation by students

with difficulties. Considering this context, this study had

the aim of analyzing the inclusion of students with physical

disabilities in classes of physical education in regular

schools in Maceio, capital of the state of Alagoas, during

the 2006 school year.

Method

This is qualitative research, because it considered “the

communication between the research and the field and its

membership an explicit part of knowledge production” (Flick,

2004, p. 22). As shown by Triviños (1987), qualitative studies

do not allow fragmented or isolated views, they offer instead

a view about dynamic interactions with historical process

lived by the subjects. Furthermore, we agree with Walmsley

and Johnson (2003) that it is important to involve people

with learning disabilities (and other disabilities) in the

research: nothing about us without us; and qualitative

research allows this involvement.

Eighteen students from primary and secondary regular

schools, with physical disabilities, between 13 and 33 years

old, who were members of a special organization (that carried

out rehabilitation services or practiced physical activities),

took part in this research. They were chosen intentionality,

while they were in a special institution since the State

Education Secretary had not identified the number of

students with physical disabilities.

To understand the students with physical disabilities’

views about physical education (PE) classes, a semi-

structured interview was conducted last August, in a special

organization of Maceio city, state capital of the Northeast

Region, Brazil. The interview employed questions that

allowed the interviewer to change the order of the dialogue.

One interviewer asked the questions face-to-face with the

participant, while another interviewer tooke notes. Thematic

analysis was used in the data analysis (Mynaio, 1996).

Results and Discussion

The results showed that 28% of the participants had

acquired their physical disability at infancy, mostly from

polio. We also verified other causes such as work accidents,

falls, medical accidents, and shooting.

The majority of participants in the sample came from

primary schools (67%), and they showed large gaps in

relation to age and grade. The pupils indicated that these

gaps were caused by aggravations of diseases and by lack

of motivation to continue their studies. They said that the

absence of accessibility in general, insecurity, and prejudices

against them provoked them to sometimes drop out of school.

Sixty-one percent of the students had regularly attended

the same school for more than three years. Some students

said they suffered from prejudice and had to overcome a lot

of difficulties to adapt themselves to school. However, they

had dismissed the possibility of changing schools, because

they were afraid of losing the gains they had made. Others

said that accessibility, the quality of teaching, and even the

fear of trying to find another place in a state school compelled

them to stay in the same school. Specifically, only 40% of

the students interviewed attended physical education (PE)

classes. Yet,

PE is foreseen, nowadays, in the Law of

Directresses and Bases of the National Education

as a curricular component of basic education.

Therefore, PE must be integrated into the

pedagogical proposal of the school, adapting to ages

and conditions of the scholar population.

Meanwhile, PE, up until now, has not clearly

established its function in the school (Tani; Manoel,

2004, s/p).

According to some students, they had the desire to attend

classes, but said that, many times, the PE teacher excused

them. Following are some comments that illustrate this

situation:

I would wish to attend PE classes and sometimes I

watched my mates playing during them. The teacher

excused me and he said that I couldn’t do it. Today

I know I can, but he didn’t study this. He wasn’t

trained to teach everyone, with or without disability

(Subject 9).

I would like to attend PE classes, because I would

be together with my friends, but the teacher had to

be less demanding to students and not give orders

to students to do everything that she wanted.

Sometimes they [the students] are tired or they

can’t do. She must respect the restrictions of each

one. The school has a team and the teacher chooses

only the best players… I talked to her and she

answered me that the classes, basketball, handball,

football, were “queimado” [implying that they were

too hot and would burn me], and she told me that it

was better if I brought a medical certificate, because

of security, since the square was slippery. I

practiced swimming [in the specialized institution

for disabled people] (Subject 4).

From these statements, we can also verify the students’

opinions about the teachers and their training to work in

diverse settings. Filus and Martins Junior (2004), whose

research was done in Maringa, in the state of Parana, found

that many of their subjects (PE teachers) pointed out their

own lack of information and knowledge about disability. This

view might be better understood if we consider that it was

only in 1987, shortly after the decree of 03/87, that the

discipline of adapted physical education was included in

the physical education curriculum in Brazil. Although, we

do not think that one discipline is sufficient to prepare a

teacher to develop an inclusive pedagogical practice, mainly

if this discipline persists in continuing to approach the

disability.
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The students with physical disabilities mentioned other

motives for not attending PE classes: the lack of resources

to support his/her learning; and teachers’ lack of training to

confront issues related to prejudices and stigmas about

disabilities, which sometimes occur in their classes.

According to Molina Neto (1997), teachers’ insecurity is

a result of fragile initial training, when basic knowledge was

transmitted and this training encouraged a way of working

that demanded experience, practice and supplementing with

permanent training.

In relation to the teacher, Rodrigues asserted that the

aspects of PE teachers’ training with regard to special

educational needs are full of good intentions, and does not

work (2006). He pointed out that the amount of pupils

excused from classes is an expression of the real difficulty.

PE teachers have to propose other classes, with features

more positive and motivational to students with learning

difficulties. The author illustrates:

that when a student has a difficulty, for example, in

the subject of Portuguese, often the solution is to

intensify his/her learning opportunities, and by

having more difficulties, he/she cannot be excused

of this subject, although he/she can show difficulties

in PE and be excused (p. 67).

Practically all of the students who attended regular PE

classes said that they liked the classes, even if 50% of them

confirmed that they had difficulties taking part in some of

the activities, for example, as a consequence of movement

execution owing to the disability. The following quotations

illustrate this:

In theoretical classes I have no difficulties, but in

practical classes I felt some difficulties (Subject

15).

I do not like playing either volleyball or handball,

because in the volleyball games the net is so high

that the ball hits and bounces back, and in handball

I am not able to play very well (Subject 7).

I do not like stretching. I can not do it and felt I was

doing badly, and I always roll up to the teacher

(Subject 3).

Moreover, some students (17%) complained about not

having practical classes in PE subjects, and they showed

themselves anxious to begin, like the fragments below show:

It’s cool, but the classes are all theoretical classes,

‘cause the school does not have space for practical

classes (Subject 15).

Good, but I’m just doing assessments, talking about

PE. Meanwhile, we just have theoretical classes. I

would like practical ones, but there isn’t space

(Subject 11).

Among the students who attended regular PE classes,

66% of them reported that PE teachers limited their participa-

tion in the classes to secondary roles or to extra-curricular

tasks. They were invited to watch the classes, to serve a

function such as referee and/or catcher, or to take hold of

the teacher’s belongings, which caused them to feel unmo-

tivated and restricted. With regard to this phenomenon,

Crespo (2006) said:

…in relation to students with a disability, basically,

it is not enough to respect his/her limits, in exact

measures, while at the same time recognizing,

stimulating, and increasing the value of his/her

abilities. Besides this, the same behavior that every

good teacher must have in relation to all students

must be emphasized. That is to say, treat each one

of them as an individual; therefore, be different

between them and identify different difficulties and

potentialities (p.5).

Accordingly, Cury (2003) tells us that the major teacher’s

sin is to look down on the abilities and potentialities of his/

her pupils, exposing differences as if they are a relevant

factor, which provokes limitations. On the other hand,

Rodrigues (2006) points out:

PE is a curricular area that can address more easily

inclusion because of the flexibility inherent to its

contents; it facilitates curricular differentiation ...

PE teachers have a lot of freedom on the

management of contents to be taught to students in

their classes (p.65).

Students who felt their PE teacher treated them in an

undifferentiated way (34% of the interviewees) said that they

thought this was related to ignorance about their disability.

This also occurred in relation to their classmates, and for

the same reason, as we can see below:

Some of them [classmates] know about my

disability, but they treat me as an equal... my teacher

does not know about my disability. One day I will

tell her (Subject 3).

Concerning classmates, 17% of the students said that

they had been incited by classmates to take part in classes.

However, 83% of them felt rejected at times, for example,

when they could not do a specific movement or did it without

the same “perfection” of the others.

Conclusions

We know of only a few schools that are really prepared

to receive students with disabilities, and our findings con-

firmed the great distance between legal proclamations and

daily school life, especially in physical education classes.

Several factors contribute to this situation, although one

of the most notable is the fact that teachers do not feel that

they are adequately trained to suitably address the

necessities of students with disabilities. This professional

un-preparedness is explained in the next quotation:
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In the initial training of PE teachers, the information

about special educational needs is often non-existent

or not directed towards concrete solutions to the

problems of planning, intervention, or evaluation

that the future professional can come across…

…educational support for the inclusion of students

in PE classes, where provided, is given in a general

way by teachers who are not in the same

disciplinary area, creating significant difficulties to

the PE teacher who finds more value in the dialogue

that supports the teacher (Rodrigues, 2000, p. 8).

Cruz (1999) emphasized that we cannot lose sight of the

fact that some teachers in our schools did not have access

to any information related to disability during their training.

In addition, students without disabilities were not prepared

to live together with people different from them—their

classmates with disabilities. Many times, in this vicious circle,

which is legitimatized by PE classes that separate by gender,

age, and motor skills, it is not hard to find excluded students,

those with or without disabilities. So, according to Freitas,

Araújo and Almeida (2004),

PE must be inclusive, forgetting the idea of

“patterned student,” “perfect body,” “efficiency,”

and “physical fitness,” forever, and allowing all,

regardless of limitations, to take part. In this sense,

we believe to be necessary a chance in paradigms,

in the teachers’ epistemology (p.1).

In this context, the ethical posture of teachers is

fundamental, because their attitudes must not be allowed to

excuse special needs students from physical education

classes, since this subject has the aim of educating and

developing the student overall. The teacher has the

obligation to raise the value of diversity, and remain

conscious of the fact that he/she is also responsible to

guarantee inclusion for all.

Unfortunately, our findings showed us that this has not

occurred in the schools attended by our subjects, and that

inclusion in these physical education classes remains a

utopian ideal. However, combined with this is the necessity

that accumulated knowledge about a subject must deepen

with philosophical reflection and empirical contents. When

the discourse influences pedagogical practice, the current

context will be modified and physical education could

promote quality of life for all students.
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Abstract—This study intends to investigate regular physical education, which proposed the inclusion of visually

handicapped students. The research focuses on the perceptions of these students. We wanted to know what the

lessons of physical education have been: if they tend toward inclusion or just integration. Additionally, we

wanted to confirm if the planning and methodology used in the curricula lead to inclusion, and how effective

teachers’ interventions have been in this regard. The methodology was a case study, which resulted in qualitative

research. We held semi-structured interviews with eight visually impaired students from the 8th to 11th grades,

who took part in physical education. The recorded interviews were transcribed afterwards and analyzed according

to resultant categories. The results showed that the classes were integrated, not inclusive. Physical education can

be a helper or an obstacle to schools being more inclusive. When students compared their experiences from

childhood with today, it appears that over the years they have become separated from their sighted colleagues.

This happens because of the school curriculum itself, which works with collective sports, which are not, according

to the students, adapted for the participation of all students. What occurred, briefly, was that teachers preferred

consecrated sports instead of looking for new knowledge and options. The participants of the study said that

during physical education classes they had few contact with sighted students. This happened only when other

students were willing to participate in activities that only the visually impaired participated in, such as walking or

activities at the beginning of the lessons. At school there were materials available for everyone to take part in the

lessons, but there was no planning or curricula that facilitated inclusion from the beginning to the end of the

lessons. It seems that the fundamental role of teachers and the producers of school curricula is to help make it

possible for the impaired student to not be seen as “the other” so that they can be active participants. We conclude

that there is need for change in order for inclusion to be not only a word that is spoken, but something that is

practiced. The changes are possible; what we need are a transformation and development.

Key Words: Inclusion, visual impairment, physical education, special school curriculum.

Introduction

In the educational process we have seen a movement called

inclusion, which has been debated and recognized by

various scientists. The school is considered the ideal place

to instigate social changes. Veiga–Neto (2001) pointed out

that school as an attractive place where social, political,

cultural, or economic changes happen.

Still, the task of inclusion has not been easy. We live in a

world where people seek auto-affirmation, treating the other

as an “outsider.” There are many issues for consideration:

race, economic aspects, religious choices, political ideas,

corporal characteristics, and in the end, everything that is

outside of “normality,” which is for Skliar (2003) the “huge

problem.”

Schools confront the problems and challenges that

belong to all processes. In the case of inclusion, we must be

aware of all arguments which go against it, not only on behalf

of impaired people, but to really have inclusive schools.

Because of the challenges of working with impaired students,

we include the visually impaired, often separated from the

so-called “normal students.”

In the case of physical education, there is still a tendency

for many teachers to value only the students who play

conventional sports “properly,” and leave out others who

don’t have the same skills. For the visually impaired student,

this type of teaching concept excludes him/her from the very

beginning, as well as other colleagues considered “not

adaptable.”

Today the school has an opportunity to be

reconstructed. If this difficult process is achieved, it is

because we are accustomed with routine and we want to

keep it; we are still looking for our normality. That is our

routine. Skliar (2003, p. 208) pointed out this relation with

this “other” in education stating that “if this other wouldn’t

be here and there, our pedagogies would be reduced to ashes,

surrounded by storms and dissolved in the purest repetition

of the same.”

For Gaio (2004), an inclusive education makes the

development of the human being possible, whether impaired

or “normal”, giving room to opportunities where they can

be critical and participative.

Rodrigues (2003, p. 76) explained that the inclusive

school will answer appropriately and with high quality not
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only those with disabilities, but to all kinds of differences

among students. In this way, inclusive education refuses

segregation and intends that the school is universal not

only in regard to access, but also to success.

We should consider and deal with all forms of exclusion

because school is a plural place and home to major diversity.

We have to understand this fact before starting to work with

impaired students because we take the risk of excluding more

than including. For Mandarino (2004, p.37), “To debate

inclusion and localize your process as something which

should be analyzed only with “impaired” students means to

understand that other students do not pass through

processes which include and exclude.”

Work from an inclusive perspective means to consider

principles like “accepting individual differences, the valuation

of each person, living with human diversity and learning

through cooperation” (Sassaki, 1997, p. 41-42).

The school is the right place for living together, a place

of exchange, of relations built on the diversities between

individuals, on which sameness will tumble, where the

knowledge of this other (who is myself) is privileged through

the sense that we give and through which we want to

educate.

Veiga-Neto (2001) pointed out that school is the place to

observe the changes which happen or have already

happened in social logics, as well as how changes occur,

even if they are not easy. For this author it is necessary to

keep in mind that what seems to happen only at the school

level could have, and nearly always has had, subtle and

powerful connections with practices that overcome the

school itself.

While working with the other, it is important “to

understand the school as a place of plurality or the living

together of differences” (Mandarino, 2004, p.36). Physical

education can handle the biological vision, or work with

social-historical aspects of the individual. Through this

choice, we can reflect and come to conclusions as to whether

exclusion will or will not be a part of the lessons in school

(Sousa, 2002). Historically, physical education has passed

several periods to reach the point we know today. It has

passed a medical focus, a militaristic one, and a sport focus.

Bracht (1999) explained that the military institution had

the practice, and that medical science came in with medical

knowledge. The role of physical education in this context

was to collaborate with the construction of healthy and

obedient bodies. Its beginnings were in Europe at the end of

the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, and

it worked through militarist exercises, games, dances,

fencing, horse riding, and singing. From 1940 onward there

has been a imposition of sport. In 1970, psycomotricity

appeared, and from the ‘80s, the movement of corporal

culture, physical and motion on was born (Soares, 1996).

This makes it understandable why a lot of institutions

and professionals who work with their students are still

looking for perfection in their movements and perfect

corporal functionality. However, they forgot modern

principles of inclusion and the construction of citizenship.

Rodrigues (2003) believed that physical education is an

integral part of the curriculum offered by the school, but

that it can present additional obstacles to the school for it to

be, or to become, more inclusive. To guarantee real

participation by impaired students in physical education

classes means practicing a far more human concept of

teaching, which considers the entire student, from his social

history up to his special needs.

Since we are referring to visually impaired students, we

must have in mind that it is not only they who need to be

included. Diversity practiced in school can produce a

universe of those who feel excluded, whether they are boys

or girls, those who are overweight or slim, short or tall, white

or black.

One of the forms to privilege inclusion at school is the

choice that the school will make about its curriculum.

Regarding visually impaired students and physical

education, Craft & Liebermann (2004, p. 186) argued that

“while teaching physical education to a visually impaired

student you should not forget that he can do various of the

same activities as his colleagues, who can see, can do.”

When we make a choice of what will work, we will leave

out what we think is, perhaps, not important. We disconsider,

though, that every choice is political and points to a concept

of society and man (Carmo, 2002).

In working toward inclusion, involved teachers should

know the universe of all of their students. In this way, he

can interact effectively with them.

According to Cidade (2004), in the case of a visually

impaired student, the physical education teacher should make

sure that the student is acquainted with the space, and that

all of the instruction is verbalized to make it possible for him

to understand the proposed activity.

Another concern is that the attitude of the teachers

shouldn’t let students to be excluded. When separating for

instruction, there is exclusion. Yes, they should know there

are differences, and they should interact with them at the

same time as with the others.

To know the differences between the visually impaired

students relative to their handicap is one of the aspects

teachers have to consider when planning classes. However,

we should not focus on deficits but instead work with the

abilities they have (Diehl, 2006). This task is not easy to

understand. It needs a conscious re-conceptualization by

each professional in all educational domains while preparing

his or her lessons. Performing physical education in an

inclusive way demand of the professor to re-define purpose,

methods, social functions, time, space and knowledge

(Sousa, 2002)

As stated earlier, the fundamental role of the teacher and

the persons who elaborate on the school curricula and

methodology of teaching to promote an inclusive praxis, is

to make it possible for the student to be seen not as the

other—the one who is distant to me, but one who is active

and present in the process (Skliar, 2003). This is a new point

of view in school physical education, not just for inclusive

education because it tries to attend to all aspects of each
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student as an individual. This is a concept where inclusion

ceases to be necessary, in the sense that nobody is left out

of the process.

When looking for an inclusive school, we must consider

all of the possible subjects. This investigation focuses on

the perceptions of visually impaired students who

participated in regular physical education classes. The aim

here is to identify their perceptions about inclusion in

physical education classes in their school.

Methods

Population and sample

This is a descriptive study of the transversal type. The

population was comprised of visually impaired students from

primary and secondary schools located in the city of Porto

Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Visually impaired and

students with normal vision attended the same classes,

although the majority of students in these schools are not

visually impaired. The sample was comprised of eight

students, intentionally chosen (four girls and four boys

between 14 and 20 years old). All of the students participated

in physical education classes; however, the visually impaired

students took part in physical education classes that were

separate from classes for sighted students. The visually

impaired students participated in goalball, athletics,

swimming, and soccer.

Collection of data

The study was authorized by the school and students

granted permission for their interviews to be recorded.

For the data collection we used taped, semi-structured

interviews, using a tape recorder and tapes.

The information obtained through the interviews was

analyzed, so different categories resulted: the types of

activities the visually impaired students preferred (inclusive

or not), the role of the physical education teacher in the

process of inclusion, the function of the material resources

used in physical education classes, and the feelings of the

visually impaired students toward the physical education

lessons.

Results

The types of activities the visually impaired students

preferred (inclusive or not)

We observed that the four girls preferred individual

activities, like walking, running, walking on the treadmill, or

cycling. One female student answered: “Ah, the exercises

and the walking on the treadmill that the teacher required.”

Female student N2 stated: “Oh, I like to walk, like to ride the

bicycle.” Female student N8 responded, “Oh, I think walking

on the treadmill.” Also, student N7 answered, “I like to stay

on the treadmill I think, walking.”

It is important to note that these visually impaired

students indicated that they preferred activities like cycling

and walking on the treadmill, while their sighted colleagues

took part in activities such as collective games.

The boys’ answers showed that they preferred activities

involving collective sports, mainly soccer. They mentioned

some difficulties that they had, and because of this, they

practiced these activities only with other visually impaired

people. Student N3 said, “The teacher always gives me a

ball to play with so the others can use it and play a game

with me.” Student N5 said, “Ah, the best part is when the

teacher releases a ball and we play. That is what I like most.”

Said student N8, “The good moment is when I get the ball,

meet my friends and we play ball; that is when I really do

something.” When student N8 was asked if the friends he

mentioned were visually impaired, he confirmed, “Yes, they

are.”

The students who named collective sports as their

favorites explained that they were not involved in regular

classes but in the alternative classes. Student N4 commented,

“I only goalball practice one hour a week in the afternoon.”

Male student N8 and female student N7 confirmed that

goalball was offered only once in the afternoon, when only

visually impaired students could participate.

Female student N6 remembers that only once did she

play goalball with her sighted colleagues. “Only once there

was a game with all the students. I think I was in the 6
th

 or 7
th

grade of elementary school.” This student was now in her

third year of high school.

It appears that the sighted and visually impaired students

shared the same times at school, but not in the same space.

Skliar (2003, p.38) suggested that “it could mean that the

difference between them makes the sameness of the place

impossible.” These individuals see themselves as so different

from each other that they refuse to occupy the same place,

which would add so much for both groups and to the teacher

as well.

The participants of the study were asked about the other

sports at school that were listed in the curriculum and in the

school regulations. The students’ answers were negative,

reaffirming that they usually did not take part in the collective

sports practiced by their colleagues during the regular

classes. Student N3 revealed, “We do not participate in

indoor soccer.” And student N6 said, “I only played volley

[ball] once.” We observed that the existing physical

education curriculum was difficult to combine with all of the

students present at the institution, making inclusion

difficult. Craft and Liebermann (2004) emphasized that

curricula that are inadequate to development, like the ones

that emphasize competitive sports, are not easily adaptable

to visually impaired students.

The role of the physical education teacher in the

process of inclusion
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The students perceived that the teacher had a positive role.

They felt he cared about them. Student N3 said: “The teacher

takes care of me; one day I wanted to be the goalkeeper and

he said I should not try because I cannot see the ball. That

was, though, very strong. He was taking care, because I

could get hurt.” Student N5 added, “The teacher knows

perfectly what we can do without the risk of getting hurt, so

he tells us to do only activities which we are able to do.”

Female student N6 said, “I like it because I know that they,

in spite of all the difficulties they have in working with us

because we have more needs, they do what they can.” For

female students N2 and N7, it seemed obvious that they

were not always active: “He always gives us an activity to

do. It is very rare that he forgets to point out an activity for

us.” “I think they could do better. We often stand in a corner

without anything to do.”

Diehl (2006) stressed that physical education classes for

visually impaired students depend fundamentally on the

capacity and availability of the teacher. He should act

creatively during the preparation and execution of his classes.

Professionals who plan the school curriculum should bear

in mind the motor needs of individuals. A disability should

not be an obstacle to the development of other students.

Lemos (2002) claimed that the physical education teacher

should pay close attention and make the necessary changes

and adaptations in order to include students with special

needs in his classes.

The actions of all the teachers should be permanently

considered and planned for by all. Often only a few teachers

plan what he/she expects from his/her students. This is more

than a proposal; it is an ethical obligation.

The function of material resources in physical

education lessons

Difficulty in performing inclusive activities can occur due

to numerous factors. One of them is the materials used during

class.

In this respect, all of the queried students were familiar

with the materials and the space available. Student N5 said,

“When I started, it was complicated to obtain a ball with

bells; we had to get a normal ball and wrap it with a bag to

make noise. Today everything is better. We have a ball with

bells, we have a good goalball ball, and everything makes

our work easier.”

It is important to emphasize that all of the interviewed

students had been enrolled in the school since first grade,

which gave them very detailed knowledge. This was

especially important because, from the beginning, students

were offered activities that had been oriented by the teachers,

which helped the students to explore the spaces in the

school. Because of this, they knew the physical spaces and

the locations of every adaptation.

Knowing the space in which one will act is necessary to

the autonomy and security of visually impaired students,

especially in physical education classes. Whenever the room

is changed, the teacher must orient the students (Diehl,

2006).

In the students’ answers we found another relevant point.

Five of them mentioned the use of devices that the school

owns, such as the treadmills, ergometric bikes, and exercise

apparatus. All of these are resources that can be used

individually.

The visually impaired students’ perceptions of the

physical education classes

The students considered themselves participants in the

classes, although all of them demonstrated some

contradictions or obstacles during their interviews. They

talked about how, after the stretching games were over after

the initial moments of class, they turned to individual

activities or played only with other visually impaired

students, while their sighted colleagues participated in other

activities.

Student N6 said with regard to his lack of participation at

times: “All, no. Sometimes [I don’t participate] even because

of my own discouragement, my lack of will. But I participate

in some activities, not all.”

Student N7 admitted that she did not always participate

in class.

They had other justifications for not participating in the

classes. Male student N5 explained, “It is this way. There

are certain exercises which are a little bit complicated to do

and I am not at ease.” Female student N3 pointed out health

problems for not participating: “From time to time I do not

participate because of my bronchitis.”

The role of the teacher in helping and encouraging his

students to participate in his classes is an indispensable

motivational factor. He is the main bind between what is

talked about and what is actualized in education. He has the

power to change the views and dispositions of his students

about what will take place in his class. He is one of the

primary individuals responsible for making inclusive physical

education happen.

Discussion

This study points out different aspects that need a more

detailed analysis.

The students indicated their need to be looked at like the

others, not only at the end of the process, but during the

process referred to as inclusion.

They were active students during the regular physical

education classes, but did not act with the others. They

passed the time with their sighted colleagues, but not in the

same space. The activities were separated and differentiated.

They stayed with their sighted colleagues only when they

were willing to do an activity in which the visually impaired

students were the main participants. They were integrated

in the process, but not included.
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We confirmed that the physical educators sometimes

separated the visually impaired students from activities

because they wanted to protect them from harm. We

acknowledge the difficulties involved in practicing inclusive

physical education. However, if it is necessary to separate

the visually impaired students during a class, then the lesson

is not adequate for visually impaired students or for

participation with all students.

The school attended by the visually impaired students

had physical adaptations and materials, reaffirming that there

had been an assumption that there must be structural

changes in order for inclusion to happen. But, on the other

hand, these changes reinforced integration, not inclusion,

in the physical education classes. The visually impaired

students performed parallel activities in relation to the others,

using the materials designated to them.

The visually impaired students’ answers indicated that

they believed themselves to be responsible for the difficulties

in their inclusion in the class, and they disregarded all the

other aspects.

We observed that the visually impaired students had a

positive outlook with regard to physical space in the school.

Although they said they believed they were integrated, not

really included, they felt good at school.

It is also necessary to be more specific about how to

achieve an inclusive environment, about what means and

methodologies to use to reach this aim (contents,

procedures, etc.). What is more, it is necessary to pay

attention to the teaching curricula, the use of professionals,

and to listen to the people involved in the process.

We should stress that this is not an easy process,

because it includes a lot more than resources and space. It

involves persons and their good will. Often, such as in this

case, schools own the necessary resources and adequate

space, but this is not sufficient. There also is a need for

changes in social concepts, which is, perhaps, one of the

most difficult things to modify.
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Abstract—Data from the educational system show that the number of enrollments of disabled students in regular

schools has risen considerably in the last few years. This steady expansion demonstrates the growing need for

changes in school curricula to effectively make the inclusion process possible. It is possible to find in the available

literature a small number of studies showing how the physical education (PE) teacher has been including disabled

students in their classes. Thus, this study has tried to contribute to this field, analyzing the work done by PE

teachers from regular schools in the city of São Bernardo do Campo. The analysis was made with 20 teachers of

both genders, to whom a questionnaire adapted from Gorgatti, Penteado, Pinge & De Rose (2004) was applied,

which presented questions regarding the teaching of disabled students. The 18 questions from the questionnaire

were divided into five categories: knowledge of working with disabled students; interest from teachers in participating

in specialization courses; level of inclusion among disabled and non-disabled students; level of accessibility from

schools for accommodating students with disabilities and for making inclusive annual plans. Each teacher was

asked to answer with one of four options: agree completely, agree almost completely, disagree almost completely,

and disagree completely. The main results showed that accessibility is still a problem, as 44% of the teachers

disagreed completely with questions about the level of accessibility in their schools with regard to accommodations

for children with disabilities. The second main result concerned teachers’ interests in learning more about adapted

PE in specialization courses (52% agreed completely). Finally, PE teachers in São Bernardo do Campo seemed to be

favorable toward the inclusion process, as 73% answered that today inclusion already happens in their classes.

Even so, we believe that the inclusion process is only just beginning in our country, and that there is still a need

to conduct many more studies in the academic field related to the inclusion of disabled students.

Key Words: Inclusion, regular schools, accessibility, adapted physical activity.

Introduction

According to a demographic census made by the Brazilian

Institute of Geography and Statistics, in 2000, (Brasil, 2007),

14.5% of the Brazilian population presented some kind of

disability. These data reflect estimates that were published

before the World Health Organization’s, which said that it is

likely that 10% of the population of underdeveloped

countries will present some kind of disability. With the

identification of the fact that Brazil has more disabled people

than the statistics had foreseen, several sectors of Brazilian

society started to organize themselves in order to allow

greater inclusion of the disabled. Public education is one of

the sectors that has shown some action in this area, at least

with regard to the number of school enrollments.

Access for students with disabilities in the Brazilian

educational system already reflected an increase in the

1990’s, and data from a census taken in schools in 2005

(Brasil, 2007) illustrated that inclusion of students with

disability has grown nationally, from 24.7% in 2002 to 41%

in 2005. Regular school enrollments reveal that students with

mental retardation are a significant majority of students with

disability. However, little is known about the inclusion

process and quality of education in the several components

of the school curricula.

Inclusion is a challenge faced by regular schools, and

this process should bring about an improvement in the

quality of basic and higher education. But, in order for

inclusion to happen, educational institutions must improve

their practice, giving access to students with learning

disabilities. Inclusion is a change in society as a pre-

requirement so that people with special needs can work

towards their own development and citizenship (Sassaki,

1997).

In order to have a meaningful implementation of the

inclusion process it is necessary for schools to analyze and

structure their yearly curriculum—their contents and

methodologies—so that they can find new ways to teach

and develop creativity (Hort, 2002). This should happen in

all components of the curriculum.
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It is believed that physical education classes are of extreme

importance to the inclusion process. According to Rodrigues

(2002), there appear to be three factors that contribute to

this. First, PE can have a lesser degree of formality and rigidity

than many other subjects, allowing higher flexibility in its

curricula. Secondly, it appears that physical education

teachers are seen as professionals that develop more positive

approaches toward disabled students as compared to

teachers of other subjects. Lastly, physical education might

allow greater participation by students with disabilities than

do other types of schools subjects because they sometimes

highlight their difficulties.

While the above observations seem like common sense,

they have not yet been checked through research. Attitudes

of physical education professionals toward disabled

students, for example, depend on a series of variables such

as type and duration of professional experience, as noted

by Rodrigues (2002).

Apart from this, it is believed that values associated with

old conceptions of physical education are still present today,

making the inclusive process more difficult. According to

Silva and Salgado (2005), for example:

The values attributed to good, beautiful and agile,

are, usually, anchored in reference points from which

the common citizen doesn’t have access. The others,

the odd, the fat, the awkward, are considered of

lesser value, because they don’t adjust to this frame

of reference. Because of this, perhaps, learning the

rules of sports and practice, with precision, the

techniques associated to them might be more

important then just playing a soccer match in an

active, recreative and creative way and doing  push

ups is more valued than playing dodge ball or play

shuttlecock, for example.

Araújo and Seabra Júnior (2003) explain that, historically,

the field of physical education has valued the technical

gesture and uniform sport contents, and has established

homogeneous pool of players, and often excluded non-

disabled students from PE classes as well.

According to Cruz (1998), in relation to the differences

of people with different levels of ability and ways to perceive

the world, physical education deals with differences all of

the time, which often goes unnoticed even by teachers. This

suggests that the division of students into groups by gender

and level of motor ability is a remainder of the past. Students

themselves exclude friends for being slower, fatter, less agile;

and, because of this behavior, they miss out on the oppor-

tunity to learn from and live with differences (Sousa, 2002).

Not all schools are ready to receive disabled students.

One of the reasons for this is that teachers do not feel that

they are ready to deal with students’ needs and with those

students who are considered disabled because they were

not given enough information about disability in their

university courses (Cidade & Freitas, 2002).

In Brazil, few studies have been undertaken to identify

how the inclusion process is occurring in physical education

classes through basic educational cycles (Florence & Araujo,

2004; Gorgatti, Penteado, Pinge & De Rose 2004; Aguiar &

Duarte, 2005). It is interesting to note that in the three studies

cited here, a common theme is that the inclusive process is

valued as a way of learning both for disabled and non-

disabled students. The first two studies observed that

physical educators have difficulties performing what they

consider to be truly inclusive education, due to structural

characteristics found in schools.

Thus, the current study has as a general objective the

extension of the data available concerning inclusive

education in PE classes, and is based on an analysis of the

inclusive process in PE classes in public schools in the city

of São Bernardo do Campo, São Paulo, Brazil.

As specific objectives, this study intends to identify how

“normal” children and children with disabilities establish

their social relations; whether or not teachers’ lessons plans

are inclusive; and if the available school infrastructures are

ready to receive these children.

Method

This study is characterized as being descriptive research.

According to Thomas and Nelson (2000), the value of des-

criptive research is based on the premise that problems can

be solved as practices are improved through observation,

analysis,  and objective and thoroughly complete

descriptions.

Sample

Twenty physical education teachers from State

elementary schools in the city of São Bernardo do Campo

were interviewed. They included both males and females,

with an average age of 38 years (ranging from 23 to 46 years),

and with an average of 14 years of experience after

graduating from college (ranging from 1 to 25 years).

Instrument of research

A questionnaire, adapted from Gorgatti, Penteado, Pinge

and De Rose (2004), was applied. It presented 18 questions

regarding the teaching of disabled students. Teachers were

asked to answer with one of four options: agree completely,

agree almost completely, disagree almost completely, and

disagree completely.

An evaluation of the questionnaire was done by two

master’s students in adapted physical education as a means

of validating the instrument.

Data collection

The School Supervision Department in São Bernardo do

Campo was asked to identify schools in which students with
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disabilities were enrolled. After a first contact with school

administrators via phone calls, authorizations for interviews

of physical education teachers were given by their

institutions.

Authorization to start the interviews was given by school

principals, and participating teachers received and signed

letters of consent.

Teachers answered the questionnaires upon receiving

them, and returned them immediately after completing them.

Results

The results of this study are presented in a descriptive

and qualitative way. In order to facilitate the analysis of

results, some questions were grouped together, reflecting

content in five categories. Questions 2 to 5 concerned how

the teacher evaluated his or her own knowledge about

working with students with disabilities; Question 6 related

to teachers’ willingness to improve their knowledge by taking

courses; Questions 7 through 9 were related to planning;

Questions 10 to 15 referred to teachers’ perceptions of how

other students received students with disabilities in their

physical education classes; and Questions 16 to 18 related

to how teachers evaluated the conditions of their schools to

receive children with disabilities in a regular education

program. A synthesis of the findings is presented in Table 1.

Fifty-seven percent of the teachers said that they have

knowledge on how to work with disabled students, and 43%

of the teachers said they were not prepared to work with

students with disabilities in their classes. It is important to

note that all of these professionals have worked with

disabled students in their classes.

The level of teachers interested in taking courses to

improve their knowledge was remarkable. Eighty-two percent

of the teachers who answered the questionnaire said that

they would like to take part in courses; whereas, only 17%

did not show an interest in improving their knowledge in

this area. It is interesting to note that in the questions

concerning inclusive planning, only 20% of the teachers

“disagreed almost completely;” whereas, the other 80% said

they agreed “totally” and “almost totally.” Here, it is possible

to observe teachers’ interests in including students with

Table 1. Results obtained with questionnaires.

Category     Agree Agree almost Disagree almost   Disagree

completely   completely     completely completely

Knowledge to work with disabled students 14% 43% 30% 13%

Interest from the teachers in participating in 52% 30% 13% 5%

specialization courses

Inclusive planning 35% 45% 20%  -

Level of inclusion among disabled 36% 37% 20% 7%

and non-disabled students

Level of accessibility from schools to 3% 15% 38% 44%

receive students

disabilities in their planning, and in establishing their

objectives, curricula, strategies, and evaluations.

Many teachers said that they felt that students without

disabilities were not exclusionary toward students with

disabilities. This type of discrimination does not occur,

according to 73% of the teachers.

Finally, when questioned about schools’ structures and

their ability to receive students with disabilities in physical

education classes, it was observed that schools are not well-

equipped for these students, according to 82% of the

teachers interviewed.

Discussion

School as an inclusive space has been at the center of

several debates and discussions. The biggest question is

how to promote inclusive education in schools in a competent

and responsible manner. Many institutions are not

physically prepared to receive students with disabilities, and

teachers often don’t feel prepared to answer the needs of

these students in an adequate way.

Only 57% of the physical education professionals

interviewed in this study verified that they have enough

knowledge to work with students with disabilities. This

seems to be a little worrisome considering the fact that all of

the professionals who were interviewed have already worked

with students with disabilities. This result strongly supports

the findings of Gorgatti et al. (2004), in which only 50% of

the professionals interviewed said that they had sufficient

knowledge to work with students with disabilities.

On the other hand, the majority of professionals

interviewed (82%) seems to be interested in taking courses

in order to enhance their knowledge. Cruz & Ferreira (2005),

who prepared a program of continued education in physical

education in Londrina, from 2002 to 2003, described their

interesting results in relation to participants’ perceptions.

The study showed the need to intensify knowledge on

the pedagogical praxis, because, according to the

participants, their way of dealing with daily situations were

more connected to practical solutions than to sophisticated

theoretical solutions. The authors also observed that the

motivation of professionals in the program of continued
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education was highly related to the practical aspects of

teaching.

Apart from professional facilitation, this study tried to

identify whether or not physical education teachers

designed their plans, starting with an inclusive view of

students with disabilities. According to Pedrinelli (2002), in

order for this to happen, the professional interested in

inclusive education must first accept the idea that all students

are important, and that the greater the diversity, the richer

the learning process. In this study, it was seen that the PE

professionals who were interviewed were favorable toward

inclusive education, since 75% of them said that they already

made lesson plans that take students with disabilities into

consideration. This data wasn’t analyzed in other studies

mentioned in this article.

However, it is well-known that in order to have a well-

prepared lesson plan—in an inclusive way—it is important

for a teacher to have a minimum of knowledge about his or

her students, such as type of disability, age at which the

disability was presented, whether this was sudden or

gradual, whether the disability is permanent or transitory,

and what functions and structures are impaired. This is

necessary not only so that they can be creative when

preparing their classes, but they also must have deep

theoretical knowledge about all kinds of disabilities (Cidade

& Freitas, 2001).

For Sassaki (1997), an inclusive education is good for

everyone. In the results of this study, the teachers said that

there is a positive exchange of experiences between the so

called “normal” student and those with disabilities. All in

all, every student, regardless of their abilities, will benefit

from inclusive physical education classes, which will help

them to learn to be more cooperative, creative, and to develop

their social skills in a more spontaneous way.

Finally, the results of the analysis of conditions of

accessibility for students with disabilities indicate that

schools are not equipped to receive students with

disabilities. According to Brasil (2004), access to schools

by students with disabilities is ensured by federal law, and

all public places should have changes and adaptations to

facilitate this; however, our findings show that the schools

we investigated are not equipped to receive students with

disabilities. It is important to point out that this result is

consistent with others’ findings (Gorgatti et al., 2004; Aguiar

& Duarte, 2005). There seems to be a consensus among

professionals in physical education that more financial

investment is necessary for the inclusive process to take

place in schools and in physical education classes as well.

Conclusions

Our study has led us to the following conclusions and

recommendations.

1. It appears that the inclusion process, as it relates to

students with disabilities, is taking place in the State schools

of São Bernardo do Campo.

2.  Physical education professionals say that they need

more knowledge in order to work in a more inclusive way in

their classes. Thus, all initiatives to promote further

education courses must be valued and implemented by both

public and private institutions.

3.  More financial investment must be made in schools in

order for them to improve their infrastructures, equipment,

and human resources, thus facilitating the inclusive process.
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Abstract—Inclusive sports are comparatively rare in German-speaking countries. Persons with disabilities usually

are trained by competent teachers who specialize in working with disabled people, and they are able to show good

performance according to their limits. There also are integrated classes: that is, classes in which able-bodied

children—some of them highly talented in motor ability, as well as children who have different forms of disability,

are taught together. Teachers of such classes who attempt to choose sports suitable for both groups often find it

difficult to tackle this task. If you analyze the necessary physical, emotional, social and cognitive preconditions in

the fields of motor ability for learning how to use a trampoline: emotional, cognitive, and social behavior, it

becomes apparent that this athletic equipment can stimulate and support children who have spasticity, hyperactive

children, children with sensory and learning disorders, as well as those who are mentally retarded. The situation

also is not to the disadvantage of their able-bodied classmates. This case report deals with the use of a trampoline

in an elementary school, where 14 able-bodied, fourth-grade children were taught, together with four children who

had disabilities. Each lesson lasted for 90 minutes. All children actively took part. The evaluation of the inclusive

trampoline experience was carried out following an analysis of a group-drawings made by the entire class showing

the degree of social integration of the children with disabilities and their self-perceptions.

Key Words: Trampoline exercises, inclusion, children with disability.

Introduction

When the idea of including all students with disabilities in

general education was first proclaimed, most of the effort

was put toward defining what inclusion, or mainstreaming,

or integration meant.

It was argued that only inclusive education was the right

way for all students, able-bodied and disabled. Inclusion

was seen as a human rights issue, and for many, a moral

imperative (Bricker, 1995; Karagainnis, Stainback, &

Stainback, 1996; Kauffman, 1995, cited in: Block 1999).

Many “inclusionists” showed complete unwillingness

to accept anything less than full inclusion of all children

with disabilities, regardless of the consequences. They

forgot that the child´s needs should always remain the center

of focus.

In German-speaking countries, inclusion and integration

were treated as equivalent. For some authors, inclusion

means a better, more developed, and exempted from

irregularities form of integration.

Integration or mainstreaming may lead to the situation

that the added support is focused only on the handicapped

child in a general education class, and the general instruction

is not changed at all. In this case, integration is only the

addition of service options in special education to the

unchanged mainstream school. Integration, for all intents

and purposes, should, as we already can see in many cases,

improve general education, and should lead to the

consideration of the needs of all classmates. Such optimized

integration is called “inclusion” (Bintinger & Wilhelm 2001,

p. 53, translated by the authors).

Inclusion in physical education

Inclusive education should take place in all subjects, as

well as in physical education (PE). Dietrich Eggert (1994)

points out that we do not need to discuss whether inclusion

should occur or not, but after the decision has been made,

how to find ways to manage the difficult situation of

heterogeneity.

Even when general physical educators are well trained

for their educational jobs and willing to take on the challenge

of working with children with disabilities, they find it difficult

to support each child, the highly talented in motor ability as

well as the severely handicapped child with cerebral palsy.

As most physical educators teach at the middle level, this

puts excessive demands on children with disabilities; for

those who are “normal” or highly talented, the demands are

too little. In the end, only a small group of children can

benefit from this kind of general physical education.
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Specialities of movement

in children with disabilities

This study deals with motoric specialities of disabled

children who attended the fourth-grade in a primary school.

The disabilities seen in these children are ADHS, Down

syndrome, cerebral palsy, and sensorial impairment.

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder,

hyperkinetic syndrome

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, hyperkinetic

syndrome (ADHS) is a developmental disorder that presents

during childhood, with at least some symptoms causing

impairment before the age of seven. It is characterized by

inappropriate levels of inattention and/or hyperactive-

impulsive behavior, with significant impairment occurring in

at least two settings (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders, DSM-IV-TR). Three subtypes are

described: predominantly inattentive (sometimes referred to

as ADD), predominantly hyperactive-impulsive, and

combined. In the International Statistical Classification of

Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10) the

symptoms of ADHD are given the name “hyperkynetic

disorder.”

Characteristics of symptoms:

Inattention:

- Failure to pay attention to details or making careless

mistakes when doing schoolwork or other activities

- Failure to follow instructions or finish tasks

- Avoiding tasks that require a high amount of mental

effort and cognitive organization

- Excessive distractibility

- Frequent emotional outbursts, almost no frustration

tolerance

Hyperactivity-impulsive behavior (Wikipediaa, 2007a):

- Fidgeting with hands or feet or squirming in seat

- Leaving seat often, even when inappropriate

- Running and climbing at inappropriate times

- Excessive speech

- Answering questions before the speaker has finished

- Failure to await one´s turn

- Interrupting the activities of others at inappropriate

times

Often “soft neurological signs” are found when a pedia-

tric neuropsychiatrist examines the child. Such signs are

developmental delays in gross and fine motor skills and

sometimes in brain scans abnormalities are found. In most

cases equilibrium, eye-hand-coordination and coordination

in total are disturbed. Also, orientation of own body and in

space is extremely difficult for these children (partial

disturbances of performance). Due to these symptoms,

behavioral disturbances are nearly always found such as

emotional problems like fear, depression, and reduced self-

esteem, which may lead to aggression and sometimes to

regression.

When planning treatment, most of the experts agree that

behavioral therapies lead to better self control and control

of unconscious impulses. In this respect, a trampoline is

one of the most effective instrument.

Down syndrome

Individuals with Down syndrome typically have lower

than average cognitive abilities. A small number have severe

to profound mental retardation. Also, specific physical

characteristics appear in individuals with Down syndrome.

For this work, cognitive impairment and physical features

such as shorter limbs and poor muscle tone seen in

individuals with Down syndrome are important (Wikipedia,

2007b).

It was found that motor development in students with

mental retardation (MR) is similar to that of students without

MR, but the level of activity is lower. Retardation in velocity,

flexibility, balance, endurance, coordination, reaction, body

scheme, and orientation in space and time are seen.

Cerebral palsy

Cerebral palsy is an umbrella term encompassing a group

of non-progressive, non-contagious neurological disorders

that cause physical disability, specifically affecting human

movement and posture. The motor disorders resulting from

CP are mostly accompanied by disturbances of sensation,

cognition, communication, perception and/or behavior.

Spastic CP, that includes diplegia, quadriplegia, and

hemiplegia, is the most prevalent type of CP. Children with

spastic CP typically present increased muscle tone,

persistent primitive reflexes, and delayed or inadequate

equilibrium reaction (Cherng, Liao, Leung & Hwang 2004).

Due to these problems, often secondary orthopaedic

deformities such as joint contractures, hip dislocation, and

scoliosis of the spine are common.

Sensorial impairment

Visual and hearing impairment show effects on motor

development (Kosel 1981), especially on the achievement of

equilibrium.

Preconditions for learning movement skills

In order to achieve a motor skill, the student is challenged

in different personal abilities and competences like emotion,

cognition, social behaviour, and, above all, motor abilities

(coordination and conditioning).

Skill: trampoline jumping

Emotional abilities
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Figure 1. Preconditions of learning of movement skills.

Courage, self-esteem, performance willingness, decision

capability.

Social abilities

Readiness to support others, adjustment to partners,

willingness to compromise.

Cognitive abilities

Power of observation, anticipatory ability, memory,

comprehension of instruction.

Coordinative abilities

Sense of orientation, reaction capability, rhythm,

equilibrium.

Conditional abilities

Power, velocity, flexibility, endurance.

These abilities only can be separated from one another

theoretically. Different sport disciplines require different

accentuation of these abilities and competences. Referring

to the individual’s principle syndrome, the teacher should

choose the appropriate sport disciplines and sport

equipment.

From this point of view the trampoline meets all of the

different needs of all children, whether handicapped or not,

in an authentic inclusive physical education program.

When exercises are correctly introduced on this

equipment, students with severe spasticity, children with

hyperactivity, as well as mentally retarded, learning disabled,

and sensorially impaired children can be optimally advanced.

The hypertonus of the child with cerebral palsy can be

regulated. Excessive activities in the cases of hyperactivity

have to be controlled. The impaired coordination, as well as

the precision and rhythm of movements of students with

learning disabilities and mental retardation, have to be in

line with the dynamics of the trampoline. Even coordination

difficulties of persons with sensorial impairments can be

improved.
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Trampoline as a therapeutic instrument

supports all students, disabled or not

Trampoline jumping is a type of constant aimed

movement training (training of cardiovascular condition,

jump improvement, and coordination), which, aside from

straight physical training, also improves psychological

aspects.

Fascination of new experiences - Motivation

In Austrian schools trampolines seldom can be found.

So, for young primary school students it is a new and exciting

experience to exercise on a trampoline. Students are thrilled

by movements in such a way that teachers have to slow

them down instead of pushing them on. Such teachers are

usually seen as friends, who provide students with enjoyable

experiences and not as adults, who demand activities, which

they do not desire to do. By trampoline jumping everybody

can gather good experiences in body awareness, and in

material and social contact.

Kinetics originating from the gymnastic apparatus

Through its construction (an elastic mat is fixed on a

frame of about 2.5 m by 4.5 m) the trampoline generates a

high catapulting effect. The student jumps off the center of

the mat and tries to return to the same spot. Each jump is

intensified by the trampoline. In cases in which a child cannot

land in the center of the mat and jumps not symmetrically, he

or she very quickly loses control. Hyperactive children soon

realize this phenomenon and try to control their movements,

as they are fond of jumping and want to learn feats (artistic

skills).

Besides pedagogic and therapeutic importance, the

trampoline also has a diagnostic one.

Motor-diagnosis

When “normal” children, youngsters, and grown ups

who never have been on a trampoline before are asked to

jump in an upright position, after a few trials an adaptation

in movement occurs. The beginner soon is able to calculate

the effect of the outer kinetic influence and coordinate it

with his own dynamic action. A constant cyclic rhythm of

jumping is created.

People with disturbance in coordination are not able to

adapt so easily to the changed circumstances. They have

difficulties including and compensating for the

intensification of each jump, which is performed voluntarily

or unconsciously. The observer can register motor

disturbances like pathological muscle tone, or disturbances

in rhythm and equilibrium as if they have been magnified.

Psycho-diagnosis

Important observations concerning disturbances in

psychodynamic, social development, concentration, and

others can be made through peoples’ behavior on the

trampoline.

Participants and setting

Fourteen able-bodied children and four children with

disabilities from the fourth grade of a primary school

participated in a trampoline exercises program that was

carried out in an inclusive setting. One boy who had the

diagnosis of “hearing impaired” was so well integrated that

in this setting he could not be identified as disabled.

Description of Kurt

Kurt was a handsome, slim, and friendly boy of average

intelligence. Inattention and hyperactive-impulsive behavior

were seen in most situations (in school, during leisure time,

at home). His gross motor pattern showed uncontrolled

excessive movement, mainly on his right side. His fine-motor

abilities were very poor.

Description of Ralf

Ralf was one year older, and, therefore, taller than his

classmates. He could easily have been identified as an

individual with Down syndrome. Although he was mentally

retarded, he was fully integrated into his class.

Description of Jasmine

Jasmine had spastic cerebral palsy, quadriplegic type.

She was unable to walk freely, but, using much effort, she

was ambulatory with the use of a walker. Most of the time

she crawled on knees and hands. To save time, her teachers

and parents often took her along in a buggy. Besides her CP,

Jasmine was mentally retarded and had a speech impairment,

which did not bother her in communicating with her peers

and teachers. She could neither write nor draw, so no drawing

of her can be shown. Once a week she attended therapeutic

horseback riding. 

Kurt results will be reported on in more detail, while the

results of the boy with Down syndrome and those of the girl

with severe cerebral palsy will only be mentioned briefly.

The behaviour patterns Kurt showed were somewhat out

of control: he could not follow the strict demands that were

expected from children who exercised on the trampoline. His

classmates tried to accept him as he behaved, but in his

case this led him not to change his disturbing and

uncontrolled behavior. During the warming up exercises,

which are necessary prior to the main activity, all the other

children tried hard according to their abilities. Only Kurt ran

around and showed other interests. As a thorough warming
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up exercise in this case is of the utmost importance, he was

expected to follow the instructions. A classmate stepped in

and explained that since Kurt had a disability he should be

left to carry on in his own manner. In no way this was meant

as a negative comment. When he continued to play around

on the trampoline, the exercise had to be broken off for him,

as trampoline jumping is a potentially dangerous exercise

and Kurt was endangering himself and his classmates. When

he was allowed to re-enter the exercise, his behavior calmed

down and followed exactly that of his classmates.

Description of the trampoline program (case

study)

In order to organize a secure setting for this exercise, the

trampoline was situated between two upholstered mats that

were placed on top of trapezoids. To permit the students to

enter the equipment more easily, gymnastic benches were

hooked onto the trapezoids (see Figure 2).

The children were asked to line up and to proceed in

different ways on one of the gymnastic benches up and

over the mat, crossing the trampoline and on to the second

mat, and then return on the other side of the trampoline,

again over the mat and down the gymnastic bench.

The various materials over which they crossed enhance

tactile-kinaesthetic perception. Each child was permitted to

move as desired, on hands and feet, on the stomach snake-

like, rolling on his or her vertical axes. Walking and jumping

were not yet allowed. In this way, the physically handicapped

child could participate.

- Four to five children sat on the trampoline, while one

child moved between the sitting children, trying to swing

them. Jasmine was included.

- Four children in an upright position cooperatively tried

to make the trampoline swing (but without jumping).

- Two children, holding each other by their outstretched

upper arms, try to jump together.

- Four children tried to jump in unison.

- At the very end, individual jumping in standing position

and even simple artistic skills were allowed to be practiced.

The exercises in the group demand a great deal of

adjustment and coordination with a partner. Others have to

wait while a small group jumps. This requires social

competence and enhances it as well. It should be mentioned

that these skills, which each child can perform according to

his or her capability, lead to more self-confidence,

concentration, and attentive self-perception.

Evaluation and discussion of the lesson

“inclusive trampoline jumping” with the

children of the fourth-grade class

I am certain that all children enjoyed themselves and

derived positive values according to their specific

conditions. Whenever I met them later on, they remembered

the above lesson of trampoline jumping. In gratitude for

Figure 2. Arrangement of gymnastic equipment.
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giving them this lesson, they gave me the drawing below,

which they composed together. (Drawing 1)

(The encircled figures are enlarged in drawings Numbers

2 and 3).

I believe that this experience lends itself to a study of

the structure of the class more closely. With reference to the

integration of the children with disabilities, one can

demonstrate that Ralf, the boy with Down syndrome, is well

integrated, as he placed himself in the midst of the group,

while Kurt, the boy with ADHS, placed himself at the edge

of the group, due to the fact that he felt he belonged there.

The drawing, which Kurt made of himself (Drawing 2) is not

within the range of normal development with regard to

cognitive, emotional, and fine motor aspects. Kurt was

already 10 years old when he drew himself, with a minimum

of lines, and when compared with Ralf (Drawing 3), a mentally

retarded child, his developmental impairment stands out.

The inclusive setting of the lesson illustrates the social

positions of two of the disabled children. It helped to find a

main focus (i.e., raising social behavior, improving motor

abilities) when planning treatment for Kurt.
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Abstract—The objective of this diagnostic-exploratory-longitudinal study was to identify characteristics which

influence the social development of people with disabilities engaged in an adapted motor activity program. Interviews

with parents, film footage of classes, ethograms, and anecdotes were used for the data collection. The data were

analyzed in a qualitative way. From the ethograms the social behaviors of the participants were identified and

subdivided into the three categories of characteristics of a person given in Bronfenbrenner’s model: personal

dispositions, demands, and resources. For each one of the groups of personal characteristics, two poles were

identified that represent facilitating or inhibiting elements of development. The characteristics identified as

dispositions, demands, and resources were able to favor or hinder the proximal processes.
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Introduction

Development is a phenomenon of continuity and change in

the biopsychological characteristics of human beings, both

as individuals and as groups. It extends over the life course,

across generations, and through historical time, both past

and present (Bronfenbrenner, 2005). The bioecological model

proposed by Bronfenbrenner is centered on the process of

reciprocal interaction between the characteristics of the

person in development and the environmental factors that

influence this development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1992,

2005; Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1999; Bronfenbrenner &

Evans, 2000). In order for development to occur in a person,

it is necessary for him/her to become involved an activity

(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1999, 1998). The subject of this

study was an adapted motor activity program (AMA).

     The AMA has been offered to a community of people

with disabilities since 1995, by an institution of public

education. The program has as its objective the offering of

adapted motor activities (dancing, recreation, sports, and

water-based activities) to people with vision, mental, motor

and auditory disabilities. The activities occur at two weekly

sessions, with an average duration of one-and-a-half hours.

The classes are formed by grouping people with different

and varied degrees of disabilities (Zuchetto, 1997).

Participation in AMA increases individuals’ chances for

reaching the proximal developmental process. According

to Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999),

a) For development to occur, the person must engage

in an activity. b) To be effective, the activity must

take place “on a fairly regular basis, over an

extended period of time”; c) To be developmentally

effective, activities must take place long enough to

become ‘increasingly more complex.’ Mere

repetition does not work; d) Developmentally

effective proximal processes are not unidirectional;

there must be influence in both directions. In case

of interpersonal interaction, this means that

initiatives do not come from one side only; there

must be some degree of reciprocity in the exchange;

e) Proximal processes are not limited to interactions

with objects and symbols. In the latter circumstance,

for reciprocal interaction to occur, the objects and

symbols in the immediate environment must be of

a kind that invites attention, exploration,

manipulation, elaboration, and imagination; f) The

powerful moderating factors produce substantial

changes in content, timing, and effectiveness of

proximal processes. (p.28)

The AMA follows the precepts of Bronfenbrenner and

Morris (1999) so that development occurs thusly: a) the

people that frequent the AMA involve themselves in the

activities, which can be verified by the interest of their

families, by the expressed desire of the participants, and by

their assiduity; b) the activities are offered twice a week for

18 consecutive weeks each semester, following the calendar

of the University; c) the people that participate in the AMA

can stay as long as necessary for development to occur

(this depends on the availability of the parents or those

responsible. There are people who have attended the

program since its beginning); d) the possibility of interacting

with people with different levels of education and

capabilities; and e) the variety of environments, activities,

and materials available stimulate development.

     The bioecological model proposed by Bronfenbrenner is

centered on the process of reciprocal interaction between

the characteristics of the person in development and the

environmental factors that influence this development

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1992, 2005; Bronfenbrenner & Morris,

1999; Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000). For Krebs (1995), this

concept establishes theoretical bases for the investigation

of the developmental processes. The model proposes that

development should be studied as an interaction between

four interrelated nuclei: the person, the context, the time,
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and the process.

     The person is considered by Bronfenbrenner (1979) “as a

growing, dynamic entity that progressively moves into and

restructures the milieu in which it resides” (p. 21).

Development is related to the “stability and change in the

biopsychological characteristics of human beings over the

life course and across generations” (Bronfenbrenner &

Morris, 1999, pp. 25-26).

     To better explain these personal attributes,

Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999) presented three groups

of characteristics: the disposition, the resource and the

demands. The disposition is the effort of the person, which

can place the next process in motion (generative) or, to the

contrary, retard or even impede its occurrence (disruptive).

People with disruptive dispositions will encounter difficulties

in engaging in proximal processes that require progressively

more complex standards of reciprocal interactions over an

extended period of time. The demands ,  in turn, are

characteristics that affect development by stimulating or

discouraging the reactions of people—reactions that can

promote or break developmental processes. The resources

are “characteristics of the person that do not involve

disposition for the action but constitute biopsychological

assets and liabilities that influence the capacity of the

organism to engage effectively in the proximal processes”

(p. 59). These characteristics are presented in two categories:

competence (abilities, knowledge, skill, and experience that

the person acquires over a lifetime) and dysfunction (genetic

defects, disabilities, cerebral lesions, among others).

Based on this explanation, the object of this research

was to identify the personal attributes necessary for the

social development of people with disabilities, starting with

engagement in a program of motor activity (AMA), using

the bioecological model for analysis (Bronfenbrenner, 1992,

1994, 1999, 1979; Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1999;

Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000).

Method

     This research is based on a descriptive study of a

longitudinal case study type. The instruments utilized were:

a) recorded interviews with parents, b) film footage of classes,

c) ethograms (detailed record of occurrences during the

activity, including dialogs), and d) field notes (Bogdan &

Biklen, 2006).

For the collection of data, ethograms from 20 classes

were used, (four classes per year over a five year period).

From the ethograms, the behaviors that had occurred during

the sessions were detailed and identified using a matrix

analysis.

The data were analyzed in qualitatively. From the

ethograms, the social behaviors of the participants were

identified and subdivided into the three categories of charac-

teristics of a person given in the model: personal dispositions,

demands, and resources. For each one of the groups of

personal characteristics, two poles were identified: one

positive and the other negative, which represent the

facilitating or inhibiting elements of development. Before

participating in this study, approved by the Institutional

Review Board, the parents signed the Free and Enlightened

Terms of Consent form.

The participants in this study were people with

disabilities (physical, mental, deaf, and blind), who had been

engaged in the AMA for more than five years.

Results

The analysis of the data was qualitative, and the results

are presented in the following order: Personal Disposition

1) developmentally-generative dispositions, 2) developmen-

tally-disruptive dispositions; Demand Characteristics 1)

positive demands (invite reactions), 2) negative demands

(discourage reactions from the social environment);

Resources 1) competence and, 2) dysfunction (Table 1).

The personal characteristics that can influence

development are called effort of the person  by

Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999), and are understood as

active behavioral dispositions that can place the proximal

processes in movement and maintain their action, or, to the

contrary, actively interfere, retard, or even impede their

occurrence.

The first group of characteristics, identified as

developmentally-generative dispositions, consisted of: “To

comply, to cooperate, to help colleagues, to talk, to participate

in activities.”

The disposition “To comply” with requests was deemed

to be developmentally-generative for children with

disabilities, since it could be seen that this behavior evolved

significantly for all of the participants in all of the analyzed

classes. During the first years, because the participants

tended to disperse quite easily, disposition to comply

depended on constant requests on the part of the teachers.

Over the years, this strategy was maintained, obtaining

positive results. The understanding by the participants of

the motives that brought them to the activities, the

happiness that the activities provided, and the stimulation

of the environment and people are believed to be factors

that contributed to the occurrence of this disposition. We

value here the assertions of Vygostsky (1995), which

emphasize that the process of teaching and learning refers

to the subject-context relationship, in which the active

imitation by the subject is conducive to his individual

development.

There were few classes in which the disposition “to

cooperate” was present during the initial years of this study.

This disposition began to occur primarily in the moments

preceding the start of activities, when, stimulated by the

teachers, they helped in the search for materials, which later

turned to collaboration during the activity.

The disposition “To help colleagues” was present in

almost all of the classes analyzed, and occurred when

participants helped others with the activities. The forms refer
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to helpful activities as those that include whispering the

words of music being played, taking colleagues to the

activities’ locations, delivering materials to them, and

pushing their wheelchairs. These factors contributed to a

better interaction with the group. According to Saarni (1999),

it demonstrates the development of the fourth capability of

emotional competence, which makes us capable of solidarity

with others. This capability favors the development of social

ties between people and promotes behavior that favors

sociability. Gallahue (2000) says that motor activities offer

educators the opportunity to encourage positive social

behavior in their students.

The disposition “To talk” was identified as a

developmentally generative disposition because, it promotes

participation in activities using social language such as

asking, responding, repeating, etc., gives value to language

as a means of communication and collaboration, and favors

social interaction and involvement in activities. According

to Saarni, “Language and representation permit the symbolic

codification of our emotional experiences and the

communication of them” (Saarni, 1999, p. 72). This neces-

sitates the use of vocabulary and terms that involve emotion

and expression in the culture in which a person is located.

In the disposition “To participate in activities,” the

student actively involves himself in motor activities,

demonstrating effort and motivation. This is the reason for

the participants to be in the program, that is, to engage in

the activities and enjoy the objectives of the program:

organic, neuromuscular, interpretive, social, and emotional

development. These dispositions, according to Bronfen-

brenner and Morris (1999), promote development by

engaging participants in the proposed activities, in an

Dispositions

Developmentally-generative

Participating in activities –  active involvment in

motor activities, demonstrating effort and

motivation.

Complying – responding positively to adult

requests.

Cooperating – seeking to help in activities (e.g.,

distributing and collecting materials); helping

without being asked by an adult.

Helping classmates – providing clues in carrying

out tasks, whispering the correct answers,

collaborating in the performance of tasks,

deliverying materials to colleagues (those that had

fallen and were out of reach: balls, ropes, hula

hoops, etc.) necessary for the execution of the

task; pushes wheelchairs; reaches for crutches and

canes; takes care of colleagues so they do not get

hurt during the activity.

Talking – telling the adults and collegues some-

thing, calling to show him or her something,

making requests.

Demands

Positive Demands

Respecting rules –  Respects the rules

of the activity, gives attention to the

explanation of the activity, initiates the

activity at the indicated moment,

respects the right of colleagues. Carries

through questionings or commentaries in

context and waits for turn to speak.

Sharing materials – Agrees with the

group in utilization of objects.

Interest in learning - Calls the teacher

to observe him/her performing the

movement and accepts corrections or

compliments.

Resources

Competence

To understand the necessities of the

other - Understands that colleagues with

motor and cognitive limitations need

attention and more time to carry out the

activity.

To understand the difficulties of the

other - Observes the difficulties of the

participants and looks for alternatives to

facilitate peer participation in the activities.

Assertiveness - Expresses will or opinion,

without punishing, threatening, or

humiliating the participants; defends

themselves from improper actions,

remembers the rules and defends his or her

own interests.

To play - Identifies the moment to play

together with a colleague, expresses joy,

vibrating, singing, applauding, laughing at

each accomplishment in the activities.

Developmentally - disruptive

Actives

Physical or verbal agression – He/she throws or

kick objects too hard in the classmate’s direction;

pushes, kicks, slaps the classmate, takes the

classmate’s equipment with force. The child uses

hostile words or comments to the other children.

Disturbing – Disturbing the class by making too

much noise and disorganizing materials. He/she

throws or kicks objects, although not with the

intention of hitting another child; may still impair

the other child’s movement performance. Talking

out  of context; Calling repeatedly.

Passives

Non-participative – The student doesn’t

participate in the activities.

Isolating oneself – Showing no initiative to

contact classmates; keeping away from the group.

No engagement in the activity

Negative demands

No sharing – Refuses to share materials,

demands materials exclusively for him/

herself, takes objects away from others

and hides them.

Disrespecting rules – Disrespects the

rules of the activity, does not give

attention to the explanation of the

activity, initiates the activity before the

indicated moment, disrespects the right

of colleagues. Questions or comments are

out of context and disrespects order.

Mocking/bragging – Laughs and/or

imitates, and/or points at the classmate

that fails to perform the activity.

Ridicules the other child for some

attitude that seemed funny to him/her or

still brags about himself/herself.

Dysfuntion

Conditions that limit or disrupt the

functional integrity of the organism.

Table 1. Personal attributes.
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individual or collective form, and show that they can respond

to the initiatives of others and get a sense of self-sufficiency.

It makes it possible for people who participate in the activities

to interact socially in a more and more developed way. These

dispositions evolved over time, slowly, and in a different

way for each of the participants. The greatest difficulties

were identified in those participants who had Angelman

Syndrome, and with disturbed behavior.

The dispositions that interfere negatively in the occur-

rence of proximal processes are called developmentally-

disruptive. To exemplify these dispositions, the authors

situated them at two poles, one active and the other passive.

The active pole includes impulsiveness, explosiveness,

distraction, inability to defer gratification, or, in the most

extreme case, readiness for violence. In general, the active

developmentally-disruptive dispositions indicate a difficulty

in maintaining control over emotions and behavior. The

developmentally-disruptive dispositions identified as active

were those that involved physical or verbal attacks and were

disturbing to the group. The developmentally-disruptive

dispositions identified as passive were non-participation

and isolation. The physical or verbal attacking disposition

were related to the initial years of this study, and the

disposition for aggression occurred in several classes, where

participants used materials that were intended to be used in

the class activity for this purpose (i.e., rackets, balls, sticks,

etc.), or the participants’ own bodies (kicks, pinches, bites,

hair pulling). The participants who presented this behavior

with the greatest frequency had behavioral disorders,

Angelman’s syndrome and autism. During the first years of

this study, this disposition occurred frequently, and then

sporadically in 2003, 2004, and 2005. Since the disposition

for aggression drives people away, participants with this

disposition are not chosen for group activities. Participants

generally remember the aggressive disposition. Current

participants, for example, question the aggressive behavior

presented by a participant with Angelman Syndrome,

because he is no longer a child (he is big and he hits),

demonstrating their capacity to discern unusual emotional

states (Saarni, 1999).

Disturbing is considered a developmentally-disruptive

disposition because it disrupts the progress of activities

and does not permit colleagues who would normally engage

in them to do so.

Passive developmentally-disruptive dispositions are

considered by the authors to be things such as apathy, lack

of attention, absence of response, disinterest in what others

around you are doing, a feeling of uncertainty, timidity, or a

general tendency to avoid or withdraw from activities. In

this study they were identified as non-participative and

isolationist dispositions.

The “Non-participative disposition” is a characteristic

that appears to be related to disinterest and lack of attention.

“Isolationist disposition” is considered a behavior of long

duration. Therefore, the evolution of this item was measured

by the amount of time that the participant remained isolated.

This disposition occurs more frequently when a participant

is separated from an activity and is able to remain with the

group, but does not show any initiative to be in contact with

colleagues, often returning to objects or remaining by a

window, looking outside.

People that have any of these disruptive dispositions

will encounter difficulties in engaging in proximal processes

that require progressively more complex standards of

reciprocal interactions during an extensive period of time

(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1999).

The second group of personal attributes is defined by

Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999) as a person’s demand

characteristics .  This type of characteristic affects

development by its capacity to invite or discourage reactions

from the social environments of a group. These stimulus

attributes (Bronfenbrenner, 1992) are qualities of a person

that evoke developmental reactions from the individual and

are generated by other people.

The demands identified as positive were respect for rules,

sharing materials and interest in learning. The negative

demands are the opposite: disrespect for the rules and not

sharing.

In a motor activity, the establishment of rules, the

formalization of the rules, the need to respect them, and

acquiescence to adult authority are conditions for healthy

performance (Sherrill, 2004; Hellison, 2003; Zuchetto, 2002).

With attitudes that depend on the action of another, there

exists the necessity of responses. The development of

respect for rules and sharing was a constant for all of the

participants in the program in the period analyzed. If we

make comparisons during the period analyzed, we can

observe a growing improvement in the engagement in

activities. Interest in learning was considered a positive

demand, because it aggregated people around the activity,

providing greater engagement and improvement in

interpersonal relationships.

The contrary, “Not sharing,” disrespect for the rules, and

mocking/bragging were considered negative demands by

the fact that these attitudes separated the participants from

the others. In a session of motor activities that uses various

materials, it is necessary to share, as well as to respect the

rules of the activities, in order to make the progress of these

activities viable. People with this type of behavior are not

chosen by their peers when teams, pairs, or threesomes are

formed. The students, independent of the type of disability,

withdraw from colleagues that display these attitudes.

The mocking/bragging behavior occurred in the classes

in which one student with Rubinstain-Taybi syndrome, and

another with cerebral palsy—both without mental disability,

were present. No students with mental disability were

identified among the others. These three negative

disposition characteristics are counter to the objectives

proposed for the motor activity, and are considered by

Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999) as characteristics that

discourage reactions from the social environment, and,

therefore, inhibit development. Every time it occurred, the

participant was rejected by his colleagues, which made his

engagement in the activities difficult.
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     The last group of personal attributes is denominated by

Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999) as personal resources.

This type of characteristic is what Bronfenbrenner and Morris

(1999) call resources of the person, and they do not possess

any disposition for action, but constitute what the authors

call biopsychological assets and liabilities, which have the

power to influence the capacity of a person to effectively

occupy himself in developmental processes, and present

themselves in two ways. One takes the form of active

conditions and encompasses dominions in which the

proximal processes do their constructive work by becoming

a source of progressively more complex standards of

interactions, thus constituting a property that places

meaningful definitions on the proximal processes. The other

takes the form of passive conditions, which possess the

potential to limit or break the functional integrity of an

organism (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1999).

     The resources that facilitated the engagement in motor

activities were described as: Active conditions (competence)

- Understanding the needs and difficulties of the other,

demonstrating assertiveness, playing (understanding the

right moment to play).

The above items were considered active condition

resources and propellants of development, after years of

activity. This makes possible a person’s conscious

engagement in activities and demonstrates improvement both

in cognition as well as social-emotional characteristics,

demonstrating what Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1999)

affirmed: that no attribute acts in an isolated manner and

must be understood within the context of the person and

the environment. This cognitive gain provides the partici-

pants with changes in interpersonal relationships, reflected

in their dispositions and demands. These resources verify

that from observations it is possible to learn about the

observed person and establish lines of action for solutions

to problems (or situations).

This resource developed for participants slowly over the

years, demonstrating cognitive improvements and making it

possible for them to express their desires and preferences in

relation to the proposed activities and assume their choices.

Passive conditions (dysfunction) - It was considered that

the resources of a person with a disability are passive

conditions of dysfunction because they limit participation

in activities.

Conclusion

     From this longitudinal study, it was possible to identify

over the period analyzed (five years) what Bronfenbrenner

and Morris (1999) proposed: the need for longitudinal studies

that prove that personal characteristics can influence the

process of development, that these characteristics change

over time, and that these changes influence the process of

social development. Additionally, the characteristics

identified as dispositions, demands, and resources were

capable of favoring or hindering proximal processes.
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Abstract—Health is intended as a state of complete physical, mental, and social wellness (W.H.O., 2000). In

industrial countries the aging boom has produced a real emergency, since society has not prevented the development

of frailty and disability in older individuals. In Italy, laws for health and welfare try to find a balance for assisting

older individuals with chronic diseases. Personal autonomy is one of the most important demands from aging

citizens and from society. Diseases, multi-pathologies, inactivity, and depression increase the risk of disability and

the demand of intensive and extensive assistance. According the World Health Organization, measures to keep

elders healthy and active are a necessity, not a luxury (2002). Regular, soft, and adapted physical activity can

contrast the progression of disability and can improve the quality of life for older individuals, as long as possible.

This study took place in Liguria, the region where the presence of older individuals is the highest in Italy (25.4%

of people in Liguria are more than 65 years old, while Italy’s national percentage is 18.6%) (Istat, 2005). The Course

of Bachelor in Sport Sciences of the University of Genoa and the Sanitary Aging Department of Genoa created an

adapted physical activity home-care service. The longitudinal analysis supports improvement from or adaptation

to physical activities, and deepens the role of some psychosocial factors. The research focused on subjective well-

being (General Health Questionnaire), self-efficacy (General Self-Efficacy Scale) and perceived social support from

significant others (Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support). The study investigated physical abilities

and functionalities, and measured rising, walking, and getting up independence (Timed Up and Go Test), estimating

different physical measures of strength, global, and district flexibility (Physical Balance Test). Examined subjects

are a group of older people, former patients of the Sanitary Aging Department, previously physically rehabilitated,

in consequence of acute pathological events. The whole group of nine subjects (M = 2, F = 7), whose ages vary

from 69 to 94 years (median age: 78 years), have participated, since 2003, in an adapted physical activity home

program. Important suggestions emerge from the results, supplying information to develop the theoretical debate

on adapted physical activity and aging (Hazzard et al., 1994; Shephard, 1997), useful to support interventions that

promote health and wellness.

Key Words: Adapted physical activity, health, well-being, self-efficacy, social support.

Health, subjective well-being, and

adapted physical activity

In recent years, the concept of health has changed

significantly. The definition of health as “absence of illness”

has been transformed to a “complete state of physical, mental

and social wellness” (W.H.O., 1992). Traditional approaches

were based on a bio-medical perspective, which gave

importance to pathological aspects and treatment therapies.

Recent approaches follow a much broader perspective: the

bio-psychosocial model (Engel, 1977). This model supposes

that health is the product of interactions between biological

and psychosocial factors that determine autonomy and

personal quality of life. Interest in the well-being and

personal quality of life of older people has stood out in the

medical sciences and in the sector of assistance for a long

time. The literature defines wellness as “happiness” and “life

satisfaction.” Subjective well-being is evaluated in a long-

term perspective, not just linked to a momentary state. In

the fields of geriatrics care and elderly assistance, both for

rehabilitation and for prevention and maintenance, subjective

well-being is an indicator that is widely considered to

evaluate quality of life (Labbrozzi, 1995). One example is the

World Health Organization Quality of Life brief version

(WHOQOL-BREF) (Hasanah, Naing & Rahman, 2003).

In the disability field, successful aging defines a

condition associated with wellness and with the possibility

for older individuals to best handle personal autonomy for

as long as possible. Successful aging is a criterion that

distinguishes people who positively grow old from those
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who experience difficulties and problems (Lang & Tesch-

Romer, 1993). This problematic situation clashes with the

capacity for maintaining or increasing personal autonomy,

behavioral performance, and efficacy, by narrow steps. This

is not only the case with older people, but also with (fragile)

elite athletes exposed to similar situations.

Disease, multi-pathologies, inactivity, and depression are

conditions in older individuals that increase the risk of

disability and demand intensive and extensive assistance.

One of the future challenges of our society is to reduce

disability’s impact during the last years of life, “giving more

life to years and not more years to life” (Antonini &

Maciocco, 1983).

Physical activities, adapted to people and contexts, is

one means of achieving this goal. Adapted physical activity

(APA) is defined as “the whole physical experiences

motivated from therapy, rehabilitation, education, recreation

or competition” (De Pauw, 2000; De Pauw & Gavron, 1995).

APA programs can facilitate and stimulate an active lifestyle

for older individuals with disabilities, to improve health,

preserve personal autonomy, and develop adaptation of

physical capacities and abilities (W.H.O., 2002). Adapted

physical activities improve not only personal quality of life,

but also the functional adaptation to daily life demands.

These adapted physical activities stimulate several

psychosocial factors beyond quantitative and qualitative

measures: the psychological perspective is also to be

considered for evaluating the perception of well-being in

older people. In particular, dimensions to be considered

include self-efficacy and perceived social support from

significant others.

Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy is a psychosocial dimension that plays a

significant role in the increase of life expectations and which

can meaningfully influence the quality of life. Bandura (1995)

defines self-efficacy as a key element of human agency. Self-

efficacy can predict behavioral changes because “the

strength of people’s convictions in their own effectiveness

is likely to affect whether they will even try to cope with

given situations. At this initial level, perceived self-efficacy

influences choice of behavioural settings” (Bandura, 1977,

p. 567-568). Self-efficacy can influence the way people think,

feel, find personal incentives and act (Bandura, 1995). Self-

efficacy can trigger a wider range of psychological and

biological processes that modulate health and illness,

subjective well-being, and disease.

Several biological effects of self-efficacy perceptions

emerge when coping with daily life difficulties. Stressful

intensity widely depends on self-control perception of daily

life demands (Bandura, 1997). In addition, relevant health

behaviors and habits have a deep impact on subjective and

physical well-being and on quality of life. Thus, by means

of behavior, it is possible to master personal quality of life,

to a certain extent. Socio-cognitive perspective is the

theoretical framework for self-efficacy, and it distinguishes

three different main processes for personal change: a)

adoption of new behavioral styles, b) general use of the

same behavioral patterns in different circumstances, and c)

the perseverance of these behavioral patterns in the long

term. Self-efficacy perceptions have an influence on each of

these personal change phases and may modify relevant

health habits, making people perseverant and motivated to

reach personal aims and to stabilize personal commitment.

“Efficacy expectations determine how much effort people

will expend and how long they will persist in the face of

obstacles and aversive experiences. The stronger the

perceived self-efficacy, the more active the efforts” (Bandura,

1977, p. 568).

Social support from significant others

Social relations, in particular the relationships with

significant others (special person, family, friends), have a

significant influence on subjective well-being, physical, and

psychological health (Argyle & Crossland, 1987). The main

effect from social relations relates to the possibility of

receiving and giving social support, in the form of material

help, activities sharing, and emotional and affective support.

Different components of perceived social support are

linked to subjective well-being. People who affirm that they

have wider sources of social support, more frequent and

available contacts with others, and who feel that they have

greater social abilities and more satisfying interpersonal

relations, also have better perceptions of subjective well-

being and happiness. The reasons behind the positive

influence of social support on perceived well-being and

health have not yet been completely explained (Pierce,

Sarason & Sarason, 1992). However, an important distinction

must be made between activities that give support and simple

social contacts (Rook, Thuras & Lewis, 1990).

Research of social support comes from the human need

to receive assistance to cope with personal problems and

difficulties, while social contacts are motivated from the

intrinsic pleasure of having relations with others. From this

distinction, we see how these two different kinds of social

contacts are important at different moments: social support

is fundamental to assure subjective well-being during

stressful moments or when meaningful life events take place,

while social contacts assume an important role in daily life

relations.

The Adapted Physical Activity

Home-Care Service

Recent social developments have led the sanitary and

assistant approaches to go beyond the mechanistic

perspective. This change is the result of demands from the

scientific community as well as from the political and

administrative sectors. One particular example is Liguria, a
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region where the presence of older people is the highest in

Italy and constantly increases (25.4% of people in Liguria

are more than 65 years old, while Italy’s national percentage

is 18.6%) (Istat, 2005). The experience carried out from the

Course of Bachelor in Sport Sciences of the University of

Genoa and the Sanitary Aging Department led to the creation

of the Adapted Physical Activity Home-Care Service for older

individuals.

Objectives

The general purpose of the service is to bring adapted

physical activity to older people at home. Specific aims focus

on improvement of personal autonomy; awareness and soft

stimulation of the body; reduction of pain due to educational

strategies to prevent physical de-conditioning; subjective

well-being, improving self-efficacy and perceived social

support.

Methods

The experience of the Adapted Physical Activity Home-

Care Service for older individuals is based on a physical

program inspired by “soft gymnastics” and on sportive

culture. There are 26 different proposed typologies of

physical activity (only one is free) followed to improve

articulation mobility, body perception, balance, and global

strength. To facilitate individual adaptation to the program,

physical activities were conducted and modulated in a highly

subjective way. For this reason, the quantitative work-load

of physical activities (the number of repetitions and series

for each exercise) was not settled a priori, but was always

determined by the user, under the careful guide of the health

worker. The service has been active since 2003, but not with

continuity: several work phases of physical activities were

held at different moments. Each phase had a duration which

was not less than three months, with a mean of twenty-four

work sessions for each participant.

Operators and users

Under the expert supervision of several tutors of the

Sanitary Aging Department, students of the Course of

Bachelor in Sport Sciences of the University of Genoa

administered the service’s actions. Users of the service have

been older individuals, former patients of the Sanitary Aging

Department, who were previously physically rehabilitated

as a result of acute pathological events. From the beginning,

52 elderly participants took part in the service’s adapted

physical activities. Each user was followed individually by

an operator: this was agreed upon in order to guarantee the

maximum of subjective adaptation of the physical activities

for every participant.

Procedure

In the research presented, we examined to what extent

adapted physical activity proposed by the Home-Care

Service has improved the quality of life for older people who

participated since 2003. The present longitudinal study has

two aims: first, from a theoretical perspective, we want to

deepen the role of APA on the health and quality of life for

older people with disabilities, providing new contributions

for the ongoing theoretical debate on adapted physical

activity and aging; second, from a practical perspective, the

research stimulates further developments of the Adapted

Physical Activity Home-Care Service.

Instruments

In order to acquire measures of older people’s personal

autonomy, physical performance, and psychosocial factors

in daily life activities at home, we used two different

instruments. The first is based on two tests used to evaluate

physical abilities and functionalities: the Physical Balance

Test analyzes segmental and global joint flexibility, balance,

and strength. This tool consists of 10 items with a multiple

Likert answer scale. The test provides improvement,

aggravation, or stability indices for conditional and

coordinative capacities.

The second test was the Timed Up and Go Test

(Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991), that estimates physical

performance in relation to balance, and strength and

endurance as capacities of primary importance for every day

life activities. This test measures motor autonomy, evaluating

running time and performance quality in a sequence of

functional and physical actions related to de-ambulation.

On the whole, the Timed Up and Go Test requires the

performance of four basic sequential actions: 1. standing up

from a chair, 2. walking for three meters, 3. turning around

and returning to the chair, and 4. sitting down on the chair,

although 11 items correspond to specific physical trials.

The second instrument was a structured questionnaire

to measure three psychosocial dimensions: 1) the General

Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) was administered to evaluate

psycho-physical disease/well-being (Goldberg, 1978; Italian

version Eds. Fontanesi, Gobetti, Zimmermann-Tansella &

Tansella, 1985); 2) the General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE-17)

was used to measure self-efficacy convictions and the three

related dimensions of efficacy expectations: General Efficacy

Magnitude, General Efficacy Strength and General Efficacy

Competence (Sherer & Maddux, 1982; Italian version Ed.

Pierro, 1997); 3) the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived

Social Support (MSPSS-12) appraised the perceived social

support from three significant others: a special person,

friends, and family (Zimet, Dahlem, Zimet & Farley, 1988).

Subjects

Examined subjects are the group of nine older people (M
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= 2, F = 7) who had participated since 2003 in the Adapted

Physical Activity Home-Care Service. They were former

patients of the Sanitary Aging Department and were

previously physically rehabilitated as a result of acute

pathological events. Five of the nine examined subjects

finished their rehabilitation more than six months prior to

the start of the Adapted Physical Activity Home-Care Service

program. At the beginning of the experience, none of them

reported a total dependency level on the Modified Barthel

Index (MBI), and all of them had a cognitive and mental

state at a regular level. For the Individual Disease Severity

(I.D.S.) scale, (Greenfield, Apolone, McNeil et al., 1993), the

compromising ratio was at a medium-low level at the moment

of starting the rehabilitation process. Three of the nine

considered subjects had past sporting experiences, while

the rest did not practice any regular physical activity. The

ages of the considered group varied from 69 to 94 years (M:

78 years, SD= 7.41). Four of them were under 74 years old

(Young-old), four were between 75 and 84 years old (Old-

old), and one was 94 years old (Oldest-old). Only one person

lived alone and the rest relied on formal care-givers.

Analyses

Collected data were analyzed with quantitative statistical

methods using SPSS 13.0. Non-parametric analyses (Chi-

Square Test, U Mann-Whitney Test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov

Z Test) were conducted to evaluate changes at both physical

and psychosocial levels, measured at two different times, in

2003 and 2006.

Results

In 2006, the majority of participants examined daily

assumed medical treatments for orthopedical pathologies,

diabetes, circulatory, and cardiac problems. Eight of the nine

participants presented an increase in both the A.D.L. and

I.A.D.L. indices. Perceived support from the Italian National

Sanitary Organization was positive for the most part in the

participants, and only a few of them felt that they received

little or no support at all. Most of them had social contacts

and usually left the house two or more times a week.

Adapted Physical Activity Home-Care Service was

perceived in an extremely positive manner for the majority

of examined participants, who described it as very pleasant.

None judged it as less positive than no program at all or not

positive. They voluntarily participated in the service

program, and, for this reason, they affirmed that they were

greatly motivated to participate. In any case, physical

activities in the service program were not perceived as painful.

The majority of individuals accepted participation in the

adapted physical activity program in order to receive its

benefits, or as an opportunity for movement and social

contact. For the majority of participants, the most important

goals were personal autonomy, reduction of pain and

loneliness, as well as the benefit of home assistance. Non-

parametric and longitudinal analyses (Chi-Square Test) on

results collected while administering the Physical Balance

Test reveal significant differences between global flexibility

(p = .000), balance (p = .000) and global strength (p = .000),

measured on T
0

 in 2003, and on T
1 

in 2006 (Table1). In

particular, while global flexibility decreased, both balance

and global strength increased. We found significant

improvement in indices for physical and conditional abilities

and for balance.

Values related to perception and coping with pain clearly

confirm that the adapted physical program was not painful

or at all unpleasant. Data from the Timed Up and Go Test

show a significant difference between T
0

 in 2003, and T
1 

in

2006. Results highlight an improvement with regard to

decreased execution times (p = .012), while balance and

global strength, from a qualitative perspective, remain stable.

One result worth noting is that only one of the examined

individuals reached the cut-off value showed by Podsiadlo

and Richardson (1991). This result is representative of

potential risk of de-ambulation outside of the house, and

represents the possibility for the need of further

physiotherapic treatments.

Collected results on considered psychosocial dimensions

show the absence of significant differences in measures

conducted on T
0

 in 2003, and on T
1 

in 2006, except for

perceived social support from a special person, which

decreased in 2006 (p = .000) (Table 2). Also, perceived social

support from friends decreased in time, while perceived social

Table 1. Longitudinal Analyses of Adapted Physical Activity.

Scale N                   Range            T
0
 (2003)                 T

1 
(2006)           Chi-Square df Sig.

Physical Balance Test

Balance 9 0-2 1.33 1.50 32.31 2 .000

Global Flexibility 9 0-2 1.33 1.22 34.89 2 .000

Segmental Flexibility 9 0-2 1.11 1.11 n.s. n.s.  n.s.

Global Strength 9 0-2 1.56 1.78 42.00 2 .000

Timed Up and Go Test

Quality GUG 9 0-2 1.00 1.00 n.s. n.s.  n.s.

Timed GUG 9 0-2 1.00 1.50 8.82 2 .012
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support from family increased, even if not at a significant

level. Nevertheless, mean values for self-efficacy increased

over time, indicating how the participants of the service

program shared a positive perception of their own capacities.

Values for psycho-physical disease were characterized by a

substantially constant and low level, indicating that for the

participants, subjective well-being and quality of life were

positively perceived.

Conclusions

Analyses conducted on the examined participants reveal

how the adapted physical activity program had a significant

impact on global strength, balance, and global flexibility.

Both for coordinative and conditional abilities, increasing

values show an improvement; and, although time had passed

between the 2003 and 2006 tests, execution times decreased.

Collected high mean values (Modified Barthel Index,

I.A.D.L., A.D.L. and Timed Up and Go Test) show that the

older individuals functioned at an intermediate level, between

successful aging and disability. Considering this finding,

we can interpret examined trends that determine an improving

or stable direction to be a positive result. Since people

naturally tend to decline in spite of development, this

conclusion takes on even greater significance. Moreover,

de-conditioning prevention is one of the most important aims

for current sanitary policies. Paradoxically, our results mirror

those from (fragile) elite athletes, who often link their own

successes to efforts not only to obtain, but also to maintain,

excellent time results.

To the contrary, with regard to evaluated psychosocial

factors, significant differences do not emerge in relation to

subjective well-being and self-efficacy, and only partially

for perceived social support from significant others. These

results can be interpreted from at least two different

perspectives. First, we can suppose that weakness of results

is linked to poor sensitivity in the psychosocial scales used

to capture moderate variances in measures in a very few

number of the subjects. Further studies are needed to test

this hypothesis and to address the need for more efficient

instruments for specific contexts such as adapted physical

activity for older people with disabilities. Second, differences

that emerged only for motor and physical aspects and not

for psychosocial dimensions could be interpreted as a need

to further develop and challenge the existing literature on

this topic: we collected data supporting an improvement of

physical and functional capacities, but we do not have many

significant results for the considered psychosocial factors.

We could also interpret this finding as a consequence of the

structure of the service program itself: during the three years,

the adapted physical activities were not conducted with

continuity, but with quite long periods of inactivity.

An important suggestion emerging from this study is

the necessity for assuring temporal continuity for considered

service. In this case, we should expect significant effects

not only for physical aspects, but also for psychosocial

dimensions. Nevertheless, the mean values that emerged are

indices of good conditions and of positively perceived well-

being, self-efficacy, and social support.

In conclusion, this study provides new data

contributions, and indicates that the examined Adapted

Physical Activity Home-Care Service seems to be useful for

improving physical abilities and for maintaining

psychosocial dimensions such as self-efficacy and

perceived social support. Our findings can stimulate the

ongoing theoretical debate on adapted physical activity and

aging (Hazzard, Bierman, Blass, Ettinger & Halter, 1994;

Shephard, 1997) and can be useful for interventions in this

field. Future scientific inquiries will be undertaken with regard

to this topic, studying a wider number of participants, with

the aim of empowering the service program and improving

the quality of life of older individuals that have to cope with

pathological chronic disease and different levels of disability.
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Abstract—Current psycho-social approaches in rehabilitation psychiatry, especially those for participants who

live in communities, are anchored in overcoming functional and psychological limitations that disable or reduce

social access. The objective of this study was to determine how participants from a community center associate

their goals in life with leisure skills. This study employed the Quality of Life Scale-QLS, QLS-BR, Perceived

Freedom in Leisure: PLL-LDB, and a questionnaire about social and demographic and leisure activities. QSL were

administered to 256 adult participants, both female and male, with diagnoses of psychosis or severe neurosis, at

the Belo Horizonte Community Center for Mental Health. The results were analyzed using the Statistical Package

for the Social Science (SPSS), Version 11.5, and StatXact. According to the results, 90.2 % of the participants

claimed to have few goals that were realistic or integrated into their lives, and only 9.8% admitted that their goals

were well integrated with their lives. The ratio for individuals that better recognize their skills in leisure was greater

than the ratio for individuals that show poor recognition of their leisure skills—both ratios are from the group that

better integrates goals in their lives (p = 0.002). On the other hand, among the group that integrates its goals in life

more poorly, the ratio of individuals who better recognize their skills in leisure is not significantly different from

those who poorly recognize their skills in leisure (p = 0.500). The findings about the positive association between

goals in life and leisure skills raise the importance of adapted physical activity services as part of the mental health

care.

Key Words: social constructionism, medical model, inclusion, adapted physical activity.

Introduction

The worldwide increase in mental health problems that has

occurred in recent years has been faced as a challenge for

the World Health Organization (WHO). The organization

declares that three-fourths of the population that presents

problems in this area live in developing countries (WHO,

2000). According to WHO, neuro-psychiatric disorders are

responsible for 11.5% of the increase of general illnesses in

the worldwide population. Special contribution to the

increase of these figures is attributed to depressions and

psychoses (WHO, 2000). One of the WHO political strate-

gies to face this challenge is de-institutionalization: that is,

the offering of alternative treatments in the community to

prevent readmission into the psychiatric hospital, the

encouragement of social inclusion, and the establishment

and maintenance of a communitarian system designed to

support these people (WHO, 1999).

For Pitta (1996, p. 21), the psycho-social rehabilitation

mode is a strategic attitude, a political will, a comprehensive,

complex, and delicate set of care for vulnerable people in

their habitual ways of sociability. They, too, need good care,

as they are equally complex and delicate. Some of the

objectives to be shared by the teams of professionals who

work under the principles of this rehabilitation mode include

investment in the patient’s cultural sensibility, improvement

of their self-determination, and a capacity for learning and

involvement in programs. One of the bases of cultural

sensibility, as Drawin (2002) pointed out, is a collective

expression of the social totality, with an unconscious

symbolic order, transmitted by learning and reproduced

distinguishingly. Leisure is defended as a source of this

collective expression.

Based on this argument, leisure in Brazilian contemporary

society may be presented in its symbolic reading as

productive idleness, or as resting time that compensates

for production time, or, yet again, as an experience of

consumption of goods and services (Werneck, 2005).

The process of the de-institutionalization of people with

mental disorders that has been occurring in Belo Horizonte,

Minas Gerais, Brazil, since the year 2000, consists of a

communitarian program for this population, in which both

public health care and community resources are used.

Currently, the following governmental services are

responsible for the support of people with mental disorders:

reference centers in mental health (emergency), community
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centers (productivity), mental heath basic teams (public

health clinics), and protected homes (housing).

The dynamic transformation that is being experienced in

Minas Gerais’ public mental health care system has

stimulated scientific knowledge about leisure. More

specifically, knowledge about leisure variables and its

association with mental disorders—along with principles of

psychosocial rehabilitation—guide professional performan-

ce in the field of adapted physical activity (APA) in

these programs.

Research carried out with participants of the program,

“Community Centers,” and scientific findings indicate the

necessity to study the associations of leisure variables with

intra-psychological and interpersonal variables in this

population (Borges, 2005; Sorensen, 2006). This delimitation

aims to structure the development of a matrix on variables

that can influence the adherence of this population to leisure,

sport, and physical activities in the context of communitarian

attendance.

The objective of this study is to determine how

participants from a community center associate their goals

in life with leisure skills.

Method

Participants

From February 2003 to June 2003, 256 male and female

adults who had been diagnosed with psychosis or deep

neurosis according to the International Code of Diseases

(ICD), were studied in four community centers. All of the

subjects took controlled medicine regularly, regardless their

diagnosis subtypes.

The following diagnostic categories were verified (Figure

1): schizophrenia/delirious, schizotypes and others (F20-F29)

- 50.0% and bipolar humor (F30-F39) - 12.5%.

Figure 1. Population distribution according to Diagnosis category.

Instruments

Instrument selection was anchored in three general

principles: capacity of objective and subjective data

collection, data capacity of quantitative analysis, and quality

of life being its analytical pillar.

The literature review indicated that the assessment of

quality of life for individuals with mental disorders demands

specific instruments. This study employed the Quality of

Life Scale-QLS, developed by Heinrich et al. in 1984, which

was adapted and validated for trans-cultural use in Brazil by

Cardoso, in 2002 (Borges, 2005).

The instrument is divided into three parts: general

information, script of the interview, and data collection forms.

The content of the scale is the social net (familiar relations,

close relations, active friendships, social activities, social

net, social initiative and social removal); the occupational

level (occupational functioning, level of accomplishment,

underemployment, occupational satisfaction, use of time);

the intra-psychological functions and interpersonal relations

(affection-sexual relations, sense of common objectives,

curiosity, objects, common activities, empathy, interaction);

and the global scale (motivation). It includes 21 items

(Cardoso, 2002).

The scale used to evaluate the leisure variable is called

Perceived Freedom in Leisure, Short Forms-Version B-LDB.

The instrument was developed by Witt and Ellis as part of

the Leisure Diagnostic Battery, in 1989. The process of

translating, adapting and confirming the reliability of this

instrument for the Portuguese language was completed by

Borges in 2003.

A questionnaire, which recorded affirmative and negative

answers, social and demographic data, leisure routines, and

sport and physical activities, was applied and elaborated on

(Borges, 2003).

Diagnostic data were collected on a medical data form at

the Minas Gerais Community Centers or at Minas Gerais

Mental Health Reference Centers.

Descriptive statistics and the associative analyses were

obtained using Social Science Statistical Software Package

(SPSS), Version 11.5, and StatXact, Version 5. The Binomial

Parameter Test was used to test hypotheses.

Results

The results indicated that 90.2% of the individuals

presented with consistently low integrated goals in life; and

9.8% indicated more realistic and integrated goals in life

(Figure 2).

The results for the groups’ proportionality, using the

association between Better and Worse Integration of Goals

in Life and Better and Worse Skills Recognition in Leisure,

are illustrated in Table 1. With *p = 0.005, the results indicated

that there is a difference in the ratios of these groups.

The hypothesis that the ratio for individuals that better

recognize their skills in leisure (pbrecsklleisur)  is greater

than the ratio for individuals that poorly recognize their skills

in leisure (pwrecsklleisur)—and all members of the group

that better integrates goals in their lives—is herein confirmed

(Table 2).
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Figure 2. Population distribution according to Goals in Life

category.

Table 1. Association between Better and Worse Integration of the

Goals in Life and Better and Worse Skills Recognition in Leisure.

Skills Recognition Integration of objectives in life Total (n)

in Leisure Worse (≤3) Better (≥4)

Better (≤2) 116* 20* # 136

Worse (≥3) 115 5 # 120

Total (n) 231 25 256

(p< 0.05).

Table 2. Hypothesis that the ratio for individuals that better recogni-

ze their skills in leisure is greater than the ratio for individuals that

poorly recognize their skills in leisure—and all members of the

group that better integrates goals in their lives.

H
0
 = pbrecsklleisur = pwrecsklleisur

H
1
 = pbrecsklleisur ≥ pwrecsklleisur

The ratio for individuals that better recognize their skills

in leisure is greater than the ratio for individuals that poorly

recognize as worse their skills in leisure— all members of

the group that better integrates goals in their lives (p = 0.002).

On the other hand, the results of the group with poor

integration of goals in life, showed no significant difference

between the ratios of individuals with better or worse

recognition of their skills in leisure activity (p = 0.500).

The ratio for individuals that better recognize their skills

in leisure is greater than the ratio for individuals that show a

worse recognition of their leisure skills—all members of the

group that better integrates goals in their lives.

On the other hand, among the group that integrates its

goals in life more poorly, the ratio of individuals who better

recognize their skills in leisure is not significantly different

from those who poorly recognize their skills in leisure.

Discussion

Based on the psychosocial rehabilitation objectives

defended by Pitta (1996), the positive association between

Skills Recognition in Leisure and Goals in Life, in members

of the group with better integrated goals in their lives,

reaffirms the potential for adapted physical activity (APA)

professionals to participate in the Belo Horizonte Mental

Health Program with the perspective of improving

participants’ self-determination.

Conversely, the results for those in the group with poor

integration of goals in life supports the discussion about

one of WHO’s political strategies. That is, it challenges

professional teams to offer alternative treatments in the

community such as those based on stimulation, and to learn

social inclusion models in order to prevent re-admissions

into psychiatric hospitals.

The educational factors that emerged in this process

confirm the findings in the literature and support the

scientific necessity of delimiting the variables, and their

dynamics, that enforce participants’ adherence to adapted

physical activity programs (Borges, 2005; Sorensen, 2006).

Conclusion

Based on the results of this study and its related

discussions, it is possible to conclude that a matrix model

for participants’ adherence to adapted physical activity

programs could be established for the provision of

governmental services.

The discussion suggests that a more refined study about

the association between the variables, a) the learning

capacity to define goals in leisure, and b) the integration of

realistic and concise plans for life (for the group with poor

integration capacity), should be conducted to verify the

influences of learning factors in this process.
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Abstract—Today it is well known that physical activity is beneficial to nearly everyone. The search for disease

prevention and for extending life, and the promotion of physical and mental health are increasing at the same time

that mental diseases grow as relevant health problems. Worldwide, 450 million people have mental health problems,

and it is likely that many of them could benefit from physical activities. This study had as its specific objectives the

investigation of mood state alterations after a ballroom dance workshop, and making subsequent recommendations

about ballroom dance activities for patients with mental health problems. Twelve male and female adults with

different types of mental health problems, aged 28 to 58 years, who were patients at the Psychosocial Attention

Center-CAPS, participated in the study. These patients receive medical and social care from nurses, psychologists,

work therapeutics, and maintain—as much as possible—family contacts. Participants completed the Mood State

List: Reduced and Illustrated (LEA-RI). The data revealed that, as a whole, there was no difference for the mood

state in the pre-test and in the post-test. However, specific changes were observed in some results, and one case

was selected as an example. It was concluded that physical activity through ballroom dance is recommended for

such populations, as it can allow an increase in general well-being with regard to mood state alterations, and an

increase of self-esteem and self-sufficiency. Parallel to the results, strategies for presenting this activity to the

studied population, which require specific consideration, are given.

Key Words: ballroom dance, mental health problems, mood state.

“Open the doors”

Mental health is a relevant theme in knowledge construction,

which, from a holistic perspective, tries to find understanding

of the human being in all of its complexity.

In 1999, the World Psychiatric Association created a

global program called, “Open the Doors,” to combat

discrimination and the false labels normally associated with

schizophrenia. The program had as its goals the

dissemination of knowledge about the nature of

schizophrenia and, consequently, increasing the options for

its treatment. These goals also included making the general

population more conscious about it, improving behavior and

attitudes of individuals towards those who have or had the

disease and their respective families, and generating actions

to eliminate discrimination, prejudice, and inconsistent

labeling of those with schizophrenia. Open the Doors will

provide schizophrenics with the chance to go back to their

families, to school, and to the workplace, looking toward

their futures with hope (Organização, 2001).

The prevalence of mental health problems in the general

population is 12% (20 million people), with an estimated 1%

suffering from this disease. Therefore, 3% (4 million people)

suffer severe and persistent mental health problems, and

need continuous care. Six percent (10 million people) suffer

from serious psychiatric disorders due to the use of alcohol

and other drugs, underscoring the importance of this

program (Organização, 2001).

In national terms the program is seen as greatly necessary

in order to improve public healthcare with respect to

psychosocial attention centers. There are 527 centers in the

country, but the Brazilian Health Ministery recognizes that

at least 1,100 centers are needed. However, even the existing

ones meet some difficulties in maintaining their programs in

good condition for those who need them.

The values that dictate the “Open the Doors” program

were utilized in the ballroom dance program, developed for

three years at the Psychosocial Attention Centers (CAPS),

Rio Claro Municipal Foundation, Secretary of the State of

São Paulo. The participants were adults with different types

of mental health problems.

In the city of Rio Claro, the Center takes care of an

average of 30 patients daily, at least eighteen years old, with

severe mental and behavior disorders. The Center can be

considered the door to mental health care for the city and its

micro-region.

Today the service has 1,238 asssigned patients. Four

participate in an intensive regimen, 39 in a semi-intensive

regimen, and 1,195 a non-intensive regimen. The Center has

as its main objective psycho-social rehabilitation, not the

confinement of people with mental and behavior disorders

in psychiatric hospitals. There are also other specific

objectives in the project such as symptom remission,

avoiding psychiatric confinement, rescuing the personality’s

positive aspects, amplifying the socialization process,

helping with family reintegration, increasing the capacity
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for work, promoting the re-insertion of the patient into the

work market, and searching for partners in the public, private

and community sectors to maintain the project.

To attend to all of these necessities, the Center has a

great a demand on specific professionals such as social

workers, occupational therapists, nurses, psychologists, and

doctors. It also encourages family participation and

volunteer workers. So, it welcomes programs in physical

education, hoping to find new ways of mainstreaming actions

through body activities for the ones that society has

excluded in the name of prejudice.

To the physical education teacher who sometimes works

with activities where music and dance are used, perceiving

how these components can act over individuals with mental

health problems is of fundamental importance to the process

of social re-integration, mainly helping with their sense of

well being through the education of movement (Deutsch,

1997).

The objective of this study was to investigate the

alterations of the mood state, through ballroom dance

practice, in patients with mental health problems. The results

of this intervention were viewed in terms of possible benefits

to such populations with regard to contributing to their

independence, autonomy, and self-worth.

The specific objectives were:

- To investigate the alterations of the mood state after a

ballroom dance workshop.

- To use possible favorable outcomes of the study to

obtain subsidies for future ballroom dance physical activities

for patients with mental health problems.

Method

Participants

An average of fifteen participants took part in the ballroom

dance workshop. Data from 12 adult male and female

participants, ranging in age from 28 to 58 years, with different

types of mental health problems, were used in this study.

Participants were from the Psychosocial Attention Center

program, and were cared for by doctors, social workers,

occupational therapists, nurses, psychologists, and they

lived with their families. During the week they participated

in various workshops such as singing, cooking, sports,

tapestry, theater, and ballroom dance. The frequency of the

activities was one hour a week for each workshop, and

activities rotated every three months.

Material and instruments

To determine alterations in participants’ mood states, the

Mood State List–Reduced and Illustrated, (LEA-RI),

developed by Volp (2000), was applied. The list includes

fourteen adjectives, each with a correspondent facial

expression.

Procedure

Participants were asked to respond to the LEA-RI tests

before the start of the ballroom dance class. After completing

the class they again were asked to complete the list.

At the beginning of each class, participants performed

body stretching exercises, mainly for the superior and inferior

limbs, and, soon after, they practiced space locomotion

exercises (forward, backward, sideways, tip-toe walking; fast

paced, slow paced, etc.) The main part of the lesson included

one or two different ballroom rhythms. Everyone did a basic

step exercise individually in the beginning, and afterwards

they were asked to do the same basic step together in pairs.

Depending on the rhythm (simple or complex), they were

given two or three variations. At the end of the class,

participants again did stretching exercises. Participants asked

for the rhythm they would like to practice during the next

class, or particularly popular rhythms would be repeated.

Data analysis

A descriptive analysis was made of the LEA-RI test in

order to determine the alterations in mood states after the

ballroom dance workshop.

For this analysis, answers that in the post-test had greater

magnitude on the scale than did those in the pre-test were

considered an “increase.” The opposite was considered as

“diminished.” So, for a participant that answered “felt less

happy” in the pre-test and “strongly happy” in the post-

test, it was considered that the magnitude of this adjective

had increased.

Results and discussion

After characterizing the participants, it was noted that

50% suffered from schizophrenia, whose more common

symptoms are delirium, hallucinations, uncontrolled speech,

inadequate or abrupt emotinal answers, loss of motivation,

and cognitive failures. None of the participants presented

serious cognitive decline (Nitrini et al., 1994). Fifty-eight

percent of the participants presented positive indicators for

anxiety, and 50% presented positive indicators for

depression (Botega, Bio, Zomignani, Garcia & Pereira, 1995).

The main results from the LEA-RI test revealed similar

answers for most participants in the pre-test and in the post-

test. During the classes, participants were observed for

certain characteristics including introversion, extroversion,

sociability, humor variations, basic emotional processes,

adaptation to the classes, and motivation to participate.

To have a general view of the group, in the LEA-RI test

the magnitudes were 4, 3, 2, and 1 for the scale attributes

(adjectives), “strongest,” “strong,” “less strong,” and “very

little,” respectively. In the pre-test, as well as in the post-

test, the average of magnitudes of mood states were

equivalent (Table 1). Additionally, when comparing the
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adjectives which characterized the “positive” mood states,

and the ones that characterized the “negative” mood states,

the average of the magnitude for “positive” adjectives

approached 3 (= strong): 2.21 in the pre-test, and 2.27 in the

post-test. These results are considered to be positive

outcomes for the population studied.

Table 2 shows the answers that indicate an increase in the

mood state, characterized by adjective categories, from the

pre- and post-tests.

The adjectives “heavy/loaded/tired” and “sad” had the

major percentage in response numbers, corresponding to

33.3%.

In other words, after the intervention of the ballroom

dance activity, the participants felt more “heavy/loaded/

tired” than at the beginning of the workshop, and also more

“sad.”

The first category of adjectives could be interpreted as

Table 1. Individual values and average of magnitudes shown in the LEA-RI test for each adjective in the pre-test and post-test, considering

groups of positive and negative adjectives.

Pre - Positive Post

RP1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1.43 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1.71

LAS2 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 2.71 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 2.71

AM3 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2.00 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2.14

DM4 3 4 3 2 4 4 3 3.29 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.00

MT5 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3.86 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.00

FCS6 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 3.71 3 3 2 4 3 4 4 3.29

AA7 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 2.71 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 2.43

APG8 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 2.86 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 3.29

FAS9 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2.86 2 4 1 2 4 1 1 2.14

SSAB10 4 4 2 1 4 2 3 2.86 3 2 1 1 3 4 1 2.14

SAV11 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.00 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.00

ENF12 2 4 3 1 3 3 2 2.57 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2.71

Average 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2.90 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2.80

Pre - Negative Post

RP1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1.43 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1.71

LAS2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00

AM3 3 2 3 2 2 2 4 2.57 1 2 3 3 2 2 3 2.29

DM4 3 1 4 1 1 4 4 2.57 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.00

MT5 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1.86 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00

FCS6 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 1.57 4 1 3 2 1 3 4 2.57

AA7 2 1 1 3 4 3 4 2.57 4 3 3 3 3 1 3 2.86

APG8 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1.29 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.14

FAS9 1 3 2 3 2 4 3 2.57 2 2 1 2 3 4 1 2.14

SSAB10 4 3 4 4 1 3 3 3.14 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3.43

SAV11 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3.86 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.00

ENF12 2 2 2 2 2 4 1 2.14 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 2.14

Average 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2.21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.27
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Table 2. Frequency and percentage of increments from the pre- to

the post-tests in each category of answers.

Categories       Response frequency           Percentage

Happy, glad    1 8.30

Heavy, tired, loaded    4 33.3

Agreeable    1 8.30

Sad    4 33.3

Spiritual, dreamer    2 16.6

Light, suave    3 25

Full of energy    2 16.6

Active,energetic    3 25

Excited, nervous    2 16.6

Not agreeable    2 16.6

Calm, quiet    1 8.30

Useless, apathetic    3 25

Timid    0 0

Afraid    2 16.6
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corporal or physical, which means that participants had

felt after the activity that there had been an overload of

physical effort. This result was interpreted as puzzling. We

suspect that these individuals tended to use verbal

expressions associated with negative moods; however, their

behavior indicated otherwise. Indeed, with relation to the

adjective “sad,” the participants said that they felt “more

sad” after the activity, but observations during the workshop

and soon after the activity did not support this. To the

contrary, the reactions were always positive and the

questioning about the “next time” seemed to indicate that

the participants looked forward to it.

The results that showed smaller magnitudes from pre-

test to post-test are illustrated in the following table.

Table 3. Frequency and percentage of decrements from the pre- to

the post-tests in each category of answers.

Categories    Response frequency         Percentage

Happy, glad 2 16.6

Heavy/tired/loaded 2 16.6

Agreeable 5 41.6

Sad 2 16.6

Spiritual, dreamer 2 16.6

Light, suave 2 16.6

Full of energy 2 16.6

Active, energetic 3 25

Excited, nervous 3 25

Not agreeable 4 33.3

Calm, quiet 2 16.6

Useless, apathetic 3 25

Timid 5 41.6

Afraid 5 41.6

Over 41% of the participants’ responses indicated that

they felt less “agreeable,” less “timid,” and less “afraid.”

However, 33.3% of the participants also felt less “des-

agreeable” (not agreeable). With this observation method

the less favorable results are grouped within “feel less

agreeable.” All of the other results seem to be positive and

contradictory, in this way, to the first.

The results of individual cases are noted here. AA7

demonstrated interesting changes in relation to the adjectives

“heavy/tired/loaded,” “sad,” “active/energetic,” and

“excited/nervous,” which increased after the workshop, and

to the adjectives “happy/glad,”, “agreeable,” “light/suave,”

“useless/apathetic,” “timid,” and “afraid,” which decreased

after the workshop. During the classes, this individual

showed tiredness, sadness, and sometimes depression, but

was never irritated. In general, AA2’s results showed

coherence in the responses and can be considered positive

due to the fact that he felt less “useless/apathetic,” less

“timid,” and less “afraid” with regard to the activity. The

increase of the magnitude of the adjectives, which can be

interpreted in relation to the physical/body overload,

deserves some attention, because if, in fact, these sensations

left him “excited/nervous,” the activity “dosage” should be

closely followed and interrupted before this happens. The

polishing and the adequacy of these activities are of an

individual nature when dealing with such a population, and

observations must be punctual and constant.

A great percentage of responses showed no difference

between pre- and post-tests, indicating that the intervention

of the ballroom dance did not alter participants’ mood states.

(See Table 4.)

Table 4. Frequency and percentage of responses for categories that

remained constant from the pre-test to the post-test.

Categories    Response frequency         Percentage

Happy, glad 8 66.6

Heavy/tired/loaded 5 41.6

Agreeable 5 41.6

Sad 5 41.6

Spiritual, dreamer 6 50

Light, suave 6 50

Full of energy 7 58.3

Active, energetic 5 41.6

Excited, nervous 6 50

Not agreeable 5 41.6

Calm, quiet 8 66.6

Useless, apathetic 5 41.6

Timid 6 50

Afraid 4 33.3

The ocurrence of responses with equal magnitudes for

various items, without discrimination, and the ocurrence of

minimal alterations in magnitude for the same adjective from

pre- to post-test might reflect the effects of the medical drugs

participants were exposed to, and also to the type of

disorders they have.

Although members of the group showed relatively stable

behavior while participating in the program, we did not find

satisfactory evidence of the ballroom effects, as measured

by the LEA-RI test.

In relation to the application of the LEA-RI test, it should be

emphasized that it is necessary to monitor the completion of

the instrument for the pre-test as much as for the post-test.

With regard to the specific objective of requesting

subsidies for more physical activities for this population, it

is suggested that these methods—constant observation and

reliable assessment—are applied to future programs. The

existing subsidy was given only in relation to the ballroom

dance program. Over three years, the activity became self-

sufficient, with the majority of participants remaining with

the activity during this time. The dance program received

the support and incentive from all of the people on the CAPS

team who recognized the necessity of participation by the

physical education professionals working with this

population. It is important to maintain programs that have

as their objectives the elimination of sedentary life style,

and to collaborate with the objectives of CAPS to improve
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the self-esteem of its patients

Finally, in the present study, with regard to the

instruments used to evaluate the group, it appears that the

LEA-RI test was not sensitive enough to capture the

alterations in the mood states of the participants.

Participants’ behaviors during and after participation in the

program did not seem to match their declared mood states,

as they demonstrated positive changes and had the

motivation to continue the program until its completion.

Recommendations

A ballroom dance program for this specific population

requires great care in its planning. The program must be

followed by a health professional in order to prevent

accidents or incidents, making the program a true

partnership. It is not advisable to work with a great number

of patients at one time. Individual is ideal, since it is necessary

to be familiar with the diagnosis and mental state of each

individual.

The class must include stretching exercises for the whole

body, mainly for the superior and inferior limbs, to prepare

the muscles that stiffen due to medical drugs. The stretching

exercises facilitate the learning of the dance steps and make

participants more conscious about their own body.

At the beginning of the class, the music selections must

be those which are preferred by the participants and, if it

possible, instrumental and soothing music. The participants

of this study asked for the national rhythms of “bossa nova”

and samba music. It is prudent to be familiar with the music

to be used in the rhythm learning section of the ballroom

dance. It is also advisable to use an instrument called Musical

Preference in order to identify which music styles fall into

participants’ musical tastes.

The rhythms initially should be taught with basic steps

and reproduced individually, with many repetitions. This

requires a great deal of spatial orientation and moderate-

intensity exercises. A good strategy is to vary the rhythms,

patterns, and styles, with step combinations to give

participants a better rhythmic consciousness. This should

include rhythmic activities in the middle, or at the end of the

class, to help participants acquire coordination. The step

variation practice must be done in pairs in order to provide a

social experience that is close to real life.
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Abstract—Promoting the motto, “Let go and flow”—through creative movement, dance animation and body

experiences—, is an invitation to communicate through dance and movement. Creative physical activity and

movement patterns (from easy-going steps following the rhythm, up to playful steps illustrating compositions) are

considered to be very useful for discovering hidden talents in children, young people, and/or adults with and

without disabilities. The manifold differences concerning appearance, posture, attitudes, mastery of movement,

language, or culture can be addressed and transformed into direct or symbolic playing and dancing. It is the aim

and the intention of creative dance pedagogy to support individuals in finding their own ways of expression and

their individual starting points of getting into dance and creative movement in order to promote personal

development. The context of this workshop will provide stimulation for dancers, tutors, assistants, and persons

with intellectual (or physical or multiple) disabilities (preferably in an inclusive setting) in order to awaken their

own creative abilities (and those of their clients) by different means, following the theme, “Journey of discovery.”

Simple movement exercises, rhythmic time and space experience, improvised spontaneous dance compositions,

etc. will reveal basic possibilities for movement creativity, and possibly will lead to a common presentation of

structured shapes.

Key Words: Dance, inclusion, creative movement.

Introduction

Practical experience with dance and creative movement within

heterogeneous groups of children, adolescents, and adults

is the starting point for observations and practical

experiences concerning the personal development of

individuals with and without disabilities. This context seems

to be well chosen for the goal perspective: development and

integration through physical activity (Dinold, 2001).

After providing a brief description of the working method,

this contribution will characterize the aims and possible

contents of a practical workshop tailored for an inclusive

group of persons with and without (various) disabilities.

The theoretical background is finally included in the last

part of this article in order to explain some of the reasons

why the work is rewarding and beneficial.

“MiteinanderS” – a creative working method

Preconditions

The target group may include children, adolescents, or

adults with different physical, mental and/or emotional

conditions (e.g. younger girls and boys, probably together

with older persons with a physical or sensory impairment,

developmental coordination disorder, obesity, behavior

disorder, hyperactivity, etc.). The process of originally

developing the program is comparable to the working stages

of building a house. The work is started by putting up a

scaffold, then different material is added on, and, finally, it

gets enough static balance to stand on its own foundation.

The fundamental elements support a basic framework but

the whole concept remains open for continuous interaction

with other ideas, persons, or environmental influences. There

is always space for extension concerning new tasks or new

groups of people.

Goal perspective

The overall goal perspective is cultural integration.

“Better impressions enhance the chance of qualified

expressions. Elaborated expression enhances the

opportunities to make contact” (Dinold & Zanin, 1996, p.25,

trans. M.D.) This term is used to illustrate the idea about

individuals with a disability who have to be encouraged to

discover their equal rights and cultural needs. It should be

acknowledged that everybody can be involved in art and

culture and should benefit from aesthetic education. By

providing such education, this approach can give psycho-

social support towards personal development. This

promotion of personal development can be achieved by:

- boosting self-esteem and strengthening self-confidence

- recording the progress of development by individua-

lized documentation

- emphasizing creativity within leisure-time activity

without pressure to perform

- enhancing quality of life through cultural integration

- encouraging the natural need to move and to present
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oneself

- acknowledging imagination and specific abilities of

every single individual

Contents and means

The activity includes creative physical activity and

movement patterns (from easy-going steps following the

rhythm, up to playful steps illustrating compositions). This

means that participants will move independently to music,

experience their own movement possibilities, and their range

of movement. They might come to know their body and learn

to name its parts. Movers learn steps or movement

sequences, they do movement improvisation and

composition along a given theme, illustrate an embodiment

of persons, animals or situations, follow rhythmic exercises,

play music, draw, paint, and create, etc. The manifold

differences concerning appearance, posture, attitudes, and

mastery of movement, language or culture can be addressed

and can evolve into direct or symbolic playing and dancing.

Proposal of theme: “Journey of discovery”

This specific workshop will provide stimulation for

dancers, tutors, assistants, and persons with intellectual (or

physical or multiple) disabilities (in an inclusive setting) to

awaken their own creative abilities (and those of their clients)

by different means, following the theme, “Journey of

discovery.”

This guiding theme or the motto, “Let go and flow—

through creative movement, dance animation and body

experience,” is an invitation to communicate through dance

and movement.

The questions that will be brought forward in order to

stimulate the creative activity might be:

What can be discovered and detected?

Movement answers can be channelled by dealing with:

- body, movement, space, time;

- sounds, noises, tones, music, sensations, perceptions,

feelings;

- a certain subject, different objects, materials, a specific

person, the group;

- nature, landscape, countries, earth, universe, outer

space, ...

Following this proposed structure of asking questions,

participants (hopefully) will be inspired to follow the requests

of the teacher:

a) Go for discovering...

... your body—as a whole and in its parts, the body parts’

names, their possibilities to move, the space and its

directions, the time and its structures, ...

Examples for stimulation of the intended experience:

- What can you do with your hand? Your whole body

becomes your hand (or 1 arm)

- How can your feet move in the air?

- What kind of movement can you do with your belly?

How does it move?

- Where/How can you feel your spine? How flexible is it?

b) Go for discovering ...

... your sensations, feelings when you are doing certain

movements; direct your attention toward a specific sound,

noise, music, ...

- What does this movement feel like? What are you

feeling when doing it?

- Which quality does the movement have (smooth, firm,

hard, fast, slow, fluent, staccato, etc.)

- What do you perceive? With your eyes, with your ears,

with your skin?

c) Go for discovering ...

... certain objects, material (fixed equipment in the room,

scarves, papers, ropes, balls, sticks, etc.), and persons (on

your own, as a partner, as a group, ...)

- What objects are getting your attention first? Which

do you choose?

- With what do you want to play? What can you do with

it?

- With whom do you want to play, respectively move?

Observe, follow, imitate!

- Imagine a situation, invent a little story, try to compose/

display together!

d) Go for discovering ...

... nature, landscape, countries, earth, world, universe >>>

eventually develop your “fantasy journey”!

- Depending on the disposition of the room size and its

surroundings >>

collect objects from outdoors (leaves, grass, branches,

stones, water, blossoms ...)

- Select from several offers

>> composition of a picture or sculpture or other

arrangements within the group (accompanied by a movement

composition

>> composition of a landscape (supported by equipment

or furniture in the room

>> composition of a (fantasy-)country >> Presentation!

Such a realization might need a little more time and could

be combined with other themes like “the seasons,” “to go

on a trip,” an arrangement during a break (intermission in

school), outdoor physical activity, etc.

Suggestions may be derived from books, pictures, films,

and other ideas.

Theoretical background

In order to champion dance and its specific qualities, I

often quote Madeleine Mahler (1980), who emphasized the

integrative character of creative dance: Dance allows a

person to integrate impressions from outside as well as

emotions of the inner world and may find an appropriate

way of physical expression—which again reflects on mind

and soul:
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Tanz integriert den ganzen Menschen. Lediglich zur

äußeren Fortbewegung würde das Instrument, d.h.

der bewegliche Körper allein genügen. Bei der

tänzerischen Improvisation gelangen aber die

Erfahrungen des Geistes aus der äußeren Welt und

die der Seele aus der inneren Welt ebenso zum

körperlichen Ausdruck. Die dadurch gefundene

tänzerische Gestaltung wirkt wieder zurück auf

Seele und Geist. (Mahler, 1980,p. 9)

Dance and creativity

The formerly-mentioned benefits of creative dance

activity depend on the health conditions of the group, the

space and time conditions, and on some other specifications

of the given framework. The predominant choice of dancing

is based on the creative dimension of dance.

Creativity – This characteristic trait of dance is not easy

to explain, even if you have a closer look at the definitions

of the term. When translating the expression from the Latin

word creare, which means the ability to “develop something

new,” or to “give birth to something,” we can distinguish a

duality of the creative activity. The term explains a dynamic

procedure that implies a beginning and a goal action.

Furthermore, it is explained as symbolizing two different

paces: The first (derived from the myth of Prometheus), means

to snatch away from the gods, signifying a militant attitude.

The other represents the more passive, the receiving, the

bearing attitude (Kast, 1974 in Eisler-Stehrenberger, 1991, p.

120).

Creativity is often needed in many areas of life, but it is

not defined as one common expression. One of the first to

speak about this was J. Guilford (1950). He founded a sort of

“science of creativity” within the field of psychological

research.

At any rate, the phenomenon is considered to be as old

as humankind, and many references suggest that it is the

source of activity and cooperation in the context of living

and moving. It seams to be the inner propulsion for the

individual. Milani-Comparetti (1998) is convinced that

creativity is a disposition in early foetal life, “not only to

develop oneself as a person, but as well to create one’s

relation to the world” (Milani-Comparetti, 1998, p. 7, trans.

M.D.). In this sense, he explains creativity as being the “third

dimension of an open spiral of proposal and counter-

proposal.” This would be the way in which the individual

enters into a dialogue with his opponent, which is possible

through facial expression, gestures or language—

nonverbally or verbally (Dinold, 2005, p.78).

It seems as if it is especially the dance that uses these

potentials in the framework of aesthetic expression (dance

art) or in problem-solving skills (dance therapy).

To explain it in another way: “Creativity is the process

across which an individual may express his/her original

nature through his body or another media, providing a

deep sensation of fulfilment.” (Bean, 1994, p.15, trans. M.D.)

Furthermore, it has to be confirmed that creative

expression depends not on talent, but also on motivation,

interest, effort, and opportunity. The creative process,

contrary to popular opinion, is socially supported, culturally

influenced, and collaboratively achieved.

Encounter and relation

The supposed beneficial situation—where individuals

with and without a disability are present at the same time

and in the same space—facilitates the opportunity to

encounter oneself and to come across other people. This

fact, on its own, does not cause a relation, but it is

constitutional for an indispensable framework condition.

Referring to the concept of “bio-psycho-social unit” to

explain human existence (Kunath, 1997; Feuser, 1995), it

appears understandable that the connection between these

three distinguished levels may be helpful in explaining one’s

relation towards oneself as a person. The supportive

function of the biological level has to be related to the

psychosocial elements. They provide the task of mediating

and safeguarding the existence (Kunath, 1997). When

focussing on challenged persons, it is necessary to

anticipate that this important self-evident relation is

interrupted by several sources of irritation. It is just because

of this that, through physical activity (in the variety of

psychomotor, sportive, dancing or creativity-accentuating

activities), new connecting factors could be found.

The assumption that development becomes effective and

secured by this intra-personal and inter-personal connection

is confirmed through the interlacing of levels and the

supposition of self-induced activity, and by self-regulation

by the individual. The mediating function of mind and

cognition is to evaluate and acknowledge how and if

experiences, feelings, and new discoveries correspond with

one’s own needs, emotions, and motivational structures

(Kunath,1997). Thus, they become effective for developing

social competencies and for building up relations to other

people. Encounters, which are experienced through and

while moving, may (but not inevitably) become supportive

relations.

It is through practical experience that, in most cases, a

relation (to somebody else) is needed for learning and for

sensitive experiencing, or at least it facilitates the process.

Moreover, impact and deep sympathies should not be

expected from only one side, but from the two or more parties

who must contribute to the structuring of this relation. Our

whole lives are full of such situations: examples of good or

bad relations can be found in all areas of social spheres. But

only rarely are there opportunities for appreciating and

enjoying emotional values. It recommended that teachers or

providers of other services should provide reciprocally

exchanging processes between their students and

themselves, which means that they might occasionally learn

from their pupils. Admitting reciprocal awareness and the

expression of feelings (verbally or non-verbally) are

characteristic signs of relationships. It  mediates
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understanding and a feeling of security and belonging when

one’s own expressions are perceived, confirmed, or simply

guided by the opponent (Dinold, 2004, p.80).

In this sense, the offer for inclusive dance and creative

movement tries to encourage relationships between

individuals with and without disabilities, and to provide a

common medium amongst them at the same time.

Conclusion

Several evaluations of inclusive dance for people with

and without disabilities (in the framework of an evaluation

study and in practice) have reported very positive

experiences. The following elements have been determined

to be beneficial to the success of such events: planning and

realization along a theme, collaboration by the instructors

as a team, visible structures to provide general orientation,

flexibility, and openness to the inclusion of individual,

authentic ideas by all participants, according to their needs

and capacities.

This illustrated program concept is considered to be very

suitable for application in inclusive pedagogical approaches

because of positive results, described as a model of good

practice (Dinold & Zanin, 1996), and when evaluated by a

qualitative survey (Dinold, 2001). The results confirmed that

such a way of working is successful in promoting the personal

development of individuals with and without disabilities

towards an improvement in quality of life.
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Abstract—The aging process is a phenomenon that interests many researchers, especially those in the field of

physical education. This study’s objective was to analyze the body image of older individuals who practice

physical activity, and those who do not. We used as a scale (Stunkard et al., 1983) that allowed us to evaluate

individuals’ body images. We selected 40 individuals, 60 years old or more, and divided them into four groups. The

groups, G1 and G2, respectively, consisted of ten physically active men and ten physically active women. Groups,

G3 and G4, consisted of ten men and ten women who did not practice physical activity. The results identified which

silhouettes corresponded to individuals’ actual body image (Actual Silhouette-AS), and also identified which ideal

silhouette corresponded to the body image that each wanted to have (Ideal Silhouette-IS). Groups 2 and 4 chose

AS Silhouettes 2 and 3; Group 1 chose AS silhouettes 2, 3, and 4; and Group 3 chose the AS silhouette 2 as their

preferences. For ideal silhouette (IS), Group 2 showed greater preference for silhouette 2, and Group 4 demonstrated

preferences for silhouettes 2 and 3. For the IS, Group 1 chose it at a scale level of 3, while Group 3 preferred

silhouette 2. When relating the silhouette data with IMC results for these subjects, we proved that older individuals

who do not practice physical activity had better [more accurate] body images in comparison to practitioners who

had not demonstrated the same body notion with current weight, concluding that groups which not practicing are

more satisfied with their body image when declaring IS and the IMC results confirm their current reality. With

regard to gender, the men were more accurate when comparing themselves to the AS silhouette than with the IS

silhouettes. The women in general were less satisfied with their silhouettes. In conclusion, physical activity did

not appear to act positively as an improvement to body image perceptions, and, also, dissatisfaction with body

image for those non-physically active individuals can limit their interest and knowledge about the importance of

being active and being healthy.

Key Words: Body image, older individuals, physical activity.

Introduction

Current interest in studying the aspects of the older

individuals is high, but we still live in a society that idealizes

a young culture and that transmits prejudicial ideas about

older people.

Perhaps this interest is connected in some way to

demographics, since older people, both in Brazil and in other

countries, has never had a population as large as it is today,

and life expectancy of this population is higher than in the

past. With this increase in the population of older individuals,

new doors have opened for professionals who wish to work

with them. Reasons for this longevity are directly connected

to the governmental policies, and to considerable advances

in healthcare. Many societal taboos still exist for older people

that are directly connected to dependence and inactivity.

These factors aren’t only connected to physical aspects,

but also to psychological ones, which can vary with older

peoples’ experiences, values, beliefs, and the ways in which

they interpret the world.

This study was developed so that knowledge and values

attributed to older peoples’ body images can be brought to

light, since there are few data available in this area, and few

Brazilian studies involving physical education and body

image in older individuals.

Therefore, the present study had as its objective the

analysis of information about the body images of older

individuals who practice, and who do not practice, physical

activities, and correlations between these groups and their

body images.

Body image

In spite of many studies developed by researchers in

many areas, there is no clear definition of body image.

However, we know that concern about one’s body starts

early and takes many forms. According to Melo (1997) and

Shilder (1999), there are six forms for this notion: space image

of the body, somatognosia, corporal scheme, body image,
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and postural scheme, among others. Melo also says that

body image should be focused as a pedagogy that allows

one to understand his or her body through game experiences.

Balestra (2002) suggested that “the body is the first form of

human visibility” (p. 35). Hart (2003, p. 459) affirms that “Body

image is the psychological constructor that develops itself

through thoughts, feelings and perceptions concerning

image itself and general appearance, of the body structures

and physiological functions.” Therefore, body image

involves many factors that are interrelated and can relate to

emotions, of activities, and perceptions. This process of

formation of self-image can be influenced by sex, age, and

existing means of communication (Balestra, 2002).

Studies have evaluated and investigated body image by

means of different assessment instruments. Two of the most

commonly used measurement instruments are subjective

evaluation, which investigates the subjects’ feelings and

their attitudes related to the body; and perceptual

evaluation, where the subject estimates his or her body’s

size and type, and their precision is then evaluated (Oliveira

et al., 2003; Damasceno, et al, 2000). Some studies, such as

Damasceno et al. (2000), consider social tendencies such as

thinness to be an ideal for women. They use silhouettes to

measure women’s assessments of themselves.

According to Pereira et al. (1999), in the case of women,

the waist-hip relationship shows a tendency to demonstrate

a linear body image; for men, this relationship is connected

to strength and a voluminous body. It is important to mention

that the waist-hip relationship presents the risk of chronic-

degenerative diseases, mainly in individuals over 45 years

old, since they have more abdominal volume due to typical

metabolic alterations.

Damasceno (2000) concludes that these demands are

related to cultural pressures. Many others agree that these

demands are culturally related: a result of the media, which

always shows “pretty” bodies, and society, since it

reinforces the ideal form, as if this is what distinguishes our

cultural group. “Dissatisfaction with one’s own body, or the

image that we transmit of it, might be one of the main reasons

that people begin a physical activity program” (Balestra,

2002, p.153).

Media passes on to us the behavior of observing and

comparing, where we look at others’ bodies, and then our

own, and ask ourselves questions about our defects and

characteristics, confirming a tendency to be observed by

others people; thus, the body image becomes a social fact

(Mello, 1997). Our society’s beauty model corresponds to a

lean body, without relating it to health. Each culture exhibits

different bodies because each culture expresses itself

differently. Balestra, (2002 p., 31), makes reference to “how

we express our bodies in our culture, in other words, the

body that looks at others, but also it is capable of being

seen and recognizing oneself by touching.”

Balestra (2002) claimed that the body image should be

kept in perfect balance between psychomotor and

maturational functions, in addition to cultural factors.

Older peoples’ body image

Individuals who begin physical activity programs, in the

majority of cases, seek in some way to modify the forms and

proportions of their bodies. Damasceno (2000) analyzed 87

women and 98 men while they practiced walking. The women

showed a tendency to have relatively slimmer bodies, with

an IMC of 20.5; the men tended to have bodies with higher

volume and less body fat, with an IMC of 26.2.

According to Oliveira et al. (2003), body image can be

associated with eating disorders. In the author’s study the

population of female athletes had low body weight in relation

to the type of activities they performed: around 62% used

some type of inadequate dietary practice. “The wrong idea

about the image of beauty brings about a bigger and bigger

number of women who submit themselves to popular diets”

(Balestra, 2002, p. 3). Excessive and extreme physical activity

also cause damage to the metabolic and physiological

functions and cause loss of psychological function related

to attention and concentration (Pereira, 1999).

Hart (2003) related physical activity as a starting point

for those who desire to improve their self-esteem, and used

as an example the cases of two people who were overweight,

felt unsatisfied with their bodies, and who wanted to initiate

a physical activity program. One of them was motivated and

wanted to initiate a program of exercises; the other was

excessively ashamed to be seen when exercising, due to his

appearance. This type of body image deteriorates one’s self-

value. For example, overweight people often feel

uncomfortable exercising in the presence of other individuals

who are considered to be in shape, slim, or lean.

Factors related to the process of getting old

Today, a high number of older people are physically

active, as can be seen at clubs, gyms, and parks. In the past,

those practicing physical activities were interested only in

getting or maintaining youthful profiles, with a good esthetic

appearance. However, today we find older bodies with

diverse physical characteristics.

Today, people tend to have more knowledge about the

benefits and importance of physical activity. Psychological

well-being achieved through it and improvements in the

physical, affective, cognitive, and social capacities are

evident (Pereira, 1999).

According to Okuma (1998, p. 52), “a successful old age

should minimize the reduction of the maximum aerobic

capacity, of muscular strength, of more efficient motor

reflexes and of general functional capacity.” This

complements the decline in older peoples’ physical capacity,

which is caused by inactivity, and which prevents the them

from being capable of carrying out simple activities and can

make them dependent on their families.

Néri (1995) explained that the psychological factors of

the aging process can be described “…in terms of profits

and losses, and development of aging as determined by the
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reduction of the probability in general adaptation and

organism survival” (p. 29).

Neri described a phase in which individuals have to deal

with different processes of adaptation, and one of these

relates to the individual’s capacities to create a form of

compensation for losses that occur because of physical

changes. As Neri (1995) noted about aging, “…successful

aging depends primarily on economic resources, and with

them it is easier to achieve ways of improving good physical

health and education” (pag.29). Economic resources,

together with presence of diseases and poverty, reflect on

individuals’ personal identity, affecting their self-respect and

value (Okuma, 1998).

While there have been advances in the population’s

health, there isn’t enough knowledge about the process of

getting old. We know only about the decreases in biological,

social, and psychological processes, and these have become

issues of study for many researchers in the gerontology

field (Balestra, 2002).

Older people lose many social contacts, primarily related

to friendship. Sometimes family contact is reduced, and this

social removal automatically leads to a disconnection from

social activities, among them often is the lack of a motive to

initiate a physical activity program.

Shilder (1999) referred to “successful aging,” explaining

why some people arrive at this phase well, while others arrive

with disabilities. Balestra (2002) claimed that everything

depends on how older people see themselves aging: their

psychological and economic situations, their maintenance

of friendships, and the way in which they deal with issues

such as the future (and inevitable death).

Physical activity and aging

Physical activities for older individuals are found in many

shapes and forms. Diverse are the pathologies related with

the aging process, and they are often responsible for the

inactive lives of older people. Balestra (2002), among others,

confirmed that activities suffer a decrease, due to several

anatomic changes. Some changes can be more subtle and

others can even cause death, but this will depend on physical

experiences, general health and body care.

Older peoples’ bodies are seen not as consumer’s bodies,

and for many end up not being noticed or seen as useful,

causing a feeling of incapacity when facing others.

Physical activity can relieve a lack of physical function

and improve some pre-existing pathologies. Activities for

young individuals and adults are almost always designed

with essentially aesthetic objectives. However, programs for

older individuals typically have other objectives, especially

because they must respect these individuals’ needs and

limitations. Too, they must eliminate social prejudice and

help improve their fundamental physical functions so that

they can improve pathological symptoms and gain physical

independence, among others aspects (Pereira, 1999).

Through physical activity, older individuals become

active humans, and this can mean a great deal for them in

terms of searching for identity, recognizing a place along

with a social group, minimizing the effects of physical

inability, gaining independence with daily activities. Physical

activity must be added to programs of health, and for the

prevention of illness and physical and psychological

incapacity (Shilder, 1999; Balestra, 2002).

Psycho-physical and social changes

during the aging process

Aging without physical and psychological complications

is a challenge for everyone. Okuma (1998) demonstrated that

more than half of the decreases in physical capacity in older

individuals are due to inactivity and to the expectation of

disease. The author suggested that the other half can be

attributed to biological aging: in reality, it is often atrophy

from disuse, characteristic of industrialized countries, that

causes this type of decrease in capacity.

One of the main benefits that physical activity can bring

to older people is a capacity to help them perform the

activities of daily life (AVDs), and the instrumental activities

of daily life (AIDS) that are relevant to basic personal care

and independent living (Pereira, 1999).

Balestra (2002) claimed that when an older individual is

capable of performing his or her own functions with

autonomy, it has a positive effect on their self-image and

body image. Several studies suggest that body image in older

people is related to how they perceive their ability to perform

physical activities (Shilder, 1999; Pereira, 1999).

Method

The subjects of this study were divided into four groups:

G1, Older men who practiced physical activity; G2. Older

women who practiced physical activity; G3, Non-physically

active older men; and, G4, Non-physically active older

women. The total sample was composed of 20 men and 20

women who were divided into 10 subjects from each group.

All participants of the study were informed of the study’s

objectives and signed a consent form. Data for G1 and G2

were collected from a group of older people who practiced

physical activities in a project at the Faculdades

Adamantinenses Integradas (FAI) Campus; the subjects for

G3 and G4 regularly attended the Community Center for Older

Adults (C.C.I.). Both were located in the Adamantina region,

in the city of São Paulo. Two scientific instruments were

used for measurement. The first was an interview, the IMC

test, to verify the level of body mass. With the second

instrument, Stunkard et al.’s (1983) test of scale—nine

silhouetted figures with increasing order of body size,

subjects were asked to evaluate their own body size. We

analyzed the results using the following sequence:
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1º silhouette – silhouette 1 – (IMC < 18.5- low weight)

2º e 3º silhouette – silhouette 2 – (IMC<18.5-24.9 normal)

4º e 5º silhouette – silhouette 3 – (IMC<25-29.9 over weight)

6ºe 7º silhouette  – silhouette 4 – (IMC < 30-34.9 obeso I)

8º silhouette – silhouette 5 – (IMC < 35 obeso II)

9º silhouette – silhouette 6 – (IMC ‹ 40 obeso III)

Figure 1. Stunkard’s silhouetes.

The first instrument, used to collect anthropometric data

(weight and height), was a digital weight scale, Britânia Model

BE2, followed with an Estadiometer Alturexata model, with 1

mm increments and a 2.13cm capacity. We calculated the

Corporal Mass Index (IMC) using the equation, weight in

kilograms divided by the squared height. The second

instrument (Figure 1) was shown to the subjects during an

interview, where they were asked the following questions in

relation to the silhouettes:

1) Which silhouette better represents your current

appearance? (Current Silhouette - SA)

2) Which silhouette would you like to have? (Ideal

Silhouette - SI)

Results

Table 1. Mean values of age, height and IMC for each group.

                Physically active         Non-physically active

Variable Men Women Men Women

G1 G2 G3 G4

Age 76.62 63.18 67.6 65.5

Height (cm) 1.66 1.57 1.69 1.57

IMC (kg/m2) 25.6 27.68 23.4 27.3

Table 1 shows age, height, and IMC characteristics for

G1 and G2, and G3 and G4, respectively. The G1 men were

above the point that characterizes them as normal, according

to the IMC average, 25.6. Values for the G2 women, 27.68,

indicate that they were overweight. The age difference

between both groups was notable. Men were above the

average that characterizes them as normal, according to the

IMC average of 23.4. The G4 women represent average of

overweight with the mark of 27.3.

For both, active and non-active groups the mean value

for IMC for G3 shows a better level relative relative to G1

(difference 2.2 kg/m2). When G2 is compared to G4 this

difference also exists, but in a smaller amount.

Figure 2. Women’s Actual Silhouettes based on IMC for the active

group.

Figure 3. Women’s Actual Silhouettes based on IMC for the non-

active group.

Figures 2 and 3 show actual silhouette, based on IMC

for the active and non-active women (G2 and G4). Both

groups were overweight based on the IMC, G2 and G4 with

50% incidence. However, the G2 appears with 20% incidence

of obesity (level I) and 10% of obesities (level II), while the

G4 presents only 10% in both categories. The actual

silhouettes of G2 had 10% more incidence of obesity relative

to G4.

Figure 4. Men’s Actual Silhouettes based on IMC for the active

group.
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Figure 5. Men’s Actual Silhouettes based on IMC for the non-

active group.

Figures 4 and 5 refer to the men’s actual silhouettes, based

on IMC for active and non-active groups. The G1 was

represented by IMC at 30% of incidence (normal), 50%

overweight incidence, 10% with obesity and 10% low weight.

When comparing G3 with G1, non-active elderly had 60%

incidence in normal parameters, and showed a significant

superior difference (30%) in relation to G1.  Also G1 showed

20% more overweight incidence and 10% obesity not found

in G3 group. Low weight incidence appear in both groups

(10%). A salient aspect demonstrated by this instrument was

that active elderly men (G1) presented more variation of

weight based on their actual silhouettes (AS) than did G3,

the non-active elderly.

Figures 6 and 7 represent the recognition of the actual

body image represented in the silhouettes (instrument 2).

Figure 6. Silhouette that better represents the person’s current

appearance. Women’s perceived Silhouettes for the active group.

We noticed that, of the older physically active women

(G2), 30% associated themselves with Silhouette 2, which

corresponds to normal. Seventy percent chose Silhouette 3

for their actual silhouette (AS), which corresponds with

“overweight” relative to the IMC measures. No one in G2

chose Silhouettes 1, 4, 5 and 6. However, 40% of G4 chose

Silhouette 2, which corresponds to normal; fifty percent

chose Silhouette 3, which corresponds with “overweight,”

and only 10% chose Silhouette 4 as their AS, which

corresponds to “obese” relative to the IMC measures.
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Figure 7. Silhouette that better represents the person’s current

appearance. Women’s perceived Silhouettes for the non-active

group.

Comparing G2 and G4, we noted that no one in these

groups chose silhouettes 1, 5 and 6. It is interesting to note

that members of G4 chose Silhouette 4, in contrast to G2. No

one in this group considered themselves to be characterized

by Silhouette 4, “obese.”

Figure 8. Silhouette that better represents the person’s current

appearance. Men’s perceived Silhouettes for the active group.

Figure 9. Silhouette that better represents the person’s current

appearance. Men’s perceived Silhouettes for the non-active group.

The older active men (G1) recognized their body images

in Silhouettes 2, 3, and 4, or “normal,” “overweight,” and

“obese,” respectively, relative to the IMC for SA. Eighty

percent of the older non-active individuals (G3) recognized
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themselves in Silhouette 2, and 10% in Silhouette 3 for their

choice of SA. These choices, in relation to silhouettes for

SA, are in perfect accordance with the IMC, as illustrated in

Figures 8 and 9. It seems noteworthy that this contrast in

identification occurred with Groups G1 and G3, both male

groups.

With regard to the second question about the ideal

silhouette (IS) of older women, 80% of the older active women

(G2) chose Silhouette 2, which corresponds to a “normal”

ideal silhouette (IS). Of the remaining 20%, 10% chose

Silhouette 1 and 10% chose Silhouette 2. An interesting point

is that G2 had a 30% higher frequency in Silhouette 2 for SI

in comparison to G4. Fifty percent of them preferred

Silhouette 2. Otherwise, the G4 had represented substantial

difference in 30% more on the choice of silhouette n.3, which

showed 40% of elderly non-active women wanting as Ideal

silhouette the body image of overweight.

Figure 10. Silhouette that better represents the person’s desired

appearance. Women’s perceived Silhouettes for the active group.

Figure 11. Silhouette that better represents the person’s desired

appearance. Women’s perceived Silhouettes for the non-active

group.

These aspects indicate that a substantial number of G2

leaned toward SI body images that were thinner in

comparison to G4. If we compare SA with SI, 60% of the

older active women were significantly dissatisfied in relation

to their actual body image (they sought Silhouette 2,

“normal”). On the other hand, results for G4 showed less

dissatisfaction with body image in relation to Silhouettes 1,

2, and 3, which was 100% of the preference between the

subjects in G2 and G4.
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Figure 12. Silhouette that better represents the person’s desired

appearance. Men’s perceived Silhouettes for the active group.

Figure 13. Silhouette that better represents the person’s desired

appearance. Men’s perceived Silhouettes for the non-active group.

Seventy percent of the older active men (G1) preferred

Silhouette 3, 20% preferred Silhouette 2, and 10% preferred

Silhouette 1, which represent, respectively, “overweight,”

“normal,” and “low weight” amongst the IMC measures. The

same did not occur for G3, which revealed a greater

preference for Silhouette 2, “normal.”

Comparing the two groups, we noted that there were

significant differences between preferences according to the

SI, verifying the tendency that 90% of the non-active older

men idealized a leaner body.

Discussion

In relation to the IMC results, both male and female

groups presented overweight measures. The physically

active older men (G1) were heavier than their non-active male

peers (G3), with an average of 23.4.

We also found also divergences in the IMC results. We

concluded that perhaps the lean older individuals didn’t

practice physical activity because they perceived themselves

to be “thin,” and did not see a need to partake in physical

activity programs.

However, the study did not investigate the motives the

physically active older individuals had for participation, or

whether it was for weight loss or for health reasons.

Damasceno (2000, p. 5) investigated people with an average
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age of 28 years in relation to their reasons for practicing

physical activity. He said “the individuals that initiate an

activity program in the majority of the cases, search in some

way, to modify the forms and proportions of their bodies.”

Of course, older individuals might have very different

motives for participating in physical activities. In many cases,

doctors, media, family and friends make recommendations

in relation the importance of being active and being healthy.

Data related to the ideal silhouette (IS) reflected the

following differences between the groups: the majority of

G1 favored height in Silhouette 3; G3 favored Silhouette 2.

G3 showed more coherence in their choices that compared

the SI with the IMC that corresponded to Silhouette 2. G2

became related in the IS 2. G4 was divided between Silhouettes

2 and 3.

The results of this study also confirm a tendency

demonstrated in other body image studies: women tend to

choose thinner silhouettes than those that represent their

actual shapes.

The majority of women in G2 and G4 chose Silhouette 3

to represent their actual silhouette (AS). The men of G1 and

G3 also basically followed the same trend and chose

Silhouettes 2 and 3 for their AS. These results reflected a

higher than normal percentage of low weight individuals for

both active and non-active older men. Campos et al. (2006),

suggested that it is important to understand that low weight

in older individuals is strongly associated with malnutrition

and with an increase in tendencies toward infection, in

addition to other abnormalities related to physiological

changes in older people.

In comparing the data for Actual and Ideal silhouettes,

the women groups’ showed significant percentage differen-

ces for the active group, G2, who chose silhouettes that we-

re leaner than those chosen by the non-active group G4 or

either, the G2 shows 50% of dissatisfaction with their actual

body image, and wanted the body profile of Silhouette 2.

The results confirmed that the groups of older non-active

G3 and G4 were more satisfied with their body image when

declaring preferential silhouettes in concordance with their

actual reality of the IMC, and the G3- men non-active were

accurate when relating actual AS with ideal IS silhouette,

that was represented using the set of figures (Stunkard, et

al. 1983).

Balestra (2002) claimed that physical activity can

influence how older people perceive their bodies. This study

had as its objective the assessment of the body images of

older active and non-active individuals. In general, the data

showed that the participants possessed standards that were

considerably close to their idealize bodies. That is, the

women preferred to have leaner bodies than they actually

possessed, and the men chose body profiles that were in

closer agreement to their IMC results.

Conclusion

When comparing our silhouette data with the IMC

results, we found that the older individuals who did not

practice physical activity had better body images of their

silhouettes in comparison to practitioners who had not

demonstrated the same body notion with actual weight,

concluding that groups which not practicing were more

satisfied with their corporal image when declaring IS and

the IMC results confirm their current reality. With regard to

gender, the men were more accurate when they compared

their actual silhouette with the silhouette they chose to

represent their ideal body. The women, in general, were less

satisfied with their silhouettes, especially the women who

practiced physical activity.

In conclusion, participation in physical activity did not

appear to act positively in relation to improvement of body

image. Also, it is possible that satisfaction with their body

images, as expressed by members of the non-physically

active older group, might limit their interest and knowledge

about the importance of being physically active and healthy.
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Boundaryless Love: The Love Relationship

Between the Non-Blind and the Blind
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Abstract—The choice of a sexual partner follows the family models each society develops throughout its history.

Religious, political, and media influences are interlaced into the symbols that, whether they stigmatize or not, will

contribute to making it a difficult or easy choice for a non-blind person to experience a love relationship with a

blind individual. From such a perspective, we raise the question: “What is this love relationship between a non-

blind and a blind individual?” The objective of this study was to investigate the factors that lead a non-blind

individual to develop a love relationship with a blind person. Four women and one man, aged 20-34, with educational

backgrounds ranging from junior high school attendance to university graduates, were interviewed. The

convergences and divergences of each individual’s statement were submitted to the phenomenological analysis

process, underlain by Martin Buber’s philosophy of dialogue. The results of four non-blind individuals’ statements

lead to two principle observations about them: They hid from families and friends the fact they were having such

a relationship with a blind individual; and, they claimed the relationship was superficial and one of convenience.

However, one female interviewee made public her relationship: It is embedded in admiration and respect, which

enables the singularity of her encounter with her partner. Deconstructing stigmas and reviewing esthetic values

contribute to the expression of a healthy sexuality, as well as to the social and educational inclusion of the disabled

in society.

Key Words: Blind, non-blind, sexuality, relationships.

Introduction

The present study is underlain by the presupposition that

the choice of a sexual partner follows the family models each

society develops throughout its history. I herein focus on

the affective-sexual relationship between the non-blind and

the blind, aiming to understand something about the

sexuality of the blind, which emerged in the statements of

the non-blind interviewed in this study. As observed by

André-Fuster and Aubertel (1998),

The family is a specific group, characterized by

blood and marriage bonds and by the prohibitions

that rule such bonds (incest and murder). It

articulates the relationship between its various

members and throughout several generations

according to history and to its own myths. But, it

also belongs to a social and cultural unit and thus

must articulate every member’s role in the family

with their equivalent role in society. (p.136)

Hence, religious, political and media influences are

interlaced into the symbols that, whether they stigmatize or

not, will contribute to making it a difficult or easy choice for

a non-blind person to experience a love relationship with a

blind individual. In general, it is quite clear that the sexuality

of the disabled remains hidden, silenced. Such reality has

lead me to raise the following question: “What makes a non-

blind person deal with the prejudice, labels, and stigmas

established by the dominant social class and/or group in

order to establish an affective-sexual relationship with a blind

individual? What meaning do they attribute to such a

relationship?” These questions have driven me to search

for the structure of such phenomena, based on statements

by a non-blind person about her affective-sexual experience

with a blind individual.

For Forghieri (1993, p.27), “The immediate daily experience

is the scenery in which our life unfolds; the being-in-the

world is its fundamental structure.” This means that each

person’s identity expresses the relationship they’ve

established with themselves, with the other beings, and with

the world, throughout their existence.

According to Buber (1979), throughout a person’s

existence, he/she develops two basic ways of relating (I-

YOU and I-THIS). The I-YOU relation is the one which

expresses the most intense manifestation of being-in-the-

world.

In the I-YOU premise, the person is involved, integrated;

in the I-THIS, there is impersonality, distancing, non-

commitment. For Buber, the human being exists as an

individual in the relationship with the YOU. In the I-THIS

relation, the relationship is between subject-object; being is

a mere sectional, departmental, and utilitarian attitude.

Phenomenological methodology

The road to collaborators

I contacted 13 non-blind individuals: 10 female and 3

male, between 20 and 38 years old, with educational
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backgrounds ranging from junior high school attendance to

university graduates. I hoped to encompass the widest

possible age range so as to evidence these collaborators’

experiences at various moments, as well as the cultural,

educational, political and social influences on each moment

of their lives. Only five, one male and four females, accepted

my invitation to participate in the study. Three women and

two men justified their non-participation, and three men

refused to say why they did not wish to participate.

All collaborators were informed of the purpose of the

research, as well as that they would remain anonymous. All

signed the Free Informed Consent form.

During our initial contact we scheduled a day and time

for the interview. This was, indeed, a difficult stage, despite

the fact that all participants had been referred by friends or

acquaintances. They were contacted for confirmation of the

day and time one week before the scheduled day for the

interview. This is the moment in which they gave

justifications:

1. I can’t make it, something came up.” Male, single,

26, high school education.

2. I’ve decided not to take part.” Female, single,

23, high school education.

3. Oh! I’ve changed my mind, don’t wanna talk

about it... It’s history.” Male, single, 31, high school

education.

4. ... I’ve thought it over and don’t wanna talk about

that time anymore.” Female, single, 38, junior high

school education.

5. He got upset... thinks I’m gonna talk about his

difficulties [being blind]... he’s insecure, it’s hard

for me, I don’t want any disagreement between us.

(Female, married to a blind man, 39, college

education.)

Their refusal to unveil facets of their sexual experiences

lead me to think: What are they hiding when they say they

don’t want to “talk about that time anymore” or “talk about

that”?

According to Buber (1982), “Man reveals himself there

where there is no space for revelations.”

From such a perspective, one confronts himself, and this

can not be understood as relation, presence, fecund

reciprocity, but rather as contradiction, which is in itself the

revelation of the difficulty experienced through the oscillation

involving prejudice, stigma, and sexual repression, which

have been historically constructed and acquired throughout

our existence.

Nevertheless, the pressure from the public world, which

involves the relations built at work and with friends, and

which are coupled with family relations, in general, stained

by the resonance of prejudice and stigma nurtured by sexual

repression, drives them away from the opportunity to commit

to the disabled.

However, the justification offered by potential interviewee

Number 5 revealed an understanding of the difficulties her

blind partner experiences:  “...he felt insecure, thinks I’m

gonna talk about his difficulties [being blind].” It shows

that their family relation is built upon tolerance and

acceptance. On the other hand, it also reveals that she has

not yet conquered her autonomy: deciding for herself. She

accepted her partner’s opinion and silenced herself. Her

attitude shows that a clear dialogue does not take place in

their relationship. Thus, the absence of reciprocal complicity

accentuates the fact that their relationship is being founded

on a way of being classified as I-This.

I now turn to the statements of the non-blind.

The voice of the collaborators

We initiated this phase of the study by scheduling the

day, time, and place of the interviews, as chosen by the

collaborators. We also asked their permission to record their

statements. We chose to use the comprehensive interview

technique because we believed it to be favorable to recording

the significant affective-sexual experiences reported by

those non-blind who allowed themselves to have a sexual

relationship with a visually impaired or blind individual. We

used the following as a guiding statement: “Tell me

[spontaneously] about what is, was, or has been most

significant to you in your affective-sexual involvement with

a blind partner.” The five collaborators were informed they

could take their time to describe their experiences, and that,

should they have any doubt about the relevance of their

talk, the researcher was there to guide them.

The statements made by the collaborators, identified as

A, B, C, and D, show great convergence and are analyzed

together. The statement of collaborator E, however, is

divergent and thus is analyzed separately, taking into

account its own peculiarities.

Such information is relevant because, following the

comprehensive analysis of the statements, carried out

through attentive and rigorous reading and rereading with

the objective of perceiving, capturing, and probing the

various meanings  the collaborators attributed to their

affective-sexual experiences with blind partners (i.e.,

phenomenological reduction: Bruns, 2007), it was possible

to define the following categories: hiding the relationship

with a blind individual; and superficiality of relationships.

Results

Hiding the relationship with a blind individual

It was a short relationship, I liked it a lot, but we

hid it. I didn’t have the courage to stay with him,

you know, go steady, and introduce him to family

and friends. He was a good lover.

(Collaborator A, single, 34, nurse)

Superficiality of relationships

I had an affair with my [female]cousin who is blind.

We grew up together and one day, I don’t know
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exactly how, it hapened. But we kept it to ourselves.

That’s all I have to say.

(Collaborator B, single, high school education)

I don’t know how, but he was my masseur. There

was this feeling [in the air] and it happened. I must

confess I enjoyed it, but that’s all it was.

(Collaborator C, single, 22, college student)

It all started at a party at some friends’ house. I

was introduced to him. I liked him the minute I saw

him and still do, but I couldn’t take the pressure

from my parents, who, despite knowing his was an

acquired blindness, kept saying our children would

be born blind... I couldn’t take the pressure and

broke up. But I miss him until this day. He was

loving, intelligent. We got along really well, sexually

(laughs). He was never in a hurry, he would massage

me for a long time. Oh! I miss that. Now I’m going

out with another guy, he’s like us (non-blind), but

he doesn’t know how to caress me... (laughs). I

don’t know, it’s sad because I was weak and

couldn’t take the pressure from my parents.

(Collaborator D, single, 25, college student)

The veiling and unveiling of erotism: the

unveiling discourse

Exceptions aside, the discourse unveils the prejudices

and stigmas that permeate love relationships between non-

blind and blind individuals. In general, families exclude from

their dream the possibility of their so called “normal” children

getting sexually involved with a disabled individual.

However, the power of Eros, god of love, with all of his

daring, defied pre-established costumes and obliterated the

esthetic ideals imposed by family members. Embodied with

such power, those non-blind collaborators have allowed

themselves to experience a sexual relationship with a visually-

impaired or blind partner.

Eros, nevertheless, succumbed to the stigma created by

social norms and rules of Ancient Greece when the term

“stigma” was created to refer to body marks that unveiled

one’s moral “status.” It was associated with the deformation

of character of those who bore it: slaves, criminals, or traitors,

who had an ear or a finger cut off. Goffman (1988) stated that

stigma refers to a depreciative attribute, because in a day-

to-day social relationship the scar, the “physical mark,” draws

attention to one single attribute: that which is missing. In

this sense, society elaborates a stigma theory, founded on

the ideology of deficit. Such ideology is generally used to

exclude people who fail to meet the expectations set by the

ideals of esthetics and normality in a given society. Such an

attitude is evidenced by the depreciative relation between

the body marks and the moral “status” one occupies in

society. Thus, a person who could be easily accepted in a

social relationship bears a trace that draws attention and

can lessen and/or eliminate the possibility of full acceptance.

In the present study, blindness—regarded as an original

“imperfection,” is frequently associated with other

“imperfections” such as deafness. That is, the non-blind

often generalize hearing and seeing capabilities, as if they

were all just one sense. At this point, I find it relevant to

make clear the distinction between two words, generally used

interchangeably: disability and incapacity. According to

Scholl (1967), incapacity involves a physical or mental

condition that can be described medically, whereas disability

is a result of obstacles that an incapacity places between

the person who bears it, the environment surrounding him/

her, and his/her maximum developmental potential.

Hence, it is easy to understand that not all incapacity

entails disability. The way in which a comprehensive social

and cultural environment is organized and deals with

differences is what will influence one to experience incapacity.

In this way, it is evident that the visually impaired find great

difficulty living in a society which prioritizes sight. However,

although one may be visually impaired or blind, one’s other

senses are not impaired. Even so, prejudice exists. This

occurs because the stigma impinges a relation of

discrimination, which makes it difficult for the person to be

accepted in his fullness. The depreciation patterns that the

stigmatized incorporate from society make them internalize

depreciation; that is, the defects others see in them. This

leads to a chain depreciation of their self-image.

According to Buber (1982), this way of being stamps the

impossibility of a relation characterized by involvement and

commitment, which is revealed in gestures and actions of

solicitude, and would mean welcoming the various aspects

of one’s personality.

From such a perspective, the following discourses, “...I

don’t know how it happened...”; “... I didn’t have the

courage to stay with him, you know, go steady, and

introduce him to family and friends.”; “... He was a good

lover…,” unveil the stigma, whose destructive power drives

away, depreciates, and separates these lovers. Such a way

of being is characterized by impersonality and distancing,

natural to the I-This category.

The banalization of sex is another relevant aspect of

those discourses. As stated by May (1973, p. 71), “We throw

ourselves out to sexual sensations in order to avoid erotic

passion,” which, when experienced, could launch an

individual high enough as to break all limits of esthetic values,

prejudice, and the discriminative looks of others and instigate

him/her to build significant relations, thus, escaping from

those so-called “normal” relations.

The analysis of our collaborators’ discourses allows us

to state that impersonality and distancing predominate—

those characteristics that reflect the I-This premise.

However, as previously stated, collaborator E’s discourse

was analyzed separately, as it differs from the others’. It is

presented in five categories: “The love encounter,” “The

authentic dialog,” “The relationship with the blind,” “The

family’s acceptance,” and “Admiration for the partner.”
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The love encounter

It was beautiful, because from the beginning it was

a very calm relationship. I never dreamed of going

out with a visually disabled person. It was my first

contact with disability. I believe a family who is

closer to a disabled person can accept it better. In

my case, there’s no one in the family. I saw disabled

people in the street, visual, mental or physically

disabled, and dealt with it like most people: just

watching them come and go.  Now, with him (the

spouse) it was different. From the beginning our

relationship was smooth. Not that there’s no

conflict, but just like every other relationship. I

guess it has to do with physical contact, ideals and

values that matched mine.

(Collaborator E, married, 28, nurse)

The authentic dialog

... well, first thing, something we’ve always talked

about is pity. I think a lot of people stay with a

disabled person out of pity, right? I feel our

relationship wouldn’t have worked out if I’d had

any pity, if I’d pitied him for being disabled. So, I

can talk about this very frankly: I don’t pity him, I

don’t feel sorry for him because he’s blind. No, not

at all. To me, he’s no ‘poor thing’, or I’m gonna do

this and that for him because he isn’t able to do it

on his own. We even joke about the things husbands

like their wives to do for them, like getting them

something or putting their things away. Another

very frequent situation is when I leave him

somewhere, I don’t hide to see if he’s doing alright,

if he’s going up the stairs or getting on the bus

alright. I don’t worry about that kind of thing. I

know he can sort out his business.

The relationship with the blind

In order to have a relationship with a disabled

person, one must know himself very well. And has

to know exactly what he is after in the relationship.

Because if it is, for instance, a woman who wants a

husband to treat her like a princess, drive the car

for her, or hang things on the wall, oh, I think, then,

the relationship ‘is bound to failure.’ A visually

disabled person can’t do such chores.

The family’s acceptance

My family, although they had never lived with a

disabled person, their acceptance was surprising,

very smooth. That’s really cool. I think my family

has always given me a lot of autonomy, have always

trusted me. They’ve always respected my opinion

and my choices a lot. I guess once again they agreed

with my choice. They don’t see any problem in the

fact he’s disabled. They’ve accepted him like they

have their other brother-in-law, who is not disabled.

I don’t know if this is something with my family,

they’ve always respected people, regardless of how

they are. Maybe that has favored our relationship.

My family always tried to teach us a sense of

respect, equality, and taught us that prejudice leads

nowhere. Not that I didn’t have any prejudice, we

all do. Now, my family’s attitude surprised even

him, he was astonished at how smoothly he was

accepted.

Admiration for the partner

I admire him for his perception of life, for his

feelings, for his intelligence, and I guess for his

kindness. He’s someone who has great love and

respect for humanity. He’s someone who sees

there’s something more to life. I guess his blindness

hasn’t affected him inside, hasn’t [let’s say]

flattened his world. I guess it’s contributed to

expanding his feelings, his emotions, his love for

people. Among the disabled I guess he’s like a leader.

Everyone feels the need to be close to him, everyone

wants his advice. Because he transmits that, he

transmits this love, this something else, right? His

blindness limits his physical space a lot, but not

his other forms of perception, and these he

possesses.

This collaborator’s discourse reveals that when Eros does

not find his track contaminated with prejudice and stigma,

his work can enable the development of a love relationship

expressed by the lack of fear and insecurity towards getting

affectively involved with a disabled person. It shows that

sensibility, flexibility, and authenticity, are indispensable

ingredients for building a relationship in which both parties

are willing to take the risk and make it a great encounter. And

as such, continuity is revisited by intimacy. From the

Buberian perspective, the dialog belongs to the category of

the “between” specific phenomena, that is, the relation’s.

This way, the human being is materialized in his encounter

with the other, the moment he allows himself to understand

the other in his singularity. As stated by Buber (1982, p. 17),

“Love comes true between the I and YOU.” Hence, the

meaning each individual attributes to a love relationship,

based on the Buberian perspective, “is not to be found in

one of the partners, nor in both as a whole, but rather it is

found only in the game played by both, in its

‘between’”(Buber, 1979, p. 139).

When the collaborator says she does not consider her

husband a “poor thing,” she reveals a global perception,

and this means this way of being does not dichotomize,

fragment, or exclude. Her perception of him as a whole

symbolizes her acceptance of his disability, too, and doesn’t

keep it apart from him. Such an attitude of solicitude enables

her to see him as someone capable of “sorting out his own

business.” As Menezes Junior (1987, p. 24) states,

“Solicitude should recognize in others that what it is,”

that is, in its fullness and specificity.
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Another aspect that requires attention is her expectations

toward living with a blind person. For example, [not] doing

the “house chores/repairs” regarded as a man’s responsibi-

lity, and/or [not] having a driver’s license would not be an

obstacle to her electing him as a partner. Her discourse

reveals her admiration for his being intelligent and kind, and

for his perceiving “there’s something more to life.”

“Something more,” which is expressed by his love for other

people as well as by his resilient posture in accepting himself

as a blind person, but not focusing on the “poor thing” role,

a very common attitude among the disabled. This shows

that he does not have a depreciative self-image. As stated

by May (1973, p. 163), “Auto-affirmation, the capacity to

stand on one’s own feet, an assertive self, are necessary in

order to start such a relationship,” which is to say that our

collaborator found resonance, empathy in her partner, and

could thus exercise her capacity to share the pleasure of the

encounter that takes place when the I and the YOU allow

themselves to experience the state of reciprocity and

mutuality. Buber (1982, p. 145) stated, “If you manage to get

mutuality, the inter-human blooms in genuine conversation,”

that is, authentic dialog takes place to ensure mutual

understanding. It is the encounter of two wholes.

The speaking-to-the-other is manifested when the person

is open to listening, listening to her interlocutor in such way

as to enable his unveiling. When this way of being takes

place, the genuine encounter takes place. Another specificity

of this moment is the openness, the willingness to understand

the other in his fullness, which does not, however, mean the

lack of conflict, crises. There is no super protection, no

childishness in the relationship. This collaborator’s discour-

se unveils the peculiarity that characterizes the moment in

which both partners can identify the meaning and the sense

they attribute to life together. Her discourse signals yet that

the attributes, “physical contact, ideals, partner’s moral

values,” were matched between them, thus revealing that

she did not prioritize esthetic values, to which the non-blind

generally attribute great value in their first impressions [in

their affective-sexual choices]. As discussed above, their

relationship is permeated with authentic dialog, evidenced

in her lines, “Something we’ve always talked about is pity.

I don’t pity him, I don’t feel sorry for him because he’s blind.

No, not at all. To me, he’s no ‘poor thing’.”

Another aspect that contributed to collaborator E’s

electing a visually disabled person as her partner was her

family’s attitude, which lacks prejudice and gives her total

support regarding her choice.

Discussion

Horizon: Boundaryless Love

Recapping the present study’s line—from the

justifications given by the five people who were initially

contacted but chose not to participate, to the other five who

expressed the meaning they attribute to their relationship

with a blind person—I find notable in the latter group

collaborator E’s discourse for its rich information about her

affective-sexual experience with a visually disabled person.

I could grasp several significant aspects along this

trajectory, from the refusal of the five non-blind to reveal

facets of their sexual experiences, to the hiding and

superficiality of those who exposed their experiences. It is

relevant to point out that disclosure, as it relates to the

affective-sexual aspects of the visually disabled, is a very

slow process. Individuals’ difficulties with exposing their

love relationships is anchored in the lack of an effective

policy for the inclusion of the disabled—a policy which

should trigger critical reflection—as a right of citizenship—

the concepts of normality and ideality, social and sexual

inclusion, and life quality.

Affective choices are generally made among people in

the same social class through the process of constructing

and deconstructing values, norms, and esthetic models. This

involves the family nucleus, which implants the first ideals

in the lives of offspring.

As for the love relationship between the visually disabled

and the non-blind, it often ends up being superficial due to

the prejudice and stigma that the non-blind incorporate from

their families and social environments. Our collaborators’

discourses revealed the families’ influences, whether

positive, as in the case of collaborator E, or negative, as in

the case of those who did not accept their children in a

relationship with a blind person.

Nonetheless, the affective-sexual experience deprived of

prejudice and stigma is possible, and would constitute the

unveiling of subtleties of a different I and a different YOU,

who perceive each other in each one’s wholeness, without,

however, losing the specificities and individualities

pertaining to each being. Collaborator E shows her

emancipation from the stigma, prejudice, and esthetic norms

and values in which we generally base our decisions. As

she stripped herself from such values, she allowed herself

to live an affective-sexual relationship with a blind person,

who, according to her, was also emancipated from the

introjections of depreciative values with regard to his own

visual disability. And thus, she simultaneously allowed

herself to meet affective and sexual reciprocity, while

splitting the paradoxical dual unity that Eros embraced in

his integrative acceptance. She did this, however, without

getting lost in the intangible expectations that so often hinder

our project of personal fulfillment.

On the other hand, the track I traced in my search for

collaborators in the present study enabled me to understand

something important about the I-YOU relation: It is expressed

in a way of being, whose sense and meaning are built along

the way to emancipation from prejudice, taboo, and esthetic

values.

Nevertheless, the challenge of a relationship in which

the praxes of lives together lead to a genuine encounter is

centered not on the relationship between the non-blind and

the blind, but rather, in the challenge of breaking down the

walls of the preconceptions, prejudices, and taboos that

imprison us.
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Horizons of Inquiry: An Invitation to

Expand the Domain of Research

Practices in Physical Education

Michelle Grenier

(Coordinator)

University of New Hampshire

Inclusive Physical Education: From the Medical

Model to Social Constructionism

Michelle Anne Grenier

University of New Hampshire

In the field of general physical education, postmodern

theories attempt to address issues of difference and diversity

and the social-historical traditions that have given shape to

interpretations of the body and mind (Azzarito & Solmon,

2006).  However, important questions persist about the

construction of learning and the significance of context as

each affects the way students with disabilities are positioned

in the classroom. As a theory that informs educational

practice, social constructionism has potential for revealing

the relational acts through which meaning arises in the

emergent flow of interactions between teachers and students

within the larger context of the school (Gergen, 2000;

McNamee & Gergen, 1999). Using this framework, it becomes

possible to consider questions of behavior, expectations and

the actions that emerge from collective views. The purpose

of this research was to examine administrator and teacher

perceptions of students with disabilities and to align them

with observations of an inclusive physical education

classroom. The research utilized a qualitative case study

design (Merriam, 1998). Administrators and teachers,

including paraprofessionals were interviewed both formally

and informally over a 16 week period (Bogdan and Biklen,

1992). Field notes consisted of observations in two inclusive

physical education classrooms that included students with

significant disabilities (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973).

Documents were also collected for review. Boyzaitis’s (1998)

five-step process was utilized in the analysis. Administrators

and teachers’ perspective of disability intersected with

deficit and functional models of disability. Administrators’

commitment to inclusive practice emanated from years of

experience that spanned the education of students from

segregated to inclusive settings. Teacher perceptions

informed three emerging streams including the social/

emotional stream of belonging, the physical stream of the

environmental, and the academic constraints of the learning

task.  The physical education teacher crossed these streams

through a sensitivity to difference and an ecological acuity

that encouraged meaningful participation for all students.

Within the framework of social constructionism learning in

an inclusive school was created and sustained between, and

not within, each person.

E-mail: grenier@cisunix.unh.edu

Defining Inclusive Physical Activity: Social

Constructionism and Relational Interactions

Claudine Sherrill

Texas Woman’s University

From the 1990s onward, inclusive physical activity has been

increasingly interpreted as adaptation, support, and

empowerment systems within the mainstream that maximize

opportunities FOR ALL to experience positive relational

interactions with diverse others in pursuit of the common

goal of health, happiness, and productivity.  This

interpretation, however, varies widely by the perceived

meaning of specific words within the definition. Inclusion,

in some cultures, means sharing the same space and

interacting with able-bodied peers, whereas in others

inclusion refers to equal opportunities with others in

specially designed activities like wheelchair dance, goalball,

or crutch-assisted races. The purpose of this study was to

examine meanings of inclusive physical activity and how

these are affecting adapted physical activity philosophy,

theory, and practice. The metatheory guiding the study was

social constructionism (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003), a conceptual

framework for analyzing why and how the meaning of

language is constantly changing. Of the several social

construction theories, the work of Gergen (2000) was selected

inasmuch as it had previously been applied to an examination

of the meaning of adapted physical activity (Hutzler &

Sherrill, 2007). Gergen’s theory is unique in that it emphasizes

relational interactions and reciprocal responsibility, concepts

that Sherrill (2004) frequently discusses. The methodology

was mixed and included interviews, critical analysis of

language in selected sources, and philosophical reflection.

Persons with and without disabilities from several countries

participated in the ongoing discourse analysis of human

meaning-making that serves as the basis for both social and

political actions. Findings indicated tremendous diversity

in the meaning of inclusive and therefore the recommendation

that this word always be defined. The contact theory of

Allport (1954) was most frequently mentioned as providing

specific measurable criteria for inclusion, but it was

emphasized that each of Allport’s criteria needs a specific

definition before it is applied.

E-mail: csherrill1@earthlink.net
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Socially Constructed: Gender, Race, Ethnicity,

and Sociometric Status in Published

Physical Education Research

Samuel R. Hodge

The Ohio State University

Several challenges face both adapted and general physical

education professionals in the conduct and reporting of

research with culturally, ethnically, and linguistically diverse

groups (Hodge, Kozub, Robinson, & Hersman, 2007).

Researchers often ignore such issues as (a) proper

identification, description, and selection of diverse samples;

(b) heterogeneity existing within diverse groups; (c) cultural

and language barriers; and (d) instruments and

measurements used with culturally, ethnically, and

linguistically diverse groups (Padilla & Lindholm, 1995).

Instead much of our physical education research is situated

in a dominant epistemological tradition (Hodge et al., 2007).

While, culturally diverse groups, particularly persons of color

are often neglected, misrepresented, or marginalized

(Bruening, 2005). To expand our knowledge base, critical

scholarship that examines hegemonic assumptions and the

social construction and intersection of such variables as

gender, race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status (SES) is

required. Hence, we sought to determine what trends over

time exist in the identification and description of participants

used in data based studies published in Adapted Physical

Activity Quarterly (APAQ) and the Journal of Teaching in

Physical Education (JTPE). Using documentary analysis

procedures (Bordens & Abbott, 1999), the researchers

selected and analyzed data-based studies reporting original

data involving human participants from each volume of each

journal totaling 786 studies (APAQ = 419 and JTPE = 367)

from the start of the journals (i.e., JTPE was first published

in 1981 and APAQ in 1984) across the past two and one-half

decades to 2005. Data were analyzed using frequency counts

for journals and time periods with chi-square tests. For both

journals, results show time span trends representative of

the dominant epistemological tradition. Trend data also

reveal that even today most data-based studies in these

journals fail to report race, ethnicity, and SES. Findings are

discussed with guiding principles for future research.

E-mail: grenier@cisunix.unh.edu

Infusion in Physical Education Teacher

Training: Social Justice and Equal Status

for All Students in Physical Education

April Tripp

(Coordinator)

Towson University

 Infusion: Preparation of Physical Educators

April Tripp

Towson University

The session objective is discussion of the infusion of

disability knowledge and experience throughout Physical

Education Teacher Education (PETE) on an international

level.  In doing so, preservice physical educators’ knowledge

of inclusion, accessibility issues, receptiveness to diversity,

and responsiveness to individual needs of all students will

increase. Two programs, adapted physical activity (APA)

and PETE, are redundant and perpetuate differentness,

inequality, and discrimination internationally. Infusing

disability knowledge and experience throughout PETE

equalizes the balance of power and neutralizes political

agendas while supporting social justice theory. Social justice

theory (Nussbaum, 2006) argues that human dignity can not

be sustained in dual and separate systems that are value

dependant on perceived ideal capabilities of individuals.

Infusion contributes to dignity of each individual relative to

curricular design and instructional strategies because its

emphasis on entitlement of all to a physically active lifestyle.

Entitlement is essential for dignity, meaning that the relevant

goods must be available at a sufficiently high level to all

people, thus providing for equal status. One course on

physical education for students with disabilities in an entire

PETE program is far from dignified or equitable.  Equity

transcends into the intuitive idea that everyone is entitled

to experience an active lifestyle with dignity in an integrated

world. Infusion will enable PETE students to learn how to

meaningfully teach all of the students that they will encoun-

ter with varying capabilities in physical education classes.

This presentation is about the consequences of separate

and unequal programs relative to social justice and equal

status and should stimulate lively discussion among program

participants.  Furthermore, this presentation will provide an

example of how to infuse disability information into a PETE

class (i.e., measurement and evaluation). This session will

call for a discussion of creating change in PETE programs in

higher education, including research on teacher education,

contextual variables affecting school-based physical educa-

tion on an international level, and a shift in attitudes and

behaviors toward students in general physical education

classes. Program participants are asked to consider and

debate barriers to change (professional identities,

professional attitudes, etc.) and discuss strategies for

international reform.

E-mail: aptripp@towson.edu

Inequality in Physical Education Teacher

Education: A Socially Constructed Value System

Terry L. Rizzo

California State University San Bernardino
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Equality and access to quality physical education is a

phenomena of the distribution of power within the

profession and physical education teacher education (PETE).

That is to say, those individuals with disabilities are often

viewed to be outsiders in an otherwise homogeneous

community. Equality and opportunity for students with

disabilities in general physical education (GPE) is derived

from the opinions and actions of teachers at all levels that

are based on a learned value system. This value system is

often learned during the physical education teacher

education program (PETE). Physical education teacher

education (PETE) curricula addresses the physical

education of individuals with disabilities in a way that is

narrow and arbitrarily uneven and is dominated by politics,

economic motives, and considerations of efficiency at

institutions of higher learning. PETE that fails to infuse

knowledge of and experience with individuals with

disabilities reinforces the value and status differences, or

inequality, between students with and without disabilities

in GPE, thus passing it on from one generation of teachers

to the next. Consequently, the GPE curriculum in the schools

is socially constructed by teachers in the schools, who have

completed PETE programs in higher education, based on

the assumption that there are certain preferred capabilities

or ascribed characteristics of those that participate. The act

of showing deference to those deemed to have the preferred

skills in physical education manifests itself in discrimination

and contributes to inadequate instruction and opportunity

for students with disabilities in GPE. Opportunities for

students with disabilities in GPE are hampered by a PETE

culture that through obvious inequality prevents them from

actualizing their full potential in GPE by not infusing

knowledge of and experience with disability throughout the

program for preservice teachers (PTs).

E-mail: trizzo@csusb.edu

Infusion in a Measurement and

Evaluation Course

Hyun-Kyoung Oh

California State University San Bernardino

Kinesiology faculty members should take an egalitarian

approach to preparing preservice teachers (PTs) by infusing

information about disability in every class. An egalitarian

approach is driven by social justice, equal worth, and the

value of reciprocity for all people, public law, and social

educational policy.  Physical Education Teacher Education

(PETE) faculty must recognize that it is the entitlement of

students with disabilities (SWD) to have access to

meaningful physical education in an integrated environment.

Without infusion of information on disability in PETE,  PTs

will lack confidence when confronted with SWD in their GPE

classes because they are poorly prepared to meet the

challenges of teaching to a range of differences in skill in

their classes.  Infusion in the PETE program is one solution

to optimizing teaching effectiveness. This part of the

symposium will show how to infuse knowledge and

experience of SWD into a PETE course like Measurement

and Evaluation (M&E).  PTs taking infused M&E course will

learn how to assess and evaluate students with and without

disabilities. For example, an M&E course includes topics

like descriptive, correlational, inferential statistics, types of

measurement (i.e., norm, criterion, and content-referenced

assessment), alternate assessment, and functional behavior

analysis etc.).  An infused course would include assessment

tests for SWD (viz., Test of Gross Motor Development and

the Brockport Physical Fitness Test) along with tests for

students without disabilities like the FitnessGram and

appropriate sport skill tests that are used in schools. PTs

will learn how to use tests by collecting data using a test

manual, analyze/interpret the data and write a report

summarizing the results. An infusion-based M&E course will

teach PTs about assessing students with disabilities

functional behavior, applied behavioral analysis, and

capability for an active lifestyle.  PTs should learn how to

collect baseline data on all students, employ an intervention,

withdraw the intervention and collect post intervention data

as evidence of learning in GPE.  The resulting effect of this

specific example of one infusion-based course is that PTs

gain knowledge and experience necessary for teaching

students with and without disabilities included in their

general PE classes without emphasis on differentness.

E-mail: hkoh@csusb.edu

Equal Status for Students With Disabilities in

Physical Education Teacher Education

Hyun-Kyoung Oh

California State University San Bernardino

Inclusion of students with disabilities (SWD) in general

physical education (GPE), whether by law or social-

educational policy is no longer the exception but the norm.

Prerequisite to inclusion is an infusion of information about

SWD throughout Physical Education Teacher Education

(PETE).  Infusion can help preservice teachers (PTs) develop

favorable attitudes toward SWD, effective teaching

behaviors, and the ability to provide meaningful instruction

to all students in GPE.  This session will identify salient

impediments to infusion. One impediment is a lack of content

information and practicum settings related to teaching SWD

in GPE. PETE programs offer minimal information about SWD,

and other sub-fields included in a PETE degree program (viz.,

exercise physiology, sport psychology, etc.) often offer no

information on disability. A glance of PETE journals and

textbooks shows minimal information and research that can

be applied to teaching SWD in GPE. Research in APA has

advanced in quality and quantity, yet little of this information

is used in PETE curricula. Another barrier to infusion is that

most PETE instructors lack the knowledge and experience

to include information about teaching SWD in GPE. If
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information about APA and experience in teaching SWD are

lacking, then expectations of equal status and dignity for

SWD are naive. Lastly, another problem to infusion is the

separation of PETE and APA curricula. These two programs

though identical in purpose function separately thereby

reinforcing a myth of differentness among APA and PETE

faculty, SWD, and the respective curricula. This situation is

complicated when university PETE programs require only

one APA course.  To implement infusion effectively, changes

must occur in how PETE faculty present information, and

how information is learned and ultimately practiced by the

PTs. Three changes are recommended.  First, we must nurture

favorable attitudes and behaviors of PTs about teaching

SWD.  Second, we must supplement all courses with

disability information throughout the PETE curriculum.

Finally, PTs need experiential learning to gain confidence

needed to create learning experiences that will meet the

needs of all students.  PETE and APA together can provide

the needed leadership and promote more collaborative

endeavors to guide good practice and serve as catalysts for

positive social change in GPE for SWD.

E-mail: hkoh@csusb.edu

Attitudes Toward Inclusion: Why Study Them?

What to Study? How to Study Attitudes?

Do We Know Enough?

Martin Kudlacek

Palacky University in Olomouc, Czech Republic

Samuel Hodge

The Ohio State University, USA

Terry Rizzo

California State University, San Bernardino, USA

The purpose of this presentation is to provide

comprehensive overview of the assessment of attitudes of

teachers and students toward inclusion of students with

disabilities in general physical education and to answer two

questions: What and how to study in the area of attitudes

toward inclusion? History of the attitudinal research in APA

- The issue of attitudes toward inclusion (earlier integration)

has been in attention among professionals in adapted

physical education since the 1980s, with the line of research

of Dr. Terry Rizzo. In this presentation we will discuss the

development of attitudinal studies based on the Theories of

Reasoned Action and Planned Behavior, the challenges and

difficulties encountered during these studies and

implications of research to practice of inclusive physical

education. Theoretical and methodological challenges - We

will focus on theoretical foundations, structure, and

construct validity of PEATID – III, Czech and Slovenian

attitudinal scale ATIPDPE and other existing teachers’

attitudinal instruments in APA. As studies of children

attitudes has not been so widely explored we will present

examples of work in APA environment and focus on the state

of methodological enquiries in attitudes of children toward

inclusion in PE. Future challenges - We will focus on

exploring solutions for connecting the beliefs, attitudes, and

prejudgments with intentions and behaviors. In this part we

will outline needs and possibilities for further inquiries in

the attitudinal studies related to inclusion of children with

disabilities in general physical education. Acknowled-

gements: This study is supported by research grant “Physical

activity and inactivity of inhabitants of the Czech Republic.

No. 6198959221.

E-mail:trizzo@csusb.edu

New Theoretical Perspectives of APA

Gerd Hoelter

(Coordinator)

Universitaet Dortmund, Germany

To What Does APA Adapt?

Gerd Hoelter

Universitaet Dortmund, Germany

Shakye Hutzler

The Zinman College of Physical Education and Sport

Sciences, Israel

The content analysis of the leading journal in the field,

APAQ, reveals that the focus of research activities in APA

is the-in most cases physically, sensori-motor or physiolo-

gically ”defective”individual. This view corresponds with a

pathogenetic medical model which puts up the general

problem of the discipline as follows: to what extent can an

individual state or behavior be changed by means of

movement, games or sport? There is nothing wrong with

this view, but it limits in our opinion unnecessarily future

developments and new perspectives in our discipline. Within

the last decade, new paradigms in health and rehabilitation

sciences such as the concept of resilience and salutogenesis

have gained importance,which a) embed individual behavior

more in a psychosocial context and b) focus more on a

person‘s resources rather than on his/her impairments,

disabilities or handicaps. This was taken into account by

the ICF concept as well. In our presentation we will describe

which consequences an alternative theoretical framework

might have on concepts and interventions in APA.

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

The Model of APA and its Relevance for APA

With a Clinical Psychiatric Population

Shakye Hutzler

The Zinman College of Physical Education and Sport

Sciences, Israel
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Within the model of salutogenesis the sense of coherence

(SOC) was conceived as an empirical instrument to mesure

the general attitude of a person towards life. More than 50

international clinical studies using that instrument have

shown that a)the SOC is closely related to mental health and

b)that the physical wellbeing and the individual fitness has

an important impact on the SOC. Our study with a clinical

population in Israel(n=40) tries to find out whether a

specifically conceived APA programme which focuses on

body awareness,coping strategies and social network has

an influence on selected outcome mesures of mental health.

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

New Intervention Strategies for Children With

ADHD Based on the Model of Salutogenesis

Gerd Hoelter

Universitaet Dortmund, Germany

Although the symptomatology of ADHD is closely linked to

substantial motor deficits in different domains,intervention

programs only based on physical activities show modest

results concerning the core symptoms like attention deficit

or externalizing behavior. The model of salutogenesis

suggests to include other elements into the intervention

e.g.symptom-specific coping strategies or the social network.

The objective of our study is a) to find out whether the

different type of the intervention itself (aquatics vs. general

psychomotor activities) and b) the integration of the parents

or other close persons as co-therapists/leaders have a

different impact on selected outcome variables. In our study

we compare two groups of 9 year old boys with clinically

clearly diagnosed ADHD (n = 20) who get different types of

treatment for a period of 20 units (2 per week).The results

after the first treatment phase (10 units) will be reported.

E-mail: GerdHoelter@aol.com

Research About Attitudes and Terminology

Concerning Individuals With Disabilities

Anna Bianco

(Coordinator)

Suism Torino

Bianco, Anna PhD, SUISM Torino University, President

APAITALIANA, Italy; (coordinator);  Fazio, Italo, Suism

Torino University, Italy;  Venuti, Silvio, Torino University,

Italy; Gloria Aravena O”kuinghttons UPLAValparaíso and

the Cardenal Silva Henríquez University.Santiago Chile;

Arnhold, Pamela MS Slippery Rock University, USA; Vilhu ,

Jyrki Lahti University of Applied Sciences, Faculty of

Physical Activity, Finland; Ruiz, Pedro INEFC Universitat

de Lleida, Spain; Boursier, Claire Université de Paris X,

France ; Valkova, Hana Palacky University, Olomouc, Faculty

of Physical Culture, Chezh Republic; Hutzler, Shayke

Yeshayahu HutzlerZinman College and Israel Sport Center

for the Disabed in Israel; Klavina, Ajia Latvian Academy of

Sport Education, Faculty of Sport Medicine, Latvia;

Mattos,Beth  EEFEUSP Brazil; RepondRose Marie, Swiss

Federal High School for Sport, Macolin, Svitzerland.

In Italy, the complete school integration in all types of

schools is effective since 1975. The Italian Government and

the Ministry for Public Education have issued approximately

50 laws, decree laws, decrees, ministerial orders and circulars

addressing the several problems relating school integration;

in 1992 a framework law was issued to regulate integration/

inclusion, professional training and work. After 30 years,

school and social inclusion is now a reality. The deepest

changes have occurred in culture, in the general attitudes in

Italian society towards persons with disabilities. An

important change has been in terminology: thirty years ago

the term “handicapped” was used, at present in Italy we

speak of “differently able persons” without considering the

old WOOD definition. In Italian literature there are many

publications and books about this subject. Two short

specimens: “The expression “disabled” (or person with

special needs) stresses the deficit, that is what is missing in

regard to ability, with regard to normality, to the “norm”.

With regard to an average standard of functioning, negative

stress is placed on the disability. “A person does something

badly, or cannot do it at all: he or she cannot see, cannot

speak, cannot walk properly, is slow at reasoning, etc., with

regard to the idea of normality. It might be said that by

recognising and stressing the differences, all of the various

differences, we change our image of normality, which

becomes a plurality of differences, not a fixed uniformity,

defined through a standard.” “The word “disabled” is a

“visiting card” that starts off badly, as though someone

knocked at the door and said: “Good morning, I’m a non-

able person “. The “visiting card” must change: we must

stress the abilities and not the dis-abilities”.. (Canevaro-

Janes, 2003). A survey has been carried out in Italy and in

Austria in 2004/05, entitled: “Attitudes and terminology

concerning inclusion in APA”. It was  a pilot study, but the

final conclusions were interesting: 1) The assumption that

terminology influences attitudes toward inclusion tends to

be confirmed; 2) The assumption that inclusion (general

closer contact between people with and without disabilities

in schools) influences a change of terminology was not

confirmed by opinions gathered in Austria, but has been

revealed as a positive tendency in Italy. Starting from these

preliminary conclusions, SUISM (University Interfaculty

School of Sport Sciences) of Turin University has now begun

fresh research, after reviewing the questionnaire. Twelve

Universities from twelve countries are the new participants.

The aims are: 1) To verify what terminology is normally used

in each country to identify people with handicaps; 2) To

verify if there is or is not a correlation between integration/

inclusion and the terminology used; 3) To verify whether

the terms used reflect the old WOOD planning or the new

ICDH2 statement; 4) To observe what social attitudes are
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toward people with handicaps, as an expression of their

social setting. Each participant in the project will present

data found, observations and conclusions relating to his/

her country at the minisymposium. The final conclusions

aim to help to create a general attitude of acceptance and

inclusion of ALL people in social and sports life. The data

will be evaluated through qualitative and qualitative analysis.

E-mail: annamaria.bianco@unito.it

Rehabilitation and Adapted Physical Activity:

A Scandinavian Perspective

Øyvind Førland Standal

(Coordinator)

Norwegian School of Sport Sciences

Rehabilitation and Adapted Physical Activity

Inge Morisbak

Institution Beitostølen Healthsports Centre

There are some trends, mechanisms and challenges that

recent international developments and understanding of

rehabilitation give for APA provisions in the future. In this

presentation, we will look at: How is the conceptualization

of rehabilitation today, and how does it relate to APA? The

previous conceptualization of rehabilitation as a purely

medical process has changed to a much more comprehensive

understanding that can be termed total rehabilitation. “Total

rehabilitation includes physical, mental, economic, familial,

social, environmental, personal and vocational goals in life

as part of the comprehensive process of rehabilitation” This

was stated already by Wright in 1980, but hasn’t, in most

countries, had any substantial practical effect until recently.

In the Scandinavian countries, the primary goal of

rehabilitation is now independence and participation in

society. There is some consensus in the interpretation of

the concept of APA, at least in the ISAPA-”family”, and

there is a closer relation between the pertinent philosophy

and description of APA (e.g. Sherrill 2004) and of

rehabilitation (WHO) than ever before. Human rights

philosophy, like the right to participation and independence,

are e.g. fundamental theories for both fields. However,

practitioners in the field of APA, and in other related fields,

have not to any great extent approved and accepted this

change in conceptualization and practice. Examples in recent

textbooks in APA (e.g. Steadward, Wheeler & Watkinson,

2003) show that rehabilitation unfortunately still more or

less is looked upon as a medical process where adapted

physical activities are beneficial for treatment purposes.

Beitostølen Healthsports Centre (BHC) opened as a national

rehabilitation centre in 1970, and has had great influence

upon the development of APA as a rehabilitation “tool” in

institutional and community rehabilitation in Norway

(Morisbak & Standal, 2006). Experiences from this centre

might be valuable knowledge for a change in understanding

and practices which can lead to a better inclusion of APA in

rehabilitation, and vice versa.

E-mail: inge.morisbak@bhss.no

An Abilities-Based Approach to

APA in Rehabilitation

Øyvind Førland Standal

Norwegian School of Sport Sciences

The central goal of rehabilitation has expanded to

incorporate more than treatment, namely participation in

society. This will have certain consequences for the

provision of APA in the rehabilitation setting. First, we must

think beyond the medical model of disability and the

categorical approach to service-delivery. Emes et al.(2002)

proposed an abilities based approach as an alternative to

the hegemonic medical thinking in APA. In an abilities based

approach, we must see “the person in a learning situation”

(ibid.:403), rather than a treatment situation. The focus then

changes from disability to understanding the person as

“unique constellation of functional abilities” (ibid.: 406).

Secondly, the distinction between a learning situation and a

treatment situation must be clearly understood. We will here

propose that this distinction can be clarified by introducing

the concept education as it is conceptualized by P.J. Arnold

(1979; 1988). Arnold distinguishes between activities that

are learned for extrinsic and intrinsic reasons. The former

are activities that pursued for a reason which is extrinsic to

the activity, for instance health promotion or treatment. The

latter are activities pursued for reasons which are intrinsic

to the activity, e.g. that they are perceived as a valued aspect

of our cultural heritage. If we accept that movement and

physical are a part of “the social fabric of local and national

communities” (Evans, 2002: 105), then adapted physical

activity can make an important contribution to the overall

goal of rehabilitation by enabling people to take part in such

activities. We will therefore argue that APA in the

rehabilitation setting is educational when it is directed

towards the self-determined learning of activities that are

culturally relevant, seen in the participant’s perspective.

Conversely, APA can be seen as treatment when activities

are learned for extrinsic reasons, e.g. because they promote

health, motor skills or remediate the participant’s impairment

/ disability. This distinction needs to be retained and

implemented not only in theoretical writing, but also in

practical service-delivery.

E-mail: inge.morisbak@bhss.no

Rehabilitation and Education

Anne-Merete Kissow

Danish Disability Sport - Information Centre
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As the goal of rehabilitation is that the individual becomes

able to participate in society, it is not only a question of

training impaired functions. It is also learning to use the

body in the purpose of empowerment and gaining life quality.

Empowerment is a process of increasing personal,

interpersonal and political power so that individuals can take

action to improve their lives (Pensgaard & Sorensen, 2002).

It implies that the person must be situated in learning

situations which facilitate development of personal and

social competences. Hutzler (1990) has introduces a

phenomenological model of empowerment based on physical

activity. The goal is that the person achieves empowerment

through physical activity by gaining control of resources in

himself and in the surroundings. This is a way to develop

competences that are restricted by impairment. Empowerment

can be regarded as a central educational goal of the

rehabilitation process, in accordance with its main idea: that

the individual should be able to live an independent and

meaningful life, participating in society under existing

conditions. In this presentation we will discuss how APA

can be a means in a rehabilitation process, based on the

person’s own experience of disability and implicate learning

of skills as well as development of empowerment. In this

respect activities must be planned in a dialogue between the

participant and the professional, where didactics must focus

on movement skills as well as educational values. The

discussion will be based on German didactic theories of W.

Klafki (1998), who has great influence on educational ideas

in the Nordic countries.

E-mail: ak@handivid.dk

Special Olympics in the University

Curriculum:  Best Practices

Glenn Roswal

(Coordinator)

Jacksonville State University, USA

Robert Arnhold

Wendy Fagan

Pamela Arnhold

Slippery Rock University, USA

Aura Bota

National Academy of Physical

Education and Sports, Romania

Claire Boursier

University of Paris X, France

Claudia Emes

University of Calgary, Canada

Chen Shihui

Hong Kong Institute of Education, China

Mariusz Damentko

Special Olympics Europe-Eurasia, Poland

Iana Dobreva-Faria

Catholic University, Belgium

Stefka Djobova

National Sports Academy, Bulgaria

Jose Ferreira, M.J. Campos

P.M. Gaspar

University of Coimbra, Portugal

Katharina Kiss

Special Olympics Romania

Jurate Pozeriene

Lithuania Academy of Physical Education, Lithuania

Hana Valkova

Palacky University, Czech Republic

Lu Yan

Beijing Sport University, China

Wu Xueping

Shanghai Institute of Sport, China

The mini symposium will discuss the expansion of Special

Olympics through an innovative partnership between Special

Olympics, IFAPA, and ICSSPE to include sports for athletes

with intellectual disability in university physical education

programs in Asia, Europe, and North America.  The project

was designed to assist university professors teach a course

in Special Olympics as a part of the physical education

curriculum or include a unit on Special Olympics in adapted

physical education coursework.  Specifically, the project

attempted to:  (a) introduce ideas about sport for people

with disability, (b) discuss principles of Special Olympics

sports training and competition, (c) present resources to

launch Special Olympics practical programs with university

students, and (d) provide incentives for universities to

become involved in the Special Olympics movement.  To

accomplish these goals, a Special Olympics curriculum was

designed to facilitate the inclusion of Special Olympics in

the university physical education program.  The curriculum

consists of classroom instruction discussing philosophy and

practices of Special Olympics training and competition, as

well as strategies to include a Special Olympics coaching

and/or sports management training experience.  The mini-

symposium will consist of presentations representing best

practices at universities in China, Europe, Eurasia, and North

America.

E-mail: groswal@jsu.edu

DCD in Teenagers

Dawne Larkin

(Coordinator)

The University of Western Australia
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DCD in Teenagers: Co-occurring Diagnosed

Problems, Self-Perceptions and

Health-Related Fitness

Dawne Larkin

The University of Western Australia

The aim of this research is to describe co-occurring problems

in adolescents with DCD and reflect on the implications for

assessment and intervention. The West Australian Raine

study, a longitudinal study, provides a rich source of

descriptive data on a normative sample of children. In order

to better understand the incidence and implications of co-

occurring problems with DCD, we will report on the 13-year-

old cohort of adolescents (N = 1584) whose levels of motor

competence were identified using the McCarron Assessment

of Neuromuscular Development (MAND). In this mini-

symposium we will compare co-occurring diagnosed

conditions, self-perceptions, and health related fitness

among adolescents with very low, low, average and high

levels of motor competence. The low and very low levels of

measured motor competence are consistent with mild to

severe DCD. Dr Dawne Larkin will explore the incidence of

diagnosed problems associated with mild to severe motor

difficulties in this cohort. Dr Elizabeth Rose will present data

on psychosocial differences in adolescents with motor

difficulties and Associate Professor Beth Hands will present

evidence to show that health related fitness is strongly

linked to the levels of motor competence. Each presenter

will address the implications for identification and

intervention of having DCD with and without co-occurring

problems. These findings confirm the impact of low motor

competence on physical health and add to the growing

evidence of poorer long term physical, social, cognitive and

emotional outcomes for adolescents with DCD.

E-mail: dlarkin@cyllene.uwa.edu.au

The Incidence and Implications of Diagnosed

Problems in Aadolescents With DCD

Dawne Larkin

The University of Western Australia

Beth Hands

University of Notre Dame

Garth Kendall

Telethon Institute of Child Health Research

Helen Parker

University of Notre Dame

Nick Sloan

The University of Western Australia

The widespread notion that many children with DCD have

co-occurring problems has been linked with the notion of

atypical brain development. Thus we would anticipate that

more severe motor problems would be accompanied by more

diagnosed problems such as language and intellectual

problems. Much of the research has been done with clinical

samples, here we present data from a population based

sample. We explore the incidence of diagnosed problems in

a large sample of adolescents with and without motor

difficulties. We also address the question: do children with

more severe (very low) motor difficulties have more co-

occurring problems than children with mild (low) motor

difficulties? Within the 4 groups [very low (n = 63), low (n =

309), average (n = 907), and high (n = 305), motor

competence] those with very low motor competence had a

higher incidence of diagnosed intellectual difficulties (9.7%,

0.7%, 0.2%, 0.0% respectively), learning problems (35.5%,

10.7%, 6.5%, 3.4%, respectively), speech disorders (21.0%,

3.7%, 2.6%, 2.4%, respectively), attentional problems (33.9%,

10.0%, 7.1%, 3.4%, respectively), anxiety (11.3%, 5.7%, 2.6%,

1.0%, respectively), and behavioural problems (24.2%, 7.0%,

4.9%, 2.7% respectively). Surprisingly, only 19.4% of the

very low group were identified as having a problem with

coordination. The group with mild motor problems had a

slightly higher incidence of diagnosed problems when

compared to the average and high groups. A remarkable

finding was the low incidence of diagnosed problems within

the group with high levels of motor competence. The higher

incidence of co-occurring problems supports the notion of

atypical brain development among the very low group. The

interpretation of diagnosed problems needs to be treated

cautiously, given the low incidence of diagnosed

coordination problems among the adolescents with more

severe motor difficulties. Implications of these findings will

be discussed in light of issues related to assessment and

intervention.

E-mail: dlarkin@cyllene.uwa.edu.au

Psycho-Social Aspects of Low Motor

Competence in Adolescents

Elizabeth Rose

Edith Cowan University

Dawne Larkin

The University of Western Australia

Beth Hands

University of Notre Dame

Nick Sloan

Telethon Institute of Child Health Research

Helen Parker

University of Notre Dame

Garth Kendall

Telethon Institute of Child Health Research

Researchers in social psychology and adapted physical

activity place importance on developmental self esteem,
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proposing that level of motor competence is closely linked

to perceived competence and global self worth. In this study

our purpose was to examine differences in domain specific

self perceptions and global self worth with adolescents who

differed in level of motor competence. Participants (N = 1,570,

girls = 763 and boys = 803) were grouped into one of 4

groups; very low, low, average, and high motor competence

using their NDI scores obtained from performing the motor

tasks from the  MAND. Participants also completed the Self

Perception Profile for Adolescents that taps perceptions of:

a) athletic competence; b) physical appearance; c) peer

acceptance; d) close friendship; e) romantic appeal; d)

behavioural conduct; e) job competence; f) scholastic

competence; and g) global self- worth. The 2 X 2 ANOVAs,

used to explore each subscale, revealed  main effects  for

both motor competence and gender in perceptions of: a)

athletic competence (p<.001); b) physical appearance (p<

.001) ; c) close friendships (p < .001); d) behavioural conduct

(p<.01); and e) global self worth (p<.001, p<.01), respectively.

For athletic competence these results were generally in the

predicted direction with the less coordinated groups

reporting lower self-perceptions than their better coordinated

peers. Girls reported lower perceptions in the athletic and

physical appearance domains, but were higher on close

friendships and behavioural conduct. There were significant

group differences for perceptions in the: a) scholastic (p<

.001); romantic appeal (p<.001); and c) social acceptance

(p<.001) domains. These also were in the predicted direction.

In these domains there were no significant effects for gender

and no interactions.  For job competence there were no

significant findings. Considering that adolescence is a stage

characterized by a number of psychological and physical

changes and the finding that low motor competence

pervades many aspects of the self, there are strong

implications for physical and psycho-social health. For an

adolescent with a long history of failure in play, games, and

sport withdrawal from activity to sedentary contexts might

be a more emotionally safe option. Due to their lowered

physical self perceptions there also are implications for girls

leading less physically active lifestyles regardless of their

motor competence.

E-mail: e.rose@ecu.edu.au

The Impact of Sex and Motor Competence on

Health Related Fitness

Beth Hands

University of Notre Dame

Dawne Larkin

The University of Western Australia

Elizabeth Rose

Edith Cowan University

Helen Parker

University of Notre Dame

Nick Sloan

Garth Kendall

Telethon Institute of Child Health Research

Recent evidence suggests that motor competence may be

related to a number of health related fitness variables.  It is

probable that fitness outcomes worsen as motor

incompetence increases.  Measures of abdominal muscles

endurance, upper and lower body muscles strength, hip

flexibility, cardiovascular endurance and body composition

were compared among 1535 13-year-olds who were grouped

according to their level of motor competence [very low (boys

= 32, girls  = 30), low (boys = 151, girls  = 144), average (boys

= 436, girls  = 446) and high (boys = 176, girls  = 120)]. The

groupings were based on their motor scores obtained from

the MAND. Analyses of variance were conducted to explore

the impact of sex and motor competence on each fitness

variable.  Results revealed significant main effects for motor

competence and sex for abdominal muscle endurance (p<

.001), leg strength (p< .001), upper body strength (p<.001),

hip flexibility (p<.001) and cardiovascular endurance

(p<.001).  Body composition was significantly different

between motor competence groups (p< .001) but not between

males and females. For motor competence the differences

were all in the predicted direction with the very low motor

competence group having the poorer outcomes across all

measures.  For sex, males outperformed females in all

measures except hip flexibility.   There was a significant

interaction effect for upper body strength [F(3, 1527) = 9.69,

p = .00] and lower body strength [ F(3, 1527) = 2.91, p = .03].

For these strength variables, motor competence had a greater

impact on the boys’ performance than the girls. Overall,

adolescents with motor difficulties were less fit across a

range of variables than their typically developing peers.  As

the severity of motor impairment increased performance

outcomes on a number of health related fitness variables

reduced.  These findings confirm the impact of motor

incompetence on physical health and add to the growing

evidence of poorer long term health outcomes.

E-mail: bhands@nd.edu.au

Impact of Resistive Exercise on Chronic Pain,

Muscle Strength, Blood Pressure of

Individuals With Arthritis

Carlos Alberto Gomes Barbosa

(Coordinator)

Faculdades Integradas de Bauru

Resistive Exercise Responses in Chronic Pain

Intensity and Range of Motion in Individuals

With Rheumatoid Arthritis

Gleise Keller Assumpção da Silva
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Silva, G. K. A.

Aguinaldo Marola Junior

Merene Lobato

Sirléia Aparecida Silva

Ricardo Rogério Azevedo

José Carlos Pereira

Carlos Alberto Gomes Barbosa

Faculdades Integradas de Bauru

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an inflammation of the synovial

joint capsule that provokes alterations in the bone and

cartilage structures. The effects of non-pharmacological

processes, such as physical exercise, reduce the pain and

rigidity in the joints. The objective of this research was to

investigate the effect of Resistive Exercise (RE) on the pain

intensity and range of motion of the arthritic joint. Eleven

participants took part in this experiment as volunteers (7

women and 4 men) with a mean age of 60 ±6.1 years, without

any experience with RE. The average daily pain was equal to

4.7 ±1.1 and 0.9 ±0.8 in the pre- and post-test, respectively.

The mean values for the range of motion showed large angles

in all of the joints after the intervention. The results for right

shoulder flexion was 96.4 ±52.9 degrees and 159.8 ±37.3

degrees for the pre- and post-test, respectively; left knee

extension changed from 6.0 ±2.9 degrees in the pre-test to

0.0 degree in the post-test (complete extension = 0.0 degree);

left wrist extension was equal to 61.3 ±11.7 degrees in the

pre-test and 91.0 ±5.56 degrees in the post-test; right elbow

flexion changed from 49.6 ±13.6 to 149.6 ±3.5 degrees; left

lateral rotation changed from 36.6 ±16.5 to 74.0 ±9.5; and left

elbow flexion changed from 56.0 ±13.9 to 151.3 ±3.1 degrees.

It is concluded that the resistive exercise training in circuit

reduced pain and improved range of motion in the following

joints: knee, shoulder, spine, elbow, and wrist.

E-mail: carlosgbarbosa@hotmail.com

Effects of Maximum Extension and Flexion

Knee Isometric Muscular Forces in Older

Individuals With Rheumatoid Arthritis

Submitted to a Resistive Exercise Program

Ricardo Rogério Azevedo

Aguinaldo Marola Junior

Gleise Keller Assumpção da Silva

Marinice Messias da Silva

Matheus Canhas Barbosa

Sirléia Aparecida Silva

Carlos Alberto Gomes Barbosa

Faculdades Integradas de Bauru

The importance of muscular force is more evident in the

daily life of elderly individuals. Aging is marked by a decrease

of the motor capacities, reduction of force, flexibility and

speed, making it difficult to accomplish daily activities and

maintenance of a healthy lifestyle. The use of the Resistive

Exercise (RE) training in physical activity programs is quite

common. The objective of this research was to investigate

the effect of 4 weeks of RE training on the maximum isometric

force of knee extensors and flexors. Three males (68.1 years)

and six females (56.7 years) participated in this study. They

had no experience with resisted exercise. The research was

performed in the Laboratory of Resistive Exercise, located

in the Integrated Faculties of Bauru, Bauru city. The circuit

training consisted of 20 repetitions at each station twice a

week. A t-test for dependent samples was used to compare

the values of maximum isometric force before and after the

RE training. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. The

isometric muscular force of knee extensors was equal to 8.3

±31.2 kg in the pre-test and 12.6 ±41.7 kg in the post-test (p

dˆ 0.01).  For the knee flexors, the isometric muscular force

was equal to 4.6 ±16.0 kg in the pre-test and 5.3 ±19.2 kg in

the post-test (p dˆ 0.01). Therefore, there was a significant

increase in the isometric muscular force with the RE training.

It is concluded that the RE Circuit Training was able to

increase the maximum isometric force of knee extensors and

flexors in only 4 weeks.

E-mail: carlosgbarbosa@hotmail.com

Acute and Chronic Hypotensive Responses to

Resistive Exercise in Elderly Individuals With

Hypertension and Rheumatoid Arthritis

Aguinaldo Marola Junior

Fernando Bianconsini

Gleise Keller Assumpção da Silva

Ricardo Rogério Azevedo

Sirléia Aparecida Silva

José Carlos Pereira

Carlos Alberto Gomes Barbosa

Faculdades Integradas de Bauru

The modifications in lifestyle are essential for treatment and

primary prevention of the arterial hypertension. They are

suggested for all hypertensive individuals, including the

elderly ones, and healthy individuals with high cardiovas-

cular risk. The research shows that the arterial pressure goes

up during exercise; however, when carried through a

systematic way, it can contribute to reducing acute and

chronic arterial pressure. The practice of physical exercise

unchains a series of physiological responses in some body

systems, particularly in the cardiovascular system. The

objective of the present study was to verify the acute and

chronic hypotension responses to resistive exercise (RE) in

elderly with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Nine hypertensive

and RA elderly individuals (56.7 ±6.8 years) participated in

this study. The sessions took place twice a week. The

training protocol consisted of exercises for thigh, leg,

abdomen, chest, shoulder, back, and forearm muscles,

executed in independent series of 20 repetitions each. Pauses
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were scheduled according to individuals’ fitness level; at

least one minute was considered between the series. The

comparison of the values of maximum isometric force before

and after the RE training was done by means of t-tests for

dependent samples. The level of significance was set at p<

0.01. The systolic arterial pressure (SAP) in the acute exercise

was equal to 157.8 ±10.9 mmHg before activity and 128.3 ±

10.9 mmHg after activity. While the diastolic arterial pressure

(DAP) in the pre-test was equal to 93.7 ±11.4 mmHg and in

the post-test was equal to 78.33 ±6.9 mmHg. In the chronic

exercise, SAP changed from 125.9 ±10.9 mmHg in the pre-

test to 157.8 ±11.2 mmHg in the post-test, whereas DAP

changed from 93.7 ±11.4 to 76.4 ±5.2 mmHg. In conclusion,

the acute and chronic hypotensive effect of the RE was

observed in both SAP and DAP for hypertensive elderly

with RA within four weeks. However, longitudinal research

is necessary to verify the hypotensive response in indivi-

duals with the same pathology.

E-mail: carlosgbarbosa@hotmail.com
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Research and Best Practice: Utilizing

Paraeducators to Support Children

With Disabilities in Inclusive Settings

Bryan, M.A.

Oregon State University

Lytle, R.

California State University, Chico

Lieberman, L.

SUNY Brockport

The use of support personnel to assist teachers in working

with children with disabilities in inclusive settings has become

a common practice in the United States. These support

personnel have been referred to as instructional assistants,

teaching assistants, aides, paraprofessionals, or

paraeducators. This session will address two important

questions regarding their use: 1. Is the use of paraeducators

really “best practice” in supporting children with disabilities

in inclusion settings? 2. Have we placed the least trained

individuals with the most challenging learners? 3. What type

of training and support are needed for paraeducators to be

most effective? The purpose of this workshop is to present

the current research related to the use of paraeducators.

Research will be presented on paraeducators roles,

responsibilities, and effectiveness, including research on

perspectives from paraeducators themselves, parents,

students with disabilities, and teachers. This will be followed

with a discussion of paraeducators roles and responsibilities

within a physical activity setting, and research on effective

training strategies. Participants will have an opportunity to

share ideas related to the use of paraeducators in their regions

and discuss alternatives to the use of paraeducators to

support children with disabilities in inclusive settings.

E-mail: rlytle@csuchico.edu

Utilizing Segregated Summer Camps to Collect

Data on Children With Low Incidence

Disabilities: Benefits and Issues

Lieberman, L.J.

Haibach, P.H.

SUNY Brockport

Several countries (such as Ireland, United States, Brazil and

Italy) currently have laws that facilitate the inclusion of

children with disabilities including low incidence disabilities.

This is often beneficial to the children involved, yet has

some ramifications for collecting data with them. In the past

when children were educated in segregated schools it was

much easier to collect information on a large number of

children. Today, in order to collect data on children with low

incidence disabilities the investigator must travel a great

distance over a long period of time in order to gather data on

a number of children large enough to do any quantitative

analysis. Most researchers do not have the time or funding

to travel the distance necessary to test children or interview

them in their home school districts. The purpose of this

workshop is to discuss segregated summer camp experiences

as places to collect data on children with low incidence

disabilities. Utilizing the summer camp experience provides

the researcher with a concentrated amount of time with the

children, a large number of children with low incidence

disabilities, and often the facilities to collect the data.

Although this opportunity may seem idealistic there are

several positives and negatives to this situation. The author

has used her summer sports camp to collect data on children

with visual impairments for several years. Along with many

other colleagues she has collected data on health related

fitness, perceived competence, tactile teaching techniques,

the use of talking pedometers, validity of talking pedometers,

the use of a parent resource manual to increase activity,

experiences of inclusion in general physical education,

communication during physical activity for children who are

deafblind, posture and balance data, energy expenditure

information, and much more. We have also collected

information on the effectiveness of a summer camp on the

experiences of college undergraduate and graduate students.

These are just a few of the benefits and issues related to

collecting data on children with low incidence disabilities.

Ensuring that the researcher addresses some of the ethical

issues is a key in experiencing the many benefits to learning

about children in these programs. Addressing the issues

can help provide a variety of environments where we can

learn about children with low incidence disabilities.

E-mail: llieberm@brockport.edu

A Development Seminar in Adapted Physical

Activity: Starting up a Program

Heller, Y.

Israel Sport Center for the Disabled (ISCD)

Hutzler, Y.

ISCD and Zinman College

This seminar discusses the development of an adapted

physical activities program for children with physical

disabilities Unlike able-bodied children, children with

disabilities have less physical activity outside school and
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the outcome is a passive life style. Physical activity and the

experience of movement and play can contribute in all

aspects of life to their development: physical ability, mental

ability and social ability. Basic adapted physical activities

and their effects on the body, mental and social systems will

be demonstrated during the seminar. The participants will

have the ability to start designing and conducting programs

according to adapted physical activities ideas. Specific goals

are (a) to show the importance of games and adapted physical

activities as a life style for children with cerebral palsy, (b)

to understand the role that special teachers, parents and

professional therapists play in children’s life, and (c)the

experience of different adapted physical activities for children

with cerebral palsy and the seminar’s student’s. The seminar

included lectures: (a) the rational of the seminar and the

activities, (b) the affect of adapted physical activities on

children with cerebral palsy, and (c) the importance of

integration, and practical session: (a) Game activity – “The

Parachute”, (b) general strength activity – Wheelchair

mobility and general strength exercise, and (c) Integration

activity – “The Bridge.”

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

Universal Design in Physical Activity: Next

Logical Step or Pipe Dream?

Nolan, J.

Walden University

Davis, P.

Kent State University

Souza, M.A.

Miami University

As inclusion becomes the norm in many schools and

communities, proactive forces are now looking ahead to the

concept of Universal Design. This presentation will define

and illustrate universal design and discuss its benefits and

the barriers that stand in the way of it becoming a reality in

Physical Activity and Education. Initially it will examine the

paradigm of universal design, originally portrayed as a

tangible concept in architecture and technology, as an

attitude and culture. This culture is one of accessibility for

all ,  rather than one of inclusion and disability

accommodation. The possible roles of Ecological Theory,

Social Valorization Theory and Dynamic Systems Theory in

Universal Design will also be discussed. Objectives: Define

Universal Design as it applies to Physical Activity.

Differentiate Universal Design from Inclusion and Infusion.

Discuss the Culture of Accessibility vs. the culture of

Disability. Present Ecological Task Analysis Theory as

strategic foundations for Universal Design in physical

activity. Examine the barriers to Universal Design posed by

academia, funding agencies, clinical researchers, disability

advocates, teachers, therapists, coaches, parents, and other

professionals. Inspire further dialogue on the future of

Adapted Physical Activity and the feasibility of Universal

Design. Topics: Universal Design: An approach to creating

environments and products that are usable by all people to

the greatest extent possible (Welch, 1995) Inclusion: While

technically defined as a merging of special and general

education and placement of students within the general

educational environment (Block, 1999), there are many

differing opinions as to the extent, individualization, and

setting. Infusion: The practice where Pre-service Physical

Education majors are exposed to issues of disability related

to general education course content in every course.

Ecological Task Analysis: includes a theoretical model

designed to provide insight into the dynamics of movement

behavior through examination of the interacting constraints

of performer, environment, and task. It also includes an

applied model for movement skill assessment and instruction

grounded in the theoretical model (Davis & Burton,1991).

Social Valorization Theory: The application of what science

can tell  us about the enablement, establishment,

enhancement, maintenance, and/or defense of valued social

roles for people” (Wolfensberger, 1995).

E-mail: jnolan2@waldenu.edu

Understanding the Human Rights of People

With Disabilities in Sport and Physical Activity

Wolff, E.A.

Northeastern University

Roy, E.

Northeastern University

Hums, M.

University of Louisville

Fay, T.

SUNY-Cortland

This workshop will present a discussion on the human rights

of people with disabilities in sport and physical activity.

The session will provide a general background on sport and

human rights, and then specifically detail and examine the

right to sport and physical activity in the recently adopted

UN Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities

(CRPWD). This session will discuss the process of

developing the human rights of people with disabilities in

sport and physical activity, and will provide concrete

examples and strategies to define and implement these human

rights. Information will be provided about the development

of the International Disability in Sport Working Group that

emerged through the process towards adoption of the

CRPWD. This session will engage a discussion and dialogue

concerning the human rights of people with disabilities in

sport and physical activity.

E-mail: e.wolff@neu.edu
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Applied Behavior Analysis: How to do

Single Subject Research

Loovis, E.M.

Cleveland State University

Porretta, D.L.

The Ohio State University

French, R.

Texas Woman s University

This workshop will serve as an introduction for professionals

who have not had formal training in applied behavior

analysis but who see the need for and want more information

about single subject research. Topics that will be discussed

include: identifying issues in single subject research,

selecting target behaviors, collecting and recording baseline

data, identifying reinforcers and behavioral strategies,

collecting and recording intervention data, evaluating the

effects of intervention (including the use of reversal, multiple

baseline, changing criterion and simultaneous treatment

designs), and employing direct, systematic replication

procedures. Upon completion of the workshop participants

will have a better idea as to what additional needs they may

have if single subject research is a potential methodology

for their future research agendas.

E-mail: e.loovis@csuohio.edu

The Inclusion Spectrum: A Practical

Model for Inclusive Physical Activity

Black, K.

Loughborough University

The Inclusion Spectrum is an activity-centred approach to

the inclusion of pupils who have different abilities in

physical education games programmes. In a games or

physical activity context, inclusion can be achieved by

changing the environment of the activity, or the way in which

the activity is presented. The Inclusion Spectrum builds on

the social/environmental approach of Oliver, Barnes and

others and transposes their theoretical model into the

practical environment. The Inclusion Spectrum provides

deliverers of physical education and sport with flexible

options and implementation methods. By delivering activities

flexibly, different individual needs can be addressed within

the larger group. This enables children and adults of all

abilities to participate together. The aim is provide a vehicle

for inclusion not only as a means of integrating disabled

and non-disabled participants, but also those whose skills

are at different levels. This workshop explains the evolution

of the Inclusion Spectrum method over the last 10 years and

its use within practical intervention programmes around the

world, including examples from the UK, Australia and

Finland. It will also demonstrate, in an interactive and

practical way, how the model can be applied in a wide range

of activities. The workshop will enable participants to

experience different delivery methods, including open or

inclusive activities, activity modification, the use of ability

groupings, and positive planned separate activity. It will

also show how activities from the disability sport programme

can be included in all of these delivery methods and the

importance of ‘reverse integration’ - exposing non-disabled

children and adults to disability sport specific activities.

Support: Youth Sport Trust (UK), Singapore Disability Sports

Council, Peter Harrison Centre for Disability Sport

E-mail: K.Black@lboro.ac.uk

Hashing is Smashing! An Outdoor

Adventure Option for Disabled People

Black, K.

Loughborough University

UK HASHING (from Hash House, the plantation in Malaya

where this fun sport originated) is basically a trail over any

kind of terrain. This workshop shows how it has been

adapted for participants of all ages and abilities, to create a

non-competitive and enjoyable form of exercise. Its flexible

format makes Hashing available to All! For example, for

people who are impaired ambulant or wheelchair users, the

trail can be adapted to utilise paths (in urban parkland for

instance), or defined woodland walkways. The route can be

arranged to offer a choice of ‘rough’ or ‘smooth’ options.

It’s cheap – there is virtually no cost involved in setting up

a Hash Trail, apart from time investment. Little equipment is

required – trails can be laid using a few eco-friendly materials.

It’s adaptable – the flexible format of Hashing allows routes

to suit the abilities of the participants. Hashing can be done

virtually anywhere, from the school or local environment to

woodland and open country. There are simple ‘rules’ – the

fundamentals of hashing are easy to grasp, with a few basic

symbols sufficient to run an event. These can be become

more complex as people become more experienced and

confident. In addition to gross motor development through

walking, running or moving by wheelchair, hashing develops

associated cognitive skills. Symbol recognition - recognizing

a specific symbol and acting appropriately; decision making

- an important aspect of Hashing is the way it encourages

decision-making, enabling people to choose which route to

follow; verbalisation - each symbol requires a specific ‘call’

to communicate with other participants – this mutual

encouragement is an important social aspect of Hashing.

Participants can become involved in the preparation and

planning by visiting proposed sites, planning and setting

the trail. Hashing can also help to introduce other activities

like orienteering or Trail-O. This workshop explains how to

use this inclusive activity in educational and community

settings, and how it has been used in urban parkland trails

(Manchester and Leeds in the UK, and in Singapore) and

has been incorporated into an inclusive outdoor activities

programme in the UK (TOP Outdoors). The presenter offers
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to organise an optional Hash Trail for ALL delegates as a

free-time event! Acknowledgements: Youth Sport Trust (UK)

TOP Skill programme, Disability Education Programme

(Australian Sports Commision).

E-mail: K.Black@lboro.ac.uk

Dance and Creative Movement: Promoting

Personal Development in Inclusive Settings

Dinold, M.

University of Vienna, Austria

Promoting the motto “Let go and flow – through creative

movement, dance animation and body experiences!” is an

invitation to communicate through dance and movement.

Creative physical activity and movement patterns (from easy

going steps following the rhythm up to playful illustrating

compositions) are considered to be very useful for

discovering hidden talents in children, young people and/

or adults with and without a disability. The manifold

differences concerning appearance, posture, attitudes,

mastery of movement, language or culture can be addressed

and involved into direct or symbolic playing and dancing. It

is the aim and the intention of creative dance pedagogy to

support the clients in finding their own ways of expression,

their individual starting point of getting into dance and

creative movement in order to promote personal

development. In the frame of this workshop there will be

provided stimulations for dancers, tutors, assistants and

persons with intellectual (or physical or multiple) disabilities

(preferably in an inclusive setting) to awake their own

creative abilities (and those of their clients) by different

means along the theme: “journey of discovery”. Simple

movement exercises, rhythmic time and space experience,

improvised spontaneous dance compositions, etc. will reveal

basic possibilities of movement creativity, and possibly lead

to a common presentation of structured shapes.

E-mail: maria.dinold@univie.ac.at

Playing is for Everybody

Faria, C.C.

Lunkes, L.

Independent researchers

In recent years people with special educational needs begun

to look for accessible spaces in the comunity. Accessibility

is guaranteed by the law 7853 of October 24, 1989, which

gives people the right to access any public or private activity

or service. However, many times these people won’t find

professionals who are prepared to meet their needs. For these

people to be included, it’s not enough to be in the same

physical space or participate in some activities. They need

to have a sense of belonging with the group, and they need

to participate in all activities programmed for a class. Games

and plays are the best way for a child to communicate, to

question and to express him or herself. Through them a child

has the opportunity to confront his or her point of view with

other children. From this interaction, a child starts to consider

the existence of different points of view, enabling his or her

identity development, and also contributing to his or her

socialization process. Playing for the child who has special

educational needs is determined by his or her particular

characteristics. The purpose of this workshop is to use the

play in a creative way as the central focus of the pedagogical

work. Playing is a particular opportunity of expression of

thoughts. Playing provides interaction between peers,

facilitates children’s communications. Playing is a way of

non-discriminative socialization while children exercise

varied social practices. For that, this workshop will be divided

into two parts. First, the workshop will offer a theorical basis

for the attendees through a) characterization of disabilities;

b) inserting people with disabilities in ordinary situations;

c) identifying learning partcularities of these groups; d) how

to approach these individuals, and e) how to adapt the play

taking into account all the kids necessitites. Second, the

attendees will: a) share their routine activities typical of their

schools; b) adapted these activities according to specific

needs of students with disabilities. We believe that physical

education professionals need to adapt their methodological

strategies to overcome difficulties and work in a more

interactive way with their students. Adapting and providing

accessibility can help professionals to meed basic necessities

for social-emotional development, as welll as physical and

intelectual development of all students.

E-ail: chriscarvalho@gmx.net

Indigenous Sports Ability: A Cross Cultural

Approach for An Inclusive Physical

Activites Program for All Abilities

Nicholson, R.

Downs, P.

Disability Sport Unit, Australian Sports Commission

Sports Ability is an exciting and new inclusive activities

program that provides teachers and support staff with more

ways of including young people with disabilities in physical

activity and sport, particularly those who have higher

support needs. It also creates a medium for the integration

of young people with and without disabilities in inclusive

activities. Sports Ability is an initiative of the Australian

Government’s Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games legacy

program. The Australian Sports Commission program

consists of equipment for five inclusive games (three of

which are Paralympic sports), resource material, consisting

of easy-to-use activity cards an instructional video and a

train the trainer program. The games included in the kits are:

Boccia, Goalball, Sitting volleyball, Polybat and Table cricket.

Targeted schools range from special education primary and

high schools, to mainstream primary and high schools with
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special education units as well as a number of kits being

placed in education support units. The second phase of the

Sports Ability program is to target Indigenous children with

disabilities. New resources have been developed and five

Traditional Indigenous Games (TIGs) included into the

program. The activity cards have been redesigned to include

Torres Strait and Aboriginal artwork and a new instructional

DVD that explains the history and origins of the TIGs and

how to play their modern adapted versions. The TIGs

included in the Sports Ability program represent an

opportunity to learn about a little known and almost

forgotten aspect of Indigenous culture. These traditional

games are based on research published by Dr Ken Edwards.

The research conducted shows Indigenous Australians have

a vast and unique array of customs and practice and the

games played genuinely reflect this. The games played could

be divided into two distinct categories, they were played in

a recreational context for fun and also as a means to educate

in traditional society. The games included in the Sports

Ability program come from various regions including Central

Australia, South-East Queensland / Northern New South

Wales and the Torres Strait Islands. This workshop will

explain the origins of TIGs and demonstrate the five

traditional games included in the Sports Ability program.

E-mail: richard.nicholson@ausport.gov.au

Ancient Athletic Games in APA

Soulìé, T.S.

Kissow, A.M.K.

Danish Disability Information Centre

The Workshop of Sportshistory in Denmark has collected

400 ancient athletic games from all over Europe. The purpose

is to promote the knowledge of the culture of the old games

as well as researching and experimenting with their

educational possibilities. Many of the games have been

played since the 1800th century but some of them can be

traced 3-4000 years back in time. This work has put awareness

towards the qualities of the games as an educational tool.

Most of the games demand only simple equipments, if any,

which makes them easy to apply in schools, remedial

institutions and recreation. Nowadays many of the games

are sucesfully played in physical education classes all over

Denmark. Therefore there is a demand for adaptation of the

games to make it possible for persons with disability to

participate. Experience shows that groups of people with

disability actually can benefit by paticipating in the ancient

games, if some simple adaptations are made. The Danish

Disability Information Centre is now proceeding a project in

which some of the games are applied to various groups of

disabled persons. The objective of this work is to produce

teaching material presenting ideas of how to adapt ancient

athletic games to people with disability. The adapted games

offer as well a unique option to include disabled persons in

physical education and recreation in normal settings. In this

workshop some examples of the adapted ancient athletic

games are presented. The participants in the workshop are

going to play e.g. ’hit the monk’, ’collect eggs’ and ’what

time is it, mr. Fox?’ Adaptation potentials and the educational

ideas behind applying the games in the APA setting will be

discussed.

E-mail: tine@holsteins.dk

A Quality Sport for People With

Intellectual Disability

Guiralt C.

Sport Manager, Special Olympics Latin America

Savioli, V.

Sport Manager Special Olympics Brazil

As Special Olympics athletes break new paradigms and reach

new horizons, their expectations as athletes are greater and

our unique answer has to be, to keep offering better quality

sports.  That is why Special Olympics Latin America created

the Coach and Coach Assistants Certification, designed to

provide adapted coaching information for all participants

involved in Special Olympics sports training.  The curriculum

consists of four parts.  The first section is a Special Olympics

General Orientation.  The remaining three sections contain

specific information on effective coaching principles.  Those

sections are subdivided into two sections, one for coaches

and the other for coach assistants.  This new system should

help guarantee that Special Olympics athletes receive

consistent training and quality competition opportunities

within the philosophy of Special Olympics.

E-mail: cguiralt@specialolympics.org

International Paralympic Committee’s

Policy on Education: Working Towards

a More Equitable Society

Evaggelinou, C.

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki; IPC

Mansell, M.

British Paralympic Association; IPC

Societies around the world unfortunately, are often unwilling

to incorporate persons with a disability into the mainstream

of human life. More specifically they deny them the

enjoyment of basic rights guaranteed to all people, such as

the right to participate in sport and recreational activities. In

our times there is an urgent need to educate the youngsters

and teach them the importance of sports which gives people

with a disability the opportunity to reach their potential,

achieve self-determination and have fun. Education is

considered the most viable mean to change people’s attitudes

towards disability in general and disability sports in

particular, contributing to the successful integration of those
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people into society. The International Paralympic Committee

(IPC) has recognized the value of education which helps

children and youngsters become aware of their own values

and attitudes towards people with different abilities. Thus,

within the IPC’s mission it is stated that “will support and

encourage educational, cultural, research and scientific

activities that contribute to the development and promotion

of the Paralympic Movement”. Recently, IPC’s Education

Committee adopted a definition for Paralympic Education as

the movement which focuses in integrating Paralympic ideals

in a system of education in order to serve as an effective

pedagogical method that creates awareness and

understanding towards people with disabilities. More

specifically, the aim of Paralympic Education is to create and

support educational activities to inform children and youth

about the Paralympic Movement and assist them in becoming

aware of their attitudes towards persons with a disability. In

order to implement all these, IPC education Committee plans

to develop, retain and expand its educational network (eg,

educational institutions/universities, experts, National

Paralympic Committees, etc) and support  the creation of

educational materials (eg, curriculum, guides, etc) and

resources (websites, publications) in multiple languages and

communication formats. The purpose of this workshop is to

look at ways that the Paralympics can be used in a cross-

curricular way e.g. Citizenship as well as physical education.

It will demonstrate outline programmes including the new

IPC Paralypmic School Day resource. With the Paralympic

Movement becoming more and more high profile and with

athletes with a disability becoming high profile in society

then we need to be able to explain to our young people

today what is it that makes a Paralympic athlete so that they

can in turn pass on to others. The workshop looks at ways

of addressing and understanding inclusion not just in school

but also in life, giving true consideration to the different

needs of individuals leading us to a more equitable society.

E-mail: martin.mansell@ntlworld.com

Wheelchair Basketball: Development in

Rehabilitation, Wellness and Awareness

Silva, E.M.

University of Ribeirão Preto

Wheelchair basketball: development in rehabilitation,

wellness and awareness Elaine Mara da Silva University of

Ribeirão Preto Individuals with physical disabilities can reach

complete functional development in rehabilitation, whether

through sports and physical activity (PE), whether through

traditional therapeutic programs. PE and sports programs

must be managed by specialized adapted PE professionals.

For instance, wheelchair basketball is a prolific activity in

Brazil, and in which people with physical disability are

engaged with the purpose of enhancing quality of health

and life. However, professionals who are responsible for

wheelchair programs often find that, poor life style and lack

of knowledge about the benefits sports bring to rehabilitation

by participants with disabilities, can affect the rehabilitation

outcome in the program itself. The purpose here is to offer

to professionals involved in adapted PE and sports for the

disabled a workshop about the benefits wellness and

awareness intervention brings to wheelchair training

programs. The workshop is designed to raise questions and

awareness about individuals’ goals and responsibilities with

wheelchair basketball, whether participants are beginners

or part of an elite sport group. Also, to identify what are the

personal conditions, family matters, social economical

situation, cultural and intellectual levels that, in general,

affect levels of commitment with the sport activity. The

workshop also will provide information on how to manage

time, resources, number of participants, motivation of

participants, previous contact with sports, and leadership,

having the program’s goals in mind. A practical activity will

include how to instruct about wheelchair techniques,

maintenance, technology availability, and accessibility

issues.

E-mail: elainemsilva@hotmail.com

From Polio to Post-Polio Syndrome.

A Life of Struggle: My life and Work

Lev, J.

Israel Special Olympics

When I was 12 years old, I had a dream: after completing my

elementary schooling, I would join a naval high school

academy and become a naval officer on the sea that I loved

so much. At the age of 12 and a half, I contacted polio and

became totally paralyzed. By the age of 15, I was working

with other handicapped people. Since then I have developed

numerous fields dealing with disabilities and adapted

physical activity, particularly in the adaptation and

development of martial arts and self-defense for populations

with special needs. “This is your ‘Karma’”, I was once told

by a special person – Imi Lichtenfeld, may he rest in peace,

the man who was the architect of the field of self defense in

the Israel Defense Forces. Looking back today, if I had the

choice to become a naval officer, or to do what I did, I would

choose the second option. And this is the story of my life

and work: 1) Childhood; 2) The attack of the polio virus; 3)

The struggle against polio and recuperation; 4) From a group

of disabled people to a tribe of boy scouts; 5) The struggle

to work as a handicapped person; 6) My Judo and martial

arts Trainings; 7) The 1
st

 Judo and self-defense teams; 8)

Self-consciousness and understanding the other – or turning

a disadvantage into an advantage; 9) The establishment of

the 1
st

 international body of Judo for the blind and deaf,

writing the international competition rules for the blind and

deaf, and the expanding of martial arts to disabled

populations world-wide; 10) Military service; 11) The onset

of physical decline; 12) The development of a model of

adapted sports in Jerusalem; 13) The ending of direct training
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and turning to the training of sports and martial arts trainers

for special populations; 14) Activities today; 15) Conclusions

and expectations for the future; 16) Answers to questions

from the audience. Joseph Lev, member of IFAPA board. Elly

D. Friedman Award Recipient 2005, Chairman of the Israel

Special Olympics, National Professional Committee for

Martial Arts for Populations with Special Needs, and the

Israel Special Olympics Judo Committee.

E-mail: joelev@zahav.net.il

Prevention of Asthmatic Crises in School

Moisés, M.P.

Diadema College

The asthmatic crisis is a sudden event that occurs with

different intensities, modifying the mechanics of the breath,

in such way that the asthmatic individual has the sensation

of breathless. During the crisis, asthmatic individuals have

some pain in the respiratory pathways and difficulty in

inspiration and expiration. The recurrent problems of regular

asthmatic crises cause a reduced capacity of ventilation,

deformations in the thorax, absence to school-classes, lack

of confidence and a feeling of impotence during the crises.

The adapted physical education for asthmatic individuals

has the expectation to make possible for these people to

become conscious to the bronchi sensibility and to carry

out activities controlling the breath and the levels of physical

effort. For such, it is necessary to apply strategies to adjust

the physical activities. Based in specific knowledge of the

factors that promote the crises, these strategies are:  to warn-

up; to adjust the physical activity intensity; to adjust the

physical activity duration; to adjust resting periods during

the physical activities; to emphasize aerobic resistance; to

motivate and to provide specific knowledge on aspects of

the pathology and respiratory exercises; to observe the

position, attitude and performance during the classes; and

to adjust a method of participation. The results showed

alterations in the general behavior of the asthmatic

individuals. A positive change was observed in their quality

of life, expressed by a reduction in the number, intensity and

duration of the asthmatic crises, reduction of the muscular

tension and stress; controlled asthma crisis; improved

response to the asthma crisis; improvement of the family

activities; improvement of the respiratory dynamics; more

interest for physical activities; improvement in body posture

and self-image.

E-mail: mpmoises@gmail.com

Health and Well-Being for Elders With

Disabilities: A Longitudinal Analysis of an

Adapted Physical Activity Home-Care Service

Tasso, E.

University of Genoa

Health is intended as a state of complete physical, mental,

social wellness (W.H.O., 2000). In industrial countries aging

boom has produced a real emergency, since the society did

not prevent the development of frailty and disability of

elders. In Italy, laws for wealth and welfare rationalization

try to find a balance for assistance of chronic diseases of

elderly. Personal autonomy is one of the most important

demand from ageing citizens and from society. Diseases,

multi-pathologies, inactivity, depression increase the risk of

disability and demand of intensive and extensive assistance.

According World Health Organization, measures to keep

elders healthy and active are a necessity, not a luxury (2002).

Regular, soft and adapted physical activity can contrast the

progression of disability and can improve the quality of life

of elderly, as long as possible. This study takes place in

Liguria, the region where the presence of elderly is the

highest in Italy (25,4% of people in Liguria are more than 65

years old, while Italy’s national percentage is 18,6%) (Istat,

2005). The Course of Bachelor in Sport Sciences of the

University of Genoa and the Sanitary Aging Department of

Genoa have realized an adapted physical activity home-care

service. The longitudinal analysis stands out improvement

or adaptation of physical activities and deepen the role of

some psychosocial factors. The research focuses on

subjective well-being (General Health Questionnaire), self-

efficacy (General Self-Efficacy Scale) and perceived social

support from significant others (Multidimensional Scale of

Perceived Social Support). The study investigates some

physical abilities and functionalities, measuring rising,

walking and getting up independence (Timed Up and Go

Test), estimating different physical measures of strength,

global and district flexibility (Physical Balance Test).

Examined subjects are a group of elders, former patients of

the Sanitary Aging Department, previously physically

rehabilitated, in consequence of acute pathological events.

The whole group of 9 subjects (M = 2, F = 7), whose age

varies from 69 to 94 years (medium age: 78 years) have

participated since 2003 in an adapted physical activity home

program. From results important suggestions come out,

supplying information to develop the theoretical debate on

adapted physical activity and aging (Hazzard et al., 1994;

Shephard, 1997), useful to support interventions promoting

health and wellness.

E-mail: liatasso@libero.it

Consequences of Mouth Breathing in

Child Development: New Challenges

for Physical Education

Filus, J. F.;

Duarte, E.

UNICAMP

Several health sections are currently concerned with mouth

breathing. According to specialized authors in dentistry,

phonoaudiology and otorhinolaryngology, mouth breathing
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is accountable for several facial and body changes.

Obstructive diseases of the upper respiratory pathways,

such as allergic rhinitis and hypertrophy of the adenoids,

common in childhood, are the most frequent causes of

respiratory modifications. Whereas the constancy of the

half-open mouth modifies the tonicity of the face’s muscles

and the positioning of the tongue and teeth, it also changes

the body position due to the forward location of the head.

This position is adopted by the mouth breather so that she/

he may breathe more easily. Research in education has

shown that these children have cognitive learning difficulties

due to bad sleeping. Current research aims at informing

physical education teachers about the consequences of

mouth breathing in children, that is, respiratory changes,

body and face changes, behavior modification, and others.

Since physical education teachers are the people who are

most likely to identify the body problems, which characterize

this disease, they may help in the early diagnosis of children

with mouth breathing problems by sending them to medical

specialists. The sooner these children are treated of

obstructive diseases, the less will be the consequences on

their development.

E-mail: fujifilus@yahoo.com.br
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Self-Efficacy and Sport Anxiety of German

Elite Female Wheelchair Basketball Players

Schliermann, R.

Stoll, O.

University of Halle-Wittenberg

Female wheelchair basketball players seem to be a neglected

population by the research in sport psychology. So far, the

majority of studies in the field of wheelchair basketball are

addressed especially to male players. In terms of optimizing

(peak) performance by coaching adequately or conducting

mental skills training programs, there is a necessity of getting

more empirical data concerning psychological phenomenon

of female athletes. In this study, we wanted to find out more

about self-efficacy and pre-competition anxiety of female

players, especially in relation to the physical impairment and

players classification, respectively. Forty-five German female

elite players completed a German scale measuring self-

efficacy in regard to basketball (11 items; one dimension)

and a German adaptation of the Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS;

Smith, Smoll & Schutz, 1990; 3 dimensions). Both

questionnaires have good psychometric properties. The

participants were recruited from the 2006 tow-day lasting

Female German Wheelchair Basketball Championship (n=40)

and the 2006 Final Four Cup Final (n=5). We found

consistent results concerning self-efficacy and several levels

of impairment. All comparisons showed significantly higher

scores for less, hardly or not impaired players in contrast to

their more handicapped colleagues. Guided by the functional

4-category classification system, we calculated One- and

Two-Way-ANOVAs and found for example: Higher scores

for 3.0 to 4.5-class players vs. 1.0 to 2.5-class players (F(1,44)

= 5.86; p = .02, eta2 = .122) as well as higher scores for 4.5-

class players vs. 1.0 to 4.0-class players (F(1,44) = 9.78; p =

.003; eta2 = .189). In terms of pre-competition anxiety, we

could demonstrate a significant lower score for 4.5-class

players vs. others in the dimension somatic anxiety just for

n = 40, but not for n = 45. Consistent results were found for

item number 13, which questioned for perceived positive vs.

negative influence of somatic anxiety on personal

performance. Less or not handicapped athletes considered

somatic anxiety more positive than stronger impaired did.

The results will be discussed on the congress supported

with additional empirical data gathering within the next

months. Acknowledgements: This project is supported by

the German Institute of Sport & the German Wheelchair Sport

Association

E-mail: rainer.schliermann@sport.uni-halle.de

Identifying Changes in Resilience During

Rehabilitation From a Spinal Cord Injury

White, B.

Driver, J.

University of North Texas

Resilience refers to an individual’s ability to deal with and

overcome adversity (e.g., traumatic injury). It is a multidimen-

sional variable with distinct psychological and dispositional

attributes, such as competence, external support systems,

and personal structure, and is characterized by an array of

behaviors and actions (e.g., social support, spirituality,

ability to make friends, meditation). The capability of an

individual to learn and utilize these factors during and after

a disruptive event indicates an individual’s resilience. Thus,

resilience can play an important role in the rehabilitation of

people with traumatic injuries. Despite the benefits of increa-

sed resilience in the rehabilitation process no research has

been completed examining the presence or development of

this phenomenon in individuals after a spinal cord injury

(SCI). Objectives: The first objective of this study was to

examine changes in resilience, satisfaction with life,

spirituality, functional independence, and depression in inpa-

tients with a SCI. The second objective was to examine the

relationship between each of the variables during the

rehabilitation program. Method: The sample consisted of 50

inpatients with a SCI including 40 males and 10 females. A

repeated measures design was used with questionnaires

completed at three periods during rehabilitation to assess

changes in psychosocial and physical function. A repeated

measures MANOVA was completed to determine if there were

significant changes in variables over time. Three correlation

matrices were calculated to examine the relationship between

each dependent variable at each time. Summary of Results:

Results from the repeated measures MANOVA and follow

up tests indicated significant differences between each

dependent variable over time. This suggests that partici-

pants with a SCI experienced changes in resilience,

spirituality, SWL, depression, and functional independence

during their inpatient rehabilitation program. Results also

indicated significant correlations between each of the

dependent variables suggesting that people with greater resi-

lience experience greater SWL, functional independence, and

spirituality, and decreased depression. Results provide

valuable insight into changes in resilience during the rehabi-

litation process and have important implications for

specialists who should increase resiliency during the rehabi-

litation process. Acknowledgements: University of North

Texas Faculty Research Grant G310798

E-mail: bwhite@coe.unt.edu
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A Short Non-Verbal IQ Test Predicts

Physical Performance in Athletes

With Intellectual Disability

Van der Wardt, V.

Bandelow, S.

Black, K.

Hogervorst, E.

University of Loughborough

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship

between the degree of intellectual disability and physical

performance in 16 young adults (4 female, 12 male) between

17 and 23 years who were intellectually disabled. IQ scores

were assessed using the shortened version of the SON-R

51/2 -17 non-verbal intelligence test. The ABC physical

aptitude test evaluated agility, balance and co-ordination.

Linear regression revealed that the IQ score significantly

predicted errors made during the physical aptitude test

(R²adj. = 37%, beta = -0.64, p < 0.05). Furthermore, when the

four subtests of the SON-R 51/2 -17 test were investigated

separately, the subtest ‘Analogies’ by itself explained 53%

of the variance on errors made during the physical aptitude

test (beta = -.73, p < 0.05) when controlling for sex and age.

Future studies should investigate the use of this shortened

IQ (sub) test in relation to physical performance in athletes.

Acknowledgements: Leicester College, Special Needs

Department.

E-mail: v.vanderwardt@web.de

The Effect of Competitive Environment

on Mood States in Elite Female

Wheelchair Basketball Players

Hilyer, J.C.

Malone, L.A.

Lakeshore Foundation

The Profile of Mood States (POMS) measures transient mood

states and has been widely used to compare athletes vs.

nonathletes and to predict success of elite athletes. Little is

known regarding mood state profiles of elite women

wheelchair basketball (wcbb) players relative to competitive

environment. The purpose of this study was to examine

changes in mood state in elite female wcbb players during

competition season. Eleven players were administered the

POMS three times (T1, T2, T3) during the 2006 season. T1:

Training Camp, April 22; one day after team selection for

World Championship Gold Cup tournament. Players were

tired; many had missed school or work during several recent

camps. T2: 10-team World Basketball Challenge, May 27;

one day following defeat by Germany in Finals. Players, away

from home for 2 weeks, straight from training camp to

tournament; this was second loss to Germany during

tournament. T3: Gold Cup tournament, June 30; one day

before Gold Medal game, USA undefeated; beat Germany

by 30 points. Players were tired; some dissention and hurt

feelings among the players. Raw scores were computed for

the seven POMS factors including Tension (TEN),

Depression (DEP), Anger (ANG), Vigor (VIG), Fatigue (FAT),

Confusion (CON), and Total Mood Disturbance (TMD). A

repeated measures analysis (p < .05), using T1 as baseline,

was conducted using SPSS 14.0. Scores were significantly

higher at T2 for TEN, DEP, FAT, CON, and TMD, whereas

VIG was significantly lower. ANG was highest at T3. As the

results indicate, negative moods and TMD were significantly

higher after the World Challenge, whereas the positive mood

of VIG was lower. The team had attended a training camp,

lost 2 games to Germany, and had been away from home for

some time. The players’ mood scores reflected their situation

and recent events. POMS scores at T3 reflected the change

in mood after remaining undefeated and beating Germany

by 35 points. However, the higher ANG score reflects the

internal stress that was occurring between some team

members. The POMS was a useful tool in tracking mood

states of elite women wcbb players, the results providing

insight into the effect of different environmental factors on

mood during the competition season. As more evidence is

gathered regarding mood changes relative to specific stimuli

in the competitive environment, appropriate intervention

strategies can be developed for implementation by team staff.

E-mail: lauriem@lakeshore.org

Barriers and Facilitators of Sports and

Physical Activity Participation among

Persons With Physical Disabilities in

Saudi Arabia: A pilot Study

Almatar, A.

King Saud University

The purpose of this study was to identify various barriers

and facilitators associated with participation in sports and

physical activity programs and facilities among persons with

physical disabilities. Participants of this study included four

groups: consumers with physical disabilities (35), architects

(27), fitness, sports, physical activity and recreation

professionals (42), and park district managers (11). Sessions

were tape-recorded and content analyzed qualitatively,

researcher assistants took notes of identified barriers and

facilitators related to access and participation of people with

physical disability. Content analysis of tape recordings

revealed 52 barriers and 24 facilitators. The barriers and

facilitators were grouped into the following eight categories:

(1) barriers and facilitators related to the built and natural

environment; (2) economic issues; (3) emotional and

psychological barriers; (4) equipment barriers; (5)

information-related barriers; (6) professional knowledge,

education, and training issues; (7) perceptions and attitudes

of persons without disability, including professionals; and

(8) availability of resources. The degree of participation in

sports and physical activity programs among people with
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physical disabilities is affected by a multifactorial set of

barriers and facilitators that are unique to this population.

Further research should be conducted including larger

number of people with different disabilities from all regions

in the country, so that a national intervention strategy can

be developed to overcome the barriers preventing people

with disabilities from participation in sports and physical

activity programs.

E-mail: almatara@hotmail.com

A Pilot Study of the Historical Participation by

Developing Countries in International

Disability Sport Competition

Lauff, J.

Norwegian School of Sport Sciences

In this study the participation of developing countries in

international disability sport competition will be analyzed to

determine how the increases in international participation

around the world have presented in developing countries.

The International competitions included in the study are the

4 Summer and 4 Winter Games between 1991 and 2006 in

Paralympic, Deaflympic and Special Olympic Summer and

Winter Games.  The data analysis details the status of

participation status in the following areas: membership,

sport, gender, classification and results.  This pilot study

provides new insights into the international participation of

developing countries.  It also provides a platform for further

research to guide development assistance and improve

international participation in disability sport in developing

countries.

E-mail: jakwak@hotmail.com

Sports for Dwarf People

Mataruna, L.

UNICAMP

Gonzales, G.S.

Lima, M.G.O.

CEUCEL/Research Group of Dwarf Sports

Sports participation by dwarf people is growing in America,

Europe, and Asia, but in other continents such participation

is just beginning to occur. Therefore, the Paralympic and

Olympic Committees have not yet established this disability

sport category. The United States was the first country to

promote sports for this population and it was officialized by

the Department of Sports for Special Needs, Olympic

Committee. Around the world, people with this disability

have many difficulties in finding specific sports projects

and tournaments. Paralympic sports in major countries offer

sports opportunities to blind individuals and those with

physical and mental disabilities. However, its activities with

regard to dwarf people are limited. Eleven countries signed

the Treaty of Gijón with the intention of promoting physical

activities for health, with social, educational, and scientific

advances for achondroplasic people as a secondary goal.

Sports federation for non-disabled people in South and

Central America do not have political pressure to include

people with growth disabilities. In Europe, only the UK and

France have good policies to include these people, but they

are isolated initiatives by dwarf federations. The sports

included in the Paralympics are swimming, track and field,

boccia, power-lifting, and, in the upcoming games, table

tennis. In the Olympics, dwarf people can compete in all

sports, but is necessary to be eligible to compete. Usually,

people with short stature are found in artistic gymnastics,

weightlifting, and sports combat. Asia, China, and Japan

have programs for dwarfs in social projects but they only

recently started to participate in high performance sports.

In the Paralympic Games, people with the most number of

gold medals were dwarfs. In the Olympics, since 1988, dwarf

athletes have won gold medals in weightlifting, 1st and 2nd

categories. This is why some national committees have

begun to promote sports dwarf people. Initiatives are

necessary to develop more sports for this population. This

study used electronic documents from 164 sports

federations, from 43 countries. Acknowledgements: Dwarf

Sports, Paralympics and Adapted Sports

E-mail: mataruna@gmail.com

Sports for People With Achondroplasia:

What is Necessary to Know?

Mataruna, L.

UNICAMP; CEUCEL

Gavião, J.J.G.A.

UNICAMP

This research is part of a PhD thesis about prescriptions of

exercise to people with growth problems. We interviewed

sedentary individuals with achondroplasia asking the

following questions: “Why haven’t you practice sports?”

“Do you feel some pain when you perform physical activity?”

“Based on your life experiences, do you recommend special

attention to individuals with achondroplasia before to start

a sport program?” The sample consisted of 28 individuals

from Spain, 7 from France, 1 from Argentina, 1 from Peru, 1

from Dominican Republic, 2 from USA and 12 from Brazil,

totalizing 52 people of the both sexes, age 19-52 years, all

showing full mobility capability and functional

independence. This descriptive research has as objective to

gather data for health promotion of this population through

sports and physical activity. The results indicated the

inexistence of specific projects in the respective countries

and that few professionals have adequate information about

achondroplasic physical conditions. The participants related

that they were very shy when practicing sports in the same

spaces that regular people. They felt as if they were being

constantly stared at, in some occasions they heard pejorative
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jokes that inhibited their motivation and affected their self-

esteem. About sensation of pain, all the participants told

their legs and knees were more affected when staying many

hours standing or performing fast movements. Some

individuals reported pain in their necks (cervical spine) and

in the back at the pelvic area (lumbar spine). They indicated

that is necessary to know more about their limitation and

suggested professional shouldn’t be afraid to initiate a

physical activity and sports program. They commented that

if specific programs for achondroplasic persons existed they

could be more active and have improved their physical

condition. We conclude that is necessary to disseminate

more clinical information about this syndrome in order to

develop more effective programs of physical activity and

sports.

E-mail: mataruna@gmail.com

Conceptions About Disabilities and

Their Implications in Modern Society

Lona, R.P.

Camargo, W.X.

UNIFIA

There is a growing tendency to emphasize information in

the world, and there is an acceleration process of change

occurring around us. Because of this, it is assumed that

people have more information today then in the past. This

study utilized a sample of 223 individuals from Serra Negra,

a city in the countryside of São Paulo State, in an attempt to

answer the questions: What are the conceptions among men

and women about people with disabilities? What do they

think about the “other” between us? Underlying the present

investigation were the following aims: (a) to identify the

social condition of people with disabilities from an historical

perspective; (b) to compare these historical points of view

with the present opinions among such a community; (c) to

verify if there is difference in perceptions between men and

women related to people with disabilities; (d) to analyze the

circumstances of the answers. We developed an empirical

study based on a questionnaire with 25 questions, and the

treatment of the data had qualitative and quantitative

approaches. Our results indicated that discrimination toward

people with disabilities is related to their public images (i. e.,

75% of the respondents indicated that they discriminated

against people with mental and physical disabilities, but only

0.45% said they felt they discriminated against deaf

individuals). Men and women were similar relative to their

concepts about people with disabilities. Finally, almost 95%

of the participants declared that they do not consider

themselves as having any kind of “prejudice” against the

“others.” Acknowledgements: Unifia - Centro Universitário

Amparense e Grupo Ludwig Guttmann

E-mail: wxcamargo@gmail.com

Paralympic Athletes: Representations

and Contemporary Society

Cidade, R.E.

Federal University of Paraná

The focal point of this study is on contemporary

representations by athletes that participated in the

Paralympic Games in Sidney, Australia, in 2000. A social

cultural emphasis was centered in the following issues: how

disabled athletes make relationships and create social

interdependencies considering their social roles? Based on

the purpose of this study, we sought to identify how social

interdependencies and relationships can be disclosed as

dynamical representations by Paralympic athletes. This

research was based on data gathered from interviews with

the athletes, on the speech analysis, and on the current

history of disabled woman in elite sports. The method was

grounded on the Sociological Theory by Norbert Elias. The

main goal was to connect this theory with the discourse of

the Paralympic athletes. There was also an attempt to balance

the focal point of the analysis under the concepts of macro

sociology—in the field of collective actions, inter-grouping

relationships rely on patterns of organization and on social

structure of groups and the society (existing net of groups

constructed on the basis of identities and collective

values)—and under the concepts of micro sociology—in its

abundance of unique and common personalities, individuals

being considered in their completeness, passions, interests,

perceptions, prejudices, values etc. From the data analysis

we found theoretical and empirical subsidies that confirm

the interpretation of the (re)signification process about the

role of the Paralympic athlete in the contemporary society.

E-mail: recidade@ufpr.br

Brazilian Wheelchair Basketball Players:

Profiles of Sport Participation

and Type of Spinal Cord Injury

Souza, C.S.

Silva, E.M.

University of Ribeirão Preto

Dealing with differences presents many challenges to

interpersonal relationships. Sports for people with disabilities

have traditionally attempted to incorporate therapeutic

processes but, more recently, social benefits have emerged

as an important reason for participation in such activities. In

Brazil, wheelchair basketball appeared in the 1960s, but only

recently has it become popular among individuals with

physical disabilities. And, while Brazilian teams are becoming

very competitive nationwide, we don’t yet have a clear

picture of the profile of the wheelchair basketball athlete.

For example, levels of spinal cord injury require different

rehabilitation approaches and, in sport, this means different

functional classifications. However, we don’t know if indivi-
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duals with severe forms of spinal cord injury (i.e.,

quadriplegia) are involved with this sport. In Brazil, athletes

who play wheelchair basketball principally include

individuals with spinal cord injuries, amputees, and those

with polio. This study is a report of the type of spinal cord

injuries that are more commonly found among male athletes

who play for the São Paulo state teams, i.e., the Second

Division of the São Paulo Championship. The survey also

attempts to assess athletes’ participation in the sport with

regard to chronological age. The sample was comprised of

41 athletes—from eight wheelchair basketball teams—with

spinal cord injury. Athletes with polio and amputees were

excluded from this analysis. The average age is 31.9 yrs. (±

8.5). The average number of years that the athletes have

played wheelchair basketball is five (the oldest has played

for 14 years). The average reported age at the time of spinal

chord injury is 23.3 years. These results show that these

athletes have only recently started to play, even though

there is a linear trend for age and date of injury.

E-mail: elainemsilva@hotmail.com

Motivation and Anxiety

Levels of Goalball Players

Tosim, A.

Perotti Junior, A.

Centro Universitário Hermínio Ometto-Uniararas

Motivation, and anxiety or stress, are the most common

aspects of many situations that use performance abilities.

The activation level imposed by a situation is an important

factor that can interfere in the competitive performance of

athletes, mainly in sports that demand speed and precise

decision-making. The objective of this study was to analyze

motivational characteristics and levels of anxiety in goalball

players. Another goal was to investigate was to determine if

coaches apply scientific motor learning knowledge to the

training and development of goalball players. The study’s

participants were18 players from the 2006 Brazil Goalball Cup.

A protocol was applied with open and closed questions

related to the players’ characteristics such as sex, age, causes

of disability, period of training, orientation and mobility, and

emotional and anxiety characteristics. Based on the results,

it was verified that 66% of the players had congenital visual

impairments, and 34% had acquired the impairment.

Regarding the orientation and mobility aspect, the study

found that 88% of all players possess good orientation and

mobility, as opposed to 12% who do not. The practice period

for all players varied from 3 to 30 years. In relation to the

reasons they began to play goalball, we verified that 33%

enjoy competing and want to be fit, 11% became involved

because they were invited to play or for health reasons, 27%

began to play for leisure reasons, and 16% demonstrated an

interest only out of curiosity. With regard to anxiety levels,

55% presented medium levels of anxiety before the game

starts: 22.5% presented high levels and 22.5% showed low

levels of anxiety. Relative to coaches using techniques for

players’ anxiety control, we found that 77% of the coaches

used some techniques before the games, and 23% did not

use any technique. In relation to the motivational aspect for

the practice the goalball, we found that 44% of the players

were looking for perfection, 55% wanted physical

satisfaction, 33% were looking for self-realization, 11%

wanted social recognition, and 5% were looking for new

challenges in life. Regarding the team’s goals, 5% of the

coaches established those for a short period of time, 22%

prefered to achieve goals in a medium period, 44% made

long-term plans, and 27% didn’t establish any goals. Finally,

we verified that 50% of the coaches use mental practices

with the players to improve learning techniques. The results

suggested that in goalball, like in any other high performance

sport, the majority of coaches have used techniques of sport

psychology and applied knowledge of motor learning in

addition to the technical, tactical, and physical preparation

of the players, indicating that scientific knowledge can

contribute to the success of that sport.

E-mail: alessandrotosin@uniararas.br

Motivations of People With Physical Disability

to Start Playing Wheelchair Basketball

Lunkes, L.

Faria, C. C.

Independent Researchers

The practice of wheelchairs basketball is increasing little by

little in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. This study

aimed to identify different motives that influenced people

who have physical disability from a community in the

countryside of Rio Grande do Sul to start practicing

wheelchairs basketball. The group was comprised of 11 male

individuals who have physical disability, age ranging from

29 to 46 years, wheelchairs basketball players for over a

year—being this the only physical activity experience of

these people. To assess the motivation of these individuals

for starting wheelchairs basketball,  we applied a

questionnaire with open questions that allows the person

to express themselves with more freedom, letting each person

mention up to 3 reasons. This questionnaire was adapted

from the one used by Samulski with the Paralympic athletes

in 2000. The questions required that people indicate their

motives for starting to practice wheelchairs basketball. All

of the participants mentioned three motives. Later, the

answers were categorized, and the results show that the

motives were: make new friends (21,2%); leave home (18,2%);

practice a sport (15,1%); live with relying on other people

(9,1%); responding to the coach’s encouragement (9,1%);

appreciation of a person with disability (9,1%); rehabilitation

of the injury (6,1%); perceived happiness from others (6,1%);

recovery of depression (3%); and to learn new things (3%).

We concluded that the wheelchairs basketball is a valuable

way for integrating individuals, a way to rescue an individual
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with disability into the society and from himself.

E-mail: lucianalunkes@gmail.com

Visual Acuity Behavior in Moderately-Low

Vision Athletes Without Sporting

Eligibility: A Case Study

Oliveira Filho, C.W.

Pontin, V.M.R.

Almeida, J.J.G.

Miranda, T.J.

Gomes, M.S.P.

Silva, J.A.

GEPEAMA/FEF/UNICAMP

Sports classification’s objective is to enable Paralympic

athletes to compete within the same levels of disability and

functionality. The classification of visually impaired athletes

is based in ophthalmologic tests, therefore, on medical

variables. Research has pointed out that the visual acuity of

athletes with visual impairment presents a reduction of

functionality when submitted to physical efforts and during

movements. The objective of this study was to identify the

visual acuity behavior in an athlete with moderate and low

vision, but without sporting eligibility, during and after a

race. A case study was conducted through experimental

research in a 23-year-old individual who practiced track and

field, and whose visual acuity in the right eye was 20/180,

and in the left, 20/200. The tests were carried out over two

days. On the first day a test of progressive effort and

assessment of peak pulmonary ventilation took place. On

the second day, a test of continuous effort was conducted.

It was divided into three levels of 15 minutes each, with a 30-

minute interval between them. The intensities used were

based on the results from the peak effort test (60% peak VE,

VE threshold, and 90% peak VE). Visual acuity was assessed

before, during, and after each level of intensity in accordance

with the protocol of continuous effort. The results indicate

that the visual acuity decreased 16.6% from the first level of

effort (0.8) to the second level (0.7). The same percentage of

decrease was observed between the second and third levels

(0.6). In the first level of effort, a reduction in the visual

acuity occurred when comparing the initial moment with the

final one, in the static (25%) and in the dynamic (37.5%)

conditions. The second level presented a decrease in the

static results (16.6%) and an increase in the dynamic results

(16.6%). The third level did not present any variation of

results in the static condition, with a decrease in the dynamic

variable (16.6%); the lower visual acuity was assessed in

this level. It was concluded that the greatest decrease

occurred at the most intense effort level and during

movement. The results showed the influences of effort and

movement on visual acuity; however, such variables are not

evaluated during sports classification. The adaptation of

this procedure to the situation experienced during sports

practice is necessary; otherwise border athletes may do

exercises before evaluation in order to present an effective

lower visual acuity. Acknowledgements: Coordenação de

Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior - CAPES

E-mail: cirowin@gmail.com

Blind Individual and Their Sport

Practice Representations

Santos, A.

Universidade Federal da Bahia, NEFEA

The objective of this study was to analyze the social

representations of sports based on the perspective of

congenitally blind persons. The sports usually performed

by visually impaired individuals were investigated in order

to analyze the meaning of sports practice in the light of social

representation. It was taken into account the elements that

blind individuals consider in relation to: a) what they think

about sports practice; b) how they practice sports; c) how

they idealize sports practice and what they expect from the

results of such practice; d) the trajectory of a blind person

engaged in sports seeking a condition of hero; e) the

construction of the sport by the blind person. The present

research was developed in the Thematic Nucleus Language,

Development and Pedagogical Action. It is a qualitative

study based on a descriptive profile. Due to the complexity

of the phenomenon studied, different methodological

strategies were adopted in order to understand distinct

aspects of the investigated reality. Therefore, the research

presents a multi-reference methodology: analysis of

interviews, based on the reports of 53 congenitally blind

persons that were engaged in sports activities; association

of ideas with words such as sport, victory, medal, defeat,

champion, emotion, frustration, idol, in order to find out

meanings other than those directly explicit in the interviews;

analysis of the content of publications in newspapers that

referred to participation of blind persons in sports. The

results of this investigation showed that there are

representations related to the functional aspect of the sports

practice, the hero figure, normality, and the body. In addition,

it demonstrates that blind persons who practice sports

continue to carry a stigma that is related to results obtained

in sports competitions. Moreover, this study points out

alternative ways to overcoming barriers by the teacher who

works with adapted physical education and sports.

E-mail: ad-sandra@uol.com.br

Track and Field Training Demands for

Visually Impaired or Blind Athletes

Participants of the II PARAJASC

Rocha, L.O.

Fernandes, L.L.

Alves, J.B.M.

Federal University of Santa Catarina
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Sports activities have a great meaning for social inclusion

of disabled people. Sports have challenged these people to

show their potential and determination so that they overcome

barriers that society imposes in a daily basis. The II

PARAJASC (The Open Games of Adapted Sports of Santa

Catarina) took place in the cities of Herval D’Oeste, Luzerna

and Joaçaba from August 23 through 27, 2006. The purpose

of this study was to describe the demands of track and field

training that blind athletes, participants of the PARAJASC,

have to meet. The study included an exploratory design.

The 18 athletes (13 males) were classified as B1, B2 or B3 (9,

7 and 2 individuals, respectively). Half of athletes also

participated in other sports modalities, boccia, and cycling

being the most practiced. Seventy-seven percent of athletes

(14) were engaged in training with proper equipment and

supervision of a physical educator, which illustrates the state

of development of the adapted sports in Santa Catarina.

Training sessions were twice a week for 50% of these

athletes, and 35.7% of them were training throughout the

entire year. Buses were their main transportation system

(71.4%), but most of them experience accessibility barriers

when going to the training places. Our findings also showed

that other athletes may be unmotivated to practice and be

training track and field because our governmental policies

still deny funds for developing sports conditions for training.

We concluded that, although adapted sports did evolve in

the State, there are still demands for more opportunities for

inclusions of the disabled athlete in the sport environment.

E-mail: lucasr_santista@yahoo.com.br

Service Analysis in High-Level

Paralympics Volleyball

Macedo, C.M.

Mesquita, I.M.

Silva, M.A.S.

Universidade do Porto

Sitting volleyball lacks scientific studies that describe its

characteristics. The present study aims to analyze the service

in high-level Paralympics volleyball. This analysis includes

the service zone, the service type, and its effects and

relations to the block action. The sample was established

using eight teams from the Athens Games. Fifty-two sets

from 16 games were analyzed, corresponding to 1,996 serving

actions and 76 service blocking actions. An adaptation from

Coleman’s model (1985) was used in the data analysis.

Descriptive statistics, frequencies, and percentages were

applied to the statistical treatment, and the chi-square test

was applied to the inferential treatment. The study’s

reliability was tested based on the percentage between the

number of agreements and disagreements (Bellack et al., 1966;

Van Der Mars, 1989) from the intra- and inter-observer

analysis, with a 20-day interval between observations.

Reliability was greater than 80%, with 95.8% as the minimum

value for the inter-observer test, and 100% as the maximum

value for both intra-/inter-observer reliability. The study

showed that the right side zone was most used (44.5%),

followed by intermediate zone (37.5%), and by the left side

zone (18%). For the service without flotation only, the results

indicate that the most frequent service was that which

allowed only two attack options (46.3%), followed by all

attack options (43.7%). Service error was 5.5%, with points

(aces) at 4.4%. In the service blocking action analysis,

scoring a point was the most frequent outcome (56.6%),

followed by actions that kept the ball in play (34.2%), and

errors represented only 9. 2% of the actions. We found a

significant association between the service zone and the

service effect, and evidence that the intermediate zone

provokes more errors (60.0%). An independent relationship

was found between the service blocking action and service

zone. The present research showed that elite sitting

volleyball has similar characteristics with indoor volleyball,

like the tendency for players to serve mostly from the right

side of the court. This service type favors rally continuity,

like that observed in youth-level games, and is opposed to

the situation seen in high-level performances, both in indoor

volleyball. The fact that service blocking presents high

values (56.6%) suggests that this action is highly effective

in sitting volleyball, representing an important offensive

element to service opposition. Acknowledgements: Faculdade

de Desporto - Universidade do Porto.

E-mail: cdantes.bh@ibest.com.br

Functional Classification in Wheelchair

Basketball: Criteria and Procedures

Castellano, M.L.

Araujo, P.F.

Unicamp

Adapted sports and, more specifically, wheelchair basketball,

were established as a strategy to cope with consequences

from the last World War. Sports for the disabled made

necessary to ensure equitable participation of athletes with

disability. This fair participation relied on the adoption of

functional classification system. Wheelchair basketball is

played by people who have become physically disabled due

to spinal cord injuries, poliomyelitis, amputations or such

permanent motor impairment that renders playing

conventional basketball impossible. This study is

characterized as a field research which consisted of semi-

structured interviews carried out with four Brazilian

accredited classifiers. In order to ensure a comprehensive

investigation of the collected data, we chose the method of

content analysis. We conclude through the results that the

main procedure used to classify players today is to watch

them while playing, and to assess each player’s overall

performance in terms of potential skills applied during a

competitive game. However, we have found differences in

the criteria and procedures used by each classifier, the

referees, Brazilian Wheelchair Basketball Confederation and
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classifiers often don’t exchange information about classifiers

knowledge and this limits the development of the Brazilian

wheelchair basketball.

E-mail: mlcastellano@ig.com.br

Quality of Life and Wheelchair Basketball

Graças, A.C.V.

Freitas, D.G.

UnilesteMG - Curso de Fisioterapia - CFT

Quality of life is defined as the perception that one has of

his/her position in life. It includes the relationship with one’s

objectives, expectations, standards, and concerns, which is

influenced by health conditions, motivation, satisfaction at

work, and social and familiar relationships. Quality of life

frequently is measured by studies which evaluate the health

of the population in general. Currently, sports and recreation

are part of the rehabilitation of several physical disabilities.

Studies in education show that individuals who have an

active lifestyle have better overall health than people who

are sedentary. Research shows that regular participation in

physical activity can reduce the risk of several chronic

diseases and can improve the quality of life of individuals.

Wheelchair sports are an excellent activity for people with

physical disabilities (e.g., individuals with spinal cord

injuries, amputations, poliomyelitis, spina bifida, and others)

who seek a healthy lifestyle. Wheelchair basketball includes

the practice of several skills including dribbling, passing,

shooting, and rebounding. The objective of this study was

to evaluate the quality of life of wheelchair basketball

athletes. Participants were 37 athletes who responded to the

questionnaire of Quality of Life, composed by 36 items inside

of the following domains: (1) functional capacity, (2) physical

aspects, (3) pain, (4) general state of health, (5) vitality, (6)

social aspects, (7) emotional aspects, and (8) mental health.

Results showed averages of 75.7%; 71.6%; 78.4%; 74.3%;

68.1%; 76.6%; 76.0%; and 72.6%, respectively, in the above

domains. This high percentage in all domains shows that

physical activity, specifically wheelchair basketball, has a

positive impact in the quality of life of athletes with physical

disabilities.

E-mail: acvg13@gmail.com

Mobility Using Wheelchairs in

Children With Myelomeningocele

Nakayama, A.

Fujisawa, D.S.

UEL, Depto. de Fisioterapia

Myelomeningocele is one of the most severe and frequent

congenital anomalies and most individuals who have thoracic

and upper lumbar neurological problems use a wheelchair

for transport. The objective of this study was to investigate

favorable and unfavorable aspects involved in the use of

wheelchairs by children with myelomeningocele. A

qualitative study was performed using semi-structured

interviews with mothers regarding the indication, acquisition,

maintenance and use of wheelchairs by their children. The

analysis was performed using categories. The inclusion

criteria were children with the diagnosis of myelomenin-

gocele. The participants were four mothers and the interviews

were performed at the Clinic Hospital of the State University

of Londrina, Paraná, Brazil. Three children were identified

wheelchair users by their rehabilitation center, and one of

them purchased it with own resources. The repairs on the

wheelchairs were done by the patients’ families and at the

rehabilitation center. Only one child was completely

independent to move the wheelchair and to transfer himself.

The difficulties reported in the use of wheelchairs were

related to architectural barriers. A rehabilitation center was

responsible for the wheelchair indication, acquisition and

maintenance services. This center was far from the city, and

as a consequence, it was not easy to maintain the device in

good condition. The mothers that participated in the study

reported that proper position in the wheelchair, as well as

comfort is the main aspects for their children to acquire

independent locomotion and transferring skills. Children that

are wheelchairs users often require the help of another

person to transport and transfer them; therefore their

rehabilitation main goal is to make them independent in the

use of wheelchairs.

E-mail: adanak@uol.com.br

Analysis of the Sports Injuries of Japanese

Wheelchair Sports Players of Both Sexes

Okagawa, S.O.

Nihon Fukushi University

This research aimed at detecting the characteristics of the

sports injuries of Japanese wheelchair sports players. One

hundred and seventeen male and female players were the

subjects and they played wheelchair basketball, wheelchair

marathon, or wheelchair tennis. Forty-four wheelchair

basketball players were members of three wheelchair

basketball teams i.e. N-World, C-Hawks, and B-Cats, and

one twin basketball team, T-Kings. Sixty-two wheelchair

marathon runners were participants of the 10km-wheelchair

marathon meet or the National wheelchair Ekiden meet which

were both held in 2006. Eleven wheelchair tennis players

were participants at local wheelchair tennis meet in 2006.

Questionnaire was made to inquire sex, height, weight,

laterality of upper limbs, history that they turned to be

disabled, career of the participation in the sports meets, i.e.

Paralympics games, FESPIC games, National athletic meets

for the disabled and so on, and the injured portions during

respective plays. Injured portions were questioned among

40 portions of head, face, upper trunk, and upper limbs. Their

age ranged from 13 years old to 69 years old and their height
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and weight were 168.2cm and 58.9kg, respectively. Sixty-

seven percent of the players suffered injuries at one or more

portions and one basketball player had the injuries at 27

portions. As for basketball players, injured portions and the

injury ratio were as follows; right thumb (45.5%), left thumb

(36.4%), right index finger and the right and left middle fingers

(34.1%), both wrists (31.8%), the left index finger and little

finger (27.3%), right shoulder (25.0%), right small finger and

both ring fingers (22.7%), neck, left shoulder and both elbows

(20.5%), and other portions (below 20.0%). As for marathon

runners, they were right wrist (30.6%), left wrist (24.2%) and

other portions (below 20.0%). As for tennis players, they

were right elbow (54.5%), right wrist (27.3%), and other

portions (below 20.0%). It was suggested that injured

portions were specific to the sports events, and most

frequently injured portions of wheelchair basketball players

and twin basket players were fingers, those of wheelchair

marathon runners were wrists, and those of wheelchair tennis

players were elbow.

E-mail: sokagawa@n-fukushi.ac.jp

Incidence of Muscle-Skeletal Injuries

in Sitting Volleyball Athletes

Proença, R.G.

Cruz de Malta

Adapted physical activity and sports are important to people

with disability because of their preventive, therapeutic and

rehabilitative potential. Participation in the elite sports has

an inherent risk for sports injuries. Sitting volleyball (SV), a

Paralympic sport, is played by individuals physically

disabled. There are a few differences to the Olympic

volleyball. The court is smaller, 10 x 6 m, the net is lower

(1.15 m for men and 1.05 m for women) and it is allowed to

block the service. Little is known about injuries among SV

players. The aim of this research was to investigate which

anatomical place is more vulnerable to injuries in SV athletes.

Thirty-five athletes participant in the Brazilian Cup (Copa

Brasil de Seleções) in the city of Niterói, Brazil, in 2006 were

individually interviewed with a pre-established

questionnaire. The athletes’ ages varied from 18 to 41 years

(average of 30 years, SD 7.83) and practice time average 23.4

months (SD = 13.35). According to the sport classification,

29 athletes were amputees, followed by 5 Les Autres athletes,

and one with spinal cord injury. A total of 74 injuries

involving 89% of the athletes of SV were found. Shoulder

was the most affected region, mentioned by 68.6% of the

athletes (3 athletes mentioned bilateral shoulder injury),

followed by wrist and hand injuries, 28.6%; knee with 25.7%;

and buttocks with 22.9%. Few other places were reported.

Twelve athletes had been stopped playing because of injury,

seven of them mentioned being the shoulder the main target

for injury. The injuries of upper limb corresponded to 60%

of the total, followed by lower limb with 31% and back with

9%. The high number of injuries in upper limb confirms the

overload exerted on this region in SV. The shoulder is the

most vulnerable joint in SV, mainly during spikes and

displacements on the court. It is important to research more

about risk for injuries and patterns of injuries in order to

develop preventive and treatment programs.

E-mail: rgnecco@yahoo.com

Anthropometry and Motor Performance in

Athletes Practicing Wheelchair Team Handball

Gorla, J.I.

UNICAMP -Deafa

Calegari, D.R.

UNIPAR/Toledo

Araújo, P.F.

UNICAP - Deafa

Carminato, R.A.

Silva, A.A.C.

UNIPAR/Toledo

Sports practice has been incorporated by physically disabled

people with different objectives, including for their

importance to the processes of (re)integration, social

inclusion, rehabilitation, and the promotion of a better quality

of life, among others. The main goal of this paper was to

design the anthropometric and motor profile of the first

people to practice wheelchair team handball. Our sample was

composed of 23 physically disabled individuals (14 had had

marrow lesion; 4 amputees; and 5 with sequels caused by

Poliomyelitis). The following anthropometric measures were

performed: body mass index (kg), subscapular skin fold (mm),

chest diameter (cm), abdomen and calf perimeter (cm), as

well as the motor variables: Modified Agility (seconds);

Shuttle Run (seconds); Speed in 40 m (seconds); target

hitting (seconds). The resulting analyses were performed

using the software, Minitab 14 for Windows. Regarding the

morphological component, the Body Mass Index was

considered within a healthy standard, although these indexes

are high for the athletes in all of the levels of sinal cord

injury. The individuals with Poliomyelitis sequels presented

the highest fat percentage (24.23 ±13.84), followed by those

who had had marrow lesion (22.09 ± 12.72) and the amputees

(19.25 ± 8.37). All of them, due to the fact that they are

athletes, presented above-normal levels of fat percentage

as described in the literature about non-physically disabled

subjects in the studied age group. The sample’s results,

considering the whole group, showed a relative homogeneity

in the Neuromotor tests, given during the agility and speed

tests. The subjects with marrow lesion obtained better mean

medical results in comparison to the amputees and

Poliomyelitis patients, which can be explained by their use

of wheelchairs in their everyday lives. In the target hitting

test, the amputees obtained the best mean result (12.59 ±

1.1). The results reached in the anthropometric and motor

variables for physically disabled patients allow us to draw
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the following conclusions: Despite the several physiological

changes that occurred with the physically disabled subjects,

the estimated fat percentage was above-normal. This study

established some parameters’ measures for this population,

as well as provided an indicator for appropriate physical

training for the team handball sport.

E-mail: gorla@fef.unicamp.br

Consistency of the Within-Cycle Torque

Distribution Pattern in Hand Cycling

Verellen, J.

Meyer, C.

Reynders, S.

Van Biesen, D.

Vanlandewijck, Y.

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Hand cycling is an efficient form of ambulation and a

relatively new development in wheelchair sports. Data with

regards to the mechanical and ergonomic optimization of

the hand cycle-user interface are scarce. As well, several

determinants that affect performance during hand cycling

have not yet been addressed at present. To the authors’

knowledge no studies have been conducted that measured

and analyzed the movement pattern and the force generation

strategies during hand cycling. Such data can be important

to further optimize hand cycling from a performance as well

as a health perspective. The first step in understanding the

force generation pattern in hand cycling is to get insight in

its consistency. Intra-individual consistency is warranted

to address causal relationships between force generation

strategies and performance (e.g. anaerobic power) or health

(e.g. repetitive strain injuries) related aspects. Therefore the

purpose of this study was to evaluate the consistency of

the within cycle torque distribution pattern in hand cycling

(1) in subsequent cycles at a constant power output (PO),

(2) between different individuals, (3) between different PO

levels, and (4) with respect to time at a submaximal PO level.

Ten able-bodied male participants with no handbike

experience performed a progressive maximal arm crank

ergometry test to obtain reference values. Thereafter, all

participants carried out a series of 5 minute submaximal tests

at 10, 20, 30 and 40 Watt, and one 15 minute submaximal test

at 80 to 90% of their maximal heart frequency, inducing

fatigue. A hand cycle unit was attached to a computerized

motor that allowed for precise PO adjustments and calculated

torque at every angle during each cycle. Variation

coefficients were calculated for every angle and averaged

per cycle to evaluate the pattern consistency. Variation

coefficients were 2.68% to 3.88% regarding subsequent

cycles; 3.24% to 5.34% between participants; 2.78% between

different PO levels; and 3,10 with respect to fatigue. The

average within cycle variation was not significantly different

across different PO levels. With respect to fatigue, no

differences were calculated from the 2
nd

 until the 15
th

 minute,

although there were significant differences with the first

minute. The investigation indicates that the within cycle tor-

que distribution pattern is consistent for subsequent cycles,

and that this pattern is minimally influenced by factors such

as varying PO levels and fatigue. The results also suggest

that there is a, which occurs after at least 1 minute.

E-mail: joeri.verellen@faber.kuleuven.be

Analysis of Service-Return Accuracy

of Elite Table Tennis Athletes

With Intellectual Disabilities

Van Biesen, D.

Reynders, S.

Verellen, J.

Meyer, C.

Vanlandewijck, Y.

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

High cognitive demands (e.g. decision-making, visual-

perceptual abilities) are required to successfully perform table

tennis skills. Therefore a mixed competition with able bodied

(AB) athletes and athletes with intellectual disabilities (ID)

might not be a fair competition. A standardized table tennis

test measuring tactical skills is used in this study to

investigate the role of ID on table tennis performance. Data

from 39 ID players (age = 28.3 yr ± 7.3) and 8 AB athletes

(age = 22.7 yr ± 10.3) are compared. Results show that elite

athletes with intellectual disabilities are able to adapt their

return according to specific spin characteristics of the serve,

but this cognitive process progresses significantly faster in

able bodied athletes.

E-mail: debbie.vanbiesen@faber.kuleuven.be

Functional Independence Using MIF of

Athletes With Physical Disability

Abreu, D.T.P.

Sawaski, G.

Freitas, D.G.

Unileste, MG

The person with congenital or acquired physical disability

is sometimes totally or partially unable to perform the needs

of daily living, damaging his/her functional independence.

Functional independence can be measured through the

protocol, “Measure of Functional Independence” (MIF),

using the individual interview. The degree of dependency

demands is based on psychological and cognitive tasks (a

total of 18 tasks). The present study had as its objective the

evaluation of the degree of functional independence in

physically disabled basketball players, using the MIF.

Interviewees included forty athletes with physical disabilities

from several causes, including 38 males and 2 females
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between 15 and 52 years old. These athletes were members

of five teams from the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. Most of

them (87.5%) acquired physical disability during the first

years of life, mainly due to poliomyelitis (42.5%), following

by spinal cord injury (40%), meningomyelocele (12.5%), and

amputation (2%). In the results obtained through the

application of the MIF, 100% of the sample presented an

average of 6.47 points, which classified them as partially

independence. This means that they need technical help to

perform some tasks or that they need longer times to

accomplish them. The participants who had poliomyelitis

presented an average of 6.63 points, followed by those with

spinal cord injury, with an average of 6.31 points, then

individuals who have meningomyelocele, with an average

of 6.26 points, and amputees, with an average of 6.7 points.

Based on the results, physical training represents a

fundamental condition to the rehabilitation of these athletes.

The physical exercise stimulates them and helps to develop

important aspects of their lives, with reported benefits such

as increased levels of social integration; improvement in self-

image, self-esteem, and life satisfaction; an increase in life

expectancy and a decrease in the probability of psychological

disturbances; the gain of aerobic ability; a reduction in the

risk of cardiovascular diseases and respiratory infections; a

decrease in the incidence of medical complications (urinary

infections, wounds, and renal infections); and a reduction

in the need for hospital care.

E-mail: druzoabreu@yahoo.com.br

Does the Swimming Functional Classification

System Take Into Consideration the

Propulsive Capacity of Swimmers?

Souto, E.C.

Independent Living Center of Maringá

Vilas-Boas, J.P.

Faculty of Sport Sciences and Physical Education

Costa, M.C.

Center of Sport Excellency, University of Pernambuco

The sportive classification system has the main role of

providing equal competitive conditions for disabled and non-

disabled athletes. However, among disabled athletes, the

Swimming Functional Classification System (FCS), used to

classify physically disabled athletes, has received criticism

based on one main factor: it effectively discriminates against

the functionality of athletes due to its subjective assessment

procedures. The goal of this paper was to analyze the FCS’s

adequacy through a specific functional parameter,

propulsive force (P). The sample was composed of 60

Brazilian physically disabled swimmers, aged 27.9 years (+-

7.6 years), classified by the FCS into classes S2 to S10. P

evaluation was performed on the backstroke, using a Globus

Ergometer (Globus, Italy) strain gauge. The protocol

included a free warm up period, followed by three periods of

ten seconds of effort, during which the propulsive strength

produced by the swimmer was continuously monitored. A

rest period between each trial was realized, allowing a

complete recovery by the subjects. From the data gathered,

the sum of P peaks obtained between the second and eighth

seconds of the best test was used for analysis. Descriptive

statistics (average, standard-deviation, minimum, and

maximum) were used to analyze all of the propulsive forces

found in each class. In general, the P increased tenuously

with the augmentation of the classes, except in class S5,

which presented a P larger than classes S6, S7, and S8, and

with no defined discrimination within the classes. Using linear

regression, r2 = 0.25 (p<0.05), with an estimated standard

error of 36.04, showing little relation between FCS and the

results for P. Our results showed that as the class increased,

there was an increase in the propulsive force. The P parameter

was expected to be strongly related to the FCS, but this was

not found here.

E-mail: ecsouto@hotmail.com

Metabolic and Physical Variables of

Wheelchair Basketball Players With

Upper Limb Polio and Spinal Cord Injury:

Relationships to the Functional

Classification System
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The Functional Classification System is based on the

movements that wheelchair athletes can make when playing

wheelchair basketball. However, when these athletes have

upper limb polio, it makes this system difficult to use, because

this disease no longer exists in all but a few countries.

However, in Brazil, more than 50% of wheelchair athletes

had polio, and it is difficult to classify them using the existing

system. The objective of this research is to improve the

Functional Classification System and to test its efficacy. This

research used comparisons of metabolic and physical

evaluations (medicine ball throw test, hand grip strength

test, and 20-meter speed test) of wheelchair basketball players

with spinal cord injury and with upper limb-affected

poliomyelitis, and relates these results to the Functional

Classification System. This was a transversal study, with a

sample of 18 athletes. Group 1 was comprised of seven

athletes with upper limb polio. Group 2 was comprised of

eleven athletes with spinal cord injuries. Data from the

athletes with upper limb polio were collected in Recife, at

the State University of Pernambuco. Data from the athletes

with spinal cord injury were collected in São Paulo, at the

Federal University. All subjects were compared using the

following variables: Ergoespirometry with adapted treadmill

to measure pulmonary gas exchange during exercise (VO
2

,
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VCO
2

 and FC), medicine ball throw test, hand grip strength

test, and 20-meter velocity test. For the statistical analysis,

we used the Mann-Whitney test (p < 0.05). The results for

Group 1 and 2 are as follows: Group 1, medicine ball throw =

294.19 cm; 20-meter speed = 6.28 s; hand grip strength right

and left hands = 34.11 Kg/f and 42.11 Kg/f, respectively;

and Group 2, medicine ball throw = 395.78 cm; 20-meter speed

= 5.52 s; hand grip strength right and left hands = 58.64 Kg/

f and 56.41 Kg/f, respectively. For the test of adapted

treadmill, greater gas exchanges (VO
2

, VCO
2

, FC) were

observed in Group 2 as compared with Group 1. These results

demonstrate that the Functional Classification System that

was applied to these athletes must be reconsidered, since it

does not agree with the metabolic and physical data from

these groups.

E-mail: gabriellyfisioterapia@gmail.com

Heart Rate Behavior in Wheelchair

Basketball Players During Competition
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Wheelchair basketball is popular for spinal cord injury and

other disabled individuals who use a manual wheelchair.

Previous studies have indicated that basketball is a relatively

strenuous activity that elicits an average heart rate of about

145 bpm during game conditions (Coutts, 1991; Valandewijck

et al., 2004). The intermittent nature of the intensity of the

effort during wheelchair basketball is also reflected in the

reported heart rate variability in these studies. The aim of

this study was to examine the heart rate during wheelchair

basketball. Ten male wheelchair athletes (spinal cord injury,

spina bifida, polio, and amputation), with a mean age of 32

years, were examined. The athletes had been engaged in

competitive wheelchair basketball training for 6-8 hours per

week at least two years before and up to the time of this

investigation. All subjects gave written informed consent

for participation in the study. The heart rate was monitored

continuously every 5 s (Team System; Polar, Finland), during

a competitive basketball game with two 20-min halves. The

average heart rate during the game was 112 bpm (+/-13.8),

and the maximal heart rate was 175.8 bpm (+/- 23.4).

Differences were observed between participants with

different disabilities. During the basketball game, significant

cardiovascular stress was noted, indicating a fast aerobic

metabolism. Wheelchair basketball is an effective and

suitable sport to improve physical performance.

Acknowledgements: Associação Desportiva para Deficiente

carolvrf@ig.com.br

The Heart Rate Response of Junior

Wheelchair Basketball Players
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Adolescents with disabilities tend to be less active than

their non-disabled peers. To reduce the risk of obesity and

other health conditions, adolescents must engage in physical

activity that is long term, high intensity, with sufficient

muscle mass used. One of the most common ways to measure

exercise intensity is heart rate (HR) monitoring. The American

College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) suggests that a person’s

level of exercise intensity is determined by calculating the

age predicted equation (220 – age), with an additional

subtraction of 10 beats for paraplegics (disability-adjusted).

The ACSM also recommends that the intensity of the exercise

be between 55-90% of the age predicted disability-adjusted

max HR. There is a lack of data on sport-related exercise

benefits for youth with disabilities. More specifically, the

HR response in junior wheelchair basketball players has not

been thoroughly documented in accordance with the

ACSM’s guidelines. Therefore, the aim of this study was to

measure the HR response of junior wheelchair basketball

players during practice and competition to determine if a

sustained HR, able to elicit positive physical adaptations,

was reached. The participants were 8-18 years old (11males,

1 female), all members of Lakeshore Foundation prep and

junior wheelchair basketball teams. Their disabilities included

cerebral palsy (n=2), spina bifida (n=5), spinal cord injury

(n=1), amputee (n=3), and orthopedic birth defects (n=1).

The participants’ HRs were recorded (Polar S-610) for one

full practice and one full game during regular season play.

Specific game-time (e.g., on the bench, shooting free throws,

etc.) data were recorded by direct observation. Duration of

time spent in practice or competition, average HR, peak HR,

and duration of time spent above 50%, between 50-85%, and

above 85% of the ACSM age predicted disability-adjusted

max HR recommendations were calculated. Each participant

met the recommended range (55-85%) for both practice and

game conditions. On average, practice HRs for the junior

wheelchair basketball players were found to be lower than

competition HRs. There was no relationship between level

of disability and meeting the HR zone recommendations. In

conclusion, junior wheelchair basketball practice and game

competition appear to elicit HRs high enough for both

activities to be considered beneficial physical activity

according to ACSM guidelines.

E-mail: lauriem@lakeshore.org
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Heart Rate Reliability Across Days

During Sport Activity in Individuals

With Physical Disabilities

Barfield, J.P.

Tennessee Tech University

Malone, L.A.

Lakeshore Foundation

Exercise prescription for health benefits in individuals with

disabilities is consistent with guidelines for the general

population (Jacobs, 2004). Heart rate (HR) is a common

method used to determine exercise intensity and one must

maintain a given intensity to gain specific health or

performance benefits. However, several authors have noted

that HR is inconsistent across days during submaximal

exercise among individuals with physical disabilities,

especially at low intensities (Janssen, van Oers, van der

Woude, & Hollander, 1994; Stewart, Melton-Rogers,

Morrison, & Figoni, 2000). A reliable HR in field-based

exercise must be demonstrated if able-bodied guidelines are

to be effective recommendations for this population. The

purpose of this study was to examine HR reliability during

sport activity among individuals with physical disabilities.

Fourteen individuals (5 women, 10 men; Mean age = 24 ± 11

yrs, height 161.8 ± 20.3 cm, weight 65.3 ± 24.5 kg) with cerebral

palsy (n = 4), spinal cord injury (n = 5), spina bifida (n = 4),

and amputation (n = 1) participated in 1-3 hrs of structured

recreational sport activity on two different days separated

by 1-7 days (test-retest). Six additional participants with

cerebral palsy (n = 5) and arthrogryposis (n = 1) (Mean age

= 31 ± 9 yrs) participated in two power soccer games for a

total of 1.5 hrs on one day. For these participants HRs were

compared across the two games (internal consistency). Polar

S610i HR monitors, sampling every 5 sec, were used to

determine the lowest (LOW), highest (HIGH) and average

sport activity HR (SPORT) for test/retest and internal

consistency conditions. Intraclass correlation coefficients

(ICC, 2-way) were determined on LOW, HIGH, and SPORT

for both conditions. Test-retest ICC values were

unacceptable for LOW (.35) but fairly strong for SPORT (.85)

and HIGH (.86). When analyzed by disability group, ICC

values were strong among individuals with spina bifida and

spinal cord injury but much weaker among individuals with

cerebral palsy (with the exception of HIGH). Internal

consistency ICC values were strong for LOW (.96) and

SPORT (.85), but less strong for HIGH (.60). Heart rates from

the current study are more consistent than estimates reported

for laboratory-based exercise responses (Stewart et al.,

2000). Reliability of HR response during sport activity in the

current study is strong and supports the use of exercise

recommendations based on HR intensities for this

population.
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Anaerobic Characteristics are Associated With

the Functional Classification of Wheelchair

Basketball Players: A Preliminary Study
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The Functional Classification System for wheelchair

basketball, considered by the International Wheelchair

Basketball Federation (IWBF), is based on a subjective

analysis of the players’ functional resources through field-

testing and game observation. Players are awarded from 1.0

(minimal functional potential) to 4.5 points (maximal functional

potential) on an ordinal scale, according to the extent of

their physical ability, balance, and maneuverability in the

wheelchair. Studies demonstrated a clear relationship

between the functional classification attributed to elite

athletes and their sport-specific performance at the highest

international level. However, to our knowledge, there are no

data about a possible association between functional

classification and physiological exercise responses that

would be useful to a more objective classification system.

Therefore, the aim of the present study was to verify the

association of physiological profile of wheelchair Brazilian

athletes with functional classification by IWBF. Seventeen

highly trained male Brazilian basketball wheelchair athletes

from the national team participated in this study. They were

divided into four groups according to the functional

classification: G1 (1.0 – 1.5), G2 (2.0 – 2.5), G3 (3.0 – 3.5), and

G4 (4.0 – 4.5). Each subject visited the laboratory on two

separate occasions. During the first session, a maximal

graded exercise test on a wheelchair mounted on a motorized

treadmill at 1% grade was administrated to determine

ventilatory threshold (VT) and peak oxygen uptake (VO
2

peak). On the second visit, the subject performed a Wingate

test in a calibrated electromagnetically-braked arm crank

ergometer to determine the peak power (PP), mean power

(MP), and fatigue index (FI). We found that the higher the

functional classification, the higher were the PP values (G1:

263.3 ± 3.2 W; G2: 340.6 ± 60.3 W; G3: 402.7 ± 67.8 W; and

G4: 579.5 ± 50.9 W) and MP (G1: 195.7 ± 31.0 W; G2: 260.4 ±

27.8 W; G3: 327.3 ± 25.6 W; and G4: 445.5 ± 37.6 W, p<0.05).

However, there were no associations between groups, based

on the functional classification for the aerobics data obtained

from the maximal graded exercise test. We can conclude,

with these preliminary data, that anaerobic variables obtained

from the Wingate test are associated with functional

classification and would contribute, in an objective way, to

IWBF´s criteria for classification. Acknowledgements:

CAPES, Comitê Paraolímpico Brasileiro e Ministério dos
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Evaluation of the Energy Expenditure

Based on the Heart Rate in

Subjects With Spinal Cord Injury
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A great number of individuals with spinal cord injury use a

wheelchair for locomotion. The wheelchair propulsion

demands great energy. The evaluation of the energy

expenditure is necessary for three main aspects: determining

the clinical effectiveness of important procedures on the

rehabilitation process, choosing and adapting the

locomotion aid, and evaluating the physical fitness and

exercise prescription. The gold-standard oxygen

consumption evaluation is expensive and restricted to

laboratory environments. An alternative to measure this

component is the indexes based on the heart rate, but there

is no evidence of these indexes validation in the mentioned

context. The objective of this study was to validate indexes

based on the heart rate for evaluation of the energy

expenditure during wheelchair propulsion by individuals

with spinal cord injury. These parameters would allow the

determination of clinical effectiveness and important

procedures in the rehabilitation process. Forty-eight men

with spinal cord injury (29.0±7.8 years) participated in the

study, with complete neurological injury at the level between

C6 and L3 (ASIA A or B). The injury time varied between 0.3

to 14.4 years. The measures collected were oxygen

consumption and heart rate, during the rest and exercise

phases, using a portable gas analyzer and heart rate monitor.

The exercise consisted of wheeling at a self-selected,

comfortable speed, for approximately 5 minutes. The

physiological cost index (PCI) and total heart beat index

(THBI) was calculated from heart rate, speed and distance.

The oxygen cost showed better correlation with IBCT (r =

0.74, IC 95% 0.58 to 0.85; P < 0.0001) than with PCI (r = 0.66,

IC 95% 0.46 to 0.80; P < 0.0001), independent of the injury

level. At least in the studied participants and context

observed in this study, the indexes were a valid estimate of

energy expenditure during wheelchair propulsion. These

indexes could be useful for the rehabilitation setting even in

the context of therapeutic changes. Acknowledgements:
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Recent studies about worldwide competition swimming have

achieved high levels of applicability, and consequently

improvement on training prescription leading to maximum

performances of athletes. However, such improvement is not

paralleled to Paralympic swimming. Considering that the

practice has reached an important place in adapted sports,

the purpose of this study was to utilize the critical velocity

model (CV) as a predictor of aerobic capacity (Anaerobic

threshold) in Paralympic swimmers, for this model is simple,

inexpensive and relatively reliable. Six male Paralympic

swimmers, class S7–S10, national level, participated in this

study. The anaerobic threshold, stroking rate, length stroking

and maximum performances (Pmax) at the 100m and 150m

distances were determined in order to find the CV. Values of

anaerobic threshold and CV were compared toe ach other

using the t Student test for dependent samples. In order to

establish possible association of these parameters with Pmax

for 100 m e 150 m, Pearson test correlation was utilized. In all

cases the significance level corresponded to P < 0.05.

Agreement of the anaerobic threshold and CV was

quantified using the Bland-Altman coefficient so

significance relationships between them could be

established. No significant differences were found between

anaerobic threshold (0.86 ± 0.12 m/s) and CV (0.92 ± 0.14 m/

s), although these values were highly correlated (r = 0.83).

CV and anaerobic threshold were significantly correlated (r

³ 0.86) for 100 m and 150 m Pmax. These findings suggest

two main possibilities: 1. the use of relationships between

stroking rate and swimming velocities during incremental

test makes possible to determine the best stroking rate

intensity for training aerobic capacity; 2. the VC model is an

inexpensive and effective tool that may be used in

evaluations, prescriptions and monitoring of Paralympic

swimmers performing aerobic training. Acknowledgements:
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The reintegration into society and the performance of regular
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exercises are important objectives when treating patients

with spinal cord injury. Participation in athletic events can

stimulate adherence to physical education programs and

contribute to socialization. However, in the city of Brasilia

there are no initiatives for stimulating participation by

patients with spinal cord injury in such events. In October

2005, UnB/SESC organized a swimming event in Brasilia called

“25 Hours of Swimming.” In this event, teams alternated

swimmers during a 25-hour period, in a 50-meter swimming

pool. Each swimmer swam at least 100 meters. The Sarah

Network of Hospitals participated in this event, with teams

formed by patients and professionals from the hospital. The

team included participants with spinal cord injury (10 men

and 2 women; 4 residents of Brasilia, and 8 from other cities).

Two patients did not swim regularly, two swam frequently

(at least 2 times a week), and eight practiced swimming

throughout their intensive care in a 14-meter-long swimming

pool. Fifteen percent of the patients swam a distance equal

to, or greater than, 400 meters; five patients swam between

200 and 300 meters; and one patient swam 100 meters. At the

end of the event, all patients demonstrated interest and

motivation to continue or return to the practice of swimming.

They also demonstrated a sense of personal satisfaction

and well-being. This experience revealed that the

participation of patients in athletic events in the community,

when structured in an adequate manner, can instigate the

practice of regular physical activity, and contribute to self-

esteem and socialization. It was further verified that, although

the community and the event’s organizers were very

receptive with spinal cord injury patients, there was a lack

of knowledge and organization regarding the needs of and

possibilities for these patients.
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The salivary amylase, or ptyalin, is an enzyme secreted by

the salivary glands, especially by the parotid glands, and,

secondarily, by the submandibular and sublingual glands.

This secretion is controlled by the parasympathetic nervous

system that is stimulated by the inferior salivatory nucleus,

in the brain stem. This stimulation makes the glands produce

and secrete saliva with high concentrations of salivary

amylase. If the parasympathetic system is not the strongest

stimulus, but the sympathetic system is, such as in the cases

of physical exercise or psychological stress, the salivary

glands will secrete mucous saliva, low in ptyalin and water.

Therefore, in the study of levels of Boccia athletes’ stress,

the analysis of ptyalin in saliva can be a biomarker, given

the prior knowledge that their physical exercise has been

minimal. To study this stress, from October 3, 2006, to October

15, 2006, at the Boccia World Championship in Rio de

Janeiro, three samples of saliva were collected from eight

Brazilian athletes and two coaches. The first sample was

collected one day before the games to measure the basal

levels of ptyalin. The second sample was collected

immediately after the games, and the third was collected

fifteen minutes after the games. All of the 30 samples were

submitted to an amylase test, using an automatic kinetic

measure. The results showed that two athletes had the

highest levels of stress one day before the games, two had

the highest levels right after the matches, and the rest, six

athletes, showed the most stress 15 minutes after the end of

the game. These results showed that the occurrence of stress

does not follow a rule; it depends, especially, on the

psychological moment. Since the limbic system, which is

the center of emotions, surrounds the hypothalamic nuclei,

where the autonomic nervous system resides, we confirmed

that saliva is a stress biomarker. Therefore, psychological

stress and its modulation in athletes can explain some of the

unexpected results in games, even after long periods of

training and preparing for competition.
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The peak flow meter (PF) is an objective measure of the

expiratory capacity that allows obstruction monitoring and

detection of respiratory engagement, especially as a result

of asthma attack, bronchitis, and emphysema. The peak flow

meter provides the air velocity from the lungs. Respiratory

distress (RD) is a subjective measure of the respiratory

condition, which allows one to prescribe adequate physical

activity. The objective of this study was to verify if RD in

asthmatic children, as assessed by the PF, and, also, as

related by their caregivers, matched their present condition.

This study was carried out over a three-month period in the
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Physical Education Program for Asthmatic Children, offered

by the School of Physical Education and Sport, University

of São Paulo. Seventeen students participated, aged four to

eleven (average age: 7.3 years), including ten boys and seven

girls. At the beginning of each class, parents or caregivers

were asked to determine a value, from zero (no RD) to three

(intense RD) for the children; likewise, an RD measure was

taken with the children followed by a PF measure. The results

indicated that 143 measures were taken by both children

and caregivers, not including the days without answers by

caregivers. The highest rate of correct answers of RD in

relation to PF occurred when the children presented PF

values above 80% of the predicted individual rate

(caregivers, 46%; children, 43%), and the incorrect answers

in this zone were only 8% in both cases. When the children

showed a PF below 80%, the rate of correct answers was 8%

for children, and 7% for caregivers. In this zone, there was

the highest rate of wrong answers (caregivers, 39%; children,

41%). There was no significant difference between correct

and incorrect answers for children and their caregivers. It

was concluded that both the caregivers and the asthmatic

children had difficulty in properly assessing the RD when it

was below 80% of the individual predictive rate, because

they could not identify alterations. This suggested that the

subjective measure was not a good indicator of an asthma

attack. The use of RD alone is not a safe measure. It is

advisable, at the least, to use the PF for the correct

assessment of the clinical asthmatic condition.
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Bronchospasm induced by exercise (BIE) is a transitory

obstruction of aerial flow caused by physical effort, reaching

10% to 15% of the maximum expiratory flow in asthmatic and

asymptomatic individuals. According to the literature,

swimming is the least asthmagenic activity. The purpose of

this study was to investigate if BIE is triggered in individuals

with special needs (ISN) that practice swimming, therefore

confirming whether or not swimming is indeed one of the

least asthmagenic activity, as reported in the literature. Ten

ISN individuals, 4 male and 6 females, average age of 51 (±

25) years from the community inclusive swimming program

at the University of São Paulo (EEFEUSP). The participants

were evaluated through a six-minute swimming test, with

their heart frequency between 70% and 80% of maximum. To

identify whether or not BIE was triggered, peak of expiratory

flow (PEF) was measured before and after the test. To measure

PEF, a monitor Peak Flow (manual) was utilized. Also, a

questionnaire inquired if the individuals have some

breathing disease or allergy, such as the asthma, rhinitis,

hives or other pathology. None of the participants presented

any kind of breathing disease. As predicted by ISAAC’S

table, during a resting state, five of the ISN (80%) reached

10% to 20% of the maximum expiratory flow. BIE was observed

in 20% of ISN while swimming. Swimming has beneficial

effects in the lung capacity of ISN, has little asthmagenic

characteristic, and details still depend on data gathered from

larger population.
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Silva, E.G.

Unileste MG-Depto de Fisioterapia Cardivascular

Porcaro, C.A.

Unileste MG-Depto de Educação Física

Brain Circulatory Accident (BCA) is a circulatory disorder

caused by insufficient cerebral blood circulation to a certain

brain area. One of the consequences of this pathology is

low physical skill, which can be measured by Maximum

Volume of Oxygen (Max VO
2
), which is the capacity to

measure of the cardio-respiratory system. Therefore, the

individual who presents good cardio-respiratory skills can

reduce the risks of having a BCA. The objective of the present

study was to compare the Max VO
2
 in sedentary individuals

who had and who had not experienced BCA. The sample

consisted of five individuals that had BVA (Group A), whose

times since BCA event ranged from 1 to 9 years, and five

individuals who did not have BCA (Group B), all male,

sedentary, with an average age of 56.8 years. Testing

equipment included the Monark Cycloergometer with

mechanical braking, the BD Stethoscope, the Mercury

Sphygmomanometer, the Micromed Digital Electrocardio-

graph with 12 shunts, the Ergo Elite System, the Teem 100

Spirometer, and Max Cor electrodes. Blood pressure was

measured before each test, at each phase change, and at the

end during a resting period. The individuals were submitted

to an ergospirometry, in which they had to pedal at a constant

speed of 20 km per hour, with load increments of 25 W every

2 minutes. All individuals presented weak or very weak
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physical skills, and when comparing both groups, the

individuals that had BCA had a higher Max VO
2

 average

than the group that did not have it. The study showed that

both groups presented Max VO
2

 values below those expected

for their related ages. Acknowledgements: Unileste MG

E-mail: karentn_1@hotmail.com

Risk for Heart Ischaemic

Diseases in Active Women

Souza, E.V.

Romero, A.R.

Unimesp-FIG-Educação Física

Ischemic Heart Diseases (HID) are responsible for 29.2% of

deaths in the world, which represents 16.7 million people a

year (AHA, WHO). Governments in Japan, New Zealand,

and in Europe, for example, invest in programs which aim at

minimizing the risk factors (WHO). To any ethnic population,

the conditions that predispose a person to a greater risk for

HID are the same. Some of these conditions are ulalterable,

such as age and genetics, and but others can be changed,

such as physical inactivity and obesity. The objective of

the study was to analyze the prevalence of the risk factors,

central obesity and body mass index (BMI), that are

associated with HID, as suggested by ACSM, 2003.

Participants of the study were 57 women, aged 57.9 years

(±13.8 years), who were participants of a public physical

education project. Their waist circumference (WC) was

evaluated, and weight and height measures were taken. The

classification of the risk reference for HID has as a basis the

number of references to WC associated with the number of

BMI obesity references. The values of WC recommended

by IDF are 80cm for women. It was observed that 7.2% of the

women showed increased risk factors (26.4% high risk, 29.9%

very high risk, and 1.75% extremely high risk), totaling 64%

with some level of HID risk. We concluded that, despite the

fact that participants were active women, there was a

considerable prevalence of people with risk factors.

However, we evaluated very few women, suggesting the need

for more studies in this area. In accordance with this study,

intervention programs of individually oriented physical

activity can be important. Acknowledgements: Centro

Universitário Metropolitano Unimesp-Fig

E-mail: eracliton@uol.com.br

Intraocular Pressure and Physical Activity:

Study of Arterial Hypertension Subjects

Jorge, E.N.

Moraes-Silva, M.R.B.

Burini, R.C.

Crocci, A.J.

Faculdade de Medicina de Botucatu - UNESP

The present study had the objective of determining

intraocular pressure (IOP) behavior during exercise and at

rest (control). The effect of laterality was also investigated.

Sixteen female subjects (31 years of age) with slight or

moderate arterial hypertension and without glaucoma were

investigated. These subjects were categorized into two

groups, G1,which performed physical activity in the morning,

and G2, the control, that did not perform physical activity.

Physical exercise reduced IOP, compared with the initial value.

No difference was seen in relation to laterality.

E-mail: ejorge@fmb.unesp.br

Influence of Physical Training on the Plasma

Nitrate/Nitrite Levels and Arterial

Blood Pressure in Elderly Volunteers

Rezende, T.M.

Botacin, A.R.P.

Furlan, L.J.

Moraes, C.

Zanesco, A.

Unesp

Physical exercise promotes health beneficial effects by

preventing or reducing the harmful effects of pathological

conditions such as arterial hypertension, coronary artery

disease, atherosclerosis, diabetes mellitus and osteoporosis.

Arterial hypertension is a multifactorial disease that involves

genetics and environmental factors. Therefore, the aim of

this work was to evaluate the influence of physical training

on the nitrite/nitrate plasma levels and its association with

arterial blood pressure in elderly volunteers. The training

protocol involved 30 volunteers, age range of 59 (± 2) years.

The volunteers were divided in two groups: normotensive

(n = 19) and hypertensive (n = 11). Training exercise protocol

was administered three days a week, 40 minutes each session

during 24 weeks. The exercise intensity level was kept at 60-

70% of VO2max. Our findings show that physical training

did not modify anthropometric parameters, lipid profile and

glucose concentration. However, diastolic blood pressure

values (before 7± 4.6 vs after: 75 ±) were significantly reduced

in both normotensive volunteers (before: 80 mmHg, P < 7 ±

5, and after: 80 ± 0.05) and hypertensive volunteers (before:

88 mmHg, P < 0.05). Only for hypertensive volunteers we

have found a significant reduction in systolic blood pressure

(4 mmHg ± 2 vs.; before: 142; after: 134 ). Nitrite levels (3,8

μM) were not changed by physical training either for

hypertensive ( 6 μM vs. after: 40 ±) nor normotensive

volunteers (before: 42; 5,1 μM). Similarly, the VO2 max

(before: ± 3.5 μM vs. after: 34.4 ±) (before: 29) values were

unaltered by physical exercise in both groups, normotensive

(before: 26 ± 1 and after: 26 ± 1,3 kg/ml/min -1) and

hypertensive volunteers (before: 26 ± 2.3 and after: 26 ± 2.5

kg/ml//min -1). In conclusion, our findings show that the

training program employed in our study was effective to
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improve arterial blood pressure in both normotensive and

hypertensive groups leading to a healthy life for this

particular population. However, no relationship was found

between reduction in blood pressure and nitrite/nitrate levels.

E-mail: tiago_rezende@terra.com.br

Comparative Study of the Quality of

Life in Hypertension Patients

Teixeira, A.

Alves, M.

Freitas, D.

UnilesteMG-Curso de Fisioterapia

The arterial hypertension, also known as high pressure

condition, reaches about 30 (thirty) millions of individuals

in Brazil. Thirty nine of them have 20 to 49 years of age. The

main risk factors for the development of hypertension are:

gender, age, genetic factors, as race, family history, obesity,

ingestion of salt, alcohol and drugs, use of cigarettes, stress

and sedentary lifestyle. The primary prevention for the

increase in blood pressure can be obtained through changes

in lifestyle which could improve the years of life and the

patients’ quality of life with cardiovascular disease. The heart

rehabilitation can be considered a process that reestablishes

the physical,  psychological,  social functions and

consequently the quality of life. Patient that participated in

the programs of heart rehabilitation adopt healthier

behaviors, once the practice of the physical activity has

been represented a factor of the human beings’ quality of

life. The present study had the purpose to compare the

quality of life of hypertension individuals who were engaged

in a program of heart rehabilitation. The participants never

participated in any program of heart rehabilitation. For such

evaluation, the questionnaire Short Form (SF-36) was applied

at 40 hypertension individuals of both genders, with mean

age between 40 to 70 years. According to the results obtained

in this research, the quality of life of hypertension patients

who were engaged in heart rehabilitation program showed a

positive change in relation to psychological aspects and

mental health, when compared with individuals who didn’t

participate in programs of heart rehabilitation. Acknowle-

dgements: Centro Universitario do Leste de Minas Gerais

E-mail: denyfreitas@hotmail.com

Effect of Exercise Training on the Lipid

Profile in Normocholesterolemic and

Hypercholesterolemic Elderly Volunteers

Botacin, A.R.P.

Rezende, T.M.

Furlan, L.J.

Moraes, C.

Zanesco, A.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física

A direct association between the elevation of LDL-

cholesterol levels and the atherosclerosis process has been

described. Evidence shows that the oxidation of LDL-

cholesterol is the primary pathway for the genesis of

atherosclerosis. Obesity and an increase in production of

vasoconstrictor agents by endothelial cells are also involved

in this process. Healthy lifestyle has been strongly

associated with the practice of regular physical activity.

Evidence has shown that physically active subjects have

more longevity, with a reduction in morbidity and mortality.

Physical exercise prevents or reduces the deleterious effects

of pathological conditions such as arterial hypertension,

coronary artery disease, and atherosclerosis. It is thought

that the beneficial effects of physical training on the

cardiovascular diseases are associated with an increase in

NO production and/or its bioavailability induced by shear

stress. Thus, the aim of this work was to evaluate the effect

of exercise training on the lipid profiles of normo and

hypercholesterolemic elderly volunteers and its association

with nitrite/nitrate (NOx) levels. The volunteers (58±2 years)

were divided into normo (n=13) and hypercholesterolemic

(n= 17) groups. The exercise training consisted of three

sessions a week, 40 minutes per day for 24 weeks, with an

intensity of 60-70% of VO
2

 max. Blood samples were taken

for glucose, lipid profile, and NOx levels prior to and after

the training program. Our findings show that physical

training for 24 weeks did not modify anthropometric

parameters, VO
2

 max, HDL-cholesterol, and triglycerides.

Similarly, NOx concentrations were not affected by exercise

training in normocholesterolemic (before: 38.3±6.9 vs after:

33.2±4.72 μM) and hypercholesterolemic (before: 36.7±4.73

vs after: 40.74±3.77 μM) volunteers. On the other hand, total

cholesterol (before: 228±4.77 vs after: 192±9.26 mg/dl, P<0.05)

and LDL-cholesterol (before: 154±5.97 vs after: 120±8.26 mg/

dl, P<0.05) levels were significantly reduced after the training

program, approximately 16% and 22%, respectively, in the

hypercholesterolemic volunteers. A significant improvement

of systolic and diastolic blood pressure values were also

seen after physical exercise in both groups. In conclusion,

our findings show an improvement of lipid profile and arterial

blood pressure that was not accompanied by any changes

in NOx levels in the elderly volunteers.

E-mail: anarpb@gmail.com

Diabetes Mellitus Type 2: Influence

of a Muscular Endurance Training

on the Glycemic Control

Brinati, A.B.

Fernandes, A.A.

Leão, A.F.

Amorim, C.

Franco, M.T.F.

Souza, P.A.S.

UFMG - Escola de Educação Física
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According to the PAHO (Pan-American Health Organization,

2003) about 177 million people in the world suffer from

diabetes and this number will double by 2030. According to

Powers (2000), there is evidence that  type 2 diabetes is

associated with lack of physical activity and bad alimentary

habits. Physical exercise is an important component for the

treatment of diabetes, since it helps to control glycemic

levels. The objective of this study was to examine the effect

of endurance training on glycemic control by an individual

with type 2 diabetes. This study was performed with one

sedentary, obese individual, 56 years –old, with a diabetes

diagnosis since 1994. The intervention was conducted in

the Center of Studies of the Sport for People with Physical

Disabilities (CEPODE/UFMG), where the individual had

participated since April 2006. The training program was

composed of strength resistance exercises performed in a

gym using stationary walking exercises, in agreement with

recommendations of the “walking recommendations” of the

“neuropsyco-social” stimulation method (Souza, 2006). The

individual exercised two times per week, each session lasting

between 50 and 60 minutes, during a four-month period.

During each training session, an index-card was filled with

the following points: date, lunchtime, beginning and ending

of the activity, glycemia before and after the activities, and

remarks. The results showed that glycemia was reduced in

28 of the 30 training sessions and the biggest decrease

(87mg/dl) occurred during the 24th session of training.

Moreover, the glycemia measurement after the exercise

performance was within normal levels in 4 sessions, all of

them after the second half of the training (16th, 22nd, 23rd

and 28th respectively). The glycemia average measured

before and after the strength training sessions showed a

reduction from 190mg/dl and 151mg/dl, to 169 mg/dl and 132

mg/dl, respectively comparing the 1st half (sessions 1-15)

with the 2nd half (sessions 16-30) of the training. The

conclusion of this study was that when muscular endurance

training is well guided, it could be an efficient component

for controlling glycemic levels, and could be useful as an

option for diabetes therapy.

E-mail: abrinati@gmail.com

Diabetes Evolution in Rats

Submitted to Exercise Training

Ribeiro, C.R.

Oliveira, C.A.M.

Mota, C.S.A.

Manchado, F.B.

Mello, M.A.R.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física

The regular practice of physical activities has been indicated

as a way to improve physical fitness and quality of life.

Physical exercises also have been recommended for the

prevention and rehabilitation of cardiorespiratory diseases,

osteoporosis, and diabetes, and to control the stress level.

Particularly in the treatment of non-insulin dependent

diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), the regular practice of physical

exercise has been considered of great importance. Such

intervention proved to improve glucose tolerance and to

reduce insulin resistance in diabetes. On the other hand, the

literature lacks direct evidence regarding the preventive

effect of exercise on NIDDM manifestation, since this type

of research is not feasible in human beings. In this context,

animal models provide more suitable conditions for the study

of this matter. The present study aimed to analyze the effects

of exercise training on diabetes evolution in rats after

neonatal alloxan administration. Twenty newly born rats (6

days old) received intraperitoneal alloxan injection (A=220

mg/kg of body weight). Twenty rats injected with a vehicle

(citrate buffer) were used as controls (C). From the 28th day

of age on, the rats were submitted to swim training (T), 20

rats [CT, n=10 and AT, n=10], 1hour/day, 5 days per week,

for 4 weeks. At the 28th and 60th days of age, fasting and

post prandial (30 min after 20% oral glucose load) blood

glucose were determined. At 60 days old and 48 hours after

the last session of training, all animals were sacrificed for

analysis of pancreatic insulin. At 28 days of age, fasting

blood glucose (mg/dl) did not differ between the groups

(A= 58.3 ±11.7; C= 62.9 ± 3.0). Post prandial blood glucose

was higher in group A (185.7 ± 16.8), than in group C (158.3

± 27.3). At 60 days of age, fasting blood glucose remained

similar in all groups (AT=91.3 ±10.3; CT= 98 ± 8.3; AS= 96.7

± 5.3; CS= 92.0 ±15.2). Post prandial blood glucose varied as

follows: AT=212.0 ±87.8 ~ AS= 164.7 ±21.1 > CT= 129.3 ±25.0

~CS= 131.3 ± 16.3. Pancreatic insulin (μg/g) content varied

as follows: AS= 89.3 ±18.2 < AT= 153.8 ±74 ~ CS= 163.2 ±148.5

~ CT= 169.7 ±115.8). The study concluded that, although

physical training did not alter diabetic rat blood glucose

homeostasis, it  improved pancreas insulin stores.

Acknowledgements: Supported by FAPESP, CAPES and

CNPq.

E-mail: carla_ef_rc@yahoo.com.br

Effects of Hypercaloric and Neonatal

Aloxanic Diets on Static Insulin Secretion

from Pancreatic Islet Isolated From

Rats—Preliminary Results

Mota, C.S.A.

Oliveira, C.A.M.

Nunes, W.M.S.

Ribeiro, C.R.

Manchado, F.B.

Mello, M.A.R.

Unesp-IB-Depto. de Educação Física

Obesity and insulin resistance are alterations commonly

found when trying to detect metabolic syndrome. There is

no international agreement about the description of this

syndrome that presents other alterations such as arterial
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hypertension, dislipidemy, and endothelial dysfunction,

among others. We analyzed the influence of association

between hypercaloric diet and neonatal aloxan administration

on insulin static secretion by isolated islets, searching for

an experimental model from which to study the role of exercise

on metabolic syndrome development. Wistar rats, received

at 6 days old, were assigned to the two groups: aloxan ip

(Aloxan group) (200mg/kg of body weight); or citrate buffer

0.01M (Control group). After weaning, the groups were

subdivided according to diet, normoprotein (17% protein)

or hypercaloric, forming 4 groups: Control (C); Hypercaloric

(H); Aloxan (A); and Hypercaloric Aloxan (HA). At 90 days

old, the animals were killed for pancreatic islet isolation, in

order to evaluate insulin secretion in response to different

glucose-mM concentrations (2.8, 5.6, 8.3, 11.3, and 16.7).

The results were analyzed by two-way ANOVA, followed by

post-hoc Neuman-Keuls (p<0.05). The glycemia during oral

glucose-resistance test (ÄG,mg/dl/120min) was higher in A

(22816.3*±5159) and HA rats (21273.0*±5165.9) than in C

(15510.8±1362.6) and H (16669.1±506.2). The static insulin

secretion by pancreatic islets (ng/5islets/hour) in the AH

group (2.8=0.24±0.10*; 5.6=1.24±0.43; 8.3=3.12±0.76*;

11.3=5.86±1.97*; 16.7=7.49±1.84*) increased significantly for

the glucose concentrations of 8.3, 11.3, and 16.7 compared

to the groups C (2.8=0.51±0.14; 5.6=1.55±0.51; 8.3=1.68±0.53;

11.3=3.2±0.44; 16.7 =4.85±1.03); H (2.8=0.36±0.17;

5.6=1.14±0.32; 8.3=1.35±0.14; 11.3=2.39±0.41; 16.7=4.24±0.82)

and A (2.8=0.39±0.19; 5.6=1.85±0.58*; 8.3=1.46±0.32;

11.3=1.92±0.43; 16.7=2.22±0.49*); however, at the glucose

concentration of 2.8, for the AH group, there was a decrease

in the insulin static secretion when compared to H group.

For group A, there was a decrease in the insulin static

secretion when the glucose concentration was 16.7 when

compared to other groups, while at the glucose concentration

of 5.6 the insulin static secretion was higher than H group.

Thus, the results indicate distinct alterations on glucose

homeostasis between aloxan rats and those treated with

aloxan associated with hypercaloric diet, making the latter

ones a potential experimental model from which to study the

role of exercise on metabolic syndrome development. Ackno-

wledgements: Financial support: FAPESP, CAPES and CNPq

E-mail: cleciamota@yahoo.com.br

Diabetes Information and Physical Activity

Campanelli, J.R.

Seferian, M.O.

Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie

The goal of this study was to estimate, in a large circulation

magazine, the number of articles related to Diabetes Mellitus

(DM) that appeared from 1997 to 2003. An additional goal

was to determine these articles’ relation to physical activity,

and to compare them with an increase in the disease in Brazil

and worldwide. The sample was composed of all articles

found in Veja magazine in the time period that mentioned

one of the words “diabetes,” “diabetic,” or “diabete.”

Samples were then assigned to one of five groups,

depending on the kind of information they presented. The

results revealed that the space the magazine designated for

information related to DM had risen over the time period

investigated, increasing the probability the incidence of the

disease estimated by WHO (2005). Results indicated that

178 articles offered information about the nature or treatment

of the disease in order to improve the quality of the diabetic´s

life. Of all of the articles analyzed, 61% related to physical

activity.

E-mail: jrcampanelli@uol.com.br

Effect of Physical Exercise and Soy

Yogurt Consumption on Colonic

Preneoplastic Lesions in Rats

Silva, M.F.

Sivieri, K.

Bedani, R.

Redondo, N.C.

Pauly, N.D.

Rossi, E.A.

UNESP - FCF - Depto de Alimentos e Nutrição

It is well known that physical exercise associated with diet

factors decrease risk for colon cancer. Therefore, our goal

was to determine the influence of a moderate, as well as an

intense physical exercise associated with soy yogurt intake

in the development of chemically induced colon cancer in

rats, via analysis of aberrant crypt foci (ACF). The animals

were divided into eight groups: I: healthy animals; II: animals

with colon cancer; III: animals with colon cancer and

submitted to moderate exercise associated with soy yogurt

intake; IV: animals with colon cancer and submitted to intense

exercise and taking soy yogurt; V: animals with colon cancer

and taking soy yogurt; VI animals with colon cancer

submitted to exercise moderate; VII: animals with colon

cancer submitted to intense exercise; VIII: animals with colon

cancer and taking non-fermented product. To induce colon

cancer, the animals had s. c. injections of DMH (50mg/kg

body weight). Soy yoghurt was prepared by fermentation of

soymilk with eterococcus faecium CRL 183 and Lactobacillus

yogurt 416, until pH 4.4. The non-fermented product had

identical composition to soy yogurt,  without the

microorganisms. The animals took 1 ml/day of, either

fermented or no-fermented product. Twenty eight days after

neoplasic induction, rats were euthanized and the entire

colon was removed for ACF analysis. ACF values were

statically analyzed by ANOVA and Tukey test. ACF values

found for groups III, IV, V, VI, VII and VIII were superior to

group II (p<0.05). This result shows that treatments have a

negative effect in the initial stage of colon cancer. Our finding

lead us to conclude that: the experimental protocol could be

more extensive and/or the treatment protocols induced grater
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production of nitric oxide (NO) by the macrophages cells

(already demonstrated in others studies) increasing values

of ACF. Acknowledgements: Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa

do Estado de São Paulo - FAPESP

E-mail: silvamaicon@uol.com.br

Heart Ischemic Diseases: Risk

Factor and Intellectual Disability

Freire, F.

Souza, E.V.

Unimesp

Heart Ischemic Diseases (HID) are responsible for 29.2 % of

deaths in the world, which represents 16.7 million a year

(AHA,WHO). Governments in Japan and in New Zealand,

for example, invest in programs that aim at minimizing the

risk factors for HID (WHO). To any ethnic population, the

conditions that predispose a person to a greater risk to the

HID are the same. There are unchangeable conditions such

as age and genetics, and the changeable ones, like physical

inactivity and obesity. Although these factors are always

investigated and explored by the scientific world with a very

sensible view towards social inclusion and ideas of “building

a society for all” (Sassaki, 1998—not official translation),

yet, there is still a part of the population that is not studied,

consequently, little understood. People with intellectual

disabilities are the most affected. Is this because of their

intellectual skills? There are no health reference standards

for this population. This study approaches anthropometric

data that are considered risk factors to the general population

and analyze the prevalence of risk factors, obesity and body

mass index (BMI) that are associated with HID—as

suggested by the ACSM (2003). We evaluated the waist

circumference (WC), weight and height of 33 individuals,

being 18 women (age 23.9 ± 7.4 years) and 15 men (age 31.5

± 6.9 years), participants of the project “Physical Education

for all.” The classification of HID is based on the number of

references of WC associated with obesity references via

BMI. The values of WC recommended for women is 80 cm

and for men, 90 cm. we found that 40% of men showed an

increased risk factor for HID, and 22 % of them had high

risk, totalizing 56 %. In the group, 55 % showed risk factor to

HID and among them the BMI was significant higher than

the WC, showing 58 % and 48 %, respectively. We concluded

that individuals with intellectual disability has a considerable

high risk for HID; It seems feasible that the reference values

studied herein and addressed for this population can be

used as a gauge of health. Since we evaluated few

individuals, there is a need for more studies in this area.

According to this study, we realized the importance of

intervention programs with specialized physical activity

professional considering more individualized protocols in

order to revert this situation. Acknowledgements: Unimesp

E-mail: fabiaferreira@uol.com.br

The Impact of Video Technology to Identify

Pharmacologic Reactions and Motor

Dysfunction for Individuals With ADHD

Bridges, D.M.

California State University, Los Angeles

Video technology is a dynamic instructional tool (Parsons,

2006; Hundt, 2002) for enhancing learning, assessment, and

evaluation. Often, educators demonstrate difficulty in real-

time settings with quick and accurate analysis of student

performance and behaviors. The use of video technology

can be effective in classrooms of students with and without

disabilities. Individuals with attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder (ADHD) often display multiple characteristics that

stems from both pharmacologic treatment and associated

motor dysfunction. Often, it is difficult to distinguish

between a side effect and a motor dysfunction characteristic

of a disability that may be displayed simultaneously during

a physical activity. It is imperative that the educators can

distinguish between these characteristics and respond

appropriately to the student in the learning environment.

Pharmacologic treatment (known as medication) plays a

significant role in therapeutic intervention (Jensen, 2004;

Kollins, 2004, Pedersen, Surburg, Heath, & Koceja, 2004;

Vereb & DiPerna, 2004) for individuals with ADHD. It is

crucial to acknowledge that often the prescribed medications

are basically to control or minimize behavioral characteristics

associated with the disorder rather than to eliminate the

disorder. Motor dysfunction (Harvey & Reid, 2003)

characteristics may range from reflex responses to motor

skills and patterns. These dysfunctions can influence the

choice of activity, level of participation, and the learning

process of an individual with ADHD in the physical activity

environment. The purpose of this paper is to address the

effectiveness of video technology as supplemental

instructional methods, including the review of a video clip

to analysis reactions and motor dysfunctions, and to provide

physical educators, whether adapted or general, with

guidelines for incorporating video technology in physical

activity. Acknowledgements: California State University, Los

Angeles.
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Physical Activity for the

Mentally Challenged Children

Sharma, K.

Hussain, D.

Noida Colege of Physical Education

The promotion of a physically active lifestyle has become

one important issue in health policy in first world countries.

In general, findings from research indicate that exercise is

associated with improvements in mental health including

mood state and self-esteem. Mental illness are severe
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disturbance of behavior, mood thought processes and/or

social and interpersonal relationship, although a casual link

has to be established. The study was associated with the

impact of different physical activity on the differing degrees

of mentally challenged children. Cross-sectional analysis

used data from the baseline measurements. A total number

of 27 mentally challenged children aged 17 to 25years, from

Shankra Special School, Noida, India participated. The three

types of activity were conducted that is, target throwing,

physical motor activities and movement activities. Level of

mental activity was determined from the throwing response

of a tennicoit (throw the ring to specific color box). Level of

physical activity was determined from response to a series

of coordinative activities. Movement activities were

determined from activities like ball passing/catching,

dribbling of ball and hitting the ball. Mental disability and

physical activity were inversely associated to the degree of

mental state. Activity being the most common among most

of the mentally challenged children. Those who belong to

the second degree disability were facing more difficulties in

motor activities in comparison to the first degree mentally

challenged children. Even though causally it cannot be

confirmed in this cross-sectional analysis, our findings

suggested that physical activity play a significant role in

the lives of the mentally challenged.

E-mail: drkalpanas@gmail.com

Evidence Based Practice and Research in

Adapted Physical Activity: Theoretical

and Data Based Considerations

Hutzler, Y.

Zinman College of Physical Education and ISCD

Adapted physical activity (APA) is considered a service

delivery continuum in physical education, competitive and

recreational sports and rehabilitation programs, a profession

and a field of study. Evidence based research of intervention

outcomes has become a major concern in educational,

medical and rehabilitation fields of study. Past surveys on

APA research have not concentrated on intervention but on

surveys and a broader scope of research. The international

classification of Function and Disability (ICF) now widely

accepted among rehabilitation professionals suggests

assessing intervention outcomes in all three categories of

person – environment interaction i.e., function, activity and

participation. Thus, this presentation will (a) provide a

theoretical frame of reference for intervention programming

and research in APA, (b) describe the Systematic Ecological

Modification Approach (SEMA) as a guideline to conducting

an APA intervention, and (c) analyze and discuss aspects of

APA as a field of study based on a literature analysis of

intervention studies appearing in Adapted Physical Activity

Quarterly (APAQ), the official journal of IFAPA compared to

Physical Therapy (PT), the official journal of the American

Physical therapy Association. Method of the literature

analysis entails a 10 year survey of APAQ (1995 – 2004) and

a 5 year survey of PT issues (2000 – 2004), comparing studies

by level of scientific evidence, type of outcomes across ICF

categories and type of SEMA adaptation. Based on the

outcomes of the comparative analysis, strengths and

weaknesses of current APA intervention research will be

discussed and recommendations will be outlined for APA as

a field of study.

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

Effects of a Physical Activity Program

on With Visually Impairment

Top, E.

Özer, D.

Baran, F.

Nalbant, S.

Özer, K.

Akdeniz University School of

Physical Education and Sport

The purpose of the study was to investigate the changes on

Physical fitness, occurring in children with visually

impairment during participation in a 14 weekly physical

activity program. Participants were 19 children with visually

impairment (9 in the experimental group, EG; 11.60 ±1.35; 10

in the control group, CG1, 11.74±1.05) and sighted (11 in the

comparison group, CG2, age = 11.20 ± 0.963). As comparison

group (CG2), children with sighted were selected randomly

in regular secondary school with the same age and gender

of children with visually impairment. Participants in the CG1

were selected by random sampling among participants the

same criterions as the EG. Before and after program data

were collected on height, weight, skinfolds, flexibility, hand

grip, flexed arm hang and shuttle run (Brockport Physical

Fitness Test, Winnick & Short, 1999). EG participated in 14

weeks, 1.5 hr per session, three times per week, an after school

physical activity program. CG1 and CG2 didn’t participate in

any sports program without the school physical education

class. Dependent t tests revealed that EG scored significantly

increase with regard to physical fitness compared with their

CG1 and CG2 at the end of the program.

E-mail: ozerk@akdeniz.edu.tr

The Impact of Training in Self Defense on the

Quality of Life of People With Disabilities

Taylor, J;

Walker, D.E.

Lakehead University

People who use wheel chairs should be able to move about

with ease and confidence but communities do not always

provide a welcoming environment. Instruction in self defense

may help reduce some of the barriers to independence.
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Martial arts training is quite popular with able-bodied athletes

but there is little documentation of the existence or the impact

of these programs on people with severe disabilities. We

examined the perceptions of four people involved in a series

of self defense courses, including a month long, 16-hour

course that culminated in a workshop for able-bodied

participants. The course was designed to develop increased

function, range of motion and perceptions of movement

confidence in the participants. Participants learned Ju-Jitsu

exercises, Karate punches, elbow strikes and defense

techniques based on Krav Maga (Israeli face to face combat).

Six months later, focus group, structured questionnaire and

individual interviews were used to examine the participants’

perceptions of their involvement in the course. The data

from the focus group were transcribed, submitted to member

checking, and then long-table analysis (Krueger & Casey,

2000) of existing themes. The following themes evolved. The

course provided a unique opportunity to engage in enjoyable

exercise; this experience changed their lives; it helped reduce

barriers to socialization and inclusion; developed wellness;

increased self confidence and knowledge; and gave them an

opportunity to share their views and expertise. By

documenting their experiences the participants were able to

use this opportunity to encourage other people with

disabilities to get involved in self defense and to encourage

martial arts instructors to be aware of their potential. Self

defense appears to be a viable physical activity for people

with severe physical disabilities that offer a unique

opportunity to experience a sense of strength and a mindset

that is not possible in any other activity in which they have

engaged so far.

E-mail: jane.taylor@lakeheadu.ca

The Effects of a 10-Week Yoga Intervention on

Balance, Mobility, Spasticity and Quality of

Life in People With Multiple Sclerosis

Kirstein, J.

Taylor, J.

Farrell, J.

McAuliffe, J.

Lakehead University

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease of the central nervous

system that results in many symptoms including balance

deficits, mobility limitations, spasticity and reduced quality

of life (Joy & Johnston, 2001). However, little research exists

on improving balance, mobility and spasticity through

physical activity interventions in people with MS. The

purpose of the present study was to determine the effects of

a yoga intervention on postural control, spasticity, mobility,

and quality of life in people with MS. A sample of 12 people

aged 30 to 76 (mean age of 52 years) with varying types of

MS participated in a twice weekly 70 minute yoga

intervention for 10 weeks. Participants completed a

spasticity questionnaire, the ATGUG, the Rivermead Mobility

Index (RMI), a postural sway assessment, and the MS-QLI

at three assessments: pre, post, and 12 weeks after the

intervention. After the 10-week program a social validation

questionnaire was also completed. One way repeated

measures ANOVAs or Friedman ANOVAs by ranks with good

effect sizes indicated significant decreases in fatigue and

visual symptoms as measured by the MS-QLI (MFIS and

IVIS) between pre and post assessments. Increased mobility

was also evidenced by improved ATGUG and RMI scores.

Postural sway and spasticity measures were less conclusive.

The results of this study support the use of yoga as an

alternative to traditional exercise programs for people with

MS. As many of the scores began to return to pre

intervention values over the second 12-week period there

was little question as to the influence of yoga on improved

function. Participants organized and signed up for their own

yoga program at the conclusion of the study

E-mail: jane.taylor@lakeheadu.ca

Identifying Changes in Resilience During

Rehabilitation From a Spinal Cord Injury

White, B.

Driver, S.

University of North Texas

Brief description of the experience: Resilience is part of the

‘positive psychology’ movement that focuses on identifying

the strengths of an individual when faced with adversity

(e.g., support network, personal competence), rather than

their weaknesses (e.g., depression, anxiety). Although

operational definitions vary widely, resilience is generally

considered a multidimensional construct consisting of

behaviors, thoughts, and actions, which can be learned

overtime. Despite the lack of clarity in the definition there is

a growing body of literature examining resilience in different

populations. However, there is a paucity of literature

examining the resilience of individuals who have experienced

a traumatic injury. This is emphasized by the recognition of

a need for clinical based research with individuals who have

been exposed to a traumatic event (e.g., spinal cord injury,

brain injury). Objectives: Consequently, the purpose of this

presentation is to discuss the construct of resilience and

relate discussion to people with traumatic injuries.

Specifically, the presentation will define resilience and the

key factors that make up the construct. This information will

be linked to people with traumatic injuries and the role of

resilience in the rehabilitation process with the use of a

‘metatheory of resilience’. Discussion will also focus on

potential interventions to enhance resilience as well as

provide suggestions for valid and reliable measures.

Summary of results and conclusions: Resilience is a

multidimensional construct that plays a key role in

individuals successfully dealing with rehabilitation after a

traumatic injury. Increased resilience has been linked to

positive health outcomes including greater satisfaction with
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life, self-esteem, social coherence, and decreases in

depression and anxiety. Thus, it is important that specialists

understand the importance of resilience in the rehabilitation

process as well as how to identify what skills associated

with resilience the individual possesses. Using reliable and

valid measures is key to the identifying what resilience skills

individual’s possess. Acknowledgements: Research funded

by University of North Texas Faculty Grant FRG30098.

E-mail: bwhite@coe.unt.edu

Establishing the Reliability and Validity

of a Measure of Mood for

Adults With Brain Injuries

White, B.

Driver, S.

University of North Texas

Description of Problem: The high incidence of brain injuries

in the United States ensures that this acquired disability is a

serious public health issue. Brain injuries occur for a variety

of reasons and impact a myriad of bodily functions including

physical, cognitive, and psychosocial impairments.

Consequently, rehabilitation specialists are challenged to

positively influence functioning post injury. One area of

rehabilitation that specialists frequently recognize as being

the most challenging to positively influence is psychosocial

functioning (e.g., depression, self-esteem, social support).

Thus, there is a need for valid and reliable measures of

psychosocial variables. Objectives: The objective of the

study was to provide evidence of the validity and reliability

of the Physical Activity Affect Scale (PAAS) as a measure of

mood in adults with brain injuries. Previously, the PAAS has

been used as a measure of exercise induced affect. Thus, the

purpose of the current study was to assess the reliability

and validity of the PAAS as a measure of mood in individuals

with brain injuries. Method: Purposive sampling was used

based on time since injury, age, and level of cognitive

functioning. 250 adults with brain injuries completed the

PAAS during their outpatient rehabilitation. Intraclass

correlations and a confirmatory factor analysis were

completed to provide evidence of the reliability and validity

of the PAAS as a measure of mood. Summary of results:

Descriptive statistics showed that participants experienced

greater general feelings of negative affect and fatigue than

positive affect and tranquillity. This finding is consistent

with previous literature examining affect in people with brain

injuries. A non-significant chi squared test (÷2 (48) = 58.2,

p=0.15) from the confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated

the factorial validity of the PAAS as a measure of mood. The

good fit of the model was reinforced by acceptable fit indices.

In conclusion, results provide evidence for the validity and

reliability of the PAAS as a measure of mood in adults with

brain injuries. Thus, it appears that the items in the PAAS

may be validly and reliably ‘recast’ as measures of mood

and, furthermore, the use of the PAAS not be limited to an

acute physical activity setting. This has implications for

specialists who can use the PAAS to measure changes in

mood experienced post injury, in response to physical

activity and general rehabilitation interventions.

Acknowledgements: Research funded by University of North

Texas Faculty Grant FRG30098

E-mail: bwhite@coe.unt.edu

Identifying Barriers to Physical Activity

Participation in Adults With Brain Injuries

Driver, S.J.

University of North Texas

Brain injuries are the leading cause of death and disability in

the industrialized world and impact physical, cognitive, and

psychosocial functioning. Rehabilitation specialists are

constantly challenged to meet the unique needs of

individuals post injury. One mode of rehabilitation that has

consistently shown to positively influence physical and

psychosocial functioning is physical activity. Despite this

evidence participation rates remain low. Thus, there is a need

for research that examines what prevents people with brain

injuries from being physically active. The objectives of the

study were to identify the (a) barriers to physical activity

participation (b) self-reported activity level, (c) mobility level,

(d) importance of physical activity, and (e) interest in

physical activity for adults with brain injuries. A two page

questionnaire was administered to 50 adults with brain

injuries who were enrolled in a Day Neuro rehabilitation

program. The aim of the Day Neuro program is to help

individuals transition from inpatient to outpatient status by

providing them with different therapies during the day.

Individuals are typically enrolled for 8-10 weeks (range 3-16

weeks). The questionnaire consisted of information on (a)

age, (b) gender, (c) time since injury, (d) level of cognitive

functioning, (e) mobility, (f) level of physical activity post

injury, (g) barriers to physical activity participation, (h)

importance of physical activity, and (i) interest in starting a

physical activity program. Components of the leisure time

exercise questionnaire and barriers to physical activity scale

for people with physical disabilities were used to create the

questionnaire. Results indicated eight main barriers to

participation (out of 14) including (a) cost of program, (b)

lack of personal care assistant, (c) transportation, (d)

accessible facility, (e) feeling self-conscious, (f) pain, and

(g) inadequate education regarding the benefits of

participation. Between 46-59% of participants indicated that

these barriers as an issue. However, 84% of participants

indicated an interest in starting a physical activity program.

Results emphasize the need for increased education about

the benefits of physical activity participation for individuals

with brain injuries, their specialists, and significant others.

Results also emphasize the need for accessible and affordable

programs with appropriate supports. Acknowledgements:

University of North Texas Faculty Research Grant G33394
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Usefulness of Qualitative Longitudinal

Measures of One-Leg Balance

for Developmental Coordination

Disorder and Asperger’s Disorder

Miyahara, M.

Heveldt, K.H.

Jones, V.J.

School of Physical Education, University of Otago

One-leg balance test has been widely used as an indicator

of static balance ability. The tester usually measures the

time duration as the non-supporting foot is taking off the

floor until the foot touches back down to the floor. While

measuring the time with a stopwatch, the tester either

watches the test taker’s foot or the stopwatch, thus failing

to observe how the test taker is balancing the whole body.

To teach how to balance, it would be useful to know the

strategies that students employ to balance themselves. This

study applied the developmental stage criteria of the

expanded version of the Fundamental Movement Pattern

Assessment Instrument (FMPAI) (Gallahue and Ozmun,

2006) as a qualitative assessment of one-leg balance skill in

addition to the time duration. This study examined the

variability of the qualitative and quantitative assessments

and longitudinal changes through no-intervention and

intervention period in two children with developmental

coordination disorder (7 and 11 year olds) and one child

with Asperser’s disorder (10 year old). Intervention included

the instructions to use the mature forms of balancing

strategies for the one-leg balance task and strength training

for core stability. The 7 year old child with DCD used the

elementary strategies, the mature strategies, and the initial

strategies in that order of dominance. His balance time and

balancing strategies were stable, and did not improve

throughout the intervention. The 11 year old child with DCD

used predominantly the mature strategies, some elementary

strategies, and no initial strategies. His balance time became

longer during the intervention, with the stable use of mature

strategies and decreasing use of elementary strategies. The

10 year old child with Asperser’s disorder also used the

mature strategies, elementary strategies, and initial strategies

in that order. His use of initial strategies decreased during

the intervention, while his balance time was improving. In

conclusion, the study demonstrated the usefulness of

qualitative and longitudinal assessment of one-leg balance

along with quantitative assessment. Acknowledgements: We

thank Peter Kelly and Richelle Gwynne for their work on

reliability.
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Comparison Between Static Balance and

General Mobility in Older Women

Who Practice Hydrogymnastics

Souza, L.H.R.

Carvalho, C.

Alves, T.B.

Morais, M.A.

Costa, G.A.

Oliveira, R.J.

UCB - Universidade Católica de Brasília

Aging provokes innumerable alterations in the organism. It

is known that balance diminishes with the passing of the

years due to a reduction of muscular mass, thus becoming

an important variable to minimize the incidence of falls.

Another affected variable is the decline of speed in aging

individuals, which can reflect in the loss of autonomy and

independence. The objective of this study was to compare

the values of static balance and general mobility in aging

women practitioners of hydrogymnastic, in accordance with

chronological age. The sample was constituted by 38

independent and physically practicing volunteers (64.18 ±

9.22 yrs) of hydrogymnastics (3 times per week, 60 min per

session) in the Project of Physical and Recreative Activities

for the Third Age (AFRID). The volunteers were grouped

into two categories by age: (G1: 50-65 yrs, n = 23; G2: 66-80

yrs, n = 15). To analyze balance, the Flamingo´s Balance

Test (Eurofit, 1988) was used, according to standardization

by Williams and Greene (1990), and cited by Spirduso (1995).

Similarly, the tests of general mobility were selected from

the battery of tests by Williams and Greene (1990), cited by

Spirduso (1995). To compare the resulting average values,

the t-test for independent samples was used. The results

were: Static balance (seconds): G1: 25.94 ± 7.24; G2: 17.98 ±

9.03 (p = 0.005); Normal speed of walking (seconds): G1: 2.82

± 0.61; G2: 3.33 ± 0.64 (p = 0.021); Maximum speed of walking

(seconds): G1: 2.24 ± 0.34; G2: 2.68 ± 0.49 (p = 0.006); Speed

of raising from the chair (seconds): G1: 0.49 ± 0.17; G2: 0.55

± 0.11 (p = 0.257). In accordance with the results, it was

suggested that chronological age significantly influenced

static balance and normal and maximum speeds of walking

in these aging women practitioners of hydrogymnastics.

E-mail: camillacarvalhoeduca@yahoo.com.br

Functional Mobility and Static Balance in

Institutionalized and Non-Institutionalized

Elderly Individuals Who Suffered Falls

Genova, T.C.

Silva, M.R.

Morelli, J.G.S.

Rebelatto, J.R.

Universidade Federal de São Carlos
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Falls are frequent and limiting occurrences and are

considered to be an indicator of fragility, a decline in health,

institutionalization, and eventual death of the elderly. Elderly

people who are more susceptible to falls are those who

present some form of disease, especially illnesses that lead

to alterations in mobility, balance, and postural control.

Institutionalized and non-institutionalized falls can present

different distributions in the elderly. The objective of the

present work was to compare static and dynamic balance in

institutionalized and non-institutionalized elderly individuals

living in São Carlos, SP, Brazil, who were victims of falls

within the last five years. Sixty-three volunteers participated

in this study, with women composing the majority of the

group (85.71%). Ages ranged from 60 to 84 years (68.6 M= ±

7.0). The volunteers were divided into two groups, Group I:

institutionalized (n = 16); and Group NI: not-institutionalized

(n = 47). Functional mobility was obtained by means of the

Timed Up and Go Test (TUG), the TUG-cognitive tests, and

static balance for the Romberg. The Student t-test (p<0.05)

revealed significant differences between the evaluated

groups. The values obtained for Group I (14.60±5.66s TUG

and cognitive 23.02±8.973s- TUG) presented significant

statistical differences when compared to Group NI

(7.69±1.54s- TUG and cognitive 8.67±1.49s- TUG) for

functional mobility. The results for the Romberg Test of

Group I (unipodal support right-5.71±8.39s and left-

3.77±4.48s) were different from Group NI (16.17±9.31s and

14.97±9.40s for right and left members, respectively). For

adults without problems of static balance, 30 seconds is

considered the minimum time of unipodal permanence, which

was not reached by both groups. Superior values of dynamic

balance of 14s suggest that the elderly demonstrated greater

falling probability. Thus, among the elderly who suffered

falls, the institutionalized ones present greater implications

regarding static balance and functional mobility. Such data

indicate that the elderly deserve greater attention with the

purpose of preventing the progress of functional limitations

that might culminate in falls. Acknowledgements: PIBIC/

CNPq
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Identification of Conditions for Falls of

Institutionalized and Non-Institutionalized

Older People From São Carlos, Brazil

Silva, M.R.

Genova, T.C.

Morelli, J.G.S.

Rebelatto, J.R.

Universidade Federal de São Carlos

Everyone is at risk to eventual falls. However, for the elderly,

this has a relevant outcome, as it can lead to incapacity,

injury and even death. From a social stand view, the cost

involved in falling becomes greater when autonomy and

independence of the elderly reduce their capacity or lead to

institutionalization. Falls can involve intrinsic (illnesses, use

of medicaments) and extrinsic (physical environment)

causes. The purpose of the present work was to investigate

the history of falls of institutionalized and not-

institutionalized elderly, living in São Carlos, SP, Brazil,

identifying possible related factors. 63 volunteers

participated of this study, with ages between 60 and 84 years

(68.6 M= ± 7.0 years). The volunteers were divided in two

groups: I (institutionalized) 16 elderly individuals and NI

(not-institutionalized) 47 elderly ones. A structural

questionnaire, with opened, closed and mixed questions

relative to the falls was applied. All individuals from Group I

used medicaments systematically. Such was not the case for

Group NI (89.4%), indicating significant difference between

the two groups. Among the symptoms expressed in the

questionnaire (pain, weakness and dizziness), dizziness and

weakness were predominant in Group I. There was no

difference between the groups concerning sensorial

alterations, limb and torso mobility and difficulty in

accomplishing daily living activities. The extrinsic causes

included predominant reason for falls in both groups.

Moreover, the accomplishment of dynamic activities during

the fall demonstrated greater percentage for both of the

groups (93.75% I and 93.61% NI). The results showed that

intrinsic factors are more expressive in Group I, while extrinsic

characteristics presented uniform distribution in both

groups. Therefore, to characterize the etiologic agent to

determine the occurrence of falls, it is important to provide

better attention and know-how to prevent such eventual

occurrence. Acknowledgements: PIBIC/CNPq

E-mail: bymawusi@yahoo.com.br

Incidence of Falls in the Institutionalized

Elderly in the City of São Carlos, Brazil

Rebelatto, J.R.

Castro, A.P.

Chan, A.

Universidade Federal de São Carlos

The aging process causes an increased need for social and

health services, and the costs with elderly care can be

reduced through falls prevention. This study aimed to

characterize the falls that occurred among institutionalized

old adults in the city of São Carlos, state of São Paulo, Brazil.

An observational study was performed with five of six

institutions for old adults in the city of São Carlos. There

were 169 individuals living in the institutions analyzed, 61

of them matched the selection criteria (individuals aged 60

years or more and without clinical evidence of cognitive

impairment) and agreed to participate in this study. They

were interviewed regarding falls and physical activity, and

their grip strength was evaluated with a dynamometer. Thirty-

three participants had fallen at least once in the year before

the interview. There was no correlation between gender and

the number of falls, according to analysis of variance (p =
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0.073). The Students T-test revealed significant differences

between the mean of age (p = 0.02) and the mean grip

strength (p = 0.03) of the participants who had fallen and

those who hadn’t fallen. Old adults who hadn’t fallen had a

superior grip strength (6.7 kgf more) and were 5 years and 8

months younger than those who had fallen. However,

physical activity didn’t show correlation with the number of

falls according to Pearson’s Chi-square test (p = 0.44),

probably because only 16 individuals had participated in

regular physical activity. The majority of institutionalized

old adults in the city of São Carlos are sedentary, but this

fact wasn’t correlated with the number of falls. In addition,

old adults who showed poor results on the grip force test or

who were older tended do be fallers.

E-mail: alessandrapaiva2@yahoo.com.br

Distance Perception by Older Active

and Sedentary Individuals

Cavicchia, M.C.

Cozzani, M.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

The aging process can affect the accuracy and optimization

of spatial perceptual functions and, therefore, affect

performance during certain motor skills tasks. For example,

when older individuals have trouble with their spatial

orientation skills, some aspects of their action system can

be impaired. Impairments among older individuals are

particularly evident in sedentary individuals. Being active

throughout the lifespan is one of the most important factors

delaying degeneration associated with aging. The purpose

of this study was to verify whether or not active older

individuals perform better during egocentric distance

pointing tasks than their sedentary peers. Thirty active older

individuals (age 65.6; ± 4.6) and thirty sedentary older

individuals (age 67.5; ± 5.7) took part in this study. Two

egocentric distance perception tasks included, first, an

assessment of subjects’ accuracy in pointing to targets

before and after walking in a straight line (i.e., triangular

method). Four walking paths with varied distances were

tested. Each group was subdivided into three new groups

who performed the pointing task by walking in a straight

line of different lengths (i.e., base of the triangle: 1st = 5 m,

2nd = 10 m, and 3rd = 15 m). Before and after walking subjects

pointed at four targets placed at different distances (8, 13,

20 and 30 meters) each forming a 65° angle to the walking

pathway. Participants were asked to point to the target; then,

after being blindfolded, they were assisted by an

experimenter to the endpoint of the walking pathway as they

continued to point to the original target. From the pointing

angles for both targets we derived the perceived distances

and compared them to the real distances. Psychophysical

power function revealed that the exponent (n) showed a

perceptual constancy (n = 1) when perceived distance is

proportionally related to physical distance, as they increase

in length. Both groups exhibited underconstancy, according

to the t Student paired-sample (p<0,001) for all of the walking

pathways. According to the psychophysical analysis (i.e.,

the power function), active older individuals show the same

level of accuracy in pointing tasks for indirect measures of

perceived distance than do sedentary older individuals.

E-mail: mcc@rc.unesp.br

Identification of “Urban Disorientation”

as a Main Factor in Non-Institutionalized

Older Individuals

Costa, L.R.

UFSCar - Departamento de

Pós-Graduação em Fisioterapia

Facundo, P.C.
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Mendes, R.M.

Rebelatto, J.R.

UFSCar - Departamento de Fisioterapia

The current process of human development is characterized

by a sharp increase in the number older people, both in

relative and absolute numbers, resulting in the aging of the

population. As a result, problems in this population gradually

have assumed a greater impact. One growing problem is older

people who become lost in urban centers, called urban

disorientation. The goal of this study was to identify the

main variables of urban disorientation in non-

institutionalized older people in the municipality of São

Carlos, and characterize the places where such

disorientations have occurred. Participants in the study were

forty-nine older individuals, members of a city group, with

ages ranging from 61 to 92 years (average, 68 years), males

and females. The sample was classified into a group of

individuals who had experienced urban disorientation (n =

29) and a group who hadn’t experienced this disorientation

(n = 20). Sociodemographic variables and health conditions

were investigated as possible causes of the problem, and

data were collected through interviews of the participants.

Statistical analysis was performed using the chi-square test,

with a significance level of á=0.05. The characteristics of the

places where disorientation occurred were analyzed using

descriptive statistical techniques. The resulting variables

contributing to urban disorientation were sleep disorders

(p=0.01) and diabetes (p=0.02). Regarding the characteristics

of the location, 24% of the individuals reported that they

got lost in unfamiliar places with signage problems (lack of

street signs and poor lighting); 62% reported that they got

lost in regularly-visited, familiar places, with no local signage

problems; 14% reported they didn’t remember the

characteristics of the location. From the total of individuals

who reported urban disorientation, 41% had experienced the

problem more than once. The study concluded that sleep
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disorders and diabetes are the main factors that contributed

to urban disorientation in the studied groups. Unfamiliarity

with the environment, as well as signage problems did not

appear to be factors that influenced the occurrence of

disorientation in most of the older individuals.
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Balance, Coordination, and Speed in Older

Individuals After Participating in a

Physical Activity Program
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the balance,

coordination and agility of older people who have

participated in exercise. Its design was a transversal study,

and it took place at the Center for Studies in Psychobiology

and Exercise (CEPE), at the Federal University of São Paulo.

Sixty-one older males, aged 60 to 75 years, were randomly

assigned to a group which performed exercises with gradual

load resistance (experimental group) (n=39), or to a group

that performed exercises without load (control group) (n=22).

The load group participated in a program for 24 weeks, 3

sessions per week, every other day. They were evaluated at

the end of the training period using the Berg balance scale,

the Tinetti test, and the up & go test. After participation in

the program a statistical significant performance was found

for the experimental group for the up & go test (p=0.02), for

the Total Tinetti (p=0.046). We did not find differences for

the Berg balance scale nor Tinetti balance test. We

concluded that the training program using force over 24

weeks was favorable to the improvement of functional motor

performances in the older individuals. Acknowledgements:

Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo

(FAPESP), da Associação Fundo de Incentivo à Pesquisa.
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New Directions in Exercise

Programs for Older Adults
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In the designing of physical activity programs for older

adults, it is necessary to verify which functional fitness

parameters present the greatest decline during the aging

process. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare

functional fitness parameters among women in the first and

third stages of adulthood, as well as the magnitude of decline

by these parameters. Eighty women volunteered to

participate in this study, and they were divided in two groups:

younger adult group (YAG; n = 40; 23.2 ± 2.83 years), and

older adult group (OAG; n = 40; 62.45 ± 8.16 years). The

women were assessed by the AAHPERD functional fitness

test battery. This battery is composed of five tests that were

applied in the following order: 1) flexibility; 2) coordination;

3) body agility and dynamic balance; 4) muscle strength/

endurance upper limb, and 5) endurance. The results were

analyzed using descriptive statistics. For comparison of

functional fitness parameters between groups, the student’s

t test for independent measures was used (p<0.05). The

results for YAG and OAG, respectively, were: flexibility (71.16

± 11.01 and 54.91 ± 10.67 cm); coordination (8.69 ± 1.02 and

12.94 ± 5.76 seconds); body agility and dynamic balance

(15.79 ± 1.23 and 24.42 ± 9.08 seconds); muscle strength/

endurance upper limb (31.95 ± 5.56 and 28.28 ± 6.09 number

of repetitions) and endurance (416.03 ± 32.22 and 510.15 ±

83.97 seconds). The OAG presented smaller levels (p<0.05)

in all subjects’ parameters, with an observed difference of -

22.83% in flexibility; -48.90% in coordination; -57.72% in

body agility and dynamic balance; -11.51% in muscle

strength/endurance upper limb; and -22.62% in endurance.

The functional fitness parameters show different magnitudes

of declines in the women. That is, a larger decline was

observed in the parameter, body agility and dynamic balance;

and a smaller decline was observed in the parameter, muscle

strength/endurance upper limb. These results can help

professionals orient exercise programs for older adults by

illustrating how they can emphasize functional fitness

parameters in order of priority, in this case: body agility and

dynamic balance, coordination, flexibility, endurance and

muscle strength/endurance upper limb. Acknowledgements:

CNPq-Brasil; FUNASA; FINEP; FUNDUNESP; PROEX-
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Aging is a process that is slow, and the human organism has

an enormous capacity for adaptation, indicating that we can
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have a healthful life and minimize the loss of functional

capacity. It has been widely shown in studies of aging that

performance levels can be maintained through physical

activity. The goal of this study was to observe, over a one

year period, changes in IMC (Index of Corporal Mass), and

in hip flexibility, abdominal force, lumbar forces, lower limb

strength, manual grip strength, and walking speeds, in

middle-aged women in a gymnastics program. The sample

consisted of 22 women, aged between 40 and 70 years, who

practiced the suggested physical activity in accordance with

a certified doctor. The results indicated no significant

difference (p<0.05) between the initial evaluation (T1-

February 2006) and the final evaluation (T4-December 2006)

with regard to changes in hip flexibility (3.8%). However,

significant differences emerged (p<0.05) for the lumbar force

variable and for lower limb strength (8.4%), IMC (-1.4%),

manual grip strength (5.4%), walking speeds (7.7%), and

abdominal force (11.5%). These results suggest that the

program of physical activity for the middle-aged women was

enough to revert the loss of performance in the majority of

selected variables, indicating the necessity for incremental

work with flexibility exercises. We suggested that

participation in programs of regular physical activity

promotes an increase in the number of favorable responses

that would contribute toward healthful aging. Therefore,

some physiological processes that occur with age can be

modified by exercise and physical conditioning, improving

the quality of life.
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Effects of Aerobic Physical Activity on the

Pulmonary Capacity of Older Individuals
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The aim of our study was to investigate the effects of aerobic

exercise on the respiratory function in elderly women (range

of 61 ± 2 years-old). The volunteers were divided in two

groups: sedentary (SD, n = 8) and trained groups (TR, n =

15). Aerobic exercise was performed for 3 days/week, during

60 minutes, for 24 weeks with an intensity of 60 a 70% of

VO2max. Anthropometric parameters, % of fat mass, peak

flow expiratory (PFE) and forced expiratory volume in 1s

(FEV1) were evaluated during a baseline condition and after

a training program. Our findings show that the training

program did not interfere with the body mass index, neither

in sedentary (initial: 30,3 +/- 2,1 and after: 30,0 +/- 1,8 kg/m2

) nor trained groups (initial: 28,6 +/- 1,2 and after: 28,6 +/- 1,2

kg/m2). Similarly, % of fat mass was unaltered in sedentary

(initial: 35,8 +/- 1,4 and after: 36,0 +/- 1,6) and trained groups

(initial: 33,4 +/- 1,3 and after: 35,2 +/- 1,3). Interestingly, PFE

values were significantly reduced (approximately 6%) in

sedentary volunteers. On the other hand, the PFE values

increased approximately 24% after exercise training. Physical

exercise for 24 weeks caused no changes in FEV1 values in

both groups. In trained group, the VO2 max was not affected

by aerobic training. In conclusion, the training program

employed in our study promotes an improvement of

respiratory function indicating a beneficial effect of aerobic

physical exercise in this particular population. Keywords:

ageing; respiratory function; aerobic training, women, body

mass index
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Endurance Training Prevent Decline of

Inspiratory Muscle Performance in

Elderly Subjects
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The aim of the present study was to assess inspiratory

muscle performance during exercise in 12 elderly and 12

younger chronically endurance-trained athletes (the OT aged

63,7±1,8 yr. and YT aged 23±2,4 yr. groups, respectively)

and with a control group of 12 healthy elderly males with

normal pulmonary function (the OC group, aged 64±2 yr.).

All subjects performed an incremental cycle ergometer test

to exhaustion. Breathing pattern components and respiratory

drive were measured for each 90-second increment in work

rate. The inspiratory muscles’ tension-time index (T
T0.1

)

during exercise was determined according to the equation

T
T0.1

 = P
0.1

/MIP t
I

/t
TOT

, where P
0.1

 is the mouth occlusion

pressure, MIP is the maximal inspiratory pressure and t
I

/t
TOT

is the duty cycle. The decline in forced vital capacity was

similar for the OT and YT subjects, whereas the drop in the

forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) was

significantly slower in the OT group than in the OC group

(p<0.05). Similarly, the decline in maximal inspiratory pressure

was slower in the OT group than in the OC group (p<0.05).

For a given VCO
2

, OT subjects displayed minute ventilation,

mouth occlusion pressure (P
O.1

), P
0.1

/MIP ratio, T
T0.1

 and

effective impedance of the respiratory muscle  values which

were lower than for OC subjects and higher than for YT

subjects. This study showed lower inspiratory muscle

performance attested by a higher tension-time index T
T0.1

during exercise in the OT group. This result was explained

by a higher P
0.1

 in the OT group resulting mainly from a

higher effective impedance of the respiratory muscle and a

lower MIP. However decline in inspiratory muscle

performance appeared to be less marked in elderly men
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having performed lifelong endurance training compared with

sedentary elderly subjects resulting mainly from a lower P
0.1

and effective impedance of the respiratory muscle and a

higher MIP in the OT group than OC group.
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Gymnastics for Older People:

Motivation Factor for Adherence

Testa, R.F.

Candido, G.
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Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul

Aging is a process of several bio-psycho-social

modifications that affect the relationship between an

individual and the surrounding environment. One of the

social changes is the increase of free time that comes with

retirement. Such free time could be filled up in different ways

like increasing physical exercise practice. The motivation is

a very important factor in human development; it represents

a strong influence on individual’s behavior. Only when there

are goals to be achieved, dreams to materialize, the energy

needed to turn wishes in practical actions appears. This

study focuses on motivational level of older women and

their persistence in a gymnastic program. We tried to find

out the reasons why older people persist or give up physical

activity. The study is an exploratory-descriptive research

base on a qualitative paradigm. Participated in this study

twenty people, men and women, ages between 58 and 85

years, participants of the gymnastic program for the third

age people of Ararigbóia gym, institution associated with

the Porto Alegre City Sports Secretary (Secretaria Municipal

de Esportes of Porto Alegre), Brazil. The motivational

inventory by Balbinoti (2004) was used to better understand

the motivations which bring a person to practice regular

physical activities. The results showed that the motivational

factors that matter more to older people to keep up with a

gymnastic program are health (18.8%) in the first place,

followed by leisure (18.95%) and socialization (18%), and

less important factors such as aesthetics (17.6%), stress

(15.15%) and competitiveness (12.3%). We conclude that

older people keep engaged in practical activities because

they are motivated to improve and maintain their health and

prevent the common diseases of this age.
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Reasons for Enrollment of Older People in a

University Outreach Program (CEFID/UDESC)

Fernandes, S.

Guimarães, A.C.A.

Soares, A.

Simas, J.P.N.
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UDESC/CEFID-LADEHU

Because life expectancy is growing up quickly in modern

days, the demand in the programs of the Open University

for the Elderly is in the raise. These programs offer exchange

of knowledge so experiences and life perspectives can

improve. This study, a case description aimed to identify

the reasons for enrollment and permanence in the programs

of the Open University for the Elderly (Unversidade Aberta

da Maturidade, UAM, CEFID/UDESC) in Santa Catarina,

Brazil. Participants were 67 students of both, females and

males, from an UAM program, average age 49 year (SD =

4.24). Participants filled a questionnaire with 17 closed

questions and 7 open questions. Questions were designed

to characterize the sample and reasons for enrollment and

permanence in the UAM program. Descriptive statistics used

calculation of simple, percentile, average frequency and

shunting line standard. Students were predominantly

females, middle-age, married, living in the urban area of

Florianópolis. They completed high school or higher level

education, retired and have no professional activity.

Moreover, their average income was quite high, nine monthly

minimum wage. They learned about the UMA program

through friends, and their main reasons to participate was

the search for new knowledge, new friends and the exchange

of life experiences. These students reveal to be very satisfied

with the staff, infra-structure and with the professors of the

program. The knowledge they acquired during the program

became very useful for their daily routines. The type of

courses they appreciated the most was of practical and

theoretical nature. Psychology course was the favorite one.

Many individual changes occurred after initiating the

program, and they were: meeting new friends, acquiring new

knowledge, and new ways of thinking and acting. The

reasons for enrollment and permanence in the programs of

the Open University for the Elderly by older students

included knowledge, friendships and exchanges of

experiences. Their advice to us was: “Don’t let this

experience die, so for others can have a chance to live it.”

E-mail: saedfisica@hotmail.com

Physical Activity and Elderly People

Who Live in Nursing Homes

Lima Ferreira, P.

Estanislava Tolocka, R.

De Marco, A.

Simões, R.

César, M.C.C.

Sampaio, M.

Universidade Metodista de Piracicaba-UNIMEP

Many studies have shown that physical activities can bring

benefits to older people. However, most of these studies

have investigated people who are still integrated in the

society and have good health, although many older people
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end in nursing homes because of their health or social

conditions. The main goal of this study was to observe

health conditions and physical activities prescriptions of

older people who live in nursing home in Piracicaba, São

Paulo, Brazil. Using an exploratory research, we interviewed

308 people, between 41 and 106 years. The data collection

included identifying pathologies, pain, health history,

practice of physical activities. Some of them reported to have

chest pain, difficult breathing, falls and health problems.

We found 117 cases of arterial hypertension; 49 cases of

health problems, 42 cases of diabetes, 20 of asthma, 4 of

epilepsy. Smoking was declared by 107 persons and suffered

from an allergy. According to OMS classification we found

that 199 seemingly health persons, 33 had increased risk for

illness, and 51 already had known illness; 84 people were

referred for medical evaluation. These results showed that

physical activities programs for older people are imperative

and, as well as for the medical services, they have to be

carefully planned. The results also show that besides clinical

conditions, lack of practice of physical education is a risk

factor for the safety of older people. Acknowledgements:
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Effects of a Six-Week Flexibility Training

Protocol Using Static-Passive Method

in Active Elderly Women
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The aging process is accompanied by the development of

many diseases that can be prevented by physical exercise.

Aging involves many variables such as genetic factors,

lifestyle, and some anticipated diseases. Physical activity

can guarantee the improvement of the several functional

capacities, and, as well, increase muscular flexibility,

resulting in a better quality of life for individuals in this

population. Physical activity is an important source for

decreasing degenerations caused by aging, such as a loss

of muscle elasticity that could intensify joint movement

restriction and decrease flexibility. The objective of this study

was to verify the influence of a stretching workout on the

lower limbs, specifically, on the flexibility levels of the

hamstring muscles of females. The subjects evaluated were

20 elderly women (56.8 ± 5.1 years) who participated in a

regular program of physical activity. The instrument used to

collect data was a flexibility bench (BAFLEX), which

eliminated anthropometric interferences and the differences

of measurement obtained when trying to maintain a test

standard. The subjects received specific flexibility training

for hamstrings over a 6-week period. To compare the means

of pre- and post-tests, a paired t-test (p < 0.05) was used.

The results showed a significant difference (p=0.00) between

pre-test (22.32 cm) and post-test (26.48 cm), indicating an

increase in the subjects’ performance. The results found in

this study allowed the conclusion that a 6-week flexibility

training program, with an emphasis on lengthening static-

passive flexibility, can significantly improve the level of

hamstring flexibility in active elderly women. Acknowled-

gements: Centro Universitário de Belo Horizonte - UNI-BH
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The Influence of Physical Activity on

Depression Symptoms in Women Over 60s
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In 2025, thirty-four million people, that is, 15% of the Brazilian

population will be over 60 years old (Gonçalves, 2000). The

aging process is a universal and natural experience; however

throughout the course of the world history, this has been

highly stereotyped. Since the sixteenth century a steady

cult and worship to youth and beauty has been seen, which

results in a prejudice against the old age (Lorda, 2001). The

fact that after the retirement, an old person begins to be

considered disabled, in this capitalist world, reflects in a

deep social devaluation (Mucida, 2004). As a result of the

reality lived by the elderly person, a minimization of his/her

social role was generated, producing psychological

disturbances which, being diagnosed, show a high

prevalence of depressive states (Snowdon, 2002, McCracken

et all, 1997; Weyerer et all, 1995; Veras, 1994; Livingston et

all, 1990). Studies show that 50% of the cases of suicides

during the third age are related with depressive states (Hepple

and Quinton, 1997; Kennedy, 1996). According to the World

Health Organization the estimate for 1999 is that out of six

adult persons, one has depression (Issler, 1999). The

physical activity is considered an effective way to control

depression, since it reduces the risk of the functional decrease

and mortality (Garcia et all, 2006). In this research, the

physical activity program was conducted three times a week

with one hour duration during one year. Forty-three

individuals participated in this research; sixteen of them were

diagnosed with depression in the first interview. Before the

program started, the participants answered a questionnaire

that evaluates the level of Depression, and after one year, it

was repeated. We used the statistical analysis based on

Paired Test and Confidence Interval. Our conclusion is that

there was a significant improvement on the depressive state

of almost all subgroups and only for women aging 70 and 74

with depression the physical activity program did not

minimize the depressive state.
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Descriptive Analysis of Physical Education

Programming for School-Aged

Youth Who are Incarcerated
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It has been stated that the incidence of juvenile delinquency

can be reduced through physical education activities

designed to provide youth with social skills, enhance self-

esteem, and encourage the constructive use of discretionary

time. While the enrollment in some form of a structured

physical education program is of utmost importance,

presently there is little information on the status of the

physical education programs now provided for juvenile

offenders who are incarcerated. The purpose of our long-

term project is to investigate the role of physical education

as a medium for the integration of youth who are incarcerated

back into their schools. The specific purpose of this study,

as a component within this long-term project, was to

determine the status of physical education programs for

school-aged youth who are incarcerated. It should be noted

that over 40% of these youths have been formally

categorized as disabled (i.e., emotional disturbed, learning

disabled, or mentally retarded). A 27-question survey was

developed and sent to all executive administrators at 34

youth detention centers in Texas. Eighteen of the 34

administrators responded. Based on the analysis of the data

collected, most of the directors believed they should have

control of the comprehensive program at the detention center

(27.8% strongly agreed; 38.9% agreed; 27.8% disagreed; and

5.5% strongly disagreed). Although, there should be

coordination between the detention center administrator and

the school-based administrator related to physical education

programming (22.2% strongly agreed; 55.6% agreed; and

22.2% disagreed). Further, most administrators believed that

physical education must be a major component in the

rehabilitation process at their center (55.6% strongly agreed;

44.4% agreed). It was concluded, that there is a need for

collaboration between the detention center and the school-

based administrators regarding physical education. It was

interesting to note, that these administrators stressed the

importance of physical education in their centers. In contrast,

programs for students at-risk and/or who are emotionally

disturbed in public schools, may not provide physical

education or even use it as a reward for these students. The

discrepancies between detention center and public school

philosophies will be discussed.
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Functional Capacity: Comparisons Between

Active and Sedentary Older Individuals
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When we get older, we lose strength and muscle mass. This

can make us become dependent or make the achievement of

daily activities harder (ACSM, 2003). It could induce us to

not participate in social activities, and increase the risk of

chronic-degenerative disease development. Therefore,

participation in regular physical activities could reduce this

process (Pitanga, 2004; Rollim et al., 2006). We can find in

the literature many studies that show the benefits that regular

practice in physical exercise may produce for older

individuals (Narici et al. 2005; Guedes, Jr. 2005; ACSM, 2006),

including, significant alterations in functional autonomy and

quality of life (ACSM, 2006; Matsudo, 2005). The goal of

this study, therefore, was to compare the functional capacity

between older individuals who participate in physical activity

and those who are sedentary. Fity-eight individuals, aged

60 to 80 years, were divided into two groups. Group 1:

participants of physical activity in the “Centro de

Convivência Vida Feliz de São Vicente” (CECON), and group

2: institutionalized older individuals in the city of Santos.

For the evaluation of functional capability, the questionnaire

proposed by Rikli and Jones (1999) was used. Results

regarding the functional capacity of group 1 were 6.9%,

20.7% and 72.4%: low, moderate, and advanced, respectively.

Group 2’s results were 65.5 %, 34.5 %, and 0, respectively.

Results for the groups show low levels of functional

capability for the institutionalized individuals when

compared with the physically activitive individuals. This

suggests that the implementation of physical exercise

programs in elderly care institutions can reduce some

negative effects of aging, improving functional capacity and

quality of life.
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Comparative Analysis Between Muscular

Strength and Performance in Daily

Life Activities By Older Individuals
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Getting older is a complex process and can cause many
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functional problems. Therefore, the performance of daily

activities has been used to evaluate this process (Cotton,

1998). For the functional and independence assessment it

has been used for reference of daily activities (LDAs)

(Oliveira at al. 2006). Participation in physical exercise

programs is an effective alternative for reducing and/or

preventing functional decline related to aging (Rolim et al.,

2006). Muscular strength (MS) is one of the physical

capacities that decrease with the process of getting older,

producing negative consequences to functional capacity

(Mello et al., 2004; Cortes & Silva, 2005). Practice in

resistance training programs can improve MS, and,

consequently, delay this situation (Bassey, 1988). The

objective of this study was to compare MS levels and LDAs

performance in older participants in community physical

activity programs in São Vicente (SV) and São Caetano do

Sul (SCS). Twenty-nine older individuals, with an average

age of 64 years     (± 4 years) were evaluated. For assessment

of MS, a hand grip (Jama, USA) was used, and for the

performance in the LDAs, achievement evaluation tests were

used. The results were compared with those observed by

Matsudo (2005) for older participants in a community

physical activity program of SCS. The selected tests results

were: stand up from a chair (GUC) 0.64 ± 0.18s and 0.69 ±

0.20s; walking, normal speed (NWS) 2.86 ± 0.52s and 3.00 ±

0.40s; maximum walking speed (MWS) 2.10 ± 0.22s and 2.49

± 0.40; balance (BL) 28.24 ± 4.80 s and 16.9 ± 9.50s; muscular

strength (MS) 26.76 ± 6.71 kg and 26.80 ± 5.30 kg for SV and

SCS individuals, respectively. The percentage differences

between the SV and SCS individuals for the tests were: 7.8

(GUC), 4.8 (NSW), 18.5 (MSW), 40.1 (BL) and 0.14 (MS).

Although the SCS individuals had better MS results, this

does not represent a better performance on the LDA’s tests

and could be caused by the MS evaluation method chosen

for the comparison with performance in LDA’s.
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Senior Athletes: Sport as an Element to

Promote Health and Quality of Life
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The aim of this study was to verify if competitive sports

(i.e., swimming, cycling, running, and triathlon) can improve

and promote health and quality of life for seniors (i.e., more

than 60 years old). This review of the literature observed the

relationship between seniors’ participation in physical

activity and sport, and health and quality of life.  Several

studies showed a reduction in performance in tests of

maximum performance in swimming, cycling, and running in

seniors, probably because of alterations of the muscular,

cardiovascular, and pulmonary capacities caused by aging.

On the other hand, a systematic physical training program

can provide important improvements in physical fitness. Ten

senior male athletes, between 61 and 69 years old, who were

participants in systematic physical training programs and

competitions, volunteered to participate in this study.

Participants answered the SF-36 questionnaire, “Health

Research, Generic Questionnaire for Evaluation of Quality

of Life ‘Medical Outcomes Study SF-36.’” This is a

multidimensional instrument consisting of 36 items to

generically evaluate the quality of life. These items are scored

on 8 multi-item scales that include: physical functioning,

role-physical, pain, general health perception, vitality, social

functioning, role-emotional, mental health, plus a one-item

measure of self-evaluated change in health status in the past

year. The results revealed that 100% of the athletes showed

an increase in the indices of quality of life, suggesting that

a systematic physical training program, with the goal of

participation in endurance competitions, can contribute to

the promotion and maintenance of health and life of quality

of seniors.

E-mail: uchagil@hotmail.com

The Influence of Hydrogymnastics on the

General Mobility of Older Women

Souza, L.H.R.

Carvalho, C.

Alves, T.B.

Morais, M.A.

Costa, G.A.

UCB - Universidade Católica de Brasília

Oliveira, R.J.

UCB - Universidade Católica de Brasília

The decline in speed in aging women, which has

consequences on their autonomy and independence, has

gained the attention of professionals and researchers in the

area of gerontology. The objective of this study was to

compare the values of pre- and post-tests of general mobility

in aging women who practice hydrogymnastics. The sample

was constituted by 38 independent and physically practicing

volunteers (64.18 ± 9.22 yrs) of hydrogymnastics (3 times

per week, 60 min per session) in the Project of Physical and

Recreative Activities for the Third Age (AFRID). The post-

test data were obtained after participants had been in the

program for two years. During the first 15 minutes of each

session, warm up activities out of the water were performed.

The next 40 minutes of the lesson was used to developed

exercises that offer physical resistance and muscular

strength exercises. In the remaining minutes, lengthening

exercises were performed. The tests of general mobility were

selected from the battery of tests reported in Spirduso (1995).

The application of the tests included: normal walking speed–

NSW; maximum walking speed-MSW; speed of raising from

the chair-SRC. To compare the average values, a paired t-

test was used. The results indicated that hydrogymnastics
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did not significantly influence the NSW, contrary to the

MSW. With regard to SRC, it was found that there was an

improvement from the pre-test to the post-test values.

E-mail: camillacarvalhoeduca@yahoo.com.br

Functional Mobility in Active and

Non-Active Institutionalized and

Non-Institutionalized Elderly

Morelli, J.G.S.

Borges, C.F.

Rebelatto, J.R.

UFSCar - Departamento de Fisioterapia

The objective of this study was to analyze the degree of

functional mobility in institutionalized and non-

institutionalized active and non-active older people. One

hundred and thirty five (135) male and female seniors were

distributed into three categories accordingly to home,

location, and physical activity practices. Forty-nine were

institutionalized, with ages ranging from 60 to 84 years (71.77

years ± 7.97 years); forty-two were sedentary, non-

institutionalized, and ranged in age from 60 to 83 years

(average age, 69.80 years ± 7.30 years); forty-four were non-

institutionalized, practiced physical activity, whose ages

ranged from 60 to 80 years (average 65.06 years ± 5.20 years).

The individuals were evaluated through the Time Up and Go

Test (TUG) in two different ways: normal TUG (TUG) and

manual TUG (TUGm). The data were analyzed using the

program Sigma Stat and the statistical treatment, the Mann

Whitney Rank Sum Test, with p<0.05 as the level of

significance. The results showed that the institutionalized

individuals were significantly slower (p=0.00) than their

sedentary, non-institutionalized colleagues, as well as in

relation to the active non-institutionalized individuals, in

reference to the TUG and TUGm. All three groups completed

the TUG in less time than it took them to complete the TUGm.

This study led us to conclude that the institutionalized

indiviuals presented with less functional mobility than did

the sedentary and active non-institutionalized individuals.

E-mail: jg.morelli@uol.com.br

Lifestyle and Aging: A Descriptive Study of

Older Participants From Florianópolis, Brazil

Machado, Z.

Guimarães, A.C.A.

Simas, J.P.N.

Soares, A.

Udesc - Centro de Educação Física

The purpose of this study was to investigate the lifestyle

(nutrition, physical activity, preventive behavior,

relationships, and stress control) of older adult participants

from the Living Groups, in Florianópolis. A field study, case

description was made of 65 older adults (74% women and

26% men), with an average age of 67.92 years. We used the

following instruments: (a) Form of personal information, and

(b) Pentacle of Well-being (Nahas, Barros, & Francalacci,

2000). The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics

(distributions of absolute frequencies and measures of

central trend). The results indicated that the older adults

were between 60 to 88 years of age, and the majority of them

were born in Santa Catarina. They were residents of Brazil,

completed high school, were married, and were retired

teachers with a monthly income of 1 to 3 minimum wages.

Our data showed that in relation to their lifestyles: (a) 66.5%

of them ate fruits and vegetables daily, 61.5% avoided fats

and candies, and 63.1% ate 4 to 5 daily meals; (b) 86.2%

controlled their blood pressure and cholesterol levels, 52.3%

never smoked or ingested alcoholic beverages, and 84.6%

obeyed traffic rules; (c) 93.9% affirmed that they were

satisfied with their relationships with friends, 75.3% always

met with friends for leisure time, and 61.6% tried to feel useful

in their social environments; (d) 81.5% dedicated daily time

for resting, 53.9% did not remain calm during discussions,

and 70.8% of them affirmed that their day-by-day activities

were balanced; (e) 67.7% practiced physical activity daily,

64.6% did not perform strength exercises and muscle

stretches, and 50.8% had active daily activities. The results

showed that the older adults seemed to possess a positive

lifestyle in all components observed in the study; however,

they needed to include stretches and strength exercises in

their routine of physical activities and to better manage stress

during discussions.

E-mail: zenite13@yahoo.com.br

Lifestyles of Middle Age Men and

Women at an Open University (UAM)

Simas, J.P.N.

Guimarães, A.C.A.

Machado, Z.

Soares, A.

UDESC/CEFID/LADEHU

This study focused on the analysis of lifestyle (nutrition,

physical activity, and preventive behavior, relationships, and

stress control) in middle-aged men and women at the Open

University for Maturity (UAM), Center of Physical

Education, Physiotherapy, and Sports (CEFID), University

of Santa Catarina State (UDESC). The study’s participants

were 109 individuals (67% women and 32% men), with an

average age of 49.64 years. The instruments for collecting

data for two variables were (a) Personal information forms,

and (b) Pentacle of Well-being (Nahas, Barros, & Francalacci,

2000). The data were analyzed using descriptive

(distributions of absolute frequencies and measures of

central tendency) and inferential statistics (test of chi-square,

significance level, p < 0.005*). The results indicated that the
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middle-aged individuals from UAM: (a) are between 40 to 59

years old, of which most were born in Santa Catarina and are

married, completed high school, and 62% still possess a

remunerated activity to support the household with a

monthly income that varies from 1 to 9 minimum wages; (b)

36% of the participants consume fruits and vegetables daily,

40% avoid fats and candies, and 48% eat 4 to 5 daily meals 2

= 6.078 and p=0.014*); (c) 54% control blood pressure levels

(2=4.900 and p=0.027*), 52% never smoked or ingested

alcoholic beverages cholesterol (2=7.219 and  p=0.007*); (d)

74% affirmed that they respect traffic rules, and 78% say

they are satisfied with their relationships with friends, 34%

always meet their friends for leisure time, and 33% try to feel

useful in their social environments); (e) 38% dedicated daily

time for resting, 40% remained calm during discussions, and

33% confirmed that they had balanced activities between

work and leisure; (f) 38% did not practice physical activity

daily, 33% never practiced strength and stretch exercises,

and 30% sometimes practice an active daily activity. In

conclusion, we could affirm that men and women of middle

age from the UAM seem to have good nutritional habits and

preventive behavior, but, with regard to relationship, stress,

and physical activity, the results did not indicate significant

statistical associations.

E-mail: joseanisimas@gmail.com

Assessment of Quality of Life in Older

Participants of a University Senior’s Program

Castro, P.C.
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Oishi, J.

UFSCar-CCBS-Depa

Tahara, N.

UFSCar-CCET-Departamento de Estatística

Rebelatto, J.R.

FESC-Universidade Aberta da Terceira Idade

Aveiro, M.

UFSCar-CCBS-Departamento de Fisioterapia

The movement for the University of the Third Age had

appeared all over the world. Its main concepts and practical

experiences, based on an interdisciplinary approach,

represent an innovative way of promoting health of older

people. The University of the Third Age aims to promote

social participation and improvement of health condition and

quality of life for older people. The present study evaluated

the status of quality of life of older individual (55-80 years

old) enrolled at the São Carlos Open University of the Third

Age (called UATI). Participants were 57 older individuals,

freshmen at UATI. The criteria selection was that they should

be between 55 and 80 years old and could answer questions

during an interview. An interdisciplinary program comprised

six topics: three concerning physical activities (each once a

week): Tai Chi Chi Kung, body expression, physiotherapy

and health promotion; and three concerning social and

cultural promotion: music education, art, third age

citizenship. There were also other social activities like:

holiday celebrations and cultural tourism. The main outcome

measures—from the Portuguese version of the abbreviated

instrument of quality of life WHOQOL-brief —were taken

during the baseline and after the 16
th

 week follow-up.

WHOQOL-brief has 26 questions divided into four domains:

physical ,  psychological ,  social  relationships  and

environment. The data were analyzed using T-test for

dependent samples measurements. The psychological,

environmental, overall and quality of life domains presented

significant differences (p<0.05) before and after

participation; the physical and social relationship domains

did not show significant improvement. We conclude that

the program contributed to increase quality of life.

E-mail: paula.costacastro@gmail.com

Modulation of Motor Load in Adult and

Old People: Effects of Different Protocol

Trainings of Power Values and Flexibility

Italo, S.

Dario, C.

Rosa Anna, R.

Milena, M.

University of Foggia, Italy

Faculty of Medicine and Surgery

This research to monitor the effects of the different protocols

of training designed for adults and the elderly in order to

characterize the didactic programme that gives us a better

indication of motor requirements for the elderly. The research

has been made on a pattern of old individuals, (n= 44 females)

divided at random in two 6,6) and control group (GC,

n±groups: experimental group (GE, n = 34, age 68   7,6). To

evaluate the motor activity capacity normative tests ± = 10,

age 69.8  were used in literature (Rikli & Jones, 2001): the

Chair stand test, the Arm curl test, the 6-minute walk test

and with the 2-minute step test, the Chair sit and Reach test

and the Back scratch test, the 8-Foot up and go test. Training

period has been set for 12 weeks (36 sessions of 45 minutes

each lessons, three times a week). Along the 12 training

weeks, between the first survey and the second, the

experimental group has undergone a specific training for

power, speed, endurance and articular mobility, following a

plan divided into three mesocyclings (four weeks): 1)

contents related to the capability of power up to 50%, to

resistance up to 30%, to articular mobility up to 20% have

been presented; 2) prevailing capability has been resistance

up to 50%, then power up to 30% and last articular mobility

and flexibility up to 20%; 3) has been put into evidence

articular mobility within the range of 40% followed by power

30% and resistance 30%. In the same period GC has

undergone a training of ricreative type aiming at eliciting
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power, resistance, intersegmentary-coordination, articular

mobility, without variation of percentages of load in the three

mesocyclings. The GE has given evidence of the greatest

results in all the tests used; in particular the GC results were

statistically significant in the Chair stand test, in the Arm

curl test, in the 8-Foot up and go test (p>0.05) and in the 2-

minute step test (p>0.01). The models and quantifiers of the

volume of training related to strength and resistance and

the articulation used by the elderly in these tests have

determined advantages in the strength of the superior and

anterior arteries and in speed and resistance. The capacity

of articulate mobility in a specific time span has determined

great advantages but not great enough to produce significant

statistics.

E-mail: birosa@alice.it

The Effect of Jahara® Aquatic Therapy

Program on Pain and Quality of Life

in Women With Fibromyalgia

Rosen, M.A.

Fliess-Douer, M.A.

Horvitz, B.A.

Porat, B.E.

Ben-Anat, M.

Arad, M.

Wingate Colege

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a complex syndrome characterized by

pain amplification, musculoskeletal discomfort, and systemic

symptoms, including: pain, fatigue, sleep disorder, chronic

headaches, irritable bowel syndrome, temporomandibular

joint dysfunction syndrome and more. The literature reviews

that programs combining education with cognitive

behavioral techniques and exercise are most effective in

enhancing self-efficacy and decreasing symptoms of FM.

Furthermore, emphasizing the educational aspect for physical

behavior has found to be important in the maintenance of

improvements. The Jahara® aquatic therapy has an overall

approach aiming to benefit participants on a physical and

emotional level at once. The main idea of Jahara is to create

Expansion, both physical and mental. The therapeutics

effects of Jahara are: Pain reduction, Kinesthetic awareness

and healthy body mechanics, Awareness of proper body

alignment, Increased core muscle strength, Improved balance

and coordination, Improved body control, Greater fluidity

and relaxation of breath, A positive feeling of structural

expansion, Increased range of motion and flexibility, Release

of muscle tension and muscle “guarding” and Long-lasting

feeling of wellbeing. This study examined the effect of

Jahara® aquatic therapy program on pain and quality of life

in women with fibromyalgia. 13 women were assigned for 6

weeks intervention program including seated immersion,

group active exercises and individual floating therapy

sessions. Participants completed the Visual Analog Scale

(VAS) pain questionnaire before and after each session and

SF36 - quality of life – Questionnaire before and after the

intervention. Analyses indicated a significant level of pain

reduction, a significant improvement of the general health

condition and a significant improvement of vitality and

mental health. The conclusion of the study was that a

systematic Jahara® program as an intervention for woman

with FMS will improve their physical condition and physical

functioning. Based on this pilot study, an extension research

is taking a place in cooperation with Tel-Aviv Sourasky

Medical Center.

E-mail: aquatova@netvision.net.il

Quality of Life in Middle Age

Individuals Enrolled at a University

Guimarães, A.C.A.

Machado, Z.

Simas, J.P.N.

Soares, A.

UDESC - CEFID

We investigated the quality of life shown by middle-aged

individuals from the Open University to Maturity (UAM) -

Center of Physical Education, Physical Therapy and Sports

(CEFID), the University of Santa Catarina State (UDESC),

Brazil. We realized a descriptive study of case that was

composed of 109 individuals (73 women and 36 men) with

average age of 49.64 years, selected intentionally in a causal

unsystematic way. An auto-applicable questionnaire was

used, and it was composed of two parts: (a) Social-

demographic: age, educational level, marital status, city,

professional activity and monthly income and (b)

Questionnaire SF-36 (Ware, 1993), that was composed of

questions related to physical health (general health, body

pain and physical functioning) and mental health (vitality,

social and emotional functioning). The data were analyzed

by descriptive statistics (distributions of absolute

frequencies and measures of central trend). The results

indicated that the individuals of middle-age from UAM: (a)

have an average age of 40 to 59 years, and most of them

were born at Santa Catarina and are married; they completed

the high school, and 62 % still possess a remunerated

activity that makes them support the house with a monthly

income that varies from 1 to 9 wages; (b) Perceived their

physical health (score: 72.57) better than their mental health

(score: 67.84), based on the high scores from the component

of functional capacity (score: 76.90) and physical limitation

(score: 79.95), and the low scores of vitality component

(score: 60.28) and emotional limitation (score: 66.67). It was

concluded that the middle-aged individuals of both genders,

although having complaints related to their mental health,

in a general way, seem to present a good perception of their

quality of life.

E-mail: nanaguim@terra.com.br
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Lian Gong Exercises and Quality of

Life in Parkinson’s Disease and Multiple

Sclerosis: A Pilot Study

Ushirobira, S.

Pascucci Sande, L.A.

Unaerp - Faculdade de Fisioterapia

Parkinson’s disease is a basal ganglia degeneration often

triggered after the fifties. Another well-known neurological

disease, named multiple sclerosis, produces the lack of

myelin in the central nervous system of young adults. Both

are progressive and have some common signs and

symptoms: postural instability, gait instability, pain, fatigue

and depression. Such aspects can change the quality of life

of the affected individuals. The Lian Gong is a Chinese self

healing method consisted of therapeutic and health care

exercises suited for different body conditions and disorders.

The aim of this pilot study was to analyze the impact of the

Lian Gong exercises in the quality of life of people affected

by Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis. The study

group was comprised of seven members from the Ribeirão

Preto Association of Parkinson’s disease and Multiple

sclerosis. Four of them were affected by Parkinson’s disease

and three affected by multiple sclerosis. They were evaluated

with the Whoqol questionnaire, the Mobility Rivermead

Index, with photographs and testimonials. The participants

took part in 10 sessions of fifty minutes each, two times a

week. The sessions were divided in four parts: warm up,

exercise explanation, work out and cool down. The practicing

of Lian Gong did show a positive impact in the quality of life

of the group, providing varied benefits: reduction of pain

and anxiety; improvement of self personal care, more stable

balance and better spatial orientation. The weekly meetings

helped the members of the group, the practitioners of Liang

Gong, to better accept social life situations. The practice of

Lian Gong is a suitable self healing method for persons with

Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis and it can also

improve social skill by this group.

E-mail: simon_ushi@hotmail.com

Effects of Physical Activity on Sleeping

Quality of Parkinson’s Disease Patients

Dias, J.T.
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Stella, F.
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Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative condition

clinically characterized by progressive motor impairment that

includes rest tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and instability—

symptoms associated to the degeneration of substantial

nigra. According to the current data, regular physical activity

improves heart capacity, brain perfusion, and mental state.

The study’s objective was to verify if regular physical

activity, with mild and moderate intensity, ameliorates the

sleeping quality of Parkinson’s disease patients. Ten older

patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease were studied,

who were referred by the Physical Activity for Older

Individuals Program (PROFIT), São Paulo State University

(UNESP), Rio Claro, Brazil. Initially, the Unified Parkinson’s

Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) and the Hoehn & Yahr Scale

were applied to identify the motor conditions of the patients.

After this, the subjects were admitted to the PROFIT regular

physical exercises program. For a month, sleeping quality at

two points in time was evaluated: in the days when the

patients participated in motor activities, and in the days

without these activities. For evaluating sleeping quality, two

procedures were applied: the Mini-Sleep Questionnaire

(Zome et al., 1995; Aloé & Tavares, 2000) and a Daily Sleep

Record, in which the patients registered their sleep

performance. According to the statistical analysis of the data

from the Mini-Sleep Questionnaire and the Daily Sleep

Record, in the days with the regular physical activity, sleep

duration didn’t increase in comparison to the days without

physical exercise (p>0.005). However, the sleeping quality

was significantly improved during the days with physical

practice (p<0.005).  In conclusion, regular and appropriated

physical activity is a useful strategy for ameliorating the

sleeping quality of patients with Parkinson’s disease.

E-mail: juldias@gmail.com

Comparison of Agility and Balance

Between Older People With Parkinson

Disease and Alzheimer Dementia
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Stella, F.
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Gobbi, L.T.B.
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Alzheimer´s (AD) and Parkinson´s (PD) diseases are the most

prevalent neurodegenerative pathologies. While the first is

basically characterized by movement disorders, the second

is marked by cognitive impairment. The decline in the

components of functional capacity (strength, agility, balance,

coordination, flexibility, and aerobic capacity) worsens the

progressive clinical status of such diseases and reduces the

quality of life of people bearing such health problems. The

objective of this study was to analyze and to compare agility

and balance between older people with PD and AD. Sixteen

older people with the diagnosis of AD (n = 8; 80.5 years old

± 8.3 years) and PD (n = 8; 73.5 years old ± 4.6 years; stages

1 and 2 on the Hohen-Yahr scale) were assigned to the AD
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group (GAD) and the PD group (DPD), respectively. The

participants were evaluated by means of the test of agility

and dynamic balance in older people that is part of the

battery of tests developed by the American Alliance for

Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance. The data

were analyzed by descriptive statistics and the inter-group

difference was tested by the Mann Whitney´s U test (UW).

The medians of time spent on the test were 55.6 and 26.3

seconds for GAD and GPD, respectively. Statistical

significance (p<0.05) was found. Older people with AD show

more difficulty in performing tasks that require rapid changes

in direction  and balance during movement when compared

to their peers with PD. Possible explanations for such

findings can be related to: a) the greater difficulty experienced

by people with AD in performing executive functions

(planning, processing, organization, and correction, when

necessary) may impose higher negative effects on agility

and balance as compared to difficulty in motor control

experienced by people with PD; and, b) in our study, the

participants with PD were classified into the initial stages of

the disease and, therefore, they might have shown lower

levels of impairment in agility and balance. It is suggested

that: a) people with AD or PD should be enrolled in the

practice of physical activity on a regular basis as part of

their lifestyle in order to reduce the rate of decline in agility

and balance; and b) further studies are required in order to

better understand the theme of this research, since the

literature is scarce. Acknowledgements: PROEX-UNESP;

FUNASA; FUNDUNESP; FINEP; PROFIT.
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Symptoms of Depression, Cognitive Functions
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Elderly and Elderly With Parkinson
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In the aging process, there is a decline of cognitive functions,

a reduction of physical activity level (PAL), and depressive

symptoms (DS) may increase. Parkinson’s disease (PD) and

institutionalization in long-term care homes are processes

that tend to worsen this condition, and this makes it important

to know how these processes influence the elderly´s health,

and if there are similarities between older people. The

objective of this study was to analyze and compare DS,

cognitive function (CF), memory, and PAL of PD elderly and

institutionalized elderly. We studied six elderly people with

PD (GPD), and six institutionalized elderly people without

PD (GI). They were administered the Mini-Mental State Exam

(MMSE) to evaluate cognitive functions (CF), the Geriatric

Depression Scale to evaluate DS, sub-tests Numbers (NUM)

and Corsi’s Blocks (CB) of the Weschler Memory Scale–

Review, to memory, and the Modified Baecke Questionnaire

for Older Adults to evaluate PAL. Performances between

groups were analyzed with the U Mann-Whitney test

(p>0.05). Median, minimum, and maximum values exposed

data from each variable. The statistical test revealed: a) a

non-significant difference between GPD and GI, respectively,

from variables Age (66, 52 – 73; 72, 52 – 84 years-old) and DS

(11. 3 – 17; 11.5, 6 – 20); and b) a significant difference

between GPD and GI, respectively, from variables: CF (28.7,

24 – 29; 18.7, 12 – 26.5; p<0.01), NUM (11.5, 11 – 14; 7 4 – 11;

p<0.02), CB (9, 4 – 10; 3, 1 – 8; p<0.02) and PAL (5.5, 3.2 – 6.7;

0.9, 0.3 – 1.9; p<0.01). Based on the results, groups are

homogeneous regarding Age, a fact that makes the CF

evaluation better, and that perception from DS is similar.

Furthermore, in agreement with a poor performance in MMSE,

the memory is also poor in GI. In light of some scientific

evidence linking physical activity to better cognitive

functioning, the lower PAL in GI may be associated with a

lower performance in cognitive functions. Therefore, it is

suggested: a) to increase PAL among institutionalized older

people aiming to maintain or to slow down the rate of

cognitive decline; b) to improve motivation both for those

with PD or institutionalized older people aiming to reduce

depressive symptoms. Acknowledgements: PROFIT, FINEP,

FUNASA, CAPES, PROEX-UNESP, FUNDUNESP
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Comparisons Between Two Methods

for Screening Cognitive Impairment

Among the Elderly Population

Serviced by the Public Health System
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The phenomenon of aging poses a need for early diagnosis

of symptoms of dementia so that intervention protocols

improve the chances of individuals’ autonomy and

independence. Cognitive assessments in psychology and

psychiatry usually include time consuming and complex

tests. Therefore, we believe that there is a demand for more

accessible and straightforward assessment tools. These tools

should be reliable as traditional ones and should be used by

any healthcare professional that need to rapidly identify

cognitive deterioration in the elderly. The purpose of this

study is to compare the “Clock Completion” cognition test

(Watson, Arfken & Birge, 1993)—a tool designed for detecting

cognitive impairment and screening the elderly population

in public health services—with the Mini Mental State

Examination ± test (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975). Eighty-six

educated women age of 66.04  (+-6.55 years), participants of

the City Program for seniors in Viçosa/MG, agreed to

participate. They were given a piece of paper showing a

circle of eight centimeters diameter. They were asked to

imagine this circle to be a clock and, and to insert the hours
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in their appropriate places in single trials, no chances for re-

doing it. The time spent to complete this task ranged from

seven seconds to five minutes. For those who obtained

“abnormal” scores, the MMSE was applied. This consists

of questions grouped into seven categories. Among all the

participants, 32 (37%) obtained scores using the clock test,

and were considered “abnormal.” Of these, 29 (90.6%)

showed cognitive impairment as confirmed by the MMSE

(scores of less than 22). It was concluded that the clock test

was reliable in identifying cognitive impairment in elderly.

The clock test application was friendly and, contrary to

MMSE, which increase feelings of pressure because of

continuous inquiring by the examiner. The clock test

approach is a “constructional praxis” and does not rely on

educational level (Brucki et al., 2003), nor ethnic and

socioeconomic characteristics, because everyone is familiar

with clock faces. Simplicity on the test application and its

interpretation make this test available to any healthcare

professional and it seems to detect signs of dementia. Early

identification of dementia makes interventions much more

effective, and also indicates the need for referral and a more

detailed and systematic neuropsychological diagnostic

assessment.

E-mail: ladoimo@ufv.br

Seniors With Lifelong Intellectual Disability

and Active Living: An Ecological

Perspective of the Literature

Steff, M.

Reid, G.

McGill University

The increasing number of people aging with a lifelong

intellectual disability (ID) is a recent phenomenon due to

the considerable advances in medicine, education and public

health policies (Bigby, 2004). This new generation brings

with it significant challenges as well as opportunities for

practitioners, researchers, and policy makers to optimize

healthy aging and prevent age-related functional impairments

(Bigby). Today, seniors with ID are a substantial cohort in

need of person-centered care, in which physical activity

programs respect their physical, psychological, and social

changes. However, with only one position paper solely

focusing on the benefits of physical activity for seniors with

ID (Rimmer, 1997) and three empirical investigations

(Mactavish & Searle, 2002; Pogorski, Kessler, Cacia,

Peterson, & Henderson, 2004; Steff & Reid, 2006), there is

clearly a need to develop the field of active living adapted to

seniors with ID. Active living is defined as the inclusion and

value of physical activity into daily life for healthy benefits

(Public Health Agency of Canada, 2003). While active living

has evolved within the general older population, it has not

yet been applied to seniors with ID. This would seem

surprising when the current societal focus is on self-

determination and active living of all people. The aim of this

presentation is to critically review the literature on seniors

with ID to further facilitate studies in the context of active

living. The Ecological Model of Human Behavior (McLeroy,

Bibeau, Stecker, & Glanz, 1988) is used as the conceptual

framework to guide and structure this research. The model

was selected because it encompasses five levels that

emanate from the environment which potentially influence

healthy behavior and involvement in physical activity

programs. These levels are (a) intrapersonal, (b)

interpersonal, (c) institutional, (d) communal, and (e) public

policy. Literature will be presented according to the five

levels of influence. The results show that there is a definite

need to further increase our knowledge on this population

to provide appropriate services in physical activity and

active living at all levels of the Ecological Model of Human

Behavior. Intervention at various levels of the conceptual

framework should lead to important long-lasting changes

and healthy habits such as involvement in daily exercise

programs and adapted services for seniors with ID (Marcus

& Forsyth, 2003).

E-mail: marion.steff@mcgill.ca

Locomotion and Cognitive Functions in Older

People With Dementia in Nursing Homes

Oliani, M. M.

Christofoletti, G.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física

Stella, F.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física

UNICAMP - Ambulatório

Gobbi, S.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence

of locomotion in the cognitive functions of institutionalized

older people with dementia residents at a nursing home. This

study was composed by 22 institutionalized older people,

male and female, with severe dementia according to the

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) and Score Clinic

Dementia (CDR), age 75.6 ± 9.5 and school years ranging 4.8

years. The participants were divided in two groups: a) 11

subjects able to walk by themselves (group 1); b) and 11 old

people dependent of wheelchair (group 2). The cognitive

functions were evaluated using the Mini-Mental State

Examination (MMSE), the Brief Cognitive Screening Battery

(BCSB), the Verbal Fluency Test; and the Clock Drawing

Test. To analyze the data we used the U-Mann Whitney

test, with 95% of confidence level. The U-Mann Whitney

test pointed no significant differences between the groups

age (UMW=46,0, p>0,05) and school years (UMW=59.0,

p>0.05). We observed a statistical difference between groups

for the BCSB (UMW=18,5, p<0,01), the Verbal Fluency Test

(UMW=22.0, p<0.05), and the Clock Drawing Test

UMW=15.5, p<0.01) in favor of the walkers (group 1).
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Nevertheless, this difference was not confirmed in the MMSE

(UMW=38.0, p>0.05). Locomotion is an important factor for

the status of independence of older people with cognitive

impairment. Locomotion provides many opportunities for

mental stimulation like social interactions, attention training,

and decision making while going to places and meeting

people. Further studies are required to verify the effects of

the motor and mental variables related to walking for older

people with dementia. Acknowledgements: CAPES

E-mail: meloliani@rc.unesp.br

The Effects of a Special Exercise Program

on the Development of Fundamental

Movements in Blind Children

Almaiuof, S.

Faculty of Physical Education - Alfateh University

Individuals with a disability are often thought to be less

able to take care of themselves than others, because help is

needed for some practical details, it is often inferred that the

person is generally helpless. Most people with disabilities

benefit from regular and appropriate physical activity, with

results including improved stamina and function for activities

involved in daily living, enhanced self-esteem and confidence

through the perception of improved appearance, control and

function, and improved tolerance to stress,(Bunc &

Safarikova 2000). Enables improve integration of these people

strengthen self-confidence, may decrease of some secondary

behavior, which follows from isolation of handicapped.

Methods The experimental method was experimental design,

control group, and experimental group. And the sample of

the research selected randomly of the two classes of the

primary education from ALNOR School in Tripoli. And their

(Mean age were14) the selected child subjected to a medical

examination in order to make sure that they were healthy.

Then the selected set was homogenized in order to prevent

any other variables from affecting our research result. After

that, the selected set was further divided into two sub-

groups, n = 15 visual impairment children in control group,

they used the normal program, and n = 13 visual impairment

children in experimental group, and they used the suggested

exercise program. Results According to the achieved results

within the limits of the research subject and its features; in

addition to the measurements and the tests that have been

done, the suggested exercise program according to

development of some physical fitness and some basic

movements more than the program which already

implemented in the school was less effective, just there is

developing on keep balancing. It’s statistically significant

after applying this program. Improving the experimental

group on running, hopping and throwing from the suggested

exercise program of what indicate the partaking program

positive in improve those physical variables, and the

selected exercises may contributed in improving the basic

movement for visual impairment and its pivotal mobility

movements in visual impairment children life.

E-mail: saidalmiuof@hotmail.com

Effects of Strength Training in a Child With

Developmental Coordination Disorder

Heveldt, K.P.

Miyahara, M.

University of Otago

Strength training in children is a controversial topic. Some

claim strength training in children can stunt growth. Others

argue that strength training can be beneficial for functional

ability of the neuromuscular systems. The present single

case study examined if upper body strength training could

improve the targeted strength in a child with Developmental

Coordination Disorder (DCD). The participant was an eight

year old male who attended the Movement Development

Clinic at the University of Otago twice weekly for a one hour

session for a baseline period of 8 weeks (assessment only)

and then a 9 week break (no assessment, no training)

followed by 8 weeks of strength training (assessment,

training). Five strength tests were administered at the

beginning of every session: 1) curl-up; 2) extended hang; 3)

dominant grip strength; 4) modified pull-up from the

Brockport Physical Fitness Test (Winnick & Short, 1999)

and 5) knee push-ups from the Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of

Motor Proficiency (Bruininik-Oseretsky, 1978). Strength

training activities included swinging across the monkey bars,

walks on all fours, seal crawl, crab walk, and wheelbarrow

walks. Initially the child found the strength tests hard to

perform as he found the techniques used for the tasks

difficult to grasp. After demonstrations and manual guidance,

the child could perform all test items correctly. The strength

training was enjoyable at the beginning of the training

period, but the novel effect faded away towards the end.

However, strength training did not only improve strength,

but also raised his self-efficacy in performing strength tasks

and physical activities in general. Conclusively, strength

training was beneficial for this child with DCD.

E-mail: k8_heveldt@hotmail.com

The Promotion of Physical Activity for

Children With Mental Retardation in Turkey

Subasi, F.

Lüleci, E.

Kiyak, M.

Avci, S.

Koksal, L.

Marmara University

Inal, S.

Istanbul University
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The Jakarta Declaration on Health Promotion (WHO, 1997)

offered a vision and focus for health promotion into the

twenty first century, where it was recognized that: ‘health is

a basic human right and essential for social and economic

development.’ Access to education and information is

essential in achieving effective participation and the

empowerment of people and communities. Individuals with

mental retardation suffer from a wide range of chronic and

acute diseases and conditions. It has been reported also

that inactivity of persons with mental retardation is

associated with behavioral risk and unhealthy lifestyles. The

prevalence of obesity in the population with mental

retardation has been showed as more common than in the

general population. Although these risks include a higher

prevalence for these individuals of cardiovascular disease,

diabetes mellitus, etc., obesity has been reported as a major

preventable health risk for the general population. The aim

of this project was to investigate the factors affecting the

physical activity behavior and to promote the physical

activity behaviors among children with Mental Retardation

(MR). A total of one hundred- forty eight children with mental

retardation were selected for this prospective study (N: 148,

mean age: 3.69 years [range: 3-22 years], 106boys /42girls).

The socio-demographic 14.36 characteristics, their adaptive

skills, social skills, hearing and vision problems, participating

in sport activities, etc were collected in the study at the

beginning. The second part of the measurements will be

associated with physical fitness components. The evaluation

includes body compositions, muscle strength, flexibility

measurements, and cardio-vascular endurance. These

measurements have been not completed yet. There were 31.1

% (N = 46) of the study group that participated in some form

of physical activity and sports (swimming, basketball,

running etc.). 16.9 % had taken part in swimming. We

conclude that physical activity habits and participating in

sports activities should be encouraged by health promotion

strategies. We believe that our project, which aims to promote

regular participation in physical activities and sports, may

provide a good opportunity for this purpose. Acknowledge-

ments: This project was approved by the Research

Committee of Marmara University.

E-mail: feryalsubasi@superonline.com

Goals in the Life of Participants With

Severe Mental Disabilities are

Associated With Leisure Skills

Borges, K.L.

UFMG - Escola de Edcação Física, Fisioterapia e

Terapia Ocupacional

Marques, U.

Silva, M.A.

UP - Faculdade de Desporto/Portugal

Current psycho-social approaches in rehabilitation

psychiatry, especially those for participants who live in

communities, are anchored in overcoming functional and

psychological limitations that disable or reduce social access.

The objective of this study was to determine how

participants from a community center associate their goals

in life with leisure skills. This study employed the Quality of

Life Scale-QLS, QLS-BR, Perceived Freedom in Leisure: PLL-

LDB, and a questionnaire about social and demographic and

leisure activities. QSL were administered to 256 adult

participants, both female and male, with diagnoses of

psychosis or severe neurosis, at the Belo Horizonte

Community Center for Mental Health. The results were

analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Science

(SPSS), Version 11.5, and StatXact. According to the results,

90.2 % of the participants claimed to have few goals that

were realistic or integrated into their lives, and only 9.8%

admitted that their goals were well integrated with their lives.

The ratio for individuals that better recognize their skills in

leisure was greater than the ratio for individuals that show

poor recognition of their leisure skills—both ratios are from

the group that better integrates goals in their lives (p = 0.002).

On the other hand, among the group that integrates its goals

in life more poorly, the ratio of individuals who better

recognize their skills in leisure is not significantly different

from those who poorly recognize their skills in leisure (p =

0.500). The findings about the positive association between

goals in life and leisure skills raise the importance of adapted

physical activity services as part of the mental health care.

E-mail: kelborges@yahoo.com.br

Perceived Benefits, Barriers, and Facilitators

of Physical Activity Among Women

With Multiple Sclerosis

Bridenthrall, N.

Pyfer, J.

Texas Woman’s University

In 2005, the National Multiple Sclerosis Society reported

approximately 400,000 persons have a diagnosis of multiple

sclerosis in the United States, with as many as 200 persons

being diagnosed each week. The life expectancy for persons

with multiple sclerosis is comparable to that of the general

population with similar rates of death from coronary heart

disease, cancers, and stroke. Physical activity has been

shown to lessen the severity of these conditions in the

general population and decrease the risk factors for

developing these conditions. There is a critical need to study

barriers to physical activity in persons with disabilities and

to understand what prevents them from accessing and

participating in physical activity programs. Therefore, the

purpose of this research was to examine the: (a) physical

activity patterns, (b) perceived benefits, (c) perceived

barriers, and (d) perceived facilitators of women with multiple

sclerosis. Participants were adult women with multiple

sclerosis living in the North Central Texas region. Using a
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phenomenological approach, individual semi-structured

interviews were conducted and transcribed for analysis of

themes. The themes that emerged fell within the topic areas

of: (a) patterns of physical activity, (b) perceived benefits of

physical activity, (c) perceived barriers of physical activity,

and (d) perceived facilitators of physical activity. The results

of this study show that there is a need for the development

of appropriate program interventions that increase physical

activity participation of women with multiple sclerosis.

E-mail: nancybridenthrall@gmail.com

Building an Attention Test Based on the

BAMS Test for Blind Individuals

Amorim, M.L.C.

Botelho, M.F.C.

Silva, M.A.S.P.M.

Faculdade de Desporto da Universidade do Porto

The purpose of this study is to test the adaptation of

attention in individuals with visual impairment (VI)

(congenital and acquired), specifically to evaluate attention

speed (AS) and accuracy (AA) levels. Also, we correlate

these variables with age and with orientation and mobility

(OM) skills. The sample was comprised of 67 individuals,

males and females, ages between 10 and 66 years, experts in

Braille and mobility and orientation techniques. To assess

attention we adapted the Bams’ attention test (Vasconcelos

& Botelho, 2004). The application of the adaptation test

required signaling with Braille’s cells. The statistical

procedures included descriptive (average and standard

deviation) and inferential procedures (Mann-Whitney test

and Spearman correlation test), significance level of p < 0.

05. Results showed: (i) for AS variable, individuals with

congenital VI showed superior performance compared to

acquired VI, although comparisons were not statistically

significant; (II) for AA variable, individuals with congenital

VI presented lower values, revealing better concentration

skills than the group with acquired VI, although comparisons

were not statistically significant; (III) AS and AE, as function

of age, both groups of acquired VI and congenital VI,

indicated that the oldest individual performed significantly

better than younger ones; (IV) expertise in orientation and

mobility techniques for both groups, showed no statistically

significant differences, although individuals with congenital

VI use them more frequently; (VI) The correlation between

AS and AA had an inverse significant association in both

groups. These results indicate that individuals with

congenital VI, who are older and savvy users of OM’s

techniques, display better performance in AS and AA tests

than individuals with acquired VI.

E-mail: mimicastro@hotmail.com

Exercise and Fitness for Individuals

With Visual Impairment

Ahsan, M.

Hussain, I.

D/O PH&SE, AMU, Aligarh

Exercise and Fitness for Person with Visual Impairment

Mohammad. Ahsan, Research Scholar, Department of

Physical Health and Sport Education, Aligarh Muslim

University, Aligarh, (UP), India Abstract Regular physical

exercises and sports participation are essential behaviors

for prevention of disease, promotion of health and

maintenance of functional independence. The researches on

population based surveys have consistently demonstrated

that person with disabilities / impairments are less likely to

be physically active compare to person with out limitation.

But more importantly participation in regular physical

exercises and fitness program among person with selected

impairment and disability result in improved functional status

and quality of life. Social gains include new experiences,

new friendship, feeling of greater self-efficacy and

countering of stigmatization and thus lead to overall potential

fulfillment of life. An effort is critically needed in the area of

exercise and fitness for person with disabilities to change

for the better world. This survey research conducted on

student of Ahmadi School for Blind, Aligarh Muslim

University; Aligarh, have revealed the following assertion:

i) Participation in regular exercises and fitness program

maintain the functional level and enhances the existing

capabilities. ii) Participation has driven to intrinsic gain in

perceived competence, motivational outlook, and control

over one’s life. iii) Participation contributed to strong

independence. iv) Participation serves as a potential non-

pharmacological adjunct therapy to overcome psychological

dilemma (depression, self confidence, etc.). The detailed

understanding of the result of the study will be discussed in

the full length paper.

E-mail: mohd2003ahsan@yahoo.co.in

Adapted Physical Activity for Blind People

Zignin, C.

Peiretti, C.

Bianco, A.

SUISM Torino, Italy

This study originated from the cooperation between APA

Italy and ANPVI (National Association for the Blind) of Turin.

The purpose of the project is to develop a program of

adapted physical activity in order to improve the quality of

life to blind people, increasing oxygenation and

microcirculation through a better postural perception and

invigorating the muscular chains that are good for daily life,

for the control of tensions and for the improvement of self-

sufficiency. This study intends to observe and to test a
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group of 10 persons with sight deficiency for a period of 10

months. The suggested physical activity takes place twice a

week in a gym of kinesiology and functional reeducation

and each session lasts 50 minutes. 6 tests have been used

for this project, 5 concerning the physical field and 1

concerning the psychological and emotional sphere: §

Isokinetic test to assess the strength of lower limbs; §

Fukuda test; § Test for the balance in bipedal or monopodal

station; § Test of the “2 scales” to assess the distribution of

the load between the two hemiparts, right and left, of the

body; § Test of flexibility; § SAT-P (Satisfaction Profile) to

assess personal satisfaction and quality of life. The physical

course planned for this project intends to work on the

globality and oneness of the person with special attention

to the improvement of the balance, the perception of one’s

own body, hearing, relaxation and breathing. For this

purpose a program of adapted physical activity has been

developed, for individuals and for groups, of global postural

reeducation (GPR) using the music too, as important eutonic

means, that is able to cut the muscular hypertone down and

to guarantee a more relaxed and efficient biologic

environment. First assessments have underlined an

improvement in the strength of the lower limbs, in the balance

and in the posture (both static and dynamic) in confirmation

of the importance of active and passive movement in daily

life. The presentation of this project wants therefore to explain

the methodology of work, the test used and the results

obtained, underlining the course of physical, psychological

and relational changes observed during the activity.

claudia.peiretti@tiscalinet.it

Learning How to Swim and Changes

of Anthropometric Characteristics

of People With Disabilities

Prado Junior, M.V.

Oliveira, T.F.

Cordão, D.C.

Casemiro, L.G.

Garavello, P.J.

Unesp-FC- Depto Ed. Física-LAPEF

Regular practice of swimming enables the body to be better

controlled in liquid environment, and when applied regularly

it provides several physical changes in the body itself and

its performance. Thus, the present study aimed to analyze

body characteristics and alterations in performance of the

individuals with disability after a swimming intervention

program. Thirteen users of the Society for Rehabilitation

and Recovery of a Disability (SORRI) with mild mental

retardation participated in the study. Anthropometric data

were collected at the end of the participation period. We

calculated the percentage of body fat (%G), and the Index of

Body Mass (IMC). The activities were evaluated according

to the following aquatic skills: locomotion, breathing,

floating, and propulsion, coordination of the crawl, back

swimming and diving styles. For the performance in the

aquatic skills, we compare behavior separating by gender.

In both evaluations, men showed better performance than

women. The differences we found were: men: crawl (25%),

back swimming and diving (50%); Women: immersion,

breathing, back and belly floating, propulsion of legs in back

swimming (20%); crawl, back swimming and diving (60%).

About the body structure, the average values for the

following measures were: index of body mass (M-30,6±7,19;

W-26.12±6.37), fat percentage (M-24.11±7.67; W-26.25±5.26);

abdominal circumference (M-108.33±21.84; W-86.14±14.02)

and the waist-hip relation (M-1.10±0.40; W-0.83±0.07).The

IMC: 7.6% were below the expected; 30.7% within ideal

values; and 63.7 were overweight or obese. In relation to the

fat percentage, 42% showed ideal values; 58% were

overweight and obese. A significant positive correlation was

found between IMC and fat percentage; fat percentage and

abdominal circumference, in both men and women. Therefore,

it is evident that the majority of participants had excess of

body fat and need to lose weight. Although men and women

improved their performance in aquatic skills, they need to

learn some of the swimming styles. Although men had shown

better performance in water activities, they exhibited higher

accumulation of body fat. This result shows the need to

make practices of swimming lasting longer and a diet control.

Finally, continuous practice is recommended in order to

increase participation in classes, however with different goals

for men and women.

E-mail: miltonjr@fc.unesp.br

Collaboration Between Hispanic Families

With Children With Disabilities and

Adapted Physical Education Professionals

Columna, L.

Pyfer, J.

Velez, M.A.

Bridenthrall, N.

Senne, P.D.

Texas Woman’s University

Canabal, P.D.

University of Puerto Rico - Mayaguez

Adapted physical education (APE) professionals besides,

knowing facts regarding their students’ disabilities, should

also know the desires and expectations of their student’s

families in regards to APE professionals. All families have

expectations of the type of services their children receive.

However, these expectations may vary among different

cultural groups, such as Hispanic. Therefore, the purpose

of this study was to identify the perceptions of Hispanic

parents of children with disabilities, regarding their

expectations of adapted physical education professionals

in relationship to their child’s purposeful play and transition

to school programming. Participants (n = 11) were Hispanic
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parents with children with disabilities recruited from an

aquatic program held at a local university and from a local

school district. Parents participated in a one-on-one interview

in their preferred language (Spanish or English).A

phenomenological approach was used to analyze the data.

The results of this study indicated that Hispanic families

were not as familiar with adapted physical education services

as reported in the literature by Caucasian families. After they

were explained the definition of adapted physical education,

the themes that emerged from this investigation were: (a)

child’s success, (b) child’s safety, (c) community-based

participation, (d) high expectations toward the child, and (e)

improved motor skills. Parental expectations in this study

were similar to previous results of research completed with

Caucasian parents with children with children with

disabilities. But differs in terms of the types of communication

and information they preferred from APE professionals.

E-mail: luiscolumna@gmail.com

Benefits, Barriers and Patterns of Physical

Recreation of Hispanic Families With

Children and Youth With Disabilities

Columna, L.

Pyfer, J.

Velez, M.A.

Texas Woman’s University

Recreation is an essential ingredient in the quality of life of

children and youth with disabilities and their families. There

is a lack of understanding and lack of research regarding

patterns, benefits and barriers that families of children with

disabilities face that may limit their participation in physical

recreation activities. Research on this topic has primarily

been conducted on Caucasian middle class families with few

participants of other ethnic groups. Therefore, the purpose

of this study was to: (a) identify patterns of recreation; (b)

identify the benefits of physical recreation; and (c) identify

barriers, if any, to the physical recreation participation among

Hispanic families with children and youth with disabilities

living in the United States. Participants (n = 12) were Hispanic

parents with children with disabilities recruited from an

aquatic program held at a local university and from a local

school district. Parents participated in a one-on-one interview

and completed a written data sheet with demographic

information. Both, the interview and the demographic sheet

were in the participant’s preferred language (Spanish or

English). Qualitative research methods with a

phenomenological approach were used to analyze the data.

Themes that emerged from this investigation were: (a) child

and family benefits of recreation, (b) patterns of recreation,

(c) barriers for participation in recreational activities, and

(d) overcoming barriers for participation in physical

recreation activities. The barriers and benefits of Hispanic

family recreation are similar to those of Caucasian families

of children with disabilities. The only exception was the types

of recreational activities selected differed.

E-mail: luiscolumna@gmail.com

Physical Activity Profiles of Participants

at the National Group of People Living

With Hiv/Aids at Campina Grande

Dantas, A.S.M.L.

Melo Filho, F.J.O.

Pereira, I.D.

Pereira, T.L.D.

UEPB-Depto de Educação Física

AIDS is a disease manifested through the action of the HIV

virus, which destroys the white blood cells. During treatment

with anti-retroviral drugs, HIV virus bearers are committed

to opportune diseases, collateral syndromes, and their

effects. Due to these complications, soon after the first cases

of AIDS appeared it was believed that the best procedure

for the treatment of these patients was the preservation of

their energy reserves, thus avoiding physical activity

practices in which the loss of energy would have been more

than the physical energy used in day-to-day activities.

According to Arlindo Pimentel, “Recent scientific studies

point toward a totally contrary direction. Today, the

understanding in the scientific world is that the practice of

regular physical exercises, practically at any stage of the

syndrome, is not only recommended, but is essential, in the

treatment of the bearers of HIV/AIDS.” Several factors

influence whether or not people with HIV/AIDS participate

in physical activity, especially educational level and

profession. To investigate these characteristics in residents

of the National Group of People Living with HIV/AIDS (RNP)

at Campina Grande, PB, in relation to their practice of physical

activities, the Campina Grande nucleus carried out a

quantitative study, descriptive in nature, with 80 registered

residents, male and female. A closed questionnaire was used

for the data collection. The partial results showed that the

distribution of residents by gender was 46% for female, and

54% for male. With regard to their professions, 12.5% were

employed, and 87.5% did not work. Regarding the level of

education, 15% were illiterate, 3.75% completed their primary

education, and 46.25% did not complete their primary

education, 6.25% completed their secondary education, and

5% did not complete their secondary education. Only 21.25%

were literate, and, of these, 2.5% did not complete higher

grade levels. The outcome in relation to the number of

residents who participated in physical activities was: 31.25%

participated in physical activities, 67.5% did not participate

in physical activities, and 1.25% did not indicate whether or

not they practiced physical activities. A partial analysis,

carried out on the data using statistical description led us to

conclude that the practice of physical activity can be linked

to the educational level of people with HIV, and that these

individuals need more information about the benefits of

physical education.
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Comparing Evaluation Methods of Body

Composition in People With

Intellectual Disabilitities

Oliveira, S.

Mattos, E.

Matteoni, S.

Branquinho, R.

Gomes, D.

Castilho, R.

Universidade de São Paulo

The relationship between a desirable body composition and

health is well documented in the literature. Excessive body

fat increases the risk for development of several coronary

and lung diseases, diabetes, arthritis and some forms of

cancer. Methods for evaluating the risk of development of

these health problems became cheaper and easier to

application in certain groups. The purpose of this study

was to evaluate body composition of individuals

intellectually challenged and to compare advantages and

disadvantages of two methods broadly used. The sample

consisted of six students, one female and five males.

Anthropometric data were obtained from three measures:

height and weight. From these measures, index of body mass

and percentile of body mass index adaptation were calculated

(BMIA) considering sex and age (NEOBE, 1999). Ages ranged

from 21.16 ± 0.88, body weigh (Kg) ranged from 81.08 ± 22.94,

height (cm) ranged from 164.66 ± 9.35, BMI (body mass index)

varying 23.34 ± 0.18 and percentage of BMIA varying among

126.53 ± 30.53. Also, body circumference was measured—

waist hip ratio (WHR)—and median values of these three

measurements ranged from 92.16 ± 16.83. Hip measurements

ranged from 107.00 ± 14.66. WHR was calculated from the

product of waist circumference divided by hip circumference,

and according to age group, gender and risk category. As

for the BMI, 17% of the students presented high risk for

obesity. Also, 33% presented level 3 of obesity; 33%

presented adequate nutrition level and 17% presented level

below the expected. WHR results showed that 33% of the

students fell in the high risk category; 17% presented

moderate risk and 50% presented low risk. We concluded

that both methods detected alterations in body composition.

Physical education teachers should use either BMI and/or

WHR evaluation methods prior any physical exercise

prescription aimed to promote health and to prevent risks

for obesity. Acknowledgements: Group of Studies in Sports

and Disability, University of São Paulo.

E-mail: oliv.st@gmail.com

Comparison of Physical Activity Levels of

Students With Disabilities to Students Without

in General Physical Education Settings

Chandler, J.

Central Michigan University

Kochesperger, E.D.

Shawnee Mission Public Schools

This research examined whether or not differences existed

in physical activity levels of students with disabilities as

compared to matched -for age and gender)students without

disabilities during participation in general physical

education. Participants were randomly selected from intact

inclusive physical education classes (N=60). Seventy-five

% of the students with disabilities had diagnoses of cognitive

impairment or autism spectrum disorders and ranged in age

from 5 to 18 years. Fourteen schools in Eastern Kansas were

included in the data collection. Data was collected over a 5

week period during physical education classes using the

SOFIT, a method of recording activity intensity, lesson

context, teacher behavior and behavior of special education

support staff. A 2 independent groups t-test was used to

determine if differences existed in level of activity between

the matched groups. A significant difference was found, t

(58) =2.67, p<.01, indicating that students with disabilities

were less active than their peers. Game play was the largest

portion of lesson context (48%) and teachers and support

staff were found to spend the greatest portion of their class

time in observation (51% and 63% respectively). Acknowle-

dgements: Shawnee MIssion Public School for their

participation.

E-mail: chand1jp@cmich.edu

Adapted Motor Activity and Quality of Life:

Is one Possible Without the Other?

Lima-Rodrigues, L.

Piaget Institute of Almada, Portugal

Rodrigues, D.

Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal

After the WHO ICF classification, activity, participation and

body functions became a central issue on the evaluation of

the degree of disability of a person. At the same sense, the

level of mental deficiency was defined by the AAMR on a

more ecological perspective, adopting the concept of

Adaptative Behaviour. These concepts highlight the

importance of the interaction person-environment more than

the mere functional evaluation centered on intra-individual

variables. Adaptation of motor activities can be seen as the

process to identify and modify the variables of each activity

in order to make them more complex or simple and this way

make them possible and motivating for each person. Among

the possible variables (performance, task, environment), a
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growing importance is assigned to the adaptation of the

environment. On the other hand Quality of Life (QL) is a

construct that has similar basement. Like Adapted Motor

Activity (AMA) is highly associated with the interaction

that each person establishes with the environment. The

WHOQOL scale points 6 domains in QL: physical,

psychological, independence, social relations, environment

and personal beliefs. Both on its objective and subjective

dimensions, QL is related with the satisfaction that each

individual gets from different levels of social, emotional,

motor, professional and intellectual activities. Participation

in Motor Activities with leisure, educational or performance

aims is recognized as important experiences leading to a

better level of self-esteem, social participation and a overall

feeling of wellness. However, we must avoid some “taken

for granted” ideas about persons with disabilities. In fact,

the research about their perception about their own quality

of life doesn’t lead to the conclusion that disability is a

determinant factor that diminishes their QL. Body and

movement experiences in people with disabilities must be

regarded as an opportunity of participation and pleasure. In

this communication we will stress the importance of the

environment variables and methodologies that can contribute

to make AMA an important contribution to QL. Inclusion/

Exclusion, competition, pleasure, group dynamic, etc. are

decisive features to make AMA a indispensable experience

for a good QL. As it is well known, motor experiences are not

positive themselves but need to be used in the framework of

the needs, projects and values of each person. AMA and

QL: one without the other? We don’t think so.

E-mail: luzialima@netcabo.pt

Exploring Teachers’ Perceptions of

Parental Involvement in Inclusive

General Physical Education

An, J.

Hodge, S.R.

The Ohio State University

The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning teachers

construct regarding parental involvement in general physical

education (GPE). To that end, this study will focus on (a)

gaining the value teachers place on parental involvement in

GPE programs, (b) understanding the meaning teachers

ascribe to the Individual Education Program (IEP) process

in relation to parental involvement, and (c) exploring the

role of the IEP in planning lessons for students with

disabilities in inclusive GPE classes. The experiences of

elementary (n = 3) and secondary (n = 3) GPE teachers will

be gathered in a phenomenological study using semi-

structured interviews, document reviews, and field notes.

Two face-to-face interviews will be conducted with each

teacher (Fontana & Frey, 2005). The interviews will be audio-

taped and transcribed verbatim. The participants will be

asked to bring artifacts (i.e., notes, lesson plan, IEP), if any,

relative to their communication with the parents of students

with disabilities during the second interview. Field notes

will be taken during and after each of the interviews. Both

transcripts and field notes will be subjected to line-by-line

thematic analysis. The meaning of artifacts will be uncovered

during the second interview and entered as part of textual

data. The model of parental involvement designed by

Hoover-Dempsey and Sandler (1995, 1997) will provide the

conceptual framework for the interpretation of the findings.

The results will be presented thematically and illustrated

with the authentic words and images of the GPE teachers.

E-mail: an.58@osu.edu

Students With Physical Disabilities in

Physical Education Classes

Fumes, N.L.F.

Viana, M.R.G.S.

Santos, S.D.G.

Universidade Federal de Alagoas

In Brazil, physical education as a school subject, and in

accordance with the National Curriculum Parameters (1997),

must provide discussions about ethics, citizenship, respect

for differences, and cooperation. In this sense, teachers have

the obligation to work with issues beyond motor abilities,

that is, to discuss individual differences in all aspects: social,

economic, religious, and cultural. With regard to this notion,

this research aimed to analyze the inclusion status of students

with physical disabilities, participants of physical education

classes in regular schools in Maceio, capital of the state of

Alagoas, Brazil. This study is the result of qualitative

research applied to 18 regular school students with physical

disabilities who were chosen intentionally while they

attended a special institution to receive rehabilitative or

medical services. Their ages ranged from 13 to 33 years. A

semi-structured interview was used, which was conducted

by one of the researchers who questioned the participants

while another researcher took notes. The results showed

that the majority of the students with physical disabilities

(60%) indicated that their rights to proper education were

not fully respected because, for different reasons, they could

not attend physical education classes. The students reported

that the teacher considered that they were not able to perform

the prescribed exercises, or that it was dangerous for them

to participate, and that it would be better for them to attend

“special activities,” not regular classes. This attitude

discouraged them from trying to participate in physical

activities at their school. Therefore, they felt that these

teachers didn’t know how to deal with their differences. Also,

the physical education classes occurred at the same time

that the rehabilitation treatment was scheduled. Just a few

of them said that they did not attend the classes because

they had no time or woke up late; another small number said

that they did not attend physical education classes because

they weren’t available in their school. In spite of these
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situations, all of them acknowledged the importance of this

subject in their lives and showed the desire to be part of

regular physical education classes. The findings reveal the

existence of a large gap between mandatory legislation about

inclusive school activities and what really happens in the

school routine, especially in physical education classes.

Teachers from regular schools need updates in their formal

training so that inclusion can be a reality.

E-mail: neizaf@yahoo.com

Inclusive Motor Intervention Program:

Benefits on the Motor Development

of Children With Motor Delays

Pick, R.K.

Valentini, N.C.

UFRGS-PPG-Ciência do Movimento Humano

Motor skills are crucial to develop social skills and avoid

social isolation, which is frequent in children with disabilities

(Rimmer & Kelly 1989). Besides, acquiring mature patterns

of motor skills allows children to participate more effectively,

since they feel more motivated and competent in

demonstrating any skill or its variations (Valentini & Rudisill,

2004). The purposes were (1) to investigate the influence of

an Inclusive Motor Intervention Program on the motor

development of children with disabilities (D) and children

without disabilities (WD), with motor delays, (2) to exam the

relationship between motor and social skills. Seventy-six

children aged 4 to 10 years (M=7.00, SD=1.44) participated

in this study, among them 24 children with disabilities (D)

and 52 without disabilities (WD). All the children presented

a poorer motor performance when compared to their peers,

thus characterizing motor delays, by using the TGMD-2

(Ulrich, 2000). The program was developed in 14 weeks by

using TARGET structure. To analyze motor development,

the TGMD-2 was used. To analyze social development, more

specifically three social attitudes (participating in the

activities; accepting challenges; interest in learning and

improving) the levels of Teaching Personal and Social

Responsibility (Hellison, 2003) were used. General Linear

Model with repeated measures was conducted to evaluate

the influence of program on the motor development. The

Sperman correlation was used to analyze the correlation

between motor and social skills. The results suggested that

(1) Intervention Group (IG) demonstrated significant gains

in motor skills from pre to post program. (2) IG demonstrated

a significant higher performance in motor skills. (3) Children

D in the IG demonstrated a positive and significant pattern

of changes in motor skills similar to that of theirs pairs WD

in the IG. (4) Children D in the IG demonstrated, in the post-

test, higher performance in the motor skills when compared

to theirs pairs D in the CG. (5) Children WD in the IG

demonstrated a significant higher performance in motor skills

when compared to theirs pairs WD in the CG. (6) IG

demonstrated positive and significant correlation (p=0,00 to

p=0,04) between the motor skills and the three social skills.

The strategies implemented provided new motor and social

challenges for all the children daily, which allowed attitudes

such as participation and effort in learning or improving motor

skills. Acknowledgements:CAPES and CNPQ.

E-mail: rosiane70@hotmail.com

Influence of an Inclusive Motor Intervention

Program on the Social Development of

Children With and Without Disabilities

Pick, R.K.

Valentini, N.C.

UFRGS-PPG-Ciência do Movimento Humano

Social skills are developed differently among individuals.

However, children with motor delays and children with

disabilities present delays in social development, as result

of restricting interpersonal interactions, social isolation and/

or behaviors inappropriate to social acquaintance (Kirk &

Gallagher, 1996). Children need to learn, in physical activities

and sports practices, personal and social values, and skills

that help them to face constructively the social problems

that are present in their lives (Hellison, 2003). The purpose

of this study was to investigate the influence of an Inclusive

Motor Intervention Program (IMIP) on the social

development of children with disabilities and without

disabilities, with motor delays. Thirty-two children (19 boys

and 13 girls) aged 4 to 9 years (M=6.72, SD=1.32) participated

in this study, among them 11 (34.4%) children with disabilities

(D) and 21 (65.6%) without disabilities (WD). All the children

presented a poorer motor performance when compared to

their peers, thus characterizing motor delays, by using the

TGMD-2 (Ulrich, 2000). The IMIP was developed in 14 weeks,

with 28 sessions. Playful activities were presented, and

stations were implemented with fundamental motor skills.

To analyze social development, more specifically the

development of social and personal responsibility, the levels

of Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility (Hellison,

2003) were used. All the sessions were filmed. In the end of

the IMIP, three initial (5, 6, 7), three intermediate (15, 16, 17),

and three final (25, 26, 27) sessions were selected, totalizing

nine sessions analyzed. By observing the videotapes and

using software, the frequency of the behaviors was counted

to determine whether children adopted or not attitudes of

responsibility. The Friedman and Wilcoxon tests were

conducted to assess the influence of the IMIP on the social

development. Results suggested that (1) children D and WD

demonstrated positive changes in social development, by

achieving higher personal and social responsibility levels

during the IMIP; and (2) children D demonstrated a positive

and significant pattern of changes in social development

similar to that of theirs peers WD. The study implemented

strategies such as reflection and moments of dialogue in

groups following that lead children to reflect on the

importance of effort for the improvement of skills, thus
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causing children to become more active in their learning

process. Acknowledgements: CAPES and CNPQ

E-mail: rosiane70@hotmail.com

Motivation for Physical Activity

Among Finnish Youths With and

Without a Long-Term Disability

Rintala, P.

Tynjälä, J.

Välimaa, R.

Kannas, L.

University of Jyväskylä

Participation in physical activity has many benefits for

children’s well being and motor performance. However, the

inactivity of children and youth is a world-wide problem.

Those with disabilities are especially prone to inactivity and

we know very little about the reasons behind this fact.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the

reasons for physical activity of youths with and without a

long-term disability. The study used the data from a larger,

WHO-coordinated cross-national survey of school children’s

health and life-style (Health Behaviour in School-Aged

Children, the HBSC Study). Nationally representative data

were collected during March-May 2006 using a standardized

questionnaire. The sample consisted of pupils, approximately

13.5 and 15.5 years of age, in general education in Finnish

schools (n = 4037). The motivations for partaking in exercise

were investigated using the modified Reasons for Exercise

Inventory (REI, 15 items). The differences between the

groups were analyzed with SPSS for Windows. Almost one

fifth (18.8%) of the pupils had a long-term disability, illness

or medical condition (e.g., allergy, asthma, diabetes, CP)

diagnosed by a doctor. The three most common reasons for

exercising were “I want to improve my health,” “I want to

get fit,” and “I want to have fun” for both boys and girls,

whether they had a disability or not. Girls (> 70%) were more

motivated for getting fit and improving their health than boys

(< 60%). The least motivating reasons for being active were

“I want to be cool” and “I want to please my parents” (no

more than 10%). The only statistically significant differences

between boys with disability and those without were in two

items: boys without disability considered the reasons “I want

to get fit” and “I want to look good” more important than

boys with disability. Among girls, the most important

difference was that those with disability considered the

reason “I want to lose weight” more important than those

without disability. Health and social aspects were the most

important reasons for being physically active whether the

pupils had a disability or not. These results are important

because understanding motivation is essential when

promoting physical activity among young people.

E-mail: pauli.rintala@sport.jyu.fi

Influence of Specific Reinforcement

Techniques on the Climbing Wall

Performance of Children With

Mild/Moderate Mental Retardation

Jackson, D.J.

Silliman-French, L.M.

Texas Woman s University

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether 4

children (CA = 6 to 14 years) with mild/moderate mental

retardation were able to increase their climbing wall

performance in a community-based setting. An alternating

treatment with no baseline design was used to evaluate the

influence of 3 interventions on climbing performance: (a) a

token economy (i.e., retrieve a token from a bag at different

heights), (b) auditory stimulus (i.e., ring a bell at different

heights), and (c) no treatment. During each intervention, all

participants received noncontingent verbal reinforcement.

Data were collected on the level of independence in

performing the activity, as well as, task completion. Based

on visual inspection of the independence level performance

data (i.e., sum of level of independence scores from height

and speed steps divided by total points possible multiplied

by 100), 3 of the 4 participants increased their level of

independence with the use of a token economy. However,

the use of the auditory stimulus was more effective in

increasing level of independence for the other participant.

Based on the visual inspection of the task completion

percentage performance data (i.e., number of steps completed

independently divided by total number of steps multiplied

by 100), 3 of 4 participants increased their performance with

the use of token economy. For the other participant no

treatment was more effective in increasing task completion.

Descriptive data for the participants’ independence scores,

as well as, task completion percentages were ranked across

different interventions. Based on the rank sums of

independence level, the token economy ranked the highest

followed by the auditory stimulus and no treatment,

respectively. Based on the rank sums of task completion

percentage, the token economy ranked the highest followed

by the auditory stimulus and no treatment, respectively.

Within the limitations of this study, it was concluded that

students with mild/moderate mental retardation can learn

community-based activities, specifically wall climbing,

through the use of extrinsic motivational techniques.

E-mail: catch22dal@hotmail.com

Effects of Mental Training to Facilitate

Learning How to Roll Forward in

Students Whith Mental Retardation

Tonello, M.G.M.

Ufscar, Unifran e Ceuclar

Goyos, C.N.
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Mental training corresponds to cognitive recall of a motor

skill in the absence of explicit physical movements. Because

mental training is associated with a cognitive practice of a

motor skill, one can presume that people with mental

retardation have fewer benefits of such practice. However,

many studies related to mental training have demonstrated

that it can help improving performance of movements in this

population. Based on the importance of the use of mental

training for teaching movement skill for individuals with

mental retardation, this study’s purpose was to evaluate the

effects of use of mental training performance in the rolling

forward used by Olympic Gymnasts, in three students with

mental retardation. We used multiple baseline designs for

the participants and for the targeted behaviors. The data

from the baseline was obtained for all participants

simultaneously, and intervention begun when participants

reached the criteria for stability in the targeted behavior. We

alternated forms of intervention with the remaining

participants—totaling 37 practice sessions. The targeted

behaviors were subdivided in phases of the rolling forward

skill: I, II, III and IV. The results found for the participant 1

was 20% of successes in the baseline for phase I. This

participant reached stability in 100% after intervention with

mental training. For the following phases: 25% for 100% in

the phase II, 0% for 100% in the phase III, of 25% for 100%

in the phase IV. For the participant 2 the results were: 19%

for 100% in the phase I; of 50% for 100% in the phase II, of

0% for 100% with aid of physical help in the phase III, of

35% for 100% in the phase IV. For the participant 3, the results

were: 50% for 100% in the phase I, of 50% for 100% in the

phase II, of 80% for 100% in the phase III and of 80% for

100% in the phase IV. Based on qualitative analysis of the

experimental control of multiple baselines for the targeted

behaviors and for each subject, we conclude that the

procedure of mental training was efficient for learning rolling

forward by participants with mental retardation.

E-mail: tonellogina@yahoo.com.br

Effects of Visual Cues for Learning

Forward Rolling by Deaf Students

Pasetto, S.C.

Centro Universitário Herminio Ometto/Uniararas

Oliveira, F.C.

Unicamp - FEF

Lopez Filho, J.B.

Instituto Educacional Professora

Maria do Carmo Arruda Toledo

The goal of this research was to investigate the effects of

varied visual cues for learning forward rolling by deaf

students. Six students, both females and males, ages

between 10 and 14 years participated in this study. The

design involved two experimental groups (G1= kinesthetic

and model cues and G2 = figure and model cues) and three

phases (pre-test, learning, and post-test). In both tests

conditions the groups were videotaped and evaluated using

the forward rolling instrument. Measures of forward

tumbling movement pattern were taken. Results of intra-group

analyses show that both groups improved the forward

tumbling movement pattern from pre- to post-test. Results

of inter-groups analyses show superior performance of G1

relative to G2 (initial position). We concluded that cues for

both aspects (model and kinesthetic) created additional infor-

mation for improving performance in the forward rolling task.

E-mail: silmap@uol.com.br

Analysis of Fundamental Movement

Patterns in Blind Students From a State

School in Minas Gerais, Brazil

Pinto, K.

Fernandes, G.

Machado, D.

Centro Unmiversitário de Belo Horizonte- UNI-BH

The purpose of this study was to verify fundamental

movement patterns (running, balance, and throwing) in

seventeen blind students from a state school in Minas Gerais,

Brazil. Their performances were videotaped and later

compared the model suggested by Gallahue (1996). One

group included blind children and another group included

children with low vision. The running skill components were

identified as similar to that found for the initial period of

development. Children with low vision oscillated between

the initial period of development and the mature one. For

balance task, both groups were in the initial period of

development for the trunk and legs control components, and

for the arms components, they were in the elementary period

of development. For throwing, the trunk, legs and feet

components were in the initial period of development. For

the arm component, both groups oscillated between the

initial and elementary periods of development. Therefore,

the children did not perform as well as was expected. It’s

important to stand out that this developmental delay is not

due to visual disabilities, but mostly due the lack of motor

experiences. Physical education lessons must be planned to

supply this lack of motor experiences, stimulating the

development of the basic motor skills as well as the specialized

ones.

E-mail: keylavilas@yahoo.com.br

Descriptive Analysis of Motor Abilities in

Boys and Girls of Italian Primary School

Italo, S.

Dario, C.

Rosa Anna, R.
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Milena, M.

University of Foggia, Italy

Faculty of Medicine and Surgery

This research intends to monitor the development in capacity

and ability of motor activity in the primary schools and to

try and describe the existence of it in the schools. It is

particularly sensitive at the moment of presentation of

content comprehension. To evaluate the motor capacity

motor tests and experiments were used. The tests used in

particular were high jump from a stand still point (Eurofit,

1993), 10 meter sprint, front throw of a ball (Donati e al.,

1994;Colella, 2003), test “flamingo balance test” (Eurofit,

1993), throwing of a ball at 50% (Donati e al., 1994), tapping

from a sitting point (Donati e al., 1994); the tests used to

monitor the process of comprehension of the motor ability

dealt with the duration of throwing and catching a ball, the

run with stop on the forefoot, throwing a ball in a circle and

the orientement run in a settled path. The values received

show that for high jump from a stand still point an increment

statistically significant in the age range 10 to 11 (p<0.001) in

both male and female; the 10 meter sprint shows an increment

statistically significant in the age range 10 to 11 for the males

(p<0.001) and in the female age range of 8 and 9 (p<0.01); the

front throwing of a ball an increment statistically significant

in the age range 7-8, 8-9 and 10-11 males with values of

p<0.001, p<0.001 and p<0.01 and an increment statistically

significant in the age range 7-8, 8-9 and 10-11 of females

with values p<0.001,p<0.5 and p<0.001. The tapping test with

the right put into evidence increments statistically significant

in males age range 9-10 and 10-11 respectively with p<0.5

and p<0.001; vice versa the tapping test with the left limb,

has increased significantly the statistics in females in the

age range of 10-11 with a result of p<0.001. The fundamental

picture is that the capacity and motor activity appears more

articulated. The monitoring of this motor capacity gives

necessary and useful explanations for the possible

organization of education of motor activities of children in

pre-school and at school. This evaluation gives more

interesting results and its intent is to understand the

dynamics and process of maturity which can be used in the

perception of motor activities, in the end these can be

moments of compensation for the usefulness of motor

activities.

E-mail: i.sannicandro@unifg.it

Motor Coordination Profile

of Children Swimmers

Dinoá, M.A.

Coutinho, G.F.

Farias, A.L.P.

Uepb-Depto de Educação Física

The purpose of this probabilistic study was to evaluate the

motor coordination profile of twenty four children, of whom

13 were males, and 11, females, ages ranging 7 to 10 years.

These children attended the Swimming School “Clube Banco

do Nordeste” (Escolinha de Natação do Clube Banco do

Nordeste), in Campina Grande, State of Paraíba, Brazil.

Participants were assessed using the Rosa Neto Scale of

Motor Development (2002). The analysis of variance

(ANOVA) used to determine the motor coordination profile

demonstrated that these children did not exhibit significant

differences in motor profile, relative to the motor coordination

standards. These standards included areas of ocular-manual

coordination, balance, lateral dominance, and spatial

organization. With reference to lateral dominance, the results

were: completely right dominant 26.9%, mixed 42.3%, ill-

defined 15.4% and non-existent 15.4%. Taking the results

into consideration, the conclusion was that these children

have specific difficulties in motor coordination, reflecting a

more vulnerable motor coordination profile, however not

reflecting a neurological sign.

E-mail: maddinoa@ig.com.br

Analysis of Motor Performance

in People With Disabilities

Joaquim, E.R.

Prado Junior, M.V.

Unesp - Bauru -LAPEF - Departamento

de Educação Física

People with mental disabilities often are not stimulated in

their motor aspects, and they have a tendency toward

obesity. The inclusion of day-to-day physical activities for

people with mental disabilities is not a guarantee of adequate

motor stimulation, since they need to do this kind of work

with a specialized professional. The present work had the

objective of analyzing and classifying the users of SORRI,

Bauru Institution, that developed a program for people with

mental disability related to psychomotor performance. This

study was carried out with 31 participants of the program,

21 men and 10 women, ranging in age from 18 to 54 years.

For the analysis of motor performance we applied a

Psychomotor Battery (BPM), proposed by Fonseca (1995),

in which the following aspects were analyzed: tonicity,

equilibrium, lateralization, body perception, knowledge about

time and space, and global and fine praxis. The scores, based

on the accomplishment of the proposed activities, were

“weak,” “satisfactory,” “good,” and “excellent.” In the group

with individuals aged 18 to 20 years, we noted that 37.5% of

the men presented a weak score in the performance of the

tasks related to the global praxis factor. The women, on the

other hand, had more difficulties in the activities related to

knowledge about time and space, in which 66.67% presented

a weak score. In the group with ages ranging from 21 to 30

years old, 12.5% of the men found difficulties performing

physical activities related to the fine praxis factor, while

33.33% of the women had weak performances in the structure

of time space factor. Men between the ages of 31 and 54
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years old showed greater difficulties in the performance of

activities related to the structure of time space factor, since

40% of them showed a weak score. On the other hand, women

in the same age group faced greater difficulties in the

performance of activities from the global praxis factor, and

50% of them showed weak score. Our conclusion is that the

subjects analyzed in this study had an average performance

in almost all of the BPM activities. The difficulties found in

the psychomotor activities were probably the result of

previous lack of motor stimulations in institutions.

E-mail: ericajoq@yahoo.com.br

The Relation Between Motor Performance,

Gestational Age and Socio-Economic Class

Müller, A.B.

Sieben, P.

Valentini, N.C.

ESEF/UFRGS

The advances in the assistance given to premature babies

have contributed to a significant increase in the levels of

survival rates, without, however, reducing the number of

problems in the development of this population. Besides

the incomplete gestation period, repetitive diseases and

unfavorable socio-economic conditions are risk factors,

which can cause alterations in the growth potential and

development of the babies throughout their lives. The

objective of this study is to verify if premature babies show

motor development compatible to their chronological age.

In addition, we aimed at observing the motor performance of

the children in relation to gestational age and socio-

economic class. Until now, 77 premature babies and 32 full-

term babies were evaluated through the Alberta Infant Motor

Scale (AIMS). The obtained data was analyzed through the

statistical program SPSS (version 14.0). The average

observed age was 6.02 months (± 2.71). Only 43 babies

(39.45% of the sample) obtained the expected motor

development percentage (25 %-75 % according to normative

sample), with average percentage of 27.76 % (± 25.93). The

use of Chi-square test for comparisons and Spearman for

correlations sustained the following statements: a)

considering premature babies and full-term babies of the

same chronological age, the motor development of full-term-

babies was superior to the development of premature babies

(p < 0.05); b) when compared, corrected-age babies and full-

term babies, both showed similar performance on their motor

development (p > 0.05), with a percentage of motor

development inferior to the ones found in the original sample.

The motor development of the premature babies evaluated

was not appropriated to their chronological age, evidencing

the need to use the correction of age by the level of

prematurity. The results found suggest that 85% of the

analyzed babies showed delay in motor development when

considering their chronological age, and, even after the

correction of age, 60% of the babies still showed delay in

their development, compared to the normative scale of the

test.  The gestational age correlated positively and

significantly to the motor development (p = 0.01), however,

the correlation with the social-economic class was not

significant (p = 0.127), with 42.2% of the sample belonging

to social class C.

E-mail: alebombarda@hotmail.com

Clinical, Functional, and Socio-Economic

Characteristics of Children

With Myelomeningocele

Brandão, A.D.

Fujisawa, D.S.

Cardoso, J.R.

Universidade Estadual de Londrina

Depto de Fisioterapia

Myelomeningocele is characterized by the herniation of

meningeal and spinal cord tissue through a bony defect in

the vertebral column. The gait prognosis is related to the

neurological segment compromised, to interfering factors,

and to socio-economic conditions. The purpose of this study

was to assess the clinical, functional, and socio-economic

characteristics of children with myelomeningocele. A

retrospective study was performed, with data collection

based on the hospital history registers of 42 children who

attended the project, “Multidisciplinary group of children

with neurogenic bladder,” described in a protocol. The

categorical variables were presented by relative and absolute

frequencies and assessed the association between the

neurological segment and fixed medulla, hip dislocation,

deformities, other complications and fractures. For fracture

and locomotion, and for nutritional diagnosis and socio-

economic condition, a univariate analysis was performed

through the chi-square test (with or without the Yates

correction) or the Fisher exact test, when necessary. The

statistical significance was stipulated at 5% (P <0.05). In

agreement with the literature, a prevalence of the female

gender (52.3%) and the white race (76.1%) was found. The

mean age was 5.12 years, and 38.1% of the children presented

lower back segment injury. The complications found were

hydrocephalic (61.9%), urinary infection (61.9%), pressure

ulcers (35.7%), hip dislocation (21.4%), fractures (14.3%),

and fixed medulla (11.9%). Children with higher incidence of

hip dislocation presented a compromised upper lumbar

segment, due to adductor muscles forces and not walking.

Fractures occured in children without gait abilities (6); of

them, five (62.5%) presented a compromised thoracic segment

and did not perform orthostatism and therapeutic gait.

Malnutrition occurred in 35.7% of the children, probably,

due to the low family budget, contrasting the literature. Of

the children assessed, 83.3% survived with three minimum

salaries, and two children (4.8%) did not have any resources.

This study concluded that, due to the complexity of clinical

aspects and unfavorable conditions for rehabilitation, the
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treatment of children with myelomeningocele requires criteria

assessment and multidisciplinary action. The occurrence of

hip dislocation and fracture is associated with the

compromised upper neurological segment that requires phy-

sical therapy attention. Acknowledgements: Conselho Nacio-

nal de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico - CNPq.
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Clinical Signs and Malformation in

Children With Myelomeningocele

Brandão, A.D.

Fujisawa, D.S.

Universidade Estadual de Londrina

Depto de Fisioterapia

The clinical problems caused by myelomeningocele are

related to ability to stand up, walking, and voluntary vesicle

and intestinal control. The therapeutic focus aims at

children’s functional independence, especially on gait

abilities. The purpose of this study was to assess the clinical

manifestations of children with myelomeningocele, and to

associate the different compromised neurological segments

with the deformities found to determine the factors that

influence the functional prognosis. A retrospective study

was performed, with data collection based on the hospital

history registers of 42 children who attended the extension

project, “Multidisciplinary group of children with neurogenic

bladder.” The data collected concerned clinical aspects,

nutritional state, and means of locomotion. The categorical

variables were presented by relative and absolute

frequencies. The association was assessed between

neurological segment and fixed medulla, hip dislocation,

deformities, and other complications and fractures. For

fracture and locomotion, and for nutritional diagnosis and

socio-economic condition, a univariate analysis was

performed, using the chi-square test or the Fisher exact test.

The statistical significance was stipulated at 5%, and the

results were in agreement with the literature for gender

(female) and race (white). The most common neurological

segment was lower back (38.1%), one of the reasons for the

good gait prognosis. There was a correlation between hip

dislocation and the compromised neurological segment

(P=0.015) and the neurological segment with fracture

(P=0.000). Among the complications, hydrocephalic (61.9%)

and urinary infection (61.9%) were the most prevalent. The

most common deformities found were foot deformities

(28.5%), knee flex (16.6%), and hip flex (7.1%). The results

revealed that hip dislocation and fracture are associated with

the compromised upper neurological segment. The gait prog-

nosis is related to the compromised neurological segment,

the presence of interfering factors, and to socio-economic

conditions. Multidisciplinary groups have great importance

on the follow-up of these children, to guarantee their

maximum potential development and a better quality of life.

E-mail: li_dbrandao@yahoo.com.br

Influence of Postural Alterations on the

Performance of Young Soccer Athletes

Arnoni, C.P.

Escola de Educação Física e Esporte - USP

The objective of this study was to analyze the possible

influence of postural problems in the performance of athletes,

and if this influence could be more significant than age on

the performance of these players. Twenty young soccer

players, aged between 16 and 20 years, were divided into

two groups based upon the occurrence of changes in the

spinal column (scoliosis, lordosis, and kifosis), and changes

in the knee (valgum and varum). These participants were

evaluated regarding sprint velocity (in 35 meters),

countermovement jump (CMJ), and horizontal jump (HJ). The

two postural variables (spinal column and knee) were

classified as yes/no and age was taken into consideration,

dividing the group into two classes: athletes of 16 and 17

years, and athletes of 18 to 20 years. To evaluate the

performance differences between the individuals with/

without changes in the spinal column and in the knee, a

MANOVA was used, having as the factor, age (age classes

16-17 years and 18-20 years). The results indicated no

difference between the age classes regarding the performance

of the individuals with and without changes of the spinal

column or of the knees. These results suggest that the

postural problems evaluated in this study do not exert direct

influence on performance in related sportive abilities,

independent of age. It is important to mention that in this

study we did not measure the angles of any postural shifts

and, because the analyzed changes were apparently small,

we can not say anything about any possible difference due

to large changes in postural orientation and knee position.

Acknowledgements: Maria Claudia

E-mail: carlarnoni@terra.com.br

Influence of Body Weight Support at Lower

Limb Joint Angles in Obese Adults Walking

Silva, A.E.

Unesp-IB Depto de Educação Fisica

Body weight support (BWS) has being used to promote gait

training for patients with different neurological disorders.

Results have shown that BWS facilitates the expression of

pattern gait, contributing to a more stable stance due to an

increase in gait speed, stride frequency, stride length, and a

shortening of swing phase. Obese adults also experience

some gait changes due to the heavy body weight that may

produce muscular and joint disabilities. Therefore, the use

of BWS by obese subjects may facilitate and improve some

of the characteristics of gait pattern displayed by this

population. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to

examine lower limb segments’ angles in obese individuals

with and without BWS. The study’s subjects were ten obese
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and ten non-obese adults. Reflective markers were placed

on the fifth metatarsus, on the ankle, knee, and hip joint

centers of the left leg. The participants were videotaped while

walking on a motor treadmill in two conditions: with BWS,

removing 30% of body weight; and with no BWS, for one

minute in each condition. Three walking cycles were digitized

using the Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS) in

order to obtain the two-dimensional coordinates for each

marker. Based upon the coordinates, the thigh, knee, and

ankle joint angles were calculated. The results showed that

the thigh angle for both groups decreased in the BWS

condition; the knee angle decreased, whereas the ankle angle

increased, only for obese participants. These results

suggested that 30% of BWS reduces the body weight excess

in obese adults and changes the configuration of lower limb

segments. Moreover, BWS may be useful in providing better

conditions for walking experiences, and, therefore, it might

help to prevent muscular and joint disabilities in obese people

such as ostheoartits.

E-mail: aline_evelyn@msn.com

Electromyography Analysis of Rectus

Femoris in Women With Knee Osteoporosis

Pereira, M.A.G.

Bertozzi, A.P.

Cobra, L.G.M.N.

PUC - MG Poços de Caldas

Magini, M.

UNIVAP - São José dos Campos SP

Vasconcelos, L.A.P.

PUC - MG Poços de Caldas

The objective of this study was to analyze the behavior of

the rectus femoris in women with knee osteoarthritis through

surface electromyography during an evaluation on an

extension table. Sixty-four sedentary women were evaluated

and divided into three groups: analyzed group (AG), with

ages above 60 years old and the diagnosis of knee

osteoarthritis; control group (CG1), above 60 years old and

without osteoarthritis; and the control group (CG2),

composed of young volunteers. The rectus femoris muscle’s

electrical activity was captured by simple differential active

electrodes placed on the skin surface, and 4-channel

electromyography and Windaq software. The data were

analyzed by the RMS (ìV), and the statistical analyses used

were the ANOVA one-way and the Turkey-Kramer Multiple

Comparisons Test (p < 0.05). The results did not indicate

statistically significant difference among the groups, but it

was observed that the volunteers of the analyzed group

could not maintain the mean frequency of muscle recruitment

until the end of the third series. In contrast, both control

groups had similar behaviors, demonstrating the capacity

to maintain even a slight increase in the mean frequency of

muscle recruitment. Such results, used experimental

conditions, suggest that a sedentary lifestyle, associated

with advanced age and degenerative joint disease, leads to

non-specific frequency mean muscle recruitment, making the

performance of the demanded movement difficult and

contributing to the worsening of the condition.

Acknowledgements:  Fundo de Incentivo a Pesquisa – FIP.
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Functional Capacity of the Quadriceps Muscle

in Women With Knee Osteoarthritis
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The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the

functional capacity of the quadriceps using the extension

table. A group of women over 60 years old, with clinical

diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis, were assessed using

different techniques of electromyography data analysis.

Fifty-eight volunteers were divided into three groups: one

experimental group and two control groups. The experimental

group (GA) had participants over 60 years old with diagnosis

of knee osteoarthritis. One control group (GC1) over 60years

old without osteoarthritis, and a second control group (GC2)

with young participants. Analysis of the physical assessment

included the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and electromyogra-

phy data using the Wavelet transformation. Anthropometrics

parameters indicated homogeneity in the sampling for GA/

GC1. Amplitude of flexion, index of progression of the illness

and a questionnaire of quality of life for types of pain, general

state of health and social aspect, all presented significant

statistical differences between GA/GC1, GC1/GC2. Results

of the Wavelet indicated equal performance during evaluation

of all the groups in all selected muscle groups. However,

participants of the GA presented a poor general performance

when compared to GC1 and GC2. Behavior of the three

selected muscles showed that, rectus femoris and vastus

medialis for the three groups showed an active concentric

and eccentric phase with high frequency (average) in both

phases. Vastus lateralis differs of the two others set of

muscles, showing larger frequency at the concentric phase.

We conclude that all patients presented somewhat similar

muscle contraction capacity which is related with the group

neurological conditions, although not gain of muscle mass

was observed. Acknowledgements: Fundo de Incentivo a

Pesquisa - FIP.
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Assessing the Center of Pressure in Deaf

Children in the Standing Position
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Equilibrium is the process of maintaining the center of foot

pressure (COP), projection of the center of gravity relative

to surface, inside over the base of support area of the body,

which requires constant adjustments by muscular activity.

The COP expressed the location of the vector result of the

ground reaction forces in a force platform, and it represents

the neuromuscular response to the balance swing of the

body. This study analyzed the results of stabilometry in

children with hearing loss and compared them to a control

group. The study was analytic and transversal, and it was

conducted at the Educational Center of Hearing and

Language (CEAL, LP) and at the Playground of Sports

Activities, University of Brasília (Oficinas Infantis de

Atividades Esportivas of UnB), located in Brasília, DF. Forty

children, distributed equally into two groups, were

evaluated. The average age of individuals in the study group

(GE) was 8.8 years (±1.2 years), and in the control group

(GC), 9.3 years (±1.0). All of the individuals performed four

static tests with the eyes open, and soon afterwards, with

the eyes closed; each test was performed on a support base

that varied for 25 seconds. Inferential statistics, the ANOVA

(variance analysis) and the Kruskal-Wallis test, were used

to analyze the data. The parameter, sway area of COP,

presented statistically significant differences. Thus, the

results showed that the group of children with hearing loss

had less stability in the standing position than did the

control group. It was concluded that the study group had a

deficiency in sensorial organization. Future studies are

suggested using the stabilometry for analysis in order to

obtain more accurate results.
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Gait Analysis of Young and Adult

Individuals With Down Syndrome Who

Practice Cycling: A Kinematic Analysis
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This research evaluated the gait of eight adult individuals

with Down syndrome, bicyclists (CSD), with kinematic

analysis, using software called UDP (Universal Darstellung

Program of German Superior School of Colonia) with data

processing performed by the author. These data are the result

of bidimensional plotting, built on anatomical points that

were marked on the individuals. The results were analyzed

and compared with studies that were found in the literature

concerning: a) the gait of Down syndrome individuals that

do not practice physical activities, including cycling (Group

1); b) the gait of normal individuals (group 2). For group 1, at

the support phase, the knee joint showed a larger extension

amplitude, similar to group 2; at the balance phase, group 1

showed a reduced extension amplitude, similar to group 2.

Group 1 showed less flexion amplitude when compared to

group 2. The ankle joint amplitude for both groups has similar

values at the support phase. During the balance phase, they

showed limited mobility, which means limited extension and

flexion amplitudes compared to normal individuals. This

study demonstrated that cycling can influence gait patterns

of individuals with Down syndrome at the knee joint lvel

during the support phase, displaying an approximation of

normal gait pattern.
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Down syndrome (DS) is a genetic pathology of great

importance in the Brazilian population. It shows a set of

physical and mental changes associated to a delay in neural

psychomotor development. At the beginning of the 80’s, a

new approach, called Dynamic Systems, was proposed. This

new approach emphasizes the complexity and interaction

among several components: the organism, the environment,

and the task, providing a very promising theoretical

referential to the comprehension of motor development.

People with DS show muscle and skeleton characteristics

such as muscular hypotony and joint softness, which can

negatively interfere in walking, forcing them to engage in

adaptive motor skills to compensate for their incapacity to

make the necessary adjustments to move their gravity center

over their sustentation base. The objective of this study

was to compare walking in DS children who were submitted

to early stimulation to walking in children with normal neural

psychomotor development. This study was carried out at

APAE (Associação de Pais e Amigos dos Excepcionais) and

INSA (Instituto Nossa Senhora Auxiliadora) in Araras, SP.

Eight children, males and females between 2 and 5 years old,
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participated in this study. Each child’s walking was analyzed

using footsteps painted on square paper, making it possible

to measure the total length of the footstep, length of right

and left footsteps and length of the step and width between

steps. Results did not reveal significant statistical

differences for the mentioned variables, suggesting that DS

children are similar to non-DS children with respect to walking

features. The conclusion of the study was that comparing

DS walking in children who received early stimulation with

non-DS children was important in order to clarify the

similarity between these individuals, mainly if they are the

same age. It is feasible to believe that DS children are being

stimulated early (i.e., they interact with the environment and

the task to be completed as described in Dynamic System

theory), which makes them more independent in developing

the motor skills needed to accomplish their daily life

activities.
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Biomechanical Analysis of Gait

 in an Individual With Hemiplegia
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The objective of the present study was to verify the maximum

vertical force and the time of support in gait in an individual

with hemiplegia on the right side of the body due to a

Cerebral Vascular Accident (VC). The participant in the study

was a male, 50 years old, height: L64m, and weight: 67 kg.

The variables selected for the study were the maxim vertical

force and the time of support during the gait. These data

were collected using a force platform, OR6-5 AMTI

(Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc.), and processed

using the Peak Motus System, in the Laboratory of

Biomechanics, Center of Physical Education, Federal

University of Santa Maria. Six trials of passes on the platform

were performed, three with the use of sneakers and the other

three without. It was verified that, with the use of the

sneakers, the average for the vertical reaction in the force

variable did not have significant variation in the three trials

for the left foot: 674.987 N; and, for the right foot: 676.883 N,

with a standard deviation of 1.64 N for the right foot and

zero for the left foot. Without the use of sneakers, the variable

for the right foot and for the left foot showed a significant

alteration. For the right foot 667.4 N was verified, with a

standard deviation of 4.34 N, and for the left foot, 685.4 N,

with a standard deviation of zero. The time of support for

the right foot with the use of sneakers was 1.6s and without

the use of the sneakers it was 1.31s. For the left foot, with

the use of the sneakers, the time increased considerably to

1.59s, and without the use of the sneakers this increase also

occurred (the increase was 1.54s). It was verified that the

individual had a greater vertical reaction force on the opposite

side of the affected limb; this is evident during the six trials

for the left foot without any standard deviation among them.

The force was greater in the left foot with and without the

use of the sneakers, although duration of support lasted

longer. We can conclude that biomechanics helps us

understand and describe the dysfunctions that are present

in the gait of individuals with hemiplegia. Through this

understanding it is possible to analyze each segment of the

human body in order to provide, together with adapted motor

activity, many benefits for the development of their motor

skills.
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Multidiciplinary Rehabilitation

of Conversion Gait Disorder
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Loss of walking ability without any organic cause is termed

conversion disorder. These patients consume a large amount

of health services due to the fact that tend to develop serious

dysfunction. If any, the treatment offered these patients is

arbitrary with respect to comprehension, duration, content

and effects. Left untreated, patients with conversion

symptoms tend to develop substantial and long-lasting

dysfunctions. Establishing and evaluating effective

treatment for these patients is a major challenge with respect

to individual person as well as to the overall healthcare

system. The present study aims at increasing the knowledge

of how to use Adapted Physical Activity in rehabilitation so

that persons with conversion disorder may effectively get

better. Objective: To examine the effects of three weeks’

multidisciplinary rehabilitation with Adapted Physical

Activity in patients with conversion gait disturbances

compared to a control group and to examine the short term

effects of the rehabilitation. Methods: Persons were recruited

from neurological departments, and were randomized to

immediate treatment or treatment after waiting three weeks

(controls). Data from all of the 11 patients included were

pooled for the later analyzes. Treatment consisted of adapted

physical activity with behavioural elements included, and

was aimed at positively reinforcing a normal gait. If no

improvement occurred, the positive attention was held back.

The level of function before and after treatment was

assessed by standardized instruments and self-report

questionnaires. Results and conclusions: The persons

significantly improved their general function and their

mobility in terms of walking compared to the controls. This

improvement was also found when pooling the data of both

groups after treatment. The improvement was sustained

three weeks after treatment. The results of this study

demonstrate a significant improvement in gait after three

weeks’ of multidisciplinary rehabilitation in hospital. The

evidence of substantial dysfunction in the natural course of
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persons with conversion symptoms makes this study

interesting as it indicates options for treatment within an

interval of three weeks. Thus, the study gives an important

contribution to establishing a standard of treatment.
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Unavailability of Visual Information

and Adaptation in the Task of Approaching

and Stepping Over an Obstacle: Comparing

Blind and Normal Vision Participants
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It is traditionally assumed that vision plays an essential role

in regulating locomotion. Space perception and action

control seem to be dominated by vision, however other

senses and cognition certainly participate in the locomotion

process. The aim of the present study was to analyze how

blind [BL] and normal (with [NV] and without vision available

[NW]) participants control their gait patterns to approach

and step over a 26 cm high obstacle, and how they adapt

their performance after practice. One blind (age = 44 years;

height = 1.89 m) and one individual with normal vision (age

= 38 years; height = 1.88 m) were video taped as they

performed the task thirty times. Participants were allowed to

touch and freely explore the obstacle before each trial as

they wanted. Kinematic data were used to calculate toe

clearance (TOE), horizontal distance prior (HDP) and after

the obstacle (HDA) for the leading limb. A descriptive

analysis showed that BL participants used the highest TOE

values, followed by NV and NW, respectively in the

approximate range of 15-20, 10-15, and 5-10 cm. Decrease in

TOE values throughout practice was more evident in BL and

NV data. On the other hand, HDP values did not differ

between BL and NV (60-70 cm), while NW showed a highly

variable performance increasing progressively (from 2 to 70

cm) along the first twenty trials; BL, NV, and NW were very

similar in the last ten trials. The variable HDA did not seem

to be affected by groups/conditions; values in the range of

25-50 cm were observed through practice, with some

reduction in the variability in the final ten trials. The present

preliminary results suggest that blind and normal (with vision

available) participants may use different control strategies

with similar performance to approach and step over an

obstacle; when vision was unavailable to the normal

participant, a difference in gait adaptation was observed.

E-mail: valduarteg@yahoo.com.br

Effects of Environment and Type of Spastic

Cerebral Palsy on Functional Mobility

Kleiner, A.F.R.

Saraiva, P.M.
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Batistela, R.A.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física-LEPLO

Pietrobon, R.S.

CESO/MC/Duke University

Gobbi, L.T.B.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física-LEPLO

A child with cerebral palsy may have impairments in motor

control, which contributes to loss of functional abilities in

posture and mobility. The severity of the impairment on the

neuromuscular system determines the variations of

functional mobility in children with cerebral palsy. They may

be able to walk independently; they may use a wheelchair or

walkers and/or may need complete physical assistance to

move from place to place. The individual capacity for

locomotion and to interact with the environment is called

functional mobility. Graham et al. (2004) developed the

Functional Mobility Scale, a simple and easy tool to assess

the functional mobility in children with cerebral palsy. The

scale uses three distances (5m, 50m, and 500m), which

classifies functional mobility in six levels according to

dependence on equipment and amount of physical assistance

required. The authors recommend that the assessment of

functional mobility should be made in rehabilitation centers

because they are predictable environments that can be

previously measured. However, the surfaces in these centers

are usually flat, representing a somewhat artificial

environment, since natural environments are normally

characterized by uneven surfaces. Are there differences

when the functional mobility in children with spastic cerebral

palsy is assessed in artificial and natural environments? This

movie shows differences in functional mobility represented

by images of five children with spastic and diplegic cerebral

palsy, all male, walking over the three distances inside of

their houses, schools, and neighborhoods. The Functional

Mobility Scale data from the artificial environment were

collected before the images of the natural environment. The

comparison between the environments shows that the scores

in the Functional Mobility Scale were better in most of the

cases than in the natural environment. In addition, all of the

participants performed the 500m distance in the natural

environment, while in the artificial environment only two

out of five were able to complete the task. Some participants

also changed equipment (i.e., wheelchair, walker) according

to the distance in the natural environment. In some cases,

participants spent more time covering the distances in the

natural environments because of the uneven surfaces.

Acknowledgements: FINEP and CNPq.

E-mail: afrk@rc.unesp.br
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Environmental Effects on Functional

Mobility of Children With Diplegic,

Spastic Cerebral Palsy

Ayres, T.G.
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Saraiva, P.M.

Batistela, R.A.

Pietrobon, R.S.

Gobbi, L.T.B.
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Non-progressive lesions in the central nervous system are

responsible for the emergence of motor disorders that

compromise the coordination of voluntary movements and

postural control. These motor disorders characterize cerebral

palsy (CP). A lesion on the pyramidal pathway will cause an

increase in muscular tonus and the reciprocal activation of

the affected agonist and antagonist muscles, characterizing

spastic CP (SCP). When the lower limbs are compromised,

diplegic SCP (DSCP) arises. The interference of these

alterations during child motor development retards or

impedes the appearance of basic motor skills, including

walking. Functional mobility (FM), which is the way in which

an individual moves in the environment in order to interact

with family and the society to independently perform daily

tasks, is then compromised. Graham et al. (2004) constructed

the FM Scale (FMS) in order to classify the FM of CP

children. The FMS assesses child FM in an artificial

environment over three distances (5, 50, and 500m). The

research question in this study is: Is the FMS different when

DSCP children move in real environments? The aim of this

study was to assess and compare the FM of DSCP children

in artificial and real environments. The FM of nine DSCP

children was first assessed in an artificial environment (flat

and straight pathways inside of the rehabilitation centers),

and then, afterwards, in real environments (houses, schools,

and neighborhoods). The dependent variables for each

distance were the FMS classification and the time spent.

The comparison between the environments for FMS

classification were performed by means of the non-parametric

Wilcoxon test, and for the time spent, the Student t-test.

The FMS classifications were significantly different only

for 5m (Z
8

=-2.232; p<0.026); better scores were observed in

real environments. There was also a trend for the time spent

only for 5m (t
8

=-1.981; p=0.083). These results may indicate

that DSCP children have motor adaptations that allow them

to move in a more functional way inside their houses than in

artificial environments. Thus, we conclude that the

environment in which the FM of DSCP children is assessed

interferes only for the shorter distance (5m). We also suggest

that further studies must be conducted, including a larger

sample and the other kinds of SCP.  Acknowledgements:

Supporting Agencies: FINEP, FNS-MS, CNPq
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Aquatic Treadmill Gait Training at

Various Water Depths for Individuals

With Traumatic Brain Injury

Jung, T.

Narasaki, M.

Center of Achievement

Department of Kinesiology, California

The purpose of this study was to investigate biomechanical

gait variables of aquatic treadmill walking at various water

depths in individuals with and without traumatic brain injury

(TBI). In addition, the differences will be compared between

the two groups. A multivariate repeated measures study was

used to compare gait variables across three walking

conditions in both groups. Total of ten individuals with TBI

and ten individuals without history of TBI participated in

the study. All participants were given five-minute practice

trials of walking on an aquatic treadmill (AquaGaiter, FERNO,

Willington, OH) at the waist level for familiarization. During

this practice trial, they were asked to select a comfortable

walking speed which was then applied to all three walking

conditions. All participants were tested for two minutes at

each level of water depth. The water depths were adjusted

by a movable floor pool (KBE, Germany, 2002) to three levels

of water depths: waist (umbilicus), chest (Xiphoid process)

and neck (Cervical 7). Six spatiotemporal and nine lower limb

joint kinematics variables were analyzed by using

underwater video capturing system (Equinox, Galesburg, MI)

and two-dimensional motion analysis software (Ehuman

software, HMA Technology Inc., Ontario, Canada). Both TBI

and Non-TBI groups demonstrated statistically significant

differences across three water depths. Non-TBI group

showed increased stride time and stride length at the C-7

level while cadence was decreased (all p <0.05). TBI group

showed a significant decrease in stance and swing ratio at

the C-7 level as compared to two other depths (p<0.05). As

water became deeper to the C-7 level, Non-TBI group showed

significant changes in kinematics; decreased hip range of

motion, increased ankle range of motion and increased peak

plantar-flexion angle (all p <0.05). Significant decreases in

peak hip flexion, peak ankle dorsal-flexion and ankle range

of motion were noted at the C-7 level in TBI group (all p

<0.05). Significant group interactions were found in four

variables between TBI and Non-TBI groups across three

depths of water (all p <0.05). The study findings will provide

scientific understanding of aquatic treadmill walking and

clinical applications of using various water depths for gait

training program for individuals with mobility disorders.

E-mail: taeyou.jung@csun.edu

Getting in Step With Autism Spectrum

Disorders: Obstacle Avoidance

and Multiple Comparisons

Lomond, K.V.

Staples, K.
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A specific difficulty planning movements may best account

for the demonstrable movement skill differences between

children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and their

peers without ASD. This study compared movement

strategies used by 9-12 year old children with ASD (N = 18)

when stepping over obstacles to a chronological age-

matched (CA) group (N = 9) and a younger, developmental-

matched (DEV) group (N = 17). Measurements included

location of foot at takeoff, peak height, and landing. Passive

markers were placed on the participant’s shoes at the base

of the fifth metatarsal and the lateral aspect of the

calcaneous. Participants were instructed to step over an

obstacle adjusted to 30% of their standing height. A digital

video camera (30 frames/second) was placed 5 meters

perpendicular to the obstacle to record the movements of

the stepping foot. Videos were sectioned into individual

trials, each consisting of a single step over the obstacle.

Trials were imported into HuMan motion analysis software,

where the locations of the markers on the stepping foot were

digitized. This created a profile of the foot’s displacement

over the obstacle, from which the following data were

calculated: take-off (horizontal distance from toe of stepping

foot to obstacle), maximum height (maximum vertical height

of foot over obstacle), and landing (horizontal distance from

heel of stepping foot to barrier). The horizontal distance

between the toe of the stepping foot and the obstacle was

significantly longer (i.e., further away from the obstacle) for

the CA group compared to both ASD and DEV groups,

although trends were observed in all variables. The tendency

of the ASD group to locate their foot closer to the barrier at

take-off may be indicative of less advanced planning

strategies in obstacle avoidance tasks. Furthermore, the

stepping patterns observed in the ASD group tended to

match the DEV group more closely than the CA group, which

suggests that the DEV group may be a more appropriate

comparison group for obstacle avoidance tasks.

E-mail: kerri.staples@mcgill.ca

Intervention in Down Syndrome: A Case

Study of Three Toddlers in Early

Standing and Treadmill Stepping

Müller, A.B.

Valentini, N.C.

ESEF/UFRGS

Down syndrome is a common cause of mental retardation

and it is a diagnosis usually found in the physiotherapeutic

practice, since it can cause cardiopulmonary pathologies as

well as pathologies in the muscle and joint. Nowadays, mainly

due to the advances in developmental and learning research,

the inclusion of these individuals in social contexts is a

common practice. The delay during the development is a

consequence of the difficulty found by these individuals to

accomplish fundamental motor skills and is directly related

to cognitive growth and restrictions in social development.

Significant differences in development of these children

have been reported by experimental research. The researches

suggest that there is a relation between the acquisition of

walking skills and other motor skills, that is, the later the

child learns how to walk, the worse his/her performance will

be on basic motor skills. Thus, motivated by research of

Ulrich and Ulrich (2001), this therapeutic practice, both in

the standing and walking positions, aimed to provide

stimulation for three toddlers with Down syndrome. The

children received motor intervention twice a week. As soon

as they increased the control of the trunk in the sitting

position, the reactions of balance forward, to the sides and

backward were elicited. Early in the program the children

were put in the standing position and in induced walking.

When the child was able to take a step, he/she was soon put

on the electric treadmill at low speed with the help of a walker,

and the child’s weight was supported at the hips. Although

limitations to acquire walking skills were present, a slightly

early development in the walking of these toddlers and a

closer proximity to the expected advances of this age were

observed. When compared to the toddlers who received

conventional stimulation, the superiority of the group that

took part in the treadmill stimulation was evident. Therefore,

for these three toddlers, we observed that the treadmill

intervention was more efficient in the anticipation of

independent walking acquisition. Motor progress that could

positively influence their global motor development, as well

as social and learning aspects, suggests that the stimulation

of early walking on the treadmill can be used by therapists

and parents of children with Down syndrome, favoring their

capacity to walk independently.

E-mail: alebombarda@hotmail.com

Effects of Treadmill Training to

Facilitate Stepping: A Case Study

Souza, J.M.

Diz, M.C.

Dascal, J.B.

Polanczyk, S.D.

Boni, R.C.

Barela, J.A.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

Independent walking is an important milestone for a child’s

motor development, since it exposes her to experiences with

daily living activities. This early milestone helps to illustrate

how the exploration of the environment is the result of an

efficient action-perception process. A child with cerebral palsy,

who has difficulties acquiring independent walking due to the

many neuromotor constraints her body imposes, might need

extra help in order to develop exploratory strategies used during
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the fine-tuning of the action-perception cycle. But, even with

neuromotor constraints, it is possible for individuals with

cerebral palsy to walk with the aid of mobility and postural

devices. The purpose of this study, which employed a case-

study paradigm, was to analyze the effects of a treadmill training

protocol on the performance of a child with cerebral palsy. The

five-year-old child had atypical development that was affected

by right hemi-body brain damage, which likely is responsible

for a mild, hypertonic flexor posture. His cognitive development

is severely delayed. At the commencement of the training

protocol he demonstrated good control of the torso, but poor

control of upright posture. The treadmill protocol was divided

into two parts: 1) a barrage of tests (before and after the training)

and, 2) the training sessions. During the test phase a pulley

system suspended the child above the treadmill and, with the

help of an assistant, helped him to walk for one minute. Two

cameras videotaped the procedure. The training phase occurred

three times per week, with each session lasting for 30 minutes,

and lasted for two months. Throughout the training phase the

pulley system supported the child. The treadmill speed was 1.2

m/sec. The videotaped images were subjected to descriptive

and kinematics analyzes. The descriptive analysis included

number of steps for each foot. The kinematics analyses included

the length, duration, and mean speed of the steps; the duration

of the swing phase; and single stance and double support. A

one-way ANOVA failed to reveal significant effect between the

tests done before and after the training for all of the kinematic

variables. However, the descriptive data showed that before

the training the participant performed only two steps with the

right foot and 23 steps with the left foot. After the training, the

participant performed 17 steps with the right foot and 33 steps

with the left foot. These results indicate that training with the

aid of the treadmill could be an efficient tool to help individuals

acquire the skill of walking.

E-mail: juliana_lap@yahoo.com.br

Stepping in Sighted and Visually

Impaired Adolescents

Haibach, P.

Ritter, J.

Lieberman, L.J.

State University of New York at Brockport

A study was conducted to provide a postural control

comparison of visually impaired and sighted adolescents

during stepping tasks. The participants ranged in age from

12 to 18 years. The visually impaired adolescents were

separated into 2 groups according to the classification of

their visual impairment (B1’s, total blindness and B3’s, legal

blindness). Participants completed 3 stepping tasks, step of

preferred distance and stepping over objects of varying

height and width. Participants stepped onto a force platform

and remained standing for a period of 20 s. Postural control

was assessed by the amount of time the participant required

to return to a stable position following the step. Motion

analysis was also assessed on 17 markers on the body.

Results showed that the visually impaired adolescents

required a longer period of time to return to stability following

the steps. Time to stability increased as a function of the

difficulty of the task (size of the obstacle) for all groups.

More interestingly, the visually impaired children adopted

very different strategies to negotiate the obstacles. In

conclusion, visually impaired adolescents not only required

a greater amount of time to step over objects, but required

more time to return to stability. Participants with higher

balance self-efficacy (as assessed by a questionnaire) and

who are involved in more physical activity are able to step

more smoothly over the obstacle and decrease their time in

an unstable position which in turn lowers their risk of losing

their balance.

E-mail: phaibach@brockport.edu

Using an Anchor System as a Training

Tool to Improve Postural Control in

Individuals With Mental Retardation

Polanczyk, S.D.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

We tested the anchor paradigm proposed by Mauerberg-

deCastro in 2001 as a rehabilitation tool in an adapted

physical activity context. We used the anchor system during

balance tasks (static as well as dynamic) typical of APA

classes. Over four weeks, nine individuals (mean age 32, SD

11 years) with moderate mental retardation (MR), both sexes,

practiced the training protocol twice weekly during a 50-

minute class. Prior to and after the training period we tested

the participants, who performed a tandem position task,

blindfolded, on a balance beam for 30 seconds. They held

an anchor system, which consisted of two three-foot chords:

each with a free end, with two separate sets of weights

attached to the other ends (250g and 500g). Subjects held

the free ends—one in the right hand, one in the left, as they

tried to maintain themselves in the tandem position without

stepping off of the balance beam (20cm high). A baseline

condition (no anchors) was also tested. Due to obesity, some

participants assumed a partial tandem position, and others

assumed a foot position perpendicular to the balance beam.

Experimenters provided either mechanical or sensorial aid

by holding or touching the participant in order to minimize

chances for falls. We analyzed the time spent giving

mechanical (MA) and sensorial aid (SA), time spent on task

without any mechanical aid (TT1), and type of foot position.

We used the t Direct-Difference Method to assess

differences between test and post-test, and a MANOVA to

assess the variance of foot position. The variables, mean

and standard deviation (SD) of AM, showed a significant

difference between pre- and post-test for the anchor 500g

(t.05 (8) = 2.53; p<0.05, and t.05 (8) = 1.23; p<0.05,

respectively. The mean values of TT1 showed a significant
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difference for 500g (t.05 (8) = -2.45; p<0.05), was marginal for

250g (t.05 (8) = -1.44; p<0.05) and for the SD (t.05 (8) = 1.59;

p<0.05). Although the group was quite variable in

performance, we identified a change in the type of foot

position, where tandem position was more often assumed

after the anchor training (pre-test = 36.7%; post-test = 54.4%).

Parallel foot position decreased (pre-test = 20%; post-test =

12.2%). Participants used less mechanical aid and therefore

became more independent in the postural task. The anchor

system appears to have improved subjects’ balance during

the standing task.

E-mail: mauerber@rc.unesp.br

Exploratory Strategies While Using an

Anchor System During an Adapted Physical

Activity (APA) Training Program for

Individuals With Mental Retardation
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Lucena, C.S.
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São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

Mauerberg-deCastro (2001) described an anchor system that

individuals used to control posture through haptic

perception. The anchor mechanism consisted of two chords

attached to weights resting on the floor. Once “anchored,”

individuals explored orientations by pulling on the chords

gently, as if trying to reset their balance, but not lifting the

weights off of the floor. When individuals utilize this type of

anchoring during tasks such as walking on restricted support

surfaces, they can use exploratory strategies. Mauerberg-

deCastro (2004, 2001) noted that when individuals drag the

anchor weights over the floor, balance often is impaired.

Conversely, when individuals move the anchors forward in

anticipation to each step, balance improves. The purpose of

this study was, using an anchor system as a training protocol

in adapted physical activity (APA) classes, to analyze these

two types of strategies by individuals with mental

retardation. Over four weeks, seven individuals (mean age

33, SD 9 years) with moderate mental retardation (MR), both

sexes, practiced the anchor training protocol twice weekly

during a 50-minute class. Each session was included circuit

training stations with mobility and static balance tasks. Each

activity station included walking with and without the anchor

system. We selected only two kinds of tasks for longitudinal

analysis. First, walking on a balance beam, 10 meters long

with obstacles; second, walking on a reclined surface of

3.79 meters. Variables were: mean of number of falls, time

spent to walk on the surfaces, and percentage of types of

strategies while handling the anchor system (i.e., dragging

the anchors passively, or anticipating stepping by placing

anchors forward). From training day 1 to training day 8, the

number of falls dropped significantly for balance activities

that did not use the anchors (F 
1, 12 

= 4,929; p = 0.046), and

marginally for activities that did incorporate the anchors (F

1, 12 = 3.406; p=0.090). Also, by the 8th training day

participants changed the strategy of dragging the anchors

into a more efficient exploratory one (F 
1, 12

 = 11.728; p =

0.05), i.e., moving the anchors in anticipation to each step

cycle. Overall, by the end of the training program,

participants improved the dynamic balance, whether they

use or not the anchors while walking. When using the anchor

system, they spontaneously changed control strategies by

recognizing it as exploratory tool, instead just something to

carry around.

E-mail: suelendp@rc.unesp.br

The Anchor System and Postural Control

of Individuals With Mental Retardation
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Individuals with mental retardation show delays in many

aspects of motor control. An example is the maintenance of

upright posture, essential for the performance of actions

used in daily living. The purpose of this study was to

investigate how individuals with mental retardation (MR)

respond to a postural control task demand in the absence of

vision. Also, it investigated their use of a specially designed

anchor system as a haptic tool. Eleven subjects from a local

institution (mean age = 25.63 ± 4.72) with mild retardation

(MR) participated in this study. The group performed two

tasks: the experimental task (using the anchor system in two

conditions: 125g e 500g) – AS, and a control task (without

the use of the anchor system) – NAS. The blindfolded MR

participants were asked to stand for 30 seconds in an upright

position on a balance beam (100 cm x 10 cm). They placed

their bare feet perpendicular to the beam, which was adjusted

to two different heights: 10 cm and 20 cm. AS and NAS

conditions each were performed on separate days of testing,

one to two weeks apart. Three blocks of trials included both

of the AS loads; order of conditions and loads were

randomized. A one-minute resting period was granted

between each block of trials. Markers were attached on

anatomical projections of the ankle, knee, hip and shoulder

for video digitizing. Two Panasonic M9000 cameras were

placed perpendicular to the balance beam, and a computer

was used to capture the points and convert the coordinates

using Dvideow 5.1. software. Results showed that during

the standing task on the lower beam, subjects stood longer

in the AS condition when compared to the NAS condition.
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The higher elevation of the beam resulted in wider postural

oscillation, which was more pronounced during the NAS

than during the AS condition. For the higher beam, the

kinematic analysis using amplitude of movement of the entire

body in two planes of motion revealed a significant difference

(t
10

 = 3.93, p<0.01) between planes. Amplitude of movement

was larger for the sagital plane than for the coronal plane.

Relative to the baseline condition, body sway decreased

with the 500 g anchor (t
10

 = 58.7, p<0.01). The anchor system

seems to be an effective haptic tool for improving postural

control during static balance tasks. Also, elevation affected

the way in which the individuals performed the standing

balance task, suggesting that they were more emotionally

challenged at the higher beam setting. Acknowledgements:

CNPq/PIBIC/FINEP
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Influence of Visual Information Manipulation

of Postural Control in Down Syndrome Adults
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Several studies have shown that Down syndrome (DS)

individuals present larger body sway magnitude than

neurologically normal (NN) individuals (Vieregge et al., 1996;

Webber et al., 2004), indicating difference in the functioning

of postural control system. In order to investigate possible

functional differences, we examine the upright stance of DS

and NN adults in conditions with and without sensory

manipulation. Twenty DS adults (25.3±4years) and twenty

NN adults (25.3±4years) were asked to stand quietly inside

a “moving room.” Three conditions were created: without

sensory manipulation; continuous visual manipulation; and

discreet visual manipulation. In the condition without

sensory manipulation, the room was not moved. In the

continuous visual manipulation condition, the room was

moved continuously during 60s at frequencies of 0.1, 0.2,

and 0.5Hz and amplitudes of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.2cm, respectively.

In this condition, the peak velocity was 0.6cm/s for all

movement frequencies. In the discrete visual manipulation

condition, the room was moved forward or backward during

2s with amplitude of 2.6cm and mean velocity of 1.3cm/s.

Each participant performed 16 trials, 1 trial without room

movement, 9 trials in the continuous condition (3 in each

frequency) and 6 trials in the discrete condition (3 trials with

the room moving forward and 3 trials with the room moving

backward). Body sway and room displacement were recorded

at 100Hz using the Optotrak system. The dependent variables

were mean sway amplitude, median sway frequency (for the

condition without manipulation), gain, phase, variability (for

the continuous condition) and body displacement (for the

discrete condition). The results revealed that DS adults

oscillated more than NN adults in the condition without

sensory manipulation. However, in the conditions with

sensory manipulation, the results showed difference only

for variability, which was larger for DS individuals. This

indicates that DS and NN adults were similarly influenced

by sensory manipulation. Moreover, the absence of

differences for gain and phase variables indicate that DS

individuals couple to the sensory information similarly to

NN individuals and questions any difference in the

functioning of postural control system in this population.

However, the larger variability observed in the postural sway

of DS participants suggest that they have a higher noise

level in their postural system, which might be the cause for

their larger body sway.

E-mail: theusgomes@yahoo.com.br

Comparison of Static and Dynamic Balance

of Young Goalball and Track and Field

Athletes with Visual Impairments
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World Health Organization (WHO) reported in November

2004 that globally, that there are 161 million people with visual

impairments; 1.4 million were below age 15. The children

with visual impairments are often unaware of the movement

potential of body parts. This lack of awareness may restrict

movements, which in turn retards the development of

balancing mechanisms. Balance has been identified as one

of the major abilities underlying the motor performance of

children and youth with visual impairments. Sports

participation and exercise are important aspects in developing

balance. Most researchers agree that there are at least two

type of balance: static and dynamic. Static balance is the

ability to maintain body equilibrium in a relatively fixed

position, and dynamic balance is the ability to balance while

in motion. Goalball and track and field are considered

effective option to improve motor skills in visually impaired

children. These sports are also recommended sports for

children and youth with visual impairments for their

development of balance. Therefore, the purpose of this

investigation was to compare static and dynamic balance

performance between goalball and track and field athletes

with visual impairments. Participants (N = 21) ranged in age

from 11 to 21 years of age. All participants were children and

youth who were all partially blind and competed at the 8
Th

Annual Sports Extravaganza, in Irving Texas, USA.  Static

and dynamic balance abilities were measured using Balance

Master®.  The unilateral stance test was selected to evaluate

static balance performance. Walk across and step up/over

task were selected to evaluate dynamic balance performance.

Based on the results of the two-way ANOVA, the eyes-closed

and eyes-open scores of track and field athletes are
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significantly difference (p < 0.05) in static balance. In contrast,

the goalball athletes are not significantly difference in static

balance. Also, there was no significant difference in the static

balance scores or the dynamic balance scores between

goalball and track and field athletes. Within the limitations

of this study, it is suggested that the differences related to

eyes-closed, static balance were related to the use of

blindfolds during goalball. Further, the lack of difference

between the eyes-opened, static balance scores or the

dynamic balance scores between goalball and track and field

athletes could be due to the ability to use residual vision

during these tasks.

E-mail: syun@twu.edu

Study of Balance in Adolescents With Down

Syndrome Participants of an Adapted

Motor Activity Program in Porto Alegre

Magalhães, P.A.R.

Associação Cristã de Moços do RS

The purpose of this study was to identify the status of

balance of adolescents with Down syndrome and to identify

whether or not there is an influence of sexual maturation.

The sample was comprised of seven adolescents, two females

and five males, ages between 11 and 19 years, all participants

of the adapted motor activity project of the Youth Men

Christian Association, YMCA (Associação Cristã de

Moços), Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. We also interviewed the

participants’ parents to gather information about the children

and to consent their participation in the study. To assess

the balance we used the Berg balance test and a balance

task on a beam balance. Maturation level was identified using

Tanner’s table; here parents compared their children with

the table’s figures. The results showed that just one

participant was considered pre—pubescent, three of them

were in the pubescent stage, and the others were considered

after-pubescent. The maximum scores in the Berg balance

scale is 56 points, which was not reached by any of the

seven participants. Their maximum scores were about 54

points, and minimum was 33 points. In the beam balance

test, four participants showed unstable balance and the other

three were unable to walk on the beam. In the present study,

the maturational stage was not related to balance

capabilities. We concluded that body balance of adolescents

with Down syndrome is likely to be the result of opportunities

to early stimulation, rather than maturation status alone.

E-mail: pmagalhaes@acm-rs.com.br

Estabilometric Study of the Orthostatic

Postural Behavior in Blind Children

Rocha, L.

Departamento de Ciências do Desporto

Universidade de Trás-o

Fernandes, J.

Universidade de Évora

Carvalho, J.G.

Departamento de Educação Física

In this study postural control in blind children was analyzed

through different foot positions. The first aim focused on to

what extent the varying foot positions would affect their

postural control. The second was to analyze in what ways

blindness influences orthostatic postural behavior with

regard to different foot positions. Thirty-two subjects were

divided into two different groups: the blind children (BC),

and the sighted children (SC). Both groups were composed

of sixteen children, four female and twelve male, ranging in

age from 7 to 12 years. Postural behavior was measured

considering the stabilometric variables: surface (S),

mediolateral length (CML), antero-posterior length (CAP),

and speed of body sway (V), evaluated by the QFP system

static posturographic platform. Postural tests were made in

three foot positions: T1, feet together; T2, feet at 30º; and

T3, feet apart. As we expected, when the supporting basis

increases, body sway reduced in S and CAP. However, for

CML and V, the result was not the same. For these variables,

body sway reduced from the T2 to the T3 stance, and then

again in the T1 stance. There were significant statistical

differences in both groups. In every test, blindness

negatively influenced postural control, since blind children

present more body sway than sighted children, and

significant statistic differences were found, except for the

CML variable in T3. Only for the CML variable in T2 did the

BC group present better postural control than did the SC

group. The results indicated that: (1) when the base of

support was narrowed, the limits of stability decreased, and

(2) the blind children’s postural control was less stable than

the sighted children’s.

E-mail: jangcarvalho@hotmail.com

Analysis of Balance in People

With Mental Retardation

Del Alamo, R.C.

Vilela, M.G.

Campos, C.

Takehara, J.C.

Nicoletti, L.P.

Brighetti, V.

UNIFEV - Centro Universistário de Votuporanga

People with mental retardation present some limitations in

daily life the activities, even in simple tasks. These limitations

can be caused by either biological or environmental reasons,

and might affect their motor system, for example limited

balance. Balance problems consequently cause a poor

quality of life and affect the health of these individuals. The

objective of the present study was to compare the levels of
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balance presented by two groups in the same age range. An

experimental group of individuals with mental retardation (n

= 30), and a control group of normal development (n = 34).

For assessment of the balance we use a bench test, in which

the participants had to walk on. We used an inverted

Swedish bench. Participants were requested to walk back

and forth, as fast as possible, without running and falling.

The results allowed us to conclude that: a) the people with

mental retardation presented poorer levels of balance than

their normal developing peers; b) males with mental

retardation showed better balance control than the females;

similar results were observed with the control group; c) the

walking bench test needs to be adapted in order to make

possible the assessment of people with mental retardation,

due to great restriction imposed by the task environment.

E-mail: cicero_campos2003@yahoo.com.br

Impaired Balance in Children

With Developmental Coordination

Disorder: What Happens After Nine

Weeks of Clinical Intervention?

DeJonge, S.

Taylor, J.

Sheehan, L.A.

Lakehead University

The diagnostic term Developmental Coordination Disorder

(DCD) is currently used to describe a heterogeneous group

of children who perform poorly in daily activities requiring

coordination. The movements of children with DCD may be

more clumsy, more awkward and poorly coordinated than

those of their peers (Van Waelvelde, H., De Weert, W., De

Cock, P., Janssens, L., Feys, H., Smits Engelsman, B., 2005)..

Tests of motor development often show that children with a

developmental delay or impairment in the perceptual motor

domain have poor balance skills. As postural control is

generally presumed to be a precondition for the development

of motor skills, deficits in balance control may result in

delayed motor development. The purpose of the present

study was to determine the effects of a 9-week clinical

intervention on the balance skills of children with DCD. A

sample of 50 children with balance difficulties were selected

from the files of children who were referred to a Motor

Development Clinic over a 5-year period. All children were

referred because of gross motor problems and were

subsequently assessed with the Movement ABC which

confirmed their low composite score and balance problems.

Pre and post clinic scores on the Movement ABC were

examined along with changes in performance on gross motor

skills selected for instruction during the clinic. The severity

of the balance difficulties experienced by these children, the

change in balance scores subsequent to the intervention,

and the impact of the clinical instruction on performance of

related gross motor skills will be discussed.

E-mail: jane.taylor@lakeheadu.ca

Movement Strategies for Manual Grasp in

Individuals With Cerebral Palsy

Nicoletti, G.

Umeki, M.Y.

Manoel, E.J.

Universidade de São Paulo-EEFE

The human hand is a powerful tool for exploring and

changing the surroundings. How one performs such actions

has been the subject of descriptive and experimental studies.

Grip patterns have been identified as well as patterns of

digital movements, though little is known about how children

with cerebral palsy may use such patterns. The present study

reports on the adaptive strategies children and adults with

cerebral palsy use for solving movement problems requiring

manipulative hand movements. Twelve individuals with

spastic cerebral palsy took part in the study, with a wide

range of age, from 5 to 29 years. The movement categories

used to describe the actions were based on previous studies

(Elliott & Connolly, 1984; Manoel & Connolly, 1998)

regarding the kind of grip patterns, extrinsic movements,

and intrinsic movements. The task was to grasp a rod placed

flat on a table, transport it to a box, and insert it into a hole

that corresponded to the rod’s shape. In the simple task, the

rod had a cylindrical shape and it could be inserted no matter

what orientation it assumed. In the complex task, the rod

had a semi-cylindrical shape and the task could only be

completed successfully when the rod was in a particular

orientation. These two tasks were performed in another

condition in which the rod was inserted into a small box in a

way that only its proximal end could be used for grasping.

The degree of difficulty did not lead to different grip patterns;

the individuals showed a predominance of adult and

transverse digital grip patterns for solving simple and

complex tasks. The children continued to use adult and

transverse digital grips. The adolescents performed an

interdigital grip pattern apart from the adult grip. The adults

also showed interdigital and oblique digital grips. Intrinsic

movements tended to appear in this condition, with the most

frequent patterns being rock and twiddle. Extrinsic

movements were based on movement of the wrist and the

elbow to orient the rod for insertion. There was a trend for

increasing the use of intrinsic movements as the task

complexity increased, though extrinsic movements also

increased. It is worth noting that the individuals in the

present study showed a wide variety of patterns different

from those used by normal individuals; nevertheless, the

solutions they found showed every feature that we may call

skilled. The growth of these adaptive strategies must be the

subject of further studies.

E-mail: gizele_nicoletti@yahoo.com.br
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Implications of Mental Retardation on

Perceptual-Motor Development During a

Modified Piagetian “A Not B” Task

Cozzani, M.

Polanczyk, S.D.

Souza, J.M.

Paula, A.I.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not

children with mental retardation (MR) perseverate in a

modified Piagetian “A not B” reaching task. We modified

the traditional Piagetian “A not B” task by presenting two

identical targets (lids) placed side by side on a box top. The

experimenter “enticed” subjects to reach for and grasp at

one of the two lids (called “A”) four times each, with a 3-

second delay between cuing (shaking the lid and enticing

the child to grab it) and giving the stimulus to the subject as

a reward for reaching. Subsequently, the second lid, called

“B,” was similarly cued two times consecutively, and the

child was allowed to reach and grasp at it. Typically, around

the age of 9 months, normally-developing infants return to

reach for the “A” lid after being cued to reach for the “B” lid.

Seven normally developing infants (ND) (mean age of 10.3 ±

0.89 months), and seven children with mental retardation

(MR) (mean age of 4.42 ± 1.13 months) were authorized by

their parents to take part in this study. While performing the

“A not B” task, all participants were videotaped with three

cameras. Variables included accumulative index of memory

(AIM) for reaching for A target and for B target; and duration

of looking at target “A” and target “B.” Scores for reliability

intra-observer tests were above 80%. The relative AIM of

target A for the MR group revealed that, of seven children,

five perseverated throughout all trials. Two children reached

for the B target during the B1 trial, but returned to reaching

for target A in the B2 trial. For the duration of looking at

targets variable, an ANOVA revealed significant effect

between groups for the A target, F 
1, 14

 = 5.125; p= 0.043. The

MR group looked longer toward the A target than did the

ND group throughout all A and B trials. This result confirms

that there is a stronger perseverative tendency for MR

participants as compared to their peers. Also, the results

indicate that looking was coupled with reaching.  Acknowled-

gements: CAPES

E-mail: mcozzani@rc.unesp.br

Body Position Trouble and Learning

Difficulties in Mouth-Breathing Students

Filus, J.F.

Duarte, E.

Unicamp

Common in school age children is the association of

respiratory standard changes from nasal to oral. This

situation is due to superior airways obstructive diseases

such as allergic rhinitis and enlarged adenoids. This simple

change in the way the air is captured causes serious problems

in the child’s development, such as facial and corporal

alterations, degrading the quality of life of the children. This

research evaluates mouth-breathing students in the first year

of junior secondary school, and investigates whether there

is any relationship between body position problems, learning

difficulties, and the degree of their relationship. We selected

12 students with upper air obstruction diseases and mouth-

breathing symptoms, and 24 mouth-breathing students from

subjects that had been assessed in 2003. The control group

consisted of 18 nose-breathing students in the first year of

junior secondary school. Pedagogical assignments,

consisting of text copying coupled with the solution of

arithmetic problems, were distributed. Body position,

comprised of deviations in the neck, shoulders, thorax, body

trunk, spine, and abdomen, was evaluated. Since there was

no linear correlation between body position problems and

learning difficulties, we were unable to estimate performance

in school by mouth-breathing students through body

position deviations. Research evidence showed that the

number of deviant body segments is higher in the mouth-

breathing group in comparison with the nose-breathing

group. Similarly, deviation in the neck segment (head forward)

is more frequent in the experimental group than in the control

group. Similarities in the performances of mouth- and nose-

breathing students in their pedagogical assignments also

were recorded. Nevertheless, results of both groups were

not satisfactory, since mean mistakes in the 193-word text

copying task by mouth-breathing students (27.44 mistakes)

and by nose-breathing students (36.88 mistakes) were high

according to their grade level. The same problems occurred

in arithmetic, where both groups made mistakes in over 40%

of the mathematical problems and operations. Current

research corroborates medical literature, which indicates that

body position deviations and learning difficulties are

problems common in mouth-breathing children.

E-mail: fujifilus@yahoo.com.br

The Optical Mouse Project

Pinto, S.S.

Lopes, K.A.T.

Oliveira, L.K.S.

Almeida, R.S.

Vieira, K.M.

Universidade Federal do Amazonas

This is a description of the “Restoring the independence of

people with physical deficiency through the access to

computer technology by the ocular mouse use” project, with

tetraplegic people of the Motor Activities for Individuals

with Disabilities Program. The ocular mouse is a computer

input device, projected for people with difficulties in the use
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of the keyboard or mouse on a standard computer. It allows

the movement of the cursor or mouse by moving the eyes or

by blinking. The project started in September 2006, and its

first activity included a visit to the houses of three people

who had experienced medullar trauma in order to verify

whether or not they would meet the requirements for the

project. To start the project, we selected one participant and

interviewed him to obtain general information about him, his

daily activities, and his relationship with his family. We also

asked about his habits, tastes, and expectations. From there,

we began the practice with the ocular mouse. The first classes

were concerned with becoming familiar with the movements

of the mouse and typing small words. Later, the work with

the mouse developed with the aspect to what most interested

the student, learning to write and read. During the activities,

another participant began to take part in the project. The

plan was the same, but in this case, the participant’s

motivation was to learn more about computers. Both students

stated in their interviews that they wanted to tell their stories

by writing a book, but their voices seemed to indicate that

they were insecure. Today they speak with more vigor,

because they are sure that this is possible. After several

teaching sessions we noticed that the students demonstrated

great will power and faced their difficulties. They appear to

feel confident, and their persistence indicates that they are

dedicated to experimenting with their capabilities.

Acknowledgements: CNPQ, Fundação Paulo Feitosa

E-mail: suzynha_sp@yahoo.com.br

Motor Coordination in

Children and Older People

Almeida, C.E.M.

Vieira, M.M.

Gomes, E.R.Z.

Cavalcante, A.P.C.

Centro Universitário de Belo Horizonte

Humans are in constant evolution, including aspects of motor

behavior. These changes happen especially in the beginning

and at the end of the life cycle. In children, these changes

happen as they acquire abilities, and, in old people, as they

begin to lose abilities. This research investigates the

differences between motor coordination in children and old

people, using the test, Motor Proficiency of Bruininks-

Ozeretsky (1978). Tests were performed with 32 people, 16

children and 16 older people, of both sexes, proportionally

distributed between the groups. The children ranged from 8

to10 years old, and the older people were aged 60 to 66

years. The tests were applied in the same order, in the same

environment, with only two people present at the time of

each test—the participant and the appraiser—to minimize

test bias. The results did not find significant differences

between the groups: T= (DF=30) = 0.797; p=0.43. We believe

that the children’s group already showed coordinated

movements and the older people had not yet modified its

coordination.

E-mail: ceciliaedla@hotmail.com

Evolution of Gross-Motor Abilities

and of Social-Emotional Behaviour

in an Autistic Child. A Case Study

Rosa, R.A.

Sannicandro, I.

Colella, D.

Frisardi, A.

University of Foggia, Italy

The purpose of this study was to verify the evolution of

gross-motor abilities and to analyse the influence of different

types of reinforcements on the development of positive

social interactions and social-emotional behaviour in an

autistic child in a group of children without disabilities. The

study was made on a sample group made up of (21) male

children without disabilities and 1 autistic child (DSM-IV),

aged 7 and 8 (M 7.52381±SD 0.511766). A single-subject,

alternating treatments (A-B design) was used. 24 lessons,

whose aim was to develop gross-motor abilities, have been

planned: 4 lessons aiming to give the Test of Gross Motor

Development (Ulrich, 1985), 8 lessons in baseline situation

to play games in pairs, in groups and teams (football), 8

lessons including the same activities with positive physical,

visual and verbal reinforcement. The results obtained by

the autistic child in TGMD showed a difference between the

scores of the locomotors abilities (test: no no evaluation,

retest: 1st percentile) and those obtained with the object

control (test and retest: 1st percentile). The first results,

however, were higher than the seconds as regards to the

general situation and to the improvements recorded between

test and retest phases. The autistic child, though resulting

in the last percentage number, has obtained a quotient of

gross-motor development (test 52, retest 58) in an evaluation

range with surplus value 11.54%. Data of systematic

observations, collected during alternating treatments, were

analysed by test C. A significant value (p = 1.846807) has

been recorded in kicking the ball during lessons with

reinforcement rather than in a baseline situation. As regard

the social-emotional area, a significant value has pointed

out for only 3 descriptors: He interacts with mates and

instructor (p=2.1441257); He accepts the game result (p =

2.1062407); He waits for his turn (p = 2.4059529). In agreement

with the national and international literature, this study

showed the positive influence of motor activities and sports

on both the development of gross-motor abilities and on

social interaction in an autistic child in a group of children

without disabilities; besides reinforcement followed closely

produced results, too. Motor activity and sport with a ludic

component produce fundamental gross-motor abilities and

develop appropriate social-emotional behaviour both in

qualitative and quantitative terms to all children, with or

without disabilities.
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Development of Generalized Equations to

Estimative Motor Coordination in Children

and Adolescents With Mental Retardation

Gorla, J.I.

Araújo, P.F.

UNICAMP -Deafa

The aim of the study was to characterize, through a

transversal approach, the behavior of the variants of global

motor coordination in individuals with mental retardation,

looking for established generalized equations to be employed

in future analyses, in regard to both diagnoses performance.

The sample used was constituted of 236 subjects of both

sexes (149 males; 87 females), with ages ranging from 7 to 14

years, who were registered in the Northwest and West

Regional Associations of Parents and Friends of the

Exceptional (APAEs), in the state of Paraná. Growth

characteristics were determined from measurements of height

and body weight. To measure body composition, the

thickness of skin wrinkles was measured in the tricipital and

subscapular regions. Relative to motor coordination, it the

KTK battery of tests was administered. The technique of

multiple regression was used in the development of the

equations to estimate motor coordination in individuals with

mental disability. The values found for males for multiple

correlation were 0.9991, with an R
2

 of 0.9983, equivalent to

99.83%, and with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.7957; and,

in the females, a multiple correlation of 0.9956 was found,

with an R
2

 of 0.9912, equivalent to 99.12%, and with a standard

deviation (SD) of 1.79. The results of this study suggested

the following conclusions: when compared to the mean

values obtained in other population as, for instance, with

Kiphard and Schilling’s studies (1974), we verified that the

mean results of our study were lower; the BMI had weak

and moderate influence on the results of each test, mainly in

one-foot and lateral jumps, so, we can assume that the BMI

values are slightly associated to coordinative development

level.  This is likely due to the socioeconomic environment,

which is associated with deficiencies and to a reduction in

structured and oriented motor practice, among other things.

These can be the factors responsible for the insufficient

level of coordinative development and for the fact that the

developed equations were valid for estimating motor

coordination.

E-mail: gorla@fef.unicamp.br

Fundamental Motor Skill Assessment:

Recurrent Motor Difficulties

Spessato, B.C.

Valentini, N.C.

UFRGS- ESEF

Identifying children with developmental delay is an important

skill for physical educators, not only to detect the overall

difficulties, but also to be able to point out which movements

are more affected and in the need of a specific teaching

strategy. The objective of this study was to assess motor

development and to investigate the most recurrent difficulty

of children when performing fundamental motor skills.

Children (N = 258) 5 to 11 years old were assessed with the

Test of Gross Motor Development 2 (Ulrich, 2000). According

to the test criteria, the skills the children mastered were:

running 38%, gallop 0.8%, hop 0.4%, leap 4.9%, horizontal

jump 12%, slide 27.8%, striking a stationary target 12%,

stationary dribble 27.8%, catch 28.2%, kick 5.4%, overhand

throwing 12.7%, and underhand rolling 6.2%. These children

were unable to meet the following criteria for each skill:

running, 42.95 % showed the nonsupport leg bent

approximately 90 degrees; galloping, 94% the arms bent and

were raised to the waist level at take off; hopping, 87%

showed the nonsupport leg swinging forward in pendulum

fashion to produce force; leaping 88.8% reached forward

with the arm opposite the lead foot; horizontal jumping,

92.3% extend their arms forcefully forward and upward

reaching full extension above the head; sliding, 51% turned

their bodies sideways so shoulders were aligned with the

line on the floor; striking a stationary ball, 55% rotated hip

and shoulder during swing; stationary dribbling, 54.8%

contacted the ball with one hand at about belt level; for

catching, 42.5% showed a preparation phase where hands

were in front of the body and elbows were flexed; for kicking,

78.8 % placed the non-kicking foot in even position with or

slightly in back of the ball; for overhand throwing, 66.4%

transferred the weight by stepping with the foot opposite to

the throwing hand; underhand rolling, 68.3% performed

strides forward with foot opposite to the preferred hand and

toward the cones. Children may experience life long problems

in their motor abilities if deficits in gross motor development

are not identified and recovered (Ulrich, 2000). Assessing

motor development of children provides the teacher with

information about which movements need a more specific

approach to develop, i.e., a goal directed intervention. This

research provided a diagnosis of the most common

difficulties in fundamental motor skills, and highlighted the

aspects of movements that need a closer look on physical

education classes. Acknowledgements: PIBIC-CNPQ
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Malnourishment Influences

on Children Development
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Infantile malnourishment is considered by the WHO one of

the five primary causes of infantile mortality and it is known

that the nutritional restriction leads to permanent alterations

in the central nervous system development. Development

depends on the association between inherited features and

lived experiences, and the environment is a rich source that

influences development. Researches performed in

developing countries show important association between

the child neuro-psychomotor development and his or her

nutritional and socioeconomic conditions. Risks to

developmental delays are concentrated in three main groups:

biological, social and environmental. The purpose of this

study was to assess which neuro-psychomotor

developmental area is the most affected by malnourishment

and whether or not is the main delay determinant factor.

Also, to verify the possible influence of social and

environmental factors as developmental delay determinants.

This study was performed in the UBS at Morro da Cruz, from

December 2005 to April 2006. A previous interdisciplinary

census assessed anthropometrically 156 children, 6 years-

old and younger. Six of them were malnourished and were

assigned to group D. Six other children that had the ideal

weight for age and height were pared with the children from

group GD and were assigned to control group E. The Denver

II screening test was used to assess the neuro-psychomotor

development... T test was used to compare weight, age and

height variables. The Fisher Exact Test was used for the

Denver II screening test variables, and both tests showed

significance level (5%). There were no significant differences

between the D and E groups for the Denver II screening test

for different domains: language was the most affected

domain. Children language acquisition is related to the

interaction of biological and social aspects. The way

children interact with social environmental and the qualities

of information they receive are important for language

development. Vygotsky reports that language is stimulated

during social relationships; hence motivation is necessary

so that evolutions can occur. In conclusion, the

malnourishment is not the only factor that determines neuro-

psychomotor developmental delay. Environmental factors

seem to influence more in developmental delays, being

language the most affected domain.

E-mail: raquelsaccani@yahoo.com.br

Obese Children and Motor Skills

Berleze, A.

Valentini, N.C.

Haeffner, L.S.B.

UFRGS

Motor changes occur along the child’s life induced by

individual restrictions and experiences (context restrictions),

and by the specificity and complexity of the activities

experimented (task restrictions). Therefore, due to the

importance of fundamental motor skill development and its

consequent repercussion at higher levels of motor practice,

especially for children with overweight and obesity

problems, the present study aimed at assessing the motor

development of 6-8 year-old obese children enrolled in the

first grade of Elementary School, in the city of Santa Maria,

RS, Brasil. Obese children were presumed to present delays

in motor development, evidenced in non-mature development

patterns in several fundamental motor skills. One hundred

and twenty-seven obese children (62 girls and 65 boys)

distributed into the groups: 1 (35 children - central area,

middle class), 2 (44 children – peripheral area, middle class),

and 3 (48 children – peripheral area, lower class) participated

in the study. There was no significant difference between

groups (p= 0,055). A scale, a stadiometer, and motor tests

were the measuring instruments used. Descriptive statistics

and chi-square (p< 0.05) were used for data analysis. Results

showed a delay in maturity related to motions for all three

groups; however, group 3 had the most delay. For the tests

of running, jumping, and throwing, most of the children were

at the elementary stage (p= 0.148, 0.058, and 0.189). However,

distinct maturity levels among the children studied were

found, mainly between the central and peripheral areas of

the lower class. Both in the balance and reception

movements, group 3 had the better performance (p= 0.016

and 0.045, respectively). Results emphasized that obesity

might affect the maturity for most movements during

childhood. The different results between the groups

investigated are probably due to different life habits,

opportunities, and facilities for motor practice, factors

inherent to the own child’s life. The importance of providing

the most varied types of motor experiences in different

contexts for children was evident. We suggest that when a

professional works with obese children, the conditions

described in this study are important to be considered.

E-mail: adrianaberleze@ yahoo.com.br

Movement Skill Development and

Motor Planning in Children With

Autism Spectrum Disorders

Staples, K.

Reid, G.

McGill University

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are usually described as

being developmental in nature whereby differences in

development can be accounted for in terms of a delay or

deficit model. Young children with ASD appear to be delayed

in motor milestones and demonstrate differences in quality

of movement patterns compared to their typically developing

peers. With increasing age these movement differences

continue and children with ASD fall further behind their peers

without ASD in terms of overall motor development. In this

study, 9-12 year old children with ASD (N = 23) performed

the locomotor portion of the TGMD-2 and were compared to

typically developing peers matched on chronological age
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(+/- 3 months; N = 17) and younger children matched on

locomotor development (+/- 3 on the raw score; N = 20). The

developmental matched group dictated that typically

developing children aged 4-6 years were required thereby

underscoring that children with ASD may be significantly

delayed in the development of movement skills. This study

explored motor planning in order to better understand these

performance differences. The three groups of children were

compared on performance of an obstacle course consisting

of 8 horizontal barriers of various heights relative to each

participant’s standing height (30, 40, 50, & 60 %). Two digital

video cameras recorded each participant’s obstacle course

performance at 30 frames per second. Motor planning was

inferred from the frequency of acts of hesitation (ACTS)

and hesitation time (HES) during the obstacle course. An

act of hesitation was an inference in a change from an initial

plan. Hesitation time was time spent executing these ACTS.

The ASD group was found to have significantly more ACTS

and HES than both groups. These findings suggest that in

addition to being delayed, children with ASD may also

demonstrate some deficits in development. Acknowled-

gements: This research was supported by an Autism

Research Training Program funded through a CIHR initiative.
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Comparisons of Levels of Flexibility in People

With and Without Mental Retardation

Silva, E.C.
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Brighetti, V.
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Takehara, J.C.

UNIFEV - Centro Universitário de Votuporanga

Health and the quality of life depend on a series of many

factors, among them, level of flexibility. People with mental

retardation can show a reduction in this level of physical

capacity, resulting in problems in adaptation to the world.

This study proposed to detect possible deficits in this regard

that children and young people with mental retardation can

show when compared with people without mental retardation

of the same age. To make this comparison, two groups (with

males and females) were tested: a control group (CG), which

was composed of people without mental retardation (n =

35), and the experimental group (EG), which was composed

of people with mental retardation (n = 28). We used as an

assessment instrument the test, “sitting and reaching.” The

observed results permitted us to conclude that: a) the people

with mental retardation had less flexibility as compared to

the people without mental retardation; b) there were no

differences between females and males in both, the

experimental and control groups; c) the males with mental

retardation showed slightly less flexibility as compared to

males in the group without mental retardation; d) considering

differences in age, females from both groups did not differ

regarding their level of flexibility.

E-mail: cicero_campos2003@yahoo.com.br

Assessment of Physical Capacity of Strength

in People With Mental Retardation

Datorre, J.R.

Freitas, S.O.

Campos, C.

Nicoletti, L.P.

Takehara, J.C.

Brighetti, V.

UNIFEV - Centro Universitário de Votuporanga

People with mental retardation present some limitations in

performing everyday activities that might prevent them from

performing even simple tasks. These limitations can be

biological or environmental, and can affect the motor system

and lead to a reduction in muscular strength. This reduction

in strength can consequently cause a reduction in the quality

of life and health. The purpose this study was to compare

the levels of strength in two groups of people of the same

age. The experimental group (EG) was composed of people

with mental retardation (n = 30), and the control group (CG)

was composed of people of the same age who did not have

mental retardation (n = 34). For the assessment of strength

levels we used the motor test of manual grip, in which the

participants had to squeeze, as strong as possible, a

dynamometer. The results permitted us to conclude that: a)

the people with mental retardation showed slightly less

strength than did their peers without mental retardation; b)

the males with mental retardation were stronger than the

females of the same group; similar results were observed for

the participants without mental  retardation; c) no one in the

group of males with  mental retardation was stronger than

the males without retardation; however, this did not occur

with females, although the differences were small.

E-mail: cicero_campos2003@yahoo.com.br

Anthropometric Comparison Between Boys and

Girls With Moderate Intellectual Impairment

at a Public and a Philanthropic School

Lima, F.A.S.M.

Borges, K.E.L.

UFMG - EEFFTO - Escola de Educação Física

Variables such as weight, height, and blood pressure, are

significant indexes for heart issues related to obesity and/or

arterial hypertension. The investigation of these variables

is important to the understanding of how these health issues

can be controlled. They also are parameters for evaluating

the results of specific physical activity programs in physical

education classes with children and teenagers who have
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moderate intellectual impairments. The objective of this

study was to evaluate students with moderate intellectual

impairments who were enrolled in a public school (PS), and

in a philanthropic educational institution (PEI), in Belo

Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil. The students were compared

by weight, height, and resting arterial blood pressure (RABP)

indexes. The students were divided by gender, and their

RABP results were compared with pre-established reference

values for children without intellectual impairment, according

to the Third Brazilian Arterial Hypertension Consensus.

Descriptive and quantitative analyzes were performed on

the data from a sample of 44 students (PS: n = 12 girls, 10

boys; PEI: n = 12 girls, 10 boys). Statistical analyses were

performed using the Student t-test. Results revealed that

the girls’ average weight in PS was higher (p<0.05) than in

PEI. Compared to the boys, the girls showed a higher resting

systolic blood pressure (p<0.05). When comparing by

gender, the only difference found was for average resting

systolic blood pressure, which was higher for girls. These

results agreed with the Consensus that girls’ RABP was

higher than for boys.

E-mail: filipe_ufmg2003@yahoo.com.br

Relationship Between Anthropometric

Measures and the KTK Two-Feet

and One-Foot Jump Tests in

Deaf Children and Teenagers
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The assessment of motor coordination in deaf people is still

the objective of many theoretical studies, but with no

agreement about whether or not there is problem with their

performance. We hope this study contributes with the

knowledge about the development of the deaf child/ teenager

and, as a consequence, their educational process. This paper

has as its goal the analysis of the relationship between

anthropometric measures and the lateral and one-foot jump

in the KTK movement assessment, as applied to deaf children

and teenagers. The sample analyzed was composed of 25

deaf children and teenagers, of both genders, aged between

8 and 13 years, and enrolled at Escola Especial Dona

Carminha, in the city of Campinas. The tools used for the

assessment of the anthropometric measures were a digital

scale, an estadiometer, and a skinfold compass, labeled

CESCORF. For the assessment of the two-feet and one-foot

jumps, a wooden platform with the following measures was

used: 1m x 0.60 m x 0.8 cm. For the one-foot jumps, we also

used 12 platforms that measured 50cm x 20cm x 5 cm. After

the results selection and their further tabulation, we

performed a descriptive statistical analysis of the individual

data, as well as an analysis of their correlations. These

analyses were performed using the software, Minitab 14 for

Windows. For both genders there was a negative correlation

between body mass index (SM: -0.505, with a p-value of

0.010; and SL: –0.549, with a p-value of 0.004) and the results

of the one-foot and two-feet jump tests. It is believed that

the higher is the body mass index the lower will be the

performance during the test. Regarding stature, it presented

a high correlation with the two-feet and one-foot jumps (SM:

0.626, with a p-value of 0.001; and SL: O.549, with a p-value

of 0.004). The female two-feet jump showed a marked negative

correlation in comparison with the same test applied to the

males. The study has pointed out that the influence of stature

on the different jumps depended on the person’s gender,

and in a way that for the males the correlation was more

marked in the jump, e-foot; whereas, for the females, the

correlation was more marked for the two-feet jump.

E-mail: gorla@fef.unicamp.br

Gender Differences in Neuropsychological

Functioning Among Children With

Different Levels of Motor Difficulty
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University of Notre Dame

Sloan, N.

Telethon Institute of Child Health Research

It is often assumed that boys and girls with more severe

motor difficulties are more likely to have cerebral dysfunction

and thus more problems with neuropsychological

functioning. In order to explore this issue we examined the

responses of a cohort of 10 year-old boys and girls with low

and very low motor proficiency levels on written and oral

forms of the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT). This

test is used to assess neuropsychological functions

including attention, impaired visual scanning, visual-

perceptual ability and speed of motor processing. Motor

difficulty was measured using the McCarron Assessment of

Neuromuscular Development Index (NDI) with the low group

of boys (n = 189) and girls (n = 123) scoring between the 6th

and 15th percentile (NDI = 70- 85) and the group with very

low motor proficiency (boys: n = 27; girls: n = 20) scoring at

or below the 5th percentile (NDI = < 70). These scores are
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consistent with a diagnosis of Developmental Coordination

Disorder (DCD). The results of the written version of the

SDMT showed a significant main effect for gender and a

significant interaction, F1,355 = 3.87, p = .05, between these

factors. The gender difference was attributable to the

differences between the boys (M = 28.93) and girls (M =

33.60) with very low motor proficiency. The boys with more

severe motor difficulties also performed more poorly on the

SDMT than boys (M = 32.43) and the girls (M = 32.53) with

mild motor difficulties. The ANOVA results for the oral version

of the SDMT showed a relatively similar pattern to the written

version, but the differences were not significant. The

differences in neuropsychological functioning demonstrated

between the boys and girls in the more severe category,

indicate the importance of accounting for gender when

seeking to identify co-occurring patterns of behaviour in

children with different levels of motor impairment.

E-mail: bhands@nd.edu.au

Behavioural and Emotional Problems

in Children with Varying Levels of

Motor Learning Difficulties

Hands, B.P.
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Telethon Institute of Child Health Research

Children with motor learning difficulties are more likely to

experience behavioural and emotional problems than

typically developing children, however few studies have

examined whether these problems are exacerbated among

children with more severe motor difficulties. This paper

examines the differences in social and behavioural symptoms

among 1592 ten-year-old children, with (n = 226) and without

(n = 1366) motor learning difficulties. Motor competence was

measured using the McCarron Assessment of

Neuromuscular Development and children were grouped into

4 categories of motor competence based on the Neuro

Developmental Index (NDI, M = 100, SD =15). The categories

were severe motor impairment (NDI = < 70, n = 29), mild

motor impairment ( NDI = 70- 84, n = 197), average motor skill

( NDI = 85 – 114 , n = 1117), and above average motor skill (

NDI = >115, n = 249). The Child Behaviour Checklist

completed by parents was used to measure social and

behavioural problems. Overall, results showed that as the

severity of motor impairment increased, so too did the

incidence of emotional and behavioural problems. A one-

way between groups analysis of variance found statistically

significant differences between groups for the raw scores of

the subscales for withdrawn/depressed, somatic complaints,

anxiety, social problems, thought problems, attention deficit/

hyperactivity, delinquency, aggressive behaviour, and sexual

problems. The overall Total Problem score was also

significantly different between groups [F(3,1588) = 21.33,

p<.001]. Post hoc analyses indicated that the mean score for

the severe impairment group (M = 33.62, SD= 24.28) was

significantly different from the group with average motor

skill group (M = 20.50, SD= 17.51) and above average motor

skill (M = 15.73, SD= 14.15) although it was not significantly

different from the mild motor impairment group (M = 27.61,

SD= 22.29). A similar pattern was evident for each subscale

except for the social problems and attention deficit/

hyperactivity scales where significant differences were

observed between all groups. These results indicate that

the more severe the motor problems the greater the negative

impact on children’s mental health and social well-being.

E-mail: bhands@nd.edu.au

Physical Activity for Women

With Breast Cancer
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Breast cancer is the most common malignant neoplasia in

women. In the United States, the risk of breast cancer during

life is very high, with one out of eight women being affected.

Sixty-six percent of the cases occur after menopause, and

15% before the age of 40. Among physically active women,

there is a 40% decrease in the risk of developing breast

cancer. In view of the high incidence of this neoplasia among

females, and its relationship with physical activity, some

questions arise: Have women diagnosed with breast

carcinoma been formerly physically active? Have changes

in physical activity taken place after treatment? Why? The

objective of this study was to investigate whether patients

had been active until the time of diagnosis, if changes in

physical activity occurred after treatment, and to correlate

factors such as education level and income, among others.

One hundred patients diagnosed with and treated for breast

cancer at the Outpatient Clinic of Botucatu Medical School

were included. Physical activity was measured by the

International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ-short

version), validated by the World Health Organization—

Physical Activity and Health International Committee (1998).

Of 100 patients, 65% were considered active at the time of

diagnosis. However, this rate dropped to 44% after treatment.

Of 100 patients, 60% were married, 43% did not finish
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elementary school, 61% were housewives, 56% had a maximal

income of 2 minimum wages, 74% were Catholic, 19% had

depression prior to the onset of the disease (this rate

increased to 27% after treatment), and 86% were at

menopause. After treatment of the tumor, 8% of the women

showed some kind of pathology, 16% developed

hypertension, 9% diabetes, and 28% osteoarticulatory

problems. About 19% of the women are still being treated,

50% of the surgeries were conservative, 48% of the women

were mastectomized, 2% had no surgery; and 84% underwent

radiotherapy, 62% chemotherapy, and 52% hormone therapy.

Of the patients who were physically active before cancer,

21% were no longer active after treatment. This may have

occurred due to the treatment itself, to depression, or to the

onset of other pathologies, hypertension, diabetes, and

osteoarticulatory problems following treatment.

E-mail: flavinhobtu@yahoo.com.br

Leisure Activities in Hospitals:

A Relationship Approach

Gomes, C.A.
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The developmental potential of an environment, from the

ecological perspective of Urie Brofenbrenner, increases as

the particular physical and social environment allows, and

motivates the developing person to engage in progressively

more complex reciprocal interaction with other people from

that context. A child with cerebral palsy (CP) presents

unusual body actions that may generate relationship

limitations. Besides, the patient’s necessary participation in

hospital settings constitutes an important factor of

instability, once the environmental conditions are

unfavorable for development. In this context, we started this

research in the waiting room of the pediatric neurological

physical therapy department at University Hospital

(UNICAMP), where, by means of recreational activities, we

tried to provide the opportunity for a variety of interpersonal

interactions between the children and their mothers. Our

objective was to evaluate the occurrence of developmental

processes by means of presented interaction patterns. From

a qualitative approach, we characterized our research as an

interpretative case study. Four children with CP and their

mothers participated in this research. The chosen criteria

were the diagnosis of CP, attendance of the therapy, and

agreement to participate. The research tools were participant

observation, recorded in reports of the behavior of the

children and their mothers, and semi-structured interviews

with the mothers, to acquire the meaning of the experienced

relationships. The results,  analyzed by patterns of

interactions, showed positive developmental effects. In ten

months of activities, we observed an increasing participation

of the children and their mothers, in wider and more complex

progressive relationship patterns. The group activities

demonstrated an increase in reciprocity, cooperation, and,

mainly, in friendship, which in this research was the factor

of greater relevance for the development. At the end of the

research, the fact that the individuals were able to establish

complex patterns of social exchange reflects an important

principle in the ecology of human development. We

associated this with the fact that the majority of children’s

objectives are characterized by the desire to belong to a

particular group, which can be considered a crucial factor

for the feeling of security.

E-mail: celinaaguilar@uol.com.br

The Use of Motor Games to Test Normal

Children in Nursery School and Evaluate

Disabled Pupils Included in

Primary and Middle Classes

Bianco, A.

SUISM - Torino University

The influence of a psychomotor educational method on

nursery children, with the help of a neuropsychiatrist, was

studied. Four specific age-group motor games (3, 4, 5 and 6

years old), were used as a method of evaluation. This method

avoids the children feeling “observed” and eliminate the

emotional variable. Each motor game contained the tests for

the different skills (variables); the teacher recorder whether

or not the children were able to perform the tests, marking

“yes” or “no” for each skill. The skills included the children

about general and fine motor conditions, dominance, sensory

perception (colors, shapes, and sounds), language, body

scheme, space, time, and drawing: we collected 133,599 data

on 1,974 children. This research confirmed the hypothesis:

“In nursery school a method based on the correct and

constant use of motor games stimulates cognitive skills”.

After the appropriate adaptations, the same four specific

age-group motor games was used, to test disabled pupils

(with mental retardation or other handicap) integrated in

primary and middle schools, aged from 7 to 14 years. Two

hypothesis: - To verify the possibility to use, with

appropriate adaptations, the tests studied for normal children

aged from 3 to 6 years, with disabled pupils aged from 7 to

14 years; - To observe at which age-test the disabled pupil’s

answered, to refer to a big number of data of normal children

aged from 3 to 6 years. Data - numerical data relating to

pupils with different abilities subdivided by experimental

(34 disabled children) and control group (32 normal children).

The outcomes confirm the two hypothesis: - with appropriate

adaptations the same tests used with normal children aged

from 3 to 6 years, are very suitable also for disabled pupils

included in primary and middle schools classes, aged from 7

to 14 years; - we prove at which test age they answer

independently of their real age and in which learning they

lacking, giving an important help to the support teacher, for

the PEI drawing up of every disable pupil (PEI: Plan
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Educational Individual).
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Eurofit Special: European Psychomotor
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With Mental Disability
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The purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of

the Eurofit Special and to determine its ability to adequately

discriminate levels of psychomotor functioning in

individuals with mental retardation. The Eurofit Special Test

Battery consisting of test components of explosive leg

strength, arm strength, local muscle endurance, speed,

flexibility, and balance was administered to 1583 individuals

with mental retardation (628 female & 965 male) ages 11-20.

Subgroups consisted of 545 individuals with mild mental

retardation (177 female & 368 male), 835 moderate mental

retardation (359 female &476 male), and 203 individuals with

severe mental retardation (92 female & 111 male). A between

subjects 2 (gender) x 3 (level: mild, moderate, severe) x 3

(age group: youth, adolescent, young adult) independent-

groups factorial analysis were used to determine in long

jump(LJ),sit and reach flexibility (FLEX), 25-m dash (DASH),

medicine ball throw (MED), balance walk (BAL) and number

of sit-ups in 30 sec (SIT). Significant differences were

apparent on each assessment component level of the Eurofit

Special by level of involvement, age, and gender. Overall,

the statistical analyses demonstrated that the Eurofit Special

was able to discriminate performance levels and supported

our contention that we could discriminate performance based

on these variables. Performance was lower by level of

involvement in components of physical fitness and reflects

the overall conclusion that level of disability affects

performance as well as the concept of general motor ability.

Overall, we believe that the Eurofit Special is able to

discriminate between performance levels and recommend its

use to evaluate motor performance of individuals with mental

retardation in the areas of speed, balance, endurance, speed,

and flexibility.

E-mail: groswal@jsu.edu

Interpersonal Competency of Wheelchairs

Users from a Perspective of Motor Activity
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Using qualitative methods of the transactional paradigm,

this study investigates the development of the interpersonal

competency of children with physical disability established

during participation in a motor activity program. The

interpersonal ability of eight participants, five girls and three

boys, ages ten to fourteen years, all wheelchairs users, was

interpreted from approaching and withdrawn behaviors of

children and their mediators while participating in

programmed activities (L’Abate, 1994). The instrument of

assessment of interpersonal competency was organized in

categories of analysis of participants and their parents:

feelings of belonging; accepting differences; cooperative

work; conflict resolution, and affective solidarity. The motor

activity program provided relaxation, joy and pleasure, using

exploratory activities, repetitions, imitation and creation of

games. The process of awareness by each child relative to

her or his body, relied on demonstrations of: affections,

emotions, perceiving oneself as unique. These

demonstrations were facilitated by activities that promoted

learning and social interactions, base on the reference of

being disabled individual with abilities. Group activities

helped the child to recognize differences and similarities,

limitations and possibilities, empathies, affection and

disaffections among peers. This study also showed the

importance of the role of the adult as a mediator in, at least,

three perspectives: the affective relation facilitating the

interaction between the children; the choice of strategies

that they had interest in playing; the opportunities of

meaningful interactions by the children. This experience

strengthened our perception about the existential

circumstances in which wheelchairs users are, and about

the importance of providing opportunities to be different.

E-mail: mhramalho@fsg.br

Meanings of Goalball Practice
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Goalball is a relatively new activity in the state of Alagoas

with only one group of twelve players located in the city of

Maceio, the state capital of Alagoas/ Brazil. Considering this,

our study’s aim was to analyze perceptions goalball players

have about the benefits brought by practicing the game,

and to identify their opinions about the context in which it is

played. This was a qualitative study in which six of the most

skilled blind players, both gender, varied ages, took part.

The research used semi-structured interview; the analysis

was based on the technique of content analysis (Bardin,

1977). Health benefits were reported as the main aspect

associated with goalball practice. Players also felt that they

improved their overall development, social participation and
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relaxation. The environment for practice was perceived as

precarious. They claimed that they have inappropriate

equipments; the sport lacks publicity, sponsorship, and also

few opportunities to play or perform exhibitions to the public.

The study showed that, in spite of all problems, all players

considered that practicing goalball brings positive outcomes.

E-mail: neizaf@yahoo.com
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This study assessed the effect of a disability label on

measures of the Theory of Planned Behavior (TpB) (Ajzen,

2000) in a culturally diverse sample of preservice teachers

(PTs). Also, this study assessed the influence of a label on

PTs from different countries. The TpB included behavioral

(Ab), normative (SNb), and control beliefs (PBCb), attitude

(ATB), subjective norm (SN), perceived behavioral control

(PBC), and intention (I) toward teaching a student labeled

ADHD. Participants were 434 (M age = 23.4, SD = 3.56) PTs

(170 females, M age = 23.29, SD = 4.15 and 264 males, M age

= 23.63, SD = 2.47), purposely selected from universities in

Korea (n=246), China (n = 112), and the United States (n =

76). Participants were randomly assigned into two groups.

Group I (n=213) read a vignette a about 9-year-old student

labeled ADHD in a general physical education class. Group

II (n=221) read the same vignette without the label. Each

group completed Physical Educators’ Intention Toward

Teaching Individuals with Disabilities II Preservice Survey

(PEITID-II-PS), written in English and translated into Korean

and Chinese. The PEITID-II-PS had 35 items and used a 7-

point Likert scale that ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7

(strongly agree). The PEITID-II-PS has good reliability and

validity estimates (So, Tripp & Rizzo, in preparation). Tests

for group homogeneity that used t-tests, univariate

ANOVAs, and MANOVAs, revealed no differences on age

between groups, prior coursework, and teaching in APE and

special education (Box’s M = 34.90, P > .05). Results from 2 x

7 MANOVAs (groups x measures of the TpB) found group

differences on Ab [F(1,431) =11.61, p < .001], ATB [F(1,431)

= 5.75, p < .05], SN [F(1,431) = 3.80, p < .05], and I [F(1,431) =

3.63, p < .05]. In other words, the group assigned a label had

less favorable Ab, ATB, SN and I toward teaching a student

labeled ADHD. Disability label had an adverse affect on the

overall group. Further, results indicated that Korean PTs had

less favorable Ab, and SN beliefs, and ATB. Moreover, they

believed their SN would not expect them to teach a student

labeled ADHD in general physical education classes.

Somewhat similarly, Chinese PTs held less favorable Ab and

SN beliefs about teaching a student with the disability label.

Finally, the U.S. PTs had less favorable I about teaching a

student labeled ADHD. Taken collectively, a disability label

was not a badge of distinction for a student in general

physical education classes.

E-mail: hosungso@csusb.edu

Parents and Teacher’s Perceptions of the

Influence of an Inclusive Motor Intervention

Program in the Social Behavior of

Children With and Without Disabilities

Guaragna, M.M.

UFRGS-Escola de Educação Física

Pick, R.K.

Valentini, N.C.

UFGRS-PPG-Ciência do Movimento Humano

The motor activity environment is rich in social experiences

because it allows children to socially interact in games and

plays by means of understand the others’ point of view, a

closer physical contact and a greater fellowship among each

other. Attitudes regarding the others’ rights and feelings,

engagement in the activities, mutual help, and autonomous

work are important for a better relationship between teacher

and student, and among students. To investigate people

that are important in children’s life can help to understand

the impact of inclusion in social interaction to the children,

and the same time, it can contribute to organize of youth

programs. The purpose of this study was to investigate the

perceptions of parents and teachers about possible changes

in social attitudes and the repercussion of the inclusion

process in 24 children with disabilities and 52 children without

disabilities, with motor delays, that participated in an

Inclusive Motor Intervention Program during 14 weeks.

Fifteen parents and six teachers from public schools

participated in this study. Semistructured interview was

conducted with parents and teachers by asking two

questions: After the Inclusive Motor Intervention Program,

did you feel any change of the social attitudes of your son

(or daughter or student) with friends, classmates, parents or

teachers? Children with and without disabilities participated

the Inclusive Motor Intervention Program. How the inclusion

process was perceived for you son or daughter? The results

suggested that parents and teachers observed positive

changes through improving social interaction (f=10 from

parents’ answers and f=11 from teachers’ answers), autonomy

(f=10 from parents’ answers and f=7 from teachers’ answers),

trustworthy (f=6 from parents’ answers and f=2 from

teachers’ answers), responsibility (f=9 from parents’ answers

and f=8 from teachers’ answers), as well as a decrease in
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aggressiveness (f=5 from parents’ answers and f=6 from

teachers’ answers). With regard to the inclusive process,

acquaintanceship and acceptance of difference allowed some

of the children to overcome motor and social difficulties and

the strategies implemented during the program guaranteed

a cooperative and effective participation of children

regardless of the levels of their motor skills.
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Teacher Preparation Training in Special

Classrooms: Physical Education Students’

Perceptions of Alternative and Augmentative

Communication Resources

Paura, A.C.

Unesp - Marília - Programa de

Pós-Graduação em Educação

Deliberato, D.

Unesp - Marília - Depto de Educação Especial

The inclusion of students with special educational needs in

the regular system of education was proposed to the

legislation as an educational intervention. Today, in the

municipal theater, education has become a question of state

and federal politics. In this context, it is common to find

children in our schools with communication difficulties.

Systems of alternative communication (CAS) imply strategies

that complement or substitute the spoken language, and

allow communication to happen. These adaptations make it

possible for non-speaking students and those with language

and speaking difficulties to participate in inclusive schools.

For these students the search for alternatives and resources

that facilitate the presentation of pedagogical content is

essential. The objective of this work was to analyze physical

education students’ perceptions with respect to alternative

and augmentative communication in the context of special

education, after a period of training in the discipline of

adapted motor activity. (All students in the program are

required to participate in an adapted motor activity class.)

Five students in their fourth year of a physical education

program in the city of Marília, SP, participated in this study.

The collection of data occurred by means of a half-

structured, scripted interview that included 11 questions. A

qualitative analysis was performed on the five students’

responses, and four sub-categories were established. The

results revealed that the students who had received training

in adapted motor activity said that they felt frustrated by

attempts to communicate with the students who had

speaking difficulties, including understanding the students

and making themselves understood by the students; 2. They

had identified in the environment resources that facilitated

communication, but had been unaware of that these

resources were called alternative  and augmentative

communication, and 3. They had been told to believe that

alternative and augmentative communication could assist

them in working with these students, but they had also been

told that it was necessary for them to have special

qualifications to use these resources.

E-mail: acpaura@terra.com.br

Perception of Students With Physical Disability

During Regular Physical Education Classes

Silva, M.B.

Educação Física UEL-Londrina

Gomes, N.M.

Educação Física Especial UEL-Londrina

The purpose of this study was to identify the degree of

interaction between students with physical disability (PD)

and students without disability while inserted in regular

physical education classes. Also, it was to identify their

opinions about the physical education classes. Seventeen

students with different types of physical disability

participated in this study. They were from the first to seventh

grade public schools of regular education system from the

city of Londrina, state of Paraná, Brazil. The students, from

both genders, were between 6 and 10 years old. The study is

a descriptive type in which we used report comments about

the physical education classes. The reports were written

down by each student in a proper form with details about

the method used, the degree of facilitation of inclusion of

students with PD by teachers. After participating in the

class, the students with PD were interviewed to identify what

they perceived about the classes. The results showed that

76% of these students have identified no prejudice from

their peers; 52% felt that the amount of students were

adequate for the execution of the activities (time to

accomplish the required tasks); 76% of students declared

that they have a good relationship with their peers and, 100%

indicated that they liked the regular physical education

classes. We concluded that the regular physical education

classes provide a good environment for interaction between

students with and without PD. We agreed that any method

should place respect on individuality of students, as well as

encourage inclusion.
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This study assessed faculty practices on infusion of

information about individuals with disabilities in undergra-

duate physical education programs in Brazil. This study also

identified the extent to which Brazilian undergraduate

physical education faculty using infusion agree or disagree

with the efficacy of infusion and the extent infusion was

occurring in these programs. Results showed that the

methods of infusion identified in this study were traditional

but these approaches were not embraced by the majority of

Brazilian physical education faculty that responded the

survey. Results also showed that the majority of college and

university physical education faculty that participated in

the study did not believe they were responsible for preparing

future physical educators for teaching individuals with

disabilities. The majority of the respondents felt it was the

adapted physical educator’s responsibility to prepare future

teachers to work with students with disabilities during the

adapted physical education course. The good news was that

the majority of the respondents were interested in learning

about infusion techniques to be applied in the undergraduate

curriculum. Having one class dedicated to individuals with

disabilities reinforces the myth of differentness about

individuals with disabilities, and it is tantamount to academic

solitary confinement. Instead, future teachers should have

organized and applied infusion information and experiences

about individuals with disabilities throughout their teacher

preparation program.
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Preservice Teachers’ Attributes Related to

Teaching a Student Labeled ADHD

Tripp, A.

Towson University, USA

Oh, H.K.

California State University, San Bernardino, USA

Chung, D.H.

Chung-Ang University, Korea

So, H.

Rizzo, T.

California State University, San Bernardino, USA

This study assessed the relationship between attributes [i.e.,

age, experiences of APE and special education (SPED)

coursework, experience teaching students with disabilities

and perceive competence] in a diverse sample of preservice

teachers (PTs) on measures of the Theory of Planned

Behavior (TpB) (Ajzen, 2000). The TpB measures were

behavioral beliefs (Ab), normative beliefs (SNb), control

beliefs (PBCb), attitude (ATB), subjective norm (SN),

perceived behavioral control (PBC), and intention (I).

Participants were 213 (M age = 23.5, SD = 3.19) PTs (96

females, M age = 23.3, SD = 3.56 and 117 males, M age =

23.64, SD=2.85), purposely selected from universities in

China (n=60, M age = 24.8, SD = 2.03), Korea (n = 111, M age

= 22.4, SD = 2.59), and the United States (n = 42, M age =

24.6, SD=4.61). Participants read a vignette on the Physical

Educators’ Intention Toward Teaching Individuals with

Disabilities II Preservice Survey (PEITID-II-PS) describing

a 9-year-old student labeled ADHD. The survey was written

in English and translated into Korean and Chinese. PTs

responded to 35 items that used a 7-point Likert scale ranging

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Higher

scores equate with more favorable intentions. The PEITID-

II-PS has good reliability and validity estimates (So, Tripp &

Rizzo, in preparation). Forced entry multiple regression

analyses were applied to the data to assess attributes and

theoretical relationships. Results showed that Ab was

predicted by age (B =.18, p<.05) and perceived competence

(B = .15, p < .05). SNb was predicted by SPED coursework (B

= .26, p < .001). PBCb was predicted by SPED coursework (B

=.23, p <.001) and age (B = .22, p < .001). ATB was predicted

by teaching experience =.39, (p <.001), SPED coursework (B

= -.18, p < .01), and age (B = .17, p < .05). Most importantly,

intention was predicted by experience teaching students with

disabilities (B = .17, p = .028) and perceived competence (B =

.16, p = .03). Interestingly, SPED coursework had an adverse

affect on PTs opinions about teaching a student labeled

ADHD in general physical education classes. Subjective

norms had little influence on PTs opinions. Perceived

competence was related to predicting favorable opinions

for PBC. Taken collectively, these data show that PTs that

had APE coursework with experience teaching students with

disabilities had higher perceived competence that translated

into more favorable intentions about teaching students with

disabilities in physical education classes.
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Use of Paraeducators by Preservice

Adapted Physical Educators

Bowers, S.T.

French, R.
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Paraeducators have played a vital and multi-faceted role in

the education of students with disabilities in the special

education classroom for decades (Doyle, 1997; Giangreco,

Broer, & Edelman, 2002; Giangreco & Doyle, 2002). The

effective use of paraeducators in physical activity settings

could also be mutually beneficial to the physical educator

and students with disabilities. However, some physical

educators lack the skills to effectively collaborate with

paraeducators (Horton, 2001; Piletic, Davis, & Aschemeier,

2005). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine

how students in Adapted Physical Education (APE)

programs are being evaluated on their use of paraeducators

during their teaching. Participants were professors of

master’s degree programs in Adapted Physical Activity,

Adapted Physical Education, and/or Special Physical

Education. To qualify for this study, the professor had to be
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listed as the Project Director or Coordinator for a Personnel

Preparation grant awarded by the Office of Special Education

Programs under the Individuals with Disabilities Education

Act during at least one of the following fiscal years: 2004,

2005, and/or 2006. The telephone interview questions were

individually emailed to the 11 professors identified as

potential participants prior to the interviews. Return rate

was calculated as 91% (N = 10). Each telephone interview

was recorded on digital audiotape and transcribed. Data were

combined and independently analyzed by the investigators

using open, axial, and selective coding. Based on the

analysis of the data, preservice APE students in these

programs are not consistently being evaluated on their use

of paraeducators. Suggestions for the effective use of

paraeducators in physical activity settings and the

evaluation of preservice teachers’ use of paraeducators will

be provided.
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Self-Contained or Inclusive Physical

Education for a Child With Dandy-Walker

Syndrome: A Two-Phase Approach

Solomon, J.

Murata, N.

University of Hawaii

The purpose was to examine a self-contained and inclusive

physical education program for a child with Dandy-Walker

Syndrome with the assistance of an adapted physical

educator. Since the child received physical education from

his classroom teacher, this study sought to examine the

amount of time-on-task exhibited across both physical

education settings with the assistance of an adapted

physical educator. One male child (age 5.3) with Dandy-

Walker syndrome served as the participant. He was verbal,

used a walker and had cognitive delays. This child was in an

inclusive Kindergarten class (n=19; ages 5-6 years) in a

public elementary school. He received physical education

only from his classroom teacher. Research method employed

was a two-phase approach (Creswell, 1994). A multi-baseline

across environments was used to collect data from both the

self-contained and inclusive PE classes with the ALT-PE

systematic observation system. A qualitative case study was

also utilized to further capture whether or not adapted

physical educator assistance was beneficial in either setting.

Results from ALT-PE suggested a difference in activity time

in favor of the self-contained class; waiting and off-task

times were also significantly higher for the inclusive PE class.

Descriptive patterns suggested physical education in either

setting was important for this child, parents, teachers and

related services personnel; his disability did not impede his

participation in either physical education class; and all

classroom peers accepted him as equal. Perhaps a major tenet

towards full participation in physical education was

hampered by the location of physical education classes. It

was concluded that a self-contained PE setting produced

higher activity times, but higher wait and off-task times for

the inclusive setting despite having the instruction and

support from an APE teacher. Despite higher activity times

in the APE class, the child expressed belonging with his

Kindergarten peers.
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Adapted PE in Italian Regular School:

University Teacher Training in APA

for Quality Implement of Integration

and Inclusion of Disability Students

Cazzoli, S.

Cecchin, S.

University of Torino SIS

Integration and inclusion in Italian schools began in 1970.

They were implemented through four phases: 1. a general

pedagogy proposal ensured the dignity of the different ones

(1900); 2. special schools were closed by legislation (1970);

3. special pedagogy provided special teachers training

(1980); 4. integration in regular PE teacher curricula of APA

training (Cazzoli, 2005). This research is based on the laws,

statistic data, training curriculum, strategy, didactics praxis

used in Italian integration and inclusion processes, so that

disabled student can be placed in normal schools and normal

PE class. We present the Italian experience about inclusion

of APA and training in normal PE teacher settings. The

experience was carrying out in the University of Torino, SIS

(School Interfaculty of secondary PE teacher’s school

training). We used questionnaires and systemic observations

in the normal PE classes focusing on integration and

inclusions of disabled students. The research data (2004-

2007) confirmed the trend that about 100% of: a) integration

and inclusion of disabled students (with all kinds of

disabilities) in PE normal classes of secondary school b) the

PE teachers in-service asked for more training in APA c) the

PE teachers in pre-service are more satisfied after university

teacher training in APA. The data confirmed that more quality

of integration and inclusion of disability students in the

regular PE class requires APA teacher training for all PE

teachers. The Italian school integration and inclusion laws

will materialize only if empiric PE adaptation is supported by

scientific knowledge in APA training at universities. The in-

service e pre-service PE teachers working together can

improve faster the diffusion of APA knowledge in the regular

school and for long life. The scientific university APA

Knowledge can improve from the best didactics practice like

a circle loop. The positive school integration and inclusion

experiences are first steps for carrying out positive experience

of integration and inclusion in the entire field. The daily

integration and inclusion experiences in school carry out a

future society more open and dynamic accepting differences,

kind, and status of ability levels.
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Physical Education (PE) Teachers and APA:

Initial and Continuous Training is an Essential

Part of Life Long Education for Up-To-Date

Adapted PE Teaching in Regular

Italian Secondary Schools

Cazzoli, S.

Cecchin, S.

University of Torino SIS

In Italy PE teaching is compulsory at primary and secondary

schools (3-19 year olds) and the integration and the inclusion

of disability students in Italian schools have taken from 1970.

Secondary school (11-19 year olds) PE teachers are

specialists and have degrees in physical education together

with the SIS (School for Secondary School teacher

specialization) teaching diploma. The two-year SIS training

program (STP) comprises three topics: indirect (pedagogy,

didactics…); subject (epistemology, planning-evaluation in

PE, APA), and training. During subject topic the inservice

teachers are studying in APA training. Two teachers working

together (pre/inservice) helps transmit new knowledge - from

university studies on PE science and from preservice to

inservice. The APA training is 25 hours university courses

with frontal lesson, simulated practice, video sessions. The

APA subject is also in connection with training. Inservice

teachers give preservice teachers knowledge concerning

didactics. The survey aims at defining this information/

training exchange among inservice/preservice teachers.

Methods: questionnaires were given to inservice PE teachers

taking part in STP about APA. The questionnaires were made

up of closed answers and multiple choice, concerning: a)

integration and inclusion of disability students in Italian

school; b) integration and inclusion of disability students

in regular PE classes of secondary school; c) the PE teachers

in-service ask more training in APA; d) the PE teachers in

pre-service are more satisfy after university teacher training

in APA; e) PE teachers relationship with special teacher for

integration (support teacher). Result: questionnaires were

given to 140 PE teachers from secondary schools (11-19 year

olds) taking part in STP. Each inservice teacher coached a

preservice teacher for 500 hours, aggregate amount 50,000

hours of STP. The research lasted three years (2004 – 2007)

at the SIS-University of Turin (Italy). The final data was.

Discussion: the data indicates the positive trend of

perception in the relationship between initial university

training and lasting inservice training in APA through

cooperation between university and secondary schools

taking part in STP. Furthermore more quality of integration

and inclusion of disability students in the regular PE class

need APA teacher training for all PE teachers.
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The Relation of Sensitive Terminology

and Personal Contact in Context of

Inclusive Education and Adapted PE

Dinold, M.

Hametner, K.

University of Vienna

Based on the intention to promote inclusion and attitude’s

change for pupils with a disability in the context of school

education/physical education a survey about the relevance

of non-discriminating terminology for developing positive

attitudes was carried out in 2005 in Vienna. The investigation

was conceived to be part of a comparative study, launched

by Anna Bianco from Italy. The concept of the national study

followed the intended questions, but when accomplished in

2006 the results and conclusions did not allow too many

comparisons with Italian data. The theoretical background

relates to the assumptions of contact theory using four

specific conditions for promoting inclusion (Sherrill, 2004).

The specific focus of this part of the study draws a picture

of the opinions and attitudes of persons with direct, indirect

or no contact to inclusive settings when asked about

preferable terms for people with a disability and about their

considered influence of this terminology on inclusion. It

aimed to find out whether personal contact (in school, sport,

family, public life) acts as a change agent on usage and

perception of correctness of the two terms: disabled and

person with special needs (German: “behindert” und “Person

mit speziellen Bedürfnissen”). Questionnaires with 7 items

were distributed among a selected sample (n = 315) of pupils,

teachers, students, parents, and randomly acquired persons

who were (more or less directly) involved in inclusive

settings. The questions asked if, which, and how certain

terms were used; what kind of terms would be proposed; if a

change of terminology influenced attitudes towards

inclusion; and if inclusion was a useful means for a change

of attitudes towards inclusion. The subjects had to rank the

proposed terms or descriptions. Descriptive statistics (t-test

and ANOVA) was used for analyzing the data. The results of

nearly all tested differences (some of them significantly some

not) display the desired quality. Persons who have frequent

personal contact with a person with a disability use the term

disabled less frequently and perceive it less correct than

their control group. Consistently people with personal

contact also favor the use of the term person with special

needs and perceive it to be more correct. Although some

further ambivalent results occurred it was evident that

concerning the relation of the use of sensitive language and

a change of attitudes towards inclusion.

E-mail: maria.dinold@univie.ac.at
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The Inclusion of Students With Disabilities

in Physical Education in Schools of

São Bernardo do Campo, Brazil

Mackeldey, C.

Pinto, J.P.O.P.

Rossi, L.C.

Vanicola, M.C.

Centro Universitário Santana

Data from the Ministry of Education has shown that the

number of enrollments of disabled students in regular school

has risen considerably in the last years. This steady

expansion demonstrates the growing need for changes in

schools´ curricula to effectively make the inclusion process

a reality. It is possible to find in the literature a small number

of studies showing how the physical education (PE) teacher

has included students with disability in their regular classes.

Thus, this study tries to contribute in the field of inclusive

education by analyzing the work done by PE teachers in

regular schools in the city of São Bernardo do Campo. The

analysis included the opinion of twenty teachers, both males

and females, about teaching disabled students. We used

the questionnaire adapted by Gorgatti e Penteado (2004).

The twenty questions in the questionnaire were divided into

five categories: knowledge about working with students with

disability; teachers´ interest in participating in specialization

courses; status of inclusion of disabled students with non-

disabled; level of accessibility of schools for receiving such

students and making an inclusive annual curriculum

planning. Each teacher answered one of four categories that

were: agree completely, agree almost completely, disagree

almost completely and disagree completely. The main results

showed that the accessibility issue still is a problem for 44%

of the teachers, who disagreed completely with questions

about existing accessibility in their schools to receive

disabled children. The second main result was about the

interest of teachers in learning more about adapted PE in

specialization courses (52% agreed completely). Finally, PE

teachers from São Bernardo do Campo seemed to be

favorable with the inclusion process as 73% answered that

nowadays the inclusion is a reality in their classes. Even so,

we believe that the inclusion is only a recent process in our

country, and that we need to develop more studies in the

field of inclusion of students with disability.

E-mail: mcvanicola@terra.com.br

Continuing Education for Physical Education

Teachers in Inclusive School Environments

Cruz, G.C.

Unicentro / Campus de Irati-PR

Depto de Educação Física

In all of the accumulated knowledge, there still is no solution

to the problem of persistent socio-educative contradictions.

There is a need for pedagogical projects that can overcome

these contradictions in every discipline, physical education

included. Therefore, the present study is based on the

implementation of a continuing education program designed

for physical education teachers in the city of Londrina,

Paraná. It aims to determine how physical education teachers

deal with the proposal of handicapped students’ inclusion

in regular classes. This research is based on action-research

and focalization group methods. Sixteen physical education

teachers belonging to the public educational system of

Londrina constituted the study/work group. The meetings

were held every other week during the years 2002 and 2003.

Data were collected by means of collective interviews,

observation and analysis of classes recorded on VHS tape,

and reflective field diaries. The results indicated important

contradictions that need to be overcome in the school

environment, reflecting on the educational assistance given

by the physical education teachers to students with special

needs. Final considerations include procedures related to

the implementation of continuing education programs as well

as to research in a relational perspective. Thus, it is of

fundamental importance for teachers to have professional

autonomy in order to strengthen the realization of

pedagogical projects that guarantee the schooling process

of our students. Such concept of responsible exercise of

autonomy with the realization of effective pedagogical

projects may support the authority of the physical education

teacher in the school environment.

E-mail: gilmarcruz@onda.com.br

Professional Services for the Inclusion of

Children With Disabilities in Public Schools

Oliveira, O.A.F.

Rodrigues, R.G.M.

Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie

The process of inclusion takes place when a person who is

considered different takes part in or integrates a group that

undergoes adaptations in order to accept the differences of

each individual forming it. The modifications implied in this

process can be seen in the structure of schools, in the

attitudes of the teaching staff, and in students who count

on the work of school professionals, such as coordinators,

monitors, and on health professionals, like doctors and

physiotherapists, among others. The objective of this paper

was to analyze the procedures and attitudes of educational

professionals, including five physical education

professionals, three pedagogical coordinators, and two

directors who work in an inclusive setting with children with

disabilities in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th grades. A semi-

structured interview was performed for the data collection.

Interviews were applied to educational professionals in a

school in the city of Osasco, and another in the eastern

region of São Paulo. The analysis of the results was made

through the method, Collective Subject Speech, which
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discriminated categories, key expressions, core ideas, and

anchorages of the responses made by the research subjects.

The results showed that the school professionals do have

theoretical conceptions and practice active participation.

This indicates that the inclusion process for the

enhancement of education has already been implanted in

these educational institutions. However, the results also

showed that there is still a need for greater participation by

the community and the government in order for there to be a

more effective inclusion process.
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Inclusive School and Inclusive Physical

Education: A Teacher’s View

Garcia, H.P.A.

Bacciotti, S.M.

Universidade Católica Dom Bosco

The purpose of the present study was to analyze the

teaching views of physical education (PE) professionals from

the Campo Grande City Public Schools regarding social

aspects, the student, and PE inclusion in a system with an

increasing number of students with special needs. The data

were collected based on a questionnaire with 11 questions,

answered by 41 male and female teachers. The results showed

that 58.5% of the PE teachers believe that school inclusion

involves many aspects, such as economic, political, and

educational background; and race, gender, and disability

type. For 65.8% of the PE teachers, adequate school inclusion

involves not only the simple integration of students with

the class unit, but mainly the previous pedagogical

preparation of the whole school, the adaptation of physical

installations, and a positive environment. Teachers believe

that school inclusion is fully possible to become a reality,

but that it will take some time. Forty-four percent of the

teachers understand the inclusive physical education

concept as more than one or two different attitudes, involving

many aspects, like didactic, pedagogical, methodological and

teaching habits. The survey shows that 89.5% of the

surveyed schools have students with special educational

needs, and that mental disability is the most common (68.2%).

It is important to note that 42.5% of the teachers had not

taken any courses related to special needs or to inclusion

during their training. For the teachers who had a course

related to special needs, only 30.5% admitted to being

confident to work with inclusion. We found that 35.0% of

the teachers did take a course related to special needs after

graduating, and that 43.5% of the teachers would take part

in courses or lectures offered by the City Educational

Department, demonstrating their intention to improve their

teaching skills. In conclusion, most PE teachers do not know

what social, scholar or physical education inclusion is. They

also feel insecure to work in this area. Therefore, it should

be noted that courses are not enough to change the current

situation; we should look for modifications in physical and

scholastic spaces as well as for participation by a community

and a government that are committed to fair and serious

school inclusion.

E-mail: heddypatrick@yahoo.com.br

Inclusion and Physical Education

in the City of Bauru, Brazil

Nabeiro, M.

Godoy, U.F.

Ferrer, S.R.

Sakai, A.

Orlando, P.A.

Garcia, V.D.

Unesp - FC - Depto de Educação Física - LAPEF

When the Brazilian scholar system introduced the inclusion

system for children with disability in regular classes, we

were faced with an urgent need of a deeper understanding

and improvement of the educational knowledge. We created

three surveys to assess the actual inclusive status of

physical education classes in the cities of Bauru and

Pederneiras. In this work we investigated the inclusion

process of visually impaired students in regular classes, the

knowledge of physical education teachers about disabilities,

and opinion of principals from Special Education Institutions

(SEI’s) about inclusion of students with disability. The

surveys were applied using interviews with “semi-open”

questions. Results showed that teachers were not properly

educated about capacities and needs of students with

disability. This lack was consequence of inappropriate

professional training. Also, besides the lack of adequate

material to physical education classes, the use of adapted

materials was always done in a subjective way. From the

second survey we observed that limitations on disseminating

inclusion were consequence of lack of awareness about

educational rights by the students with disabilities.

Moreover, secondary problems were the high number of

students in a classroom, as well as deficiency of pedagogical

materials. In the third survey, the SEI’s principals reported

that the inclusion process is in its initial stage. They

suggested that placement of students with disability in

regular classes must be a careful and detailed process.

Furthermore, according to these principals the school staff

must be appropriately instructed about their role in this new

school system. Their opinion is that the inclusion process

does not preclude the existence of SEI’s since students with

severe disabilities will always need their services. We

concluded that at this initial stage of the inclusion process,

we urge intervention of responsible people in the

educational system. Such efforts include teacher training

with new courses and seminars emphasizing class planning,

and also include making available proper material to teach

students with disability.

E-mail: mnabeiro@fc.unesp.br
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Inclusion of People With Disabilities

in Fitness Centers of Maringá, Brazil

Lima, S.M.

Bruneli, V.A.

Mivutani, V.S.

UEM

The purpose research was to investigate places that people

with disability use for their physical activity practices. We

found no formal studies about this issue in Brazil. Therefore,

this study intended to identity the presence of people with

disabilities in fitness centers in the city of Maringá, State of

Paraná, Brazil. We used a survey that included 22 physical

education coordinators of 40 registered fitness centers. The

respondents were 15 males and 7 females, ages ranged from

24 to 44 years. Selection of the 22 participants was randomly

made. The instrument used was an interview with open and

closed questions. We found that of the 22 interviewed

participants, 12 (63,63%) have people with disability

practicing physical activities in their fitness center. Of all

the type of disabilities, 31 individuals presented physical

disability, 6 with mental retardation, 5 were deaf, and 3 were

blind. Their ages ranged from 6 to 63 years, and 68% were

males and 32% females. The preferred physical activity was

swimming. Another important finding was the high level of

satisfaction of the coordinators, a consequence of the

contact with the individuals with disability. Although they

reported to be concerned with their abilities to properly assist

these groups since they lack specific knowledge about

disabilities, as well as they agreed that their physical spaces

were not professionally adapted to receive them. Therefore,

informal adaptations were made. Through this study, we

found that individuals with disability are attending fitness

centers in the city of Maringá. However, the number of

participants is rather limited. In the city of Maringá was

estimate that there are 3.189 individuals with disability, and

only 45 are members of the fitness centers of the city.

Although no a significant number, coordinators and directors

of these fitness centers consider imperative to modify

attitudes as well as the physical structure to accommodate

their clients with disability. This attitude will provide better

services that these groups demand. The inclusion of people

with disability in fitness centers creates a social visibility,

starting in public areas such as cafeteria, workout place,

besides opportunities for equal co-existence. Acknowledge-

ments: Research developed in PIC - State University of

Maringá - Group of Research in Body, Culture.

E-mail: toyolima@brturbo.com.br

Social Development of Young Adults With

Physical Disability Who Practice Trekking

Costa, C.G.

UDESC - Centro de Educação Física,

Fisioterapia e Desportos

Baptista, T.C.

UNISUL - Universidade do Sul de Santa Catarina

The development of close relationships—based on similar

interests and values—is one of the central aspects in the

development of young adults. Too, in general, many of the

relationships that form during this period will continue

throughout life. In this context are found physical activities

that are linked to nature, which stand out from those of a

competitive or professional nature, not only for their

challenge and daring, but also for their benefits related to

physical and mental health. The objective of this study was

to evaluate the social aspects of the practice of trekking for

people with disabilities who participated in a group of water

activities. The participants in this study were nine young

males who also participated in the Aquatic Activities Program

for People with Special Needs, at CEFID/UDESC, aged

between 22 and 40 years, with physical disabilities. The

instrument of measurement was Rivermead’s Social Scale

(Labronici et al., 2000), which consisted of three questions

related to personal information, and ten questions related to

social aspects. Descriptive statistics were used, including

simple and relative frequencies, and averages. It was

observed that the median for the six questions (To talk with

a person, To talk with two or more people, Social activities,

Leisure activities, Relationship with friends, and Resolution

of family problems) were at the maximum values for

improvement (Important Improvement), and that the other

three (Performance in study, Relationship with partner, and

Domestic activities) were at sub-maximum values

(Improvement). It is important to note that the aspect,

“Performance in work,” was considered by the participants,

“Without Improvement.” Considering that most of the social

aspects reached the maximum level of improvement,

associating physical activities in nature and water activities

lead us to conclude that physical activity in nature is an

important tool for the improvement of the social aspects for

people who already practice another physical activity. It can

be suggested that the participants in these activities should

present a better quality of life and more efficient development

in other aspects of human development.

E-mail: cristiane_gc@hotmail.com

Psychological Effects of an Inclusion

Program in Aquatic Activities

Mattos, E.

Matteoni, S.P.C.

Oliveira, S.S.

EEFEUSP - GEED

The purpose of this study was to examine the psychological

effects of swimming practice on persons without disabilities

in a program developed for persons with disabilities (motor,

visual and cognitive impairments). Eighty participants (48

had no disabilities) were evaluated. They were divided into
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four groups (beginners: BG, intermediate: IG, advanced: AG,

and lower participants: LG) and were followed for one year.

Ages varied from 5 to 73 years. The participants were placed

in groups according to their skills related to swimming, and

not by their ages. Descriptive analysis was performed for all

the groups. ANOVA were calculated into groups to compare

the dependent variables and to analyze the effects of gender,

length of practice, and level of scholarly instruction relative

to change of attitudes and technical evolution. The results

showed that evolution is related to length of practice.

Attitudes and motivation changed for the participants who

had no previous contact with persons with disabilities as

long as they remained in the group. Participants with less

than two months of duration were not included in these

calculations. The results showed that inclusion has a strong

impact on attitudes related to persons without disabilities,

but no impact on those with disabilities. Gender has no

influence on getting positive effect of participation, but age

has some influence on developing positive attitudes. In

those with disabilities, the participation with persons without

disabilities as a minority group has no influence on attitudes,

although they prefer to participate in the activities in the

beginner’s group because they receive more individual

assistance than do those without disabilities. Groups with

children or adolescents as a minority showed that age

influenced only the length of participation by persons

showing any disability or not. Acknowledgements: GEED-

EEFEUSP

E-mail: bethmattos@usp.br

Inclusive Physical Education in the Amazon

State Schools at the High Solimões Area

Lopes, K.A.T

UFAM/FEF/PROAMDE

Soares, A.A.

UFAM/FEF

Silva, R.S.

UFAM - FEF - PROAMDE

Pereira, V.D.F.

SEDUC - UFAM - PROAMDE

Silva, H.M.

Lopes, C.L.T.

SEDUC

This study was performed with teachers at state elementary

and high schools in five cities in the High Solimões area. Its

objectives were to show teachers’ knowledge about the

inclusion of students with disabilities in physical education

(PE) classes; to identify the number of students with

disabilities in the schools; and to identify in the area of PE

practice the attitudes of professionals toward inclusion. In

the teachers who were interviewed, the results included the

following characteristics: about 17% were between the ages

of 20 and 30 years old; 17% were from 31 to 40 years old;

22% were from 41 to 50 years old; and 44% were above 50

years old. Fifty-nine percent were male and 41% female.

Fifteen percent of the teachers had physical education

training, and 85% had other educational backgrounds. It

was noted that the physical education professionals had

better attitudes toward people with disabilities with regard

to inclusion. Similarly, women presented more favorable

attitudes when compared to men. The data showed that

[there was a positive correlation between career and

attitudes]: that is, the longer the career, the more favorable

was the attitude toward inclusion. Also, the data revealed

that the younger teachers had more favorable attitudes than

the older teachers. Twenty-three students in 20 schools were

identified as having disabilities. Twelve students (52%) had

a physical disability, five (22%) had visual disabilities, three

students (13%) had hearing disabilities, two (9%) had mental

disabilities, and one (4%) had learning difficulties. Twenty

percent of the students were female, and 80% male. Eight

students (36%) were from 9 to 11 years old, seven (32%)

were from 12 to 14 years old, four (18%) were from 15 to 17

years old, and three (14%) were older than 18 years. Most of

the students with disabilities (n=20, or 83%) were in

elementary school; only four (17%) were high school

students. We observed that five schools (25%) had indoor

courts; five schools (25%) had outdoor courts; three schools

(15%) had no court, only a cemented area; two schools (10%)

had a muddy area for activities; four schools (20%) had a

grassy area; and one school had no space for physical

education activities. The research showed us that, in general,

PE is not developed at schools by qualified professionals,

and even when they have a PE teacher, the class often is

taught by other professionals. Considering that other

professionals presented less favorable attitudes toward

inclusion than those trained in PE, it is unlikely that inclusion

will occur under the current situation. In the same way in

which teacher preparation does not contribute to inclusion,

neither does the absence of adequate space for the practice

of physical education. Acknowledgements: FAPEAM,

UFAM, SEDUC

E-mail: klopes@ufam.edu.br

The Effect of Peer Tutoring on Interaction

Behaviors in Inclusive Physical Education

Klavina, A.

University of Virginia, Charlottesville

The inclusion of students with severe and multiple

disabilities (SMD) has been considered the most challenging

aspect of inclusion in meaningful and spontaneous

interactions between students with SMD and their peers

(Block & Zeman, 1995; Hutzler et al., 2002; Obrusnikova et

al.,  2003; Place & Hodge, 2001; Vogler, 2000). The application

of peer tutoring strategies has been successful because they

improve the academic performance of students with
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disabilities with respect to motor engagement in general

physical education (GPE) (Houston-Wilson et al., 1997;

Lieberman et al., 1997, 2000; Murata & Jansma, 1997;

Webster, 1987). However, empirical investigations on

continuous multi-component behavioral interactions between

students with and without disabilities have been limited.

Given the extent and relevance of the reported information,

it is important to investigate specific behavioral interactions

demonstrated by peer tutors and students with SMD in

natural GPE environments and how these interactions might

either facilitate or inhibit the inclusion process. The purpose

of this study was to verify if there is an effect of trained peer

tutors during the interaction between students with SMD

and their peers without disabilities in inclusive elementary

physical education. The peer tutor training program

incorporated teaching instructions, physical assistance,

feedback, and communication skills as the independent

measures. Dependent measures included the frequency of

physical, instructional and social interactions between

students with and without disabilities. Additional measures

were composed by activity and knowledge time data of

students with and without SMD in GPE. The effect of peer

tutoring on multi-component behavioral interactions was

determined by the Analyses of Instructional, Social and

Physical Interactions – Physical Education (AISPI-PE).  The

Basic Academic Learning Time – Adapted Physical Education

(B-ALT-APE) measures were used to assess the effect of

peer tutoring on activity and knowledge time of students

with and without disabilities. Additionally, this study

examined the validity of the instrument called AISPI-PE. A

single subject delayed multiple baseline design across four

students with SMD was used. Nine classmates without

disabilities and at the same age of the main group participated

in this study as the peer tutors. The results indicated that

the trained peer tutors learned to provide the teaching

instructions and physical assistance to their peers with

SMD. Analyses of the knowledge and activity time data

revealed that the implementation of peer tutoring increased

the percentage of appropriate academic learning time for

students with SMD. The presence of age appropriate peer

tutors also had positive effects on increasing the interaction

behaviors between students with and without disabilities

during periods of the GPE class when peer tutoring was not

specified. In this research, using age appropriate peer tutors

was effective at assisting students with SMD in inclusive

general physical education.

E-mail: ak6rt@virginia.edu

Perceptions of Teachers and Users of an

Adapted Physical Activity Outreach Program

Rodrigues, G.M.

Grillo, D.E.

Souza, J.X.

Merida, M.

Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie

Currently, some universities offer activities to the community

in order to provide an approximation of college students

and the reality of people with deficiency. It is also an

opportunity for individuals with disabilities to develop its

motor capacities, also benefiting themselves from these

activities. However, the purpose of the adapted physical

activity program of the physical education undergraduate

program of the Presbyterian University Mackenzie is the

development of pedagogic background of college students

supervised by university professors, who seek to optimize

participants’ potentialities through physical activities in the

university. In order to understand the reasons for adherence

of individuals with disabilities, as well as the motivation of

college students to participate in such project, we researched

nine blind individuals participants in the outreach program,

and ten undergraduate students enrolled in the physical

education program. The method consisted of descriptive and

qualitative analysis through structured interviews with five

open questions. The data collected were analyzed based on

the subject’s collective speech. The results for the blind

individuals pointed that they do not participate in any other

project and they identify it as a leisure opportunity. They

indicated that they look for daily activities and they

participate in physical activities to be more independent.

The monitors link the adherence to the enlargement of the

knowledge in their formation, to the social actions and

curiosity of knowing the public that frequent the project.

The monitors stay in the project due to the strength

connection they establish with the blind individuals, the

motivation they receive from us to accomplish physical

activities. We noticed that the project transcends

pedagogical aspects and influences attitudes toward people

with disability, guiding new perspectives for interactive

actions in society.

E-mail: masgra@terra.com.br

Inclusion in Regular Physical Education:

Perceptions of Blind Students

Martins, R.B.M.

Diehl, R.M.

ULBRA

This study reflects the status of regular physical education

in the context of inclusion of blind students and focuses on

the perception of these students. We wanted to verify the

true meaning of inclusion in their physical education classes.

Therefore, we checked if methodology of the lessons plans

facilitated inclusion and if teachers were an active part of

the inclusion process. The methodology was based on case

studies, which resulted in a qualitative study. We presented

a semi-structured interview to 8 blind students from 8th to

11th grade, who also took part in the physical education

classes. The recorded interviews were transcribed afterwards

and analyzed according to different categories. The results

showed that the lessons did not emphasized inclusion.
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Physical education can either help or become an obstacle to

the students. It seems that physical education is more

inclusive today if we compare to those years when

individuals with disability were completely separated from

their peers. Unfortunately, the school curriculum, although

mentioning integrated sports, still lacks adapting its

resources for the participation of all students. Overall, it

seems that teachers prefer to maintain the popular sports

unaltered and don’t seem to find new alternatives on how to

include the blind students. The blind students told us they

had few contact with their sighted peers, and few of the

contacts in the physical education classes happened when

they were willing to exercise together, like walking or during

warm up. The school does offer materials for everyone to

take part in the classes, but lesson planning or curriculum

content does not provide realistic information about

inclusion. The role of teachers and school curricula must

agree with an inclusive practice at school, and also must

consider that students with disability, such as blindness,

are active participants in the inclusion process. We conclude

that the need for successful inclusion relies not only on

discourse, but on attitudes. Changes are possible, and we

need active transformation.

E-mail: lenediehl@hotmail.com

Continuing Education in Physical

Education Teachers Inserted in

Inclusive School Environments

Cruz, G.

Universidade Estadual do Centro-Oeste

Besides all the knowledge historically accumulated, there is

a lack of propositions that may contribute for overcoming

the insistent socio-educative contradictions. For instance,

we can expose the existence of the unassisted youth by the

educational system, and also question the process people

with special educational needs are exposed to. There is a

need for a school project that overcomes these contradictions

and that comprises specific contributions in each

discipline—physical education, for instance—so that the

pedagogical project can be materialized by the school.

Therefore, the present study is based on the implementation

of a continuing education program designed to physical

education teachers in the city of Londrina, State of Paraná,

Brazil. It aims to observe how physical education teachers

deal with the proposal of inclusion of students with disability

in regular classes. This research is based on action-research

and focal group methods. Sixteen physical education

teachers belonging to the public educational system of

Londrina constituted the study/work group. The meetings

were carried out every other week during the years 2002 and

2003. Data collection was gathered through: collective

interviews, observation and analysis of class behavior via

VHS recordings, and reflective field diaries. The results

suggest important contradictions that need to be addressed

in the school environment. These contradictions reflect the

educational assistance given by the physical education

teachers to students with special needs. Final considerations

include procedures related to the implementation of

continuing education programs as well as to the need for

research in a relational perspective. Thus, it is of crucial

importance for physical educators to have professional

autonomy in order to strengthen the execution of pedagogical

projects that guarantee the schooling process of our

students. Such combination of responsible exercise of

autonomy with the realization of effective pedagogical

projects may support the authority of the physical education

teacher in the school environment.

E-mail: gilmarcruz@onda.com.br

Evaluation of Vocational Attitudes of

People Working With Disabled Sports

Tanir, A.

Marmara University, School of Physical

Education and Sports

Inal, S.

Istanbul University, School of Physical

Education and Sports

Kepoglu, A.

Subasi, F.

Marmara University, School of Physical

Education and Sports

This study aims to understand the attitudes of Turkish

people working in disabled sports, and to observe their

vocational proficiencies in this area. Totally 54 (only 4 female)

people working in disabled sports with the mean age of 36.97

± 8.52 (24-55yr) in different organizations in Istanbul were

interviewed through a simple random sampling technique.

The questionnaire consisted of 46 questions aiming to focus

on their knowledge and proficiency at work environment, as

well as, on their communication skills.  Thus, the

questionnaire was structured to evaluate their ability to utilize

the management functions in disabled sports, as planning,

organization, manage, coordinate, and control. According

to the results of the statistical analysis, there are limitations

in the level of knowledge and vocational qualifications of

the Turkish managers-clerks-trainers (p < 0.05) in disabled

sports. The ones having vocational training in disabled

sports have the idea that the communications between

disabled sports federations and sports clubs (X² = 16.164,

sd = 8, p < 0.05) and between the sport clubs (X² = 13.571, sd

= 8, p < 0.05) are inefficient. However as the education level

of the people working in disabled sports increases, they

have the attitude to require more knowledge in this area (X²

= 16.196, sd = 8, p < 0.05). In conclusion, as the limitations in

communication between the organizations and the people

working in this area increases, athletes with disabilities are

having less chance to join to the national (22.2% never
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joined) and international(56.6% never joined) competitions.

E-mail: inal.serap@gmail.com

Academic Education in the Field of Adapted

Physical Education and Disability Sports

Inal, S.

Istanbul University, School of Physical

Education and Sports

Subasi, F.

Marmara University, Faculty of Health Sciences

In 2000, The Turkish Higher Education rearranged the

curriculum of Physical Education and Sports Schools (SPES)

to provide a unique teaching system according to the needs

of the changing world and the Turkish society. Among the

new courses, Adapted Physical Education was the most

important one, which aimed to give general information to

the students on adapted physical education. However, this

was not efficient for the students eager to have more detailed

information in this area. Thus, two elective programs were

initiated in Marmara University, SPES, as Adapted Physical

Education Program for the students of Department of

Physical Education and Sports, and Disabled Sports Program

for the students of Department of Trainer Education and

Sports Management in 2002. Third grate students can apply

to these certificate programs according to the criteria. They

have theoretical and practical hours (25 credits) on medical,

psychosocial conditions of people with disabilities in

different ages; teaching and training methods, games and

play for students with disabilities; disabled sports,

classification systems, rule and regulations, sports

organizations and recreational activities. They have training

on athletics, wheelchair basketball, wheelchair and standing

table tennis, swimming, canoeing, goalball, wrestling.

Istanbul University SPES, Department of Trainer Education

has initiated a similar program in 2005. The Department of

Trainer Education and Sports Management have the same

program with totally 19 credits (16 ECTS). Although, Marmara

and Istanbul Universities are the pioneers in Turkey

regarding to the training in Adapted Physical Education and

Disabled Sports, many universities in the country are also

working in this area. Mediterranean University, SPES are

having winter and summer sports courses for mentally

challenged children. Kocaeli University SPES is also another

establishment dealing with disabled sports, especially on

recreation area. The increasing number of post-graduate

thesis in Adapted Physical Education and Disabled Sports

in different universities is very promising for the future of

these areas in Turkey, not only for the effects of the results

of these scientific studies, but also for their recognition and

dissemination among people with or without disabilities.

Acknowledgements: We acknowledge to the Physical

Education and Sports Schools in Marmara University,

Mediterranean University.
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An Alternative to the Deficit Discourse:

Social Construction as a Way of

Understanding Disability in Physical Education

Grenier, M.

University of New Hampshire

This research is intended to provide an alternative to the

tradition of the deficit discourse typically utilized for

understanding the needs of students with disabilities. Using

a social constructionist framework as the theoretical lens

enabled the researcher to shift from the “skills as a requisite

to inclusion” paradigm, to one that included a sense of

belonging and community (Kunc, 20000, p. 78). In the school

setting, this emerged as the students in relation to peers,

their teachers, and instructional methods. Three primary

objectives guided this research: to identify socially

constructed teacher and administrator practices that

facilitated the inclusion of students with disabilities, to

identify teacher and student perceptions of disability, and

to identify student learning in the inclusive classroom. The

research utilized a qualitative case study design (Merriam,

1998). One physical education teacher in an inclusive

elementary school was selected for purposeful sampling

(Patton, 1990). Two, third grade physical education classes

were observed, twice a week, over a sixteen-week period,

one which included a student identified with significant

language based challenges and the second class included a

ten-year-old boy with cerebral palsy and a visual impairment.

Data were collected from three primary sources: interviews,

participant observations, and document review. Boyzaitis’s

(1998) five-step process was utilized in the analysis. Within

the systemic relations of the school, administrators and

teachers’ perspective of disability intersected with deficit

and functional models of disability. Teacher perceptions

informed three emerging streams including the social/

emotional stream of belonging, the physical stream of the

environmental, and the academic constraints of the learning

task. In particular,  the physical education teacher

demonstrated sensitivity to difference and an ecological

acuity that influenced teacher practices. Within the social

constructionist classroom, learning among students became

a product of shared membership within socially organized

groups. Students’ use of language, actions and gestures

were appreciated as marks of their social and cultural

membership. Overall,  the inclusive school setting

encouraged innovative ways of thinking for teachers and

students informed by individual constructions of disability

as well as those constituted through the social relations of

the school environment

E-mail: grenier@unh.edu
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Bridge Over Troubled Water:” Outcomes

of a Sensitization Workshop to

Physical and Sensory Disability

Avraham, A.

Israel Sport Center for the Disabled (ISCD)

Hutzler, Y.

Zinman College and ISCD

Feigin, R.

Miriam, M.

Tel Aviv University; Tel Aviv University

The purpose was to assess to outcomes of a 1-hour

sensitization workshop intended for participants without

disabilities from 7th grade to adults. During a two-year period

47 Groups with a total of 794 participants were observed

comprising 72.3% of the total number of groups

participating. Workshop included a group assignment to

cross a strip of troubled water, while some of the participants

simulated disability conditions such as wheelchair users;

locomotor disorders, manual disorders, visual disorders.

Outcomes assessed included the following data sources:

(a) quantitative measures assessed by a qualified observer

with professional expertise based on predetermined criteria

(Importance of aim accomplishment, importance of process;

teamwork; % and type of disability conditions simulated)

and (b) verbal information retrieved from notes written by

the observer during the sessions. Results demonstrated a

negative significant correlation (r = .32) between the % of

participants with disability conditions and importance of task

accomplishment. The Qualitative analysis described four

major themes, including: (a) emotions, (b) cognitions, (c)

behaviors, and (d) teamwork. Most frequent emotions

described included helplessness (53%) and stress (36%).

Teamwork was very limited. Based on our finding we

recommend increasing awareness of teachers, coaches and

program administrators engaged in inclusive settings to

teamwork and process oriented activities rather than mere

task accomplishments. Acknowledgements: Israel National

Insurance Agency, Department of Special Projects

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

Emotional Reaction Profile of

Korean Physical Educators

Oh, H-K.

California State University-San Bernardino

Kozub, F.M.

Seo, D-C.

Indiana University

Teachers often experience difficulty and frustration in

managing the challenging behavior of students with

disabilities (LaMaster, Gall, Kinchin, & Siedentop, 1998).

Research indicates that student’s challenging behavior has

the potential to mediate teacher’s emotional reactions.

Gender is another factor that may further impact emotional

reactions toward students with challenging behavior. The

purpose of the study was to examine gender differences in

Korean physical educators’ emotional reaction toward

students with challenging behavior. Participants were 445

in-service general and adapted physical educators (217

males; 228 females; mean age = 39.45). All participants were

asked to fill out the Emotional Reaction to Challenging

Behavior scale (Hastings, 2002). Data were collected using

both onsite survey questionnaires during summer

conferences in 2005 and mail surveys techniques for past

conference attendees. One-way multivariate analysis of

variance was performed on four dependent variables:

positive, depression, anxiety, and anger emotional reactions.

Independent variable was gender. No evidence was found

to indicate violations of normality, homogeneity of variance-

covariance matrices, and linearity assumptions. The Wilks’

criterion indicated that teachers’ emotional reactions were

significantly = .962, F (4, 439) = 4.34, p?affected by gender, <

.05. Specifically, results indicated significant gender

differences in positive reactions, F (1, 442) = 8.20, p < .05,

depression, F (1, 442) = 4.36, p < .05, and anxiety, F (1, 442) =

6.21, p < .05. No differences were noted between males and

females in anger emotional responses. Previous research

support these findings, which indicated that women are

prone to more agitated emotional reactions than men when

they face fear, anxiety, and sadness situations (Fischer &

Manstead, 2000; Kring & Gordon, 1998). Further study of

gender differences that incorporates gender and age of

students into the research design would be desirable to better

understand teachers’ emotional reactions toward challenging

behavior.

E-mail: hkoh@csusb.edu

Teacher’s Attitudes Toward Inclusion

of Children With Disabilities in

Physical Education Classes

Gorgatti, M.G.

Universidade Bandeirante de São Paulo

Gorgatti, T.

Associação Desportiva para Deficientes

de Rose Júnior, D.

Escola de Educação Física e Esporte

Escola de Artes, Ciência

Inclusion of students with disabilities in regular schools

has recently drawn educators’ attention. In some schools,

students with disabilities are placed in regular settings.

However, they do not fully participate in the programmed

activities. Despite the fact that there is little official data

about efficacy of inclusion, we known that a great number

of these children and young adults with disabilities have
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never had access or the opportunity to attend a school,

either regular or special. The ones who manage to have

access to schools, eventually many of them get dismissed

from physical education classes by teachers. They falsely

claim that this decision would ‘guarantee their physical

integrity.’ Many of the children and young adults who

manage to attend physical education classes are banished

and sent to perform parallel activities, while all the other

students take full advantage of the activities in the

curriculum. Aiming to analyze this situation, the purpose of

this study was to analyze the attitudes of physical education

teacher towards inclusion of children with disability in regular

school classes. Therefore, ninety physical education

teachers, from private and public schools, answered to a

questionnaire of 18 affirmative phrases in a four-scale choice:

completely agree, almost completely agree, almost completely

disagree and completely disagree. Affirmations 1 to 10

indicated teachers´ positions about inclusion of children

with disability in their classes; affirmations 11 to 14 indicated

teachers´ perceptions about the benefits of inclusion for all

students; and finally, affirmations 15 to 18 indicated teachers´

opinions about the school structure and staff motivations

towards inclusion. The collected data were categorized

according to type of school (public or private), and teachers

gender and their years of experience. The results showed a

general tendency of teachers to be negative towards

inclusion. This pessimistic view wasn’t related to the

teacher’s gender or school type. Most pessimistic teachers

were the ones with lack of preparation to work with students

with disability. Teachers with less years of experience showed

more optimism about the benefits of all students in inclusive

settings. When looking at the school evaluation system,

teachers from public schools believed that they will have

more problems if the school lacks material resources and

multidisciplinary support team. The present situation seems

to show some lack of qualification, not only concerning

knowledge, but also concerning school curriculum, school

physical infrastructure, and multidisciplinary support team.

E-mail: mgreguol@gmail.com

Masculinity, Disability and the Big Screen:

 A Critique of Murderball

Fitzgerald, H.

Leeds Metropolitan University

The sport of Wheelchair Rugby is the subject of Henry Alex

Rubin and Adam Shapiro’s 2005 documentary Murderball.

The film tells the story of the intense rivalry between the

Canadian and United States men’s teams. The film explicitly

deals with a series of ethical and political questions. For

example, how should people with disabilities be represented?

What do non-disabled people know about people with

disabilities? To what extent are non-disabled people’s fears

of ‘disabled’ bodies a product of their willful ignorance?

The on screen participants in Murderball all offer answers

to these questions and, at least for this reason, the film

deserves thoughtful consideration. The research discussed

in this presentation is not, in any straightforward sense,

empirical. The intention was never to offer anything

approaching a definitive analysis or to attempt to make some

claim about what Murderball is ‘really’ about or what its

effects in the world might be. Following on from this point,

the authors wanted to connect with already existing

conversations about ‘disabled’ bodies and to use these

analyses to challenge thinking about the ‘disabled’ body.

The film was worked through in a systematic way but to do

so without the pressure of being sure that the authors had

‘captured’ its essence. The authors viewed the film

separately and together, compiled notes and later compared

lists of questions and issues the film was trying to answer

or address. The authors wrote separate reflections about

how these questions/issues are dealt with. In this

presentation three major themes identified and discussed

including: 1. what can disabled bodies do? 2. This is not the

Special Olympics 3. ‘Hot’ and disabled. Murderball is

ground-breaking in the sense that it asks, at some points

demands, that we consider Wheelchair Rugby as a viable,

media friendly, big-money sport. To do this, Wheelchair

Rugby is presented as something approaching World

Championship Wrestling style theatrics, complete with

plenty of heavy metal music and rapid fire editing. The

authors would argue, to make the high-profile aspirations of

Wheelchair Rugby more convincing. Murderball says to its

viewers: ‘With the right management team, people with

disabilities can be sports megastars too.’ As such, we might

tentatively wonder what is the relevance of a film like

Murderball is to other people with disabilities is, even

though it is clear that the movie’s protagonists feel that this

relevance is self-evident.

E-mail: H.Fitzgerald@leedsmet.ac.uk

Complex Sporting Identities Expressed

Through Physical Education

and Community Sport

Fitzgerald, H.

Leeds Metropolitan University

The purpose of this presentation is to report on a study that

explored the embodied experiences of young people with

disability within the context of physical education and free

time sport. Using Bourdieu’s notion of ‘fields’ this study

explores the interrelationship between physical education

and free time sport and other mediating factors including

the broader school experience, family, friends and role

models. Data were generated from ten students experiencing

disabilities who attended two mainstream (regular) schools.

Two key methods of data generation were employed. First,

each participating student completed three ecological

momentary assessment activity diaries (EMA-AD) that

yielded quantitative data. These diaries provided information
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about the nature of participant’s everyday lives. In this

context, an understanding was gained of the extent to which

sport forms part of their free time experiences. Second, a

series of focus group discussions were undertaken with

students. Taken together, these findings reveal a number of

substantive issues that emerged from this study including

the role of schools and physical education in reproducing

social inequalities. Within this context and more broadly,

disability is conceived as a fluid and contradictory construct

in which the young people in this study maneuver between,

and within, school and free time contexts and continually

(re)negotiate what it is to be disabled. As a consequence of

this ongoing negotiation complex sporting identities emerge

which are contingent upon time, place and space and serve

to reinforce different constructions of disability. This

presentation will conclude by considering the implications

of this study in relation to inclusion in schools, the practice

of physical education and provision of disability sport

opportunities.

E-mail: H.Fitzgerald@leedsmet.ac.uk

Multicultural Education and Diversity

Issues in the Delivery of Adapted

Physical Education Services in Southern

California. Preliminary Results

Palla-Kane, A.

California State University Northridge

Since its passage in 1975, the Individuals with Disabilities

Education Act have brought tremendous benefits to children

with disabilities. However, the benefits of special education

have not been equitably distributed. Minority children with

disabilities often experience inadequate services, low-quality

curriculum and instruction, and unnecessary separation from

their peers without disabilities. Moreover, inappropriate

practices in general and special education classrooms have

resulted in overrepresentation, misclassification, and

hardship for minority students. Many students because of

race, language or low socioeconomic status, continue to fail

in comparison to their white peers, and many of these

students have been referred, placed and served in special

education programs. The aim of this qualitative study is to

identify the diversity issues in adapted physical education

(APE) in urban public schools in Southern California. Most

importantly, to identify the challenges that credentialed APE

specialists are facing when teaching minorities with

disabilities and the strategies they are using to cope with

these challenges. The purpose of this study requires

investigation of real-world experiences and views as

perceived and interpreted by the participants. Therefore, a

naturalistic paradigm of interpretive inquiry was chosen.

Preliminary results from interviews and observations of one

APE specialist reveal: (a) The APE specialist defines her

teaching strategies and goals based on students’ disabilities.

She is not aware of being biased when teaching her minority

students; (b) The APE specialist expressed bias regarding

gender; (c)There is a difference in how the APE specialist

communicates and interacts with parents coming from

different races, language skills and socio-economic status.

The teacher found difficult to communicate effectively with

parents that come from minority groups; (d) Ethnicity,

associated with cultural differences and low socio-economic

status in non English speaking families, can interfere with

the ability of APE teachers to communicate effectively with

parents. As we expand the scientific knowledge in the area,

and as we become aware of what is happening in the delivery

of APE in our diverse urban schools, we can effectively

create and implement strategies to facilitate quality delivery

of services and preparation of future APE specialists.

Acknowledgements: Dr. Martin Block and the University of

Virginia Adapted PE graduate program

E-mail: ana.palla@csun.edu

Multicultural Education and Diversity Content

in Adapted Physical Education Textbooks

Palla-Kane, A.

California State University Northridge

The rapid demographic changes and increase of diversity in

society brings a new population and a different context to

the educational environment. Teachers and administrators

have been challenged to accommodate their practices to the

needs of their minority students. Adapted and general

physical educators are expected to teach a wide range of

learners with disabilities. The point of intervention can start

in creating teacher education programs to better prepare

future teachers. Teachers’ education programs in physical

education and adapted physical education have not been

stressing multicultural education and diversity issues in their

curriculum. There also appears to be a lack of information

on how to teach and work with children from diverse

background in the APE literature. The purpose of this study

was to analyze the multicultural education and diversity

related content of six APE textbooks (Auxter et al., 2005;

Horvat, 2003; Kasser and Lytle, 2005; Sherrill, 2004; and

Winnick, 2005). Document analyzes was conducted, and the

content related to multiculturalism and diversity was placed

in four categories: (a)Advocacy, human rights, and attitude

change in society; (b)People with disabilities as a minority

group; (c) Teaching students with disabilities coming from

diverse backgrounds. (d) APE specialist relationship with

families of students with disabilities. The five textbooks were

analyzed within the four categories. This analysis showed

that APE textbooks have only minimally considered

multicultural education and diversity issues. What limits the

exposure of the students to the contents? Auxter (2005),

Sherrill (2004) provided the most information stressing the

importance of multicultural education and diversity in the

delivery of APE services (categories c and d), as well as

issues that contextualize people with disabilities in society
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(category a and b). On the other hand, Horvat (2003), Kasser

and Lytle (2005) and Winnick (2005) did not include any

multicultural nor diversity content, nor did they express the

need for approaching multicultural education and diversity

issues in the delivery of APE services. The presence of

multicultural education and diversity content in the APE

textbooks is a good start, but it does not guarantee that

topics will be chosen, explored and discussed in the APE

undergraduate and graduate courses around the country.

There is a gap in the APE teachers’ preparation as it relates

to diversity and multicultural issues.

E-mail: ana.palla@csun.edu

Personal Attributes Which Influence the

Social Development of Disabled People

Zuchetto, A.T.

UFSC, UNICAMP

In the bioecological model proposed by Bronfenbrenner, the

process of development is defined as the reciprocal

interaction occurring in the developmental dyads formed by

the person under study and their different objects of

interaction which “involves a transfer of energy between a

human being undergoing development and the people,

objects and symbols present in the immediate environment”

(Bronfenbrenner and Evans, 2000, p. 118). The process

depends on the characteristics of the person undergoing

development and on the context in which this interaction

occurs. The objective of this diagnostic-exploratory-

longitudinal study was to identify characteristics which

influence the social development (proximal process) of

disabled people engaged in an adapted motor activity

program. Interviews with parents, film footage of classes,

ethograms (detailed record of occurrences during the

activity, including dialogs), and anecdotes were used for

the data collection. The data were analyzed in a qualitative

way. From the ethograms the social behaviors of the

participants were identified and subdivided into the three

categories of characteristics of a person given in the model:

personal dispositions, demands, and resources. For each

one of the groups of personal characteristics, two poles were

identified: one positive and the other negative, which

represent the facilitating or inhibiting elements of the

development. The characteristics identified as development

generating active behavioral dispositions were: taking part

in activities, cooperating, paying attention, and conversing.

The dispositions which interfered negatively were: Active:

physically or orally abusing, disturbing. Passive: Not

participating and isolating oneself.  The Demand

characteristics affect the development due to their power to

invite or discourage reactions in the social environments of

a group. Positive demands were identified as: respecting

rules, sharing materials and interest in learning; and negative

demands were: opposing sharing, disrespecting rules,

mocking; boasting. The resources identified as positive

competence were: understanding the needs and difficulties

of others, assertiveness, playing. The negative resources:

having disability. On concluding this study it was verified

that: The characteristics identified as dispositions, demands

and resources were able to favor or hinder the proximal

processes. Acknowledgements: CAPES

E-mail: zuchetto@cds.ufsc.br

The Impact of Physical Activity Practice

on the Quality of Life of Individuals

With Physical Disabilities

Brinati, A.B.

Leão, A.F.

Fernandes, A.A.

Amorim, C.

Franco, M.T.F.

Souza, P.A.S.

UFMG - Escola de Educação Física

The participation of people with disabilities in physical

education and physical activities programs has increased.

The development of content knowledge on appropriate

practices in physical activity for individuals with disabilities

always takes into consideration each individual’s interests,

abilities, and limitations. The practice of physical activity

brings benefits in the psychological, physical, emotional,

and social domains. According to Costa et al. (2006), from

the moment that a person becomes aware of his/her

accomplishments, and he or she perceives the improvement

in one or more domains, this improvement is reflected in the

person’s quality of life. The practice of physical activity

gives the opportunity for people with disabilities to realize

their possibilities and potentials in life, increasing their

tolerance toward frustrations, and changing their views

toward limitations. Through the transformation of paradigms

(i.e., by experiencing and perceiving themselves and their

lives positively) people with disabilities change their

attitudes and behavior toward themselves, seeking better

quality of life. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the

effects of the physical activity practice in people with

physical disabilities’ quality of life. Twenty eight individuals

with physical disabilities answered the “Quality of Life”

questionnaire. The instrument is composed of 51 questions

using a 5-point Likert Scale. The questions are used to

measure the individuals’ perceptions within the

psychological, physical, emotional, and social domains. The

questionnaire was created based on the WHOQOL-100 and

SF-36 questionnaires. Data analysis shows that there were

improvements in the four dimensions. Social domain

(25.94%), psychological domain (30.80%), physical domain

(41.03%), and not specific (51.9%), indicating an increase of

37.41% in the general quality of life. Based on these results,

we can infer that the regular practice of physical activity

contributes to individuals’ social relations, makes possible
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individuals’ rediscovery of his/her potentialities, and it

promotes alterations in the physical conditions expressed

by the improvement in physical fitness. Also, physical

activity practice relieves emotional and psychological stress,

such as mood disorders, depression, and anxiety. The

practice of physical activity makes possible a new, healthy

way of living and a new view of life for individuals with

physical disabilities.

E-mail: anaflpeef@gmail.com

Stress, People With Disabilities and

Sports Practice in Maceió, Brazil

Bispo, R.F.M.

Fumes, N.L.F.

Universidade Federal de Alagoas

Stress is considered a modern days´ pathology that affects

a large number of people. Adults are more affected because

they hold many family responsibilities and pressures of the

work environment. Stress sensations can be described as

an extremely complex psycho-neuro-physiological process,

which breaks individuals’ balance, and consequently causes

changes in the normal biochemical process associated with

hormones (LIPP, 2003). Stress can be physical or

psychological, and it can be divided in four stages: alert,

resistance, near-exhaustion and exhaustion. The aim of this

study was to identify the type and stages of stress levels in

34 individuals with disability who play at least one sport.

The participants were both males and females, between ages

18 and 38. Data was collected using the Lipp’s (2000)

“Inventory of symptoms of stress for adults.” Results

indicated that 79% of individuals with disabilities had signs

of stress; most of them had the psychological type.

Considering the level of stress severity, 19% were in the

alert type, 70%, resistance, 7%, near-exhaustion and 4%,

exhaustion. We concluded that these participants are prone

to high level of stress, mainly the psychological type, and

majority of them were in the resistance stage.

E-mail: neizaf@yahoo.com

Perception of the Self and the Other,

and the Individual With disability,

by Physical Education Students

Rodrigues, G.M.

Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie

The purpose of the present study was to verify the

perception of university students about people with

disability. We performed a qualitative research using a

questionnaire with two open questions structured for 144

undergraduate students of a physical education program

who had not yet enrolled in disciplines that focus on the

disability theme. The collected data were analyzed based on

the speech analysis. Regarding the perception bout people

with disability, the results showed that the students consider

that they are people that need special care and adaptation;

they possess anomalies and deficiencies in movements and

differentiated learning. They were labeled different and they

show impairments and limited capacity; they are out of the

norm. “Who are you when facing the “disabled?” was another

question. The answers pointed that there was an acceptance

of equality while citizens with the same rights. There was a

predisposition in wanting to help and to facilitate tasks for

people with disability. The general perception is that they

are different and there are barriers separating these people.

Analyzing the results, we realized that the adaptation notion

parallels the perception of disease and incapacity of people

with disability. Also there were attitudes that favor

procedures towards more knowledge about disability. The

relation already established between the self and the other

appears in notions about being able, as well as in notions

about the difference causing estrangement in personal

interactions. We realized that the classroom system engineers

political situations, exposing people’s contradictions,

challenging relationships under the social and cultural

paradigm of inclusion.

E-mail: masgra@terra.com.br

Perceived Competence and Social

Acceptance in Young People With

and Without Down Syndrome

Campos, M.J.

Ferreira, J.P.

Coimbra University, Portugal

The main purpose of this research was to assess perceived

competence and social acceptance of young people with

and without Down syndrome and gather national data on

these issues. A second purpose was to ascertain in what

way gender, age and sports play an important feature on

perceived competence and social acceptance, as well as to

survey to what extent children and young people with Down

syndrome are self-aware as regards their own competence

and acceptance, compared to other children of other studies

with the same syndrome. Participants were 77 individuals,

47 with Down syndrome (21 female and 26 male, age between

8 and 20 years old) and 30 without Down syndrome (15 female

and 15 male, age between 4 and 5 years old). From the lot,

twenty-eight (28) participants with Down syndrome,

attending special schools, were doing sport outside these

institutions. All the participants without Down syndrome

were doing physical activity programs in the kindergarten.

The Pictorial Scale of Perceived Competence and Social

Acceptance in Young Children (Harter & Pike, 1984) were

used to assess perceived competence and social acceptance

in both groups. Findings showed significant differences in

academic competence and in physical competence subscales

when analyzed by age group. Young people without DS
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presented higher mean values than subjects with DS in all

subscales. Results suggested that perceived competence of

people with Down syndrome become more positive with age.

The subscales means for both groups were positively

skewed. We can point out that all male subjects outstood

the female ones in all subscales. Pearson’s correlations

showed that there is positive relationship between social

acceptance and perceived competence in the different

groups.

E-mail: mjcampos@fcdef.uc.pt

A Social Competence Scale for Children With

Disability: Effects of Sport Participation,

Gender, Age and Level of Disability

Chacham-Guber, A.

Israel Sport Center for the Disabled (ISCD)

Hutzler, Y.

Zinman College and ISCD

Alchanati, R.

ISCD

Social competence is an important variable in the

empowerment process of athletes with disability (Hutzler,

1990), and a potential predictor of participation in community

life. Research on social competence in participants with

disability is scarce. The purpose of the present study was

to develop and test a social competence measure for

participants with a disability. The measure consists of 45

items which were selected via expert ratings from previous

measures and field work. Reliability and validity of the scale

will be described. The effects of participation in sports as

well as other predictor variables (Functional independence,

gender, school system were education took place) will be

described and discussed based on a sample of 100

adolescents and young adults aged 15 – 25.

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

Profiles of Self-Regulation in Children

With and Without Developmental

Coordination Disorder

Reid, G.

Staples, K.

Redden, K.

Bouffard, M.

McGill University

Children with Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD)

perform movement skills below expectations of age-matched

peers. We speculated that their difficulties might be related

to problems in self-regulation. This was examined from

Zimmerman’s (2000) cyclical model of self-regulation which

includes three phases, forethought, performance, and self-

reflection. Our previous research indicated an uneven pattern

of self-regulation differences between those with and without

DCD. However, those studies were limited to 25-50 trials.

The purpose of the present study was to explore self-

regulation over extended trials (300) of children with (N=8)

and without DCD (N=8) on a culturally normative movement

skill in Canada, a hockey shot at a goal. The participants

were 10-12 years old and attended an elementary school.

The youngsters with DCD were identified by a trained

graduate student, the physical education teacher at the

school, and scored below 5% on the Movement ABC test.

They were taught to think-aloud during all trials. Their verbal

and physical behavior was captured on a digital video

camera. All verbal data were transcribed verbatim and coded

for components of self-regulation. The 300 shots occurred

over 4 months and were analyzed in 8 blocks of trials.

Children with DCD had a lower frequency of successful shots

compared to their age-peers during block 1, and these

differences became exacerbated over the 8 blocks. These

performance data were mirrored by the frequency of

verbalizations. These initial findings are consistent with the

notion of DCD being associated with difficulties in self-

regulated learning.

E-mail: gregory.reid@mcgill.ca

The Effects of Aquatic Intervention on

Perceived Physical Competence and Social

Acceptance in Children With Cerebral Palsy

Getz, M.G.

Kibbutzim College for Education, Ilan Sports Center

Hutzler, Y.H.

Zinman College for Physiacal Education, Netanya, Israel

Vermeer, A.V.

Faculty of Educational Sciences, Utrecht University

The aim of this study was to compare the effects of aquatic

intervention with those of land-based intervention on social

function, perceived competence, and social acceptance in

children with cerebral palsy (CP). Twenty two children (F=17;

M=5) with spastic diplegia CP participated in the study: 12

in the aquatic intervention group (5:4 yr + .95) and 10 in the

exercise intervention group (4:9 yr + .99). Social function

was measured by the Pediatric Evaluation of Disability

Inventory (PEDI) social function domain. Perceived

competence and social acceptance was measured by the

Pictorial Scale of Perceived Competence and Social

Acceptance for Children with CP. Paired t-tests were used to

evaluate differences between groups across all measures,

and Pearson correlations were carried out to reveal

relationships. Because of small group sizes, effect sizes were

calculated across measures for each dependent variable.

Results were calculated for each dependent variable before

and after a four-month intervention period. No significant

changes were found between groups in perceived physical
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competence. Significant differences (t=2.26, p< .035) were

found between groups in social acceptance in favor of the

aquatic group. No significant differences were found

between groups in the PEDI social function. Significant

differences were found between pre-test to post-test scores

in the PEDI caregivers social function domain (t=-3.78, p<

.003) in the aquatic intervention group but not in the exercise

group (t= -2.11, p<.065). Aquatic intervention appears to

have a positive effect on perceived social acceptance and

social function as reported by caregivers.

E-mail: miri_get@smkb.ac.il

Physical Self, Body Image and Global

Self-Esteem in Active and Non-Active

Individuals With Physical Disabilities

Ferreira, J.P.

Gaspar, P.M.

Serralha, V.

Mateus, A.

Varela, E.

University of Coimbra

Several are in the review of literature the indications that

individuals with physical disabilities experience positive

psychological and emotional benefits from regular sports

and exercise (Blinde & McClung, 1997; Coyle et al., 1993;

Kalyvas & Reid, 2003). The purpose of this study is to assess

physical self-perceptions, body image and global self-esteem

in male and female active and non-active individuals with

physical disabilities. Participants were 162 individuals, 118

male (mean age 32.03 ± 10.66 yr.) and 44 female (mean age

39.61 ± 14.19 yr.), 105 physically active and 57 non-actives.

The instruments were administered as part of the test battery

including the Portuguese versions of Rosenberg Self-Esteem

Scale (Rosenberg, 1965), Physical Self Perception Profile (Fox

& Corbin, 1989) and the French Body-Image Questionnaire

(Bruchon-Schweitzer, 1987). Finding showed male

participants presented higher mean score values than female

participants for all sub-scales except for Global Self-esteem.

Statistical differences were found for Physical Confidence

(p <.01), Physical Strength (p <.05) and Activity/Passivity

(p <.01) between male and female participants with physical

disabilities. Further results showed that active participants

presented higher mean score values than non active

participants for all physical self domains but not for Global

Self-esteem. Statistical differences were found for Physical

Confidence (p <.05), Physical Strength (p <.01), Global Self-

esteem (p <.01) and Activity/Passivity (p <.01) subscales

between active and non active individuals with physical

disabilities. Additional support was found for the tenets that

physical self-perceptions should be assessed and analyzed

by gender (Fox & Corbin, 1989) and that physical activity

and exercise enhances physical self-perceptions and self-

esteem, promoting psychological well-being (Fox, 2000).

Active participants presented more positive feeling about

their Sport Competence, Physical Strength and Activity/

Passivity than non active individuals with physical

impairments. However, Global Self-esteem seemed to be quite

problematic among these groups. “Big fish little pond”

effects (Marsh & Parker, 1982; Marsh, 1987) seemed to

influence feelings about individual’s ability to behave and

perform in different contexts of daily life.

E-mail: pedroferreira@fcdef.uc.pt

Physical Activity Levels and Body

Image in Relation to Physical Self-Concept

and Global Self-esteem of Individuals

With Physical Disabilities

Lau, H.L.

Sit, C.

University of Hong Kong

The purpose of this study was to examine if physical activity

levels and body image were associated with physical self-

concept and global self-esteem of individuals with physical

disabilities. Participants (N = 72, mean age = 30.53, SD =

9.33) were asked to fill out the International Physical Activity

Questionnaire (Booth, 1996), the Multidimensional Body-

self Relations Questionnaire (Cash, 2000), Tennessee Self-

concept Scale (Fitts & Warren, 1996), and Rosenberg Self-

esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965). Participants were classified

into the high (n = 40) and low (n = 32) physical self-concept

(PSC) groups, as well as the high (n = 35) and low (n = 37)

global self-esteem (GSE) groups, based on mean split method.

Results indicated that 42% of participants were considered

insufficient active. Overall, participants’ median total weekly

physical activity MET minutes were 2904.75, indicating their

moderate activity levels. No physical activity differences

were found between the high and low PSC and between the

high and low GSE groups. The high PSC and the high GSE

groups were in general more concerned about their physical

appearance and tended to place more emphasis on fitness

and health issues compared to their low counterparts. The

high PSC group was in particular more satisfied with their

body area than the low PSC group. This study concludes

that participants having higher levels of physical self-concept

and global self-esteem have a more positive body image.

These two self variables however are not related to one’s

activity levels.

E-mail: sithp@hku.hk

Conceptions About the Body and the

Practice of Physical Activities:

Focusing on the Disabled Body

Meurer, S.T.

Matthes, S.E.R.

Palma, L.E.
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Universidade Federal de Santa Maria

The present study’s purpose was to analyze conceptions

concerning the body and the disabled by undergraduates in

physical education at the Federal University of Santa Maria,

Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Open questionnaires were applied

to forty-two students from three different academic years.

The analysis of these questionnaires followed a qualitative

approach using content analysis (Bardin, 1977). Categories

of analysis were based on Lüdorf’s work (2003). Resutls

showed that the conception of the body still implicates a

biological perspective. However, the undergraduate course

of physical education plays an important role in developing

positively conceptions about the body by these students.

Differences among these conceptions were found for

students enrolled in different academic years. Students from

the most advanced academic year were less focused on

biological aspects only. We believed that the way the body

is conceived interferes directly in the way the body is treated

and worked on. Also, the emphasis on exclusive biological

perspective creates the notion of bodies with physical

disability with limitations and difficulties. Understanding the

body in a more subjective way, under socio-cultural

conceptions, expand notions of capacities, possibilities and

inspire the many areas in the physical education area.

Professionals that work with the body should approach all

kinds of body in a subjective way, regardless of biological

marks, so that health and quality of life are meant for all.

Acknowledgements: Fundo Incentivo a Pesquisa (FIPE/

UFSM)
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Resilience and Body Image of Adolescents

and Adults With Myelomeningocele

Catusso, R.L.

Tavares, M.C.G.C.F.

Unicamp-Faculdade de Educação Física

The contact with one’s own body and with the world can be

experienced by children with myelomeningocele (MM). Such

experiences show characteristics significantly different from

the usual, result of the motor and sensorial disabilities and

of the related stigma. Resilience is a universal skill which

allows a person, a group or an entire community to prevent,

minimize and adapt to adversities. This research is aimed to

reflect on resilience and body image on the basis of data

obtained from a sample of three MM individuals. This

research characterizes a qualitative and exploratory-

descriptive study, including a field-work consisting of the

application of the Resilience Scale adapted by Pesce et al.

(2005). The scale scores vary from 25 to 175, higher values

being indicative of greater resilience. There were five

questions related to body image that were especially chosen

for this work. The participants are all from middle class, one

male and two females, 16, 19 and 28 years old, with similar

educational levels. Only one works, the other two being

students. All of them are wheelchair users. The participants

show high degrees of resilience (94-162), scoring high in

items related to action resolution and values, independence

and determination, being lower compared to the others. All

of them show great self-confidence and adaptive skills. With

regard to body image, the participants did not answer

whether or not they liked their body as a whole. One made

reference to the body part he appreciates the most (face).

The two other did not like their belly. They considered

“beauty” and “function” as determining elements of feelings

of like and dislike. These results shed light upon the relation

between appearance/function and body image. They

reinforced the need for physical education professionals to

prepare themselves for offering their services with an

emphasis on the basic pillars of resilience, affection,

independence, initiative, humor, creativity, morality and self-

confidence, in order to help MM patients to overcome

adversities.

E-mail: rcatusso@directnet.com.br

Assessing Body Image in Physically Active

and Non-Physically Active Older Individuals

Toloi, G.G.

FAI, UNIP-Bauru, FACOL

Sacoman, R.C.

Lanzoni, T.F.

FAI

The aging process is a phenomenon that interests many

researchers, especially those in the field of physical

education. This study’s objective was to analyze the body

image of older individuals who practice physical activity,

and those who do not. We used as a scale (Stunkard et al.,

1983) that allowed us to evaluate individuals’ body images.

We selected 40 individuals, 60 years old or more, and divided

them into four groups. The groups, G1 and G2, respectively,

consisted of ten physically active men and ten physically

active women. Groups, G3 and G4, consisted of ten men and

ten women who did not practice physical activity. The results

identified which silhouettes corresponded to individuals’

actual body image (Actual Silhouette-AS), and also identified

which ideal silhouette corresponded to the body image that

each wanted to have (Ideal Silhouette-IS). Groups 2 and 4

chose AS Silhouettes 2 and 3; Group 1 chose AS silhouettes

2, 3, and 4; and Group 3 chose the AS silhouette 2 as their

preferences. For ideal silhouette (IS), Group 2 showed greater

preference for silhouette 2, and Group 4 demonstrated

preferences for silhouettes 2 and 3. For the IS, Group 1 chose

it at a scale level of 3, while Group 3 preferred silhouette 2.

When relating the silhouette data with IMC results for these

subjects, we proved that older individuals who do not

practice physical activity had better [more accurate] body

images in comparison to practitioners who had not

demonstrated the same body notion with current weight,
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concluding that groups which not practicing are more

satisfied with their body image when declaring IS and the

IMC results confirm their current reality. With regard to

gender, the men were more accurate when comparing

themselves to the AS silhouette than with the IS silhouettes.

The women in general were less satisfied with their

silhouettes. In conclusion, physical activity did not appear

to act positively as an improvement to body image

perceptions, and, also, dissatisfaction with body image for

those non-physically active individuals can limit their

interest and knowledge about the importance of being active

and being healthy.

E-mail: gtoloi@hotmail.com

A Physical Education Program Designed to

Help Coping With Body Image Disturbances

Mendoza, N.M.L.

Contreras, O.C.J.

García, L.M.

Del Valle, S.

Faculty of Sciences Sport - Toledo-Spain

Gil, P.

Faculty of Education - Albacete-Spain

This study researched 632 high school students (307 females

and 325 males) aged 12 to 16 years from private and municipal

schools in a Castilian school district. Participants were

selected based on urban and socio-economic characteristics

according to the existing literature. (Twitch, 1976, Garfinkel

& Garner, 1982, Jones & cols., 1980). Intervention lasted 3

months, twice a week and included the administration of a

unique body image centered program. The physical

education program constituted the instrument of preventive

intervention and was constructed by members from the

research team and by expert professors that lent their

services to the Secondary Education Institute and Sciences

Sport Faculty of the University of Castilla La Mancha. The

focus of the program was centered in body image (two days

for week during 3 months). Pre and post intervention tests

were performed with of the following instruments: (a) Body

Shape Questionnaire (BSQ) by Cooper, Taylor, Cooper and

Fairburn, (b) the Scale of valuation of the body shape by

Gadner, Stark, Jackson and Freedman, and (c) Body mass

index. Repeated measures ANOVA were computed to account

for effects of the intervention program using the degree of

body shape distortion (Gardner) gender, and age. In relation

to the BSQ, the following results were obtained: Group 1:

the differences between the pre-test and post-test, for the

boys were not significant. Grupo2: Here they scored pints

between 81 and 110 in the BSQ, showing a slight concerned

about their body shapes. However, contrary to the previous

group, the significant differences were consequence of

participation in the intervention program. Group 3: This

group was moderately worried about their body shape, since

they scored between 111 and 140. For this group, the

differences were not significant. Group 4: This last group

was formed by participants that felt very concerned with

their body shape (scores larger than 140). When analyzing

the stockings of this group we noticed that the effects of

the application of the intervention program were not

significant.

E-mail: nuria.mendoza@uclm.es

Movement and Music Program for

Clients With Mental Illness

Paiva, A.C.S.

Volp, C.M.

Universidade Estadual Paulista

Today the benefits of physical activity practice are well

known and valued by many. The desire to prevent illness, to

prolong the lifespan, and to guarantee physical and mental

health is increasing. At the same time, mental disorders are

becoming more evident, a consequence of health problems.

An estimated 450 million people worldwide have mental

illness, and many of them could benefit from physical activity.

The present study had the objective of verifying the

alterations of mood states in clients with mental disorders

through the practice of ballroom dance. Participants

consisted of 12 adults, male and female, between the ages of

28 and 58. They were clients of the Psychosocial Attention

Center (PAC), and have varying types of mental illness. At

PAC, clients receive medical treatment, occupational therapy,

nursing services, counseling and social services, while

maintaining family contact as much as possible. Data

consisted of clients’ individual reports, and results from the

following tests: Mini Mental State Exam (Mini Mental),

verbal flow, hospital scale of anxiety and depression (HAD),

and a mood state scale—reduced and illustrated (LEA-RI).

Data from the first two tests showed that the majority of

clients had been diagnosed with schizophrenia, and all of

them demonstrated a lack of cognitive ability. Also, the

majority appeared to have a low capacity to differentiate

and difficulty in focusing attention. Seven clients presented

positive indicators for anxiety and six for depression in the

HAD test. Results from the LEA-RI test showed no difference

in the mood state from pre- to post-test in the whole group.

Individual reports were included in the data analysis with

the intention of linking clients’ experiences, data collected

from tests, and researchers’ observations. Results showed

that ballroom dance is a valuable type of physical activity

for clients at PAC. It provided an increase in general well-

being, as apparent in the results of mood state alterations. It

can improve clients’ self-esteem and self-confidence, as well

as decrease anxiety and depression symptoms.

E-mal: acspaiva@rc.unesp.br
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Blind People and Body Image

Peixoto, P.E.F.

Diehl, R.M.

UNILASALLE, RS

This research aims to identify body image perception of blind

individuals. The study analyzed the body image of blind

individuals relative to orientation, mobility, social relations

and emotions. The instrument used to gather the data utilized

a semi-structured interview. The participants of this study

were 11 adults, age 19 to 45 years, 2 females and 9 males

from the metropolitan area of Porto Alegre, Brazil. After

transcriptions of the interview it was possible to identify

three important categories of answers: body perception

associated with motor, social and emotional aspects. We

found that the blind participants expressed significant

concerns with orientation and mobility. Family engagement

in the life of the blind, as well as society opportunities for

accessibility in different areas of motor skills allow

enhancement in quality of mobility, and open opportunities

for sports engagement by these individuals. In the social

area, people who maintain relationships with the blind people

have responsibilities for their development and are active

parts of making their lives productive. In the affective

domain, the interviewed people showed a positive self

esteem. They indicated that a more meaningful social life

emerges when they feel secure about their motor abilities.

The ones who were not happy with their bodies seemed to

be more dependent in their daily life. In order to give blind

people more autonomy, accessibility must include their

homes, community and school environments.

E-mail: lenediehl@hotmail.com

Inclusion of an Adolescent With

Cerebral Palsy in a School Dance Group

Costa, C.G.

Meyer, G.

Beltrame, T.S.

UDESC / CEFID / LADAP

Adolescence is considered a difficult period and one for

establishing satisfactory social relationships. In this context,

dance can be a motivation for positive social interaction.

The general objective of this work was to evaluate the

interpersonal relations between the adolescents of a dance

group of a public school in São José, SC, Brazil, in which

one male participant had cerebral palsy (CP). The specific

objective was to identify tendencies toward leadership, the

formation of sub-groups and reciprocal choices, and the

rejection by and isolation of members of the group. Ten

adolescents (nine females; one male) between the ages of 14

and 16 years participated in this study of an integrated

school dance group. The male had CP. The instrument used

for data collection was a psychometric questionnaire, based

on the method developed by Moreno (Moreno, 1972;

Beltrame, 2000). The questionnaire was applied to the

students, and, in addition, the dance teacher was interviewed

about her observations of class dynamics and the way the

students mixed with one another during the dance classes.

Descriptive statistics were used for the analysis of the

psychometric data. Results indicated that there was no leader

of the group. One sub-leader was found, as were three

reciprocal choices, and four people said they had been

rejected. No one considered themselves isolated. It is

important to point out that the male received only one choice

less than did the sub-leader. The dance teacher pointed out

that members of the group assisted the individual with CP

during class and were concerned that he had enough time to

learn and express the movements. It was possible to deduce

that the group members presented positive interpersonal

relationships. It appears that these adolescents will become

adults with the benefit of knowing about individual

differences in limitations and potentialities.

E-mail: cristiane_gc@hotmail.com

Effects of a Program of Dance in the

Development of the Rhythm Capacities

and Balance of Deaf People

Previato, C.R.S.

Souza, K.C.

Campos, C.

UNIFEV - Centro Universitário de Votuporanga

Individuals with neurosensory deafness can present related

motor problems from damage in the initial function that

directly affects the control of balance. These problems can

result in changes  to the ability to control locomotive tasks

and in the ability to perform other skills, as for example,

those that demand rhythm. Movements characteristic to

dance can improve difficulties with rhythm and balance. We

therefore carried out this study with the objective of

investigating the influence of dance training on the rhythm

and balance of deaf people of different ages. Five young

deaf people participated in this study, male and female,

between the ages of 13 and 19 years. For the assessment of

static balance we used the test, “position four”; to evaluate

dynamic balance we used the test, “stroll in the joist.”

Rhythm was evaluated by a test that consists of walking in

time with a rhythm indicated by a metronome, at three

different cadences, 64, 120, and 184 beats per minute. In this

test, participants were asked to subsequently reproduce the

rhythm, walking as closely as possible to the speed of the

metronome. Balance and rhythm assessment took place at

the beginning (test) and at the end (re-test) of the training

program. The training program lasted two months and

included ten sessions. Three modalities of dance were

practiced: axé, jazz, and expressive dance. The analysis and

discussion of the results permitted us to conclude that: a)

the dance program promoted qualitative improvements in
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the capacity of rhythm for the of test of the highest speed,

but it did not influence the rhythm at low speed; b) there

exists a trend to overestimate the answers in the tests of

rhythm at the lower speed, and to overestimate it in the

fastest speed, and c) the dance program improved balance

control in the dynamic test, but not in the static situation.

E-mail: cicero_campos2003@yahoo.com.br

Rhythmical Activities Adapted

for Deaf Individuals

Luiz, T.R.B.

Araújo, P.F.

Unicamp, Depto de Educação Física

According to Lapierre and Aucotourier (1983), rhythm is an

educational resource with a spontaneous, individual, and

subjective aspect, connected to the deepest point of a human

being. Adapting to a common rhythm causes a certain type

of satisfaction, a certain sensation of power and

communication. The main purpose of this project was to

investigate the perception of external rhythm; the specific

objective was to try to stimulate deaf individuals’

perceptions by exposing them to different rhythm speed

parameters, slow and fast, through an indexed (contextual)

structure. If the main problem in this perception is the

obstruction of the sensorial channel necessary for this to

happen, hearing, we recommend the use of visual clues

(Ladewig, 1994), in the form of graphic structures (Lapierre

and Aucouturier, 1985), with the expectation that deaf

individuals will make the proper association of these

structures with the defined rhythm and rhythmic body

movement (Wertheimer, 1923; Koffka, 1935; Hilgard, 1973;

Keller, 1973; Gagné, 1974; Bruner, 1978). The representative

sample consisted of seven individuals, male and female,

between 11 and 14 years old, from the rehabilitation center

Sydnei Antonio (CRESA), in Curitiba, Paraná. The program’s

validity was confirmed through standard rhythmic tests

before and after the intervention (before and after tests).

Based on the results of the above tests, a t-test was

performed, for dependent sampling, and the existence of

statistically significant differences could be observed, at

the level of p<0.01, for the skills carried out in the slow and

fast conditions. It was also observed that all of the

individuals improved their general rhythmic standards from

the before test phase to the after test phase. These data

suggest that the Adapted Activity Rhythmic Program for

variation in the rhythmic speed parameter for deaf individuals

was effective, provoking an improvement in the subjects of

this research. A deeper study of these issues with a more

extensive sample is also suggested.

Acknowledgements:CAPES
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Identity and Difference: Leisure

Options for Disabled Youngsters

Living in Mathias Velho, Brazil

Mandarino, C.M.

Santos, E.S.

Pereira, S.L.

Medeiros, L.L.

Fonseca, C.

NUPÉ da Cidade/Rede Cedes/Ulbra

This study discusses disability, with a focus on youth leisure.

This is a subject that, in the area of Brazil public policy, is

still scarcely researched. This study aims at identifying the

leisure options disabled youngsters have available in an

environment of social vulnerability, violence, and social and

spatial segregation for the inhabitants of the Mathias Velho

neighborhood, Canoas Town, in the state of Rio Grande do

Sul, Brazil. Based in cultural studies, we herein discuss the

hybrid identities (Hall, 2005) within societies, who establish

the anthropophagic strategies that impair the possibility of

“the other:” those who carry the stigma of abnormality.

Approved by the Ethics Committee (ULBRA) (Resolution

Nr. 196/96), this study used an exploratory approach. The

survey was developed in 2004, employing a sample that

included 2,622 youngsters, aged 15 to 25 years. We compared

the 1% of these informants who had disabilities to the

remaining participants. In the qualitative analysis, the results

showed daily changes, and the production of a youth

identity from gender, ethnics, and religion. Change has been

one of the components of modernity that composes

differences in the cultures of youth, and we identified such

elements in this study. These youths with disabilities are in

the position of upstarts (Bauman, 1998), i.e., someone who

is in that place, but not completely there, suffering

assimilation processes, such as the pariahs belonging to

the lower castes. Leisure experiences show differences in

identity building among disabled youngsters compared to

the other participants of the sample. While 31.9% of the

disabled youngsters practiced sports, only 19% were

involved in such activities on Saturday afternoons. Instead,

they stayed in parks (4.8%) and in the streets (19%). Staying

at home within the neighborhood on weekends (100%), and

especially at home (38.4%), is a sort of denouncement of the

scarce public spaces for sportive leisure. They practiced

few sports, making communication with their neighbors

difficult. The study identified a segregated place within the

neighborhood for these young people, which already was

stigmatized by violence. A disabled youngster living in

Mathias Velho is subject to two types of exclusion: that

which is already related to the neighborhood itself, and the

relationship that these youngsters establish with it.

Acknowledgements: NUPÉ da Cidade/Rede Cedes/Ulbra.
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Boundaryless Love: The Love Relationship

Between Nonblinds And Blinds

Bruns, M.A.T.

FFCL, USP, Ribeirão Preto Campus

The choice of a sexual partner follows the family models

that each society develops throughout its history. Religious,

political and media influences are interlaced with symbols,

which, stigmatized or not, will contribute to the non-blind

individual love relationship to a blind individual to be easy

or difficult. From such perspective, we raise the question:

What is this love relationship between a non-blind and a

blind individual? Objective: understanding the factors that

lead a non-blind individual to develop a love relationship

with a blind one. Procedure: four women and one man (age

range 20-34 years) with educational background ranging from

high school to university were interviewed. The

convergences and divergences of each individual’s

statement were submitted to the phenomenological analysis

process, as proposed by Martin Buber ’s dialogue

philosophy. The results of four non-blind individual’s

statements lead to the following: They hid from family and

friends the fact they were having such a relationship with a

blind individual. They claimed it was a superficial and

convenient relationship. One female interviewee made public

her relationship: It is embedded in admiration and respect,

which enables the singularity of their encounters.

Deconstructing the stigmas and reviewing the aesthetic

values contribute to the expression of a healthy sexuality,

as well as to the social and educational inclusion of the

disabled in the society.

E-mail: toledobruns@uol.com.br

Sexuality, Woman and Paraplegia:

Memories And Silence

Lima, M.S.C.

Unicamp - FE - Paidéia

There are several ways of understanding sexuality and

disability, as there are different ways of interpretation by

society. This implies that sexuality and disability are

connected to each other, according to the order of the

discourse from which these words are enunciated. Anchored

to the theoretical basis of the French Discourse Analysis

(FDA), this work aims to investigate the depositions by some

paraplegic women residing in the Federal District, Brasilia,

based on their discourses about sexuality and disability. To

follow what we call “discursive movements,” one has to

follow some impressions left behind by enunciators. This

helps to visualize new paths and to choose other ways of

interpreting discourse, assuming speech is continuously

under construction. Ten paraplegics residing in the Federal

District, aged 25 to 45 years participated in this research (a

work in progress). The depositions were collected using semi

open-closed questionnaires that included the discursive

resonance analysis for the open discourses. The answers

were audio recorded and then transcribed and analyzed. The

analyses were performed through the discursive memory,

inter-discourse and discursive formation concepts. The main

focus was on the part of the discourses about sexuality and

disability, which suffers constant reconfigurations in order

to adapt them to society. The data analysis allowed us to

verify that these women are affected by the discourse of

others when building not only their concepts about sexuality,

but also their concepts about disability, exclusion and about

a disabled woman.

E-mail: socorrolima19@yahoo.com.br

Spinal Cord Injury Patients: Their

Affective and Sexual Experiences

Bruns, M.A.T.

FFCL, USP, Ribeirão Preto Campus

Barbosa, V.R.C.

USP

The main objective of the present study is to understand

the sense and the meanings that male spinal cord injury

patients attribute to their affective and sexual relationships.

To develop the present study, we interviewed 10 male

patients of acquired spinal cord lesion, aged between 20

and 50, with an educational background ranging from grade

school to university, and lesion time ranging from 5 to 20

years. Five are single, two are married and three have a stable

relationship. They were asked to talk about their affective

and sexual relationship before and after the lesion. Their

testimonials were fully recorded and transcribed. They were

submitted to the qualitative phenomenological method and

interpreted by the dialogue perspective proposed by Martin

Buber. The results converged in the five following categories:

their sexuality prior to the lesion; their perception of the

acquired spinal cord lesion; the relationship with their

partners following the lesion; the affective and sexual

experience of the injured body; the spinal cord lesion patient

and his/her life project. The analysis revealed that all ten

men suffer from desolation, loneliness, and emotional pain

brought by the complete loss of their personal, familiar and

professional structure following the lesion. Their present

reality is identified by the Buberian ontology as superficial

and impersonal. Their rehabilitation is regarded as the

possibility of reintegration and re-planning of their personal,

familiar and professional life project.

E-mail: toledobruns@uol.com.br
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Expressive Body Language Experience

of Adult Psychiatric Patients:

An Exploratory Study

Rosa, A.R.

Sannicandro, I.

Colella, D.

Frisardi, A.

University of Foggia, Italy

The purpose was to examine whether the activity of the

expressive body language contributes to improving motor,

social, cognitive, and affective relationship abilities of adult

psychiatric patients (DSM-IV) hospitalized in the Italian

Department of Mental disease. Participants were 16 patients

(8M/8F) aged between 29/47 years old (mean= 36,5;

SD=7,780317). The training was conducted once a week for

12 weeks; each session lasted two hours. The individual

was evaluated at the test/retest through the Italian version

(Carraro et al.2000) of the Lofopot - Louvain Observation

Scale for Objectives in Psychomotor Therapy- (Van

Coppenolle et al., 1989) while performing through dramatizing

a story. The activities, developed over 12 weeks, included

body exploration and expression as well as corporeal mime

and pantomime, of the street arts (circus skill and expressive

techniques for puppet theatre). The data gathered with the

test/retest results of the training were then evaluated using

the Wilcoxon signed rank test, in order to evaluate whether

the p-value medians differ from the test and retest and the

Spearman’s ñ test to verify if a correlation between the items

exist both in the test and retest. From the analysis of this

data the Wilcoxon’s test highlighted that the value of the

medians is different (p=<0.025) between test/ retest in

Lofopt’s items: Activity, Relaxation, Movement control,

Focus attention, Movement expressivity,  Verbal

communication, Social regulation. From the analysis of the

observations made through Spearman’s ñ test, highly

significant correlation (p<0.01) have been revealed in the

retest among the following item couples: Emotional relation

with Verbal communication; Self confidence with Movement

control; Movement control with Self confidence and with

Verbal communication; Verbal communication with

Movement control. No significant correlation has been

revealed in the item Relaxation (test/retest). In conclusion,

the hypothesis could be confirmed but some reservation

because there were only partial changes to motor, social,

cognitive, and affective relationship abilities even if for some

of the Lofopt’s items, there was a difference in the medians

distribution between test/retest and the medians values

(retest) are shifted to zero which represent the index of

normality. The test revealed that some Lofopt’s items were

those mainly influenced by the activities and that there were

variation of correlation and relation for some them.

E-mail: birosa@alice.it

Female Aesthetic Patterns

and the “Cult of Perfection”

Andrade, M.R.M.

Dornellas, L.C.G.

Maia, R.R.

Ferreira, M.E.C.

UFJF-Faculdade de Educação Física e Desportos

This main goal of this study is to identify female aesthetic

patterns and whether or not they are related to age, as well

as degrees of (dis)satisfaction with body image by women

that practice water aerobics exercises. One hundred and

fourteen women aged between 18 and 84 years old,

participants of water aerobics exercise in Juiz de Fora, State

of Minas Gerais, Brazil took part in this study. The women

were divided into four groups. This division was made

according to age, in compliance with the World Health

Organization’s criteria (1991): A (15 to 30), B (31 to 45), C (46

to 60) and D (60 and older). Stunkard, Sorensen and

Schlusinger’s Body Image Scale (BMI) containing nine female

silhouette models (1983) was used as assessment tool of

female aesthetic pattern, since models range from slim

silhouette to the most obese. The next step was to ask

individuals to identify which silhouette corresponded to

their own bodies and which corresponded to the body they

wanted to have. The analysis of body (dis)satisfaction

included comparing their actual silhouette to the ideal they

choose. In general, we found that only 16.6% of the women

were satisfied with their body dimensions. In Group A, 72%

of the women chose silhouette 3 (BMI = 20). In Group B,

38% chose silhouette 3, while 31% chose silhouette 2 (BMI

= 19.1). Groups C and D preferred silhouettes 3 and 4 (BMI =

22) as beauty patterns. Based on these results, we concluded

that younger women (Groups A and B) prefer silhouettes

which correspond to a lower BMI whereas older women

(Groups C and D) prefer a slightly higher BMI. Nevertheless,

the vast majority of the women (91%), regardless their age,

would rather have a silhouette which is 2 numbers below the

one they currently have.

E-mail: monicarmaia@hotmail.com
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Resilience in Rehabilitation of

People with Traumatic Disabilities

White, B.

Driver, S.

University of North Texas

Resilience is part of the ‘positive psychology’ movement

that focuses on identifying the strengths of an individual

when faced with adversity (e.g., support network, personal

competence), rather than their weaknesses (e.g., depression,

anxiety). Although operational definitions vary widely,

resilience is generally considered a multidimensional

construct consisting of behaviors, thoughts, and actions,

which can be learned overtime. Despite the lack of clarity in

the definition there is a growing body of literature examining

resilience in different populations. However, there is a

paucity of literature examining the resilience of individuals

who have experienced a traumatic injury. This is emphasized

by the recognition of a need for clinical based research with

individuals who have been exposed to a traumatic event

(e.g., spinal cord injury, brain injury). Consequently, the

purpose of this presentation is to discuss the construct of

resilience and relate discussion to people with traumatic

injuries. Specifically, the presentation will define resilience

and the key factors that make up the construct. This

information will be linked to people with traumatic injuries

and the role of resilience in the rehabilitation process with

the use of a ‘metatheory of resilience.’ Discussion will also

focus on potential interventions to enhance resilience as

well as provide suggestions for valid and reliable measures.

Resilience is a multidimensional construct that plays a key

role in individuals successfully dealing with rehabilitation

after a traumatic injury. Increased resilience has been linked

to positive health outcomes including greater satisfaction

with life, self-esteem, social coherence, and decreases in

depression and anxiety. Thus, it is important that specialists

understand the importance of resilience in the rehabilitation

process as well as how to identify what skills associated

with resilience the individual possesses. Using reliable and

valid measures is key to the identifying what resilience skills

individual’s possess. Acknowledgements: Research funded

by University of North Texas Faculty Grant FRG30098.

E-mail: bwhite@coe.unt.edu

Adapted Sports Project for Angolan

Children and Youth with Disabilities

Gomes, A.

Angolan Paralympic Committee, Angola

The Angolan Paralympic Committee (APC) movement was

implemented almost a decade ago and athletes have received

important international titles through these years. The

Paralympic committee movement was promoted when ex-

soldiers who had become disabled due to the long civil war

(1975 – 2002). The purpose was to enhance their value in

society by increasing their self-esteem, self-confidence and

self-affirmation. Currently, there is a need for the development

of adapted sports programs for children and youth with

disabilities. Angola has approximately 15,000,000 of

inhabitants in which 46, 7% are under 15 years old (UNDP,

2005) and 20% of them are estimated to have some kind of

disability (INEE, 2006). This project will be funded by Petróleo

Company and the timescale is five years (2007 – 2012). The

project will include children and youth without disabilities

as peer tutors and the instructors will be selected and trained

by the APC. The main objectives of this pilot project are: (a)

to recruit children with disabilities from 5 to 16 years old

from different location, (b) to establish the practices, (c) to

promote children and youth participation in adapted sport

and recreation programs, (d) to identify future potential

Paralympic athletes and (e) to develop new competencies

for the adapted sports instructors in coaching children with

different types of disabilities in all Angolan provinces.

E-mail: aguedalobito@yahoo.com

Special Olympics Brazil:

The Experience of Being Active

Tavares, C.P.

Special Olympics

Eunice Kennedy Shriver established the Special Olympics

(SO) in the United States, in the 1960s, in order to provide

people with intellectual disabilities the opportunity to

demonstrate their physical capacities. Later, the Special

Olympics International (SOI) was established as an

international non-profit organization in order to carry her

goals worldwide. SOI has become highly regarded due in

part to its efforts with training programs and competitions

in as many as thirty Olympic modalities, including both

summer and winter games. The first international games, the

Special Olympics, occurred in Chicago, Illinois (USA), in

1968. Currently, SOI is present in more than 150 countries,

benefiting more than two million people with intellectual

disabilities who participate in over 200 sports programs. The

first attempt to introduce the Special Olympics to Brazil was

in 1990, in the Federal District, Brasilia. Finally, in 2002,

Special Olympics Brazil became an official branch of SOI. In

order to qualify for the 2007 World Summer Games in China,
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in early 2006 SO Brazil sponsored a first round of state games

in Minas Gerais, Paraná, Santa Catarina, São Paulo and Rio

de Janeiro. The winners of these games qualified to

participate in the 1st National Games, to be held in Mogi das

Cruzes, in the state of São Paulo, Nov. 2 – 5, 2006. The

National Games include five modalities: basketball, soccer,

swimming, speed skating, and tennis. These modalities are

divided by levels of abilities and include adapted tests in

order to help determine individual differences between

athletes. During the four days of competition, participants

in the SO Brazil games included over 400 athletes, 300

parents/friends, 120 technicians from each state, and the

help of 700 volunteers. From this competition, 68 athletes

were selected to represent Brazil during the international

games to be held in China in 2007. These athletes were

pooled from more than 200 gold medalists. The 1st National

Summer Games was one of the primary objectives of the SO

Brazil. The next objective is the preparation for preparatory

phase of the World-wide Winter Games, to be held in 2009,

in Boise, Idaho (USA). The Brazilian organization intends to

improve the social visibility of its program so that it can

expand throughout the national territory, and reach out for a

larger number of individuals with intellectual disabilities.

E-mail: cpaioli@yahoo.com.br

Wheelchair Dance Sport and Aging:

Possibilities for Participation

Barros, M.M.S.

Celestino, J.Q.

Tolocka, R.E.

FIEL - Laboratório de Desenvolvimento Motor

The number of ageing people has increased all over the world,

and many older people have no choice but to go to nursing

homes because their families have no means to take care of

them at home. Some don´t have family at all. In nursing

homes, older people are apart of society and, in many cases,

they don´t have opportunities for motor activities. The goal

of this study was to explore dance possibilities for older

people living in nursing homes, particularly for individuals

using wheelchairs. A field research included data-collection

about health conditions and previous motor activity

experiences. A functional evaluation was done according to

the wheelchair dance sport international classification

system. We had nine wheelchairs users between 69 – 86

years old, and most of them have been wheelchair users for

10 years or more. Two of them had used it for more them 70

years. We found five cases of Alzheimer and two with polio.

None of them have ever taken part in physical activities

programs and all of them have been sent to the nursing home

because their health situation. They are apart from the

community most of the time since they checked in the

institution. The functional evaluation showed the majority

of these older individuals have limited range of movements,

therefore they classify as LWD1 (Level of wheelchair dance).

Many of them need someone to help them during wheelchair

locomotion. They were very pleased to take part in such

dance activities. For older people in similar situation, we

suggest that dance programs should start with recreational

dance and playful rhythmical activities using body segments.

E-mail: marcela.sampaio@ig.com.br

Teaching Fundamental Movements in

Fencing Strategy for Deaf People

Nazareth, V. L.

Duarte, E.

UNICAMP - Departamento de Atividade

Motora Adaptada e Saúde

The first work in fencing as an adapted sport appeared in

the mid-1950’s with a group of marrow-wounded people in

Rockwood (Cardiff), England. Since then, fencing has gone

through several adaptations in its rules and equipment so

that it could be made feasible for people with disabilities to

practice the sport. However, due to the high cost of

equipment, the lack of an adapted fencing room, and the

scarcity of capable professionals to work with people with

different demands, fencing remains largely a non-accessible

sport for disabled people. In the case of the practice of the

sport by a person with hearing problems, it often becomes

problematic due to the fact that most fencing instructors

aren’t familiar with teaching methods adapted to the levels

of comprehension and potentialities for deaf people. The

present study arose from the observation of this problem;

therefore, the main goal of the research was to adapt, for the

purpose of teaching deaf people, the traditionally used

methodology in the teaching of fencing. Our study employed

qualitative research, of the participant-observation kind.

Seven teenagers, from 12 to 18 years old, with

neurossensorial deafness from moderate to deep levels, were

included in an 8-month program to learn the basic

fundamentals of the sword modality. The results show that

the technical fundamentals of fencing can be taught to deaf

persons through representations, image demonstrations,

and/or non-standard gestures. But, in the teaching of

strategic actions of fencing combat it appeared that the deaf

students need to learn a visio-spatial method of language,

due to the fact that the tactical concept is constructed in

abstract space. In the situation of teaching, the control of

language was showed as a predominant component for the

deaf person’s effective understanding of the concepts of

tactical and technical actions, and their relations in the

sportive duel within the context of algebra. It does not appear

necessary to make any changes in the weapons structure,

since auditory disability doesn’t provoke injuries or wide

deficits in the functional actions that depend on motion

efficiency.

E-mail: valbernazareth@uol.com.br
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Teaching Adapted Boccia

Silva, R.S.

Lopes, K.A.T.

Seixas, F.S.

Almeida, R.S.

Silva, E.V.A.

Universidade Federal do Amazonas

This experience report has aims to introduce how to teach

adapted boccia for people with severe degree of motor

disability. Knowing that the degree of a disability difficult

the practice of sports, we begun to offer adapted boccia in

the Motor Activities for the Disabled Program (PROAMDE)

at the Federal University of Amazonas. The boccia game is a

competitive game and can be played individually, in pairs,

or in groups, by people with cerebral palsy. The goals of

this game are associated with leisure, recreation and high

levels of competition. In the PROAMDE, boccia is played in

a recreational way, providing individuals with a context for

developing several skills considering their motor and

cognitive conditions. In 2006, the group was comprised of

five adult students. Three of them had cerebral palsy, and

two had a neurological syndrome. The one-and-a-half-hour

classes took place on Mondays and were included the

introduction of the sport. The sessions planning was based

on characteristics of each skill. For instance, short and long

throws, accuracy, techniques and tactics of the adapted sport

were presented according to the specific conditions of each

student, promoting situations of success. This experience

helped us to understand that the conditions students with

disability present, although severe, do not mean they are

obstacles in their lives. Acknowledgements: MEC; Petrobrás.

E-mail: rosafef@gmail.com

Volleyball & Inclusion of

People With Disabilities

Zanollo, L.J.M.

Lopes, L.D.

Brisolar, L.F.S.

Musetti, A.C.

Jalantonio, R.

Mendonça, M.

Instituto de Atividades Inclusivas - IAI

One of the biggest challenges in our society and also in the

physical education field is to create activities that are

inclusive to everyone, regardless of having some kind of

disability. This paper aims to present an experience report of

four interns working as assistants in classes of the project

VivaVôlei Especial. We hoped to increase the possibilities

of this sport to be practiced by anyone, specifically groups

of students with disability. The project VivaVôlei Especial is

part of the Instituto de Atividades Inclusivas/IAI located in

São Carlos, state of São Paulo, Brazil, and affiliated with the

Brazilian Federation of Volleyball (Confederação Brasileira

de Voleibol/CBV). Seventy-five participants ranging 7 to 58

years old toke part in this project: forty-nine students were

from a special institution, and thirty-six students were from

a local community of the city of São Carlos. The project

consisted of two divisions in the city São Carlos, one with

the purpose of integrating student’s age 7 to 16 years, with

and without special needs. This division was located in the

outskirts of the city called Centro VivaVolei ECO. The second

division was designed to receive people age 14 to 58 years

with special needs. The classes toke place at a private club.

Thirty classes were distributed in twelve weeks. The

methodology we used was based on the development of

fundamental motor skills (walking, running, jumping,

blocking, throwing, and catching, all of them related to

initiation in volleyball). Lesson plans included putting on

the gym uniform, kit assembly (which enables splitting the

gym into three courts), class preparatory exercises (flexibility

exercises, warm-up and motor coordination games), exercises

with and without the volleyball ball, volleyball skills standing

and not moving, playing informal volleyball games, and class

termination (kit disassembly and putting away the class

material). Daily activity information and audiovisual

resources were used for data collection. The results showed

that volleyball can be practiced by anyone and that many

students show progress in the game itself as well as in

socialization skills, making volleyball adapted to diverse skills

of diverse students. Acknowledgements: Instituto de

Atividades Inclusivas; Confederação Brasileira de Voleibol

E-mail: institutodeatividadesinclusivas@hotmail.com

Basketball and Lifestyle of People With

Spinal Cord Injury: A Descriptive Study

Pinto, P.C.

Mandarino, C.M.

ULBRA/RS

The purpose of this study was to establish a relationship

between wheelchair basketball practice and lifestyle of

people with spinal cord injury. The level of spinal injury was

related to strategy individuals used for accessing public

spaces with the wheelchair. The study used a descriptive

investigation in order to answer the research question: In

what ways accessibility interferes in the lifestyle exhibited

by individuals with spinal cord injury? A partially structured

interview was applied to three individuals with spinal cord

injury, participants of the wheelchair basketball program of

the Adapted Motor Activity Center (CEAMA - Centro de

Estudo de Atividade Motora Adaptada), at ULBRA, Rio

Grande do Sul, Brazil. The participants answered questions

about their lifestyle, which emphasized school activities,

cause of the spinal trauma, as well as questions about

professional, family life and social life. The results were

classified into categories: autonomy, forms of accessibility,

practice of wheelchair basketball and lifestyle. It was evident
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that people with spinal cord injury did modified their lifestyle

because of architectural barriers and, consequently, lacked

accessibility in public spaces, causing an impaired pursuit

for autonomy by these individuals. Also, their financial

resources for recreation were centered almost exclusively in

athletic activities that granted accessibility and safety.

Although the Federal Constitutional Law 10.098/2000

establishes general recommendations for accessibility of

people with disabilities, most public places disregard such

recommendations. The results of this research stress that

the value of athletic participation for those with spinal cord

injuries is associated with an improvement of quality of life.

Also, such participation creates opportunities for social

contacts, improvement of social skills, and knowledge about

their rights, maintain and improve positive self-esteem and

autonomy.

E-mail: pri_educadora_fisica@hotmail.com

Wheelchair Basketball at the FCT/UNESP,

Presidente Prudente, Brazil

Brancatti, P.R.

Chagas, E.F.

Casteleti, J.P.

Ribeiro, D.

Bausas Junior, E.A.

Unesp FCT Departamento de Educação

In March, 1999 at the São Paulo State University (FCT/

UNESP), Presidente Prudente, São Paulo, Brazil, we started

the wheelchair basketball program, where people with

physical disability (spinal cord injured) had an opportunity

to practice for the first time this sport activity, first of this

kind on the region. To fill out this demand, we offered the

program with activities that has the purpose of developing

diverse abilities of basketball,  including physical

conditioning, muscle strength, agility, ball control, and

learning how to maneuver the wheelchair, besides other motor

skills. Our goal was to deal with individual’s attitudes and

behaviors in the sport context, so that integration/inclusion

and socialization would become a reality. Currently the group

is comprised of twelve males and only one female, age

between twenty and fifty three years. They meet three times

a week for two hours. The program includes general physical

conditioning, exercises for passing and controlling the ball,

conduction and throwing the ball, and game attack and

defense strategies. Since 2002 the team has been invited to

participate in the São Paulo Championship of 2nd division

promoted by the São Paulo Wheelchair Basketball

Federation. The project relies also in the participation of

physical education students under a scholarship. They

administer the session training and participate during game

tournaments. The project provided many benefits to the

participants mainly related to improvement of their quality

of life, self-esteem, autonomy and also friendship between

all of them. Many accessibility barriers were related to

transportation by bus, between hotels and restaurants.

Acknowledgements:  PROEX/UNESP since 2001,

FUNDUNESP, Pastorinho Supermarket and Andorinha Bus

Company.

E-mail: paulobrancatti@uol.com.br

Track and Field for People With Disabilities

at FCT/UNESP, Presidente Prudente, Brazil

Brancatti, P.R.

Costeleti, J.P.

Bausas Junior, E.A.

Unesp FCT Departamento de Educação

Costa, J.B.

Academia Vida Ativa Presidente Prudente

The track and field project began in 2005 in the region of

President Prudente, São Paulo, Brazil. This was the first

opportunity for people with disability in this modality. The

project takes place at the São Paulo State University (FCT/

UNESP), campus of President Prudente. Currently six

participants with disability (four amputees and two with

cerebral palsy) have sponsorship from the university

(PROEX). The purpose of the program is to introduce the

participants in this sport and make possible regional and

national participation. Therefore, promoting the sport for

the population with disability and re-affirming rights of

inclusion and socialization. The group is comprised of six

people and meetings occur twice a week, two hours each.

We work with several athletic modalities such as, races and

throwing. Participants also receive physical conditioning and

technique training, muscle strength, agility, endurance,

motor coordination and other aspects of motor skills. The

activities of the project provide many benefits to these people

mainly about improvement of quality of life, self- esteem

and autonomy. Contact with a well- established sport allowed

them to expand their horizons and seek for better results in

national competitions. Some of the athletes have already

participated of three Brazilian Paralympics Circuit in 2005/

2006, regional games, winning several gold, silver and bronze

medals. Their results included shot-put, javelin and 100, 200

and 400 conventional races, and with wheelchair users.

Acknowledgements: UNESP/PROEX, Pastorinho

Supermarkets, Prudenaço and Andorinha Bus Company.

E-mail: paulobrancatti@uol.com.br

Adapted Sport for People With Cerebral Palsy

Bausas Junior, E.A.

Unesp-FCT- Educação Física

Chagas, E.F.

Unesp-FCT-Depto. de Fisioterapia

Brancatti, P.R.

Unesp-FCT- Depto. de Educação
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The inclusion of people with disabilities in society has

frequently been debated in discussions, universities, and

media, with the objective of including them in the community.

These discussions aimed to integrate these persons in a

global way, that is, professionally, personally, and in sports,

among others. Today, we still see a lack of information and

public discourse, and architectural barriers that limit the

inclusion of people disabilities in society. Through an

analysis of sport practices in elementary and high schools,

it is possible to see exclusion taking place in the classes of

physical education and leisure activities. One of the reasons

for this is the lack of preparation by professionals who work

with special populations. This situation motivated the idea

to create teaching material that can be used by those who

intend to work with people with disabilities, using physical

activities and adapted sports. It was the objective of this

project to develop didactic material that will help the

professional who works with people with disabilities,

specifically those with cerebral palsy, using adapted sport.

This work had as support the extension project at FCT/

UNESP of Presidente Prudente, called the Adapted Motor

Activity Program. This program works with sports for people

with disability, and has the objective of understanding the

process of adaptation caused by sport practice, and its

benefits to athletes. We used a theoretical foundation for

our research, and a collection of photographic material,

including videos that show the practice of athletes during

training. This project resulted in the production of didactic

material that contains basic information about cerebral palsy,

adapted physical education, and adapted sport, which was

made available on CD-ROM. The CD also contains

information about planning and organizating lessons,

including training that is guided by photos and videos. This

material is an auxiliary tool for physical education teachers

who work with persons with cerebral palsy or similar

disabilities.

E-mail: edu_bausas@yahoo.com.br

The Progress of the Brazilian Track and

Field Athletes in the Paralympic Games

Scherer, R.L.

Sigwalt, A.R.

Ferrari, E.

Fernandes, L.L.

Vasconcelos, M.P.

Rodrigues, L.A.

UFSC - Depto de Educação Física

Adapted sports are in the rise, being recognized and

appreciated by more and more athletes and spectators. An

example of this evolution is the way the sport area is

organized and executed at the Paralympic Games. All-around-

the-world athletes compete for better results and overcome

limits and discrimination. Brazil has one of the most

representative Paralympic Games squads, with elite athletes

and expressive international results. This study, using six

sources from the Internet, aims to analyze the progress of

Brazilian Track and Field teams since their first appearance

at the Paralympic Games. The simple case technique was

applied, using content analysis. The results showed that in

the USA 1984 Paralympic Games edition, Brazil won gold

medal in women’s 100m dash with the blind athlete, Anaelise.

In the track and field Brazil won the largest number of medals

in Athens 2004 Paralympic Games: 16 athletes with 5 gold, 6

silver and 5 bronze medals. Brazil ranked the 15th place. Some

outstanding athletes in this Paralympic sport were: Ádria

Rocha Santos, André Luiz Garcia de Andrade, Antônio

Delfino de Souza, Aurélio Guedes dos Santos, Gílson José

dos Anjos, Hilário Moreira Neto, Júlio César Petto de Souza,

Maria José (Zezé) Ferreira Alves, Moisés Vicente Neto, Odair

Ferreira dos Santos, Roseane Ferreira dos Santos, Sirlene

Aparecida Guilhermino, Simone Camargo da Silva, Sônia

Maria Pereira de Gouveia, Suely Rodrigues Guimarães,

Terezinha Aparecida Guilhermino. Therefore, similar to other

countries, over the years, Brazilian track and field is

continuously evolving, results, records, and athlete

participation is increasing. This trend is observed not only

in the track and field sport, but also in all the other Paralympic

sports. Acknowledgements: PRAE / PRCE - UFSC e Ministério

do Esporte

E-mail: roger@autonomia.com.br

From Paralympics to Leisure Olympic

Games: Redefining Cultural Parameters

Sato, C.A.S.

Instituto Santa Úrsula e CEBRIJ

Caccia Bava, A.C.B.

Ciências Sociais da Faculdade de Ciências e

Letras da Unesp

The Olympic Games for Kids (OGK) is a project which runs

in parallel to another social and sport-adapted initiative: The

Paralympics and The Special Olympics. The OGK main

purpose is to promote cooperation, as well as to put together

various sportspeople and physical education students with

children, teenagers, and youngsters with any kind of

physical or mental disability. The project requires a newer

understanding and knowledge of the urban space, which

would enable the realization of physical activities associated

with a non-competitive approach. The guided sample of the

groups is based on the constant participation of the

community health agents who work throughout the city. Due

to the uniqueness of the project, the results will be presented

at the end of the year in another paper. Acknowledgements:

Ri Happy, São Francisco, Sorveteria Jô

E-mail: satoacarlos@yahoo.com.br
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The Ludwig Guttmann Group and

Its Social Contributions to the

Camanducaia Valley, Brazil

Camargo, W.X.

Pegoretti, C.

Tafner, P.H.

Billi, A.B.

Voltan, D.

Schionatto, L.

UNIFIA

The Camanducaia Valey is an important Brazilian region

located in the course of Camanducaia river, which flows

around some cities. They are called the “Circuito das Águas

Paulista” and is where the University of Amparo (UNIFIA)

is locaded. Faculty of the UNIFIA is a private institution

that has many concerns about social responsibilities to the

community of this region. One of these concerns materialized

in the creation of the group called “Ludwig Guttmann.” The

goals of this group are to develop social actions with the

disabled population of the valley. The group started with

the participation of two individuals and today has 28. These

participants have one or multiple disabilities. The many

programs offered to this group include sports, leisure

activities and recreational games. About 90% of participants

come from poor segments of society. About 60% have very

limited fundamental motor skills. Our experience of two and

a half years showed that, not only public universities and

for non-profits organizations efforts can effectively

contribute to social segments, but also private institutions.

Finally, besides the benefits of social intervention, UNIFIA

students can also participate of this experience and

complement their university training. Acknowledgements:

Unifia - Centro Universitário Amparense e Grupo Ludwig

Guttmann

E-mail: wxcamargo@gmail.com

Scouting a Goalball Team: A Report on

ACIC/UFSC of Florianópolis, Brazil

Rodrigues, L.A.

Mafra, L.F.

Scherer, R.L.

Fernandes, L.L.

Alves, J.B.M.

Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina

Scouting is a useful instrument to observe and to register

some important variables in sports. In adapted sports, teams

need to be balanced in physical, technical and tactical

aspects. Therefore, the use of this tool can bring significant

benefits to assess the readiness of a team for a competition.

This report aims to describe the use of this tool in trainings

and in game sessions of the goalball team of the Association

for Integrating the Blind of Santa Catarina and Federal

University of Santa Catarina (ACIC/UFSC). This team

participated in both regional and national level competitions

and is part of the Saturday on Campus Project: Adapted

Sports at UFSC. Saturday on Campus allows undergraduate

students in physical education to develop projects that offer

sports and recreational services to disabled people. Since in

competitions different tactical and technical abilities are

required for goalball, we designed a scouting instrument to

facilitate following up the athletes performance. The first

version of the scouting included to register success of the

team on defense and attack. Furthermore, the instrument’s

new versions included more detailed information from the

group while playing. The scouting was differentiated for

men and women teams. In its early use, few athletes showed

interest in data gathering during the games. However, this

situation changed when feedback from the scouting begun

to help them to improve their performance during the games.

The athletes recognized the scouting value and made its

use mandatory in every games and training sessions. We

concluded that the scouting instrument brought significant

benefits to goalball teams, and it served as an excellent tool

for tactical and technical development of this adapted sport.

Acknowledgements: Pró-Reitoria de Assuntos Estudantis,

Ministério do Esporte

E-mail: kinho@grad.ufsc.br

Track and Field: Running With

Youngsters With Mental Retardation

Silva, K.R.M.

Lopes, K.A.T.

Oliveira, L.K.S.

Riker, A.P.

Seixas, F.S.

Universidade Federal do Amazonas

In 2006, we offered an athletic program, Motor Activities

Program for the Disabled (PROAMDE), to a group of

individuals with mental disability, whose ages ranged from

15 to 30 years. Exercises were adjusted relative to their

individual needs and limitations. Our purpose during the

program was to help participants develop the inherent

physical capacities of sport such as strength, speed, and

agility, and to improve physical conditioning by means of

increasing cardio-respiratory resistance. We used games

during the pedagogical process and races during short and

long distances tests. The training sessions took place two

times per week, with each session lasting 90 minutes. We

performed a battery of tests on each participant both before

the training program began and after its completion. We

observed significant changes in the body composition of

each athlete, with a loss of fat mass and a gain in lean mass.

The development of physical capacities and resistance were

observed in tests of physical aptitude with increases in

frequency or times of duration of accomplishment of each
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task demanded. We also observed what appeared to be an

increase in self-esteem and self-confidence in the pupils.

We also noted that in competitions participants seemed to

demonstrate an increased concern for one another. We

believe that when individuals participate in extension

projects it is important to measure their progress in relation

to his/her ability to solve problems in that particular

community.

E-mail: kimraone@yahoo.com.br

Adapted Sport: Professional Experience

Augusto, R.M.

Danaga, N.H.P.

Universidade Camilo Castelo Branco

During the last year of graduation in physical education

this author participated in special education project of the

São Carlos City Secretary of Education, São Paulo, Brazil. A

running training program was observed during nine months,

two days a week, 4 hours a day. Two blind athletes ages 20

and 25 years, class B1 and B3, respectively, were followed

during their training and during a regional competition. The

athletes and the coach answered a questionnaire. The aim

of this study was to demonstrate the difficulties of training

demands, as well as the improvement the sport participation

had on developing not only physical conditioning, but

quality of life, and social interaction. The coach reported

particular difficulties in requiring stretching exercises and in

adapting exercise for the blind because most of the activities

relied on verbalization. In addition, many exercises had to

be demonstrated individually, reducing the time for training.

The athletes related improvement in endurance, motor

coordination and in their social interaction. This experience

demonstrates the importance of sports in improving quality

life for the blind.

E-mail: meccaricardo@yahoo.com.br

The Benefits of Indoor Climbing

to Visually Impaired People

Muniz, B.O.M.

Werner, T.W.

Escola de Educacao Fisica e Desportos - UFRJ

In childhood almost every child goes through an experience

of simulated sightlessness. Sight is the most important

source of learning, especially for movement. Blind individuals

form their images of the world through others senses (hearing,

smelling, proprioceptive, tactile, kinesthetic). In the case of

blindness, is very important for other senses to be stimulated,

since they help to reduce psychomotor delays. Psychomotor

delays implicate poor posture and limited static and dynamic

balance. This research is a literature review, in which the

main theme was indoor climbing for visually impaired

individuals, having as its objective the analysis of climbing’s

use and its benefits to the development of visually impaired

children. Climbing provides visually impaired children with

pleasurable opportunities to develop their senses of

motricity, posture, balance, range of motion, and fine

coordination. Improvements occur in the affective aspects

as well as the cognitive: self-esteem, concentration, problem

solving, and the formulating of strategies. This simple “play

of climbing walls” can provide conditions for reaching other

developmental objectives: a balanced personality, social

integration, good heath, and optimism. Acknowledgements:

UFRJ

E-mail: bruna.muniz@ufrj.br

Inclusive Opportunities

in Trampoline Exercise

Schneider, H.

AFAPA

Keil, H.

Institut Keil

Schneider, W.

Univerity of Economics Vienna

Inclusive sports are comparatively rare in German-speaking

countries. Persons with disabilities usually are trained by

competent teachers who specialize in working with disabled

people, and they are able to show good performance

according to their limits. There also are integrated classes:

that is, classes in which able-bodied children—some of them

highly talented in motor ability, as well as children who have

different forms of disability, are taught together. Teachers of

such classes who attempt to choose sports suitable for both

groups often find it difficult to tackle this task. If you analyze

the necessary preconditions in the fields of motor ability for

learning how to use a trampoline: emotional, cognitive, and

social behavior, it becomes apparent that this athletic

equipment can stimulate and support children who have

spasticity, hyperactive children, children with sensory and

learning disorders, as well as those who are mentally retarded.

The situation also is not to the disadvantage of their able-

bodied classmates. This case report deals with the use of a

trampoline in an elementary school, where 14 able-bodied,

fourth-grade children were taught, together with four

children who had disabilities. Each lesson lasted for 90

minutes. All children actively took part. The evaluation of

the inclusive trampoline experience was carried out following

an analysis of the group, and drew from the entire class,

which resulted in advice related to the social integration of

the children with disabilities and their self-perceptions.

E-mail: schneider.helga@gmx.at
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Recreational Adapted Scuba Diving: An

Alternative for Leisure and Adventure

Sodré, L.H.M.

Costa, V.L.M.

Universidade Gama Filho (UGF)

Recreational adapted scuba diving is an opportunity for

leisure and adventure for everyone, for both people with

disability and non-disabled people. It is an opportunity for

any person with disability to be a diver and to be able to

explore, to know, to enjoy and to have fun with the beauty

and richness of marine life. Diving allows one to feel the

greatness of life, allows one to be part of the marine and

terrestrial world. Being disabled does not necessarily limit

someone of dwelling with the adventures and the beauty of

living. Daily existence can take a special meaning when

diving the planet earth’s oceans. The livelihood of the

adapted scuba diving, in this study, is linked to the social

imaginary, leisure, ecological tourism, adventure and risk.

We observed that people with disability when deeply

submerged on a daily basis, often are pushed to be socially

included. In some situations, we observed that those people

and their family members submerge together in a huge battle

field, seeking for the conquest of spaces, as well as, seeking

security of each other. Considering the beliefs and myths

about disabilities, and people with disability themselves who

have had not opportunity to access correct information and

to perceive positive values about themselves, scuba diving

is an efficient way for inclusion in a unique social context.

Scuba diving promotes daily contributions to build an

inclusive society in action and meaning. Life is meant to

everyone and for everyone. That is the way that the universal

and living life is presented to all of us. Our study is focused

on the belief that people with disability must have leisure,

adventure, and risk, all of which are in contrast with the

social misconception that disabled scuba divers who have

physical, visual, hearing and audiovisual impairments are

limited. Our intention is to identify the meaning of leisure,

adventure and risk beyond impairments. Meaningful content

emerged from the reports and tales from these divers, as

well as beliefs and myths.

E-mail: luciasodre@terra.com.br

The Meanings of Adventure, Body Orientation

and Mobility of Blind People in Open Waters

Rosa, R.M.N.

Costa, V.L.M.

LIRES–PPGEF-Universidade Gama Filho/UNESA

A qualitative and exploratory study about the effects

crossings open waters have on eight blind people from the

Benjamin Constant Institute was done by using a semi-

structured interview. Also, using allegory of animals, we

provided a way for formulation of projective dreams of their

ideas. The study aims to understand some of the meanings

adventure, body orientation and mobility, have in making

explicit the world of meanings that constitute the social

imaginary of those swimmers. Some symbolic and mystic

elements, expressed in their speeches, were highlighted.

Blind people who practice sports, in addition to some

physical activity, enjoy the right of moving independently

and autonomously. The freedom of this practice entitled them

to challenge their disabling conditions. Facing the sea in all

its extension expand imaginative and inspired trips.

Whenever the images are subjectively built by perceptual

hints, words and language—and not only by vision—, the

body becomes able to feel reality, even if the eyes can’t see.

These athletes’ adventures in the sea are represented by

their sensations and images built out of meanings and

impregnated senses. Several speeches are present in the

universe of the disabled, supplying hints on how to

understand this social imaginary. Revealing these hints

expand new discussions and views. To be heroically reborn

out of the waters of the sea, searching strength for daily life

demands, represents overcoming, a conquest that make them

to face social discrimination from an inclusive perspective.

When we interpreted the results we detected three animals.

Linked to the trilogy of the elements earth-water-moon, the

dog has a clairvoyant, guide, bewitching, second-sighted

function. The dolphins symbolize regeneration, divination,

wisdom, prudence, displacement, and lord of the navigation.

The flight of the bird establishes relationships between

heaven and earth, liberation, presage, message from heaven,

lightness. The adventure of swimming in open waters allowed

us to understand that there is imaginary where water is, life

discovered in the darkness, regeneration. They move through

symbols of clairvoyance, through their internal forces,

overcoming, and conquest. These swimmers search equality,

normalcy and opportunity, right for such an adventure. The

greatest gift to society given by the blind athletes is to open

reflections about the differences and inclusion.

E-mail: ginagua@ig.com.br

Sailing School Project for The Rehabilitation

of Youth With Cerebral Palsy

Lopes, G.L.

Moraes, C.M.

Rede Sarah de Hospitais

The routine of children and adolescents with cerebral palsy

is directed toward adequate treatment. The child typically is

prevented from experiencing his childhood and is forced to

follow a complex agenda of appointments in clinics and

specialized services, which involves activities that reinforce

his/her limitations. In 2006, a project was established with

the intention of searching for an alternative form of

intervention, thereby reinforcing the child’s potential and

talents in a sail  activity. Cerebral palsy children

(quadriplegics, diplegics, and hemiplegics), between 6 and
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15 years old, without accentuated cognitive dysfunction and

capable of maintaining clinical stability, were taught how to

sail. This sailing project attempted to approach, in a playful

way, issues related to the motor, cognitive, and emotional

aspects of children and adolescents treated at the

International Center of Neuroscience and Rehabilitation of

the Sarah Hospital. The activities allowed children to

experience situations of apprenticeship, and confrontation

and success, that were detached from the medical/

therapeutical environment. The Sailing School project takes

place two times a week for groups of children with adequate

age and availability. Specific activities are created to promote

contact with boats, equipment, vocabulary, and nautical

procedures, stimulating active participation in several

activities. At the end of the project, there is a nautical event,

open to family and friends. The present study relates the

experience of 12 children in the Sailing School project. At

the end of the project, it was possible to observe greater

participation of the children, who looked more secure,

confident, and motivated to express their opinions, improving

their capabilities. The families noted positive changes in the

children’s behavior in other contexts, which allowed their

greater participation in daily activities. The present report

shows the possibility of integrating playful and challenging

activities in the treatment of children with cerebral palsy,

allowing their complete development (i.e., motor, cognitive,

and social-affective aspects). Specifically, such activities

improved motor development; stimulated memory, attention

and language; facilitated interaction with their peers; and

ultimately increased autonomy and decision-making

capacity, all connected to the family’s participation.

E-mail: guilhermelopes@hotmail.com

Silence as Part of a Physical Education

Class: An Experience With Deafness

Souza, C.P.S.

Escola Estadual Antonio de Oliveira Bueno Filho

Strange to speak about silence in physical education lessons,

since typically they are agitated and noisy. Physical

education noises carry through indoors as well as outdoors

where there are no walls to echo sounds. Many times, as

teachers, we try to silence kids so we can explain something.

But often we are remembered by the sounds of children

laughing, running, playing, bouncing balls, teacher

whistling, among other sounds, that physical education is

not about silence. So, what would be like a lesson without

these sounds? It is strange to imagine it. But when a deaf

student (a fourth-grade elementary education student) joined

the PE class, I was intrigued. I found myself not capable to

work with the inclusion proposal, mostly because of the

notion of silence being part of my lessons. I was troubled

with the idea of what would be necessary for me to do in

order to make my lessons best to be learned. My objective

in my PE lessons was to integrate this student with his peers.

I researched books of adapted physical education and then

adapted some techniques to work with this student without

exclude him, so I requested peer aid and participation. The

group became the most important factor during this process

of adaptation; it was a grateful surprise. We learned together

how to help and how to communicate with this student. Many

times we changed our verbal communication to gestures and

signs. Whistle was replaced by signals to start or to stop.

Mimic helped to explain instructions and to understand this

student. Also, this student helped the teacher and peers

with basic sign language notions. This situation improved

his relationship with me and the group. The PE classes

become more pleasant for this student, and all the activities

were planned to avoid exclusion. This student laughs, runs,

plays, quick balls,  produces all the sounds we are

accustomed. To complain as well as to agree is part of the

deaf expressions as well as are for any student.

Acknowledgements: Escola Estadual Antonio de Oliveira

Bueno Filho da Diretoria de Ensino de Araraquara.

E-mail: kriskathi@hotmail.com

Education for All: Utopia or Reality

Ferreira, M.E.C.

UFJF/USP

Vieira, M.A.M.

FMG/PMJF

This investigation took place at the Center for Attention to

Children (CAIC) in Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais, Brazil. The

purpose of this investigation was to verify care procedures

that were used, adapted or modified in the institution, while

attempting to include the children and adolescents with

special needs in regular school settings. The data collection

was relative to the school years from 2000 to 2004.

Observations were made in different moments: when arriving

in the school, and before recess when students left school

back home; in several environments: classrooms, teachers’

lounges, schoolyard; in several occasions: in the classroom,

teacher conferences, and school festivities. Thirty four

interviews were conducted with teachers, administrative

staff, and some students and their mothers directly involved

in the study. The daily routines of seven elementary and

junior high school students with special needs were followed

up. Results of the study pointed to the irrefutable fact that,

when starting from a new educational paradigm reflected in

the school´s dynamics, curriculum, individuals, we can truly

think about debating about the quality of “education for

all.” This study made it possible to conclude that, to work,

to innovate and to dare to implement an inclusive education,

helps all the students with and without disability. Also,

helped teachers to work in regular class settings and realize

that this is not an impossible mission, but embracing

challenges. Such challenges bring a new perception about

inclusion and, actually, motivate everyone involved in the

process to think and to face the “arduous, tortuous road” to
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be changed. Willing “to think and to make a difference”

reflect a school that inspires change among the students; a

school that confronts diverse ways of thinking and lifestyles;

a school that promotes interactive methodologies and

recognizes the diverse strategies for new ways of learning.

Finally, a school that recognizes differences and, respecting

them, come to terms with them. Acknowledgements: CNPq

maryvieira2000@yahoo.com.br

Inclusive Physical Activity: A Study

of the Imaginary Adventure of

(Dis)Abled Bodies Students

Cunha, M.A.T.

Santos, G.C.

Corrêa, L.S.S.

Sandes, M.C.T.

Silva, R.S.

Duarte, W.B.

LEEFEL/PIBIC/UNISUAM–Educação Física/RJ, Brasil

Qualitative research that aims to identify different meanings

of a moving body in inclusive physical activities, must focus

on individuals´ bodies moving with others. We assume that

society emphasizes relationships between imagined and

current images about the body. Due to the complexity this

study, qualitative methodological strategies were used to

capture aspects of the imaginary expressed by individuals

with special conditions while moving themselves—paralyzed

bodies, sensorial and mental impairments. In using inclusive

activities were pairs of individuals working together, our

challenge was to explain how they express sympathy,

complicity. Also, it was to explain how they “metamorphose”

or transform their apparent disability condition revealing it

with expressions, symbolism and styles. We recovered these

practices from the aesthetic, symbolic, challenging and

social aspects and give the participants an opportunity to

be personal, efficient, and colorful. Analysis of the discourse

(Orlandi, 2000), using semi-structured interviews, “brain

storming,” the animals’ allegory projective test (Postic, 1993)

gave us clues about the social imaginary and the

representations presented by the different participants with

disability while participating in the activities. The activities

promoted subjectivity, freedom to express symbolism that

could not be easily deciphered. We researched the “magical

act of imagination,” “enchantment” and the capacity of re-

creating meanings about objects, thoughts and desires. Our

first studies show that, such paradigm of inclusive physical

activity, made everyone more efficient, able to express

feelings, emotions and spirit talk, regardless partially

paralyzed bodies. They lived temporarily, by utopia, their

other own moment of metamorphosis, of rupture, of being

“animals’ allegory” that give meaning to life. Being in such

adventure of moving they let loose their birds, peacocks,

lions, panthers, horses, dogs, cats and dolphins. The final

metamorphosis, like the magic of love, “intices” the spirit to

cross the body, redefining disabled movement, imprinting it

with new qualities, shades, imaginary dimensions,

humanization. Through senses, movements, the “adventu-

rous spirit” gains life, posture, attitude, and expands from

one body to another.

E-mail: materracunh2uol.com.br

Team Sports: Particularities of

Practice and Inclusive Possibilities

Palandrani, V.J.

Bergamo, V.R.

Leitão, M.T.

Frigene, M.

Centro Interdisciplinar de Atenção ao

Deficiente (CIAD)

Team sport, an important part of Brazilian’s culture, needs a

better comprehension, in multiple environments, that can be

able to identify bio, psycho and social individuality. In this

perspective, it is important to introduce the sportive

phenomenon, specially the indoor soccer for individuals with

disability, which improve their competencies and

development. That’s how the “Centro Interdisciplinar de

Atenção ao Deficiente – CIAD” develops its work, through

the practice of indoor soccer, two hours twice a week. About

twenty athletes, from 15 to 40 years-old with intellectual

disability participate in this program. According to the

differences among the group, we ask to those with best

understand of the instructions to act as “tutor” to those

that have less comprehension. These experiences help us to

discus about the fundamental principle of the inclusive

schools (according to the Montreal’s Declaration), which

tries to guarantee to everybody the right of learning together,

independently of their difficulties and differences. By this

way, it has been identified in team sports many possibility

of a complex, unpredictable and multiple environment, that

could be able to develop an increase in the cognitive

approach, space perception, social interaction, ethic and

physical competencies to the participants. In this work, it’s

possible to highlight the respect and value of diversity,

human development, the meaning of different social roles

and individual attitudes. Therefore, gathering the team sport

practice to different places, we can reach new horizons in

pedagogical and human praxis, to demythologize the sport

and the utopia of the inclusion phenomenon.

E-mail: palandranijr@yahoo.com.br

Inclusive Ludic Motor Program: Motor and

Social Analyzes on Specific Cases of Mental

Disorder, X-Fragile Syndrome, Down Syndrome

and a Child With Typical Development

Boccardi, D.B.

Pucrs - Faculdade de Educação Física
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Valentini, N.V.

Ufrgs - Faculdade de Educação Física

This study investigated the influence of an inclusive ludic

motor program on the fundamental motor skills (hop, jump,

throw, and catch) and on the interpersonal relationship of

children with mental disorder, X-fragile syndrome, Down

syndrome, and children with typical development from 5 to

11 years of age. A qualitative approach using a case study

experimental design was used. Thirteen children participated

in the intervention; however, only four children with the

clinical profiles cited above were focused on the present

study. The Development Sequence, proposed by Roberton

e Halverson (1984), was used to analyze the children’s motor

skills performance. The Categorization System of Social

Behavior, proposed for Batista (1999), was used to analyze

the children’s social interrelationships. The information

collected in this research attempted to: (1) identify, describe

and analyze the fundamental motor skill level of development

as a result of an intervention program with an inclusion

approach; and (2) identify, describe and analyze the

interpersonal relationships of disabled children and children

that has typical development with their pairs and with adults

in an inclusion environment. The results suggested that the

program provided gains in motor development of the

disabled children and an enrichment of motor skill abilities

by children with typical development. Positive changes in

interpersonal relationships were also observed, mainly for

children not disabled in relation to the disabled children.

The playful environment was considered a powerful tool in

the study because it fulfilled the needs of the young children

and minimized the resistance to inclusion of the non disabled

children with the disabled children. Overall, the intervention

helped all children to build new motor and social references,

regardless of disabilities. These results suggest that

inclusive environments offer better opportunities to all

children for working together, providing them with diversity

experiences, which promotes mutual acceptance of

differences.

E-mail: dangod@rc.unesp.br

Inclusive Education: A Priority Theme

in Courses of Physical Education

Gaio, R.C.

PUC de Campinas

This work has the purpose of presenting a discussion about

inclusive education in courses of physical education and

sports for people with disabilities in the undergraduate

course of physical education of the Catholic University of

Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil. Based on the literature, we

discussed topics about inclusive education under the

physical education perspective. Therefore, our workshops

focused on studies of school physical education,

emphasizing the importance of the needs of children with

disabilities, and the importance of practical activities in the

lessons plans in physical education. Practical work of these

courses reflected the need for physical education students

to learn to prepare flexible lesson plans in physical education.

Such planning requires knowledge of the children’s needs,

their growth and development, attention to diversity,

different body compositions and movement manifestations

by different people. Finally, these courses approached topics

about education and citizenship, education towards

independency, cooperative attitudes, understanding the

meaning of quality of life for all. A physical educator must

teach children how to live in society, and how to become

society’s rightful members.

E-mail: rcgaio@puc-campinas.edu.br

Opinions About Disability and Inclusion by

Non-Disabled Middle School and University-

Age Participants in an APA Outreach Program

Boni, R.C.

Cuba, B.W.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

São Paulo State University, UNESP Rio Claro

Participants of an adapted physical activity university

outreach program in the State University of São Paulo, Brazil,

were inquired about their opinions on individuals with

disabilities participating in APA and sports, and also about

the inclusive settings. Two kinds of participants were

interviewed: university PE students (E) and middle school-

age adolescents (T) who worked in the APA program as peer

tutors. The questionnaire was filled after one month of the

participation in the APA program as part of the routine

evaluation protocol. The information here is not intended to

be a research design, but a report of experiences from these

groups. Both groups are considered middle class. Both come

from families that, in majority own their homes (E 73% and T

79%). Both groups have encounters with individuals with

disabilities in the past. Majority of them from both groups

preferred to interact with individuals with multiple disabilities

(e.g., mental retardation associated with blindness for

example). About 80% of E participants know about inclusion

and 14 % of T participants heard about inclusion before

coming to the APA program at the university. Half of both

groups agreed that PE would be more fun if included peers

with disabilities. Majority in both groups wouldn’t mind to

change rules to make a game or sport inclusive. Over 70%

agree that the contact with individuals with disability opens

non-disabled peers for issues of diversity. Over 50% of E

and T participants think that they need to have some

knowledge about disabilities conditions to interact with

disabled peers. Half of participants in both groups still have

doubts whether or not inclusion promotes discrimination.

Half of the T participants think the rhythm of teaching would

slow down because of peers with disability; half of E

participants think that partially the rhythm would slow down.
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E participants also agree in part that students with disability

wouldn’t be able to perform and learn as much as their non-

disabled peers. E students agree that inclusive settings

encourage cooperation between disabled and non-disabled

students. Fifty percent of T students agreed with that. The

questionnaire detected a positive opinion about peers with

disabilities being included in regular school settings, but

also revealed misconceptions and mistrust on their full

potentials as learners. Acknowledgements: PROEX-UNESP

E-mail: rosanaboni@hotmail.com

Inclusion in Youth Sport:

Arguing a Real-Life Situation

Loovis, E.M.

Cleveland State University

Two university classes in adapted physical education were

asked to read an actual case about the decision by a baseball

coach to intentionally walk a team’s best hitter in order to

pitch to a “scrawny cancer survivor who has to take human

growth hormone and has a shunt in his brain.” This story

was reported in Sports Illustrated by Rick Reilly in August,

2006. Thirty-five students (14 from a public university and

21 from a private, sectarian university) were asked to

construct a formal argument for or against the coach’s

decision which was to intentionally walk the best hitter.

Initially they were requested to make a claim, that is, take a

position relative to the coach’s decision. Next, they were

asked to support their position by providing supporting

ideas and evidence that reinforced their thesis. Additionally,

they were asked to entertain the position opposite to their

thesis and explain why they could not support it. Across the

two classes there were 22 males and 13 females. The

percentage of students agreeing and disagreeing with the

coach’s decision was nearly identical, i.e., 49% and 51%

respectively. Sixty-nine percent of females agreed with the

coach’s decision while 36% of males made the same

argument. Thirty-one percent of females disagreed with the

coach’s decision while 64 % of males made the same

argument. Anecdotal evidence will be presented that

provides insight into the students’ thinking about this issue

including ideas and evidence that they found most

persuasive and interesting.

E-mail: e.loovis@csuohio.edu

Inclusion of Students With Disabilities

in Physical Education Classes

in the City of São Carlos, Brazil

Munster, M.A.V.

UFSCar- Depto de Educação Física e

Motricidade Humana

Facing with the challenge of dealing with human diversity in

the actual inclusion process, physical education teachers

have found themselves with the need to adapt to a new

reality. Understanding that the process of physical education

(PE) teacher’s training is continuous, we created a space for

exchanging educational information and experience with the

County Education and the Secretary of Culture of São Carlos

and the Department of Physical Education of the Federal

University of São Carlos (UFSCar), SP, Brazil. The goals of

this space were: to provide technical and pedagogical

support to professionals involved in the PE area, and to

stimulate the inclusion of students with disability in the

school environment through adapted physical education and

sports. Initially, a qualification course aimed to PE teachers

of the county was offered emphasizing basis for inclusion

students with disability in PE classes. After an intervention

with students with disabilities in each school, teachers who

have worked in inclusive settings were inquired about the

difficulties they found while teaching. Based on the results

of this study, and based on the urgent situation each school

presented, we started the first phase of intervention using

professional consulting. With the help of PE undergraduate

students from UFSCar, observation and recording of the

classes were performed using written reports and

videotaping of the classes. Then a diagnostic evaluation

and one-to-one advice for the teachers were conducted.

Using collaborative teaching, a second phase of intervention

involved a follow-up of the teaching-learning process, which

derived from the execution of activities phase. In some cases,

we needed to select and insert peer tutors to help and

encourage participation of students with disability during

the classes. The procedural and continuous evaluation has

shown that, despite lack of resources, adapted materials,

adequate physical facilities and compromise by the County

School System, teachers involved in this study were

enthusiastic and willing to act in an inclusion perspective.

Technical support and strategies used to help the employees

in this study—consulting, collaborative teaching and peer

tutoring—were key factors in the inclusion process of

students with disability.

E-mail: munster@terra.com.br

Adapted Physical Activity, Sports and

Leisure: An Experiential Report

Munster, M.A.V.

UFSCar/DEFMH

Foganholi, C.

PMSC/Secretaria Municipal de Esportes e Lazer

Dalla Déa, V.P.B.

Sesi/São Carlos

Dalla Déa, V.H.S.

Unicep/São Carlos

Access to participation in programs physical activity, sports

and leisure by people with disability in the county of São
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Carlos, Brazil is still restricted. This is mainly due to prejudice

and lack of knowledge on alternatives and adaptations to

overcome the physical, sensorial and cognitive barriers by

the target audience. The Health School of the Federal

University of São Carlos (UFSCar), SP, Brazil has promoted

the “Program for attention of people with special needs.”

Such program includes a multi-professional help to people

who have been victims of spinal cord injury, brain damage,

ataxic cerebral palsy, among other types of physical,

sensorial and mental disabilities. In order to fulfill demands

for physical activity by these groups, the Department of

Physical Education and Human Motricity (DEFMH/

UFSCar)—in partnership with the AMAS group Sancarlense

Adapted Motor Activities, and the Secretary of Sports and

Leisure of the city of São Carlos (SMEL)—implemented the

research and outreach program “Physical Activity, Sports

and Leisure Adapted for Disabled People.” The purpose of

this project is to promote opportunities for participation of

people with disability in a diversified set of physical and

sports activities so that they may have pleasure on

discovering possibilities of a disabled body in a culture of

body movements. Currently, with the help of the physical

education students and direct supervision of professors, 16

visually, mentally and physically disabled people are

enrolled in the program. Weekly sessions include several

physical activities, sports and recreation especially designed

to the public in question. Although the program is a recent

implementation, we hope to increase number of participants,

as well as diversifying activities in the area. Based on

participants´ reports and performance, we found benefits in

their cardio-vascular functions, locomotion, and

improvement of functional capacities. Moreover, this

physical education service by an intervention team had

motivated exchange of experiences among students,

stimulating inter- and intra-personal relationships.

E-mail: munster@terra.com.br

Peer Tutoring: A Reverse Inclusion

Experience in Adapted Physical Activity

Calve, T.

Mangia, P.R.

Soares, N.

Tanikawa, T.M.R.

Centro Universitário - UNIMODULO

The purpose of this study is to describe the experiences of

participants of an outreach adapted physical activity (APA)

program (Celebrate the Difference). The purpose of the APA

program was to integrate individuals with and without

disabilities. Also, the purpose is to provide an environment

for the hands-on experiences of college students of the

UNIMÓDULO University Center (Caraguatatuba, São Paulo,

Brazil). Eight undergraduate physical education students,

three undergraduate pedagogy students, 15 students with

disabilities from a local institution (APAE), and 20 children

without disabilities between the ages of 12 and 14 years—

participants in the Fireman Youth Program (Firemen

Caraguatatuba)—participated in the APA program. The

method was “reverse inclusion”: that is, the placement of

peer tutors into the environment of children with disabilities.

This method encourages active participation from all

students in the physical education class. Also, the experience

challenges misconceptions about differences and abilities.

Celebrate the Difference has been offered for the past two

years. Beginning in 2006, 20 child participants from the

Fireman Youth Program answered a questionnaire relative

to their knowledge about individuals with disabilities. Twelve

children answered that they knew someone with a disability,

but indicated that they were afraid to interact with classmates

in the program with disabilities; three had never had contact

with individuals with disabilities and also were afraid to

interact with them. Only five children answered that they

knew and would like to interact with classmates with

disabilities. After seven months in the program a new

questionnaire was applied. Of the 15 students who had

previously revealed that they were afraid of interacting with

classmates with disabilities, only three expressed that they

were not comfortable enough to play with their classmates

with disabilities. However, all of the students said that they

were not afraid of interactions. During the two years of the

program (Celebrate the Difference), we observed positive

results with regard to tutors’ participation in the adapted

physical activity class. Also, we identified positive

interactions from classmates both with and without

disabilities. We believe that reverse inclusion that uses peer

tutors is an important strategy that can help minimize

misconceptions about differences and resulting

discrimination.

E-mail: tatianecalve@yahoo.com.br

Inclusion and Peer Tutoring in an Adapted

Physical Activity Outreach Program for

Brazilian University Students

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

Boni, R.C.

Cuba, B.W.

Lucena, C.

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

The purpose of this study is to describe the experience of

participants of an outreach adapted physical activity (APA)

program (called PROEFA) that includes participants with

disability, non-disabled peer tutors, and college students in

a Brazilian university. This is not a scientific report, but rather

a description of the impact PROEFA’s philosophy and

pedagogical approach has on its participants. Each semester,

since 1989, we develop curricula for adapted physical activity

for groups with disabilities from our local institutions at Rio

Claro, Brazil, in order to provide a laboratory for future APA

teachers. PROEFA’s goals are to develop and adapt activities
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for both, individuals and groups that include basic motor

skills, fitness, daily living activities, and social skills.

PROEFA is an opportunity for development and rehabilitation

through developmental activities, recreation, games, canine

assisted therapy, body expression and dance, sports and

aquatics. PROEFA’ goals for the non-disabled participants

from elementary school students: to learn about inclusion,

to develop critical thinking about diversity and human rights;

to learn about handling kids with disabilities and their

developmental skills; For the college students: to expand

knowledge in the area of APE; to develop professional

competence, critical thinking about human diversity and

rights, to have opportunities to be creative while teaching,

planning and assessing diversity classes, and improve

managing skills in inclusive settings; To have an

environment for discussing issues of inclusion with the

professor, peers and even participants. PROEFA also serve

as: a) a laboratory for research and for college students to

learn how to teach APE; b) a laboratory for developing

teaching methods for inclusion, and peer tutoring, and c) an

opportunity to attend mandatory teaching training under

supervision while attending graduate and undergraduate

courses. We noticed that working directly with people with

disabilities helps our students and non-disabled peers

develop critical thinking skills. We’ve noticed, for example,

that for our students the words “diversity” and

“discrimination” seem to become much more than just

abstractions; the words take on whole new meanings when

they encompass tangible experiences with people who have

names and personalities. Acknowledgements: PROEX/

UNESP

E-mail: mauerber@rc.unesp.br

Physical Education Teacher’s Competences

and Continuous Training: A Perspective

on Inclusion of Students With Disabilities

in the School Curriculum

Ribeiro, S.M.

Univille - Depto Educação Física

The paradigm of including individuals with special needs

demanded many social areas to adjust their reality in order

to welcome a population that has been excluded and

discriminated. Large part of this population is comprised of

people with disability. This concerns the inclusion of

students in the physical education school curriculum, which

is an obligatory discipline; teachers, however, were

unprepared and impaired to offer their services to this special

student. There are many reasons to demonstrate this

situation; among them the technical profile of teacher

preparation found in undergraduate courses, as well as the

superficiality in which this issue is approached in such

courses. In face of this Brazilian reality experienced by

teachers, we search to identify among the physical education

teachers who attended the IV International Forum of Sports,

held in Florianopolis from May 2 to 4, 2004, what they thought

was relevant to include in the physical education classes

that dealt with issues about students with disability. A

questionnaire was made with 4 questions (2 open, 2 closed).

The sample included a total of 153 teachers who had taken

part in the workshop: Physical Education and Inclusion. From

this sample, 108 teachers worked with students with disability

and 45 didn’t.  For these two groups, professional

competence was pointed out as the main component for the

inclusion process to be a success, 53% and 60%,

respectively. Elements such as physical infra-structure and

socialization were also pointed out as important by the

respondents. Also, these continuous education/training non-

university degree courses (the workshop) are interpreted as

opportunities to learn strategies and models of inclusive

activities which can be tested later with the students.

Although, we agree about the relevance of such continuous

education/training courses, the understanding about the

process of school inclusion—initial attempts made during

the undergraduate period, and then during the continuous

professional update—is crucial for reorganization of any

educational proposal. The inclusion process relies not only

on models of technical operationalizations, but on the

development of reflexive and investigative attitude (Nóvoa,

1992; Zeichner, 1992).

E-mail: soniavile@yahoo.com.br

Physical Activity as a Therapeutic

 Alternative for People With Mental Illness

Romera, J.M.V.

Fac. CC do Deporte e a Ed. Fisica- Univ de A Coruña

García, M.V.

Hosp. Psiquiátrico Román Alberca-Murcia

The work exposed in this document is based on a compilation

task, analysis and deep reflection about a complex item as

the influence and the roll of the physical activity in relation

to mental disorders. Using DSM-IV-TR, we selected a group

of mental conditions on the basis of two premises:

epidemiology of the mental disease and abilities to restore

psychological damage using physical activity. With these

conditions, mental disorders considered in this study are:

Schizophrenia: a cerebral disorder which deteriorates the

capacity of the people to think, dominate emotions, take

decisions and have normal relationships with other people.

The main symptoms are deliriums and hallucinations, which

contribute to their altered reality, and the isolation of the

patient. Bipolar upheavals: these are related to changes in

the areas of the brain that regulate the mood. They are

characterized by two phases: depressive and maniacal.

During the periods of maniacal stage, the person could be

too impulsive and feel extremely energized, with an

exaggerated sense of self-confidence; whereas the

depressive phase brings him to feel anxiety, low self-esteem

and suicidal thoughts. Depression: Consists in a disturbance
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of the mood related with feelings of sadness, loss, wrath or

frustration, which interfere with the daily life over a long

period. Generally, it is classified in intensity terms: slight,

moderate or severe, which contributes to treatment decisions.

Depressive symptoms include fatigue, lack of energy,

inactivity and retirement of the common activities.

Obsessive-compulsive disorders: An obsession is a fixed

and recurrent thought, feeling, sensation or idea, whereas a

compulsion follows a pattern of recurrent and conscious

behavior, which the person feels to be impelled to make.

This behavior could be a physical action or a mental activity.

The behavior is used to neutralize the anxiety or the suffering

feeling. At last, physical activity for people with mental

conditions is aimed to restore, as far as possible, damaged

mental activities. Taking the basis of the motor and body

aspect, we will manage to arrive at the psychic character of

these illnesses, in order to provide a better adaptation. Our

proposal is a concrete program of physical activity for each

particular pathology, with appropriate objectives, contents

and methodology, to contribute to the integral rehabilitation

of the patient.

E-mail: quina@udc.es

Children With Motor Difficulties: An

Intervention Based on Self-Mastery Climate

Freitas, S.L.

Borin, T.V.

Mathias, M.B.

Dantas, L.E.P.B.T.

Escola de Educação Física e Esporte da

Universidade de São Paulo

Motor actions are the means for individuals to interact with

the environment and are supposed to play an important role

in mediating adaptation. In a sense, individuals could be

seen as masters of their own development, transforming the

environment and being capable builders of their own

experiences. Besides the motor dimension, human

development is determined by others factors (psychological,

cognitive and social-affective) and the effects of low level

of motor competence might be related to these others factors.

Many parents, teachers and educators know little or nothing

at all about children who present limitations in acquiring

basic motors skills which affect their ability to perform in

daily tasks such as dressing, writing or tasks related to

physical education classes. Considering these aspects and

the vast possibilities for the professional in physical

education in working with applied motor development area,

this study presents a physical education program which

designs an intervention based on the child’s sense of

authority by implementing strategies that allow for a

motivational atmosphere which leads to a mastery climate.

This program is carried out in the course “Adapted Physical

Education: Children with Motor Difficulties” offered at the

School of Physical Education and Sport at the University of

São Paulo. Activities were organized in stations according

to motor skills (balance, controlling an object, kicking,

jumping, skipping, throwing, and striking) in accordance to

the target strategy (task, authority, recognition, grouping,

and evaluation, time). The stations were designed so as to

allow the child the free choice of materials, level of complexity

and the order to follow. This was a case study focused on

striking. The child showed improvements at the number of

correct responses in using the bat (46%) and the racket (39%)

whose position was more complex (orientation problem). At

the end of the eight-month period the child was able to

position and rotate her body at striking, swing the hand,

racket and bat to hit the ball. An increase in power was also

found. Limitations of the study: due to limitations in record

keeping, the elaboration of new criteria is on the way. As a

case study, the results must be seen cautiously.

E-mail: sylvialu@usp.br

Adapted Physical Activity and Aging:

A New European Master Program

Djobova, S.

National Sports Academy Sofia

Dobreva-Faria, I.

Van Coppenolle, H.

Huijsmans, K.

Niemiro, A.

Catholic University Leuven

Regarding health and well-being options, there are

practically no published studies relating specifically to the

physical activity (PA) implications of ageing with a disability.

We can, however, derive some of these from the literature

relating to older people, and to disabled people in general.

Numerous research projects have demonstrated that the

health benefits of planned physical activities for elderly are

indisputable. As older adults are the fastest growing age

group, attention needs to be given to them as a special

population in the area of exercise and sport. An additional

feature to the global demographic picture is one special and

also quickly growing group of citizens, those with congenital

or long term disabilities who live much longer nowadays

due to the increased quality of life and advanced medical

care. Due to the fact that this group didn’t exist some years

ago, there is a lack of knowledge related to the effects of

physical activity on the persons who are ageing with

disabilities. The results of our previous studies are indicating

the benefits of sports and physical activity for children and

adults with disabilities. Based on this we presume that for

the concerned group of persons, who are ageing with

disabilities, the need of physical activity is of extreme

importance. As the disabled people are ageing and the ageing

people are getting disabled, we came to the conclusion that

qualified professionals in the area of Adapted Physical

Activity (APA) for the elderly have to be prepared now, so

they can meet the new demands of the future. The first step
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of THENAPA II network was to conduct a survey with the

aim to identify the extend to which the topic of APA and

sport for elderly is included in the academic curricula across

Europe, to define the best found practices and programs

and to prepare teaching materials and courses at unified

level. After the examination of all results we created the

curriculum of the European Master in APA for the Elderly,

existing from 11 modules with variations that create

competencies in a variety of specialists. During the

development process we followed the International

Guidelines for Preparing Physical Activity Instructors of

Older Adults, made up by the International Society for Aging

and Physical Activity. Each module has been adapted and

further developed by specialist in the area. Acknowled-

gements: The project is supported by the EU Commission,

DG Education and Culture.

E-mail: stefka.djobova@abv.bg

Joint Actions Project: The European

Movement Towards Inclusive Physical Activity

for Children and Youngsters With Disabilities

Dobreva-Faria, I.

Van Lent, M.

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

An educational kit and promotional CD-ROM, called “Count

Me In”, were created in the framework of the European project

“Sports and Physical Activity for Persons with a Disability

– Awareness, Understanding and Action”. In this project, a

group of representatives from 17 European countries strived

towards a common goal - to endorse the full inclusion and

participation of children and youngsters with a disability

into sport, leisure and physical activity. The purpose of the

products “Count Me In” is double: to educate teachers,

parents, coaches and volunteers in the field of inclusive

physical activity and secondly to promote sports, leisure

and physical activity for children with a disability. The

educational kit is a practical guide for all people with little

knowledge on inclusion, physical activity or disability that

can be used as a first-line tool in the learning process. The

kit consists of a book and a DVD. The user can find the

basic information on the concepts of Adapted Physical

Activity (APA) and inclusion. Furthermore, the guide

outlines a series of practical and versatile adaptation/

inclusion strategies. The user is stimulated to actively search

for creative solutions with these basic information in mind,

when organising inclusive settings. As an additional

motivational tool, a series of examples of good practice are

illustrated in the final chapter. These examples are also

illustrated in the accompanying DVD. The educational kit is

mainly distributed as a life-long learning and distance

learning tool. The strength of this educational kit is that it

combines visual material and a handbook. Secondly, a

promotional CD-ROM was created to stimulate children with

a disability to take part in physical activity. The CD-ROM

consists of 8 movie compilations in which a wide range of

activities is presented. In each movie, children with all

different levels of abilities are presented, so every child

watching the CD-ROM should be able to identify with one

or more children in the videos. The CD-ROM can be explored

in 16 different languages. The CD-ROM is very user-friendly

and can also be used in schools and clubs as a tool to

motivate children to participate in sports and physical

activity. Both products were disseminated in 17 European

partner countries through special schools, mainstream sports

organisations and adapted sports organisations, disability

support systems and universities.

E-mail: Iana.dobreva@faber.kuleuven.be

An Adapted Physical Education

and Sport Program for Athletes

With Special Needs (2001)

Özer, K.

Özer, D.

Baran, F.

Nalbant, S.

Astar, B.

Top, E.

Akdeniz University, Antalya-Turkiye

This is an introduction poster with pictures about a volunteer

organization conducted by university students in Turkey. A

Sport Program For children with special needs was

introduced at Akdeniz University in 2001 for the first time

with the aim of meeting the sport needs of children with

special needs in Turkey. In the sports area of the university,

50 university student volunteers administer this program in

which 90 athletes train on the weekends. Physical education

classes are held 2 hours a week in the Special education

classes and special education schools in Turkey. There are

no PE teachers for special education classes and many

special education and rehabilitation centers. At the moment

there are 434 special education schools in Turkey and in

only 137 of them there are PE teachers. So physical education

and sport needs of Children with special needs haven’t been

met sufficiently Target population are children with

intellectual disability, autism and cerebral palsy Special

Olympics Program has been carried out in this program. So it

consists of two programs; Sports Training, Motor Activity

Training, Competitions This program includes training in

the following sports during year; swimming, track & field,

basketball, football, gymnastics , powerlifting, volleyball,

tennis, skiing, motor training activity program, table tennis,

bowling, horse riding, unified football training program. What

did parents say about this program? Activities at the

University have provided that Funda has developed her skills

and proved herself. She is a very happy and self-confident

girl, thanks to these activities. I wasn’t aware of my

daughter’s needs for sports while I was rushing around on

the way to school, our house and the special education
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center. What did volunteers say about this program? To share

something with them and to present something to them is a

wonderful feeling. It is good that this organization exists

and I am a part of it. Before I just felt sorry for them, but now

I am happy because I can do something for them. What did

athletes say? Let me win; if I can not win let me brave in my

attempt (Special Olympics Athletes Oath).

E-mail: ozerd@akdeniz.edu.tr

An Adapted Physical Education and

Sport Class in Akdeniz University

Özer, K.

Özer, D.

Baran, F.

Nalbant, S.

Top, E.

Akdeniz University, Antalya-Turkiye

As this presentation, a group of university student tell about

‘Adapted Physical Education Class Applications” that they

participated in education term in 2005, in a humorist way.

They give information like meeting with children who have

disabilities, evaluation process, preparing material and

carrying out program; all steps of the class. They tell about

the developments on students and themselves that they

observed during the applications. They put forth remarkably

their previous prejudice. They encourage their friends who

will study with children having disabilities by transferring

their experiments.

E-mail: ozerd@akdeniz.edu.tr

Collaboration Between College-Based

Teacher Education and Public Schools:

Creating a Multimedia case Study to Enhance

Physical Education Teacher Education

Lienert, C.

Adams, D.L.

Maley, K.

Manhattan College

Quality school-based experiences in teacher education and

effective collaboration between college and university-

based teacher education programs and elementary and

secondary schools have been recognized as critical elements

of teacher education. Presented will be a multimedia case

study that was produced collaboratively by two physical

education teacher educators and an elementary physical

educator. Case studies facilitate understanding and

analyzing of real world situations, the application of theory

to concrete problems, self-reflection, and critical thinking in

an engaging way (Silverman, Welty, & Lyon, 1992). Case

studies can be used to analyze “how practitioners meld

theory, situational knowledge, and personal insights,” “the

effects of experience on practitioner decisions,” and to

contrast “the behavior of the key figure in a case with

common practices in a profession” (Weaver, et al., 1994, p.

175). More specifically, a multimedia case study is an

instructional technology that can be used in two important

ways. If direct school-based experience is not available it

serves as a medium to make quality physical education

accessible in the classroom. Unlike real-time direct experience,

digitized physical education can be paused or replayed for

detailed analysis, reflection, and discussion. A multimedia

case study can also be used to prepare prospective teachers

for direct experience in order to enhance learning outcomes

from direct experience. The Movement Education approach

was selected for the case study because it has been

recognized as an important teaching approach in adapted

physical education that supports individualized instruction

and inclusion (Sherrill, 2004). The presented case study

includes a videotaped movement education lesson,

videotaped interviews before and after the lesson, an issues

matrix linking theory and practice by linking instructional

concepts (e.g., open-ended movement tasks) to specific

demonstrations of a particular concept within the lesson,

and supporting materials. Possible uses of the case study

will be discussed. Participants will receive a DVD with the

multimedia case study.

E-mail: christoph.lienert@manhattan.edu

A New Role for Adapted Physical Educators?

Hughes, P.P.

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK, USA

U.S.A. People with disabilities are twice as likely to be

assaulted, three times as likely to be cheated, and three times

more likely to be attacked at home than someone without a

disability (Galey & Pugh, 1995). People with mental

retardation are at the highest risk (Sobsey & Doe, 1991)

because they may not recognize abuse for what it is, and

people with physical disabilities are also at great risk because

they are unable to physically defend themselves. The

majority of the attacks are carried out by friends, family, and

caregivers. Nosek (1997) argues that there is not a higher

rate of abuse in women with disabilities, but the episodes

are longer, and the number of abusers is higher among women

with disabilities. Regardless of who is right, experts are in

agreement that there is an unacceptably high rate of physical

and sexual abuse among people with disabilities. Even the

education systems designed to teach students life skills may

contribute to the problem of sexual abuse without knowing

it, because behavior management strategies teach and rely

on getting children to follow directions and comply—the

very things that make those children vulnerable to dangerous

people. Even if abuse is recognized, it may be difficult for

the abused person to seek help (Cole, 1986), either because

of poor communication skills, or because of fear of
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retribution. Some researchers have noted the need for self-

protection skills to be taught to people with disabilities

(Hingsburger, 1994), but those programs are not widespread,

nor are they readily available. Often, the programs focus on

how to report abuse, rather than strategies to prevent the

abuse (Hingsburger, 1994; Stuart & Stuart, 1981). In large

part, general educators are not aware of the extent of abuse

occurring among their students. Adapted physical educators

need to be of the prevalence of abuse among their student

and begin to develop curricula and teaching methods to

teach self-protection skills to their students with disabilities.

E-mail: trish.hughes@okstate.edu

Brief Solution-Focused Coaching During

Clinical/Practical Experience in APA:

Preservice Professional Preparation

Loovis, E. M.

Cleveland State University

Traditional supervision during clinical/practical experiences

in APA typically employs a didactic model, i.e., the supervisor

observes the intern and provides feedback about not only

those actions and behaviors that were effective but also

those that were less effective. The intern is then expected to

continue emphasizing their strengths while modifying their

weaknesses. Brief Solution-Focused Coaching (BSFC), on

the other hand, utilizes an introspective, counseling

approach. BSFC was used in a clinical experience with 14

undergraduate students who were taking a senior level

course in adapted physical education. Each student was

assigned to a single client for whom they planned an

individual education program of movement and aquatics.

Supervision occurred weekly as a follow-up to clinical

sessions. Prior to each BSFC session, students completed a

BSFC, opened-ended questionnaire. Three to five students

were then grouped for coaching. Students reflected on their

personal responses to each question in a round robin format.

Each session concluded with the “miracle” question. This

question posits that if students could have the most

miraculous clinical/instructional session, then what would

it look like and what would students have to do to produce

it. The use of BSFC was designed to: (a) provide an

alternative to traditional methods of supervision during

clinical/practical training in APA, (b) assist pre-service

students in developing an introspective approach to

assessing their own behavior, and (c) promote an

understanding of how self-reflection and problem-solving

can become a critical aspect of one’s continuous

development as an effective APA professional. The initiation

of BSFC produced the following results: (a) students were

comfortable during sessions where their teaching was being

critiqued; (b) students were reflective about their teaching

and what was required to be effective, and (c) students

reported feeling good about the degree to which their

planning and instructional behavior supported the

achievement of their client’s measurable goals.

E-mail: e.loovis@csuohio.edu

Swimming Lessons for People With

Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy

Castilho, R.

Mattos, E.

Matteoni, S.

Oliveira, S.

Branquinho, R.

USP

Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a progressive

degeneration of the muscle fibers which usually begins in

childhood. The age of onset is around 4 to 7 years old. It is

suggested that swimming activities should be interrupted

because respiratory muscles are affected (Association of

Swimming Therapy, 2000). Adams (1985) suggested that

swimming lessons should be prescribed. The purpose of

this study is to verify whether or not is possible to support

Adams’ claim, and also to narrow down, before respiratory

muscles are affected, which improvements can be reached

after participation in a swimming program by a person with

DMD. A four year old boy with DMD was followed for six

months, after his physician authorized him to participate in

swimming classes. The program began with him using

armbands and a swimming ring. The swimming ring was

essential because the DMD had already affected the scapula-

humeral region, and it would be impossible for him to float.

In the beginning, he was unable to hold his head straight,

so he rested his head on the armbands. The swimming ring

helped the student to use trunk and quadriceps muscles, so

he would stand straight and move more easily. Swimming

lessons were taken twice a week for six months. Each

swimming lesson lasted one hour. There were difficulties

with head balance and locomotion in the adaptation phase.

After some time, strengthening of the neck and trunk muscles

was noticed, which made conditions for locomotion easier.

After six month participation, the armbands were removed,

and head control and confidence were achieved. The

swimming ring was removed sometimes during some

swimming sessions and the student was free and able to

stay on the surface without any aid material or help of the

teacher. The use of a swimming ring allowed strengthening

the muscles and improved confidence. The swimming ring

and arm bands were not necessary anymore after six months

of swimming classes. It was possible for him to maintain his

head in an upright position, to produce easier vertical

locomotion, and to look in all directions in the swimming

pool.

E-mail: rosecastilho1@yahoo.com.br
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Watergymnastics: An Inclusive Proposition

Dalla Déa, V.H.S.

Unicep/São Carlos

Dalla Déa, V.P.B.

Sesi/São Carlos

Foganholi, C.

PMSC/Secretaria Municipal de Esportes e Lazer

Munster, M.A.V.

UFSCar/DEFMH

Attention to special needs of an individual with disability

involves changes in habits and routines by the family. The

intense dedication of caretakers in the rehabilitation process

often outweighs attention to their own needs. This makes

difficult for caretakers to have a typical social life and to

access practice of physical activities, necessary for their

own physical and psychological well being. From this point

of view, we agreed that watergymnastic is an opportunity

for people with the most diverse individual characteristics

to deal with differences, participating in an inclusive setting.

The purpose of this work is to create a space for families and

caretakers of people with disability, creating moments of

relaxation and opportunities for practicing physical activities

that may improve their quality of life. The group was

comprised of people who have physical, mental and

sensorial disabilities, Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, delay

in neuro-psychomotor development, elderly, pregnant

women, students, friends and family of these people and

others who, although not showing indications of any special

condition, desired to live in a society that respects

differences and limitations of its individuals. This work is

the result of a partnership between the courses of Physical

Education at UNICEP and UFSCar, Secreatry of Sports and

Leisure of São Carlos (PMSC), AMAS Group and Vibração

Gym. The activities toke place once a week for 45 minutes.

Using participant observation associated with reports and

depositions by the participants, we identified that

watergymnastics does stimulates development of capacities

and physical capabilities. Such development helps in daily

life activity tasks. The relaxing atmosphere associated with

the water temperature stimulates muscle relaxation and helps

stress relief. The controlled aquatic environment increased

the confidence and self-esteem of these participants,

providing exchange of experiences that strengthened inter-

and intra-personal relationships. Watergymsnastics using

an inclusive perspective helped relationships among people

in different and peculiar conditions, bringing knowledge,

respect and value of the differences.

E-mail: munster@terra.com.br

The Teaching and the Learning Process in

Swimming Classes for Visually Impaired People

Foganholi, C.

Prefeitura Municipal de São Carlos/Smel -

Unicep - Grupo Am

Neves, C.E.

Ramos, K.G.V.F.

Righetto, C.M.

Vitturi, D.

Unicep - São Carlos

The first reports about aquatic therapeutic practices for

people with disabilities date from the end of the 5th Century.

These practices made use of seas and rivers. In Brazil, the

first studies related to swimming for visually impaired people

were done in 1920. Typically such programs include

individuals with total blindness and partial blindness (little

or low vision), and the several causes of the visual

impairment are: cataract, diabetes, glaucoma, toxoplasmosis,

accidental trauma, among others. The goal of this study is

to investigate and identify factors that may simplify or

challenge the teaching and the learning process in swimming

for visually impaired students. Based on the literature about

adapted swimming and visual impairment, we structured an

interview with a group of eight visually impaired students

with ages between 15 and 45 years. Three were females and

five were males. From the sample involved in this study, one

male student had acquired blindness, and one female student

had a genetic-type of blindness; three males students and

two females students had also a genetic-type of low vision

impairment, and one male student had acquired low vision.

This group participated of a program of initiation in swimming

classes offered in collaboration with the County Sports and

Leisure Secretary of São Carlos/PMSC, Vibração Gym, Group

AMAS – Sancarlense Adapted Motor Activities and the

undergraduate courses in physical education at the Federal

University of São Carlos and Unicep. The activities toke

place twice a week, with 45-minute sessions. The collected

data reflected the success factors of the swimming teaching

methods used by teachers and collaborators of the program,

as well as the communication styles and materials used in

the program. The data also reflected—from the point of view

of the students—limitations in the use of verbal or body

messages during the teaching process. The group of

participants also reported positive outcomes from their

participation such as: improvement in motor development,

coordination and posture, locomotion, improvement of

agility and physical conditioning, reduction of body

soreness, and weight loss. Learning how to swim improved

their social network, and their sense of responsibility, among

other psychosocial benefits.

foganholi@hotmail.com

The Relationship Between Students With

Disabilities in Swimming Classes

Fregolente, G.

Prado Jr, M.V.
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According to the Ecological Theory of Development when a

person, inserted in certain environment, pays attention or

participates with another person in an activity, a relation

called diade is established. A diade may be observational—

when an individual is paying attention to the activity of a

other; it may be a group activity—when two participants

see each other as doing something together; and primarily

when they interact with each other, even far away. During

the interactions, participants developed feelings for each

other, some positive, some negative, some ambivalent or

asymmetric. The more positive and reciprocal these feelings

are, the faster is the developmental process. The aim of this

study was to analyze the student-student relationship in

swimming classes for people with disabilities. Sixteen

subjects with disability were observed in 32 swimming

classes during the first semester of 2005. Results are shown

according to observation, active participation and

description of events. When the students participated in

the classes, the others who were not in the water

encouraged them verbally. In addition, they helped their

colleagues with the organization of the material. For example,

when during a class a student did not feel well and asked to

go to the restroom, a friend got out of the pool worried about

her friend. When a student was absent, the others

questioned the teachers about him/her. One of them was

very thoughtful and helpful during the execution of the

activities. Swimming is a favorable environment for the

social-affective development of the person with disability

and must be added to their daily activities.

Acknowledgements: PROEX

E-mail: giseli_ef@yahoo.com.br

The Use of Aquatic Activities for

Positive Self-Concept Stimulation

of Children With Cerebral Palsy

Teixeira, C.A.

Oliveira, S.R.G.

Faculdades Integradas Fafibe

Self-concept involves cognitive, affective and behavioral

aspects of individuals. Self-concept is assessed, perceived

and felt by someone, while self-esteem is a component linked

to a moment or a situation. The self-esteem, positive or

negative, is the base for structuring the self-concept, as the

individual experiences situations that reinforce his values.

A positive self esteem is more likely to develop a positive

self-concept. Movement and emotion are in constant

interaction, so children with motor impairment, such as

children with cerebral palsy (PC), need adequate stimulation

to develop their mental and emotional representation during

their development. Aquatic activities can help movement

performance and accomplishments of tasks by children with

PC. These performances facilitate the perception about

competence. The purpose of this research was to verify if

aquatic activities aimed to favor the success in tasks could

influence in a positive way the construction of self-concept

in children with PC. The method used was an exploratory

descriptive research with study of two cases: a child 12 years

old (PC1) and a child 7 years old (PC2), both with spastic

cerebral palsy. The instrument used was an interview about

the Human Figure Draw elaborated by the researcher based

on instruments already validated and tested during a pilot

study. We asked participants to draw a person, their entire

body, and some questions were asked about their drawings.

The interview was applied before intervention and after five

months. Both tests were evaluated by a psychologist.

Accordingly to this professional evaluation, the participants

did not improve directly in their self-concept, but improved

in aspects that are important as a pre-requisite for the self-

concept. Both PC1 and PC2 improved their body image,

competence perception and self-esteem. To the psychologist,

the intervention had a positive influence in emotional

aspects of both participants, which leads us to conclude

that aquatic activities elaborated adequately to the capacity

of participants can be used to stimulate positively the self-

concept in PC children.

E-mail: freearroyo@hotmail.com

Selection of Staff and Educational Principles in

the Halliwick Swimming Concept in Slovenia

Vute, R.

University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Education

Swimming is an integral part of physical education in

Slovenia’s National Curriculum which gives the right to all

children, regardless of their physical or mental abilities, to

have an opportunity to learn and improve their swimming

skills. Swimming is widely recognized as an activity of

particular importance for people with special needs because

it can ensure them independence and freedom in movement.

In this presentation we will examine and analyze the

qualification profile of Halliwick swimming instructors in

Slovenia during the period from 1996 to 2006. Among 250

participants the number of Physical Education teachers

involved in the Halliwick swimming program for people with

special needs does not exceed five percent of those who

have attended and completed these specialized swimming

courses. Physical education teachers are professionals with

high potential of sport and swimming knowledge and

therefore they seem to be an ideal solution for teaching

swimming to people with special needs. Selected interviews

with physical education students and teachers confirm

concerns about insufficient experiences when dealing with

people with special needs and their sport and swimming

participation. The professional training is of crucial

importance for the development of any physical activity and

swimming in particular. The Halliwick swimming concept,

based on ten point program, plays a significant role in
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educating swimming instructors for people with special

needs. Overcoming swimming illiteracy among people with

special needs is a long term goal in Slovenia and worldwide.

E-mail: rajko.vute@guest.arnes.si

Teaching the ‘Crawl’ Style to Congenital

Blind People: An Experience

Lunkes, L.

Faria, C.C.

Independent Researchers

The purpose of this work was to compare the adaptations

needed to teach the crawl style to people congenitally blind

and people without disability. The sample was comprised of

5 blind people between age of 15 and 21 years old, two male

and three female, none of them with any previous experience

in swimming. For six months we taught swimming classes of

50 minutes, twice a week. The goal for all the activities was

to teach the ‘crawl’ swimming style, which included:

adaptation to the water, immersion, floating, sliding, moving

the legs, moving the arms, breathing and coordinating legs

and arms movements with breathing. The material we used

was: board, ‘spaghetti’ and small metal sticks. The results

were coded in reports made immediately after each session.

We also had a report from each student after the 6-month

period participation. The adaptations in the swimming classes

included: calling students by their names; insuring that all

the students were able to recognize the location of the

swimming pool and be oriented inside the pool; always

producing clear sounds at the opposite side of the pool

(clapping hands, whistling, etc). During the classes that

included immersion activities, we used first verbal

information, then the teacher demonstrated the movement

while the student touched the teacher. Finally, the teacher

touched the student, holding him/her and producing the

movement by moving the student’s body. To teach how to

coordinate legs, arms and breathing in the ‘crawl’ style, the

teacher held the student’s torso while he was floating (in his

back), and at the same time the teacher demonstrated the

crawl style. The students, one by one, touched the teacher

to create a mental image of those movements. All the students

learned the crawl style, and after the adaptation to the water

they could swim in an independent way. We observed that

the learning went far beyond the acquisition of crawl style.

Based on the teachers and students report, we also noticed

that the swimming classes improved the students’ self-

esteem, their ability to relax. Also, it helped them to show

initiative, to maintain their motivation and to be

independence.

E-mail: lucianalunkes@gmail.com

Cerebral Palsy and Swimming

Thomazi, M.G.T.

Univesidade Federal de Uberlândia

This study is an experiential report of the outreach program

at the Federal University of Uberlândia, MG, Brazil, designed

for people with disability. Here we describe the performance

in the program by a girl with cerebral palsy, who was born in

1998. The cause of the palsy was excess of oxygen during

her stay at the hospital. The general goal of the program for

this girl was to provide with stimulation in her cognitive,

motor and sensitive aspects. The activities included: motor

therapy, which helped her to perform movements with upper

and lower limbs; reading children’s book, which stimulated

her eye pursuit while looking at the words and animals

(figures); at the pool, the most important motor stimulation

was related to the opportunity to explore space. The therapy

strategies we used for this girl included to advise her mother

on how to work and stimulate her child. We noticed that,

during the time spent on class, this girl showed us new ways

of working with people with disability. Every class she smiled

(rarely happened, according to her mother). And she was

active in all the proposed activities, cognitive, motor and

sensitive.

E-mail: marinathomazi@yahoo.com.br

Blindness and Swimming

Thomazi, M.G.T.

Univesidade Federal de Uberlândia

This study is an experiential report of the outreach program

at the Federal University of Uberlândia, MG, Brazil, designed

for people with disability. Here we describe the performance

in the program by a blind girl, who was born in 1998. She had

little stimulation for her development until she entered the

program. The activities included knowledge of different

places, smells, surfaces and other environmental properties.

This stimulation was done during swimming classes. The

main goal was to provide stimulation using physical

activities in the swimming classes that demanded her

attention, motor coordination, cognitive perception and

agility. This girl showed some positive results, such as: she

liked to learn new things, introduced with appropriate books

for the blind, pedagogical materials used in water, and to

meet different people and other children with similar

disability. The negative aspects were the dependence on

her mother and aggressiveness when she didn’t like the

activities. All children need to live in contact with other

people and contact with different places give their lives new

meanings.

E-mail: marinathomazi@yahoo.com.br
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Inclusive Swimming:

Searching for Autonomy

Branquinho, R.

Mattos, E.

Oliveira, S.

Castilho, R.

Matteoni, S.

USP

The use of physical properties of aquatic environment for

the purpose of therapeutic intervention has inspired several

aquatic activity programs. Such use for similar purposes

goes back in the ancient Rome (Burkhardt & Escobar, 1985).

Aquatic activities for individuals with special need have a

long history, varied terminologies and methodologies.

However, despite diversification of such practices, there are

also some common aspects, for instance, the relationship

between therapist/instructor and the number of patient/

student. Such relationship basically depends on the level of

assistance required by the student, and also his or her

psychomotor possibilities. Thus, this report attempts to place

in evidence—as referred by Catteau and Garoff (1986) when

trying to solve the three great challenges associated with

teaching swimming—breathing, balance and propulsion.

Considering these factors, we describe the work developed

with a 22 year old student with spastic quadriplegia,

intellectually challenged, user of locomotion aid or

wheelchair, variable tonus, with frequent spasms and

increased scoliosis convex to the right. The program

included 32 aquatic activities weekly sessions of 60 minutes

each. In addition to the swimming teaching principles referred

by Catteau and Garoff, each session attempted to meet the

current motor possibilities of the student. In the end of the

participation period, we noticed that the student exhibited

the mouth inspiration/nose expiratory breathing pattern, was

able to float with assistive device and maintain relative

postural control, and performed propulsive alternated

voluntary leg movements.

E-mail: rbranquinho@uol.com.br

Psychomotor Development of Children With

Disabilities Using Aquatics Psychomotricity

Ribeiro, S.M.

Blind, E.Z.

Pacheco, M.C.

Univille - Depto de Educação Física

Psychomotor development is fundamental for children to

organize themselves adequately in relation to their body and

their environment (Le Boulch, 1987). Such claim is even more

relevant when referring to children with disability (Fonseca,

2004). Considering the relevance in the psychomotor work

with children with disability, the Project for Development

and Adapted Sport (PROESA), an outreach program at the

University of the Region of Joinville, Santa Catarina, Brazil,

since 2004, aims the practice of adapted sport with the

Joinville community. Participants who have difficult in motor

development and can’t get involved in sport activity (i.e.,

wheelchair basketball, table tennis and track and field) are

enrolled in the aquatic psychomotor program (Bueno, 1998).

Such activity is as a way of stimulating the motor, affective,

social and cognitive areas. Most students—majority are

children between 5 and 15 years of age, with cerebral palsy,

amputation (congenital or acquired) or with multiple

disabilities—are enrolled in the project for necessary

stimulation and opportunities for adequate psychomotor

organization. The main activity developed in the PROESA is

swimming and is offered to expand the experiences of those

who take part in the program. When entering the program,

children are evaluated in the aquatic environment where we

gather basic information to start the training that includes:

control of the body, body scheme, spatial and temporal

orientation, rhythm, tonus, laterality. Results of the

evaluation indicate the stage the student is at: dependent,

low, partial and independent autonomy. Results from

sessions involving recreational, individual or group

activities—and in some special sessions with the presence

of parents—show that children reached significant

responses in their motor and spatial development, improving

their autonomy level, and in some cases they are referred to

the practice of a sport competition.

E-mail: soniavile@yahoo.com.br

Art and the Person With Severe

Movement Impairment: An Experience

Faria, C.C.

Lunkes, L.

Independent Researchers

This work began in order to help students who did not adapt

to typical physical activities offered to people with disability

in a region of Rio Grande do Sul State, Brazil. The purpose of

this work was to develop manual skills through painting.

Five students with severe movement impairment took part

in this experiment. All of them presented great difficulties in

accomplishing activities that require fine motor control and

they were also very shy. The sessions were scheduled once

a week, for one hour and a half, over three months. Their

performance was recorded after each session and also a

report of each student was written after the three-month

period. The idea was to work from easy (large objects) to

difficult (small objects) activities. The activities were

performed in the following sequence: activities with large

chalk, color pencil, cover drawing with rope and finally with

thin painter’s brush. After that, a painter (Miró) was chosen

and they studied his history. Some drawings of Miró were

chosen so that students could paint them on a piece of

paper, after that on a cartoon and finally on canvas. Each

student made 3 or 4 canvases based on the chosen artist.
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An exposition of student paintings was held. Based on the

results obtained we conclude that art is also an important

way to develop skills that are not stimulated by sport practice.

It can also contribute to the social integration, improvement

in self-esteem, independence and creativity.

E-mail: chriscarvalho@gmx.net

The Body Conceived by the Media and the

Body Proposed by the Pilates Method

Castro, M.R.

Ferreira, M.E.

UFJF

Côrrea, C.X.

Faculdade Metodista Grambery

During the past years, the world has gone through visible

changes, especially in terms of body-related issues. Many

changes in the way society interprets the body occurred.

Among many communication resources, society makes use

of a powerful one: the media. Media makes demands, impose

rituals and pressure on the body. Thus, it is very importance

to understand the representations and interpretations of

“embodiment” and body image. Also, it is important to review

perceptions about the expected body in this modern world

where globalization imposes homogenous models and media

recognizes social status by consumerism. As a consequence,

there is a frantic search for an ideal body which is produced

by and exposed in TV soap operas, movies and magazines.

In such media tools, the important thing is to be part of pre-

determined aesthetic patterns at all cost. In order to reconcile

these issues, new physical activity methods, such as the

Pilates method, were created to focus on the body as a

subject, leading to self knowledge; identification of limits;

placement in the world, time and space; awareness of one’s

true role in the world, and understanding of the role and

image of one’s body. This paper aims, using Pilates method,

to contrast the body proposed by the media with the one

reinforced by the Pilates philosophy. We analyzed

testimonials given by twelve practitioners of Pilates method.

We also investigated the reasons why this form of exercise

was chosen, which results were obtained and what the

difference participants found between Pilates and other

forms of exercising. Our findings pointed to the fact that

people choose Pilates mainly because they were tired of

other forms of physical activity or/and because they have

some form of orthopedic disorder. Along with these reasons,

participants also were concerned with fitness and expected

that the program met their individual needs. Participants

noticed the following benefits: pain reduction, better shape

and muscle tone, corrected posture and, consequently, more

satisfaction with their own bodies. Therefore, to the group,

what set Pilates apart from the other exercise programs was

its personalized classes, i. e., structured for individual needs,

thus treating each person uniquely. Moreover, the varied

exercise sequences—less repetitive and more recreational—

were reported as the key features which make classes more

enjoyable, motivating and challenging.

E-mail: grupospirrolicos@hotmail.com

Meeting of Bodies: A Dance Class

for Visually Impaired Students

Almeida, C.M.

Russo, R.C.T.

PUC Campinas/ESEF Jundiaí

The purpose of this work was  to portray the experience

lived by a group of visually deficient people through

moments of body expression, music, rhythm, in a dance class,

and to show the importance of this type of activity to the

development of the human being. Dance is an experience

that makes possible the exploration of emotions through a

language that is not verbal, but which expresses histories

and facts. Our experience included a group of twelve people,

four visually impaired girls and four youngsters, and pupils

in the physical education course at PUC, Campinas. Music

influences behavior, especially body behavior, and the

perception of rhythms in dance is important to the execution

of dance steps and the synchronization of their movements.

Therefore, we first hoped to provide participants with an

initiation to dance activities, and, then, to promote inter-

relationships among people in the group. Our concern was

to investigate how the people with visual impairments would

feel, based on the diversity of body movements, not only on

the variety of techniques or the gestures that generated the

different movements. The movements executed by the pairs

depended on each person making a connection with another,

making them become aware of their own bodies as well as

with the body of their dance partners. We tried to identify if

the participants would obtain this harmony, and by obtaining

it, if it would be related to aspects that were important to

them. Would these aspects be different than for those who

aren’t visually impaired? After some dance experiences, the

participants expressed some questions and doubts regarding

our work. However, the dance class eventually provided

them with an opportunity for expression of body movements.

E-mail: cleusura@terra.com.br

Wheelchair Dance and Polio:

A Case Study

Melo, V.M.

Unimep - NUPEM - Nucleo de Pesquisas

The modality of dance is in constant transformation. It has

been practiced in diverse cultural contexts, providing a

playful, therapeutic, artistic, competitive, and sportive

dimension, among others, and revealing characteristics

according to time and cultural influences. Dance has diverse

symbolic meaning throughout the world. The present work
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had the purpose of searching out elements for the creation

of a work methodology to teach wheelchair dance, basically

directed at adaptations, rhythms, and figures that reflect

different styles so that it could be used to work with people

with polio. To reach these objectives, a study using

pedagogic methods for working with wheelchair dance was

performed, utilizing the contents of specific courses given

by the Brazilian Confederation of Wheelchair Sport Dance

that have taken place in Brazil from 2002 to 2005. Basic

choreographies, figures, steps, and techniques of handling

the wheelchair, offered by the Brazilian Confederation

courses were analyzed, through a case study, to see how

they might be adapted to movement possibilities for people

with polio. An evaluation was made, using observation of

items suggested by the International Confederation of

Wheelchair Sport Dance, based on functional classification

(Tolocka, 2006). The movements performed by the participant

were recorded with a digital camera, and the acquired data

were analyzed through the software, “Pinacle Studio Nine.”

This software allows the selection of images that contain

basic steps and choreographies. The selected images were

recorded and archived. The participant’s movements, using

the techniques suggested by the DECR during a course,

were analyzed. It was confirmed that the program under

investigation would be an adequate program to offer to this

individual. The results of this study also indicate that a

program of dance exercises for individuals with polio must

prioritize the acquisition of techniques of handling the

wheelchair, and provide training for the moves and basic

steps that include rhythm and creativity. We also concluded

that dance can help people who use a wheelchair develop

social integration.

E-mail: vinicius_training20@hotmail.com

Dance as a Mean for Communication

and Expression of ‘Different Bodies‘

Baruki, V.L.

Moraes, A.E.

UNIDERP-Curso de Educação Física

Children with special educational needs have the

disadvantage caused by a compromised condition that limits

their normal motor development. This disadvantage ,

however, cannot be seen as social invalidity. Instead, the

impaired ones and society should work together to overcome

difficulties imposed by the world in which they live.

Nowadays, physical activity is seen as a preventive factor

as well as a factor which maintains the body’s well being.

Through the art of dancing , mind and body develop in a

´different ‘ way. The movements help to develop personality

in a balanced way, providing knowledge, concepts,

understanding and acceptance of the individual. This study

aims to evaluate the contributions in the psycho-motor and

social/ affective development that a dance project can bring

to students with mental impairment and cerebral palsy. It

consists of descriptive research based on observational

method, which involves standard techniques of data

collection such as questionnaires. The instrument to collect

data was a video camera (VHS), which is a valuable tool for

observational researches. The sample was composed by 15

students of both genders, aged between 16 and 32 years

(chronological age) from the ‘Raio de Sol‘ school (Campo

Grande Pestalozzi Society) ,who show mental impairment and

cerebral palsy. The observations were done during the

lessons , which were selected and determined as ‘classes‘.

The values attributed were represented numerically and

established as follows: the highest value was given to the

element which was the objective to be reached on a certain

day. The conclusion obtained with this study is that dancing

is a valid instrument to work with physical activity for people

with mental impairment and cerebral palsy. That can be said

because it improved their social / affective development,

and also improved psycho-motor aspects which advances

were shown through graphs /tables inserted in this work.

Acknowledgements: Sociedade Pestalozzi de Campo Grande/

Escola Raio de Sol.

E-mail: vlbaruki@terra.com.br

Dance and Rhythmical Activities

in Inclusive Schools

Faber, M.A.

Barros, E.

Silva, A.

Oliveira, I.

Cordeiro, M.A.

Lima, J.R.

Centro Universitário Nilton Lins - Educação Física

Forms of communication in dance are usually established

through the dancer’s own body. Such communication

involves perception, sensations, feelings, as well as physical

strength. The aim of this work is to show how dance is

performed by children with disabilities, and how dance

affects their development of physical, cognition and affective

domains. Finally, we discuss the role of dance as a facilitation

tool for inclusion in school. The dance project herein is a

pedagogical experience of undergraduates in physical

education. The dance project offers both, a dance experience

to fifteen children with disabilities, and an application of the

knowledge PE undergraduates have about movement,

rhythm, cooperation, freedom of speech, self-training,

creativity. This is a hand-on experience that is required for

graduation in physical education. The project was developed

at the State School Leonila Marinho. Children had the

opportunity to choose rhythmical movements that agree with

their motor and cognitive competences. The program lasted

four months, and was offered once a week. During this

period, using few materials such as hula-loops and balls,

the activities included balance, displacements, turns, small

jumps and, small choreographic routines. These activities
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created opportunities for joy and dynamic interactions

between the children. Many of these children didn’t want

the class session to end. We conclude that rhythmical

activities and dance, besides being an opportunity for unique

expressions, social re-affirmation, and living with the

difference, they are important tools for inclusion in schools.

Acknowledgements: Centro Universitário Nilton Lins

E-mail: myrian@unip.br ; myrian@vivax.com.br

Dancing With Differences: From Pedagogical

Actions to the Development of Knowledge

Antunes, M.R.

Oliveira, A.M.

Flores, J.C.

Ferreira, M.N.

Souto, E.M.

Soldateli, L.

Universidade Federal de Santa Maria

Outreach programs focusing on teaching and research offer

great possibilities for direct commitment of teachers and

students during development of curriculum. Such programs

provide theoretical support for the practicum, and mostly,

for the development of scientific studies. Thus, we consider

outreach programs a forum for testing research problems

and for theoretic conceptions that can be based on already

existing practical actions. The outreach program “a dance

proposal for the disabled” is such a case. Currently three

research projects are in development based on a broader

theme: “Discourses about disability: construction of

representations and persons.” These projects were designed

after interviews made with teachers and parents of students

with disabilities. The main goal was to observe, through

parents´ opinions, representations that they have about

disability and, to investigate in which way parents’

representations interfere in their children’s behavior. Another

project in development is “Dance and disability: physical

capacities on the emergence of abilities.” Such project was

initiated because we believe that its results may help

performance on daily living activities, basic needs, making

individuals with disabilities more independent and

contributing for improvement of quality of life. Its purpose

was to verify physical capacities of children and teenagers

with disabilities can improve after participation in such

outreach program. We verified physical capacities such as:

strength, muscle resistance and flexibility, before and after

participation. The third study from our outreach program:

“disability and teenagers: a glance about sexuality,” was

created with the purpose of reporting participants

experiences of living with relatives. Our main motivation was

that individuals with disabilities as well as their caregivers

don’t know how to deal with sexual behaviors on the daily

life. Many perceive their children as “asexual,” due to

psychological and social misconceptions. Our approach was

to discuss with their relatives and caregivers topics about

sexuality and to debate about their misconceptions on how

to deal and how to talk about sexuality with their children.

E-mail: antunes@smail.ufsm.br

Utopian Adventure on Wheelchairs:

The Imaginary Dance as the

(Re)-Discovery of the Body Language

Cunha, M.A.T.

Universidade Gama Filho

This research aims to identify the meanings of a “utopian

adventure” associated with the re-discovery of body

languages while wheelchair dancing. The research focuses

on the imaginary magical act of desire expressed by

individuals with disability. Also, it focuses on aspects of

the dance that link movement, rhythm, society, life.

Wheelchair users attempt to satisfy their desires by pulling

the wheelchair towards their own disabled bodies, as if they

could make it concrete, tangible, pleasant, expressive. A

dancer’s pleasure is always materialized and (re)-materialized

by the continuity of dancing movements with the wheelchair

and in coordination with a non-disabled partner. This three-

element unity expresses new meanings in this way of

dancing. Subjectivity presents mythical, archetypical

structures distinguishable through the clues that can only

be detected by the researcher ready to interpret internal

images experienced by the dancers, their essence and their

existence (DURAND, 1988). Dance is one of the rare activities

integrating the body, the mind and the spirit. Dance is

movement, is expression. Methodological strategies,

qualitatively speaking, are being used to try to capture

aspects of the dance that inspires the imagination of the

disabled who feel part of the society. With this in mind, we

researched the imaginary, the “magical act” capable of

redefining objects of thoughts, desires. We used twenty

semi-structured interviews with users of wheelchair and their

dance non-disabled partners. The interview encouraged free

associations of ideas. We found that dancers that

temporarily represent an animal enabled a projective dream

of energy, expressed interests, phantoms, needs for

tenderness and denomination. Several discourses revealed

a universe of alternative skills by the disabled participants,

offering clues for understanding the social imaginary and

the feelings this activity promotes. The methods herein used

to interpreter the results were based on discourse analysis

of Orlandi (2000) and the animals’ allegory test by POSTIC

(1993). Results indicate that the dance associated with utopia

and celebration, allowed participants to express desires their

paralyzed bodies demand. Also, it allowed the non-disabled

dance partners to be sympathetic with their feelings,

emotions and spirit. When they step on the stage they

experienced their second being. They used dance to render

life to their bodies redefining their aesthetical essence.

E-mail: materracunh2uol.com.br
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Expressive and Symbolic Corporal

Movements in Psychiatry Treatment

Moraes, A.L.F.

Unicamp - Faculdade de Educação

The purpose of a psychiatry treatment program is to

reestablish the body structure and study its expressions

relative to psychic and archetype symbols. The initial focus

of such program demands a global body perception through

activities that help to achieve a good body angle. The

expressive practices are based on dance and focus on free

movements. It is known that individuals with mental illness,

mainly the ones with schizophrenia, are immersed in a state

of unconsciousness. “In schizophrenia there is a regression

to an archaic world. That is why is not rare to see a

schizophrenic person mimicking and performing extravagant

gestures that seem to be totally incomprehensible, however,

they are full of meanings” (Silveira: 2001; p. 98). These body

movements were registered after practices and analyzed

based on Jung Analytic Psychology, in particular relative to

symbols. In many patients, body expressions occur with an

exaggerated relationship with the floor. In a deeper study

we learned that the floor represents the unconscious. So the

patients’ movements with rigid knees and hips joints, lack

of trunk mobility, and feet with weak muscles demonstrate

the psychotic uncontrolled relation with the unconscious.

The mental illness appears associated with this lack of

communication between conscious and unconscious, which

is essential to the development of personality. There are

also circular movements that show a relation with the psych

center, the Self. We noticed that frequently these patients

perform circular movements, mainly with the head and the

whole body, as well as they walk in circles. All of these

symbolic expressions and many others demonstrate how

important the body practices are in the treatment of mental

illness, so we can restructure the posture and better

understand the meanings of body movements.

E-mail: anafmoraes@hotmail.com

Change: Dance in the Lives of Dancers

With and Without Disabilities

Felix, A. A.

Duarte, E.

Cola, G.

Unicamp - FEF - Depto de Atividade Motora Adaptada

Historically, it is possible to observe dance since the

beginning of civilization. Over the years, dancers have given

different meanings to this art, and, therefore, new styles and

different forms have emerged. Today, dancing is performed

by people with disabilities, which can suggest that dancing

should be viewed as an expressive manifestation of the

person who practices it. In light of these facts, this study

has as its aim to observe the perceptions of dancers with

and without disability, and the possible behavioral changes

that take place in their lives after taking up dancing. We

utilized a qualitative research method, in which a semi-

structured interview was an instrument for data collection,

and, also, a content analysis of the data. It was possible to

observe changes in the behavior of dancers with and without

disability after exposure to experiences with the artistic

group, RodaPés (WheelFeet). During the research process,

themes developed around the following axes: the

construction of the theoretical foundation, using historical

considerations about dancing, dancing in wheelchairs, and

dancing and life; and the methodological description of the

study, presenting the criteria as well as the content analysis.

These themes were then subdivided into five categories:

dancing, body, wheelchair, social interaction, and diversity.

We concluded that dancing is a way for achieving social re-

evaluation and re-signification, by providing a way in which

people can express their feelings. It also allows a dialogue

between the dancer and the audience/society, in which we

observed a different way of looking at dancing: that it can

show us new values and understanding in relation to dancers

with disability.

E-mail: gorla@fef.unicamp.br

Ballroom Dance for Blind People

Diaz, D.A.

Garcia, A.

Diehl, R.M.

ULBRA

This research aimed to investigate the relationship of

teaching methods in ballroom dances for blind people. The

research is a descriptive case study and mainly a qualitative

approach. The instruments for data collecting were based

on an analysis of standard dances and participatory

observation. The sample consisted of nine adults, 5 males

and 4 females, participants of the 12 weeks lessons of

ballroom dances, held at the Center for studies of Adapted

Motor Activities (CEAMA-ULBRA), Porto Alegre, Brazil. The

ballroom dances included Bolero, Forró, Merengue and

Waltz. The teaching method focused on teaching couples

separately, later joining them, and finally performing the

dance together. The participants learned quite well all the

dances. Efficiency in performance was observed during the

entire process and for every aspect of the taught dances:

command, rhythm and posture. We noticed significant

changes since the beginning of the participation until the

last lesson. The successful performance by the group was

due to the concept of teaching the basic dances considering

each participant specific needs. Demands for accurate body

and space orientation could be noticed during the lead of

the female dancer by her male partner. These skills help them

to execute correct movements without need of verbal tips.

Rhythm was also satisfactory. For the blind, listening

becomes a way to “see” the world, and because of that,
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music is a medium for facilitating spatial orientation. In

relation to their postures, although maturation process varies

for each individual, their body awareness was affected by

this experience and made their dance skills more beautiful

and elegant. Although the studied group was considered

naive in ballroom dance, they improved significantly after

participation. Acknowledgements: Ballroom Dancing - Blind

Persons.

E-mail: lenediehl@hotmail.com

Rescuing the Popular Culture of

Folk Dance by Teenagers and

Adults With Visual Impairment

Rechineli, A.

UNIMEP- NUCORPO/ Faculdades

Integradas de Itapetininga

Porto, E.T.R.

UNIMEP/NUCORPO

The Integrated Colleges of Itapetininga - Karnig Bazarian

Fundation, through its physical education course, organizes

sport and recreational activities as a way of applying

knowledge in community-services. This work consists in an

experience report from the work of undergraduate students

developed for teenagers and adults with visual impairment

of the Center of Visual Research and Rehabilitation of

Itapetininga (CEPREVI). During the months of June and

August, 2006, a program for rescuing the popular culture of

dance, with the purpose of celebrating the Folk Day.

According to Sherrill (1998), the adapted dance includes

instructions to develop the movement according to the

potential and needs of each student, building a valuable

strategy to work with several disability conditions. During

the development of this work, the undergraduate students

organized meetings about folk dance and several activities

for rescuing the popular culture. This way, they used in real

life the knowledge acquired with the theory learned in the

subject “Physical and Sport Activities and Disabled People.”

We observed, throughout the process, a great acceptance,

both for the teenagers and the adults with visual impairment

and for the undergraduate students. They gradually

improved with all the developed activities. We also noticed

the expectations everyone showed during the meetings; the

euphoria and joy of the teenagers and adults during the

activities; the great attention of these teenagers and adults

with their bodies, with the other children, and with the

teachers. Due to the success of this experience, we decided

to transform this event into a continuous community-service

program, so undergraduate students can, as a hands-on

experience, develop activities every week with the group.

E-mail: andrearechineli@hotmail.com

Capoeira in Down Syndrome: A Comparative

Study Based on the Index of

Body Mass, Balance and Speed

Gomes, A.L.

Ghiselli, D.J.

Baruki, V.L.S.
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Carbonari, V.L.G.

Educação Especial

Individuals with Down syndrome are enclosed in diverse

sectors of the society, inside of its limits and possibilities.

Diverse factors have contributed for the best quality of life

of this population, providing in last 20 years as a

considerable increase in life expectancy of this population,

since that until this moment they “lived little”. One of the

factors related to increase in life expectation is the preventive

treatment and precocious stimulation. Physical activity,

performed in a responsible manner, this is, through regular,

systematic way and developed by a professional, is a

valuable way to improve their quality of life and health.

Nowadays, diverse projects involving physical exercises are

developed currently with this population, like capoeira, the

object of this study. Capoeira is a physical activity that

provides mental work, physical qualities of base like aerobic

and anaerobic system, and the development of agility, force,

coordination and physical conditioning. In the methodology

of education of capoeira, the question related to security

guard is emphasized, and professional responsibility

involves the respect to the limits and potentialities of the

practitioner, promoting adaptations to the pupils with

Syndrome of Down, for instance. The purpose of the present

study is to compare the anthropometrics and neuromuscular

characteristics of individuals with Down syndrome that

practice capoeira with that ones that do not practice this

activity. The sample was composed by 10 pupils of both

genders aging 14 to 18 years. Five of them have been

practicing capoeira for 2 years and the other 5 participants

do not practice capoeira. We registered the age, height and

weight for calculation of the IMC and we applied the tests

of agility and balance. We conclude that the capoeira

practitioners are leaner and more agile in relation to that

ones that did not practice this modality. These results

showed that the practice of this activity can bring benefits

to the health, since the weight and the IMC were shorter for

the capoeira group. The balance test, performed on one foot

showed few difference between the two groups. Besides the

physical qualities that the capoeira can work, its benefits

social and psychological aspects that contributes for the

quality of life in Down syndrome individuals.

E-mail: vlbaruki@terra.com.br
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Sports Techniques and Inclusive Strategies

Used to Teach Karate (Shotokan Method)

for Children With Hearing Impairments

Toloi, G.G.

FAI, UNIP, FACOL

Moreira, R.S.

FAI

The participation in physical education classes by all public

school students became something very necessary to the

biopsychosocial development of children with disabilities.

Today, the areas of physical education and adapted sport

have begun to evolve with the intention of supplying the

necessities necessary for the development of all individuals.

This study’s objectives were to investigate the learning

processes needed to include hearing impaired students in

Karate (Shotokan method) classes, and to search for better

methods of biopsychosocial integration of these students.

The subjects selected were 12 students with hearing

impairments from Teruyo Kikuta School in the town of

Adamantina. They were included in the karate lesson as part

of an extension project offered by the school. Inclusive and

adapted lesson plans were prepared to distinguish the needs

required to execute the correct movements of this modality.

Two types of data collection were utilized. First, karate

teachers observed and analyzed students regarding their

behavioral changes after each exercise. Then, interviews

(questionnaire) were conducted with regular classroom

teachers, the school director, and several school employees

in relation to possible behavioral changes in the students

who had participated in the karate lessons. The results

revealed five important findings: 1. After participation in the

karate lessons, participants exhibited noticable positive

changes in their manners inside of the school environment;

2. Improvements in students’ basic abilities used in this sport

were recognized; 3. Students noticeably tried to improve

their individual performances and attempted to execute the

exercises correctly; 4. We were able to learn to recognize the

difficulties that occurred most frequently with the hearing

impaired students during their karate lessons; 5.  and, finally

we concluded that positive aspects of integration and

socialization had occurred with all students who participated

in the inclusive karate lessons.

E-mail: gtoloi@hotmail.com

Taekwondo for Visually Impaired Individuals

Borges, R.J.M.

Martins, A.C.B.

Centro Universitário do

Planalto de Araxá (UNIARAXÁ)

The present study illustrates Taekwondo techniques for

visually impaired individuals. The study intends to show

that individuals who are visually impaired are able to learn

and develop most of the required skills to practice

Taekwondo. Individuals with physical, psychological and

social limitations rely on the practice of any physical activity.

This fact justifies the practice of Taekwondo. This study is

inspired in other studies in the area of disability and their

recommendations on how to deal with limitations. The

research was approved by the ethics committee of the

University Center of Araxá (Centro Universitário do Planalto

de Araxá), Minas Gerais, Brazil. The study included three

visually impaired individuals. They were provided with all

the information about initiation in Taekwondo, at the end of

the study, they were evaluated in their progress after

participation. The participants attended classes for six

months, two hours session, twice a week. Instructors worked

with basic motor skills, physical and mental development,

concentration, self-confidence, and the basic moves of

Taekwondo. Participants’ movement readiness was checked

to see whether or not they could learn new techniques. At

the end, participants made a formal presentation using the

basic Taekwondo requirements, and all were approved. This

approval automatically gave them a yellow belt. During the

training period, we’ve noticed a strong motivation by these

individuals to learn all the Taekwondo moves. Their disability

did not prevent them from participating intensively; they

show joy, regardless their condition.

E-mail: rogerio jose@uniaraxa.edu.br

A Blind Athlete’s Experiences of

“Overcoming:” A Phenomenological Analysis

Ranieri, L.P.

Barreira, C.R.A.

USP - EACH

The investigation intended to explore a blind athlete’s

sportive experiences, and the idea of “overcoming,” based

on a report of his lived experiences. Through a

phenomenological analysis of the athlete’s narrative, which

was recorded and transcribed, an attempt was made to

understand what overcoming meant to him, and how its

manifestation was expressed through sportive experiences.

The subject desribed two important moments in his life: in

school, when he was introduced to sport, and an experience

he had after school. Both of these important moments were

influenced initially by friends. After his first contact with

sport, his practical experience of it gradually became

internalized in his life, and it became more and more important

and usual. The second moment represents a change of

posture: it was when sport began to provide an intense lived

experience, standing only for the joy of “just playing.” At

that moment, however, a delicate phase began: a period of

injury, characterized by personal dissatisfaction and the

feeling of not having a good performance. After this phase,

personal satisfaction returned, with an improvement in self-

confidence and performance. The athlete definied this

occurrence as very important; he said the feeling of being
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able to participate in sport gave him a sense of wholeness

for sport and for life. Sport seemed important because it

provided pleasure and a taste for its practice in order, “to

feel well,” physically and socially. So, his motivation to

practice was intrinsic. Sport occupied a notable place in his

life, highlighting the correlation, the “co-influence” between

sport-life and life-sport. Here, the person values the

“overcoming of self,” reporting that self confidence and

wholeness are important in influencing either sports or life.

For example, he faced his injury with naturality, assuming

that his disability was not a limitation, but something natural

in life. This initial exploration will be completed by other

interviews. The basic elements that compose the process of

overcoming through sportive experiences by this blind

athlete cannot yet be thoroughly defined. However, some

essential elements of his existential dimensions were noted,

such as his intrinsic motivation to overcome difficulties in

his practice of sport and in life.

E-mail: leandro.owen@gmail.com

Analysis of Older

Practitioners’Expectations About Yoga

Tavares, M.C.G.F.C.

Mendes, M.T.G.

Unicamp - FEF - Faculdade de Educação Física

Yoga is one oldest philosophy about life and originated in

India about 5000 years ago. Also, today it is considered the

oldest holistic system that works the body interconnected

with the mind. Although the intense popular spreading, there

is still a scarcity of scientific studies related to the reason

why people look for Yoga, especially people with physical

disability. The purpose of this study was to investigate the

expectations of older people, people with physical disability,

and people without disability, all yoga practitioners, relative

to the Yoga practice. After the approval of the Ethics

Committee, the volunteers answered to a questionnaire about

the activities practiced by groups of Yoga. The results,

analyzed from the discourse analysis method, were grouped

into categories of answers. After the analysis of the results,

we found that search for the balance between physical-

mental-spiritual is most common among the three groups.

They also seek for a calm state of relaxation. However, the

least important aspect of Yoga for the three groups is the

search of understanding of the Eastern philosophy. We

noticed that the differences of age and presence of a

disability are not decisive reasons for practicing Yoga.

E-mail: thelfis@yahoo.com.br

Polybat: A New Game for People

With Cerebral Palsy

Strapasson, A.M.

Faculdade de Pato Branco - FADEP

Duarte, E.

Universidade Estadual de Campinas - UNICAMP

Physical activity has been used for thousands of years for

the prevention and treatment of diseases. Following this

idea we must understand that it can also be used for

recreational and educational purposes and (to some extent)

help rehabilitate. The adapted physical education aims to

develop these aspects improving the quality of life of

individuals with physical disability. The method considers

the possible benefits of looking at a human being

individually. The research aims to develop an effective

teaching strategy for Polybat by physical education teachers

and other people interested in the game. This adapted

activity is safe and appropriate for individuals with cerebral

palsy or other similar disabilities. Cerebral palsy is the result

of an irreversible brain damage, non progressive, and that

affects posture and movements of these individuals. Cerebral

palsy affects motor functions and the central nervous

system, although the severity of the disorder varies greatly.

This study was developed in a special school setting, located

in Palmas city, Paraná, Brazil, in 2004. The subjects were six

students ages between 8 and 20 years with cerebral palsy.

We found appropriate that they were having 32 physical

education classes every week (lasting one hour, twenty-five

minutes). The purpose was to record the activities that were

compatible with the student’s motor skills and the results

were obtained through systematic observation. Daily

research assessed: posture, racket and racket-ball control

and improvement (consequently rallies), strength, precision

and concentration improvement, understanding of rules, self-

motivation and defeat acceptance (when it occurred). The

activities were created and the system developed.

Theoretically, we found that the outcome of this study

should be part of the special school reality. We believe that

Polybat should be introduced and practice in others

institutions (special or not), because the game is an activity

that is easy to adapt, and students, teachers and involved

people can gain so much from it.

E-mail: alinestrapasson@hotmail.com

Physical Education in Hospitals: An

Interdisciplinary Contribution to the

Health Care of People With Chronic Illness

Campeão, M.S.

Prefeitura Municipal de Petrópolis e

Universidade Católica

The present work is an experiential report relative to a five-

year program of physical education in a hospital with patients

with chronic illness. The physical education (PE) program

was based on interpersonal relationship focusing on health

attention and caring. The purpose of the study was to

analyze the level of understanding of pathologies and its

consequences by the patients, particularly the
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representations on their own bodies. This analysis was done

before and after being inserted in the program. In the

beginning, our PE program was exclusively playing for fun.

We encouraged the patients to feel free to participate,

engaging in activities that were according to their interests

and preferences. The choice in the PE program was the

development of recreational games, body experiences, and

sports initiation. These activities were adequate to their main

physical and mental conditions: general motor function,

spinal cord injury, brain damage, amputations and others.

The PE program prioritized taking care of children, and then

it expanded to adults and older individuals. The results were

shared with other professionals that were involved in the

patients’ recovery (therapists, physicians, nurses, social

workers). This included specific evaluation for each area,

and reports about the changes in patients’ attitude that

express the meaning of their pathologies. Also, it included

their representation about their own bodies. We noticed that

when they begin to identify their possibilities through

movement and body experiences, they identified ways to

get rid of stigmas imposed by notions of fatality and

impossibility of “cure.” Acknowledgements: Secretaria de

Esportes e Lazer da Prefeitura Municipal de Petrópolis

E-mail: mcampeao@oi.com.br

Promotion of Adapted Physical Activity in

Municipalities: The Finnish Experience

Piispanen, T.

Finnish Society of Sport Sciences

Koivumäki, K.

Ministry of Education

Rintala, P.

University of Jyväskylä

Keskinen, K.L.

Finnish Society of Sport Sciences

Similar to most European countries, about 25% of Finland’s

population are persons with a disability, including a number

of persons with chronic illnesses and elderly people with

special needs for physical activity services. There are about

90 sports instructors for these groups hired by the local

sport offices in municipalities. For the most part these

instructors supervise and organize fitness training for

persons with disabilities, persons with chronic illnesses and

elderly citizens. Municipal-level activities have been

complemented by activities of sports organizations for

persons with disabilities; mostly avoiding duplication of

efforts. There are approximately 3.000 municipally

coordinated weekly groups for adapted physical activity.

About 80.000 persons participate in these groups. However,

the quality of locally directed activities varies a lot

depending on the amount of citizens and on geographical

location of municipalities. The level of organized activities

in some municipalities can be very high but in some

municipalities very low. We made a three-year intervention

in 13 municipalities to promote APA during the years 2004-

06. The inclusion criteria were simply that APA was poorly

organized and there were no employees in this field. The

project offered only modest financial support. Instead,

thorough consultation and individualized training in the

chosen field was given to persons in charge of operations

within the municipalities. Consequently, these municipalities

were able to build up proper action plans and find workable

solutions to locally upcoming problems. The project group

could establish a total of seven new positions for sports

instructors and 90 new APA groups. We conclude that the

project was successful in establishing both new activities

and new jobs in the area of APA as well as in creating good

practices to be utilized further in the municipalities. We also

noticed that locally directed APA groups require only a

relatively modest financial support to be able to carry out

activities. Even a small municipal APA budget may have

significant influence on an effective sports and recreational

activity program.

E-mail: toni.piispanen@lts.fi

Strength in Old Age: A Health Exercise

Program For Older Adults 2005-2009

Karvinen, E.

Niemi, P.

Kalmari, P.

Säpyskä-Nordberg, M.

Simonen, M.

Age Institute, Finland

National health exercise program for older adults, Strength

in Old Age, promotes the autonomy and quality of life of

independently living older adults with decreased functional

capacity. This is achieved by increasing the leg muscle

strength and balance exercise of the target group and by

developing services. Activities are provided especially for

over 75-year-olds. It is estimated that half of them foreshow

signs of diminishing mobility. Problems of mobility are the

second most common reason for institutionalization and the

need for home services. The program is a large cooperation

project carried out by the Ministry of Social Affairs and

Health, Ministry of Education, University of Jyväskylä and

several other actors. The main funding resource for the

program is the Finnish Slot Machine Association. A

significant amount of Finnish welfare service production

funding is channeled via this public association to the third

sector actors. The program is coordinated by Age Institute.

The program develops suitable forms of group exercise for

older adults with decreased functional capacity, including

gym and balance exercises and home gymnastics. The actors

in public, private and third sector are encouraged to form

networks, develop exercise services for older adults, and

improve conditions of exercise and everyday mobility. In

developing practices, it is important to observe older adults’
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opinions. The program will include about 40 third sector

projects across Finland in 2005-2007. At the moment, there

are 25 projects in action. The project actors’ skills are

improved by adequate training. Training themes include

instructed exercises for strength and balance, project control,

and instructor training. Knowledge is offered for decision-

makers, actors, older adults and their significant others.

Diverse communication is used to disseminate knowledge

and good practices. The program includes systematic

evaluation. Results of the first year follow-up show that the

projects have started successfully and they benefit from the

participation in the coordinated program. The way the

program works is new for actors because funding and

program goals are integrated together more tightly than what

has been done in earlier projects in the field of health

promoting physical exercise in Finland.

E-mail: elina.karvinen@ikainst.fi

An Analytical Study of the Current

Models of the Brazilian School

Games for People With Disability

Matsui, R.
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Gomes, M.S.P.

Morato, M.P.

Almeida, J.J.G.

Unicamp - FEF- Depto de Estudos da

Atividade Física Adaptada

Sport practice provides excellent contributions to the motor

and social development of persons engaged in it, specifically

for those with some kind of disability. However, the access

for individuals with disability to the sport practice is not

widely spread in the Brazilian scene. In this direction the

objective of this study was, according to the inclusion view,

to analyze the current models of the Brazilian school games

directed for individuals with disability, pointing out the

contributions of its different approaches to improve the

access to sport practices. We used a descriptive approach

in this case study based on the documentary analysis

(analysis of newsletters), regulations and projects related

to the school games models of the Brazilian Paralympic

Committee (CPB), and of the Brazilian Blind Sports

Confederation (CBDC). The documents analyzed showed

different approaches related to the organization and

accomplishment. The participants of the CPB games

represented the different Brazilian states, in opposition to

the CBDC that represented their educational institution. The

number of modalities offered in the CPB event was 2

(athletics and swimming) and in the CBDC there were 6

modalities (athletics, swimming, chess, blind soccer, goalball

and judo). The participation in the first event had as first

plan the performance, contrary to the second event, which

had as the main objective allowing the person to know the

modalities. The structure of the CPB event was more related

to the talent detection and organization of a base team for

the Paralympic team; for the CBDC, however, the practice of

the Paralympics modalities by the participants was the

objective, so these people could know the sports. The sport

events directed to students with disability had differentiated

structures from the conventional, which only aimed the

performance. Both analyzed models bring contributions to

the diffusion of the sport practice, however, considering the

Brazilian view of integration-inclusion, we suggest that it is

more important to increase the opportunities to discover the

sport practice before training a modality.

E-mail: afonsa_silva@yahoo.com.br

Constructing a Method in Equine

Therapy (Therapeutic Riding)

Under New Ecological Paradigms

Vieira, P.S.

Baggio, A.

Soldatelli, M.M.

Siqueira, L.

University of Passo Fundo, RS.

Equine Therapy (Therapeutic Riding) is known for its

therapeutic potential in the treatment and prevention of

diseases since the Ancient Greece. In contemporary times

this potential has been expanded by knowledge advances

from several fields. This study presents preliminary data

about the construction and validation of a method of Equine

Therapy. The reference paradigm is based on the complex

thinking of E. Morin, whose central thesis supports that the

man is, at the same time, a biological, cultural and social

being. Other paradigms include the Ecological Theory of F.

Capra. Capra states that life is constituted of a broad and

complex relationship nets (life web), many of which hidden

and/or unknown; the Knowledge Biology of H. Maturana,

with the thesis that life is a continuous knowledge process

influenced and changed by what we experienced; and the

Symbolic Interactionism of G. H. Med, whose concepts are

based on the understanding that meanings stem from the

social interaction, which generate interpretative processes

and new meanings. Based on these theoretical backgrounds,

which bring meaningful advances in relation to the traditional

paradigms about the comprehension of the phenomena

health/disease/treatment, the method proposed for the

Equine Therapy activities is performed in a collective way

with people with disabilities (i.e., individuals with visual

impairment and autism). The age of the participants ranged

from five to sixty-three years. The sessions were organized

with groups of six people (according to the disability) riding

simultaneously in a riding-house within a 20m radius. The

group work, especially with the individuals with autism,

contributed with reinforcement of new behaviors and

interactions that made possible the experiences of social

roles. When watching the behavior of others, students
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tended to change their own behavior that generated new

interactions. Spontaneous manifestations of affection, joy,

cooperation, more attention in face of the environment stimuli

are constant. In this sense, the method seemed promising

for development of autonomy, identification of own limits

and potentials, safety issues, as well as improving

communication with peers.

E-mail: psvieira@upf.br

Horse Therapy Improving Quality of

Life of People With Disabilities

Silva, M.D.

Centro Universitário Moura Lacerda / PMESP

Teixeira, A.A.

Bertolucci, R.P.

Polícia Militar do Estado de São Paulo

Thomaz, T.

Centro Universitário Moura Lacerda

Simeão Júnior, C.A.

Centro Universitário Moura Lacerda / FCFAR – UNESP

Horse therapy consists in a complementary treatment of

physical and mental problems. Its main instrument is a horse.

Horse therapy is multidisciplinary, and aims bio-psycho-

social development of people with special needs. Horse

therapy requires the entire body, all the muscles and joints

during its activities. The horse is used as kinetic therapy

instrument. It induces a rhythm that creates a three-

dimensional stimulation to the patient. This rhythm helps to

speed up and maximize the process of development. Also,

the horse therapy context provides social integration. The

Center of Development and Research in Horse Therapy

(CEDEPE) in Ribeirão Preto at the Military Policy of the State

of São Paulo is operational since August/2001 and relies on

charity. Since its beginning in 2001, over 142 individuals

were helped. Many of these individuals had cerebral palsy,

Down syndrome, West syndrome, Landow syndrome,

microcephalia, stroke, brain trauma, hyperactivity, defiant

behavior, neuropsychomotor developmental delays, spinal

cord injuries, among others. The horse therapy program

typically lasts six months. Two groups of 16 practitioners

each, provide two weekly sessions of half hour. Currently

the program has a waiting list of 78 applicants. The CEDEPE

relies on 10 civilian volunteers, 11 military volunteers,

physical therapists, psychologists, teachers, educators,

horse trainers. The program relies 100% on volunteers. Horse

therapy programs as a complementary part of traditional

therapies, are gowning up. However, few scientific studies

exist in this area. Studies are necessary to prove scientifically

its results so that applications can be improved. Also,

studies in this area should compare different methods

efficiency. Most important it is that initiatives as this one

taken by the Military Policy of the State of São Paulo, Unit

of the Cavalry of Ribeirão Preto, gives an important

contribution to the quality of life of people with special needs.

Acknowledgements: Polícia Militar do Estado de São Paulo

E-mail: marcelods@superig.com.br

Assessing Physical Conditioning of

Participants With Mental Retardation

Before and After Participation in an

 Adapted Physical Activity Program

Giusti, B.

Cuba, B.W.

Boni, R.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E.

São Paulo State University, Rio Claro

Assessment in adapted physical activity (APA) is a very

challenging matter. Fitness assessment is especially

challenging, for example, when applied to intellectual

disabilities and other developmental disabilities. Jackson and

Thorbeche (1982) suggest that obesity is one of the most

prevalent features among individuals with mental

retardation. Besides weight problems in this population, APA

professionals must deal with strategies for changing

lifestyles, providing nutrition education, and behavioral

management. With these considerations in mind, we applied

a battery of fitness tests to a group of adults with mental

retardation before and after they participated in a semester-

long APA program (PROEFA). We assessed weight, height,

skin folds, body circumferences, and heart frequency during

5-minute bench stepping and flexibility exercises, and vertical

and horizontal jumps. Over a 12-week period, each of the 13

participants spent 60 minutes, twice a week, in an APA

program that emphasized developmental, recreational, and

aquatic activities, and sport development and physical

conditioning. Some of these participants did not perform all

of the tests (e.g., bench stepping test, flexibility, jump tests).

The mean weight was 83.7 kg for the test, and 92.3 kg for the

re-test. This indicates that weights for the group members

increased despite the fact that they had been physically

active. Their performance on bench stepping improved

slightly, from 101 to 114 steps (a right and left step count as

one full step). The quiet heart frequency was around 86 bpm

for both tests. The frequency after the initial bench test was

99, and reduced to 91 bpm in the re-test. The mean values

for the horizontal jump were first 61, and changed to 69 cm in

the re-test. The vertical jump changed from 15 to 25 cm. The

measures of skin fold and flexibility remained unaltered. There

are two plausible explanations for these results: first, perhaps

the group did not have sufficient physical conditioning

demand to impact their physical test scores. Second, it seems

reasonable to assume that the absence of significant change

in scores may reflect a positive effect: just the act of being

active might have stopped degenerative processes common

to this group. In any case, this professional experience

revealed that we need to learn more about how to engage

adults with mental retardation in exercise during APA classes.
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Physical Conditioning in Multiple

Disabilities: A Case Study

Maldonado, L.
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Faculdade da Serra Gaúcha

This case study is about a cerebral palsy teenager who has

neurological associated physical problems. His family

noticed, when he was 14 year old, that he had hearing

problems. Until then he attended pre-school. His locomotion

was restricted to crawling. We noticed that “Junior” also

has mental retardation, probably because of being deprived

from effective communication for many years, as well as for

being segregated from systematic developmental programs.

Our purpose here is to present Junior ’s evolution,

emphasizing a physical conditioning program designed for

people with disability. This program is parallel to other motor

activities carried in different recreational, physical therapy

and hydrotherapy contexts, each with specific goals. We

used an anthropometric assessment of the participant.

During eight months, the activities performed were

exclusively adapted to develop specific muscular resistance,

including series using high and low load in repetition

exercises. Equipment load adjustments were made every three

sessions with increments of 0.5 Kg. Junior has one weekly

session using few weightlifting equipment pieces, since most

of the equipment was not suitable to his anatomical

conditions. Other activities in the program were available at

his special schools, on weekly basis, with the same instructor.

Junior presented locomotion improvements after the training

period. Skin folds and body diameter measures improved.

We conclude that the activities in the weightlifting program

as well as in the school environment not only helped

locomotion but also helped to improve his socio-emotional

competencies and, consequently, his well being and life

quality.

E-mail: mhramalho@fsg.br
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The Saturday on Campus Project: Adapted Sports is an

outreach program developed at the Federal University of

Santa Catarina (UFSC) since 1996. Its purpose is to offer,

through sport activities, opportunity for socialization and

improvement in quality of life for people with special needs.

The project also offers training to teachers and

undergraduate students in research and also in pedagogical

procedures in adapted sports. This report intends to describe

the 10-year history of the project. It began with ten visually

impaired people playing the goalball. At that time, only the

coordinator worked with the students offering the activity

once a week. The classes took place on a grass field using

adapted equipment. Today, the goalball is held at an indoor

court, three times a week for 15 participants. The equipments

follows the official guidelines for goalball, including safety

of equipments. The project has four part-time working

students to help with goalball activities. Recently, new

activities started to be offered: track and field, boccia,

swimming, 5-player futsal, futsal B2/B3 and chess for the

visually impaired; boccia, polibate, track and field, swimming,

wheelchair basketball, field and table tennis for the physically

disabled, swimming for the mentally retarded, and futsal and

volleyball for the deaf. A partnership with the Brazilian

Ministry of Sports and UFSC administration made possible

to acquire equipments for all of these sports and recreational

activities. Besides giving background in adapted sports, the

project motivated undergraduate students to do research

studies, which ended in the creation of the study group in

adapted sports of the Sports Center at UFSC. In 2006, the

project started to offer activities physical education classes

to disabled students in elementary, middle and high school

at the Experimental School of UFSC. This project is an

important service designed for social inclusion and designed

to improve quality of life of disabled population. It also serves

as a setting for professional and research training.

E-mail: maricanhota@gmail.com
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Since 1997, at the Federal University of Santa Catarina

(UFSC), Saturday on Campus: Adapted Sports Project has

been offering pedagogical experiences in adapted sports to

undergraduate students in physical education. Also, it has

been promoting sports and recreational activities to disabled

people. This report presents the experience with the many
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activities developed during this period in the areas of

teaching, research and community services. For the teaching

area, the project offers experience and training in how to

deal with students with disabilities to teachers as well as

students of several areas of study at UFSC. Several students

are doing their internship, major studies and undergraduate

monographs on topics of adapted sports and social

inclusion. Their experiences reflect on new pedagogic

approaches in many courses of the undergraduate PE

program. The internships at UFSC Colégio de Aplicação

brought discussions about human rights of disabled

students who also participate in the project. In the area of

research, we have 137 abstracts presented at scientific

events. The project helped undergraduate students to begin

their work in research, from brief reports to undergraduate

monographs. The project has also contributed to other

research projects at UFSC. In the area of community services,

the project has been extended to courses, lectures and

presentations, always using the view of social inclusion

through sports. More than simply offering physical activity,

the project has shown the community how to respect and

recognize the potentials of disabled people. The project was

an environment for some sports talented athletes, who are

participating in national Paralympic teams. We offered more

than ten sports modalities. Over these years, we made

affiliations with institutions that deal with the disabled. We

assisted people with physical, mental, hearing and visual

disabilities. We believed that any university must establish

actions connecting teaching, research and community

services (i.e., a triad). As the project also uses the same

triad, proposing affirmative actions that promote social

inclusion, we concluded that, during these ten years, the

project helped to guarantee respect, dignity and opportunity

for the disabled.
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The theoretical ecological paradigm of human development

has transformed the way many social and behavioral

scientists study human being in his or her environment. This

study assume critically the real world concerning the

development and the behaviors of a child called “Sun.” Sun

is 15 years old. Since she was three months, she visited

health professionals. With serious malnutrition problems,

lacking pre-natal information, and at age of six months she

showed hypotonia, hypoactivity, retardation in

neuropsycomotor development. When she was 24 months

old she walked independently. Then she started to be

evaluated neurologically every two years, and received early

stimulation. Extensive clinical examinations showed at age

9, ruled out the diagnosis of fragility of X chromosome.

Currently, she is in a neuromotor retardation process, with

serious speech problems and, atypical autism. “Sun”, in her

family and educational history, had an individual program of

motor activity, considering the elements of the bio-ecological

model. Such model conceives a theoretical reference and

goes beyond her disability limits. This model includes family,

school, and her experiences during different contexts of her

life. At the moment, the program considers activities of daily

life, trying different ways of acting, developing Sun´s

capabilities using diversified material, so that her passive

resources are transformed into actives ones. During the

performance of activities in social contexts, her disruptive

forces are transformed in organized forces, generating

demands to approach “Sun” to other people. The results

about the process of Sun´s personal and social development

disclose the acquisition of physical, perception-cognitive

and social-emotional abilities. Such development parallels

to the accomplishments in daily life activities, improvement

of body language communication, interpersonal relations

between Sun and her educator and the people with whom

Sun established affective behaviors.

E-mail: mhramalho@fsg.br

Motor Behavior of the

Deaf: A Case Study
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Our study was designed to analyze the social status of deaf

children within their family environment. Ten deaf children

from the City School Helen Keller, Caxias do Sul, State of Rio

Grande do Sul, Brazil took part in this study. The instrument

was a questionnaire aiming to identify the social status of

these children with their families. Also, it was to identify the

type of objects and toys used during daily activities, both

inside and outside the family context. Finally, the

questionnaire was designed to verify whether or not these

children present difficulty performing movements in daily

living tasks from a list of daily activities identified by teachers

as part of the daily living activities. The results showed that

that these children are playful and perform many sport

activities outside the family environment, such as the activity

spaces at their school. All of these children participated in

the project named “Infancy to live,” once a week. The

activities at home included watching TV programs (e.g.,

children’s program and cartoons). Although being deaf, these

children include watching TV as an important part of their

home activities. Some of them show motor difficulties in daily

tasks. We concluded that 70% of these children are at risk in

the motor development area, and 30% are in “danger zone.”
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When analyzing the results of each section of the

questionnaire, we noticed that the biggest difficulties in

performing movements are in activities that require static

balance as well as dynamical balance when both, child’s

body and the environments itself are moving. We presume

that lack of diversity in activities does not restricted

possibilities of movement in daily activities for these

children. There is a need for the school to offer more guided

experiences for these children so that learning and

development can improve.
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Currently, obesity, as a scientific topic, is one of the most

frequent public health problems, particularly for women.

Pregnancy can be a trigger factor for obesity or its

aggravation because of the increase in food ingestion and

related endocrine-metabolic alterations to the lipid

anabolism. Some authors agree that overweight can

predispose morbid-mortality of the mother and her embryo.

The main purpose of this work is to elaborate an intervention

protocol through a specific exercise program for normal or

overweighed pregnant women in order to prevent and control

gestational obesity. We initially gathered data about the

general and specific state of health of each participant. Then,

we elaborated a specific physical activity program with a

follow-up and control of the exercise protocol in order to

ensure safety and welfare of the pregnant woman and her

embryo. The physical evaluation was done by a physical

educator and consisted of historical data, medical report,

and anthropometric data. We estimated body composition

by using skin folds, electric bio-impedance of multiple

frequency signal, nutritional condition, and obesity level to

draw the curve of gestational weight increase. The cardio-

respiratory physical conditioning was assessed in treadmill

and bicycle ergometric tests, always in the presence of the

obstetric physician. The exercise protocol was performed

with a minimum frequency of 3 times a week, with duration

of 45 to 60 minutes, totaling 2 and a half-hour up to 5 hours

activities per week. The exercise protocol was separated as

follow: phase I – general stretching and warm up; phase II –

main part, in this stage the exercises included aerobics and

muscular resistance, observing the limits imposed by

pregnancy; and phase III-cooling and relaxation. It is

important that the professional is aware of the importance

of applying exercise with the same care during prevention of

obesity as well as during the therapeutic approach to obesity.

This caution helps pregnant women feel motivated to make

physical activity a habit either before or after of the childbirth.
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The present work is the result of the University of Piracicaba

(UNIMEP)’s partnership with the Association of Parents and

Friends of Individuals with Down Syndrome (DS), developed

from August 2001 until July 2003. The project partnership

combined the areas of physical education, pharmacy,

nutrition and psychology, aiming to improve the quality of

life of individuals with Down syndrome and their families. In

general the project promoted an interdisciplinary approach

with the conjoined professional areas. The area of physical

education offered the Down syndrome participants playful

educational activities that emphasized social relationships.

Goals of the pharmaceutical area were divided in two parts:

first, health education for parents and professionals of the

DS institution, aiming concrete daily routine demands and,

second, study of medicine intake typically used by DS

individuals. The nutrition area surveyed health condition

data, diet habits and anthropometrics of the DS individuals,

as well as offered evaluations, educational workshops about

nutrition. The psychology area investigated the life style of

the DS individuals in order better include them in society.

Finally, individuals’ interactions were observed in the motor

activities program. Interviews with parents also were

conducted in the project.  We believed the project

contributed to a change in attitudes by members of the DS

institution, so that development of DS individuals could

improve their potentials. Acknowledgements: Fundo de

apoio a extensão - FAE/UNIMEP

E-mail: rcgaio@puc-campinas.edu.br

Experiences of Children With Physical

Disability an a Motor Program Training

Correa, L.S.

Figueredo, V.

Raone, K.

Riker, P.

UFAM

Physical disabilities are result of complete or partial loss of
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functions in one or more body segment, causing motor

impairment, and orthopedic changes. Physical activities are

fundamental during childhood. During this phase children

start to develop basic fundamentals motor skills. This

development is facilitated by play. Children’s play is a basic

activity in which children learn about their bodies and their

motors skills. “When the development of a young child is

adequate, three main functions include the ability of this

child to produces motion, manipulate objects and maintain

body posture” (Freire, 1998). With this in mind, and

embracing a practical pedagogy in physical education, we

organized a motor program training (PROAMDE) at the

Federal University of Amazon for children with physical

disability ages two to six years. The purpose of PROAMDE

was to develop their motor skills in agreement with their

motor possibilities. Also, it was to offer a chance to them to

have a social and affective environment. The activities

included: locomotion, manipulation, balance tasks, and tasks

that demand their psychometric conception of body scheme,

laterally, temporal organization and spatial orientation. The

important factor is that activities included the participation

of their parents. Our attempts were to train the parents to

use some of the lessons with their children so that they

could acquire independency and maximize performances in

the different tasks. The premise was that to improve their

motor skills one has to look at the relationship between the

child and his or her environment while performing a task.

Enhancing opportunities for stimulation also improve their

chance for better motor development. The stimulation

contexts need to include the play aspect.

E-mail: liofef@hotmail.com

Community-Service Programs in Adapted

Physical Activity at UNESP-Bauru

Zonta, A.F.Z.

Nabeiro, M.

Prado Junior, M.V.

Unesp - Bauru

Inclusion of individuals with disabilities in physical activity

sessions is one of the main goals nowadays. During

undergraduate training it is important to have experience

with individuals with disabilities. The opportunity to

understand, plan, and execute an Adapted Physical Activity

Program is a unique experience for undergraduate students

and it creates the possibility for research in this area.

Therefore, the objective of this study was to present the

results obtained from two community-service programs

offered by the Department of Physical Education at the State

University of São Paulo (UNESP-Bauru), Brazil. The

community-service programs are: “Swimming for People with

Disability” and “Learning with the Disabled Body.” The first

service is tied to the Society of Rehabilitation and

Reintegration of Disabled Individuals located in the city of

Bauru. This institution takes care of twenty individuals with

mental retardation and physical disability. The main purpose

of this program is to adapt the individuals to the aquatic

environment and to teach them how to swim the different

styles. As a result, the institution has incorporated swimming

as part of its activities, and they are considering now hiring

a physical activity instructor for developing these activities.

Moreover, it made possible for approximately thirty students

to have a scholarship or to collaborate as a volunteer. In

terms of research, this community-service program allowed

six students to achieve their honors degree or to get a

professional certification. In addition, ten studies were

presented at national and international conferences, showing

that the strategies used for teaching individuals with

disabilities had improved their performance. This approach

has articulated the teaching, the research in the community-

service program, making possible the inclusion of these

individuals in fitness centers in the city of Bauru. With the

construction of a swimming pool at UNESP, this service will

be extended to a large number of participants. The second

program “Learning with the Disabled Body” was offered in

the Department of Physical Education at UNESP, Bauru. This

program offered activities such as dance, sport, and general

movement experiences aiming at achieving movement

improvements with pleasure and joy. This program was

attended by 22 individuals with disability and 24 students

participated as instructors (volunteers and scholarship

holders). Students were stimulated to study and research

issues related to the program topic during their time as

instructors. Several studies were presented at national and

international conferences. This community-service program

received an award from UNESP as the best service offered

to the community in the biological area in the year of 2005.

This made possible the creation and production of

pedagogical resources for application in the program.

E-mail: anaflora@fc.unesp.br

School of Adapted Sport: An Increasingly

Developed Project in Portugal

Soares, F.A.Q.

Gaspar, E.S.L.

Amorim, M.L.C.

Instituto de Cegos de São Manuel

Faculdade de Desporto

Pacheco, L.

Instituto de Cegos de São Manuel

Introduction: The “Escola de Desporto Adaptado” (EDA) is

an innovating project in our country. In the present day

there’s no knowledge of any other similar institution

providing such services and offering students the

possibility of regular sports practice. This project, tough

operating under funded, has been functionally active and

with low costs. However, equipment and material resources

are very limited. The EDA has initiated its work in 2002 with
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swimming activities, and secondly with the introduction of

Goalball. But, only during the school year of 2004/2005, the

project became official. The technical structure is composed

by two technicians who assume all the matters related to

several sports. This permanent staff is helped by voluntary

students of the “Faculdade de Desporto da Universidade

do Porto” during some parts of the year. This partnership

has been lasting for the past three years. Objectives: Show

and provide close contact to the students about Adapted

Sports, specially visually impairment individuals; develop

the Adapted Sport; allow the motion, intellectual and social

development of the students and also improve their quality

of life; improve physical skills through the promotion of

independence and autonomy by individuals that practice

sports. Equipment & Methods: The EDA ensures the

participation of twenty students with visual impairment and/

or others associated liabilities, with ages between 10 and 16

years, both male and female. There are several activities

performed by them, which includes: swimming, goalball,

athletics, football, judo, chess and gymnastics. In special

times, others activities will be taught, as: capoeira, showdown

or skating. Classes are distributed in six weekly sessions.

Three sessions of 45 minutes (swimming); two sessions of

one hour divided in modules/ units (goalball, football, etc)

and one hour dedicated to chess. Each student will perform

three to four hours of activities depending on its level and

degree of impairment. Results & Conclusions: During the

past two years, students have had the opportunity of

participating in regional tournaments of Adapted School

Sports, Cross-Country, Athletics, as well as several

exhibitions throughout schools of Porto and its vicinity. Key

Words: Visual impairment; Adapted Sport; School of Adapted

Sport. Acknowledgements: Santa Casa de Misericórdia do

Porto/Portugal.

E-mail: filipesoares@fphoquei.pt

A Hyperactive Child’s Behavior in Physical

Education Classes: Different Views

About School and Family Environments

Santos, R.N.

Rossi, L.R.

Rodrigues, O.M.P.R.

Nabeiro, M.

UNESP

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, ADHD, is a

condition that influences a person’s behavior. Although

ADHD is more often found in school-age children, ADHD

signs are also found in adolescents and young adults. There

are three types of learning disorders: distractibility disorder,

ADD, which is the most predominant characteristic;

impulsiveness and restlessness, HDD; and ADHD, which

includes characteristics of both mentioned types. The causes

can be environmental, genetic and neurological. Its

diagnosis can only be confirmed by medical doctor after

careful assessment of the patient, although usually a teacher

is the first one to notice the disorder. Currently, the DSM-IV

criterion is used, so a correct diagnosis can be traced. One

must consider the symptoms in a 6 month period, and at

least in 2 different environments. The treatment is complex,

multidisciplinary and it involves the efforts of health

professionals, school professionals and the family itself.

Although the cure is inexistent, there are efficient treatments

available. The damages caused by ADHD are in many areas:

social, emotional, psychological, school, cognitive and

health. The use of methylphenidate as a stimulant drug is

indicated and has shown good results. This study was

carried out with a 10-year-old boy, 4th grade, from a public

school in state of São Paulo, Brazil. A methylphenidate pill

was taken once a day. A DSM-IV questionnaire was applied

to (1) the teacher, (2) the physical education teacher, (3) the

mother and (4) the observant. Each interviewed person

characterized the student with one of the types of the disorder:

(1) ADD; in the classroom based on the demanded attention

to the homework duties; (2) the student didn’t show any

kind of disorder because the freedom he had in the sport

court; (3) he has HDD, because when at home he doesn’t

feel restrained; (4) he also has HDD based on observations

during 5 physical education classes. After the data and

results were gathered, different points of view from each

person interviewed about the day by day of the boy and his

behavior in different environments (classroom, physical

education class and family environment). This research

pointed out the significance of the physical education in

the life of this boy since in that environment the symptoms

were minimized due to movement freedom, body and verbal

expressions and less rigid norms. Acknowledgements:

Unesp-Bauru- departamento de Educação Física

E-mail: rafaelanatale@yahoo.com.br

Physical Activity Mediating the

Establishments of Bonds in Autism

Toledo, M.H.C.

Ribeiro, C.P.

PUC-Campinas - CIAD/Centro Interdisciplinar de

Atenção ao Deficiente

The most recently surveys point out the possibility of an

establishment of a bond between an autistic individual with

another one. Such bond is observed in specific conditions:

free choice of partners and interlocutors with availability of

physical contact. The present project aims at creating

conditions that support the construction of affective bonds

between autistic individuals and their trainees. Also, the

study aims to identify areas of preferred interests, and the

establishment of ways of personal access. The suggested

activities, including the arrangements of partners, allowed

the development of bond that included a process of

communication and learning. We used physical activities

that included sports equipment and recreational materials
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(games and scraps), activities in the water element (using

different kinds of floats, buckets and aproprieted toys for

water), printed materials, and thematic activities with the

purpose of facilitating identification of their areas of interest.

The results showed the establishment of bonds between

the different groups of student/trainees, the development

of a communication and an effective learning process. Also,

the results included rescuing verbal and non-verbal

language and familiar socialization rituals, implementation

of understanding of reality, and meaningful interaction

between the students.

E-mail: mhtoledo@uol.com.br

Motor Estimulation: Expanding Possibilities

Toledo, M.H.C.

Ribeiro, C.P.

PUC-Campinas - CIAD/Centro

Interdisciplinar de Atenção ao Deficiente

The present project aims to create conditions that contribute

to the improvement of motor, social and psychological

development of children. We used physical and social

activities that explore the structure of children’s body

scheme, global coordination, as well as create opportunities

for balance, and a full (psycho) motor stimulation. The

weekly meetings are planned for children age between two

and four. We use activities in the water element (element’s

adaptation, swimming movements stimulation, floating and

immersion), recreational activities that stimulate the motor

function of certain nervous cells, cognition (children’s games

and songs) and social-affective behaviors. We have field

trips to public parks and exhibitions. The activities were

registered in a technical report, and served as an evaluation

of the children´s motor development. At the end of each

period, we have a meeting with trainees and coordinators,

where we discuss the development of activities, and offer

trainees with a theoretical, methodological and emotional

support. The results agreed with testimony of the mothers´

reports, and also in the log about children´s participantion.

Motor, psychosocial development and creation of bonds

between trainees and the children are the main finding.

E-mail: mhtoledo@uol.com.br

Motor Activity Oriented Towards Integrated

Evaluation of Individuals With Disabilities

Ramalho, M.H.S.

Maciel, A.M.R.

Santos, R.

Reolon, V.M.

Balk, R.

Faculdade da Serra Gaúcha

Based on people with disabilities needs, we aim to prove

possible relationships among biological, social-cultural and

moving dimensions to emphasize the integrated evaluation

model. The model is applied to the study of development of

people with disability in different specialized professional

areas. Therefore, we use a bio-psycho-social interdisciplinary

link and its evolution under a neuroscience behaviorism

approach, considering the environment where activities for

these individuals take place. Thus, the model considers

physical, perception-cognitive and social-emotional

competencies as a person’s attributes, showing passive and

active resources, organizational and disruptive tendencies,

as well as the needs for approaching and distancing. These

attributes help to map true, definitive levels of proximal

development. Also, they help to guide clinic, therapeutic,

educational and psycho-pedagogical strategies in adapted

motor activities. The tools used in this study focus punctual

aspects of each professional area, and also correlate with

the interdisciplinary discussions, allowing individual

understanding on collective thinking. As supporting

material, we use an information portfolio that searches the

meaning of individual’s present moment through their vital

history, considering the diagnostic evaluation as part of a

wider process. An integrating evaluation enables better

conditions for implementing talents in the orientation of

recreational, sports, artistic and day-to-day activities. Also,

the diversification of significant experiences provided by

professionals to individuals with disability proves to be of

vital importance for the application of the active resources.

Such prospective possibilities are opportunities of

encouragement and quality mediations.

E-mail: mhramalho@fsg.br

Infancy to Live: Personal Attributes of

Deaf Children During Participation in an

Outreach Program of Motor Activities

Zanandrea, M.F.

Tremea, V.

Sartori, R.

Zacaron, D.

Ramalho, M.H.S.

Faculdade da Serra Gaúcha

Participation by deaf children in activities outside the school

environment is important for their development. With this is

mind, the College of Serra Gaúcha (Faculdade da Serra

Gaúcha) lounged the outreach program “Infancy to live.”

Therefore, the present study aims to analyze the personal

characteristics of the deaf children participants in the

project. Eighteen children, age between 3 and 7 years,

participated in this study. The assessment instrument

included a comment matrix based on the elements of the

bioecological theory of Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1998)

and based on the model of motor intelligence of Krebs

(2000). The data was collected during the year of 2005. The

results of this study showed that there were three abilities
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identified in Krebs model considered positive and negative.

Amongst the changes observed in the physical-motor

aspects we noticed qualities such as: interest, curiosity,

satisfaction and initiative for accomplishing motor activities.

As for the changes in the perceptual cognitive aspect, we

found positive aspects such as: understanding activities

and strategies while playing games, especially while playing

symbolic games. For the social emotional aspect, we

evidenced that negative aspects included: being

discriminated because of difficulties in establishing

relationships within the group, lack of abilities to negotiate

with other children while playing, and exhibiting moments

of aggressiveness. We concluded that, for effective learning

and development in participation in outside school motor

activities programs, it is important to pay attention not only

in physical and motor aspects, but also in the perceptual

and cognitive aspects, as well as in the social interactions

between the participants (teachers, peers and parents).

E-mail: mhramalho@fsg.br

Adapted Play Using Motor Experiences: A

Study Based on Individual Characteristics

Ruaro, A.S.

Zanandrea, M.F.

Ramalho, M.H.S.

Oliveira, M.D.

Faculdade da Serra Gaúcha

The purpose of the project “adapted play using motor

experiences” is to contribute with the development of people

with pervasive developmental disorder, living in the city of

Caxias do Sul, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The project’s

strategies are based on a process of interactive exchange of

active human beings in constant bio-psychological

evolution. Such concept includes objects and symbols

present in individuals´ environment. Their environment

encompasses play and adapted motor sports activities

combined with basic skills of “capoeira” and basketball for

developing physical competencies, and computer games fro

developing perception-cognitive competencies. Both,

physical and perception-cognitive competencies interact

with the development of social-emotional competencies while

exploring potentialities, and respect to individuality of

participants. This bio-psychosocial interaction is a key factor

for movement development and helps us to understand

human being uniqueness. It is important to emphasize that,

in order to achieve the projects goals, the technical aspect

of movement is no longer considered, but replaced with

exploration of wide range of individual movement

possibilities. The activities take place every Saturday, at the

College of Serra Gaucha (Faculdade da Serra Gaucha), and

include teachers, physical education undergraduate students

and people without any disability who interact with the

participants with disability. Adequate conditions for the

practice of motor activities helps: interactions, social well

being, life quality improvement, breaking down barriers,

prejudice and stigma, and a full recognition of all participants

as citizens. The recreational adapted motor experiences in

the program, from the bio-psychosocial point of view, allowed

the development of: punctuality, assiduity, motivation for

engagement in the proposed activities, effective interaction

among participants, and progression in task complexity.

E-mail: mhramalho@fsg.br

Physical Education and Occupational

Therapy in an Outreach Program for

Individuals With Disabilities at UNIPLAC

Souza, M.A.

Barcellos, V.L.C.

UNIPLAC - DBCS

The purpose of this report is to illustrate some professional

experiences in two undergraduate courses in the area of

health and physical education (PE), and occupational therapy

(OT). These professional experiences took place during an

outreach program at the Planalto Catarinense’s University

in the year of 2006. It is well known the countless physical

and social barriers that people with disability face every

day. Even so, a lot of these people also look for a better

quality of life. With this in mind, students from the courses

of physical education and occupational therapy assisted

about 30 people with disability at the university. They have

different kinds of disabilities: mental, hearing, physical,

visual and metabolic. The intervention program was delivered

in 1 to 2 weekly sessions, depending on the readiness of the

participant. Each session lasted one hour. The interventions

were delivered individually or for small groups, depending

on the need of the participant. Undergraduates from both

courses were supervised by a physical education

professional or an occupational therapist. The program

included the participation of six teachers, (3 PEs and 3 OTs)

and, 12 undergraduates from both courses. The objective of

the program was to promote psychomotor, psychosocial

development that would affect autonomy and quality of life.

The program experience helped undergraduate students to

believe that they can improve their personal and professional

growth. As for the participants with disability, we observed

an improvement in self-esteem, mobility, levels of stress,

humor, self-confidence and in social relationships. Because

we believe we contributed to greater autonomy, efficiency,

and a better quality of life for all of these participants, in

2007, our services will expand. Our expansion does not imply

less concern with quality of services.

E-mail: marcosplac@uniplac.net

An Experience With a Group

With Neurological Syndrome

Seixas, F.S.
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Lopes, K.L.

Silva, R.S.

Correa, L.C.

Silva, K.S.

UFAM

This description has as its purpose to present our experience

as physical education teachers, teaching a student with

neurological syndrome at the Motor Activities for People

with Disabilities Program (PROAMDE), Federal University

of Amazonas, during the year 2006. According to the medical

report, the student presented a double hemiparesy in the

left side, the consequence of a Cerebral Vascular Accident

(CVA). The activities were planned based on the

potentialities of the student, not only on the wheelchair,

and challenged his motor abilities using physical education

equipment. When we noticed that the student presented

abilities with the right arm we decided to work the handling

abilities, claw, pressure, throwing and locomotion. The

activities with the ball were initially done with small and

really light balls and throughout the activities we changed

to heavier and bigger ones and with different textures. The

student had success in the activities done in short distance

and when the objects were in front of him. He had good

results in handling big objects, like big rings that should be

placed in bottles and in transferring objects to different

directions but he needed help in some activities, because he

had some problems having notion of his side areas and

space, caused by the sequels of the CVA. He had success

separating different colors and shapes. Many activities

included separating objects by size, shape, texture, moving

and removing objects, hammering and squeezing. The

locomotion activities were done in the wheelchair using only

one hand. He learned to use the wheelchair using the normal

movement in the right side and to roll the left wheel he had

to cross his right arm in front of his body to touch the left

wheel, and had success in this activity. All the activities

were performed with the assistance of an accompaniment.

This student represented to me a new learning because I

had never worked with anyone with as many limitations and

to find a way to perform all the activities was a challenge but

with good results. Acknowledgements: MEC , PETROBRÁS

E-mail: floraseixas@gmail.com

Gymnastic Activities in the Adult Orthopedic/

Neurosurgery Program of the Sarah

Rehabilitation Hospitals

Borges, E.D.

Aguiar, J.H.

Rede Sarah de Hospitais de Reabilitação

The Sarah Network of Hospitals for Rehabilitation is a public

institution that provides service in the area of locomotor

system medicine. Rehabilitation is its basic doctrine, and

this includes the prevention of complications resulting from

long periods of bed rest, immobilization, and inactivity. The

activity of gymnastics, developed by the physical education

teacher, was introduced into the rehabilitation orthopedic/

neurosurgery program of the Sarah Hospital Center, Brasilia.

In this activity, exercises of flexibility and muscular resistance

with weights are carried out in order to keep, or to improve,

physical conditioning, and to provide physical and

psychological well-being during the period of treatment, and,

in the cases of restricted patients in bed for long periods, to

minimize the adverse effect of the period of immobilization,

which can cause functional losses. Based on Bell (1994),

prescribed inactivity must be specific to the affected area

and must be reverted as quickly as possible. Interned

patients perform activities in wheelchairs, in the bed or

stretcher, or seated in a chair. The restrictions of each patient

are respected, following the principle of individuality. We

observe good adhesion by the patients. Patients have

participated in the activities with regularity and motivation,

and many of them related interests in continuing the activities

in their homes. We have also observed that the participants

are more disposed to continue treatment, and they showed

an improvement in physical and psychological well-being,

based on their comments. In the cases of those that remained

interned for a long period, we observed improvement of the

muscular status and body composition through

anthropometric evaluation and fat measurements. The

activity of gymnastics is a safe and supervised method for

providing these benefits during the process of the patient’s

rehabilitation. Another important factor is interaction

between patients, because they can exchange experiences

and this can help with adhesion to treatment and with disease

confrontation. Acknowledgements: Rede Sarah de Hospitais

de Reabilitação.

elisa_dornelas@yahoo.com.br

Boccia in Rehabilitation of Patients

With Brain Injury: Experience

at the Sarah Hospitals Network

Marques, J.M.

Alves, P.G.

Vicentina, K.C.

Rede Sarah de Hospitais

Boccia represents a potential form of inclusion for patients

with brain injury. The practice of boccia during the

rehabilitation process for adult and infant patients with brain

injury in the Sarah Network of Hospitals, North Lake at

Brasilia and Macapá Units, aims to approach motor,

cognitive, and social aspects. In these units, the game is

played in-group, independent of the functional skills each

participant has, and requires the formulation of strategies

for each ball thrown. At first, balls with different weights,

sizes, and color features were used. Today, the Hospital has
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a set of official conventional bocce game balls, sets of wood

balls (with adapted weights and sizes) built by the

engineering area of the Hospital, and a set of leather balls,

adapted from the official bocce balls. The Hospital is also

equipped with gutters, or ramps, to be used by patients with

coordination disturbances, and who are unable to direct and

throw the ball properly. According to Hospital experiences,

the adapted activity allows the participation by patients of

different ages, genders, coordination abilities, and skills in

the same game. The practice of adapted bocce enables

patients to improve their manual ability and equilibrium, to

train their body movements (from a seated to a standing

position and vice versa), to help wheelchair users improve

their use of the wheelchair, to increase patients’ motivation

and socialization, and to improve their self-esteem.

Participation in the game also enables them to deal with

success and failure situations and with frustrations, to follow

rules, to deal with their impetuosity/passivity, to face their

injuries, and it also requires planning, initiative, and

language skills. This experience facilitates and motivates

the practice of coordination activities adapted for people

with brain injury, and serves as an instrument to improve

their quality of life and effectively contributes to their

inclusion or re-inclusion in society.

jucalipo@hotmail.com

Patients With Spinal Cord Injury:

Jugglers, in Fact (Part I)

Ribeiro, F.R.

Mesquita, G.M.

Lopes, G.L.

Rede Sarah de Hospitais

What is there in common among activities so different as

surfing, juggling, boccia, and body expression? Besides

being physical activities, they are being used as

rehabilitation strategies with patients hospitalized at the

International Neurosciences and Rehabilitation Center at the

Sarah Network of Hospitals for Rehabilitation. The need to

offer specific experiences was introduced as a demand by

hospitalized patients at the Sarah Network of Hospitals, and

motivated the interdisciplinary team of professionals to

increase the number of activities recommended to the

patients. New modalities were created and some already-

existing activities were included, with or without adaptation,

with a view to encourage in patients, among other things,

the acceptance of the rehabilitation process. Various adapted

motor activities enable us to extend proposed objectives

into an interdisciplinary working context for people with

special needs. Some action strategies take the rehabilitation

professional on a constant search for new ways to deal with

the patient and engage him or her in a constant search and

creation process. With regard to the results from these

rehabilitation strategies, we have observed improvements

in self-esteem/self-image, the acquisition of new motor

abilities, the development of constructive confrontation

strategies, and the overcoming of potential frustrations. This

work also allows patients to experience various physical

activities that may be continued after their hospitalization

period ends. Thus, we hope to demonstrate some of the

countless possibilities for application to the real rehabili-

tation process.

E-mail: fredribeironeto@sarah.br

Patients With Spinal Cord Injury:

Jugglers, in Fact (Part II)

Ribeiro, F.R.

Lopes, G.L.

Rede Sarah de Hospitais

We have to enhance the rehabilitation program of patients

with spinal cord injury with pleasant, entertaining, and

motivating activities, while attempting to achieve the

objectives proposed by the interdisciplinary team. This has

led us to utilize practices originating from circus arts, more

specifically, juggling. Juggling involves fine motor skills,

eye-hand coordination, concentration, and determination,

as well as training for muscular strength and resistance in

the trunk and upper limbs. In order to meet these objectives

and further encourage patients to improve balance, increase

movement experiences, as well as promote moments

entertainment for the patients, we created a juggling course.

It was established in 2005, at the International Center of

Neuroscience and Rehabilitation of Sarah’s Network, and

targeted the treatment of adults and children (older than 10

years) with spinal cord injury. The patients begin the juggling

apprenticeship with balls, swings, devil stick, and Diablo,

and are guided according to their coordination, but at the

same time they are encouraged to have diverse experiences

according to personal interests. The profile of patients that

participate in the classes varies according to gender, age,

socio-economic conditions, and time and degree of injury.

In these classes, we have observed that patients demonstrate

interest and motivation for the activity, which is verified by

the success of the activity, by the need to open new classes,

and by the creation of alternatives such as a workshop in

which the patients themselves manufacture their own

material. We also have noted the benefits to motor skill

patterns, especially during the practice of balancing and

muscular resistance in the upper limbs of patients with

injuries above T6. And, when successfully confronting the

challenges posed by juggling, they find an opportunity to

improve their self-confidence and self-esteem. The relevance

of juggling is also noted in the fact that this experience has

revealed itself to be a pioneer effort in adapted physical

activities, by offering patients with spinal cord injury the

opportunity to initiate juggling and practice it with success.

Today, these classes are already attended by patients with

other types of motor disabilities. These patients, too, have

obtained success through juggling, benefiting from their
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treatment program, which has revealed new opportunities

for performance through juggling.

E-mail: fredribeironeto@sarah.br
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for a Hospital of Manaus

Silva, L.S.

Thomé, K.T.

Martins, R.M.

Bezerra, K.B.
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Rocha, S.R.
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The spinal cord functions as the main body stabilizer, and

also the connector of nerves that bring information to and

from the arms, legs and remaining portions of the body, as

well as sends and receives signals to and from the brain.

People with spinal trauma have interruption of this

communication. The program of motor activities for the

disabled (PROAMDE/PAPS), is part of the University

Hospital Getúlio Vargas (HUGV), and includes physical

education activities to patients who had suffered spinal

trauma (TRM). PROAMDE/PAPS was created to assist the

injured one, and offers activities to improve motor

development, aiming independence, starting with activities

in the bed site. Therefore, the practice of regular physical

exercises brings benefits that affect all the aspects of the

organism, improving strength, muscle tone and flexibility,

and also the bones, among others aspects. This is a case

study of a quadriplegic individual, C6-C7 level, 52 years old,

married, victim of a fall. He came from the interior of the state

of Amazon, hospitalized for 80 days in the HUGV. During

this period playful activities aimed to develop muscle

strength, manipulation and grasp, three times per week, 40

minutes each lesson. At the beginning, the activities were

performed with musch difficulties, especially movements

such as: elevation of shoulders, aduction and abduction of

arms, flexion of forearm, flexion and extension of wrists.

Manipulation difficulties included catching objects of many

sizes. Exercises were performed with and without load. For

example: ankle load of 1 kg, rubber rings, were used for

helping to maintain the muscle tone. Manipulation activities

included the use of toys with varied sizes. At the final

evaluation we observed improvement in the development of

strength, as well as in the manipulation and grasping. After-

surgical period, activities in wheelchairs included locmotion

around the hospital area. Physical education can contribute

during hospital rehabilitation, with many positive results.

E-mail: leonardocs6@bol.com.br
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The project, Adapted Motor Activities (AMA), in the

physical education program at UNIPAR, Toledo Campus,

Parana, offers Capoeira to people with disabilities. This art-

fight started to be offered to individuals with polio after

they demonstrated their capacity to participate in it while

playing other modalities, such as wheelchair team handball

(HCR) and indoor soccer, also developed by the same

project. The objective of this work was to present adapted

Capoeira through the AMA project, giving people with

disabilities an opportunity to practice the sport. The modality

began in July 2006 with participation by a single athlete.

Training took place three times per week, and in only 40

days of training the athlete was capable of demonstrating

his skills publicly with confidence. After five months, the

student reached the level of first graduation, representing a

considerable advance in relation to the learning levels of

Capoeira. The athlete, who usually used a wheelchair,

performed all of the movements without a wheelchair, and

adapted the system of attack, followed by the defensive

acrobatics of capoeira, by making the necessary changes in

biomechanics during the movements of the game. With

compromised inferior members, the athlete performed the

attack and turns in a seated position, using for most of the

exercises the superior members to raise the legs when

executing the circular movements. The inclusion of the

traditional musical instruments of Capoeira, such as the

berimbaus, atabaque, and pandeiros, gave his practice the

playful aspect that makes it different from other modalities

of fight. It was concluded that adapted Capoeira, through

body movements and musicality, contributes to social

inclusion and the development of some aspects such as

rhythm, body expression, and self-esteem, thus providing

an improvement in the psycho-physical-social sphere,

reflecting positively on quality of life.

E-mail: gorla@fef.unicamp.br

Indoor Soccer: Movement Existence,

Education, and Learning for
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This work intends to show the use of indoor soccer as a

practice possibility for students with special educational

needs, as well as for its contribution to education and

learning. The classes took place at the school, Antonio

Francisco Lisboa, in the city of Santa Maria, RS. They were

taught to two student groups: one group with 19 students,

and another with 12, defined according to the presence of

different special needs. The classes were taught on the same

day, once a week, during a one-hour morning session and a

one-hour afternoon session. The classes used an amusing

approach in an attempt to add to the process of socialization

and to interaction among the students, and to develop the

students’ autonomy and self-confidence. While indoor

soccer fundamentals were introduced, it was important to

keep in mind that the most important aspect of the class was

that everyone participated in the activity. The purpose was

not to develop a high level player or to constitute a team for

competition. Continuing class participation improved

students’ confidence, making them more motivated to keep

practicing, even with the existence of diversity in the group.

Even today, the students and the school continue to have

positive responses to this program, and they are still

collaborating to achieve its objectives. It was observed that

the indoor soccer contributed in a very significant way to

the students’ motor development, especially in agility and

coordination, and in performing more elaborate movements,

critical for indoor soccer. Indoor soccer is a modality that

promotes the interaction, the acceptance, and the inclusion

of everybody in the group. Participation is a mutual

objective, giving individuals a preference for the sport and

for physical activity, and showing that the sport can be

practiced by everyone. Here, each human being is able to

accept individual differences and work out these differences

in a healthy and constructive way.

E-mail: oliveira_bordin@yahoo.com.br
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General Development of People
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Physical exercise affects in an important way the

rehabilitation of any person with disabilities, physical and

motor as well as social and affective (Rosadas, 1991). With

this vision in mind, this description intends to show the

progression of three adults with mental disability in an

experience in the Motor Activities for People with Disabilities

Program (PROAMDE). The activities took place from March

to December 2006, twice a week, during one-and-a-half-hour

classes. Locomotion activities were proposed, like races,

jumps, crawling and rolling; handling activities like pressure,

throwing/receiving; equilibrium activities; body knowledge;

rhythm as well as pre-sport games, like basketball, handball,

athletics, volleyball, and soccer. All of them were used

though individual, group, cooperative, and recreational

activities games. In the end of each class, the individuals’

behavior, completion of activities, and what should be

improved were written down in individual records. In the

beginning, middle, and end of the year, evaluations were

made that followed the evolution of the students. Before the

classes, the students had some difficulties in walking on the

tips of their feet, balancing on one foot, walking over a rope,

climbing up and down stairs, and they could not jump over

an obstacle. During the classes and though observation,

conversation with their companions, analysis of individual

data and evaluations, it could be observed that these

individuals had significant improvements in what they were

able to perform, and in their social and affective aspects,

because they started to cooperate with each other and to

socialize, not only during classes but throughout the day.

Therefore, physical education can really affect the general

development of any individual, including people with mental

disability.

E-mail: talitabmiranda@yahoo.com.br

The Presence of the Mother in a Motor

Activities Proposal for a Blind Child

Porto, E.T.R.
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A partnership between Methodist University of Piracicaba

(UNIMEP), Department of Physical Education, and the NGO

Association for Supporting the Visually Impaired (AVISTAR),

developed a proposal to work with a two-year-old blind child

that would take place over eight months. The child was part

of an intervention program. The mother was interviewed by

the main researcher and also with the NGO social worker.

The working plan was split into two parts, with the following

objectives: 1) for the child: provide several types of body

stimulation to improve full development through different

types of motor experiences; 2) for the mother: provide useful

and accurate information about the blind child to assist her

in taking care of her son during his daily routine, in his

surroundings and in relationship to himself and others.

Sessions took place at AVISTAR and were fifty minutes long.

They were carried out twice a week in the first four months,

and once a week after that. The child was encouraged to

perform various types of motor activities to emphasize the

development of motor abilities and skills which he had not

fully developed. A different feature of this work was that is

was based on the constant involvement of the mother during

the process. She participated as an observer in all of the

sessions. As the mother began to realize how we worked
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with her child, how we talked about his impairment, and how

her son answered positively to the proposed approach, she

became interested in the activities and starteded to make

efforts to learning more about his visual impairment and its

characteristics. Some activities were developed for the

mother: we held dialogues to answer different kinds of

questions; we suggested that she watch some movies about

visual impairment, and we had further discussion about them

and we read and discussed two articles about early

stimulation for blind children. We drew some conclusions

related to the analysis of the session records, including: 1)

about the child: he showed a significant improvement on his

whole development; he perceived his own body and

presented better command and control of movements such

as crawling, sitting, walking, and others; he discovered space

and sound and their interaction; 2) about the mother: she

learned that the visual impairment is just a restriction, that

an individual can have it and not let it become a disabling

disease; she started to accept the child as he was and

expressed great motivation for, and satisfaction in, learning

how to better take care of her son.

E-mail: eliporto@unimep.br
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Many times people with disability have difficulties accessing

physical activity programs. Sometimes this happens because

of transportation issues, or because of the absence of

programs directed to them, and also due to a lack of

professionals involved in the area. In Itabuna, Bahia, these

are the conditions. Therefore, from this context, we decided

to develop an adapted physical activity program for people

with Down syndrome. This program is part of the project,

“Learning Down,” at the State University of Santa Cruz

(UESC), in Ilhéus, Bahia. Originating as a medical course, it

was later changed to a special physical education course.

The project is sponsored by the Athletic Association of Brazil

Bank, in Itabuna, where the swimming pool facilities are used

to execute the program. The program takes place once a week,

and is divided into two groups: G1 is composed of teens and

adults; G2 is composed of babies and children. All individuals

in both groups have Down syndrome. Lessons varied from

water adaptation to learning the four swimming styles.

During the first meeting, registration forms were completed

and individuals met one another. During the second lesson,

individuals were evaluated based on the information from

their forms, and the swimming level of each individual was

determined, and they were divided by age and level of aquatic

skill. Six assistant teachers (trainees) in the area of physical

education participated in this project. The initial goal for

attendance was 30 participants, and this goal was achieved

with participation by 30 individuals with Down syndrome,

ranging in age from 2 to 40 years, males and females. We

arrived at the conclusion that we can offer a program of

adapted motor activity to people with any disability and can

change the situation from one of lack of accessibility to a

chance for social inclusion. Therefore, it is necessary for

the university to develop extension projects, making it

possible for the community of people with disability to

participate in social exchanges.

E-mail: joslei.souza@terra.com.br
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Using the Ecological Theory of Development
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The ecology of human development consists of the scientific

study of the developing human being. This process is

affected by the relations of individuals in their most

comprehensive environments and contexts. According to

the Ecological Theory of Development (ETD), a molar

activity is a continued behavior that has its own moment

and it is seen as meaningful or intentional by the participants

in the environment, with temporal and influent persistency

in other environments where they have been. This study

aimed to examine whether swimming classes (micro-system)

were molar for people with disabilities. Sixteen subjects from

the Society for the Rehabilitation and Reintegration of the

Impaired (SORRI), in Bauru, with mental and/or physical

impairment, registered in the university outreach program

maintained by the physical education department of UNESP,

Bauru, participated in this study. Data were collected by

interviews and analyses with the participants’ relatives,

swimming teachers, and SORRI employees. Based on the

answers of the relatives, it was clear that activities performed

in the swimming class micro-system, part of the institutional

routine, were meaningful and temporally persistent, therefore,

molar, according to Brofenbrenner (1996). Subjects discussed

these activities in their family environments, and the people

in their meso-systems (homes) could identify behavioral

changes in the individuals with impairment. Each of the

swimming students improved with regard to their motor skills,

and to cognitive and social-affective behaviors in relation

to the control of the body in water. All changes were

confirmed with reports from teachers and relatives. Changes

were noticed in other meso-systems where SORRI members

participated. Thus, according to ETD, the swimming classes

were meaningful and had temporal persistency; that is, they

were molars, affecting the participants’ development.
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Universities have been the primary institutions responsible

for the development of new technologies and methods that

offer improvement in the quality of life for society. Of its

basic functions, research, education, and community

outreach, the latter reflects integration between the

university and society, aiming to improve the community

through the education of students about social problems.

Thus, the swimming program, “Interacting,” was created for

people with disabilities, at Viçosa University (APONE), MG.

The program was developed in collaboration with the

Department of Physical Education at the Federal University

of Viçosa (UFV). Its goal is to help adults with disabilities

practice motor activities and improve muscular development

through swimming. The program is a place for socialization,

enjoying leisure activities, and improving the capacity for

daily life activities. Lessons are provided to participants,

with specific planning for various disabilities: spinal cord

injuries, amputation, stroke, Wilson syndrome, and

orthopedic disorders. Lessons occur two times weekly, each

with 50-minute duration, and are based on the work of Palmer

(1990) and Maglischo (1999). That is, the lessons follow a

basic progression of swimming skills, with adaptations for

each student. Improvements have been observed in

participants in agility, dynamic and static balance, muscular

force, and coordination. Also reported have been

improvements in self-esteem and social integration.
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Aquatic activity has been known to help improve the quality

of life for people with cerebral palsy (CP). The project,

“Interact,” a partnership between the Federal University of

Viçosa, MG, and the Parents and Friends Association for the

Exceptional Child (APAE) of Viçosa, MG, is a swimming

program for people with cerebral palsy (CP). Its objective is

to provide physical activity to promote the development of

physical strength, social interaction, and self-esteem.

Students who participate in the activities have distinctly

different degrees of commitment (little, moderate, and high)

and have varying skills in swimming ability. Children were

selected to participate in the program by a multidisciplinary

team from APAE. Each participant swims three times per week,

with the help of an individual teacher, and participates in

specific playful exercises. The exercises have as their main

objective neuromuscular training, to promote adaptation and

improve muscular capacity for the accomplishment of daily

living activities. Lessons are planned for each student and

modified according to his or her individual progress. Results

are followed through daily reports by each teacher, who

notes changes in coordination, flexibility, balance, and

breathing. Also, family members discuss their observations

about the pupils’ general socialization and interaction. With

respect to these aspects, considerable improvement has been

observed in motor coordination, especially in movements

that involve holding and placing objects. Communication

for these students has improved as well with regard to

interaction with family members, teachers, and individuals

in their social spheres.
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Cerebral palsy is a neurological dysfunction, caused by

damage to a brain still in development, leading to motor,

muscle tone, and postural problems. It may cause cognitive

problems as well (Fonseca et al., 2004). Intellectual disability

is a condition that leads to difficulties in the understanding

of thoughts and abstractions when facing complex

information. Compareed to non-disabled individuals, an

individual with intellectual disabilities can present a different

perspective of reality (Diehl, 2005). This experiential report

intended to show the progress of three students who

participated in an adapted motor activities program (AMAP)

in 2006. Two of the students had intellectual disabilities (G.W.

and J.E), and one had cerebral palsy (E.G.). G.W. was 10 years

old, and at the beginning of the program he could not run,

jump on one foot, and crab walking. E.G. was 11 years old,

and had difficulties in rolling onto his sides, jumping forward

on one foot, and crab walking. The student, J.E., was 8 years

old, could not jump in a zigzag, jump over obstacles with

both feet, and throw the ball into the air and catch it again.
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Throughout the year students participated in gait training,

equilibrium, and manipulation activities through recreational

activities, all of them based on the potential of each student.

At the end of each class we made individual evaluations,

recording students’ progress and difficulties. Throughout

the year, three evaluations were made: one in the beginning,

one in the middle, and other at the end of the year, in order to

compare how each student began and finished the year.

Through the evaluations and interviews with family members

we observed the development and progress of the students,

and how they could perform movements that they were not

able to perform at the beginning of the program. Therefore,

based on the results of these activities, we recommend

physical activity programs for children with disabilities.
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A new view is emerging in Brazilian society about people

with disabilities. Increasing evidence in all societal sectors

supports the acceptance of new scientific and cultural

paradigms related to individuals with disabilities and their

relationship with the world. However, broad acceptance

requires behavioral and thought changes, because society

itself has historically presented the concepts and values

that created biases against people with disabilities. So, the

execution of this project, whose participants were blind

individuals, had as its objective to offer opportunities to

reflect upon, analyze, and discuss—through actions, ways

that could change conditions for blind people in the city of

Piracicaba. We applied a diagnostic evaluation, and we

observed that blind people need to rescue, or in many cases

even reach, their status as citizen. Thus, several proposals

were implemented within the Association of Assistance to

Blind People (NGO AVISTAR) and other partner institutions,

to establish educational, social, political, and cultural

connections between Methodist University of Piracicaba

(UNIMEP) and the community. This project was developed

and implemented through an academic extension program

by teachers and students in the physical education program

at UNIMEP, in partnership with AVISTAR. Activities for

visually impaired people took place twice a week, each for a

period of two hours, at a gymnastics academy, where global

physical activities and strength activities (free weights) were

performed. Potential students who showed a desire to

participate and were accepted into the project were subjected

to interview, clinical evaluation, evaluation of body

constitution, and evaluation of cardio respiratory status.

After this first evaluation, activities were planned and

proposed in accordance with each individual’s needs and

potentials. The project lasted 12 months during the first

phase, and was based on the critical and reflective

intervention characteristics associated with research and

teaching skills. Acknowledgements: FAE/UNIMEP
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The swimming group for people with Down syndrome in the

extension project, “Interact,” a partnership between the

Federal University of Viçosa and APAE, is comprised of

seven students, aged three to eighteen years. The lessons

take place two times per week, fifty minutes each. At the

start of the classes, the majority of students have their first

contact with aquatic activities. They experienced a notable

dependence on their student/professors, since there was a

great concern about their adaptation to the water. The first

executed activities were games that the pupils simulated,

covering all of the spaces in the swimming pool. For these

dynamic games, diverse materials for swimming were used,

including plates, “spaghettis,” bar bells, rubber toys, small

balls, and balloons. After a period of adaptation, the activities

began to involve swimming techniques such as floating,

body repositioning, holding the breath, arm movement, and

propulsion, and started to include exercises that used the

swim techniques, mainly the crawl, with tricks and exercises

of force, among others. Psychomotor development was

another one of the initial concerns; therefore, activities that

involve balance, the coordination of movements, sensitivity,

the rhythm, body expression, spatial orientation, and those

beyond changing postural habits, were used to increase

development. Another important aspect for the teachers was

the question of socialization, focusing mainly on the

relations between the students. So that this objective was

reached, games and playful tricks were used such as “tag,”

“wireless phone,” and competitions involving various form

of racing games. Through these activities, a bigger

intermeshing started to occur between student/student and

student/teacher. Although some problems occurred that were

related to low levels of biological immunity that lead to the

recurrence of health problems, positives results were reached

with regard to improvements in the socialization and

integration; this took place as much with the teachers as
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with the participants. Additionally, improvements were

observed in participants’ coordination, mobility, body

expression, and spatial orientation.
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Inclusion characterizes the participation and assent of all

individuals inside of a social context and it is related mainly

to people with special needs. For this premise to happen in

society, the school must be the first one to adopt it. The

objective of this study was to analyze the inclusion of a

child with cerebral palsy in classes of physical education.

This case study was characterized as descriptive and

analyzed a seven-year-old boy with cerebral palsy, who was

registered in a municipal school of Caxias do Sul, RS. We

used as instruments a daily field observation of physical

education classes, interviews, questionnaires, and

documentary sources from the school. The results indicated

that this child was not totally enclosed in the physical

education classes. Moreover, it was observed that the

constant presence of the mother inhibited the participation

of the child in some activities and as well as in the

development of relationships with his colleagues. It can be

observed that, with regard to the inclusion process, a

multiplicity of factors must be considered. Those factors

must be articulated to the child, promoting in him

development within the contexts he constructs from day to

day. The school was favorable toward the idea of his

inclusion, and provided materials and human pedagogical

resources that revealed that they were committed to

stimulate all of the pupils in their development. The school

team supported the improvement of qualifications for all its

teachers, encouraging them to acquire knowledge and create

conditions that allow children with special needs to have

access to, and remain in, the school. Therefore, from this

study it can be concluded that for inclusion to take place,

the school still needs a differentiated structure relative to

adaptation for those with special needs, in human resources,

and in the physical structure of the school. Also required is

awareness with relation to the acceptance of this child, as it

pertains to school, his family, and his social contexts.
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Physical education is known to be an area that presents

tools to people with disabilities, allowing them to be socially

included in a system that has a “no exclusion” policy. The

present work was a case study of a student that has a

disability characterized as poliomyelitis. He attended a regular

class of an elementary school in a public institution, located

in the city of Bauru, SP. The methodology of this study was

systematic observation, applied over a three-month period.

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the

participation of this student in regular physical education

classes. The results showed that the student participated in

6 of the 11 classes observed; however, he did not participate

in any of the proposed activities. The teacher affirmed during

the interview that she left the student “free” to choose his

activities. Friends of this child said that he is a good

swimmer, and practiced this activity at a location near the

school. We can conclude that the student’s perception of

being included, then, might be accomplished, providing that

the teacher had the knowledge to work closely with the

student and provide the appropriate stimulation. The

behavior of inclusion is not only an individual behavior, but

a personal attitude about the process itself. It occurs through

social acceptance, the approval of others, and through

successful participation in positive emotional, psychological,

and physical experiences.

E-mail: nandabartoly@yahoo.com.br

Physical Education Students’ Perceptions

About Adapted Physical Education

Paura, A.C.

Unesp - Marília - Programa de Pós-Graduação em

Educação

Deliberato, D.

Unesp - Marília - Depto de Educação Especial

The diversity of students with special educational needs

demands the adequate planning of strategies and resources.

The literature has demonstrated a necessity for the teacher

who works with students with special needs to be

specifically qualified. Training for educators in inclusive

schools requires curricular changes and revisions in both

basic and continued education programs.This research

aimed to analyze physical education students’ perceptions

relative to their training in the area of adapted physical

education. Five graduate students in a physical education

program in Marília, SP, who had completed a required course

in adapted physical education, participated in this study.

Data collection occurred through a half-structured scripted

interview, which contained thirty questions. After a

qualitative analysis of the five students’ verbal responses,

two categories were established: training of physical

education teachers in the area of special education, and

inclusion and concepts about students with disabilities. The

results indicated that the students perceived that the

theoretical aspects of the discipline of adapted physical
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education were superficial. Even so, they thought that their

training had offered an overview of the area, although with

little relation between the theoretical and the practical

aspects. It also was observed that the trainees were more

comfortable working with abilities and difficulties that related

to motor aspects, and less comfortable with regard to

cognitive and communication aspects. They reported having

mixed feelings and expectations at the beginning of the

training period. They also indicated that such courses

should necessarily include information about the planning

of resources and adaptation strategies.

E-mail: acpaura@terra.com.br

The Use of Touch in Receiving and

Defending in Sitting Volleyball

Borrozini, C.V.

Boucault, I.T.

Faculdade do Clube Náutico Mogiano

The main purpose of the present study was to verify the

importance of the use of touch in receiving and defending in

sitting volleyball. Another purpose was to learn how touch

is developed in traditional volleyball and in sitting volleyball,

and to quantify its use in the Fourth Brazilian Paralympics

Volleyball Games. For the data collection, a protocol for

registering the number of correct and incorrect receiving

and defending skills during a match was developed

specifically for the present study. The results indicated 1,568

(82.5%) correct and 338 (17.5%) incorrect movements,

resulting in 1,906 touch movements. For the other skills, the

results indicated 1,129 (53.5%) correct and 979 (46.5%)

incorrect movements, with a total of 2,108. It was also verified

that the use of touch in receiving and defending in sitting

volleyball has become an important feature for the

improvement in the tactical organization of the team’s

defensive area, improving the defense capacity as well.

iedaboucault@yahoo.com.br

Perception by General Users of the

Bank of Brazil’s Athletic Association

About the Project, “Down Syndrome:

Swimming With Differences”

Souza, J.V.

França, A.S.

Silva, C.F.

Souza, J.S.

Santos, J.A.

Silva, A.C.

Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz-UESC

A physical education research group in Ilhéus, Bahia, which

studies inclusion, has developed research about, and

projects related to, the inclusion of people with disabilities

in society. Today, the social inclusion of people with

disabilities is more and more being discussed in society,

and at the Bank of Brazil’s Athletic Association (AABB), it

is not any different, especially because of the association

between the club and the extension project called “Learning

Down: Playing and Learning with Diversity,” which provides

swimming lessons to individuals with Down syndrome

through the physical education department at the State

University of Santa Cruz. Therefore, this study aimed to

detect members’ views about the AABB with regard to

encountering individuals with Down syndrome in the

swimming pool at the club. For this purpose, an open-ended

questionnaire with eight questions was created, including:

1. Name 2. Date of birth 3. How long have you frequented

the club? 4. What do you know about Down syndrome? 5.

Have you ever known an individual with Down syndrome?

6. What do you think about being in contact with individuals

with Down syndrome? 7. Have you ever seen an individual

with Down syndrome swimming? 8. How did you feel when

you saw individuals with Down syndrome swimming here at

AABB? The interviews were administered to 22 people of

both sexes, aged 16 to 62 years. The results and conclusions

were: Some participants had frequented the club for at least

two years and had never seen anyone from the swimming

program for individuals with Down syndrome, and it was

the first time they had been aware of this program; 22% of

the participants responded that Down syndrome is related

to a genetic mistake, the others did not know how to answer

the question; only four participants had not known any

individuals with Down syndrome; all participants believed

that contact with people with Down syndrome is essential

to know more about them; and 54% of the participants had

already seen individuals with Down syndrome swimming.

The participants indicated that the initiative of an adapted

physical activity program developed in a club, which is

frequented by lots of people, may contribute to the social

inclusion of individuals with Down syndrome.

E-mail: joslei.souza@terra.com.br

A Program of Motor Activities for

Adolescents With Disabilities

Vieira, K.M.

Riker, A.P.S.

Silva, E.V.A.

Universidade Federal do Amazonas

Faculdade de Ed. Física

This paper describes a case study from a class for adolescents

with disabilities in the Program of Motor Activities for People

with Disabilities (PROAMDE). In this program, three motor

abilities tests were given—at the beginning, in the middle,

and at the end of the school year. The tests covered the

areas: equilibrium, locomotion, abilities with a ball, fine motor

coordination, body awareness, pedagogical aspects, sports,
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and health activities. The answer choices were: execution,

partial execution, with difficulty, with help, and did not

execute. The student’s disability was classified as cerebral

arrhythmia. Through the experience with him, it was observed

that he has a short attention span for practiced activities. In

every activity, he always required incentives or help from a

companion, where the companion performed the activity with

the student simultaneously. For the first test in equilibrium

activities, the student required help with all of it. During the

last test, the student got up from a seat and walked through

a pathway and came back to his seat as fast as possible. The

locomotion activities included: walk on hands and knees,

jump with both feet, jump with alternate feet, and jump with

one foot. The student did not execute any activities, except

during the last test he walked on hands and knees and

jumped with both feet. On jogging, walking and jump off a

stool the student executed the movements with help. During

the last test the student performed many of the tasks without

any help. For the test of abilities with the ball the student

demonstrated that he know how to perform the activity, but

he needed help remembering to pay attention to the ball,

because if he did not look at it, he could not catch it. This

situation was repeated for the other activities. It was

observed that the student knew how to perform many of the

activities, but he did not always do what he was requested

to do. While the activities were always first demonstrated

for him, it was sometimes necessary to call his attention

back to the activity when he looked away. This experience

demonstrated that a motor activities program can help to

improve motor skills of people with arrhythmia cerebral.

Acknowledgements: Ministério dos Esportes e PETROBRÁS
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Cerebral Palsy and Swimming:

An Experiential Report

Garcia, V.D.

Nabeiro, M.

Unesp-Bauru- Depto de Educação Física

Cerebral palsy results from a non-progressive lesion or

underdevelopment of the brain. Several parts of the body

may be affected, changing the muscular tone, posture and

resulting in functional difficulties in movements, balance,

speech, sight, hearing, and facial expression and, in severe

cases, mental impairment. Motor activities in water provide

breathing benefits, cognitive, affective, emotional, social

development, and help to decrease accentuated muscular

tonus, which enhances the potential for functional

movements. This report presents the experience of swimming

with a 22-year-old girl with paraplegic spastic cerebral palsy.

The aim of this study was to develop the motor skills of

swimming such as breathing, floating, and leg and arm

movements, through the student’s exploration of her

potential limitations. A program of two classes per week,

each lasting 50 minutes, for four months, was designed after

a literature review. At the end of each month, notes on the

classes were recorded in order to analyze the acquired skills,

methods, and pedagogical strategies adapted by the teacher.

In the first two months, the student presented slow leg

movements but did not present arm movements, except for

flexor reflexes that kept a fixed body position. Classes were

childish, with unnecessary conversations. In the third month

she presented better results, moving her arms under the

water and increasing the time they were submersed. She

became more independent, performing movements without

any help or materials. Reflexes that originated from the

impairment were less frequent, and, when asked, she changed

the position of her arm. The student answered promptly to

commands, demonstrating more attention and consistent

emotional behavior. Strategies were adequate to her age,

with specific dialogues about the activities. The teacher

prepared different strategies to teach skills such as

exchanging student-teacher roles and communicating only

by signals. In the fourth month, the student presented more

consistent leg movements, more control and amplitude of

arm movements, and back stroke flotation with safety and

submersion improvement. These alterations provided the

student more independence in water. Thus, a program

specifically designed for the limitations and potentialities of

a student with cerebral palsy was able to help her develop

motor skills for swimming.

valduarteg@yahoo.com.br

Aquatic Activity’s Influence on Postural

Balance in Children With Cerebral Palsy

Teixeira, C.A.

Oliveira, S.R.G.

Faculdades Integradas Fafibe

Cerebral palsy (CP) is the result of brain damage, with muscle

tonus, posture, and movement problems, exerting influence

on neurological maturation in different levels. In individuals

with spastic PC, postural problems are frequent, because

exaggerated contractions lead to hypertonus in some muscle

groups related to many movements and posture.

Compensatory-specific physical activity must be constant

in these cases, with the purpose of diminishing these

problems. The purpose of this research was to investigate if

aquatic activities could influence, in a positive way, the

posture of children with spastic cerebral palsy by postural

evolvement. A descriptive method included a case study of

an individual with tetra paretic spastic cerebral palsy, with

postural disturbance, and who did not practice physical

activity. Photos of the participant’s posture were taken with

a digital camera before and after the beginning of the aquatic

activities program and after five months of intervention, with

activities twice a week, totalling two hours a week. The initial

and final photos were compared and analyzed qualitatively

through observations. In the beginning, the child showed a

fixed posture and stayed in a seated position; the extension
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and abduction of the hip showed low amplitude. The left leg

was in internal rotation, and the left arm did not have

movement and was always in flexion. The constant hip

flexion position provoked a possible shortening of iliopsoas,

increasing the lombar lordosis. The low level of strength

caused by inactivity was responsible for the child’s lack of

capacity to maintain the upright stance without support.

The body was always sloped to left, and the thoracic hiper

cifosis was visible. When photos were compared, it was

possible to observe a decrease of the leg internal rotation,

an improvement in hip amplitude to extension, and the left

arm started to show some movement and could be maintained

semi-extended for some time. The child did not leaned the

body to the left in a seated position, and did not need

constant support to maintain this position. The thoracic

postural muscles improved just enough to prevent the

thoracic hiper cifosis. With these results, it was possible to

conclude that aquatic activity can be used to improve posture

and movement in children with spastic cerebral palsy.

E-mail: freearroyo@hotmail.com

Aquatic Activities for Autism

Barreto, L.S.

Azevedo, E.C.
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Every day greater numbers of people who have disabilities

get involved in physical activities, due to the innumerable

benefits that they provide. Aquatic activities are often

indicated because executing movements in water provides

benefits in the development of coordination, attenuating

stress, increasing respiratory capacity and organism and

muscle resistance. This intervention helps make it possible

for individuals to acquire independence in communication

and expression by activating the neuromuscular system, and,

as a result, it can serve as a social and therapeutic resource.

Thus, a gym in Caxias de Sul, RS, adapted a program of

aquatic activities for ten autistic adolescents, with the

purpose of providing physical activity and related benefits.

Their adaptation to the water took approximately two to three

weeks. The intervention began with an explanation in a

playful form, with the objective to motivate the pupils to

participate in the activity. Activities with different materials

and music were used throughout the program. Over a two-

year period, we observed improvements in the performance

of these individuals, although they did not swim alone. Some

of them, with the aid of materials, could swim across the

swimming pool. The majority of them were able to perform

low diving. We also observed that the pupils seemed to enjoy

the swimming class, and showed an improvement in their

communication abilities. Their teachers at the regular school

also reported that they had presented improvements in: their

interpersonal relationships, organization, motor

coordination, and attention and moods. Therefore, we

concluded that aquatic activities can be an excellent

instrument to help autistic individuals in their development.

Observations and comments by the teachers were important

indicators that these aquatic activities provided benefits to

these adolescents in their psychological, social, physical,

and motor development. Therefore, we concluded that more

research is needed in this area, with the aim of increasing

knowledge, improving the quality of the intervention, and

providing more benefits to individuals with autism.

E-mail: viviam.tremea@fsg.br

Benefits of Aquatic Activities for

People With Cerebral Palsy

Carvalho, C.E.

Pegoretti, C.

Centro Universitário Amparense - UNIFIA -

Curso de Educação

Understanding the benefits and contributions of water

activities to people with cerebral palsy (CP) is deeply

important to their life quality. Rosadas (1992) claimed that

physical exercise for people with cerebral palsy is a means

to make practical the conditions for executing specific

gestures and responses, allowing the individual to create a

new universe of possibilities. Water activities can bring

physiological, social, and cognitive benefits, contributing

to health, as well as to wellness. The contributions brought

by water activities to children with disabilities have been

demonstrated in my everyday life. I joined a special school

in Serra Negra (public schools EMEI Prof.ª Olga de Souza

Vicki) as a receptionist, through an official examination. At

that time, I was inspired by the love of working with children

with special needs. Today, I am still working for the same

institution, but now as a physical education teacher. A year

ago, I designed and implemented a project of water activities,

in collaboration with our city’s office of sports, along with

Hotel Biazi in Serra Negra. The hotel provides us with the

heated pool in which we hold our classes. Among the

individuals with disabilities supported by the project, three

are children with CP, ranging in ages from six months to

fourteen years. The purpose of the project was to provide

an intervention using the practice of physical exercises in

water to improve the welfare and life quality of children with

disabilities. During the classes, I was able to observe that

water allows great benefits, especially in the lives of the

children with CP. The water activities improved their self

confidence, coordination, balance, muscle relaxation. The

activities also improved the movements’ execution and

amplitude, contributing to these children’s autonomy. The

contributions of aquatic activities were also observed by

parents and teachers who watched the children in the

classes. They have witnessed the children overcoming

barriers of impossibility by executing movements not usually

possible out of the water, resulting in successes and

satisfaction visible in each student’s face.
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Halliwick Method: A Swimming

Program for People With Disabilities

Pereira, V.D.F.

Miranda, T.B.

Brandão, S.A.F.

Oliveira, W.J.

Universidade Federal do Amazonas

This article will discuss some aspects related to the practice

of the Halliwick Method as a method of teaching survival in

the water, which then leads to conventional swimming. This

study reflects an accumulation of experiences in teaching

the method by the teacher of physical education and leader

of the group in the Program of Motor Activities for People

with Disabilities (PROAMDE). The program’s methodology

and philosophy are based on the idea, “Happiness for being

in the water,” or “Felicidade por estar na água.” Each

individual is accompanied by an instructor, and flotation

equipment is not used, emphasizing skills, and not

disabilities. All of the students are taught in such a way that

they can learn the properties of water and its effects on their

body. All of them are encouraged to improve, but they are

not pressured. Everyone is called by their first names,

reinforcing equality in each individual. The program is based

on the theoretical foundations and the method of its creator,

James McMillan. Acknowledgements: MEC, Petrobrás.
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Aquatic Activities and

Hemiplegia: A Case Study
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The present paper aimed to document improvements, from

participation in aquatic activities, in a person who had

suffered a cerebral vascular accident (CVA). The participant,

a 49-year-old male, showed a medical diagnosis of hemiplegia

(right side) due to a CVA. He was enrolled in the extension

program, Education and Aquatic Movement Re-education

for People with Special Needs, which offered activities once

a week at the Thermal Swimming Pools at the Center of

Physical Education and Sports, Federal University of Santa

Maria. The participant showed good social relationships,

and was very independent, as well as having a good

cognitive domain, and good inter-relational ability. Specific

goals of the planned activities included re-education of

independent gait, re-education of activities for daily life, and

stimulation of wide mobility and balance. Some new

difficulties appeared during the work, such as during the

training of his mobility, mainly on the right side and for

balance. During the semester, different activities were

developed, based upon initially planned goals and those

that agreed with the student’s needs such as walking,

strength of upper and lower limbs, and balance. These

activities developed in proportion to improvements in the

participant’s initial abilities—those that were mainly related

to his difficulties in independent locomotion, apprehension,

range of motion, and physical conditioning, and allowed his

initiation into the swimming activity. He developed and

performed diving exercises, flotation, propulsion, leg

movements, and the back-stroke swimming style. These

activities were important to improving the participant’s

quality of life, allowing him to re-educate movements once

lost due to CVA, and allowing him more autonomy and

pleasure in performing the daily actions.
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The Program, “Amusing Aquatic

 Activities,” For Students With

Special Needs: A Case Study
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Several studies have identified aquatic activities to be

beneficial to individuals with special needs because the

practice of motor activities in water helps to maximize exercise

potential, while minimizing certain difficulties. This inspired

the project, “Amusing Aquatic Activities,” for students with

special needs. In the present study, the objective was to

report the specific case of a 10-year-old student, L.S., who

has Down syndrome, with regard to his progress in the

program, and how the program can help to improve quality

of life. The activities occurred once a week, from February

2006 to August of 2006, at the Thermal Swimming Pools at

the Center of Physical Education and Sports, Federal

University of Santa Maria, RS. The methodological

instruments used in the study included observations of the

classes, and descriptive opinions reported by class monitors

and teachers. Amusement strategies were used, always

taking advantage of the water as a place to approach and

interact with the student. The contents of the classes were

based on the elements of psycho-motor education. It was

observed that student L. S. had positive changes, especially

in relation to the social and affective domains. It is inferred

that the amusing activities in the water contributed to this

improvement. The student had experienced difficulties with

relationships and a tendency toward isolation, as well as
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with aggressive attitudes. Observed behavioral changes

included interaction with friends and monitors,

demonstrating affective improvements and improvements in

communication. Improvements also were observed in relation

to motor coordination and balance. The obtained results

allowed us to confirm that the proposed activities reached

their objectives, and that they motivated L. S. to continue to

participate in the activities. It was also observed that the

interaction between student-monitor and student-student

were extremely positive, contributing to learning in all

participants.
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Physical Activity and

Fibromyalgia: A Case Study

Paula, A.I.

Unesp Rio Claro

Reis, I.O.

Pignataro, A.C.
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Fibromyalgia is a disorder characterized by widespread

muscular pain and is frequently associated with the sensation

of fatigue and with sleep disturbances. It  occurs

predominantly in women between 30 and 50 years old, but it

can also occur precociously. It  is treated both

pharmacologically and non-pharmacologically, and physical

activity is widely used in the latter approach. Systematic

aerobic exercise practice has been considered an effective,

simple, and cheap intervention for people with fibromyalgia.

The objective of this study was to investigate alterations

that occurred in people with fibromyalgia after their

systematic practice of aerobic physical activity. Two female

participants, 24 and 26 years old, with a diagnosis of

fibromyalgia, practiced systematized aerobic activity. They

answered a questionnaire with open-ended questions about

aspects of the disease, about their practice of physical

activity prior to starting the program, and about changes

they noticed after participating in the physical activity

program. It was possible to conclude from the results that

the practice of appropriate and systematized physical activity

brought great benefits, such as the disappearance of pain

and swelling, a better disposition toward the activities of

the daily life, and even medication suppression.

E-mail: depaula@rc.unesp.br

Special Education Through

Swimming Classes

Lugão, E.C.

Escola de Educação Física e Desportos - UFRJ

Activities performed in the water for students with special

needs is a topic of the discipline of Natação II (Swimming

II), and it is an important way in which graduate students

can have contact with adapted physical education. The

classes focus on: trying different movements in and outside

of the water; participation in activities that help make the

execution of daily movements easier; improved socialization

of the special student through integration with all students

(regular and those with disabilities), and graduate students

and teacher in water activities (birthday parties, integration

activities, folkloric parties, thematic games, etc.). The

students come from public schools and have different special

needs: autism, cerebral palsy, mental and psychomotor delay,

Aspergher syndrome, among others, which allow varied

experiences for the graduate students. We worked with

activities both in and outside of the water, and we used

either shallow or deep swimming pools. Although we worked

adaptations into the teaching of water and swimming

activities, the cognitive and affective goals are the most

important ones for the development of special students as

citizens, and we use physical activities to try to achieve this

goal. The discipline lasts for a semester, and during this time

the students are accompanied by the swimming teacher, two

public school teachers from the Clube Escolar Program, and

the graduate students, who change from semester to

semester. These changes allow the special students to have

contact with different kinds of people (tall, short, fat, thin,

men, women, black, white, etc.), who try to act in an affective

way to improve the social skills of everyone, the graduate

students as well as the students with special needs. We still

have lots to teach and to learn, but the program tries to

bring a better life quality to students with any kind of

disability.

E-mail: elizlugon@yahoo.com.br

Aquatic Stimulation and a

Child With Cerebral Palsy

Castro, G.S.

Gomes, C.P.
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Universidade Federal de Santa Maria

This case study describes an effort to help a child with

cerebral palsy with his integral development through the

stimulation of his global motor development through a

swimming program. Participation in the program, and

consequent adaptation to the water, stimulated the child’s

tactile, visual, hearing, and kinesthetic perceptions, and his

locomotion, autonomy, self-confidence, self-esteem, and

social inclusion. A 4-year old male student with a medical

diagnosis of cerebral palsy post-encephalopathy

participated in this study. He has a paresis of the right arm.

The activities were performed once a week, for a total of 10

classes. The activities took place in the Thermal Swimming

Pools of the CEFD/UFSM, in the project, “Aquatic

Stimulation for Babies and Children with Disabilities,” in
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which four other students participated. All were assessed,

in a descriptive way, including their cognitive, emotional,

motor, and social behaviors during the classes. These

assessments were divided into three stages: beginning

classes, intermediate classes, and final classes. In the

beginning classes, the student in the study refused to enter

the swimming pool, demanding his parents’ presence. He

did not interact with the other students and he usually played

games aggressively. When stimulated to move different parts

of his body, he became apprehensive. During the

intermediate classes the student was met by monitors in the

dressing room to facilitate their interaction; however, he still

refused to interact with the other students. Different

strategies were created to facilitate the use of his right arm,

including, for instance, activities involving the volleyball

touch with a big rubber ball to stimulate the use of both

hands. In the final classes the student felt comfortable with

the teachers, monitors, and other students, appearing more

willing and motivated. A program was created to contribute

to the motor development of the affected limb. The strategies

were improved so that he moved the right arm, making it

possible for the student to use it with success and to be

aware of the importance of moving it symmetrically. It is

believed that the designed intervention applied in this study

had an important role for the student’s health and quality of

life. The boy appeared to express happiness and satisfaction,

and the activities gave him an opportunity to practice social

inclusion.

E-mail: gi.castro@ibest.com.br

Beyond Mental Suffering: Social

Involvement of Individuals With Psychiatric

Disorders Through Physical Activity
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Throughout the history of psychiatry, people with

psychiatric disorders have been separated from society and

submitted to precarious conditions of health, maltreatment,

and dehumanizing experiences. With the advent of the

Psychiatric Reformation in Brazil, changes have occurred,

where, currently, new methods of treatment are employed.

In the mental health field, the distinction between health

and disease and well-being and malaise are not always clear.

Feeling the necessity to apply alternative therapies in the

promotion of quality of life for people with psychiatric

disorders, we developed an intervention in the form of a

workshop. It was based on social re-insertion through

physical activity, and it utilized aspects of expressive

physical activity and leisure. Its goal was to reduce the

disabling effects of conventional treatments. We considered

the accomplishments of therapeutical workshops that have

focused on artisan and physical activities, and considered

group activities such as socialization, expression, and social

insertion. The methodology of the workshop was focused

on the production, coordination, and construction of

significant relations that promote respect, cooperation, and

autonomy. For the development of this project, an agreement

was made between the Department of Physical Education,

Federal University of Viçosa, and the Center of Psychosocial

Attention, City of Viçosa, MG. Thirty individuals with

psychiatric disorders, aged 20 to 50 years, male and female,

participated in the project. The analysis consisted of

interviews with the psychologists who directly followed the

individuals. We concluded that the physical activity was of

great therapeutical and social value to these individuals. It

helped provide a bridge to help people with psychiatric

disorders, isolated by illness, the opportunity to live with

others, and, consequently, with society, and enjoy the

benefits that sociability can add to quality of life.

E-mail: jaqueufv@yahoo.com.br

Physical Education and Hyperactive

Children: Recommendations

Lima, J. R.

Faber, M.A.

Centro Universitário Nilton Lins - Educação Física

Definition of Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder

(ADHD) has a long history. Initially it was called minimal

cerebral disfunction, then hyperkinesia. This disturbance

is most widely known as hyperactivity. Attention Deficit

and Hyperactivity Disorder is difficult to define and

determine its cause. Especially difficult is to diagnose

whether or not a child has ADHD. We know that ADHD has

a biologic cause and a strong genetic influence. Most

specialists recommend medical treatment. The family and

professionals are often challenged to offer the best

education, and therefore a family and school environment.

For example, in physical education classes these children

can extend the benefits of a therapy by learning socialization,

how to be organized. They have developmental opportunities

for improving coordination and balance. Many of these

behavioral functions rely on maturation of the brain, which

is often challenged in most children with ADD/H. These

children are at high risk because they have a distorted

perception of social conventions and don’t perceive danger.

Also, hyperactivity and deficits in attention, both difficult

the children learning process. Physical educators must focus

on auditory and visual perception, body awareness, spatial

and temporal awareness, motor coordination, rhythm and

many others motor functions.

E-mail: jlrsuperpoderosa@yahoo.com.br
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Personal Assertive Attributes of Social

Development of People With Down Syndrome

Within the Context of Motor Activity

França, C.

Zuchetto, A.T.

Universidade do Estado de Santa Catarina - UDESC

In the ecological model, proposed by Bronfrenbrenner and

Morris (1998), the proximal processes vary substantially as

a characteristic function of a person in development, from

the immediate environmental contexts to the remotest time

period, in which the proximal processes are liberated. The

objective of this study was to identify the personal

characteristics of the social development of people with

Down syndrome in the context of adapted motor activity.

This case study, of intentional choice, analyzed three people

who were participants with more than three years in the

Program of Adapted Motor Activity. In addition to those

studied, there was a female student in the sessions with

behavior disturbance, a male student with Angelman

syndrome, one with cerebral palsy and without mental

implication, and a student with autism. For data collection,

videotape and written registration of the classes were used

to record dialogs. Of the 25 classes given in the semester,

seven were chosen for analysis. After the written registration,

the data were categorized and analyzed in a qualitative way,

using the proposed theoretical matrix model. The identified

behaviors presented by the participants were subdivided

among the three categories of a person’s properties as

presented by the bio-ecological model: disposition,

resources, and personal demands. For each one of the

group’s personal characteristics, two polar regions were

identified (positive and negative), that represent the facilitator

elements or development inhibitors. The developmentally-

generative dispositions identified were: engagement in the

activity, communication and collaborative interaction. The

ability resources were: play and acquire. The positive

demands were: respect the rules and share materials. The

developmentally-disruptive dispositions were: attacking,

disturbing, not participating, and isolating. The dysfunction

resource was the disability. The negative demand observed

was disrespect to the rules. It is important to consider that,

regarding the developmentally-generative disposition

(positive demands and ability resources), all the participants

show similar behaviors, all  positive attributes of

development. The context of adapted motor activity revealed

that it was favorable to development of the participants.

E-mail: cristianidefranca@yahoo.com

Mood Swing in People With Down

Syndrome After Physical Activity Classes

Paula, A.I.

Unesp Rio Claro

Lemos, K.L.

Borges, L.O.

Unirp

Several studies demonstrate that the physical activity

practice can bring benefits to the individuals’ organic

processes, besides helping in the cognitive, social and

emotional aspects, bringing as consequence benefits to the

population life quality in a general sense. That study had

the objective to verify the alterations that occur in the

people’s moods conditions who suffer from Down’s

syndrome and practice physical activity. So, 5 participants

with age varying between 16 and 27 years old with Down

syndrome answered the LEA-RI questionnaire before and

after a physical activity class and the data analysis allowed

us to report that positive vitality conditions, such as happy,

cheerful, active, pleasant, became better while the negatives

such as sad, useless, apathetic, fear decreased after the

physical activity. Therefore, through the results it was

possible to conclude that the physical activity practice, as it

is already found in the literature concerning people without

deficiency, is highly beneficial to alter positively the people’s

moods conditions who suffer from Down syndrome.

E-mail: depaula@rc.unesp.br

Barriers to Access to Sports for

Wheelchair Users in the City of

Pedro Leopoldo, Minas Gerais

Machado, D.S.

City of Pedro Leopoldo

Sport is an important factor in entertainment, development

of the personality, and sociability. For individuals with

physical disabilities, it can be especially important, since it

contributes to the rehabilitation process and it assumes an

important role in the fight against prejudice and

discrimination. However, the majority of disabled people do

not have access to physical activity due to the great number

of barriers or obstacles in sports areas that hinder their

integration. Therefore, an objective of this study was to

assess the conditions of accessibility for wheelchair users

in the sport facilities of the city of Pedro Leopoldo, MG.

Another was as to verify whether these facilities are adapted

in accordance with Brazilian regulation, NBR 9050:2004. The

sample was composed of 22 locations: a sport gym; three

academies; three clubs; four community centers, and eleven

soccer fields. Ten items were analyzed: pedestrian circulation

area; sidewalk access; parking; public indoor areas;

bathrooms and dressing rooms; gymnasium; swimming

pools; sports courtyard; access to the main floor, and

signage. The results show that 100% of the sample did not

present the adaptations required by legislation. The

conclusion is that there is a need for greater understanding

on the part of the individuals who are responsible for

planning and executing architectural restructuring inside of

the facilities and on the streets in order to avoid any form of
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discrimination or social exclusion, assuring people with

disabilities the right to good health, education, and leisure,

as guaranteed by the Constitution.

E-mail: danisanches@yahoo.com.br

Boating in Rehabilitation: The Experience of

the International Center of Neurosciences

and Rehabilitation of the Sarah Hospitals

Andrade, H.A.

Rede Sarah de Hospitais

The goals and objectives for the application of boating in

rehabilitation vary according to the level of activity and

needs of the patients, but we can mention strength training,

endurance training, motor coordination and balance training,

space and temporal orientation, socialization, and cognitive

stimulation. These boating activities are recreational and

represent the first step in sport activities that could be

continued after leaving the hospital. The International Center

of Neurosciences and Rehabilitation (Sarah Network) was

inaugurated in 2003 and sits on the shore of Paranoa Lake in

Brasilia City. In this center, a program that uses boating

activities was developed to help in the rehabilitation of

patients with several pathologies/medical conditions. The

most common of these pathologies are spinal cord injury,

brain injury, and cerebral palsy, as well as several other kinds

of orthopedic pathologies/injuries. Patients can participate

in ferryboat or motorboat rides, exercise in a paddle boat,

canoeing (with Canadian canoes), and sailing (with

“lifeboat,” “Olsen Twin,” and “Escape” boats), and we also

offer nautical workshops, in which the main activity is to

learn how to tie knots. Great care and planning were put into

training the staff and conducting tests of the equipment to

promote the most efficient use of the activities while

maximizing the comfort and safety of the patients. Several

accessories are used: cranes to transfer patients and enhance

their comfort and safety; fasten bands to fasten patients’

hands to the paddle in canoeing; seats to increase balance;

cushions to prevent skin sores, mainly for spinal cord injury

patients; canoe floats to prevent capsizing; safety equipment

such as life vests, life preservers, walkie-talkies, rescue boats,

etc. Brazil has an unexplored potential for nautical sports,

since it has more than 7,000 kilometers of coast and the largest

hydrographic network in the world. Through this program

we hope that our patients feel sufficiently oriented and

encouraged to explore the possibility of practicing nautical

sports in their home towns, since we have patients from all

over the country.

E-mail: humbertoandrade@sarah.br

Creating Dignified and Functional Spaces

Johnston, K.

Goodwin, D.G.

Peco, J.P.

University of Alberta

Robinson, B.R.

Red Deer College

Introduction: In North America, fitness centre design and

space usage has been primarily based upon barrier-free and

accessibility guidelines. Architects working within these

guidelines may or may not have a functional understanding

of the needs of diverse users. The aim of this study was to

examine the role of dignity in fitness centre design and space

usage. Dignity requires that “the self is regarded as an

autonomous, self-determining entity worthy of recognition

and respect from others” (Shannon, 2004). Purpose: The

purpose of this study was to explore the construct of dignity

in the design and function of a community based fitness

facility within a university setting. Specifically, the objectives

were to understand what delineates a dignified space, and

explore what in the design and function of the space

contributes to or detracts from the dignity of its users.

Method: This phenomenological case study employed a

maximum variation sampling strategy. Focus group

interviews were conducted to capture the insights of various

user groups including adults with disabilities, family members

who accompany adult users, youth with disabilities, and

their parents. The participants also generated photographs

to share their insights regarding dignified spaces and how

they functioned. Data analysis consisted of a line-by-line

thematic analysis of the focus group interviews and the

participants’ description of the photographs. Results and

Conclusions: The presentation will highlight the themes that

emerged from the analysis and their interpretation within

the conceptual framework of dignity. This member-centered

research initiative provided an opportunity for users of a

fitness facility to influence the design and functionality of

their space.

E-mail: keith.johnston@ualberta.ca

Sports Tourism: Entrepreneur Anticipation

Hussain, I.

Nisar, K.

Department of Physical Health and

Sport Education, Aligarh M (UP), India

The cognition process of the human touched to the level of

threshold that the domain of sport is not considered only as

the leisure activity, but, now it has been emerged as 21st

century land mark, where, it successfully established itself

as complete pedagogical process, that provide a platform

where all allied sciences merge work in coordination and

realize their worth but also provide multiple opportunities to

the entrepreneurs of the world to realize their destinies in

the field of sport. Contemporary society knowingly or

unknowingly reflecting on attitude to the denial of meta

narratives, you may accept or reject it or call them as
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postmodernist or post modern society but the interesting

thing is that the outcomes are welcomed and acceptable at

large extend by the contemporary social mob. Being a

microcosm of this post modernist society, sport refined its

concept; expand its purpose and dimensions in 21st century,

i.e., sport management. Sport media, sport economics, sport

law and none the less for whom the above thoughts are able

to present epistemologically is “sport tourism”, surface their

existence. In this paper we try to present the knowledge

about i) Emergence, concept, theories and purpose of sport

in term of contemporary social need and tourism as innate

socio-personal thrust, ii) Commercialization of sport, iii) How

sport and tourism stand face to face and finally walk side by

side for post modern world, iv) The concept of a tourism, v)

Sport tourism and their types, vi) Business dimensions of

sport tourism, vii) Impact of sport tourism (socio-cultural,

economic and environmental). A lot more will be discussed

about their magnanimous of 21st century sport in detail

through full length paper to enlighten our understanding

about sport, tourism, and sport tourism.

E-mail: ikram.husain@gmail.com

Cooperative Physical Activities in

Inclusive Physical Education Classes

Carvalho, J.R

City Hall of Rio de Janeiro

The film is based on an educational initiative, which began

in 1997, and, fortunately, is still today evolving as a project.

The film documents a project, which has three main

educational values: 1) To involve students from regular and

special schools; 2) To involve students despite their family

income and 3) To develop cooperative and competitive

physical activities. The activities are focused on common

challenges, where students may help each other, whether or

not they have a disability. The task will be considered

performed well if all of the students are able to perform it.

The competition is a common challenge, not among students.

These challenges are developed intercalated with the usual

competition. The aim of the content is to advocate that

balanced, cooperative, and competitive physical activities

can develop a better way to promote inclusion than only

through competition. In order to improve my academic

background, I enrolled in the course, Specialization in

Physical Education, at Fluminense Federal University. My

thesis was titled, “Cooperation in Physical Activities,” which

was completed in 2000. This current year, I began a study

under the supervision of the Catholic University of Leuven

(Belgium) and Palacky University (Czech Republic),

involving regular students in inclusive settings. The study

group (SG) had the opportunity to participate in cooperative/

competitive physical activities in a balanced approach, and

the control group (CG) only took part in contests and

sportive competitions as we commonly know them. A

questionnaire was applied, and, though no significant

difference was found between groups, the SG presented a

higher mean in the majority of the questions, indicating a

better, more welcoming attitude toward inclusion. This

finding suggested that “cooperative physical activities”

influenced the answers of students who took part in

cooperative/competitive physical activities. Besides more

well-designed studies, other considerations indicated by the

findings include better instruments to instill cooperative

behavior, a more careful evaluation of the results regarding

the linkage between cooperation and the improvement of

attitudes in inclusive settings, and a bigger sample size. New

studies may be performed with a real possibility of achieving

a statistical difference between groups, considering the

balanced approach between cooperation/competition in

inclusive setting and only competition. Acknowledgements:

to students and their families who have been teaching me

what is solidarity and friendship.

E-mail: jrcalcada@terra.com.br

Swimming for Babies With Special Needs:

Sensorial and Motor Stimulation

Foganholi, C.

PMSC/Secretaria Municipal de Esportes e Lazer

Dalla Déa, V.H.S.

Unicep/São Carlos

Dalla Déa, V.P.B.

Sesi/São Carlos

Munster, M.A.V.

UFSCar/DEFMH

Using sensory and motor experiences a child recognizes her

world and notices her possibilities and limitations.

Limitations imposed by an impairment often causes

overprotection by the parents, so a child with special needs

can be deprived of body experiences. An aquatic

environment proves to be extremely rich for sensory and

motor stimulation. Also, the aquatic environment provides

stimulation all over the body due to its hydrodynamic

properties that, due to reduced gravity on the body, makes

it possible to perform tri-dimensional movements easily. The

purpose of this work was to discuss possibilities of sensorial

and motor stimulation, both using activities with varied

materials, as well as to discuss responses elicited by

participants. The group was comprised of 20 babies and

infants younger than 1 year up to 6 years old. These infants

have different kinds of special needs: Down syndrome,

cerebral palsy, Cri du Chat syndrome, hydrocephaly, among

others. Classes were planned using playful elements to meet

the needs of each child. The sessions were carried out once

a week and they tried to develop aspects as: visual perception

(colors and shapes); palatable perception (flavors); body

experiences in the aquatic environment and socialization.

The presence of their parents in the swimming pool was

encouraged and helped to strengthen the affective relations,
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confidence and comfort of the children while in the water.

Other activities were designed to stimulate physical

capabilities and motor abilities such as balance,

displacements in the water, as well as basic principles of

swimming (e.g., breathing, floating, adaptation and safety

in the liquid environment). This work is conducted in

partnership with the Secretary of Sports and Leisure of São

Carlos (PMSC), Vibração Gym, Sancarlense Group of

Adapted Motor Activities, Federal University of São Carlos

and São Paulo Central University. Initially, a theoretical study

on the topics sensor motor stimulation and swimming for

babies was conducted. Then, we used participant

observation, photographic recording and parents´ interviews

about the swimming program. The sensory and motor

experiences provided by the activities, linked to socialization

character, have effectively stimulated affective behavior, self

confidence, as well as have improved balance and muscle

tone in the children.

E-mail: munster@terra.com.br

TrailRider Outdoor Program: A Pilot Study

Goodwin, D.

Peco, J.

Ginther, A.

University of Alberta

Outdoor recreation experiences are an enriching component

of the lives of many active adults. These opportunities allow

people with and without disabilities to connect with nature,

enjoy the challenge of being physically active in an outdoor

environment, and develop unique social relationships with

others (Loeffler, 2004; McAvoy, et. al, 1989). However, there

is limited research examining outdoor recreation programs

specifically adapted for people with disabilities. According

to Moore, Dattilo, and Devine (1986), people with disabilities

prefer similar recreation experiences as people without

disabilities. Urban river valley systems provide easy access

to a variety of outdoor leisure opportunities. The TrailRider

has increased opportunities for people with disabilities to

explore these outdoor settings. The TrailRider is a one-

wheeled vehicle powered by 2 to 4 ’Sherpas’. Although

increasing opportunities to the outdoors, the Trailrider has

been considered by some to be a metaphor for a wheelbarrow,

bringing the rider’s independence and dignity into question

at a time when the ideologies of self-determination and

empowerment are predominant within our field. The aim of

this study was to understand the meaningfulness of an

outdoor recreation initiative to persons with spinal cord

injuries using a TrailRider. More specifically, the objectives

were to (a) understand the experience of TrailRider hiking,

(b) uncover the meaning behind this outdoor experience for

people with spinal cord injuries, and (c) explore the

wheelbarrow metaphor from the riders’ perspectives. A

phenomenological case study approach was employed to

examine the experience of a purposeful sample of 4

participants with spinal cord injuries (2 females, 2 males)

aged 27 to 54 with a mean age of 36. Data was collected by

means of two one-on-one semi-structured interviews and

visual images generated by participants. Three themes

emerged from the line-by-line thematic analysis: (a) one-

wheel off road rush, which captured the uncertainty and risk

of negotiating ungroomed trails, (b) mixed feelings

surrounding the human connection, or the experience of a

team but at the price of accepting help, and (c) couldn’t get

there any other way, whereby the participants reconnected

with the out of doors. The findings will be discussed within

the conceptual framework of self-determination theory.

Acknowledgements: This program was funded by the Alberta

Paraplegic Foundation.

E-mail: jen.peco@ualberta.ca
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Change/Dance

Felix, A.A.

Cola, G.

Duarte, E.

Unicamp - FEF - Depto de Atividade Motora Adaptada

The following experiences are based on the actions of

RodaPés dance group, which, since 2004, has proposed new

models when it comes to art and life. The RodaPés group is

a project that puts together people with and without

disabilities, using or not using wheelchairs on stage,

focusing on the primordial in dancing, music, and expressive

body art. The main idea of this project is to discuss, in a

light-hearted, exciting, and real manner, and to evaluate the

possible situations and actions involving the everyday lives

of people with disabilities. The information transmitted in

the messages during the performances aims to make the

audience reflect and contributing to the generation of new

models related to issues involving disability in general. All

of the members of the group are volunteers, and the RodaPés

dance group philosophy is make dancing a way to social

“reevaluation and resignification.” As a means to express

feelings, dancing allowed a dialogue with the audience/

society, in which new values, new ways to look at it, and the

understanding of people with disabilities who dance was

observed. Acknowledgements: Centro Universitário

Hermínio Ometto – Uniararas with Fundação Herminio

Ometto. E-mail: alexmovimento@yahoo.com.br

The Extension Project, “Cheerful

Swimming Pool: Aquatic Activities

for Students With Special Needs”

Rigon, C.P.

Freitas, F.C.

Castro, G.S.

Palma, L.E.

Meurer, S.T.

Universidade Federal de Santa Maria

The extension project, “Cheerful Swimming Pool: Aquatic

Activities for Students with Special Needs,” is from the

Nucleus of Support and Studies of Adapted Physical

Education (NAEEFA), Center for Physical Education and

Sports, UFSM. The purpose of this work was to develop

aquatic activities for students with physical, mental,

sensorial, and multiple special needs through recreation

activities and amusement, and the stimulation of motor

education. All of the activities take place in the Thermal

Swimming Pools of the Center of Physical Education and

Sports. They include an average of thirty students per

semester, with ages varying from 1 to 55 years. This project

is divided into three sub-projects reflective of specialized

needs and their particularities, and students’ ages.

Therefore, these sub-projects include: 1) “Education and

Aquatic Motor Re-education for People with Special Needs.”

Its main goal is to develop aquatic activities that promote

motor education and re-education for students with physical

and multiple special needs. In the 45-minute sessions, the

activities focus on motor abilities such as coordination,

balance, agility, flexibility, muscular stimulation, laterality,

and space-time notions;  2) “Aquatic stimulation for babies

and children with Special Needs.” The main goal here is to

provide activities in a liquid ambient that stimulates the

global motor development of babies and children with special

needs. The sessions last 40 minutes, and include prioritized

activities that intend to develop motor, cognitive, perceptive,

and communicative skills. They focus on five essential levels:

visual, hearing, sensitivity, labyrinth, and social stimulation;

3) “Amusing Aquatic Activities for Students with Special

Needs”: the main goal is to develop recreational activities in

a liquid ambient for students with physical, mental, and

multiple special needs. The activities are developed in 45-

minute sessions with amusing-recreational activities

focusing on the students’ activities of social inclusion. It is

believed that aquatic activities constitute an important

resource for learning, providing improvements in the

affective and cognitive aspects and improving the quality

of life for people with special needs.

E-mail: carolrigon@yahoo.com.br

The Special Child Project: An Experience

With Soccer and Dance for People

With Mental Retardation

Campos, C.

Lima, G.F.

Teixeira, D.

Nunes, N.F.

Toschi, M.A.R.

Martins, M.R.

UNIFEV - Centro Universitário de Votuporanga

The Special Child Project has taken place since 2002 at the

University Center of Votuporanga (UNIFEV). It focuses on

working with young children with mental retardation, and is

based upon general physical education activities. This year,

we started to work with specific sport modalities, since from

the start of the program both the pupils and the coordinators
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have had this expectation. According to Mauerberg-deCastro

(2005), many people with disabilities possess an interest in

the practice of sport because it provides them with

opportunities and conditions to develop their potential.

Moreover, the sporting environment promotes positive

effects in the psychological, emotional, and social domains

of the participants, and is an effective way for individuals to

develop self-esteem (Krebs, 2004). According to this author,

the selected activities and the abilities taught in a program

of physical education for people with disabilities must be

established relative to the chronological age of the pupil

and to the activities that their colleagues of the same age

appreciate. This can diminish the differences between pupils

with and without deficiencies. Unfortunately, as noted by

Paciorek (2004), opportunities for pupils with disabilities are

not always apparent or available. Therefore, we decided to

direct our program activities toward sport modalities, soccer

for the boys and volleyball, handball, and basketball for the

girls. The activities take place once a weak, with one-hour

sessions that include approximately 50 pupils from two

special education institutions in the city of Votuporanga.

We noticed that, mainly in the case of the boys, the sporting

activities increased their motivation and persistence during

the activities. With regard to the girls, they did not appear to

have much interest for sport practice, and we received many

complaints from those who did not understand the rules.

They preferred to dance or participate in amusing activities;

therefore, we changed our strategy. We initiated dance

lessons and body expression activities for the girls, with

what appear to be favorable results.

E-mail: cicero_campos2003@yahoo.com.br

Experimental Group of Research of Innovative

Solutions and Elements Concerning the

Application of Movement With Music

Cisaro, A.

SUISM, Torino University Teacher

With the term integration we want to mean a fusion among

different groups; a number of initiatives of the sport

organisms aimed to widen the formative activities of the

cultural and expressive interests of the athletes. After many

years of experience in the field of gymnastics and sport, I

believe that people with motory deficits such as a paraplegia

of the lower limbs, in reality, can reach high physical results

if conducted in the right way. And it’s exactly for this reason

that I’ve thougth to carry out a project where some students

of the University School of Motor and Sport Sciences of

Turin together with some boys and girls on wheel-chairs co-

operate to create and realize a choreography. They make use

of collective work in its most significant forms and of some

rhythmic gymnastic apparatus organizing everything in a

musical context. Rhythm, time, space, presence, body, these

are the categories which beat the progress of our everyday

life. This is why I think that through music and dance we

can give people with motory deficits the opportunity to

improve their living style and to carry out a number of

activities that, up to now, were considered beyond reach.

The group is formed by 6 paraplegic boys and girls and 6

healthy boys and girls who, accomplishing a common

training path, will give life to an innovative project. OBJECTS:

to prepare disabled people to sporting activity within the

activities of the composition sports based on the use of

music and on the development of relations between body

and space. PURPOSE: to propose new work methods in the

field of the motory activity in order to reach knowledge/skill

in the field of integration. CONTENTS OF THE STRUCTURE:

The Project is carried out following 4 moments: 1) The

starting meeting moment to agree about the main lines to be

followed. 2) Study and research of useful elements to create

the choreography. 3) Practical construction of the

choreography. It will be formed by three parts: the first one

characterized by classical music and the use of small pieces

of apparatus; the second one based on the technique of

contemporary dance grasps in a double-univocal way; the

last one based on the creation of a hip hop choreography. 4)

Recording through audio-visual media.

E-mail: tintoamalia@.it

State of the Art; State of the Heart-

Center of Achievement at CSUN

Oglesby, C.A.

Jung, T.J.

Stillwell, B.A.

Banola, E.J.

Cal State Univ Northridge

In 2006, a DVD was created for the purpose of promotion

and development activities related to the Center of

Achievement through Adapted Physical Activity at

California State University, Northridge. The COA has been

in operation since 1970 serving approximately 100 community

clients in a land-based physical activity program. In 2003, a

wing was added to the COA featuring 4 therapeutic pools;

more than doubling the clients served, space for programming

and diversification of active modalities. A need was created

for multi-faceted fund-raising as the expanded COA is

devoted to serving low-income clients and keeping costs as

low as possible for clients. Through donated time and

expertise from volunteers in the southern California

community, a DVD was created that captured the “soul work”

of the COA and invites those in the surrounding community

to support the COA. The faculty/staff of the COA are in the

process of devising strategies for the effective use of the

DVD, and other promotional materials, to support the COA

in perpetuity. We hope information about our success and

difficulties will aid others finding it necessary to self-support

their own facilities and programming. Acknowledgements:

Barry Bookin, Kathryn Stone, Colin Mayo, Dieter Ismagil

E-mail: carole.oglesby@csun.edu
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Spinning Wheels: Reverse Inclusion

in Wheelchair Basketball

Goldenberg, M.

Goldenberg Productions

Chacham-Guber, A.

Hutzler, Y.

Israel Sport Center for the Disabled (ISCD)

Wheelchair basketball is a recreational competitive sport

activity that if attractively marketed may be an appealing

game to many participants without a disability. The purpose

of the present video is to demonstrate Spinning wheels,

representing a barrier-free image of wheelchair basketball.

This game can be characterized as a reverse integration

activity, since it is provided to participants with and without

disabilities using a wheelchair, which is a disability frame of

reference. The video will focus on experiences obtained

during the game by participants with diverse genders and

abilities.

E-mail: shayke@wincol.ac.il

The Process of Psycho-Physical and

Social Alterations Through the Long-

Term Inclusive Dance Activities: Case

Studies in Three Typical Participants

Nishi, H.N.

Toyo Eiwa University

Kidsu, M.K.

Inclusive Field for Dance

Iwaoka, K.I.

University of Toyama at Sugitani

The purpose of our study is to figure out the process of

psycho-physical and -social alterations through the long-

term inclusive dance activities in three typical participants.

Since 1997, we’ve started the inclusive dance activities

basically twice a month in our community. The participants

involved are children with and without disabilities, their

parents, educators and citizen volunteers. Each member has

been trying to explore the possibility of his/her own body

expression regardless of disabilities, while we have developed

the positive attitude for the society through some dance

workshops and performances for years. In this presentation,

we will take 3 typical participants as our case samples. First,

we will try to describe the process where 20-year-old woman

of cerebral palsy athetosis acquire the feeling of self-esteem

during her dance activities over the past 10 years. In the

second case the appropriate development of both

independent and interdependent properties in 10-year-old

boy of osteogenesis imperfecta is depicted through his

experiences of inclusive physical activities. And in the third

case, we would like to focus on a male PE teacher aged early

50s to present the significant alterations of his own attitude

and behaviors toward physical education through the vivid

interactions with various participants in our inclusive dance

activities.

E-mail: iwaoka@las.u-toyama.ac.jp

Learning to Move, Moving to Learn

Rodrigues, D.

Technical University of Lisbon - Portugal

Developing an intervention programme with children and

youngsters with Mental Retardation, we must keep in mind

the importance of Adapted Motor Activities.  These activities

are important not only in terms of “direct” objectives (those

related with the motor development, motor performance and

fitness) but also the “indirect” ones that can be reached

through the motor activities in other areas of the child’s

behaviour (cognitive, social and emotional, for instance).

In this video some examples are presented about these

“direct” and “indirect” objectives.  Movement experiences

appear as fundamental tools to reach and stimulate all the

different areas of development and to develop a wider

participation in activities and autonomy.  Movement

experiences are a key factor to improve the global

development os children and youngsters with Mental

Retardation.

E-mail: drodrigues@fmh.utl.pt

Special Project Vivavôlei and Inclusion: A

New Perspective for the Brazilian Volleyball

Zanollo, L.J.M.

Lopes, L.D.

Instituto de Atividades Inclusivas - IAI

Denari, F.E.

Universidade Federal de São Carlos - UFSCar

The Instituto de Atividades Inclusivas/IAI located in São

Carlos, state of São Paulo, Brazil, and afilliated with the

Brazilian Federation of Volleyball (Confederação Brasileira

de Voleibol/CBV) had initiated the first volleyball project,

i.e., “VivaVôlei”, for groups with disabilities in the country.

Its purpose was to adapt the formal structure of the project

national program VivaVôlei, to include people with special

needs. The project is part of the center called Centro

VivaVôlei ECO. The center promotes free practice of

volleyball for institutionalized students with special needs

and also for students from the local community. We selected

three of the 24 participants, age 7 to 16 years. We analyzed

their history of being institutionalized and the impact their

participation if the center had in their lives. One student

with cerebral palsy, one with behavioral and learning

problems, and one student with neuropsychomotor

developmental delay, whose characteristics often made
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difficult for him to participate in the group activities. The

analysis period covered 7 weeks and the classes lasted one

hour a week. The data we collected were during the classes—

filling out protocols of the proposed activities–and

afterwords, when we analyzed video taped recordings and

photos. The classes included activities which focused on

the development of fundamental motor skills, such as:

walking, running, jumping, grabbing, throwing, and striking,

all of them related to volleyball. Also, we included exercises

which involved spatial and temporal synchronization of the

body movements with the volleyball ball. All of these

activities were designed to individual limitations and

individual potentialities. At this initial phase, our analysis

points out that their participation led to a significant

improvement in following simple rules of the game, in well

behaving in the classroom, and in their self esteem, increasing

friendship and socialization rules. We also noticed that, for

the student with cerebral palsy, simply placing her body

against a wall to throw the ball presented a great challenge

and by helping her to do this increased her self confidence

and promoted her inclusion in the group. The other two

students, according to their teachers’ reports, showed

greater concentration on school activities and more

motivation to study. Despite the short time of the project,

we believe that simple volleyball practices may result in better

participation in classroom. Acknowledgements: Instituto de

Atividades Inclusivas; Confederação Brasileira de Voleibol;

Prefeitura Municipal de São Carlos

E-mail: institutodeatividadesinclusivas@hotmail.com

Volleyball as a Means of Socialization

and Human Valorization

Zanollo, L.J.M.

Lopes, L.D.

Brisolar, L.F.S.

Musetti, A.C.

Jalantonio, R.

Mendonça, M.

Instituto de Atividades Inclusivas - IAI

Today, many efforts of international and national

organizations are related to fighting for the inclusion of

people with special needs in society. This is also true for

sports activities, whether as for elite performance whether

for participation only. Thus, the Instituto de Atividades

Inclusivas/IAI IAI located in São Carlos, state of São Paulo,

Brazil, and afilliated with the Brazilian Federation of Volleyball

(Confederação Brasileira de Voleibol/CBV) had initiated the

volleyball project  “VivaVôlei” for groups with disabilities.

Fifty five institutionalized students participate in this project.

They come from special schools in the city of São Carlos.

This study focus on three students, teenagers and adults

with cerebral palsy and Down syndrome. They all have

trouble in participating in group activities and in social

interactions. The classes included activities which focused

on the development of fundamental motor skills, such as:

walking, running, jumping, grabbing, throwing, striking, all

of them related to volleyball. These activities also included

knowledge of rules and the game routine, which emphasized

spatial and temporal synchronization of the body movements

with the volleyball ball. Besides these activities, students

received orientations about self care and hygiene (using the

class uniform, drinking water, using the toilet, etc.) and

learned how to assemble and disassemble the volleyball kits

used in class (support posts, nets, balls, jackets, etc.). From

record sheets and videotaping, our analysis points out that

their participation led to a significant improvement in self

care, daily living activities, and well behaving (according to

parents and teachers’ reports). We also noticed improvement

on their self esteem, increasing friendship, independency,

and obeying socialization rules. Using balls with different

sizes and weights we manage to teach about simple rules

and help them to increase their interest on participating in

the activities, making them more vibrating.

Acknowledgements: Instituto de Atividades Inclusivas;

Confederação Brasileira de Voleibol; Prefeitura Municipal de

São Carlos

E-mail: institutodeatividadesinclusivas@hotmail.com

Physical Activity Programs

and Parkinson’s Disease

Ferreira, M.D.T.O.

Hamanaka, A.Y.Y.

Tanaka, K.

Caetano, M.J.D.

Silveira, C.R.A.

Gobbi, L.T.B.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física

In February of 2004, the PROFIT/DEF/UNESP/Rio Claro,

began a specific training program for elderly with idiopathic

Parkinson’s disease (EIPD). The EIPD participants were

clinically evaluated by a neuropsychiatrist using the Hoehn

& Yahr scale, the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale

and Hospital Anxiety and Depression. The functional

capacity (FC) was assessed using the AAHPERD tests

(strength, coordination, flexibility, agility/dynamic balance

and aerobic resistance). The training # 1, which lasted six

months, included resisted exercises, stretching and general

gymnastic. The results showed little improvement in FC and

in the performance of daily life activities (DLAs). The training

# 2, which included moderate intensity of resisted exercises

and activities specific related to locomotion and dynamic

balance for DLAs, was conducted in 50 individual sessions

(45 minutes per session, 3 times a week). The training # 2

was inefficient to promote improvements in FC of nine EIPD

participants and the training evolution was restricted. The

moderate intensity level of the protocol was inadequate and

underestimated the EIPD participants´ capacity to respond

to overloaded exercise demands. The aim of training # 3 was
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to emphasize the improvement of FC of 14 EIPD with 72

sessions, 60 minutes each session, 3 times a week. The

training content included motor coordination (rhythmic

activities), flexibility (stretching exercises), strength

(localized gymnastic and weight lifting) and balance (play

activities). The aerobic resistance plan applied other FCs

demands. After the 12-session period, we manipulated a

progressive and controlled increase in the overload demand.

In the pre-test, the following assessments were included:

the questionnaire about barriers the elderly face with

practicing physical activities, Berg scale, Baecke

questionnaire, obstacle avoidance kinematics, joint range

of motion, and postural control kinematics. Even though the

post-test is not concluded yet, several observations

suggested improvements in FC as well as independence to

perform the planned exercises and activities, full

participation, verbal reports about increased self-confidence

during the performance of DLAs. This video presents the

training # 2 and 3 sessions where details illustrate the

benefits of group practice and the increments of the overload

exercise demand. Acknowledgements: Grant by FAPESP,

CNPq, FNS-MS, FINEP

E-mail: mdto@rc.unesp.br

Five Years of Wheelchair Dance

Sport Championship in Brazil

Tolocka, R. E.

UNIMEP

Ferreira, E. L.

UFJF

Freitas, M.C.R.

DOCTUS

Celestino, J.

FIEL

Zamuner, K.F.

UNIMEP

Ferreira, P.

UNIMEP

Officially, wheelchair dance sport (WDS) has been practiced

since 1985. However, the first world championship recognized

by the International Paralympic Committee was not held until

2000. This sport-dance has been considered an inclusive

kind of sport because participation requires a couple in which

one partner is a non disabled person, and the other one is a

wheelchair user. WDS was officially introduced in Brazil in

2002. Since then, each year the Brazilian WDS Championship

has taken place, although it remains largely unknown to

many people. The goal of this film is to show the Brazilian

Championship of Wheelchair Dance Sport since it was first

held, and to give visibility to this sport and, therefore, to

motivate people to practice it. We want to challenge people

to join us and to help us to develop this sport. The film

includes the first meeting where some groups of dance

became familiar with this sport. In addition, the film includes

the five Brazilian championship that took place in Campinas,

state of São Paulo in 2002; the city of São Paulo in 2003;

Mogi das Cruzes, state of São Paulo in 2004; Juiz de Fora,

state of Minas Gerais in 2005; and Piracicaba, state of São

Paulo in 2006. These championships included only Latin

rhythms. It is possible for the viewer to see the technical

development of some dancers that participated in these

events since its beginning. The last two championships

introduced two categories in the competition: category of

beginners—to encourage people who had recently started

to dance—and the Brazilian Dance Sport Competition, the

sport dance for non disabled with the purpose of inclusion

among the dancers. The Brazilian Ministry of Sport had

supported all these championships.

E-mail: rtolocka@unimep.br

Dancing With Differences: Pedagogical

Principles and Choreography

Correa, R.A.

Cavalheri, A.

Zilch, J.

Martins, A.P.F.

Mezzomo, S.P.

Bianchini, T.

Universidade Federal de Santa Maria

Dance, through conscious movement, gives a dancer a

chance to discover his/her body that, even with limitations

and differences, is able to move, express, create and act in a

social context. The outreach project “A dance proposal for

disabled people” was designed to offer experiences with

dancing, particularly with dance proposals that contain the

pedagogical approaches of dance-education, creative dance

and dance-physical education. Dance-education is a

method that emphasizes body education, a socialization

spirit, makes possible the creative process and offers an

integral education; its basic foundations are based on

experiencing the body in its particularities. The modern

educative dance understands the body as an instrument

that rescues aspects of freedom of expression and creativity,

besides being the basis for natural movements, regardless

the pre-determined and technical movements. Any

movement is formed by the combination of four factors:

weight, space, time and fluency. This way, dance learning

gives the dancer an opportunity for development of the

conscience about different movement efforts, which is the

combination of movement factors. The dance-physical

education focuses on the importance of an interdisciplinary

view, where the knowledge of several areas, such as anatomy

and physiology, among others, are integrated to reach a

common goal. Choreographing is a creative act, and is

connected to the art as a communicative language that

expresses feelings and emotions through shapes and motion.
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During the choreographic development, it is necessary to

explore and experience the movements, to let imagination

fly. Some techniques are used like improvisation, named by

Haselbach (1998) and Fahlsbuch (1990). In this way, this

project shows dance through the group’s collective

choreographic development. We believe that dance, beyond

being a communication and expression way, makes possible

for the dancer to develop his/her critical potential, stimulating

curiosity and imagination. With this, he/she may be socially

emancipated, because creativity makes possible

independence, freedom and autonomy.

E-mail: raquelarigony@hotmail.com

The World of Aquatics for Individuals

With Visual Impairments: Basic

Procedures Required to Teach Swimming

Toloi, G.G.

Cedalvi - USP - Bauru

This video refers to an adapted aquatics program for adult

individuals with visual impairments and those who are blind.

The video show us step-by-step the learning process of

swimming. The participants were individuals considered as

beginners in aquatics, and, in some cases, individuals that

have never been in the swimming pool before. The lesson

stages went from explorations of the pool area, water

adaptation, and finally, to a comfortable level of swimming,

crawl style. Through this video we can analyze difficulties

and strategies to help individuals who are blind and with

visual impairments learn how to swim.

E-mail: gtoloi@hotmail.com

Apert Syndrome: A Case Study

Strapasson, A.M.

Faculdade de Pato Branco - FADEP

Apert syndrome is a genetic defect and is one of the almost

six million genetic syndromes known. This syndrome can be

inherited from the father or mother, or it can be a new

mutation (unknown). It is characterized by skull, face, hands,

and foot deformities and many functional alterations. Most

of Apert syndrome carriers have mental retardation, and,

consequently developmental delays. Physical education

teachers work with this population, aiming to stimulate motor

development and/or to decrease the actual deficits. The goal

of this research was adapted from a motor stimulation

program that could be useful to physical education teachers

and that might help the child’s development, making a normal

evolution possible. The data were collected using the

Development Behavior of Child Scale: the first year of life,

that is a playful and simple instrument, structured with actual

methodology and standardized for Brazilian children.

Thoughout the data collection and discussion we discovered

that the child had a little delay in her motor development,

but with the parents and professionals’ support, we found

that this child could have a “normal” development,

confirming the importance of motor stimulation in “at risk”

children, and, also, confirming our hypothesis. The child

was stimulated from the time she was two months old; today

she is 3 years and 4 months of age, with normal development.

These results were possible because of the stimulation she

received and the environment in which she lives. Relative to

the future, we plan to follow the child’s growth and

development.

E-mail: alinestrapasson@hotmail.com

Physical Activity in and Outside of Water:

A Pedagogical Study of Special Students

Lugão, E.C.

Fontes, M.L.

Barbosa, L.

Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

By working with special needs students in the discipline,

Swimming II, graduate students have the opportunity to be

in contact with adapted physical education. The classes

focus on: trying different movements in and outside of the

water; participation in different activities that facilitate the

execution of daily movements; improving socialization of

special students through integration with non-disabled

students.Graduate students and the teacher participate in

water activities such as birthday parties, integration

activities, folkloric parties, thematic games, etc. The students

come from local public schools and have different disabilities:

autism, cerebral palsy, mental and psychomotor delays,

Aspergher syndrome, etc., giving varied experiences to the

graduate students. The video shows one class that began

with exercises outside of the water, in which we can see

students with different levels of psychomotor development.

Later, the class continued in the water, in a deep pool, where

we can see students’ different reactions. Finally,

conversations by graduate students and the mother of one

of the students with disabilities were recorded. The class

typically lasts for a period of one semester. During this time,

the students with disabilities are accompanied by the class

teacher, two public school teachers from the Clube Escolar

Program, and the graduate students, who change from

semester to semester. These changes allow the students with

disabilities to have contact with different kinds of people

(tall, short, fat, thin, male, female, black, white), who try to

act in affective ways to improve everyone’s social skills.

One of the goals of the program is to try to improve the

quality life for the students with disabilities.

E-mail: elizlugon@yahoo.com.br
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Effects of Environment and Type of Spastic

Cerebral Palsy on Functional Mobility

Kleiner, A.F.R.

Saraiva, P.M.

Ayres, T.G.

Batistela, R.A.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física-LEPLO

Pietrobon, R.S.

CESO/MC/Duke University

Gobbi, L.T.B.

Unesp-IB-Depto de Educação Física-LEPLO

A child with cerebral palsy may have impairments in motor

control, which contributes to loss of functional abilities in

posture and mobility. The severity of the impairment on the

neuromuscular system determines the variations of

functional mobility in children with cerebral palsy. They may

be able to walk independently; they may use a wheelchair or

walkers and/or may need complete physical assistance to

move from place to place. The individual capacity for

locomotion and to interact with the environment is called

functional mobility. Graham et al. (2004) developed the

Functional Mobility Scale, a simple and easy tool to assess

the functional mobility in children with cerebral palsy. The

scale uses three distances (5m, 50m, and 500m), which

classifies functional mobility in six levels according to

dependence on equipment and amount of physical assistance

required. The authors recommend that the assessment of

functional mobility should be made in rehabilitation centers

because they are predictable environments that can be

previously measured. However, the surfaces in these centers

are usually flat, representing a somewhat artificial

environment, since natural environments are normally

characterized by uneven surfaces. Are there differences

when the functional mobility in children with spastic cerebral

palsy is assessed in artificial and natural environments? This

movie shows differences in functional mobility represented

by images of five children with spastic and diplegic cerebral

palsy, all male, walking over the three distances inside of

their houses, schools, and neighborhoods. The Functional

Mobility Scale data from the artificial environment were

collected before the images of the natural environment. The

comparison between the environments shows that the scores

in the Functional Mobility Scale were better in most of the

cases than in the natural environment. In addition, all of the

participants performed the 500m distance in the natural

environment, while in the artificial environment only two

out of five were able to complete the task. Some participants

also changed equipment (i.e., wheelchair, walker) according

to the distance in the natural environment. In some cases,

participants spent more time covering the distances in the

natural environments because of the uneven surfaces.

Acknowledgements: FINEP and CNPq.

E-mail: afrk@rc.unesp.br

Project Adapted Motor Activities (AMA) at

Paranaense University, Toledo, Brazil

Calegari, D.R.

Unipar/Toledo

Gorla, J.I.

Unicamp/FEF/Deafa

Carminato, R.A.

Silva, A.A.C.

Bortolo, E.S.D.

Unipar/Toledo

The Paranaense University (UNIPAR) is an institution of

higher education whose guideline is social action in the triad,

education, research, and extension. Understanding that the

extension program provides an opportunity for interaction

between education and research, the department of physical

education began in February 1999 to develop Project AMA,

Adapted Motor Activities, in Umuarama, and in February

2001, at the Toledo campus (Gorla et al., 2005). This project

has begun to attend to people with disabilities (i.e., physical,

mental, and sensorial), allowing UNIPAR to assume its social

responsibility role to the communities in which it is located.

This purpose of this study was to assess the activities

developed in the Project AMA, at Paranaense University

(UNIPAR), the Toledo campus. The project was initiated in

February 2001, and offers the modalities of table tennis and

swimming, which, in accordance with the APAE, currently

takes care of about 250 children. In 2004, with the

participation of the blind athlete Lucildo, from the Brazilian

Judo Championships, and in 2005, with the adaptation of

wheelchair handball, the project reached national projections.

The initiative stimulated the emergence of new modalities

such as adapted Capoeira, wheelchair dance, and chess.

Friendly games, demonstrations, and presentations have

become routine in the lives of the participants, who are now

seen by society as athletes and artists. In the year 2006,

wheelchair handball athletes invited me to act as an

apprentice to advance the development of the modality, and

created the To Attack Association, a Toledense association

of wheelchair athletes. It was concluded that Project AMA

acts to promote social inclusion through its recreational and

sports activities, as well as to guarantee the opening of the

university to the community, manifesting its great social

responsibility. It still promotes home qualification and

rehabilitation, physicist, psychological, social and economic

of the participants/athlete.

E-mail: gorla@fef.unicamp.br

Program of Acrobatic Gymnastics

for Students With Special Needs

Borella, D.R.

UNIGUAÇU/FAESI
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The search for a fair society today represents a great

challenge. The paradigm of social inclusion needs the

participation of the school who will build a space where

education can be offered to all people. The inclusion of

students with special educational needs is a theme of many

studies and quarrels. The present study had as its objective

the evaluation of the effects of an educational program of

acrobatic gymnastics for a group of students with light and

moderate mental impairment, registered in a municipal school

that takes care of two students with special educational

needs and students of common education, with ages that

range between 8 and 10 years. The procedure consisted of

the following stages: 1) Development of one education

program of acrobatic gymnastics included in classes of

physical education; 2) Application and evaluation of the

Program of Acrobatic Gymnastics; 3) Evaluation and re-

evaluation of the affective-social data obtained. The data

was analyzed based on comparisons of the students’

repertoires before and after the application of the educational

program. The Acrobatic Gymnastics program showed to be

effective in the development of these students, resulting in

referenced subsidies related to the systematization of

knowledge and procedures to the area of physical education.

We believe that this program allows teachers who work with

themes related to acrobatic gymnastic to accumulate

knowledge related to motor performance and to important

aspects for the development and learning of students with

special needs. Through this program we hope to include our

students within the scopes of society and school, as well to

encourage their participation in events and activities

together with common citizens.

E-mail: fadenari@terra.com.br
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Sobama Journal Authors’ Guidelines (Portuguese only)

Normas para Publicação na Revista da Sobama

Apresentação

A revista da Sobama é um órgão de divulgação da Sociedade

Brasileira de Atividade Motora Adaptada. A revista da

Sobama foi criada para atender às necessidades de

divulgação e discussão da produção científica e de assuntos

da área de atividade motora adaptada. A revista da Sobama

aceita a submissão de manuscritos de profissionais e

pesquisadores de diferentes áreas como educação física e

esportes, fisioterapia, educação especial, psicologia e outras

cujos manuscritos tenham perfis direcionados à área de

atividade motora adaptada ou pertinente aos interesses dos

leitores da revista da Sobama. Cabe aos editores da revista

da Sobama decidir sobre a pertinência da colaboração.

I. Tipos de colaboração aceitos

pela revista da Sobama

Trabalhos originais relacionados à área de atividade

motora adaptada que se enquadrem nas seguintes

categorias:

1. Relato de pesquisa: investigação baseada em dados

empíricos, utilizando metodologia científica.

2. Estudo teórico: análise de construtos teóricos, levando

ao questionamento de modelos existentes e à elaboração de

hipóteses para futuras pesquisas.

3. Relato de experiência profissional: estudo de caso,

contendo análise de implicações conceituais, ou descrição

de procedimentos ou estratégias de intervenção, contendo

evidência metodologicamente apropriada de avaliação de

eficácia, de interesse para a atuação de profissionais em áreas

afins.

4. Revisão crítica da literatura: análise de um corpo

abrangente de investigação, relativa a assuntos de interesse

para o desenvolvimento da área de atividade motora

adaptada.

5. Comunicação breve: relato de pesquisa sucinto, mas

completo, de uma investigação específica. Limitado a 12

páginas espaço duplo conforme especificações do item III.

6. Ponto de Vista: Temas de relevância para o

conhecimento pedagógico, científico, universitário ou

profissional, apresentados na forma de comentários que

favoreçam novas idéias ou perspectivas sobre o assunto.

Limitado a 12 páginas espaço duplo conforme especificações

do item III.

7. Carta ao Editor: avaliação crítica de artigo publicado

na revista da Sobama ou resposta de autores à crítica

formulada a artigo de sua autoria. Limitado a 12 páginas

espaço duplo conforme especificações do item III.

8. Nota técnica: descrição de instrumentos e técnicas

originais de pesquisa. Limitado a 12 páginas espaço duplo

conforme especificações do item III.

9. Resenha: revisão crítica de obra recém publicada,

orientando o leitor quanto a suas características e usos

potenciais. Limitado a 6 páginas espaço duplo conforme

especificações do item III.

Poderá também ser publicada, a critério do editor:

10. Notícia: divulgação de fato ou evento de conteúdo

relacionado à área de atividade motora adaptada, não sendo

exigidas originalidade e exclusividade na publicação.

Limitado a 6 páginas espaço duplo conforme especificações

do item III.

II. Apreciação pelo conselho editorial

O manuscrito—nas categorias 1 a 8—é aceito para

análise pressupondo-se que: (a) o mesmo não foi publicado

e nem está sendo submetido para publicação em outro

periódico; (b) todas as pessoas listadas como autores

aprovaram o seu encaminhamento à revista da Sobama; (c)

qualquer pessoa citada como fonte de comunicação pessoal

aprovou a citação.

Os trabalhos enviados serão apreciados pelo editor-chefe

e pelos editores-associados especialistas nas áreas afins,

que deverão fazer uso de consultores ad hoc. Os autores

serão notificados da aceitação ou recusa de seus

manuscritos. Os manuscritos, mesmo quando rejeitados, não

serão devolvidos.

Pequenas modificações no texto poderão ser feitas pelo

editor-chefe ou pelos editores- associados. Quando estes

julgarem necessárias modificações substanciais, o(s)

autor(es) será(ão) notificado(s) e encarregado(s) de fazê-

las, devolvendo o trabalho reformulado no prazo máximo de

duas semanas. Manuscritos re-submetidos depois do prazo

de seis meses do envio do último resultado da análise pelos

consultores não serão considerados para continuidade do

processo de revisão. Neste caso, serão considerados como

uma submissão nova, e um novo processo de avaliação será

reiniciado.

III. Forma de apresentação dos manuscritos

A revista da Sobama adota as normas de publicação da

APA (American Psychological Association), exceto em

situações específicas onde há conflito com a necessidade

de se assegurar o cumprimento da revisão cega por pares,

regras do uso da língua portuguesa, normas gerais da ABNT,

procedimentos internos da revista, inclusive características
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de infra-estrutura operacional. A omissão de informação no

detalhamento que se segue implica em que prevalece a

orientação do manual da APA. Os manuscritos devem ser

redigidos em português. Excepcionalmente, o inglês, o

francês, o espanhol e o alemão poderão ser aceitos, a critério

dos editores.

Os manuscritos originais deverão ser encaminhados, via

e-mail para o editor-chefe da Revista da Sobama, e pelo

correio (incluindo 1 (uma) cópia impressa, acompanhada de

carta assinada pelo autor principal, conforme descrito abaixo,

e uma cópia em disquete, em processador de texto formato

IBM Microsoft Word ou formato texto.) (Caso sejam

necessárias outras cópias impressas, a pedido dos

consultores, os autores serão contatados para enviar o

número de cópias necessárias).

Os manuscritos devem ser digitados em espaço duplo,

fonte tipo Courier, tamanho 12, não excedendo, quando for

o caso, o número de páginas apropriado de cada categoria

em que o manuscrito se insere. A página deverá ser tamanho

carta, com formatação de margens superior e inferior no

mínimo de 2,5 cm, esquerda e direita no mínimo de 3 cm. Para

estimar a equivalência considere que uma página impressa

da publicação corresponde a 3 páginas do manuscrito.

A versão final revisada deverá ser encaminhada por e-

mail ao editor-chefe, ou por correio (uma cópia impressa no

mesmo formato da versão inicial, acompanhada de cópia em

disquete, em processador de texto formato IBM Microsoft

Word ou formato texto).  Todo e qualquer encaminhamento

à revista deve ser acompanhado de carta assinada pelo autor

principal, onde esteja explicitada a intenção de submissão

ou re-submissão do trabalho para publicação. Em caso de

aceite do trabalho uma carta de acordo de publicação deverá

ser preenchida e assinada pelo autor principal para

encaminhamento do trabalho para prelo.

A apresentação dos trabalhos deve seguir a seguinte

ardem:

1. Folha de rosto despersonalizada contendo apenas:

1.1. Título sem abreviações, em português, não

devendo exceder 10 palavras.

1.2. Sugestão de título abreviado para cabeçalho,

não devendo exceder 4 palavras.

1.3. Título sem abreviações, em inglês, compatível

com o título em português.

2. Folha de rosto personalizada contendo:

2.1. Mesma informação dos itens 1.1; 1.2 e 1.3. acima.

2.2. Nome de cada autor, seguido por uma afiliação

institucional apenas e por extenso por ocasião da submissão

do trabalho.

2.3. Indicação do autor a quem o leitor do artigo

deve enviar correspondência, seguido de endereço completo,

de acordo com as normas do correio. Se disponível, o

endereço eletrônico deve também ser indicado.

2.4. Indicação de endereço para correspondência

com o editor sobre a tramitação do manuscrito, incluindo

fax, telefone e, se disponível, endereço eletrônico.

2.5. Se necessário, indicação de atualização de

afiliação institucional.

2.6. Se apropriado, parágrafo reconhecendo apoio

financeiro, colaboração de colegas e técnicos, origem do

trabalho (por exemplo, anteriormente apresentado em evento,

derivado de tese ou dissertação, oriundo de coleta de dados

efetuada em instituição distinta daquela informada no item

2.4), e outros fatos de divu1gação eticamente necessária.

2.7. Indique na carta de encaminhamento, quando

for o caso de estudos envolvendo seres humanos ou animais,

que o estudo obedeceu aos requisitos da Resolução CNS

196/96 referente à Comissão Nacional de Ética em Pesquisa

(Conep) e que foi devidamente aprovado pelo comitê de ética

da instituição de origem do autor responsável pelo estudo.

3. Folha contendo o Resumo, em português.

O resumo deve ter no máximo 150 palavras para manuscritos

na categoria 1, e 100 palavras para manuscritos nas categorias

2, 3, 4 e 5. As demais categorias não admitem resumo. Ao

resumo devem-se seguir 3 a 5 palavras-chave para fins de

indexação do trabalho.

No caso de relato de pesquisa, o resumo deve incluir:

descrição sumária do problema investigado, características

pertinentes da amostra, método utilizado para a coleta de

dados, resultados e conclusões, suas implicações ou

aplicações.

O resumo de uma revisão crítica ou de um estudo teórico

deve incluir: assunto tratado em uma frase, objetivo, tese ou

construto sob análise, fontes usadas (p. ex. observação feita

pelo autor, literatura publicada) e conclusões.

4. Folha contendo o abstract (resumo em inglês),

compatível com o texto do resumo em português.

O abstract deve obedecer às mesmas especificações para

a versão em português, seguido de key words (palavras-

chave em inglês), compatíveis com as palavras-chave em

português.

5. Texto propriamente dito.

Em todas as categorias de trabalho original, o texto deve

ter uma organização de reconhecimento fácil, sinalizada por

um sistema de títulos e subtítulos que reflitam esta

organização. No caso de relatos de pesquisa o texto deverá,

obrigatoriamente, apresentar: introdução, método, resultados

e discussão. As notas não bibliográficas deverão ser

reduzidas a um mínimo e colocadas ao pé das páginas,

ordenadas por algarismos arábicos que deverão aparecer

imediatamente após o segmento de texto ao qual se refere a

nota. Os locais sugeridos para inserção de figuras e tabelas

deverão ser indicados no texto. As citações de autores

deverão ser feitas de acordo com as normas da APA,

exemplificadas no item IV. No caso de transcrição na íntegra

de um texto, a transcrição deve ser delimitada por aspas e a

citação do autor seguida do número da página citada. Uma

citação literal com 40 ou mais palavras deve ser apresentada

em bloco próprio, começando em nova linha, com recuo de 5

espaços da margem, na mesma posição de um novo parágrafo.
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O tamanho da fonte deve ser 12, como no restante do texto.

Observações: Nunca utilize caixa alta em palavras inteiras

(exemplo: ATIVIDADE MOTORA) em nenhuma etapa do

manuscrito, nem mesmo nas citações de autores. Utilize,

quando apropriado, apenas a inicial em caixa alta (exemplo:

Atividade Motora).

No caso de siglas que são compostas por partes das

iniciais do nome de um órgão ou entidade, a exemplo de

Sobama, estas devem ser escritas apenas com a primeira letra

em caixa alta.  O mesmo vale para siglas com quatro ou mais

letras (por exemplo, Vasp, Cobal, Masp, Varig) a menos que

cada uma de suas letras é pronunciada separadamente (por

exemplo, IPTU, BNDES). Algumas siglas têm letras

maiúsculas e minúsculas para diferenciá-las de outras iguais

(por exemplo, CNPq, UnB). Siglas com até três letras, devem

ser escritas em letras maiúsculas (USP, ONU, OMS).  Quando

utilizar a sigla: na primeira citação escreva o nome completo

e a seguir (nunca antes!), a sigla entre parênteses.

Abreviações devem ser evitadas, por exemplo síndrome de

Down (SD), deficiência física (DF). Prefira manter os termos

escritos por extenso no decorrer de todo o trabalho.

6. Referências, ordenadas de acordo com as regras gerais

que se seguem. Trabalhos de autoria única e do mesmo autor

são ordenados por ano de publicação, o mais antigo primeiro.

Trabalhos de autoria única precedem trabalhos de autoria

múltipla, quando o sobrenome é o mesmo. Trabalhos em que

o primeiro autor é o mesmo, mas co-autores diferem serão

ordenados por sobrenome dos co-autores. Trabalhos com a

mesma autoria múltipla serão ordenados por data, o mais

antigo primeiro. Trabalhos com a mesma autoria e a mesma

data serão ordenados alfabeticamente pelo título,

desconsiderando a primeira palavra se for artigo ou pronome,

exceto quando o próprio título contiver indicativo de ordem;

o ano é imediatamente seguido de letras minúsculas. Quando

repetido, o nome do autor não deve ser substituído por

travessões ou outros sinais. O formato da lista de referências

deve ser apropriado à tarefa de revisão e de editoração

apresentando além de espaço duplo e tamanho de fonte 12,

parágrafo normal com recuo apenas na primeira linha, sem

deslocamento das margens seguintes (cf. exemplificado no

item V). Os grifos deverão ser indicados unicamente por um

traço sob a palavra (isto é, palavra sublinhada). A formatação

dos parágrafos com recuo e dos grifos em itálico é reservada

para a fase final de editoração do artigo.

7. Anexos, apenas quando contiverem informação original

importante, ou destacamento indispensável para a

compreensão de alguma seção do trabalho. Recomenda-se

evitar anexos.

8. Folha contendo título de todas as figuras, numeradas

conforme indicado no texto.

9. Figuras, incluindo legenda, uma por página em papel e

por arquivo de computador, quando preparadas

eletronicamente. Para assegurar qualidade de reprodução

as figuras contendo desenhos deverão ser encaminhadas

em qualidade para fotografia; as figuras contendo gráficos

não poderão estar impressas em impressora matricial. Como

a versão publicada não poderá exceder a largura de 8,3 cm

para figuras simples, e de 17,5 cm para figuras complexas, o

autor deverá cuidar para que as legendas mantenham

qualidade de leitura, caso redução seja necessária. O

encaminhamento de arquivos eletrônicos das figuras em

formato JPG ou inseridos em documento MSWord ou Excel é

recomendado aos autores.

10. Tabelas, incluindo título e notas, uma por página em

papel e por arquivo de computador. Na publicação impressa

a tabela não poderá exceder 17,5 cm de largura x 23,7 cm de

comprimento. Ao prepará-las, o autor deverá limitar sua

largura a 60 caracteres, para tabelas simples de modo a ocupar

uma coluna impressa, incluindo 3 caracteres de espaço entre

colunas da tabela, e limitar a 125 caracteres para tabelas

complexas de modo a ocupar duas colunas impressas. O

comprimento da tabela não deve exceder 55 linhas, incluindo

título e rodapé(s). Para outros detalhamentos, especialmente

em casos omissos, o manual da APA deverá ser consultado.

IV. Tipos comuns de citação no texto

Citação de artigo de autoria múltipla

1. Dois autores

O sobrenome dos autores é explicitado em todas as

citações, usando e ou & conforme abaixo:

“O método proposto por Ulrich e Thelen (1979)” ou “Este

método foi inicialmente proposto para o estudo da marcha

automática (Ulrich & Thelen, 1979)”

2. De três a cinco autores

O sobrenome de todos os autores é explicitado na primeira

citação, como acima. Da segunda citação em diante só o

sobrenome do primeiro autor é explicitado, seguido de “et

al.” e o ano, se for a primeira citação de uma referência dentro

de um mesmo parágrafo:

“Mattos, Lima e Teixeira (1994) verificaram que...” [primeira

citação no texto];

“Mattos et al. (1994) verificaram que...” [citação subseqüente,

primeira no parágrafo];

“Mattos et al. Verificaram...” [omita o ano em citações

subseqüentes dentro de um mesmo parágrafo].

Exceção: Se a forma abreviada gerar aparente identidade de

dois trabalhos em que os co-autores diferem, os co-autores

são explicitados até que a ambigüidade seja eliminada. Os

trabalhos de Hayes, S.C., Brownstein, A.J. Haas, J.R. &

Greenway, D.E. (1986) e Hayes, S.C. Brownstein, A.J., Zettle,

R.D., Rosenfarb, I. & Korn, Z. (1986) são assim citados:

“Hayes, Brownstein, Haas et al. (1986) e Hayes, Brownstein,

Zettle et al. (1986) verificaram que...”

Na seção de referências todos os nomes são relacionados.
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3. Seis ou mais autores

No texto, desde a primeira citação, só o sobrenome do

primeiro autor é mencionado, seguido de “et al.” exceto se

este formato gerar ambigüidade, caso em que a mesma

solução indicada no item anterior deve ser utilizada:

“Rodrigues et al. (1988)”.

Na seção de referências todos os nomes são relacionados.

Citações de trabalho discutido em uma fonte secundária

O trabalho usa como fonte um trabalho discutido em outro,

sem que o trabalho original tenha sido lido (por exemplo, um

estudo de Lima, citado por Silva, 1982). No texto, use a

seguinte citação:

“Lima (conforme citado por Silva, 1982) acrescenta que estes

estudantes...” ·

Na seção de referências informe apenas a fonte secundária,

no caso Silva, usando o formato apropriado.

Citações de obras antigas reeditadas

Autor (data da publicação original/data da edição

consultada). Ex.: Campbell (1790/1946).

Citação de comunicação pessoal

Este tipo de citação deve ser evitado, por não oferecer

informação recuperável por meios convencionais. Se

inevitável, deve aparecer no texto, mas não na seção de

Referências.

“B. D. Ulrich (comunicação pessoal, 5 de maio de 1995) ...”.

Citação de obras disponíveis na Internet

Se houver nome de autor e data do artigo, utilizar as

orientações apresentadas até o momento.   Se não houver

data da publicação, mencione o autor e a seguir, entre

parênteses, ´s.d.´.  “Gorla e Araújo (s.d.)...”   Se não houver

nome de autor, mencione o título.  “... muitos links

interessantes (Endereços interessantes, s.d.).”

V. Exemplos de tipos comuns de referência

1. Relatório técnico.

Birney, A.J., & Hall, M.M. (1981). Early identification of

children with written language disabilities (relatório n. 81-

1502). Washington, DC: National Education Association.

2. Trabalho apresentado em congresso, mas não

publicado.

Haidt, J., Dias, M.G., & Koller, S. (1991, fevereiro). Disgust.

disrespect and culture: Moral judgement of victimless

violations in the USA and Brazil. Trabalho apresentado em

Reunião Anual (Annual Meeting) da Society for Cross-

Cultural Research, Isla Verde, Puerto Rico.

3. Trabalho apresentado em congresso com resumo

publicado em publicação seriada regular.

Tratar como publicação em periódico, acrescentando logo

após o título a indicação de que se trata de resumo.

Silva, A.A., & Engelmann, A. (1988). Teste de eficácia de

um curso para melhorar a capacidade de julgamentos corretos

de expressões faciais de emoções [Resumo]. Ciência e

Cultura, 40(7, Suplemento), 927.

4. Trabalho apresentado em congresso com resumo

publicado em publicação especial.

Tratar como publicação em livro, informando sobre o

evento de acordo com as informações disponíveis em capa.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E., & Moraes, R. (1962). Psicofísica

do esforço: impacto no esporte [Resumo]. In: Sociedade

Brasileira de Psicologia (Org.), Resumos de comunicações

científicas. XXII Reunião Anual de Psicologia (p.666).

Ribeirão Preto: SBP.

5. Teses ou dissertações não publicadas.

Ribeiro, S.M.L. (2002). Caracterização do estado nutricional

de indivíduos portadores de deficiência motora praticantes

de atividade física. Tese de Doutorado, Universidade de São

Paulo, São Paulo.

6. Livros.

Mauerberg-deCastro, E. (2005). Atividade física adaptada.

Ribeirão Preto, SP: Tecmedd.

Block, M. E. (2000). A teacher´s guide to including students

with disabiities in general physcial education. 2nd. ed.

Baltimore, Maryland: Paul.H. Brookes Publishing Co.

7. Capítulo de livro.

Munster, M.A., & Almeida, J.J.G.  (2004). Atividade física

e deficiência visual. In: M.G. Gorgatti & R.F. Costa (Orgs.),

Atividade física adaptada (p.28-76). São Paulo: Manole.

Rimmer, J. (1997).  Alzheimer´s disease. In: American

College of Sports Medicine, ACM´s exercise management

for persons with chronic diseses and disabilities (pp.227-

229). Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics.

8. Livro traduzido, em língua portuguesa.

Winnick, J. P. (2004).  Educação física e esportes

adaptados. Tradução [da 3.ed.original] de Fernando Augusto

Lopes. Barueri, SP:  Manole.

Se a tradução em língua portuguesa de um trabalho em

outra língua é usada como fonte, citar a tradução em

português e indicar, quando constar na ficha catalográfica,

ano de publicação do trabalho original. No texto, citar o ano

da publicação original e o ano da tradução: (Mathews &

Fox, 1976/1979).

9. Artigo em periódico científico.

Moore, J. M., Thompson, G., & Thompson, M. (1975).

Auditory localization of infants as a function of reinforcement

conditions. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders. 40,

29-34.

Informar número, entre parênteses e em seguida o

volume, apenas quando a paginação reinicia a cada número

(e não a cada volume, como a regra geral).

Mello, M.T., Esteves, A.M., Comparoni, A., Benedito-
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Silva, A.A., & Tufik, S. (2002). Avaliação do padrão e das

queixas relativas ao sono, cronotipo e adaptação ao fuso

horário dos atletas brasileiros participantes da Paraolimpíada

em Sidney – 2000. 8(3), 122-128.

10. Obras antigas com reedição em data muito posterior

Cabral, P.A . (1946). Tratado sobre o Brasil. Rio de Janeiro:

Colombo (Originalmente publicado em 1500).

11.  Obra no prelo.

Não forneça ano, volume ou número de páginas até que

o artigo esteja publicado. Respeitada a ordem de nomes, é a

última referência do autor.

Gorla, J.I., Gonçalves, H.R., Araújo, P.F., & Calegari, D.C.

(no prelo). Utilização de ergômetro de braço na determinação

da potência anaeróbia em atletas de basquetebol em cadeira

de rodas. Revista da Sobama.

12. Autoria institucional.

American Psychiatric Association (1988). DSM-III-R.-

Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorder (3 ed.

revisada). Washington, DC: Autor.

13. Obras publicadas na internet

Sobrenome do autor, primeira inicial. (data da publicação

ou “sem data” se não disponível). Título do artigo ou seção

utilizada [Número de parágrafos]. Título do trabalho

completo. [Forma, tal como HTTP, CD-ROM, E-MAIL].

Disponível em: URL completo [data de acesso].

Anjos, M. (2002). Dicionário de bioética. Revista Bioética,

v.10, n.1.  Atualidades. [http]. Disponível em: http://

www.cfm.org.br/revista/bio10v1.htm [19 de julho de 2004]

Gorla, J. I, & Araújo, P. F. (s.d.).  Avaliação em educação

física adaptada. [HTTP]. Disponível em: http://

www.sobama.org.br, Revista Virtual. [19 de julho de 2004].

Hara, N, & Kling, R. (2001). Students´Distress with a Web-

based Distance Education Course. Indiana University,

Bloomington, Center for Social Informatics (SLIS). [HTTP].

Avaiable at: http://www.slis.indiana.edu/CSI/wp00-01.html.

[March 30, 2002]

Endereços interessantes (s.d.). [HTTP]. Disponível em:

http://www.sobama.org.br, links. [27 de setembro de 2003]

VI. Direitos autorais

Artigos publicados na revista da Sobama

Os direitos autorais dos artigos publicados pertencem à

revista da Sobama. A reprodução total dos artigos desta

revista em outras publicações, ou para qualquer outra

utilidade, está condicionada à autorização escrita do editor

da revista da Sobama. Pessoas interessadas em reproduzir

parcialmente os artigos desta revista (partes do texto que

excederem 500 palavras, tabelas, figuras e outras ilustrações)

deverão ter permissão escrita do(s) autor(es). O autor

principal de cada artigo receberá uma revista contendo o

seu artigo.

Reprodução parcial de outras publicações

Manuscritos submetidos que contiverem partes de texto

extraídas de outras publicações deverão obedecer aos limites

especificados para garantir originalidade do trabalho

submetido. Recomenda-se evitar a reprodução de figuras,

tabelas e desenhos extraídos de outras publicações.

O manuscrito que contiver reprodução de uma ou mais

figuras, tabelas e desenhos extraídos de outras publicações

só será encaminhado para análise se vier acompanhado de

permissão escrita do detentor do direito autoral do trabalho

original para a reprodução especificada na revista da Sobama.

A permissão deve ser endereçada ao autor do trabalho

submetido. Em nenhuma circunstância a revista da Sobama

e os autores dos trabalhos publicados nesta revista

repassarão direitos assim obtidos.

Mitos sobre direitos autorais na internet

A seguir são apresentadas algumas considerações feitas

com base no trabalho de Templeton, B. (no date), cuja

referência é:

Templeton, B. (no date). 10 Big Myths about copyright

explained. [URL]. Available: http://www.templetons.com/

brad/copymyths.html  [2000, May 11]

- “Se não tem um aviso sobre direitos autorais (ou

copyright, em inglês) não está protegido.”

Era verdade no passado, mas hoje a maioria das nações

segue a convenção de Berne copyright. Nos EUA quase

tudo criado em caráter privado após 1 de Abril de 1989 está

protegido por lei tenha ou não aviso sobre direitos autorais.

Isto inclui figuras. “Scanear” figura da internet é ilegal a

menos que esteja explicitamente anunciado “domínio

público” ou “sem reservas autorais” ou “pode copiar à

vontade.”

- “Se eu não usar com fins lucrativos ou usar com

finalidades acadêmicas ou educacionais, não é crime”

Errado. Fatos e idéias não podem se limitados nos direitos

autorais, mas sua expressão escrita e estrutura podem. Você

sempre pode escrever sobre fatos com suas próprias

palavras.

- “Se eu criar minha própria história baseada em outro

trabalho, meu novo trabalho me pertence.”

Errado. Leis de direitos autorais são bem explicitas quanto

aos “trabalhos derivativos” —Você precisa de permissão

autoral.

- “Se eu não causar danos a ninguém, tudo bem—na

verdade é até propaganda de graça.”

Errado. É decisão do autor se ele quer ou não propaganda

de graça.

Para obter mais informações visite:

http://www.templetons.com/brad/copymyths.html

http://www.tjc.com/copyright

http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/

ht tp: / /www.aust l i i .edu.au/au/ legis /c th/consol_act /
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ca1968133/index.html

http://cipo.gc.ca/

http://www.benedict.com/

http://www.eff.org/pub/CAF/law/ip-primer

No Brasil:

http://www.persocom.com.br/brasilia/plagio1.htm

VII. Endereço para Encaminhamento

A remessa de manuscritos para publicação, bem como toda

a correspondência que se fizer necessária, deve ser

endereçada para:

Verena J. Pedrinelli (Editora-chefe)

Rua General Almério de Moura, 700

05690-080 - São Paulo - SP

E-mail: vpedrinelli@uol.com.br

Comunicações rápidas podem também ser feitas através do

endereço eletrônico:

E-mail: sobama@rc.unesp.br
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The Sobama Bylaws (Portuguese only)

Informações e Estatuto da Sobama

O que é Sobama?

A Sobama, Sociedade Brasileira de Atividade Motora, fundada em 9 de dezembro de 1994, na cidade de São Paulo, é uma

sociedade civil de caráter científico e educacional sem fins lucrativos, com personalidade jurídica própria que visa o progres-

so dos estudos da atividade motora adaptada em todas as suas áreas.

A idéia da criação da Sobama nasceu de vários profissionais que atuando na área por vários anos, sentiram a necessidade de

se aglutinarem em uma sociedade de caráter científico, facilitando, desta forma, o intercâmbio e a troca de experiência.

Quais os objetivos da Sobama?

Congregar estudiosos da área de atividade motora adaptada; Apoiar e incentivar o desenvolvimento técnico-científico dos

seus associados; Promover congressos, cursos, simpósios sobre assuntos relacionados à área; Manter intercâmbio cultural,

técnico, científico e associativo com entidades congêneres do país e exterior; Conferir títulos, certificados e prêmios; Promo-

ver a divulgação do conhecimento produzido na área.

Por que “atividade motora” e não “educação física?”

Em muitos lugares utiliza-se tanto os termos educação física adaptada como atividade motora adaptada. Na Sobama conside-

ra-se que a palavra “atividade motora” enfatiza as necessidades de vivências relacionadas ao movimento corporal em todo

tipo de ambiente. A palavra “educação,” por outro lado, é freqüentemente usada para enfocar indivíduos na idade escolar em

ambientes de instrução. A atividade motora adaptada corresponde a um conjunto de atos intencionais que visam melhorar e

promover a capacidade para o movimento considerando-se as diferenças individuais e as discapacidades em contextos

inclusivos ou não.

Como associar-se à Sobama?

Se você é...

... uma pessoa estudiosa e profissional comprometida com a atividade motora

adaptada,

Se você quer..

... assinar a revista da Sobama, publicada anualmente,

Se você pretende...

... aproveitar os descontos no Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade Motora Adaptada

e outros eventos na área,

... então associe-se e compartilhe investigações, teorias, modelos, e práticas.

Ajude a fortalecer o futuro da atividade motora adaptada para pessoas portadoras de deficiências/discapacidades.

Poderão fazer parte da Sobama todos os profissionais acadêmicos que exerçam funções ou atividades na área da atividade

motora adaptada.
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Modificações no estatuto aprovadas em 19 de

maio de 2004.

O que mudou?

Por: Verena Junghähnel Pedrinelli

As alterações de estatuto foram motivadas para atuali-

zar, modernizar, simplificar e adequar as normas à realidade

operacional da Sobama. Em essência as mudanças foram as

seguintes:

- Valores e prazos da anuidade (contribuição regular) pas-

sam a ser definidos pela diretoria (item d, Art. 12o. e Art.19o.),

sendo a anuidade válida para o período correspondente ao

ano civil;

- Eliminou-se a obrigatoriedade de pagamentos atrasa-

dos (o que gerava as repetidas discussões e anistias).  Des-

ta forma passa a constar no estatuto que será eliminado

sócio que não pagar a anuidade vigente (Art. 14o.) e que o

sócio eliminado por falta de pagamento poderá filiar-se no-

vamente, a qualquer momento, mediante pagamento da anui-

dade vigente como “novo sócio”  (Art. 15o.);

- Ajustou-se a nomenclatura dos “delegados estaduais”

que passam a ser designados “representantes estaduais”

(Art. 21o.), sendo eleitos um titular e um suplente (Art.º 49o.

e Art. 50o.); foram inseridos itens descrevendo as compe-

tências dos representantes estaduais (Art. 51o);

- Foi removida a exigência de admissão de sócios por

intermédio do delegado estadual ou sócio fundador acom-

panhado de curriculum vitae (na prática as inscrições têm

sido feitas via preenchimento de formulário, diretamente à

secretaria da Sobama);

- O presidente e sede do congresso brasileiro passam a

ser indicados pela nova diretoria (Art. 33o. e Art. 41o.) (Foi

eliminado o item que atribuía à assembléia a competência de

eleger em escrutínio secreto o presidente e a sede do próxi-

mo congresso brasileiro);

- Foi inserido um parágrafo único no Art. 4o. atribuindo à

gestão eleita a responsabilidade de organizar e executar o

Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade Motora Adaptada (o con-

gresso da Sobama);

- Os artigos referentes às reuniões formais ordinárias do

conselho consultivo e do conselho fiscal foram removidos;

- O conselho fiscal passa a emitir parecer sobre os livros

contábeis, documentos e papéis da tesouraria geral, e o en-

caminhará para o conselho consultivo, para então ser apre-

sentado e aprovado em assembléia.  O mesmo é válido para

o balanço dos congressos  (Art. 30o.)

E ainda:

- Site e propriedade intelectual (revista, livros, boletim)

foram acrescentados ao patrimônio da Sobama (Art.3o.);

- A indicação de sócios honorários passa a ser apresen-

tada por escrito à diretoria e incluída em pauta para aprova-

ção em assembléia  (Art.10o.);

- Foi inserido um item sobre o editor-chefe, que deverá

ser indicado pelo presidente e proposto à assembléia geral

(Art. 34o.).

Estatuto da Sobama

Capítulo I

Da Constituição, Denominação, Sede, Duração e Fins.

 Art.1º - A Sociedade Brasileira de Atividade Motora Adap-

tada (Sobama), fundada em 9 de dezembro de 1994, na cida-

de de São Paulo, é uma sociedade civil, de caráter científico

e educacional sem fins lucrativos, com personalidade Jurídi-

ca e patrimônio próprio que visa o progresso dos estudos

da atividade motora adaptada em todos os seus ramos.

Art.2º - A Sobama tem sede permanente na cidade de Campi-

nas, Estado de São Paulo, é de duração indeterminada e pas-

sa a reger-se por estes estatutos.

Parágrafo único - A Sobama, terá sempre sede administrati-

va e foro na cidade e estado onde residir o presidente e

tesoureiro, podendo abrir sub-sedes em qualquer unidade

da Federação.

Art.3º - O patrimônio da entidade será constituído de mó-

veis e utensílios, imóveis, veículos, contribuições dos sóci-

os, site, propriedade intelectual (revista, livros, boletim)e

outros donativos em dinheiro ou em espécie, auxílios ofici-

ais ou subvenções e de qualquer tipo de aplicação financei-

ra de qualquer espécie entre ativos da sociedade.

Art.4º - A Sobama tem por finalidade:

a) Congregar os estudiosos da área de atividade motora adap-

tada;

b) Apoiar e incentivar o desenvolvimento técnico-científico

dos seus sócios;

c) Promover congressos, cursos, simpósios sobre assuntos

relacionados à área;

Parágrafo único – A gestão eleita fica responsável em orga-

nizar e executar o congresso brasileiro da Sobama

d) Manter intercâmbio cultural, técnico, científico e

associativo com entidades congêneres do país e do exteri-

or;

e) Conferir títulos, certificados e prêmios;

f) Outras ações que não colidam com este estatuto;

g) Promover a divulgação do conhecimento produzido na

área.

Capítulo ll

Dos Sócios



Seção l

Da Admissão

Art.5º - Poderão fazer parte da Sobama todos os profissio-

nais e acadêmicos que exerçam funções ou atividades na

área de atividade motora adaptada.

Seção ll

Da Classificação

Art.6º - O quadro social da Sobama é composta de sócios,

cujo número é ilimitado e que são divididos nas seguintes

categorias:

a) Fundador

b) Titular Efetivo

c) Colaborador

d) Honorário

e) Beneméritos

Art.7º - Entende-se por “sócio fundador” o profissional e/

ou acadêmico que participaram da primeira reunião da

Sobama e assinaram a respectiva ata de fundação.

Art.8º - Entende-se por “sócio titular efetivo” o profissional

portador de título universitário que exerça atividades no re-

ferido campo de conhecimento.

Art.9º - Entende-se por “sócio colaborador” o profissional

ainda não portador de título universitário, que desejar inte-

grar o quadro social da Sobama.

Art.10o. - Entende-se por “sócio honorário” o profissional

brasileiro ou estrangeiro, que tenha prestado relevantes ser-

viços à área de atividade motora adaptada. Nomes de candi-

datos devem ser apresentados por escrito à diretoria e in-

cluídos em pauta para aprovação em assembléia geral.

Parágrafo único - A outorga desta honraria efetuada medi-

ante proposta fundamentada da diretoria executiva e homo-

logação da assembléia geral.

Art.11o. - Entende-se por “sócio benemérito” o que tenha

contribuído substancialmente para o aumento do patrimônio

da entidade.

Seção lll

Dos Deveres e Direitos dos Sócios

Art.12o. - São deveres dos sócios:

a) Cumprir as disposições deste estatuto;

b) Concorrer para o cumprimento das finalidades da Sobama;

c) Prestigiar a sociedade, difundir o espírito associativo e

concorrer para o aumento do quadro social;

d) Pagar anuidade conforme a categoria, valores e condi-

ções fixados pela diretoria executiva através de resolução

interna.

e) Comunicar à secretaria da Sobama a alteração de seu en-

dereço, até 30 (trinta) dias após a efetivação da mesma.

Parágrafo Único. Para efeito do caput deste artigo, compre-

ender-se-á como anuidade o período correspondente ao ano

civil.

Art.13o. - Uma vez obedecidos os dispositivos deste esta-

tuto, são direitos dos sócios:

a) Participar das atividades da Sobama;

b) Receber as comunicações da Sobama;

c) Informar por escrito à diretoria da Sobama qualquer ocor-

rência de interesse pessoal ou coletivo e que exija providên-

cia ao alcance da sociedade;

d) Votar nas eleições da Sobama.

Parágrafo único - Constitui-se direito exclusivo dos sócios

fundadores e titulares efetivos, serem votados para os car-

gos da diretoria executiva e comissões ou conselhos perma-

nentes.

Seção IV

Das Penalidades

Art.14o. - Os sócios que procederem em desacordo com as

normas estatutárias. serão passiveis das seguintes penali-

dades:

1) Advertência

2) Suspensão

3) Eliminação

1) Advertência escrita, aplicada pelo presidente da Sobama,

com aprovação da diretoria e registrada em ata, nas trans-

gressões do estatuto.

2) Suspensão dos direitos sociais até 3 (três) meses por trans-

gressões reincidentes do estatuto passivo de uma punição

ou pela prática de atos incompatíveis com as finalidades da

sociedade, por recomendação da diretoria e aprovação do

conselho consultivo.

3) Eliminação do quadro social:

a) Pelo não pagamento da anuidade.

b) Por reincidência nas transgressões do estatuto;

c) Por prejuízos morais e materiais à sociedade.

Parágrafo único - Para o item 1., a punição é de competência

da diretoria, enquanto que o item 2., compete ao conselho

consultivo e o item 3., depende da aprovação da assembléia

geral.

Art. 15o. -   O sócio eliminado por falta de pagamento poderá

filiar-se novamente, a qualquer momento, mediante paga-

mento da anuidade vigente como “novo sócio” para

efetivação da admissão no quadro social.

Art.16o. - Das penalidades impostas pela diretoria executi-

va, caberá recurso ao conselho consultivo no prazo de 30

(trinta) dias, contados a partir da data da ciência da punição.
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Art.17o. - Das penalidades impostas pelo conselho consul-

tivo, caberá recurso ao colegiado formado pela diretoria exe-

cutiva e conselhos permanentes, obedecendo ao prazo es-

tabelecido no artigo anterior.

Seção V

Da Receita

Art.18o. - Constituem fontes de receita da Sobama:

a) Anuidades

b) Doações oficiais e particulares

c) Subvenções

d) Vendas eventuais

 Art.19o. - A anuidade dos sócios será fixada pela diretoria

executiva e seu pagamento é indispensável para efetivação

da admissão no quadro social.

Capítulo lll

Seção l

Dos Poderes Diretivos

Art.20o. - A estrutura de poder da Sobama está assim cons-

tituída:

a) Assembléia Geral

b) Conselho Consultivo

c) Conselho Fiscal

d) Diretoria Executiva

Parágrafo único - Participam na qualidade de auxiliares da

administração: diretoria do congresso, representantes esta-

duais

Seção ll

Da Assembléia Geral

Art.21o. - A assembléia geral, constituída por todos os sóci-

os, é o órgão soberano, com poderes para decidir ou delibe-

rar sobre todos os assuntos pertinentes a Sobama nos limi-

tes da lei e deste estatuto.

Art.22o. - A assembléia geral reunir-se-á, ordinariamente, a

cada ano, preferencialmente durante os trabalhos de cada

Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade Motora Adaptada ou em

outro evento similar a ser convocada com no mínimo 30 dias

de antecedência, com a sua respectiva pauta.

Art.23o. - A assembléia geral reunir-se-á extraordinariamen-

te por convocação do presidente da Sobama, mediante re-

querimento fundamentado da diretoria executiva ou de cada

um dos conselhos permanentes ou ainda por no mínimo 2/3

(dois terços) de seus associados em pleno gozo de seus

direitos.

Parágrafo único - Recebendo o requerimento fica o presi-

dente obrigado a expedir a convocação no prazo máximo de

10 (dez) dias. O intervalo para sua instalação será de no

mínimo 15 (quinze) dias e no máximo 30 (trinta) dias a contar

da expedição da convocação.

Art.24o. - Compete à assembléia geral:

a) Promover a eleição e empossar a diretoria executiva, o

conselho consultivo e o conselho fiscal de acordo com este

estatuto;

b) Discutir e aprovar as contas da diretoria executiva com

prévio parecer do conselho fiscal;

c) Aprovar propostas de modificação estatutária;

d) Dissolver a sociedade em assembléia extraordinária,

convocada para este fim, exigindo-se um quorum mínimo de

2/3 (dois terços) dos sócios em pleno gozo de seus direitos.

Art.25o. - A assembléia geral será instalada, em primeira con-

vocação, com a presença de metade mais um dos sócios

quites com a Sobama, em segunda convocação (30 minutos

depois), com qualquer número de sócios presentes.

§ 1º - As deliberações serão tomadas por maioria simples de

votos.

§ 2º - As decisões contrárias a pareceres do conselho con-

sultivo deverão ter voto favorável de pelo menos 2/3 (dois

terços) dos sócios que assinaram a lista de presença da as-

sembléia geral.

§ 3º - Poderá existir o voto por procuração ou correio so-

mente nas reuniões ordinárias.

Seção lll

Do Conselho Consultivo

Art.26o. - Ao conselho consultivo, com mandato de dois

anos, compete opinar sobre qualquer assunto encaminhado

pela diretoria, que para este fim o convocará.

Art.27o. - O conselho consultivo é constituído por:

a) Cinco sócios titulares efetivos;

b) Pelo representante da diretoria executiva;

c) Pelo representante da diretoria do congresso;

d) Pelos representantes estaduais;

Parágrafo único - O presidente do conselho e um secretário

serão eleitos entre seus membros.

Art.28o. - Ao conselho consultivo compete referenciar pu-

nições e julgar recursos na forma deste estatuto.

Seção IV

Do Conselho Fiscal

Art.29o. - O conselho fiscal é constituído por 3 (três) sócios
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titulares efetivos e/ou fundadores, igual número de suplen-

tes, da mesma categoria, sendo eleito conjuntamente com a

diretoria executiva e conselho consultivo, para um mandato

de 2 (dois) anos, exceto para a 1ª gestão cujo mandato será

de 4 (quatro) anos.

Art.30o. - Ao conselho fiscal compete:

a) Examinar e emitir parecer, a qualquer tempo, livros

contábeis, os documentos e papéis da tesouraria geral da

diretoria executiva da Sobama e o balanço dos congressos.

b) Emitir parecer sobre o balanço e as contas anuais da dire-

toria executiva da Sobama e o balanço dos congressos,  en-

caminhando posteriormente para aprovação em assembléia.

Encaminhar ao conselho consultivo até 90 (noventa) dias

antes da instalação da assembléia geral o referido parecer.

Seção V

Da Diretoria Executiva

Art.31o. - A diretoria da Sobama compõe-se de: presidente,

vice-presidente, secretário geral, 1º secretário, tesoureiro

geral e 1º tesoureiro.

Art.32o. - A diretoria executiva será eleita pela assembléia

geral ordinária, podendo haver voto por procuração de acor-

do com o disposto neste estatuto e seu mandato terá a dura-

ção de 2 (dois) anos, sem limite de re-eleição.

§ 1º - No caso de vacância de cargo de presidente, o vice-

presidente o substituirá até o fim do mandato. Se as vagas

ocorrerem em qualquer dos demais postos da diretoria, se-

rão preenchidas através de eleição, com colégio eleitoral

formado pelos conselhos consultivo e fiscal.

§ 2º - Aos membros da diretoria é proibido receber qualquer

tipo de remuneração pelo exercício das funções de cargo.

Art.33o. - À diretoria compete:

a) Cumprir e fazer cumprir este estatuto;

b) Exercer a administração superior da Sobama;

c) Defender, em qualquer ocasião, os interesses dos sócios

da Sobama;

d) Encaminhar ao conselho fiscal inicialmente, e depois à

assembléia geral, o relatório anual e o balanço financeiro;

e) Reunir-se em sessão ordinária, no mínimo uma vez por

ano, devendo as decisões ser tomadas pela maioria dos vo-

tos presentes cabendo ao presidente, além do seu voto, o

de qualidade;

f) Decidir sobre as propostas de novos sócios e recomendar

ao conselho consultivo as penalidades estatutárias;

g) Resolver os casos omissos, cientificando a seguir, caso

necessário, o conselho fiscal e o conselho consultivo;

h) Apresentar à assembléia geral proposta para outorga de

título de sócio honorário;

i) Apresentar à assembléia geral a nomeação do presidente

do congresso brasileiro e sede do evento;

j) Homologar pedidos de afastamento dos sócios.

Art.34o. - Ao presidente compete:

a) Exercer a representação legítima da Sobama em juízo ou

fora dele;

b) Presidir as assembléias e reuniões da diretoria executiva;

c) Assinar conjuntamente com o tesoureiro geral, os docu-

mentos que representem valores.

d) Indicar e propor à assembléia geral o editor-chefe da re-

vista da Sobama.

Art.35o. - Ao vice-presidente compete:

a) Colaborar com o presidente e substituí-lo em suas ausên-

cias e impedimentos legais;

b) Suceder o presidente em caso de vacância do cargo, até o

final do mandato.

Art.36o. - Ao secretário geral compete:

a) Assinar, com o presidente, diplomas concebidos pela

Sobama;

b) Editar e redigir, com a diretoria, o Boletim da Sobama;

c) Organizar os serviços de secretaria.

Art.37o. - Ao primeiro secretário compete:

a) Secretariar as atas de reuniões da diretoria;

b) Substituir o secretário geral em seus impedimentos e su-

cedê-lo em caso de vacância do cargo, até o final do manda-

to.

Art.38o. - Ao tesoureiro geral compete:

a) Dirigir e ter sob sua responsabilidade a tesouraria da

Sobama;

b) Efetuar o recebimento de anuidades;

c) Assinar, juntamente com o presidente, os documentos

que representem valores;

d) Apresentar à diretoria executiva, para encaminhamento

ao conselho fiscal até 31 de maio o balanço anual do exercí-

cio anterior.

Art.39o. - Ao primeiro tesoureiro compete:

a) Substituir o tesoureiro geral em seus impedimentos e su-

cedê-lo em caso de vacâncias, até o final do mandato.

Capítulo IV

Dos Órgãos Auxiliares da Administração

Seção l

Diretoria do Congresso

Art. 40o. - A diretoria do Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade

Motora Adaptada será composta de presidente, vice-presi-

dente, secretário executivo e tesoureiro do congresso.

Art. 41o. - O presidente do congresso brasileiro e a sede do
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evento serão indicados pela diretoria executiva da Sobama.

Art.42o. - O vice-presidente, o secretário executivo e o te-

soureiro do congresso serão escolhidos pelo presidente do

mesmo.

Art.43o. - São atribuições do presidente do congresso:

a) Tomar as providências necessárias para a realização do

Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade Motora Adaptada;

b) Presidir o referido congresso.

Art.44o. - Ao vice-presidente cabe:

a) Colaborar com o presidente e substituí-lo em seus impedi-

mentos legais.

Art.45o. - Ao secretário executivo cabe:

a) Auxiliar o presidente do congresso na organização e rea-

lização do Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade Motora Adap-

tada.

Art.46o. - Ao tesoureiro do congresso cabe:

a) Dirigir e ter sob sua responsabilidade a tesouraria do con-

gresso.

b) Assinar, juntamente com o presidente, documentos ne-

cessários ao pagamento das despesas autorizadas.

c) Apresentar à diretoria executiva da Sobama o balanço do

Congresso Brasileiro de Atividade Motora Adaptada.

d) Abrir e fechar contas bancárias em conjunto com o presi-

dente.

Art.47o. - Constitui objetivos do Congresso Brasileiro de

Atividade Motora Adaptada difundir e atualizar a área de

estudo através dos procedimentos utilizados neste tipo de

evento.

Art.48o. - Todos os trabalhos científicos e demais ativida-

des do Congresso deverá obedecer ao disposto e estabele-

cido pelas respectivas Comissões organizadoras e respon-

sáveis pelo congresso.

Seção ll

Dos Representantes Estaduais

Art. 49o. – Cada estado terá um representante titular e um

representante suplente, cujas funções são estabelecidas

neste estatuto, com mandato coincidente com a da diretoria

executiva.

Art.50o. - Os representantes estaduais (titular e suplente)

serão eleitos pelos associados de cada estado presentes na

assembléia geral.

Parágrafo único - A sede do representante estadual coinci-

dirá sempre com o domicílio representante titular eleito. Na

presença de um único sócio de um estado da Federação a

representação do mesmo será definida pelos sócios presen-

tes na assembléia geral.

Art.51o. - Ao representante estadual compete:

a)  Repassar as informações das ações da Sobama e informa-

ções recebidas, exceto a convocação da assembléia geral.

b) Promover a implementação das finalidades da Sobama em

seu estado;

c) Divulgar e popularizar os serviços da Sobama,

disponibilizando informação aos interessados;

d) promover a adesão de novos sócios e encoraja-los a par-

ticiparem ativamente dos trabalhos da Sobma;

e) Apresentar relatórios das atividades desenvolvidas no

seu estado à diretoria executiva.

Capítulo V

Das Eleições

Art.52o. - As eleições na Sobama se efetivarão mediante a

inscrição de chapas completas, (diretoria executiva, conse-

lho consultivo e conselho fiscal) e, por escrutínio secreto.

§ 1º - As chapas deverão ser registradas na secretaria geral

da Sobama, até uma hora antes da instalação da assembléia

geral.

§ 2º - O requerimento de registro da chapa deverá conter o

nome completo de cada ocupante de cargo, sua qualificação

e assinatura.

§ 3º - Para fins de elaboração de material indispensável à

eleição, será obedecida à ordem de inscrição.

§ 4º - Em caso de empate, será considerado eleito o candida-

to o presidente mais idoso.

Art.53o. - A diretoria executiva nomeará a comissão eleitoral

composta por 3 (três) sócios, com antecedência mínima de

30 (trinta) dias para a instalação da assembléia geral.

Art.54o. - Compete a comissão eleitoral:

a) Dirigir os trabalhos de eleição;

b) preparar o material necessário para a eleição;

c) Proceder à apuração dos votos;

d) Divulgar o resultado oficial e empossar a chapa eleita

imediatamente.

Capítulo Vl

Das Disposições Gerais

Art.55o. - Os sócios não respondem, solidária ou

subsidiariamente pelas obrigações que a diretoria e seus

representantes legais contraírem tácita ou expressamente em

nome da entidade.
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Art.56o. - A Sobama "estabelece que aplica suas rendas,

recursos e eventual resultado operacional na manutenção e

desenvolvimento dos objetivos institucionais no território

nacional."

Art.57o. - A Sobama estabelece que "não remunera, nem

concede vantagens ou benefícios por qualquer forma ou

título, a seus diretores, conselheiros, sócios, instituidores,

benfeitores ou equivalentes."

Art.58o. - A Sobama estabelece que a entidade é sem fins

lucrativos e não distribui resultados, dividendos,

bonificações, participações ou parcela do seu patrimônio

sob nenhuma forma ou pretexto.

Art.59o. - A Sobama estabelece que "em caso de dissolução

ou extinção, destina o eventual patrimônio remanescente à

entidade registrada no CNAS ou entidade pública a critério

da instituição."

Art.60o. - A Sobama estabelece o "livre ingresso aos que

solicitarem sua filiação, conforme os critérios estabelecidos

por este estatuto."

Capítulo Vll

Das Disposições Finais

Art.61o. - Este estatuto entrará em vigor imediatamente após

a sua aprovação pela assembléia geral e o devido registro

no cartório competente.
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